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DRUGS, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FOREIGN
POLICY: HAITI AND PANAMA

MONDAY, JULY 11, 1988

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and

International Operations,
of the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9:07 a.m., in room SH-216, Hart

Senate Office Building, the Honorable John F. Kerry (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, and McConnell.
Also present: Senator D'Amato and Jack A. Blum, special coun

sel.
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come to order.
I would like to welcome you, Mr. Cash. I would like to welcome

all of you who are returning for this set of hearings of the Subcom
mittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and International Operations. As
many of you know, these hearings began some months ago, and
due to the Senate schedule, as well as the demands on the commit
tee itself—particularly the INF Treaty —we have had to try to
intersperse these hearings when time has been made available to
us.

Today we are picking up where we left off several weeks ago.
Due to that interval between this hearing and our last set of hear
ings, I would like to take just a brief moment to put into context
where we are today and where we're going. In my opening state
ment at the very start of these hearings in February, before we
had come to understand what had happened in Panama, before we
had come to understand the nature of the Noriega narcodollar
scheme, before we had had the debates on the floor of the United
States Senate on the issue of certification of Mexico and the Baha
mas for cooperation or noncooperation in our drug efforts—before
all of that, I asserted that we on the committee had come to under
stand that narcotics trafficking is really one of the most serious na
tional security problems that faces our Nation and our friends and
allies throughout the hemisphere.

I think that in the hearings we have had to date we have taken
considerable steps toward understanding the nature of that threat.
It is a problem which has already had a profound effect on our for
eign policy. It has had a profound effect on law enforcement and on
the fundamental governmental, economic, and social institutions in
this hemisphere.

(1)



During the 11 days of hearings that this subcommittee has held
to date, we have received testimony from 24 public witnesses, and
we have taken testimony from numerous other witnesses in closed
session. These hearings, both public and closed, have documented
the reality of the threat that is posed by international narcotics
trafficking and the increasingly pernicious power of the narcodol-
lar.

We have seen literally how democracies have been stolen, as in
the case of Panama. We have seen how a narcodictator, General
Noriega, has been able to remain in power because of either a lack
of, or a confusion over, strategy. We have seen how in Colombia
the international drug cartel has hijacked a nation. They have ter
rorized and brutalized the Colombian Government into a near-in
voluntary point of submission.

We have seen now in Haiti where a brief effort at democratiza
tion so long denied the people of that tragic nation that has been
trampled by a military that is engaged deeply in narcotics traffick
ing into the United States. Today we will hear more about the situ
ation in Haiti.

In the case of Honduras we have received closed-door testimony
from a former DEA agent asserting how narcotics-related corrup
tion on the part of certain elements of the armed forces of that
country has stymied the war on drugs and rendered democratiza
tion efforts in that country virtually meaningless.

We have seen how narcotics-related corruption in the Bahamas
and Mexico continues to frustrate the efforts of our law enforce
ment officials, as well as theirs, and how they have failed to stem
the flow of illegal drugs into the United States—or perhaps we
should say, more realistically, to place a serious crimp in the flow
of those drugs.

It is clear, as we have labored on a task force here in the Senate
to try to deal with this problem, that unless we understand it com
pletely and thoroughly, unless we understand the degree to which
the narcodollar has begun to take over democracies and insert
itself into the normal functionality of our institutions, we cannot
begin to find an effective solution to the problem.

Corruption obviously will spread. More innocent children and
adults in this country and others will continue to suffer. And de
mocracy will be rolled back, not by Communist-led insurrections
but by the narcodollars of the drug lords.

On too many occasions these hearings have shown that our own
law enforcements agencies have been hampered in their effort to
meet this threat. The vast majority of our law enforcement commu
nity is made up of highly dedicated, risktaking men and women.
But the evidence is strong that in too many cases enforcement has
either been timid or lacking and in some cases it has been non
existent.

In still others, certain elements of our Government have per
ceived that there were higher national security priorities, thereby
frustrating legitimate law enforcement efforts in the war against
drugs. As these hearings have demonstrated, the issue of drugs,
both in foreign and domestic policy, has on occasion and too fre
quently been a secondary concern to our policymakers.
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As former Ambassador Francis McNeil testified in April, senior
U.S. officials made a command decision to "put the Noriega prob
lem on the shelf until the Nicaragua problem had been resolved
through the Contra policy. This decision was made despite the fact
that it was common knowledge that General Noriega was a major
player in international narcotics trafficking.

During these hearings we received multiple-corroborated testimo
ny about the involvement in drug trafficking of the private aid net
work supporting the Contras. This corroboration has come from
former pilots flying missions for the Contras, and even from lead
ers within the resistance itself.

Gen. Paul Gorman, the former head of the United States South
ern Command in Panama, testified that he did not know of any re
sistance group that had not used narcotics to fund its operations at
some point. General Gorman also testified that he had warned su
periors in the defense establishment that the most serious threat to
our national security in this hemisphere was posed by the drug
lords. These warnings apparently fell on deaf ears, which is part of
the reason that we have a major disaster at this moment on our
hands in Panama.

The Pentagon, tragically, has demonstrated little enthusiasm for
finding a workable solution to ridding Panama of Noriega. It is ap
parent that some have been more concerned with the maintenance
of the status quo than they have in supporting the forces of democ
racy in that country. It is deeply disturbing that just last week the
general in command of our forces in Panama was quoted in the
Panamanian newspaper, La Estrella, as saying, "I don t think it's a
secret to anybody that I always disagreed with the idea of a quick
solution."

It is even more disturbing to read that the head of the Southern
Command stated that he did not have any independent knowledge
of General Noriega's involvement with drugs. The evidence has
been so overwhelming that to make such a statement raises very
serious questions about the treatment of vital information impor
tant to national security within our own Government.

Equally disconcerting was General Woerner's statement that any
theory that says that Noriega was a product of the United States
was pure nonsense, adding that he was a product of Panamanian
society. Our relations with Panama and General Noriega, whether
informal or formal, were described by our head of SOUTHCOM as
"relations of convenience" — "relations of convenience." And that, I
think, is the nub of the problem from a policy and a national secu
rity standpoint.

It was convenient to deal with Noriega and to pay him for those
dealings, even to the detriment of our long-term foreign policy and
national security interests —that of promoting democracy in
Panama and waging an effective war against drugs. It is comments
like that that I believe send an attitude of business as usual in
Panama, and it is small wonder that as a result many of the people
of Panama feel betrayed by the current United States posture.

This latest round of hearings that we enter this week, 3 days of
them, will focus on some of the command decisions. They will focus
on the knowledge that we have had within our law enforcement
community, and of particular importance will be the views of our



law enforcement officials who are on the front line in the war
against drugs.

In addition, we will have the views of some of the policymakers
in Washington who have helped to develop strategies to wage that
war. Panama will once again be part of the focus this week because
there is much that we still have to learn from this disaster, not
only for ourselves but for the forces of democracy in that country
and in this hemisphere.

Haiti is equally important from a national security standpoint. It
has become a major transit point for cocaine coming into this coun
try, and the major mechanism for facilitating this trafficking is a
corrupt military which has ended any pretense at democratization
with the recent ouster of President Manigat.

So, we have declared war on drugs, but, as our witnesses this
morning will point out to us, our inner cities in this country have
increasingly become combat zones in which drug dealers are fight
ing drug dealers. Our suburbs remain flooded with cocaine. Our
schoolyards remain playgrounds and marketplaces for drug deal
ers. And our borders are inundated with more narcotics than ever
before in the history of this country.

So, it is important for us to listen carefully to the testimony, tes
timony which will come from law enforcement officials as well as
from some who were themselves engaged in the trafficking of nar
cotics. This afternoon we will hear from an individual who was a
lawyer, a judge, the youngest mayor in the State of New Jersey at
one point in time, a businessman earning $150,000 a year, who
became involved in drug trafficking. He is now serving a life sen
tence without parole. We will hear his story about how he met
with General Noriega.

We will hear also from a leader within the Haitian community
in Miami, who will discuss what is happening in Haiti as well as
what is happening here in this country in Miami as a consequence
of the increasing narcotics trafficking.

And then we will hear from Mr. Tom Cash, who heads the larg
est DEA office in this country, whose knowledge similarly is deep,
who is a dedicated official committed to this war. And we will then
hear from our U.S. Ambassador to Haiti before breaking for lunch.

So, I would ask Mr. Biamby if he would come up and take the
witness stand, please. Mr. Biamby, I appreciate your being here. I
know you got caught in traffic.

Mr. Biamby. I apologize for that, Senator.
Senator Kerry. That is not an unusual problem around here,

and I know that you are not necessarily familiar with all the
routes. So, we are very appreciative of your taking the time to be
here.

I would like to ask you, if you would, to please stand so I can
swear you in as a witness. Would you raise your right hand,
please?

Do you swear the tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Biamby. I do, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Thank you. If you would take your seat and iden

tify yourself, please, for the record.



STATEMENT OF ROGER E. BIAMBY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HAITIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION OF DADE, INC.

Mr. Biamby. My name is Roger Biamby. I am the executive direc
tor of the Haitian American Community Association of Dade.

Senator Kerry. How long have you lived in Miami?
Mr. Biamby. For the past 10 years.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Biamby, do you have an opening statement

that you wish to make?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir. It is a rather lengthy one, but I thought I

would shorten it a bit.
Senator Kerry. Fine. Your full statement will be put in the

record as if you had read it in its entirety.
Mr. Biamby. Two, 3 minutes.
Senator Kerry. Whatever you are comfortable with to tell your

story.
Mr. Biamby. Thank you.
Throughout the CNG and post-CNG period, the United States

Government, in our opinion, failed to respond appropriately to
events in Haiti.

Senator Kerry. Would you pull the mike closer? I want every
body to be able to understand what you are saying. Just pull the
mike down a little bit.

Mr. Biamby. The United States Government failed to respond ap
propriately to events in Haiti and failed to support those popular
leaders and political parties in Haiti that sought to bring genuine
democracy into that country.

In its failure, the United States Government conveyed to the
military leadership of Haiti the certainty that it could act as it
pleased and be answerable to no one, and to that effect we can
recall the various statements made by representatives of the State
Department as to the constitutionality of the CEP, the electoral
college in Haiti.

Both through its action and inaction, the United States Govern
ment has created a monster in Haiti. Now they have to deal with
such a monster, just like they did in Panama.

For years, the leaders of Haiti and their agents have lived as
parasites off the Haitian people,- either taking from them directly
or siphoning off foreign aid. The drug trade is a relatively new ven
ture for Haitian Government officials,, beginning in the early 1980's
with such men as Jean-Claude Paul, Jean-Claude's father-in-law,
Ernest Bennett, and the Macoute leader, Lyonel Wooley.

The crackdown by U.S. officials on Colombian drug traffickers
led for the search for alternative routes for transporting drugs to
the United States. In Haiti, greedy and corrupt government offi
cials put an entire country at their disposal until Duvalier's depar
ture. However, the United States Government either did not recog
nize or refused to acknowledge Haiti's involvement in the drug
trade.

The Haitian Government employed a first-rate public relations
firm and made it quite clear to United States officials that Haiti
was a staunch ally in the fight against communism. Opposition
leaders who protested against the criminal activities of Haitian of
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ficials were in turn branded as Communists and their accusations
were in turn dismissed as politically motivated.

Since Duvalier's departure, however, United States officials have
publicly acknowledged Haiti's involvement in drug trafficking or at
least the involvement of one military officer, but this action is as
much prompted by events in the United States, particularly by the
realization that we are losing the war against drugs, as by any
thing that is happening in Haiti.

Of course, as the Haitian military leadership becomes more bla
tant in its demonstrations of power, its role in the drug trade will
also increase and become more obvious. In fact, Haiti may well be
on the way to becoming a haven for drug traffickers and dealers,
terrorists as well as international fugitives.

Evidence of change in Haiti includes not only recent political
events but also the increased presence in Haiti of Colombian drug
traffickers who are settling and establishing businesses there that
serve as fronts for their illicit operations.

Efforts by United States officials to end Haiti's involvement in
the drug trade have been unsuccessful. After Duvalier's departure,
the DEA set up an office in Haiti. However, the office employs paid
informants who are themselves either active drug dealers or double
agents working for the Haitian military. The Haitian Government
officials have also ordered occasional drug busts to appease DEA
agents there.

But these busts are relatively minor. Only a small portion of the
cocaine recovered in these operations is actually destroyed. Offi
cials usually manage to keep most of it themselves, in this way
both deceiving DEA agents and doublecrossing their Colombian
partners.

In order to fight the Haitian drug trade, United States officials
must recognize that the Haitian Government itself is implicated in
this trade, implicated so deeply in fact that the trade will only end
with the removal of this government. Of course, enlarging the DEA
presence in Haiti and providing additional personnel and equip
ment to law enforcement agencies in south Florida will at least
partially address the problem.

In the context of considering how best to allocate its scarce
human and other resources, the United States Government must
also decide what its priorities are—stopping the flow of drugs from
Haiti or stopping the flow of refugees escaping intolerable political
and economic conditions in their homeland. My belief is that drugs,
not refugees, represent the greater threat to the integrity of the
United States and that the many vessels used to interdict these ref
ugees should be more appropriately diverted to the interdiction of
drug traffickers.

Ultimately the United States Government will have to deal with
the Haitian drug trade at its source, the dozen or so military offi
cers who monopolize the trade and control the country. In doing so,

United States officials must develop a more sophisticated under
standing of political processes in Haiti than they have exhibited in
the past. Not every person or political party in Haiti that opposes
the government or seeks its collapse is Communist-inspired. There
are forces at work for democracy in Haiti, even forces within the
military itself.



Before the Haitian Government fully consolidates its position of
power, the United States must act. It can do so in part by identify
ing popular leaders and political parties in Haiti that are dedicated
to a new government in Haiti. Presently there are four major polit
ical parties in Haiti that have popular support and that oppose the
Haitian Government. The United States should offer them funds
and technical assistance and help them to create viable organiza
tions that can withstand whatever repressive measures the
Namphy government takes against them.

Also, by consulting popular Haitian leaders both in Haiti and
among Haitians in this country, United States officials can deter
mine where the divisions within the Haitian military lie and how
best to use these to promote democratic reforms. I am told that
some lesser officials within the military are in fact honest men who
would rather support democratic reform, given the the right oppor
tunity.

Some effort should be made to locate, consult, and eventually
support such men in order for the United States to implement an
enlightened and workable foreign policy toward Haiti. Nor should
the United States officials rule out eventually lending their sup
port to those persons and groups in Haiti who in the name of de
mocracy advocate the violent overthrow of the Haitian Govern
ment.

While supporting democratic forces in Haiti, the United States
Government should also intensify its investigations of the Haitian
drug trade in order to identify beyond any doubt the drug traffick
ers in Haiti, their methods of operation, and their contacts in the
United States. Those involved in the trade should not be allowed to
move freely between Haiti and the United States or to maintain
residences in this country.

Once United States officials are satisfied in their knowledge that
the highest officials in Haiti are deeply involved in the drug trade,
the United States Government must take a firm stand against
them and against the government they represent. United States
Representatives and Senators must support and even strengthen
the resolutions presently under consideration in the House and
Senate calling for stiff economic and political sanctions against the
Haitian Government.

United States officials must stop the flow of weapons from this
country to Haiti, some of which are purchased by Haitian Govern
ment agents with money made in the drug trade, and they must
also attempt to discourage other countries, such as Israel, from sell
ing arms to the Haitian Government. Only by acting firmly and
consistently in its dealings with Haiti and its military leaders can
the United States hope to establish a secure and more effective for
eign policy that is at the same time practical and moral and that
will command respect of other countries.

Finally, Senator, I would like to make a plea on behalf of the
Haitian community in the United States. Drug consumption has
only recently become a problem in this population, especially
among the youth. Parents of schoolchildren in Miami, in Dade
County, not knowing how to react to such an unprecedented situa
tion, stand helplessly by or react inappropriately and the problem
intensifies.
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A broad, culturally sensitive campaign of education might still
turn many of these young people around before it is too late and
also teach parents how to react to drug consumption by their chil
dren. The consumption is becoming a major problem in the Haitian
community and we would urge you to look at the problems con
fronting the Haitian people faced with the Macoute military in
Haiti as well as the Macoutes operating in Miami and that are all-
powerful.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Biamby appears in the appen
dix.]

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Biamby. Senator Mc-
Connell.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, if I may, a brief opening
statement.

In this week's hearing we will be listening to a variety of wit
nesses, including representatives of the Reagan administration. We
will undoubtedly hear about the mistakes made in our policies in
the past and that is certainly appropriate. It is important also that
we do not dwell on those past policies and instead we should learn
from the mistakes and concentrate on using the input of the wit
nesses that we will be hearing from in formulating more effective
policies for the future.

Also, it is my hope, Mr. Chairman, that the backgrounds of this
week's witnesses have been thoroughly investigated so that our
time is not spent with listening to characters of dubious credibility.
Our mission is too crucial and our time too limited to hear from
anyone whose testimony will not help us in developing a construc
tive blueprint for the future.

I would like to say I look forward to this 3 days of hearings. It
looks to me like we have a variety of different folks to hear from
and that really concludes my opening statement.

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator McConnell.
Senator Adams, did you have an opening statement?
Senator Adams. Just to say I am looking forward to the hearings,

Senator Kerry. The foreign policy issue here is deep and very in
volved. The governments of these countries, according to testimony
that we have seen in the past and I hope we will develop during
these 3 days, have been impacted and in some cases corrupted by
the drug trade.

It is a deep foreign policy issue in which I personally have a deep
interest and I know the chairman does. I am looking forward to the
hearings and I thank you.

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator Adams.
Mr. Biamby, how long have you been the executive director of

the Haitian Community Association of Dade County?
Mr. Biamby. Seven years.
Senator Kerry. And you are an American citizen; correct?
Mr. Biamby. I'm a Haitian citizen.
Senator Kerry. How many Haitians are living in the Miami

area?
Mr. Biamby. We can approximate that in Dade County 70,000

Haitians reside there.
Senator Kerry. How many Haitians are there in the United

States; do you know?



Mr. Biamby. Again, we can estimate that close to 1 million Hai
tians reside in the United States.

Senator Kerry. How large is the area in Miami that is known as
"Little Haiti"?

Mr. Biamby. I cannot give you the exact square footage, but it
starts

Senator Kerry. In population, approximately.
Mr. Biamby. The population is about 35,000.
Senator Kerry. And does your role as a community leader put

you in a position to hear about the narcotics trafficking on a first
hand basis?

Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And have you been learning about that now over

a period of years?
Mr. Biamby. Since 1984.
Senator Kerry. Is Haiti now a major source country for the im

portation of drugs into the United States?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. How do you know that?
Mr. Biamby. Well, by the mere presence of the Macoutes, who

were
Senator Kerry. Can you describe —some people don't know —the

Tonton Macoute; correct? Would you describe what the Tonton Ma
coutes are?

Mr. Biamby. Well, at first they were the henchmen of Duvalier
to maintain himself in power and their scope broadened later on to
include all kinds of predatory activities on the Haitian people.
They became involved in drugs and killings, and they would do
anything to remain themselves in power.

When Duvalier left February 7, 1986, those people still remained
in Haiti and they are still in power.

Senator Kerry. And the Tonton Macoutes were the very brutal
police force, the internal police force, that Duvalier created to stay
in power; correct?

Mr. Biamby. That's right. Some of them have been integrated in
the Haitian military.

Senator Kerry. Now, are you saying that members of the Tonton
Macoute are operating in Miami?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. How long has that been true?
Mr. Biamby. It's been for a number of years. One of the most out

standing Macoutes in Haiti in terms of criminal reputation, his
name is Lyonel Wooley. He's considered the grandfather, the godfa
ther of the drug dealers in Miami and he utilizes a number of
middle level Haitians to sell the drugs in the United States, and
children, Haitian children, who are becoming affected by the use of
cocaine and crack.

Senator Kerry. In your statement you say that government offi
cials—that is, government officials in Haiti —have made specific
deals, arrangements, with Colombian drug dealers who are the pri
mary source; is that correct?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Can you describe what you know of that relation

ship?
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Mr. Biamby. We know of two airstrip fields, one owned by Col.
Jean-Claude Paul and one owned by a general who is General Min
ister at the same time, Williams Regala. The small planes land on
those private airstrips and the military controls air and space and
the land in Haiti and no one can question the landing of small air
planes in Haiti.

It is reported—in fact we have heard testimonies on the part of
former Haitian military who worked under the command of Alex
ander Paul—Jean-Claude Paul as well as General Regala, to the
effect that this is—they were set up to observe and to guard the
landing of the airplanes carrying cocaine from Colombia.

Senator Kerry. So, the cocaine comes from Colombia in small
airplanes and lands at these airstrips, one of which is Jean-Claude
Paul's, who has been indicted; correct?

Mr. Biamby. Right. I want to stress, Senator, that Jean-Claude
Paul is not the only one dealing drugs in Haiti. The hierarchy of
the military is very deeply involved in the drugs.

Senator Kerry. I was fascinated by that. In your statement here,
there has only been one indictment, and yet in your statement you
say: "Drugs are unloaded in Haiti until arrangements are made for
further shipment to the United States, although, as indicated, a
portion of the cocaine is consumed locally. Among the Haitian mili
tary officers involved in this trade" —and you are not bashful —you
say "are Col. Jean-Claude Paul, Gen. Williams Regala, once a
member of the CNG and now a cabinet minister under Namphy,
Col. Acedius St. Louis, Gen. Gregoire Figaro, Col. Hyppolites Gam-
betta, Col. Bordes Achilles, Col. Prospere Avril, who is said to have
engineered Namphy 's return to power, Maj. Jean-Robert Figaro,
Maj. Joseph Dominique Baguidy, and Maj. Rosny Casimir."

Is that accurate?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, and we could include a few more captains on

that list, too.
Senator Kerry. So, what you are really saying is that the mili

tary government, the government that threw out the president of
the country in Haiti, is now massively involved in narcotics traf
ficking?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And the drugs are coming into Miami on the

small merchant vessels that travel regularly between Haiti and the
United States?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. We have been told that there are more than 200

vessels in this trade; is that accurate?
Mr. Biamby. It could be—by now it's probably reached 400, which

is 400.
Senator Kerry. Now, How do these vessels just come into the

Little Haiti area in Miami and offload? Do they do this with impu
nity?

Mr. Biamby. Of course, and it is our understanding that they are
well protected by local officials in Miami. I recall, Senator, that we
received —you see, our agency is regarded in the Haitian communi
ty as one that will protect them and one that will advocate on their
behalf, and to that effect we receive calls from Haiti.
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One afternoon I received a call directly from Haiti informing me
that one of the boats used by Colonel Paul would be arriving in
Miami within 24 hours. We immediately called the Metro Dade or
ganized crime bureau, who subsequently called the FBI or DEA in
and Customs. And I received a call back within 2 hours requesting
that I provide specifics as to where the shipment was located in the
boat.

You know, we're not an intelligence service organization, but the
fact remains that nothing happened. The following day we heard
those Macoutes in Haiti boasting about how they had sneaked in
cocaine in the United States and that they had some law enforce
ment agency people at their disposal in watching out for them.
And this is the wrong type of message that law enforcement agen
cies should be sending to anybody anyway.

Senator Kerry. Have you personally had contact with members
of the Haitian community who work these vessels or unloading
them?

Mr. Biamby. Not I personally, but I have people who work for me
and who work with me who monitor these things very closely.

Senator Kerry. And they monitor specifically these drugs
coming off and on?

Mr. Biamby. Right.
Senator Kerry. So, it is firsthand, actual eyewitnesses?
Mr. Biamby. That's right. We're talking about an eyewitness who

saw Major Casimir personally overseeing the loading of drugs on
the Topsail Star, which was one of the boats identified in the
Miami grand jury indictment of Colonel Paul.

Now Paul, because of such publicity, no longer uses the Topsail
Star to bring in the drugs. He uses other boats. And the leasing of
those boats is something that must be investigated, because any
body in Haiti can lease a boat for a period of time.

Senator Kerry. So, you are saying that Jean-Claude Paul is still
doing this, notwithstanding the indictment; is that correct?

Mr. Biamby. He's still doing it, and we are flabbergasted when
we see the Topsail Star and some of the other boats that he direct
ly or indirectly has leased continue to come in the Port of Miami,
the canal.

Senator Kerry. Why has it been so difficult for the Customs
Service and other law enforcement authorities to shut that particu
lar part of the drug trade down?

Mr. Biamby. I think it's a foreign policy decision, Senator. If this
administration were really concerned about the drugs in Haiti and
given the fact that they have a military government there that will
protect the reputation of the United States insofar as Communist
infiltration and so on and so forth, they seem to think that mili
tary rightwing dictatorship is better than a democracy or that the
leadership of the military is not that deeply involved, or it does not
represent a threat, just as General Noriega does.

But it's a question that we believe the United States Government
does not care about Haiti and that is why they are not doing a
damn thing about it.

Senator Kerry. How long has there been a Miami branch of the
Tonton Macoute?
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Mr. Biamby. Oh, ever since we began advocating and defending
the right of Haitian refugees. The first boatload arrived on Decem
ber 12, 1972, and the Macoutes have been moving back and forth to
Miami. On one occasion, 1984, our agency was firebombed by the
Haitian consul, who is the brother of Jean-Claude Paul. They drive
around with guns and automatic weapons—or semiautomatic weap
ons, rather —and they still represent a danger.

A few weeks ago we testified before the Senate Caucus on Nar
cotics, and I've received at least a dozen death threat calls from the
Macoutes. And they are both men and women who identify them
selves as such, and threatening, saying things that they will find
my head chopped off in the trunk of a car or they will burn the
agency down.

And they drive around Little Haiti. People are scared, and one of
them, Lyonel Wooley, it is my understanding that he flashes a card
that identifies him with the CIA. Now we called the FBI when we
learned about it, and the FBI checked and said that he was not an
informant of the CIA.

Now where did he get that, that card? And he is making —he is
investing a whole lot of money and we suspect that because he
claims to be a CIA man in Little Haiti that he does whatever he
wants and nobody can touch him. This is the wrong type of mes
sage that needs to be sent to the Haitian community.

Senator Kerry. Are there now increasing numbers of crack
houses in Little Haiti?

Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Have you noticed a major increase in that in

recent months?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Why haven't law enforcement authorities been

able to shut down the crack houses?
Mr. Biamby. Senator, again I think that it's a directive that must

come from Washington. It seems that this is linked directly with
the foreign policy of the United States to Haiti. If they want to rec
ognize that there is a problem in Haiti, then they will crack down
on those drug dealers.

Senator Kerry. Well, aren't there other kinds of difficulties?
Aren't there language barrier, wiretap problems, numbers of
agents, and different problems like that?

Mr. Biamby. Well, of course, Miami PD, for instance, employs
just a few Haitians in their force, and the Metro Dade force is prac
tically devoid of any Haitian police officers. There is no serious at
tempt on their part to really address the problem.

Now they usually claim that budget restrictions prevent them
from hiring Haitians, but as long as they continue to act that way
then they will not be addressing the problem seriously. In fact,
we've called upon them on various occasions. We told them, "Look,
we can get you people to translate. Don't hesitate to call on us."
But we don't think they are serious about cracking down on the
problem. If they were, even with the existing force that they have,
they could do a real dent in solving the problem.

But we think that there is a strong correlation between Washing
ton, the administration, and the crackdown.
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Senator Kerry. Let me ask you this. Do you think that as a
matter of policy we should deny visas to a number of the Haitians
who now travel back and forth to the United States? Is there
enough intelligence to justify that kind of step?

Mr. Biamby. Oh, yes, sir. Yes, sir. They should definitely be
denied. You see, those Colombians who have been identified al
ready as dealers, drug dealers, cannot set foot in the United States.
Now they use third parties to do so for them, and Haitians who are
representative of the government and the Macoutes, who live in
Miami, who travel back and forth, have been doing so since at least
1984.

And those are the people who then distribute the drugs in the
United States.

Senator Kerry. One more question before I turn it over to my
colleagues here. We have been told that Colombians are beginning
now to use the Haitian community in the United States to handle
the distribution of cocaine in a number of major U.S. cities. Can
you tell us anything about that?

Mr. Biamby. I can tell you about Miami, that the Haitians are
used, are hired as sellers. But there is also a small segment that
also consumes the drugs. But we know that it's becoming more and
more visible in the Haitian community and they call them "Hai
tian stations."

And in those places that have already been identified as drug
stations, those people are heavily armed and they are very danger
ous. And the word gets around in the Haitian community as to how
lethal they are.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Biamby, I

missed the beginning of your statement. I was curious. Tell me
again what the Haitian Community Center is.

Mr. Biamby. The Haitian American Community Association of
Dade. We are a human professional service organization that cater
primarily to the needs of" Haitian refugees in Dade County. We pro
vide legal services, employment services, educational services, med
ical services in terms of AIDS education, summer camps.

Senator McConnell. Are you a 501(c)(3) organization?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. And where does your money come from?
Mr. Biamby. Various sources. The primary source is United Way

of Dade County, the city of Miami, Metro Dade, South Florida Em
ployment and Training Consortium, the Private Industry Council,
the Florida bar.

Senator McConnell. Do you also get Federal funds as well?
Mr. Biamby. Two years ago we received a small grant of $15,000

and $20,000 from the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of
Labor, which was a direct grant, but most of those dollars that we
receive from the South Florida Employment Training Consortium
and the Private Industry Council are grants provided by the Feder
al Government to the SDA in Dade County.

Senator McConnell. And how big is your annual budget?
Mr. Biamby. It's about $980,000.
Senator McConnell. And how many employees do you have?
Mr. Biamby. We have 28 employees full-time, and 8 part-time.
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Senator McConnell. I think Senator Kerry asked this, but I
cannot remember your answer. The Haitian community in Miami
is roughly how big?

Mr. Biamby. Within the bounds of the city of Miami it's about
35,000. Our agency serves approximately between 15,000 to 21,000
Haitian clients every year.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Biamby, in listening to your statement
and rereading the part that you made before I came in, you leave,
it seems to this Senator at least, the impression that the United
States is sort of singlehandedly responsible for whatever has gone
wrong in Haiti over the years, and since our principal mission here
is to discuss United States foreign policy and how it is affected by
the drug trade I wonder if I could take you back.

You gave a little sort of historical perspective with the United
States policy in Haiti. What should we have been doing? If you had
been in charge of United States foreign policy as it related to Haiti,
what would you have done?

Mr. Biamby. Well, in the first place, are we talking about the
post-Duvalier era, beginning February 7, or prior to that?

Senator McConnell. Well, let's go back, say, over the last 30
years. What would you have done differently?

Mr. Biamby. Well, certainly we think the removal of the U.S.
Ambassador who negotiated the departure of Duvalier represented
a setback, because the new Ambassador that came in, McKinley,
came in and was not aware of the subtleties of Haitian politics.
Therefore, signals that were being sent to the U.S. Embassy as to
what needed to be done were not recognized and the U.S. Embassy
did not act accordingly.

Furthermore, the statements made by Mr. Abrams, Mr. Holwill,
Mr. Redman, and other spokesmen of the U.S. State Department
did nothing to encourage the military in pursuing a democratic
course. For instance, in June 1987 one of the State Department of
ficials stated that they were negotiating the constitutionality of the
CEP.

Now when the constitution was voted upon by the Haitian people
in March 1987, we think that this is the kind of message that the
military welcomed. The military is an institution that does not un
derstand what democracy is all about, and we think that the
United States, those officials

Senator McConnell. Let me ask you this, then. Should we have
been willing to send arms and assistance to those who were willing
to fight for their freedom in Haiti?

Mr. Biamby. At this point, Senator, I think there is no other
choice. These people are powerful. We can't ask an unarmed people
to face the military.

Senator McConnell. Well, as you know, Mr. Biamby, we have
had a heck of a time trying to get support for freedom fighters
around the world through the Congress. There is a great reluctance
on the part of many Senators and Congressmen to support Ameri
can military intervention on behalf of those who are fighting or
would like to fight, if they had the means to do so, oppressive gov
ernments.

I just wonder politically how in the world we get over that hump
around here. We have had, as you well know, not too far from

*
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Haiti a real struggle over assistance to another group that some of
us feel while not perfect—that is, the Contras — is obviously superi
or to the dictatorial regime with the 100,000-person army that is in
power. And yet we cannot get that through here.

How in the world politically do you think we could achieve as
sistance to the freedom fighters in Haiti when we cannot do it in
Nicaragua?

Mr. Biamby. Well, the problems in Nicaragua are more complex
and complicated than Haiti. We're not talking about a government
that is ideologically motivated or oriented. We're talking about a
group of predators that can be removed physically and that will be
the end of the problem in Haiti.

Senator McConnell. So, it is your view that dictatorships of the
right are more offensive than dictatorships of the left? That is your
view?

Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. So, the United States should help freedom

fighters in countries where there is a rightwing dictatorship but
not help freedom fighters in countries where there is a leftwing
dictatorship?

Mr. Biamby. I'm not saying that. I'm not facing that problem. I
think they should try to unseat any dictator anywhere, whether
left or right. They are both equally bad. But in the case of Haiti we
don't think that the problem —the Haitian military will not find
the support of the Haitian people in facing a military confrontation
with Haitians trying to liberate their homeland.

Senator McConnell. Well, I am a little confused as to what you
are saying. One time you said dictatorships of the left are not as
bad as dictatorships of the right.

Mr. Biamby. They are both equally bad, Senator.
Senator McConnell. They are both equally bad. Then what, in

your judgment, should be our policy — to assist freedom fighters,
whether they are up against dictatorships of the right or dictator
ships of the left?

Mr. Biamby. Both, the same way you are doing it in Nicaragua.
You should help us in Haiti because we are dealing with people
who now represent a national threat to security of the United
States.

Senator McConnell. Not that it is directly related to Haiti, but
you do live in this country. Do you support, then, our efforts to
assist the Contras?

Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. You said earlier that some of those who

work for you have witnessed firsthand drug transactions involving
Haitian officials. Have you ever yourself, have you ever witnessed
firsthand any such activity involving Haitian officials with drugs?

Mr. Biamby. Not personally.
Senator McConnell. Do you have any hard evidence of any such

activity other than the hearsay of others?
Mr. Biamby. Well, I'm talking about firsthand information pre

sented to me by eyewitnesses, former Haitian military who are
now in exile in Miami, and also people who work in Haiti who
work for the government.
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Senator McConnell. Have you identified those individuals with
firsthand knowledge for the staff here in their earlier discussions
with you?

Mr. Biamby. If I haven't done so, I can do so, provided that they
not be publicized.

Senator Kerry. I believe you have identified them to the DEA as
well as to other law enforcement officials.

Mr. Biamby. Yes, I did identify some of them to the DEA in
Miami.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, I think I will suspend for
the moment.

Senator Kerry. Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Who did the U.S. Government support in the election, Mr.

Biamby?
Mr. Biamby. I don't know that the United States supported any

body. I don't know that the United States had anybody in mind or
group of people in mind to support. All I can tell you, Senator, is
that the United States did nothing to ensure that the elections took
place on November 29.

Senator Adams. That was the preface to my question. Colonel
Paul has been indicted, has he not, for drug trafficking?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator Adams. Was he involved in the election violence that

prevented that election from being an election that represented the
will of the Haitian people?

Mr. Biamby. Well, he is one of the ones who have been identified,
but he is by no means the only one.

Senator Adams. I ask this for information, and if you want to
give it on a private basis, I will accept that. Is he the linchpin in
Haiti? Is he the power broker similar to when Noriega was a colo
nel in Panama —that is, the strongman, the operating middle of
that Haitian Government operation that is dominating through use
of the drug trade?

Mr. Biamby. We don't think he is the only one. There might be
two or three who have that similar control and power in Haiti, but
he is not the only broker.

Senator Adams. Did the recent coup change anything with
regard to the drug trade in the Haitian community?

Mr. Biamby. Of course not.
Senator Adams. Did control of the drug trade play a role in the

coup?
Mr. Biamby. I don't think so, Senator. The reason I'm saying

that is because Manigat, who was not the president, associated
himself with Paul on the pretense that Paul would provide him the
security that he needed, then in turn Manigat would protect him
against the United States.

Senator Adams. I am searching, Mr. Biamby for the group that
the United States Government, in a change of policy, might poten
tially work with to prevent the domination of the drug trade in the
Haitian Government. Do you believe there are elements in the Hai
tian military as well as what Senator McConnell referred to as

people that are fighting against the government that might form a
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matrix to prevent this drug trade domination which spreads into
our communities in the United States?

Mr. Biamby. Yes, sir, I believe so, and I believe that they are
eager to work toward that end. There are some that have indicated
that they are eager to work toward that end. But I am not willing
to disclose their names publicly.

Senator Adams. I did not ask that, Mr. Biamby.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Biamby, I just want to wrap up. I think one

quick question, though. Has the recent coup, to your knowledge,
changed anything in Haiti with respect to the drug problem?

Mr. Biamby. No, sir. The drug problem remains one that is
deeply embedded in the Haitian military. Now a deal was made
with Manigat to put him in power and Manigat promised not to
touch the military.

Senator Kerry. So, in effect are you saying that the coup has
simply almost solidified the ability of drug trafficking to continue?
Is that accurate?

Mr. Biamby. Oh, there is no doubt, Senator, that during the 4

months that Manigat was president we witnessed a greater in
crease in terms of storefronts that have been opened by Colombi
ans

Senator Kerry. You say storefronts in Little Haiti in Miami?
Mr. Biamby. In Haiti.
Senator Kerry. In Haiti itself?
Mr. Biamby. Yes, sure.
Senator Kerry. Increasing Colombian presence?
Mr. Biamby. Right, and also the contraband has increased tre

mendously during the Manigat months. So, you know, we're not
talking about a democrat who was elected by the people. We're
talking about someone who was selected by the military and the
personal problems, and they decided to remove him the same way
that they had selected to put him in power. It is nothing political
about his removal.

Senator Kerry. Oswaldo Quintana testified here at our last hear
ings about his personal eyewitness account of his dealings with
Jean-Claude Paul's wife, his trip to Haiti, his visit with Jean-
Claude Paul, the airfield that he saw, the cars, the house, all of
that, the life style. And he told us that Mr. Lyonel Wooley had put
a price on his head for testifying against Jean-Claude Paul.

Do you know anything about that?
Mr. Biamby. I read it in the Herald when it occurred.
Senator Kerry. The Miami Herald?
Mr. Biamby. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Is that the same Lyonel Wooley that you re

ferred to?
Mr. Biamby. That's the same one, sir.
Senator Kerry. So, this is the Tonton Macoute operating in

Miami?
Mr. Biamby. Yes. He is the topnotch criminal that in the late

1970's and early 1980's, who controlled or who was known by the
Haitian opposition movement as being one of the most dangerous
men. And there are plenty of men like him in Miami.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
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Senator McConnell. Again bearing in mind what our mission is,
of the Foreign Relations Committee, is related to U.S. foreign
policy, let me make sure I understand again what you think we
should be doing, and you correct me if I am wrong, because I be
lieve I heard you say this to me earlier.

You think it should be the policy of this Government to provide
military and other assistance to those who seek a democratic gov
ernment in Haiti; is that correct?

Mr. Biamby. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. I think that is a very sound suggestion as a

general framework of a policy. It is, as you know, very consistent
with the policies of the Reagan administration, to try to support
with military assistance and other assistance around the world
those who seek to establish democratic governments, whether they
are being oppressed by a dictatorship of the right or a dictatorship
of the left.

Thank you very much.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Biamby, thank you. I think the heart of your

testimony that is of interest in terms of the foreign policy questions
in front of this committee is the evidence of the obvious very direct
linkage between Colombia, Haiti, law enforcement problems in this
country, increasing crack and a lawlessness that is threatening our
own institutions here as well as our ability to deal with another
country in the region.

And I want to thank you. I know that you have received threats.
I know this is not easy, and we are very grateful to you for being
here and taking the time. We will leave the record open for any
additional questions in writing which we may want to submit.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, if I may further, not to be
labor the point, and Mr. Biamby is here to speak for himself, you
and I keep interpreting what he says. But it seems to me he is
saying with a different government in Haiti you would have this
problem diminished; is that right?

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. With a different government in Haiti the

problem would be diminished. And what you would like to see the
United States do is to exercise its influence in a potentially very
direct way.

Mr. Biamby. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. To bring about the creation of a different

government in Haiti. And, Mr. Biamby, I must tell you that is a

policy that in general terms I very much support. But we have had
a difficult time, as you well know, in this country getting support
for freedom fighters in countries around the world.

Thank you.
Senator Kerry. I would just point out that there are very serious

questions about the role the administration played in the course of
the Haitian elections. There were many of us on this committee,
myself included, who urged this administration to state that the
election in Haiti could not conceivably be fair and that there was

any possible way for the secret ballot and so forth to go forward.
So, I think that there is a lot of discrepancy, and this is not the

place to debate it, as to what did or did not happen in Haiti to
ensure the very thing to which the Senator refers. But I do not dis
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agree with you. I think that where we have an opportunity —and
we had one in Panama, above all—that is exactly what we ought to
do. And it is interesting that the Reagan doctrine sort of fell flat
with respect to Panama.

Senator McConnell. Well, the problem is, I really did not come
over here today to defend the administration but since we are
having this discussion, the problem is it is very difficult for the ad
ministration to reach a decision to launch another effort to support
freedom fighters in another country when the effort has been so
controversial and so opposed in Nicaragua.

So, you can understand the reluctance of the administration to
go down that path again, for example in Panama, or to start such a
new policy in your country. It has been very, very difficult to get a
sustained policy of support for those who are seeking to bring
about democracy through this Congress.

Mr. Biamby. Then Haiti will continue to be doomed to failure, to
poverty. As long as we continue to find excuses such as you have
just presented, the Haitian people will have no hope to built de
mocracy and economic development in the future. The Reagan ad
ministration may mean well, but it certainly does not prove it in
its action.

Senator McConnell. I think you are blaming the wrong group.
It is the Congress that has been consistently reluctant to deal with
support for freedom fighters. I think that is the problem—the Con
gress, not the administration.

Senator Kerry. I think the time has come. Mr. Biamby, thank
you very much for joining us today. I appreciate your testimony.

Mr. Biamby. Thank you.
Senator Kerry. I would like to ask Mr. Tom Cash if he would

please come to the witness stand. Mr. Cash, would you stand so
that I can swear you in? Thank you very much.

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Cash. I do, sir.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much.
Mr. Cash, you're the special agent in charge of the Miami Field

Division of the Drug Enforcement Administration; is that correct?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS V. CASH, SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE,
MIAMI FIELD DIVISION, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Cash. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you are a career law enforcement officer?
Mr. Cash. I am, sir.
Senator Kerry. How many years have you been associated with

the DEA?
Mr. Cash. Since 1972 with DEA, sir, 25 years in all. Prior to that

I was with the U.S. Customs Service.
Senator Kerry. Where are you from, just by way of background?
Mr. Cash. Atlanta, GA is my hometown, Senator Kerry.
Senator Kerry. And you have been in Miami since when?
Mr. Cash. January 4, 1988.
Senator Kerry. Do you have an opening statement?
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Mr. Cash. I have a statement barely over 10 pages. I can read, if
you would like.

Senator Kerry. I would like you to do that. I think it would be
helpful to us.

Mr. Cash. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator Kerry and members of the Subcommittee on Terrorism,

Narcotics and International Operations, I am pleased to be here
today to discuss Haiti and its role as a transit area for drugs of
South American origin destined for the United States. Today I will
be discussing the current narcotics situation in Haiti. I will also ex
plain DEA's primary objective there, focusing on DEA's approach
to the myriad of problems we encounter in pursuing our mission in
Haiti.

Haiti is of strategic importance to the United States drug inter
diction efforts. Haiti is currently favored by South American drug
traffickers because of its location, the facilities available there to
support drug movements, and the current state of Haitian antinar-
cotics enforcement.

On November 2, 1987, a DEA country office was opened in Port-
au-Prince, Haiti. In my capacity as the Special Agent in Charge of
the DEA Miami Field Division, the Port-au-Prince country office is
my responsibility. The country office is colocated within the U.S.
Embassy.

The DEA country attache operates as a member of the U.S. coun
try team, under the policy direction of the Ambassador and day-to
day operational direction of the office is provided by me and the
DEA Miami Field Division. As with all foreign operations, DEA ac
tivities are subject to the approval of the Ambassador.

This subcommittee expressed interest in the language barriers
that DEA agents face. French Creole is the predominant language
in Haiti. Neither the DEA country attache nor the assigned DEA
special agent speaks French Creole. However, language poses no
real impediment because most of our counterparts speak English.
The country attache plans to attend French classes in the future.

Furthermore, because Spanish is the language of the neighboring
Dominican Republic, Spanish is also a widely used language of
commerce in Haiti. The country attache is Spanish language-
trained, and the assigned special agent is a fluent Spanish speaker.
Thus, our agents have very little difficulty in communicating.

To place DEA's role and operations in Haiti in context, I would
like to summarize for you the overall situation in the Caribbean.
For a number of years, DEA has had country offices in Jamaica
and the Dominican Republic. To the east, DEA is represented in
Puerto Rico and the United States Virgin Islands. To the north in
the Atlantic, we have a DEA country office in the Bahamas. Cuba
to some degree forms a barrier to the west.

The net effect was that before November 1987, when we opened
our office, we were left with a significant intelligence and oper
ational gap —Haiti. The intelligence gap was in the area of tactical
or "actionable" intelligence. The most essential element of this
type of intelligence is time-sensitive information on the movement
of general aviation aircraft and private vessels.

Information on the entry and exit of individuals who have been
implicated in drug smuggling is also essential. The operational gap
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was created by our working relationships with host country law en
forcement officials being limited to sporadic liaison visits by our
San Juan office. This gap can only be closed by the Government of
Haiti and a continued DEA presence.

Barring transit of Cuba, we observe that the shortest line-of-sight
route from the Colombian coast to Florida and the southern
reaches of the Bahamas and Turks and Caicos is over the island of
Hispaniola and through the Windward Passage. Haiti occupies the
western portion of Hispaniola. Port-au-Prince lies approximately
490 nautical miles north of Riohacha on the Colombian coast and
about 725 nautical miles southeast of Miami.

Time distance factors now are significant to traffickers in the se
lection of drug smuggling routes. The most direct route reduces
their exposure time and the vulnerability of their smuggling ves
sels and aircraft to U.S. interdiction forces. Our experience is that,
in many cases, air smugglers prefer to haul a larger payload of co
caine, for example, than to take on more aviation fuel and travel
further. Because of this need for intermediate refueling points for
trafficker aircraft and smuggling vessels, Haiti is indeed a very at
tractive transit country.

The availability of comparatively secure temporary storage sites
and transshipment facilities is a plus factor in any transit area. As
viewed by narcotics traffickers, operational and logistical security
is essential to successful drug cargo movements. Depending on the
circumstances, security measures may simply involve concealment
of their operations or true intentions, or they may involve overt
physical security measures at the site.

Virtually all of the Caribbean nations are being exploited as
transshipment points and staging areas. However, Haiti is particu
larly attractive. Haiti offers numerous locations that are being
adapted to serve trafficker purposes. The drug traffickers have
been quick to seize the initiative.

For example, there are more than 20 identified airstrips that will
accommodate light twin-engine aircraft, which are commonly used
by drug smugglers. The Haitian Air Force does not routinely patrol
Haitian airspace, and military control of activity at such airstrips
is erratic at best. In addition, there are absolutely no radar ap
proach facilities in the country.

The long coastline of Haiti provides numerous small ports and
landing sites suitable for making deliveries or taking on drug car
goes. The Haitian Navy does not routinely patrol these areas. Simi
larly, the Haitian Coast Guard poses no real threat to the security
of trafficker operations.

Our intelligence indicates that major Colombian trafficking orga
nizations are using Haiti as a base of operations, storage site, stag
ing area, and a rendezvous point. The Colombian population in
Haiti is increasing daily. It has been only within the past 8 months
that the Haitians have been able to make any estimates in this
regard, and they currently believe that there are about 1,000 Co
lombians in Haiti.

Reportedly, Colombian traffickers are buying legitimate business
es to use as front companies for their smuggling ventures. Typical
ly, once Colombian organizations gain access to local commerce
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they focus on the corruption of public officials to protect their in
terests.

I think this practice was best described in detail in the August
1986 Miami Federal grand jury indictment against members of the
Medellin cartel. The methods of the cartel, which have been well
documented in the media, include force and violence, threats to,
physical assaults on, and murders of informants, or discordant em
ployees or any opponents of the cartel.

Recent political events and the long-term economic situation
have also served to make Haiti a very fertile ground for exploita
tion by drug traffickers. Political instability has followed the depar
ture of the former "President for Life," Jean-Claude Duvalier. Also,
considerable public unrest was associated, as you know, with the
most recent election activity. Finally, the daily privations suffered
by a large segment of the Haitian population contributes to this at
mosphere.

From our perspective, then, the principal factors that solidified
DEA's perception concerning the importance of Haiti to Caribbean
area drug disruption efforts were that: Haiti is located astride the
significant air smuggling routes from South America and Jamaica;
the Haitian coastline is adjacent to the Windward Passage, a
prominent sea route for drug movement; and, for some years, our
intelligence has identified Haitian sites that were and are being
used by South American traffickers as refueling points, staging
areas, and transshipment points for cocaine and marijuana cargoes
destined for the United States.

DEA is now dealing with officials of the military government in
stalled on June 19, 1988. In effect, the organization for law enforce
ment has returned to that organization which existed prior to the
February 1988 installation of the civilian-led government.

Law enforcement, for example, remains under the control of the
Minister of Defense and Interior. The civilian government had
planned to place law enforcement under a justice ministry, but
that proposal has been rescinded. We thought the creation of a ci
vilian police force would be a positive move; however, this will ap
parently not happen, at least for the present.

The current Minister of Defense and Interior served in the same
capacity in the preelection military government. I would add that
the current minister was serving in the same capacity when our
Port-au-Prince country office was opened with the Government of
Haiti's concurrence on November 2, 1987.

They were supportive of DEA's presence in the past, and we have
seen no indication to date of any change in their attitude. Because
of the change in governments we have necessarily suffered some
setbacks in our programs to the extent that we must now revitalize
some liaison channels. We are now proceeding to do this.

Many problems and challenges face the Government of Haiti, not
the least of which is equipping and training an effective narcotics
investigative unit within the national police force with whom we
work. In looking at the current state of drug enforcement in Haiti,
it is important to i ecognize that it is not a matter of the govern
ment's resolve so much but the lack of effective drug interdiction
and investigative capabilities that hinder Haiti's ability to confront
and overcome this situation. The availability of the State Depart
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merit's Bureau of International Narcotics Matters funding will be
essential to this undertaking.

Our task here can best be characterized as one of institution-
building. We believe that it is critical that we move without delay.
The current narcotics element of the Haitian police is a 19-officer
police unit stationed in Port-au-Prince. It is sobering to note that
the unit has only two assigned vehicles.

A new officer in charge has been assigned to the narcotics unit.
We shall urge his attendance at appropriate DEA schools at the
earliest possible date. The former officer in charge had been tasked
with preparation of a plan for expansion of the narcotics unit and
their deployment throughout the country, not just in Port-au-
Prince.

The development of credible antinarcotics police units in the
provinces is within itself an enormous task. This will be a very
long-term endeavor. We will strongly urge our counterparts in the
new government to implement this concept.

Another DEA aim is to encourage the adoption of procedures re
lating to Haitian interdepartmental coordination and information
sharing, and the sharing of appropriate intelligence with DEA for
use by investigative and interdiction agencies. For example, we see
a compelling need for Haitian antinarcotics officials to develop and
implement the capability to assess and coordinate the flow of perti
nent information on the identity of individuals, both Haitian and
foreign, smuggling and related criminal activity, and information
on the entry and exit of suspect aircraft and vessels from Haiti.

We are actively assisting in these endeavors. The Haitians have
committed resources and are making some progress. With our as
sistance, the Haitians established the Center for Information and
Coordination in Port-au-Prince on November 4, 1987. The CIC is op
erated by 21 full-time Haitian employees, most of whom are mili
tary. The main office is located at the Port-au-Prince International
Airport.

A computer system and communications equipment were in
stalled by DEA, and the building of an automated intelligence data
base is underway. A satellite center is located at the smaller gener
al aviation airport nearby. The opening of a satellite center at Cap-
Haitien and eventually at Jeremie in southern Haiti are also being
planned.

The CIC collects information on all aircraft landings and vessel
sightings that are reported in Haitian territory. The aircraft and
vessel information is transmitted to the EPIC on a daily basis for
comparison to drug law enforcement data bases to see if we have
any information. Information on suspect aircraft and vessels is
then transferred back to DEA Port-au-Prince by EPIC to be shared
with Haitian authorities as appropriate.

Other activities monitored, for example, include the entry and
exit of foreign nationals through Haitian ports of entry, and appro
priate information is then passed to the Haitian police.

The same type of center has been operational in the neighboring
Dominican Republic since 1986, and similar centers are being
planned for the Bahamas and Jamaica. Eventually all of the cen
ters will be linked to create a formidable intelligence collection net
work throughout the Caribbean.
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We shall encourage the Haitians to adopt asset forfeiture laws
similar to our own. If, for example, aircraft with illegal fuel sys
tems were subject to seizure under Haitian law, the impact to drug
trafficking organizations could be severe. This would, of course, re
quire an expansion of their aircraft capabilities. In a similar vein,
the seizure of vessels with false compartments would certainly
have a salutary impact. At the same time, we must recognize the
virtual nonexistence of an effective Haitian Coast Guard and the
expanse of large areas not routinely patrolled.

The existing extradition treaty, dating from 1904, does not ad
dress narcotics offenses. From time to time we receive information
that DEA fugitives have been observed in Haiti. One fugitive was
formally expelled to the United States last November. We will con
tinue to encourage the adoption of a formal extradition treaty that
addresses narcotics offenses between our two countries, and we un
derstand that mutual legal assistance treaty negotiations have
been in progress for some time. That would be by the Justice De
partment.

We also see other opportunities in Haiti to improve our overall
drug interdiction posture. First, we encourage assistance to the
Government of Haiti in the installation of incountry approach
radar facilities. The objective here is to close the radar gap be
tween the radar facilities at Cabo Rojo in the Dominican Republic
and the United States naval facility in Guantanamo. The coverage
now available is effectively masked by the mountains north of
Port-au-Prince.

Radar coverages of this area are urgently required. We also need
a much better intelligence assessment of the volume and nature of
commercial and general aviation aircraft that enter, exit, or overf
ly Haiti. Eventually we need to look at a joint apprehension capa
bility which could be similar to Operation BAT in the Bahamas.
The concept would involve the airlift by helicopter of Haitian mili
tary and or police with DEA special agents to interdict smuggling
ventures in Haiti.

We have noted some initial Haitian successes during the short
period since the establishment of our DEA country office. Haitian
police reported four significant seizures, amounting to 672 kilo
grams of cocaine and 454 kilograms of marijuana. The three co
caine seizures, each over 200 kilograms, were made at Port-au-
Prince International Airport, Cap-Haitien International, and Port-
de-Paix. The marijuana seizure was made at Ile-a-Vaches, off the
southern coast of Haiti. However, no significant seizures have been
reported by the Haitian Government since the aborted general
election on November 29, 1987.

As this subcommittee is aware, a grand jury in the Southern Dis
trict of Florida recently indicted Jean-Claude Paul, an influential
military officer, for narcotics offenses. This is but another example
of the corrupting influence of drug profits. Haiti is not alone, of
course, in having to face up to having officials who have been cor
rupted by the huge profits of drug trafficking. We have seen this
elsewhere, and unfortunately it is likely we will see more of it in
the future.

We believe, and certainly hope, that the indictment of Colonel
Paul, as in the case of other foreign officials, is being read by the
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Haitian people as a measure of our resolve. We are pressing for the
Haitian Government to find a way to bring Colonel Paul to justice.

I would also like to interject at this point that the Haitian exile
community in south Florida has also felt the impact of the narcot
ics traffic. The Haitian community, as well as other communities
in south Florida, have been victimized by the crack cocaine epidem
ic that has swept Florida and elsewhere. While the transit route of
the source cocaine cannot be positively ascertained, no doubt some
of the cocaine arrived in Florida via the Haitian route.

Within the framework of our discussion today, and given the cur
rent resources available to the Haitian Government and DEA, our
best opportunity for early rewards is to improve the flow of tactical
intelligence. The establishment of the CIC was a positive step, but
the collection capability must be expanded in terms of area cover
age. Success here would enable the U.S. interdiction elements to
improve the focus of their offshore drug interdiction efforts.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my formal remarks. Because of the
sensitivity which our counterparts in Haiti attach to some of the
issues they face today, it may be appropriate to address certain
questions in a closed session. However, to the extent that I can, I
will be pleased to take your questions.

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Cash. I appreciate
that.

Both Roger Biamby and Oswaldo Quintana have testified that
Haiti is increasingly important as a transit country. You have now
agreed with that, I take it. You see that as accurate?

Mr. Cash. Absolutely, sir.
Senator Kerry. And is there a reason that Haiti has become pop

ular beyond the geography that you described —the straightline
shot between Colombia and the United States?

Mr. Cash. Other than the geographic aspects, certainly the Co
lombian traffickers are well aware of the average per capita
income in Haiti of $346 per year and easily recognize that it is the
poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. I think that has an
additional attraction for being able to go a long way toward being
able to obtain whatever you need for a price.

I think the abject poverty there certainly is cause for concern on
a variety of issues, not just narcotics.

Senator Kerry. On the other hand, the principal traffickers in
Haiti are very rich. They are the military officers, aren't they?

Mr. Cash. I can't say that the principal traffickers' knowledge in
Haiti is wide enough for us to say that every military officer is a
trafficker. I can say certainly that in the investigations that we
have conducted, the Drug Enforcement Administration conducted
in Miami, it certainly resulted in Mr. Paul's indictment, which was
clear indication of that fact.

Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. Paul is rich; correct?
Mr. Cash. I understand he's quite wealthy, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And those people who have the power to permit

the drugs to go through Haiti are the people who control the air
fields, control the ports and so forth; correct?

Mr. Cash. You would think that would be the case, Senator
Kerry. There's so many airfields out there that are simply uncon
trolled, not necessarily on anybody's land. There certainly are air
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strips, as you heard earlier today, on Jean-Claude Paul's land and
perhaps airstrips on many other people's land. But there's a whole
plethora of them out there.

There's virtually no air approach radar to tell what planes come
and what planes go. It's like operating in a nether world down
there.

Senator Kerry. Is it fair to say that you simply do not have the
ability to track those fields or even to penetrate the larger portion
of the military that might be involved? Is that accurate?

Mr. Cash. That's true, sir. Neither DEA nor the host country
itself. As I say, I was quite surprised, coming in there on commer
cial aviation, to find out that there's no radar approach facilities.
Everything is VFR.

Senator Kerry. Is Mr. Biamby's assessment of the situation in
Miami itself in the Haitian community one that you share?

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. I have talked to Mr. Biamby following Sena
tor Graham and Senator D'Amato's field hearing on May 21, and
we have moved into trying to initiate a number of demand reduc
tion-type programs within our capabilities in the Haitian communi
ty because clearly it is being affected by crack, crack consumption.
Clearly there is a problem of getting into the communications busi
ness with the Haitian community in Miami.

Mr. Biamby has told me that about 30 percent are English speak
ers, so it requires the use of Creole. But fortunately I have a spe
cial agent that is a Creole speaker, so we can address that.

Senator Kerry. You can address that with one agent?
Mr. Cash. Well, we just don't have an enormous demand reduc

tion program. As you know, sir, there are a number of other pro
grams that the Government of the United States is contributing to
Miami, not the least of which was a Bureau of Justice Assistance
grant that was just given last year—I'm sorry, last week for
$350,000 for the next year to address crack. And no doubt Chief
Dixon, the chief of the Miami Police, will be undertaking that in
Little Haiti as well as he has done in the past.

Senator Kerry. Well, talking turkey here for a minute, do you
really feel as a field law enforcement official that that is going to
provide you with the manpower that you really need?

Mr. Cash. No, sir. I certainly would say that we are limited in
our capabilities by personnel. There's no question about that. I
think we all have that in the south Florida area, though, we are
seemingly inundated.

Senator Kerry. I was struck in your testimony about the
progress that you hope to have forthcoming, and I applaud your op
timism —obviously it is welcome —but, you know, you talk about
working with the police department and you talk about the hope to
get a particular radar site or something.

But here we are with a new government, at the center of which
is Jean-Claude Paul, who is indicted. Now most of these people are
working for people who are making this money off the drug traffic.
Are you serious about expecting them to put themselves in prison?

Mr. Cash. I think that we in the Caribbean, as you know, are
frequently confronted with the types of operational problems on
the one hand, with which DEA deals on a daily basis, and then the
political implications that go over into the operational. We must
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remain optimistic. I think that the task is mammoth. I don't think
that there's any question about it.

I believe that when you look at an island nation so perfectly situ
ated logistically and then examine the fact that it has neither coast
guard nor radar, when you look at 19 police officers in Port-au-
Prince, Haiti, and 2 vehicles, when you look at virtually no commu
nications facilities between, let's say, Port-au-Prince, which they
have got pretty much under control, at least the effort —they've got
a significant effort in Port-au-Prince —but if you go north, due
north, across Port-au-Prince to Cap-Haitien, that's an internation
al—that's a potential Dope International Airways location there.

And to get people across is about a 4%-hour drive over roads
that are pockmarked and damaged to the point of it being a hercu
lean effort just to get over there. It's a day's drive over and a day's
drive back.

There are a lot of big problems to overcome. I think that DEA
takes the position that we must be positive and deal with the gov
ernment that we have to deal with at that time. We perhaps can
do something or do nothing.

Senator Kerry. If we were able to make you the drug czar to
morrow, what would you do in response to the problems you have
just described? I mean, you have a problem of a government that is
controlled by the drug narcotics traffickers themselves. You have
incredible logistical problems, no radar, remote airfields, incredible
problems of language, and so forth.

If we are going to be serious in terms of telling America that we
are going to try to interdict and have a war on drugs and I admire
your optimism; I really do—but if tomorrow you can do what is
necessary, what would you do? What would you say we have to do
as a matter of urgency here?

Mr. Cash. Well, I think we have to concentrate on perhaps
supply and demand—supply in the countries of Bolivia, Peru, and
Colombia, and certainly that demand that is here. Clearly if the
traffickers had a twin-engine airplane with a 1,200- to 1,500-mile
range on it, with lift capability for 500 to 700 kilos, Haiti would go
out of the dope picture altogether, because they could then fly di
rectly from the Guajira Peninsula of Colombia to Jacksonville or
Miami or Tampa.

Senator Kerry. But some of them do that. We have Westwinds,
Citations. I mean, I hear of all kinds of aircraft.

Mr. Cash. Some of them do, Senator, but there are more who do
not go that great distance. Most of the Bahama chain is certainly a
major stopping-off point, and that chain is a logistical chain. I
think you see in virtually —the Bahamian operation, you see it in
Jamaica, you see it in Haiti, you see it in Santa Domingo in the
Dominican Republic. Clearly, logistics has a heck of a lot to do with
why the traffickers choose certain routes.

The traffickers read the newspapers. They follow your hearings
closely. They are very well aware of where our efforts are as a gov
ernment and where the weak spots are. And they have a propensi
ty to exploit the weakest spots. I think that if you look at the long-
term operations and the long-term impact on the amount of co
caine that we see in South America, the immense growth in
Europe now taking place with cocaine going to Europe — I think
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that you're going to see Madrid in the 1990's as Europe's Bogota—

clearly the supply is unending and the demand is voracious.
And as we go along the chain from the Andes to the nostrils, as

I've said before, I think that there's a loiig flight record there that
shows that they are looking for those weak points. And Haiti is one
of those weak points along the line which has been taken advan
tage of.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I gather, even though the Dominican Republic is not the subject

of the hearing today, that the problem is not, the transshipment
problem, is not as bad there as it is in Haiti; is that correct?

Mr. Cash. Starting about 4 years ago, Senator McConnell, the
Dominican Republic undertook this CICC concept that we spoke of.
They brought in and put together in what is really a landmark
type of an example for other island nations to follow, they have the
army, the navy, the coast guard, they have their law enforcement
agencies and intelligence agencies, and they have the wherewithal
to have an air force that patrols, a coast guard that patrols, and a
navy that patrols.

They have been very effective. On one occasion, as you may
recall, a trafficker's plane flying across the Dominican Republic re
fused to land and it was disabled by the Dominican Air Force —shot
down, if you will —and that has had a rather large impact on the
Dominican Republic.

Senator McConnell. Given, as you put it, the endless supply and
voracious demand, could it not then 'be argued since Haiti and the
Dominican Republic share the same island that quite possibly the
best thing we could do for Haiti would be what Mr. Biamby sug
gested —which is to be looking for elements in that country who
have the courage, if properly assisted, to stand up and try to
change the government structure?

Wouldn't that make your job a lot easier in Haiti if you had a
government that was more responsive to the people and less in
clined to engage in corruption?

Mr. Cash. Well, any government that is less inclined to engage
in corruption and takes very seriously their mission of narcotic en
forcement is one that we applaud and advocate, and clearly the Do
minican Republic falls into that category.

Senator McConnell. It sounded from your testimony as if your
problem was only exacerbated by the Government in Haiti, which
not only appears to be a part of the problem but, even if it were
not a part of the problem, rather incompetent at dealing with these
kinds of transshipment problems.

Mr. Cash. Well, there is always that difficulty, Senator McCon
nell, and of course we at the same time are not blind to any direct
knowledge or any direct evidence. We have not had a large amount
of direct knowledge, although we are always seeking to come up
with facts that would support any kind of law enforcement action
that could take place in this country relative to corruption, indict
ments, and I think the Paul case is an example of those kinds of
activities.

But it is not an easy task when you are dealing in an impover
ished country to ask that country to put forth an effort that they
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financially do not have the capabilities of doing. So, I think that
the economic status plays a large role there as well.

Senator McConnell. Certainly we know from this country and
from the Bahamas, which also purports to be a democracy, that it
is possible to corrupt officials in a democracy just as easily, some
would argue, than with other kinds of countries. But do you find
any pattern in terms of cooperation with the local government to
deal with these kinds of problems?

Do you find any pattern? Is it easier to get the kind of commit
ment and cooperation that you need in a country that is more
democratically selected? Is there any pattern there?

Mr. Cash. Well, I can't really say, sir, that there is a specific pat
tern. I think that countries engage in commitments in the antinar-
cotic effort for a variety of purposes. Certainly stability of their
own government is the chief purpose. I think that we do know that
the traffickers have large, large amounts of money. I think that
the Haitians and the Dominicans and the Bahamians and the Ja
maicans also are aware of that.

And narcotics in many aspects has taken on a political life of its
own in certain countries, and for that reason the governments may
well realize that there's a threat from without by virtue of not at
tacking. It's very difficult for me to make a blanket statement like
that, though.

Senator McConnell. I was just wondering if a government
knows it has to answer to people who get to vote on it whether or
not it might be more responsive. For example, as you well know,
there are some genuine democracies in Central America. I would
not argue that any of them are drug free any more than this one.
But you do not hear Costa Rica or Guatemala or Honduras pop up.
You do not hear the Dominican Republic pop up as often as you do
Haiti and Panama.

I am not trying to overinterpret this, but I am wondering again
in formulating American foreign policy whether it might not be
concluded—and I know making policy is not your job—but I am
wondering whether it might not be concluded that the very best
thing this country can do, short of dealing with the supply end and
the demand end, is to be encouraging in every way possible democ
racy, which by and large is on the move in this hemisphere.

Mr. Cash. I would agree with that, sir. I believe that we have
had, as I say, a very large shortcoming in our most optimistic
hopes of getting, you know, basics. In Haiti we're not talking about
winning any Super Bowl. We're just blocking and tackling and we
can't really block and tackle with the paucity of resources that the
Haitians have, and, as you know, we are as effective as our host
country counterparts and their commitments, in many instances.

Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Cash, on that note, let me just ask you—and

I would ask my colleague could I just proceed for a minute and
then come back? I want to follow up on that.

Let's say you double or triple the resources. If the bosses in the
country are corrupt, is it going to make a difference?

Mr. Cash. I don't think that we have the evidence that the very
leadership of the entire country is corrupt, and perhaps you have

91-936 0 - 88 - ?
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some evidence like that, Senator Kerry, or have heard some things
like that.

Given direct knowledge—and that's what I, as a law enforcement
officer have to deal with — I hear a lot of rumors and I hear a lot of
conversations, but insofar as the totality of the leadership I'm not
prepared to answer that. I don't think I'm well enough educated on
that.

Senator Kerry. Senator Adams wants to follow up on that.
Senator Adams. Mr. Cash, I am a former U.S. attorney and I

dealt with county-to-county racketeering and corruption problems.
Often in counties in the United States you have a corrupt sheriff in
one and a police chief or a sheriff who is not in another.

I am reminded of one in particular where we had the sheriff al
legedly running a prostitution ring, or at least protecting it. When
you are running a day-to-day operation and attempting to put your
people on the street and increase your resources, if you have funda
mental corruption at the governmental level, which in this case we
believed we had with the sheriff—and we convicted him —you
cannot rely on your information and you can waste an awful lot of
time, money, and people. What should we do about a situation
where the top level control will feed you a bust every so often, will
feed you information that they want, but the operation not only
continues but it expands because it is completely protected.

Now that is what I am hearing about Haiti and I would like to
know whether or not you believe that is correct.

Mr. Cash. Having been in Haiti only 6 months, since Novem
ber—or 7 months —Senator Adams, I don't think that I really can
tell you whether or not every action in Haiti in narcotics enforce
ment is controlled by a corrupt official of some sort.

Senator Adams. Well, but you have Colonel Paul. He is very high
in the military and involved with the program you have described
to us. He has been indicted, and it is just like indicting the sheriff.
To pour resources into a day-to-day operation when the group that
you are dealing with is in the operation seems to me to be a very
shaky law enforcement policy at best.

I am talking to you as a professional law enforcement person. I
am not trying to criticize you. What we are trying to focus on in
this —and that was the reason for my opening remarks — is that if
we have had a policy in this Government that it is all right to have
a military government in, whatever kind of government it is, be
cause our goal is to be anticommunism or it is to foster stability in
an area, and that government is drug-related, then I do not know
that the day-to-day operations that you have just described are ef
fective.

Mr. Cash. Well, let me on two fronts answer your question, Sena
tor Adams. No. 1, Colonel Paul is not a figure with whom we deal
in law enforcement nor is he associated with law enforcement in
Haiti.

Colonel Paul is in charge of, well alternatively the Desalines Bat
talion or is in a police administrative job. His present position is
not at all certain from what I am being informed of in Haiti among
the Embassy people there. He certainly is not a part of our law en
forcement entity.
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Second, the resources and the amount of effort we're utilizing, as
I think my testimony showed, is much more of a strategic nature
than in trying to cure corruption within the Haitian Government.

Senator Adams. That may be our job, somebody else's job. I am
just trying to get information, and I do not like what I am hearing.
But if you have key people in governments that are in on the trade
and you are relying on their information and enforcement, we have
to do something different.

Mr. Cash. You're absolutely right, sir. I have no information that
the people that we work with at the operational level are involved
in corruption.

Senator Adams. All right. Now, let me pin that directly to the
testimony we heard from the witness before. And we are going to
go into this with other countries as we go along.

You mentioned if you had a two-engine airplane that had a cer
tain capacity you would fly it direct. That is not a pattern that you
and I know if you have got a safe haven and a safe haven.

And what I understood was happening, and tell me if I am
wrong, is you safe haven into Haiti and then you have the Miami
River with the Haitian community there, and you are safe havened
to safe haven. Now is that right or is that wrong?

Mr. Cash. Well, basically that's right, sir, as far as it goes. But I
don't think it goes quite far enough. I tried to

Senator Adams. Well, go right ahead.
Mr. Cash. Let me just put the
Senator Adams. Put it in context for me, because
Mr. Cash. Because the operation in Haiti is so small and so new

it's almost in its infant phase, if you will.
I'm not able to make the assertions based on the evidence that

there is a superhighway that runs between Haiti and the Miami
River of narcotics trafficking. That clearly is a route, Senator
Adams.

It is not a major route, though, when one considers the 700 is
lands in the Bahamas. It's not even close to being comparable with
that arena. So, I think that when we put things in perspective
Haiti is a growing and is a significant area that opportunistically
offers traffickers a great many advantages.

But in comparison with other Caribbean island areas, particular
ly the Bahamas, it pales in importance. So, I don't see that that is
necessarily a superhighway of narcotics trafficking.

As I said in my testimony, virtually all of the Caribbean islands
are transit points, some more than others.

Senator Adams. But you have one building here.
Mr. Cash. Absolutely. One is building here and we are in our

very young stages.
Senator Adams. That is what the committee is inquiring about,

because you have got a two-way ability to do this. One is control of
both ends without your law enforcement, whether it is for language
differences or whether it is a tight community you cannot pene
trate.

The second part is the government is corrupt. You have the old
government-to-government and diplomatic protection operation
running. I am just trying to get from you who whether this is an
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extension of the past or the new future of what has been the exist
ing Caribbean operation.

Mr. Cash. Well we certainly would try to operate within the lim
ited scope that we have, given the limitations I just spoke to you
about, transportation.

Basically we're in Port-au-Prince at the moment, and we hope to
expand. And certainly the island of Haiti may indeed be much
more significant than we all know. I am willing to concede that,
because obviously, as I say we're not out on the outback and we
can't really make an evaluation. But we have a long way to go.

Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. What troubles me a little bit, Mr. Cash, and

again I totally associate myself with the remarks of Senator Adams
that this is not directed specifically at your comments but more at
a strategy which is reflected by what you have described. And that
is that Haiti sort of sniffs of a Panama in the making, if you will.

Here is a country where you have increasing drug trafficking,
where you have a military that has tightened its hold on the coun
try, where top military officers are alleged to be involved in it and
one of them has been indicted already by our own Government.

And we are sitting there with this tactical day-to-day operation
as an agent here, an operation there. And by your own admission
you have the airfields out there, you have all kinds of options, and
you have this safe haven to safe haven opportunity.

And what I fear is that we are not seeing the forest for the trees
or someone is not seeing the forest for the trees as we continue tac
tically without thinking strategically. I want to come back to that.

We have two back-to-back votes here. It is a time where we
would have taken a recess anyway. So, we are going to recess for
approximately 10 minutes and then we will pick up, and I would
like your response to that when we pick up and get back. We will
recess for 10 minutes.

[Recess.]
Senator Kerry. The hearings will come back to order. Thank you

very much. I hope we do not have too much further vote interrup
tion in the course of the morning, Mr. Cash.

Coming back to the question that I posed to you, I want to be
sure to be fair and give you a chance to answer that. I expressed
my concern about the forest-for-the-trees aspect and the tactical
versus larger strategy.

You have 20 some years of experience in this now. You have
been out there. You know what it is like to be pushing that rock up
the hill and it keeps tumbling down. And I wonder if you do not
feel a little bit frustrated, just talking frankly about it.

Mr. Cash. Well, we always feel frustrated about the drug prob
lem, Senator Kerry. We certainly welcome the attention that your
committee has given it and the Congress as a whole. We think it's
long overdue.

But the levels of frustration are high. I am a law enforcement
officer, as you pointed out. We are not policymakers. Certainly we
have to operate in the arena as we see the arena developing.

And I guess we have two choices. In some instances, many would
say we can do something or we can do nothing. We take the we
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noted earlier, perhaps we are institutionally optimistic.

But at the same time we certainly have the advantage in Haiti
at least of being on the ground, being able to follow up on a great
deal of information that comes to us from outside Haiti.

We have, as you know, a very active enforcement and intelli
gence collection effort within the entire Caribbean. It is, though,
nevertheless obviously frustrating.

Senator Kerry. Now that intelligence network is clearly telling
you about Haiti and its increasing role. Is that not correct?

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. Haiti, its increasing role, the role of the Do
minican Republic. We frequently compare the Dominican Republic
to the Haitians as a country that has taken and put some resources
in to address this kind of problem.

We have pointed out that the Dominicans, in fact the Haitians'
CIC there, their little intelligence center, and I say little intelli
gence center, my statement says computers, I think we should look
at this for what it is. This is not some enormous IBM complex. This
is a couple of PC's, maybe less than 20,000 dollars' worth of com
puter equipment.

But they have been over to the Dominican Republic. And we try
to engender some aggressiveness such as the Dominican Republic
has shown and they have been back and forth. So, nonetheless it's
a slow process given the assets and the resources within, which
they operate, as I said earlier not even having a basic ground con
trol radar.

We sometimes get information from Guantanamo radar that
there is a plane and the plane is coming to Haiti, it meets the sus
pect profile and the like. We call our office in Haiti and of course
notify them of the information that we have.

But relatively consistently, there's nothing we can do because
there's no radar in Haiti to even show that the plane's coming. The
Haitians don't know that the plane's coming themselves.

So, they say, "Well, where's the plane coming? Is it coming to
this airport or is it coming to that one? So, we can watch Port-au-
Prince, we can't watch Cap-Haitien, we can't watch Port dePaix.
We can't watch a number of other places."

So, we have to, I guess, at least try to operate within the law en
forcement parameters and within the area that we are capable of
operating in, but it's rudimentary at best.

Senator Kerry. I was just thinking that must be where the tele
vision show got that phrase, "da plane, da plane."

Mr. Cash. It's about that way, except nobody knows where the
plane's going.

Senator Kerry. Or coming from, as the case may be. How long
has Haiti been a major transshipment country?

Mr. Cash. Well, I can't say that as a classification Haiti is a
major transshipment point because I have to look at the other
countries in the area and their impact directly on the United
States.

Clearly the Bahamas chain with 700 islands is a major transship
ment area. But Haiti's role has become prominent in 1983 up to
the present, increasingly, largely, I think, like other islands.
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If you traced all the activity you would see that in 1982 the for
mulation of the Medellin cartel, you will see beginning in that era
we noticed the aircraft, the organized deliveries either by air or sea
container and the everincreasing and burgeoning amount of co
caine that we see entering the United States.

Senator Kerry. So, that began in 1982 and 1983?
Mr. Cash. I say 1982 or 1983, but we were not there, as I said in

my testimony, until last November, except on a TDY basis, in and
out, and

Senator Kerry. Compared to other countries in the region, the
Bahamas, Cayman Islands, the Turks and Caicos

Mr. Cash. Well, certainly the Bahamas, it would be similar to
the Turks and Caicos, but the thing that makes Haiti more attrac
tive is the totality of the nonexistence of a coast guard or a navy or
an air force or a law enforcement institutional civilian structure to
address this problem.

Senator Kerry. How many people are in your DEA office there?
Mr. Cash. We only have two at the moment, sir.
Senator Kerry. Two people
Mr. Cash. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. For all of Haiti.
Mr. Cash. Well, yes sir, for all of Haiti.
Senator Kerry. Does that frustrate you?
Mr. Cash. I would say it is, sir.
Senator Kerry. Have you asked for more?
Mr. Cash. At this particular point in time, we put in a request

on an annualized basis for additional resources. That's the normal
staffing procedure. And we address that in January of each year
commensurate with our budget authorization.

Senator Kerry. Now, it is my understanding that DEA has a
formal policy of not investigating high-level officials of a foreign
government who are suspected of drug trafficking. Is that accurate
or not accurate?

Mr. Cash. I would say that would be inaccurate, sir. I think that
we do not target political officials or high-level government officials
as a class and kind.

We follow the narcotics traffic primarily in those cases that we
can bring before the courts of the United States. We are officers of
the Federal courts of the United States and we attempt to bring to
the bar of justice in the United States those people involved in nar
cotics traffic bound for the United States.

Now of course that necessitates credible witnesses, that necessi
tates people who are willing to come forth and testify before grand
juries as you're so familiar with.

And to that end in virtually all of the cases that have been devel
oped against the narcotics traffickers, there have from time to time
been political officials that came up on the screen. But they didn't
come up on the screen from a targeting process. We didn't say, for
instance, that, "OK, Jean Claude Paul will be our target." That
was not the case.

We were conducting an investigation in Miami and in the logical
progression took us there.

Senator Kerry. Well, is there any reluctance because of the so-
called guest status of DEA not to disrupt that status?
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Mr. Cash. No, I don't find that there is any reluctance there
whatsoever. I think that there is obviously a sensitivity when one
has agents and families stationed within a country. But we handle
that on a case-by-case basis.

As you know, narcotics has typically been apolitical in many in
stances, but on the other hand we've suffered some agent kidnap-
ings, murders, and the like, which show the clear case for active
retaliation by the traffickers on our incountry agent personnel.

So, we try to be prudent, but that doesn't mean that we negate.
Senator Kerry. It is my understanding that there has been a

very fierce battle over the issue of an airwing. Is that accurate?
Mr. Cash. Control over an airwing, sir?
Senator Kerry. Yes. The narcotics —the air flights out of Miami,

Coast Guard, DEA, so forth, Customs, et cetera, over
Mr. Cash. Not to my knowledge, sir. Not among DEA. Perhaps I

don't understand your question.
Senator Kerry. Well, were there other agencies that were strug

gling over the issue of control over those particular flights?
Mr. Cash. Air flights?
Senator Kerry. Let me tell you what I am saying.
Mr. Cash. Go ahead.
Senator Kerry. Maybe you can just help me out here. I am

really looking for information as much as anything.
But I have heard that because the drug problem is "in" that a

lot of agencies are saying, "Well, here are the dollars now, here is
how we are going to protect our personnel, and here is how we pro
tect our jurisdiction."

So, you have people chasing the dollars in a sense and chasing
the jurisdiction and creating an interagency struggle that is not
really enhancing the "war on drugs." I mean, is that a fair state
ment?

Mr. Cash. Well, I would say, sir, there are 33 agencies certainly
that are involved.

Senator Kerry. Are there too many?
Mr. Cash. Well, I would think that there would be more than I

would like to have, but I'm not in a position to say anything about
that, sir.

Senator Kerry. What is your personal view on that?
Mr. Cash. Well, I believe that when we have a situation affecting

law enforcement that we all want to work basically together. Some
things we are all very good at. But I'd like to see those people stay
with what they're very good at.

Now, that's a rather rudimentary answer, I realize, and I'm not
much in a position to comment other than that.

Senator Kerry. Well, how many years have you been involved
with the Caribbean?

Mr. Cash. Well, I haven't been there, sir, except since January.
Senator Kerry. What about Central America?
Mr. Cash. Well, I was the deputy assistant administrator for

worldwide operations before I went there, so I'm very familiar with
the area.

I think what you're relating to and maybe perhaps it is the 3-

mile/ 12-mile jurisdiction, the Customs service to 3 miles, the Coast
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Guard 12 miles and beyond. Certainly there's been some discussion
about that.

But insofar as the fight for resources, I don't think DEA, whoev
er we were supposed to fight with, we must not have won. But

Senator Kerry. The question arises about the sharing or transfer
of information. Do you receive narcotics information from the CIA?

Mr. Cash. At the headquarters level there is an interchange and
there is a passing down to the Miami division of certain types of
strategic information. Yes, sir.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever receive CIA information regarding
General Noriega in Panama?

Mr. Cash. Me personally? No, sir. I did not.
Senator Kerry. Do you know whether the Miami office ever re

ceived it?
Mr. Cash. No sir, I'm not familiar with whether they did or not.

I could answer that subsequently, I could go find out. But I don't
really know.

Senator Kerry. Now, recently, this committee met with a DEA
informant who told us that he had shipped documents personally
relating to General Noriega from the U.S. Embassy in Panama, but
that the documents never arrived at the DEA in Miami. Are you
familiar with that situation?

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. I'm familiar with it, but I'm not prepared to
give you all the details on it. I'm not up to date moment by
moment. I'm familiar with it with the time it occurred.

Senator Kerry. Well, what can you tell us about it at this point
in time?

Mr. Cash. Well, basically, there was some information that came,
that was alleged to have been handed over that was to be sent up
to Miami.

Senator Kerry. Let me just say, when you say "alleged to have
been handed over," was this person, the informant, not put on the
lie detector test in order to determine whether he did it?

Mr. Cash. There were some questions, Senator, and there was a
polygraph. I'm not certain what the questions were. As I say, I'm
totally unprepared to answer those questions. I haven't reviewed
the information that you would be asking about and I'm telling you
right off the top of my head.

I do know that there was a polygraph. I don't know what the
questions were or what the substance of those questions were.

Senator Kerry. Do you know the results of it?
Mr. Cash. I understand that they showed no deception indicated

on the questions that were asked. I don't know whether the ques
tions

Senator Kerry. The questions related to whether or not he had

in fact sent documents to the office in Miami. Correct?
Mr. Cash. As near as I can recall, that was it, sir. As to what

documents, I don't know whether those were explored. As I say,
I'm unprepared for that.

Senator Kerry. Well, can you tell us what then took place and

what has happened?
Mr. Cash. Well, in those types of situations and circumstances, I

think you're going to hear from Mr. Gregorie, the assistant U.S. at
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torney in the southern district of Florida who has handled that.
And he is easily much more knowledgable on it than I.

But when allegations of that ilk are made, DEA has a very effec
tive Office of Professional Responsibility. I notified them and they
initiated an inquiry into that matter.

Senator Kerry. Let me just lay it out to you, Mr. Cash.
The informant told us that after he had approached us and noti

fied us of what had happened to these documents that his money
was being cut off and he had to return to Panama. Did that
happen? Was his money cut off?

Mr. Cash. I don't think that his money was cut off, Senator
Kerry. I think there was, there's been quite a substantial amount
of money paid over the years to that gentleman and I can't imag
ine that we would cut off anybody's funding.

We associate ourselves with the U.S. attorney's office in these
matters. At the same time, if a witness is in fear of some type of
retribution, we encourage placing people in the witness protection
program.

But as I say, I'm not aware of what status and where we are
with that at the moment.

Senator Kerry. Do you play any role in the current investigation
regarding this matter?

Mr. Cash. No, sir. The Office of Professional Responsibility in
Washington would conduct all integrity investigations.

Senator Kerry. Is that investigation currently underway?
Mr. Cash. To the best of my knowledge, yes sir.
Senator Kerry. Do you know who is responsible for it?
Mr. Cash. Mr. Gruden would be responsible for it, overall chief,

the assistant administrator for planning and inspection.
Senator Kerry. Does this concern you that there may be a signif

icant problem with respect to the DEA office in Panama itself?
Mr. Cash. Well, if indeed there is such a problem it would cer

tainly concern us all. As you know, DEA has a very aggressive in
ternal affairs position on any matters of this sort and pursues them
with the ultimate vigor.

I think we have probably the best in law enforcement insofar as
that goes.

Senator Kerry. Senator D'Amato has asked if he could ask a few
questions, because he has to leave.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, first let me thank you and this
committee for giving me the opportunity to be with you here once
again. Let me commend you and the committee for this important
oversight work.

And I do have to go to the floor to manage the transportation
bill, which we are going to take up today out of sequence. So, I
thank you for your courtesy.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the committee did have a field hear
ing in Miami at which time I had the opportunity to ask Mr. Cash
to look into several things, specifically as it related to Roger
Biamby of the Haitian-American Association.

Mr. Biamby raised a number of very serious, I think, allegations
as it related to our dealings and our relationships with Haiti. So,
the first thing I would like to know, Mr. Cash, because I do know,
but for the record, did you have subsequent to the hearings that we
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held on May 21 a number of meetings with Mr. Biamby to review
some of the allegations?

Mr. Cash. That's quite true, Senator D'Amato. As you pointed
out, our hearing was May 21. I met with Mr. Biamby personally on
the third of June.

As you know, prior to your hearing, I had never had the pleasure
of meeting Mr. Biamby. He had never come to DEA or brought
that information, allegations to DEA. And I have met with Mr.
Biamby and will hope to continue to meet with him in an opening
that we intend to make in the Haitian community in Miami.

Senator D'Amato. Good. So, I take it then there have been some
indications that he does have some information that is important,
and particularly that dialog with the Haitian community.

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. The dialog with the Haitian community is im
portant. Mr. Biamby, of course, is not a source of information inso
far as a testimonial source.

He has no direct knowledge or access to actual witness-type drug
trafficking information that we would need. But it is a dialog that
we have established.

Senator D'Amato. Let me, if I might, just touch on a number of
points that he raised. You may or may not be prepared to give us a
complete answer.

But he mentioned in particular that it had come to his attention,
well-known through the Haitian community, that a criminal,
former Tonton Macoute named Lyonel Wooley, who is apparently
very, very, very wealthy, resides in Miami, and is deeply involved
in drug trafficking.

Would it be fair to say that he is at least suspected of that kind
of trafficking which Mr. Biamby asserted?

Mr. Cash. It would be fair to say, "Yes it would."
Senator D'Amato. And you are pursuing those
Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. We are pursuing that. Actively.
Senator D'Amato. Second, he indicated that there was a Major

Casimir, a military official in Haiti, he was the DEA liaison in
Port-au-Prince, that he himself, here he was designated officially or
unofficially, as some liaison with the DEA and that he was in
volved in narcotics trafficking. Have you reviewed that?

Mr. Cash. We have reviewed that. Yes, sir, we have.
Senator D'Amato. All right. Are you prepared at this time in

open session to make any comment? Do you think it would be ap
propriate and not compromising any of the

Mr. Cash. Well sir, Mr. Casimir is not a liaison to the Drug En
forcement Administration in Haiti. So, we can set the record clear
on that.

How he came into the conversation or the mention was that at

one particular point very early on we did meet Mr. Casimir at a

meeting and he was alleged at that time to be representative of the

Government. But after that one meeting we have had no further
contact with Mr. Casimir.

Senator D'Amato. And you are pursuing that possibility, or at

least looking into whether or not he is involved in drug trafficking?
Mr. Cash. We are looking into the possibility through all credible

information and direct knowledge that we can find that any of
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those people would be directly involved in trafficking to the United
States.

Senator D'Amato. Let me pursue along the same lines the ques
tion as it related to the two Haitians hired by the DEA in New
York, supposedly well-known hoodlums in the Haitian community.

We are now talking about informants, people who may have
been involved, et cetera. People that maybe we are trying to
turn

Mr. Cash. I think we were talking about, the nearest thing I can
come to that, Senator D'Amato, is that they are informants. There
may well have been informants that are involved.

Senator D'Amato. And so you would take these judgments based
upon these assertions and you are well aware, at least it would
seem, of the records of these people, and you would take their
statements for what the value of informants generally are?

Mr. Cash. Well, that's true. Yes, sir.
Senator D'Amato. And try to use them if you can?
Mr. Cash. If we can and if they have credible information and

are something that we can act on.
Senator D'Amato. Oftentimes what takes place in the use of in

formants, et cetera, they are attempting to use you as well by get
ting the word back in that they have got the cover, they have got
the arm on the DEA, that they have got the inside track, and I
think it is important that we note, and particularly in a minority
community that is afraid of the law, even I would say, let me say
this, the alien who may be in this country illegally, he is just so
petrified.

And so then you have got somebody who comes in with a swag
ger, et cetera, and makes these allegations. And in the mind of a
good number of the Haitian community, this can be spread.

I think it is so important that your contacts, DEA, with the Hai
tian community, be strengthened. It is important that these kinds
of perceptions that can so easily be put out there and used in the
street, that they be dealt with, and that you be aware of the kinds
of things that are being said. I think it will put you in a much
stronger position.

I have got just several other questions. Mr. Cash, given the fact
that it seems that we are receiving reports that, as a result of the
poverty and the chaos in Haiti, that the Colombian traffickers can
really bring about great influence given the money and the ability
to purchase that whole country, literally.

In here they are talking about people of unlimited, basically un
limited access. Now, do you have any evidence of the increased ac
tivity of the Colombians as it relates to their attempting to bring
about a real economic stranglehold in Haiti?

Mr. Cash. Well, we certainly see, as I say, through the establish
ment of this rudimentary intelligence center, we've been able to
track the number of Colombians coming into Haiti for residence.
And so that has given us for the first time a figure, and that's
where the thousand came from.

Senator D'Amato. And you do not go from Colombia to Haiti to
improve the quality or standard of your life, do you?

Mr. Cash. It's not exactly Broadway, sir. The fact is, though, that
we, it's odd but true
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Senator D'Amato. It is not like taking a vacation like, you know,
you might say I go for a vacation in Disneyland. You know, you
can say, "Well, that's fine."

But if I told you that I was taking a vacation to the south Bronx
you would say, now, something does not make sense, Senator. Not
from what I have heard. And I do not want the people in the south
Bronx

Senator Kerry. Have they been voting for you there lately?
Senator D'Amato. I do pretty well up there too. But, I do not

think it is known as a vacation hub.
Mr. Cash. I think the south Bronx is a little bit more attractive

than regretfully some parts of Haiti.
I would say that it was interesting for me to note recently that

the, both the Manigat and the military government in Haiti re
ceived complaints from the Colombian ambassador who was com
plaining that the Haitians were, in his mind, harassing, unneces
sarily arresting Colombians for drug trafficking unnecessarily.

Senator D'Amato. So, now that brings me to the point No. 2.
Do you detect, then, as a result of the movement of the Colombi

an drug traffickers in buying the businesses, et cetera, that the
Haitians are now beginning to become concerned that they will
lose control to the influence and the power of the Colombians and
the drug traffickers in particular?

Mr. Cash. I strongly suspicion that they, like we, are aware of
the fact that the Colombians can buy that, buy an enormous
amount of the country. If not real estate, in other manners more
familiar to people of your occupation.

There's no question in my mind that the Haitians are concerned
about the potential that the Colombians have of coming in and
buying, perhaps buying a country. They certainly have the capabil
ity to do that in Haiti.

I think if you go down there you see certain things that are just
way out of kilter.

Senator D'Amato. We are not just talking about the real estate.
Real estate and economic power starts, but then we mean the total
power.

Mr. Cash. The total power, is what I'm speaking of. But I think
just in the, you can look at a hotel, there is a hotel which should
remain nameless for purposes of testimony, but a rather opulent
hotel with magnificent shops in it that would be the envy of some
Brickie Avenue locations. I find myself wondering who's purchas
ing goods there, and I'm certain the Haitians have not overlooked
that either.

Senator D'Amato. Well, Mr. Chairman, I really do think that
just this portion of Mr. Cash's testimony might give us the opportu
nity, notwithstanding that I don't think anybody on this committee
has anything good, or can feel anything good about Haiti and the
dictatorial forces at control.

But maybe to attempt somehow to stimulate some activity to get
them to wake up to the problems that they will be facing, which
are the Colombians, among other things, to see if we cannot get
them to move in the right direction as opposed to suppression and
try to build some bridges where there is common interest.
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Now, that is a pretty tough tall order. I understand that. But I
think it might be a wedge that we can use and I would hope that
we could pursue this, and I want to thank you and the committee
members for being so tolerant of giving me the opportunity to come
out of turn here.

Senator Kerry. Well, Senator, I want to thank you also, thank
you personally for your long and continued interest in this subject,
because I think you have really been committed on a long-term
basis to trying to get to the bottom of this, and also to underscore
the nature of the threat.

I might add that what you have just underscored, Mr. Cash, and
what Mr. Biamby has said this morning about what is happening
in terms of this increasing transit process in Haiti, has to be put in
the right perspective, because it is happening right at the center of
the supposed efforts of this country and other countries to wage a
major effort against narcotics.

And yet even in the midst of all of the publicity that that subject
has received in the last years, on all sides incidentally, this is not
pointing fingers at anybody, but just generically, and the increased
concerns of law enforcement, community, nevertheless there is an
increasing awareness of the level to which Colombians are now be
coming involved in Haiti. The tentacles of the cartel and the drug
lords reach out to still another country, corrupting military, cor
rupting civil and private institutions, and so forth.

And if people do not stop and begin to understand after hearing
about Haiti, about Mexico, about the Cayman Islands, about the
Bahamas, about Colombia, Ecuador, Brazil, Panama, and Panama
stands and the sort of monument to it, what is happening, the hem
ispheric relationships on which we have relied, and our ability to
be able to guarantee democracies, or even to hope to nurture them,
is being diminished.

And I think the threat just can't be underscored enough. Do you
agree with that? I mean, is that what you see

Mr. Cash. It certainly is of tremendous concern to us in the Drug
Enforcement Administration, Senator. Definitely. It has been for a
number of years.

Senator Kerry. Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Cash, you men

tioned the intelligence net that you have. You have talked about
informants and you indicate you are familiar with Central Amer
ica.

I am concerned about the fact that as you and I both know, when
you are dealing with informants you have got to try to use docu
ments to corroborate. If you do not have documents, you are always
in a gray area.

I am concerned about these missing documents, not entering the
United States. They are alleged in the Washington Post article to
have been in the U.S. Embassy in a file cabinet, and they tie to
logs from two Panamanian pilots, Floyd Carleton and Cesar Rodri
guez.

If those documents are gone, I am concerned about whether or
not we were dealing with Noriega at that point, because those doc
uments tend to corroborate an informant.
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I want you to tell me whether you know what happened in that
Embassy. And if you want to tell me in private session, I will
accept it in private session. To me this is government and law en
forcement at a key point. And I am not interested in pillorying
agents or anybody else.

But something down there indicates that there was some way
that those documents vanished. If that happened in Panama and
with the government we were supporting and in our aegis, that
goes right against professional law enforcement, and I am outraged
about it.

Mr. Cash. Senator Adams, I am not in a position, and I do not
know

Senator Adams. You do not know from the fact that you had
Mr. Cash. No, sir
Senator Adams. I am picking up on the fact that you know the

intelligence net, you understand the business, you are a profession
al lawman

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir.
Senator Adams. And you have been knowledgable, I am asking

you about what you know. This committee's business is not to do
law enforcement. It is Government's.

What was going on with our Government and the Panamanian
Government?

Mr. Cash. Senator Adams, I, if indeed there were any documents
at all, I do not know because I am not familiar with what actually,
what has been found or learned or shared.

I will say this to you, that the, in Miami, I know, I think perhaps
more so than other offices, virtually ever person who comes in off
the street, not to mention the regular sources of information, but
others who come into voluntary type thing, are filled with different
agendas that we all have to be very careful about.

Senator Adams. I understand that. That is why I focused on it. If
you have a document, whether it is a passport, whether it is a log,
whether it is a gasoline receipt, whether it is a diary, whatever you
have makes a big difference.

As you well know, if you have been in the business a long time,
we used to wire people when they went in, but we had to have
something on the table?

Mr. Cash. Absolutely, sir.
Senator Adams. That was the reason why we always ran for the

John first.
Mr. Cash. You have to have more than folklore and legend.
Senator Adams. Yes, and flash papers. So, just tell me, whatever

you want to say.
Mr. Cash. Regrettably, I don't have any knowledge of it, of what

happened there, as I pointed out to Senator Kerry.
Those documents, or alleged documents, because I don't know the

details of what they purported to be, were bound of course for
Miami. And had they been there, then perhaps I could tell you, or
if there were or were not, I could tell you what they were or were
not.

But I'm not aware of what exactly transpired there. As I say,
there was an OPR inquiry opened up into that, and that's where it
is.
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Senator Kerry. Could I ask you something, just as a matter of
form? Senator, I am sorry to interrupt you.

But if documents come into the possession of, and they are in the
U.S. Embassy, and they come from a DEA informant, how do they
get out of your control at that point in time?

Mr. Cash. Well
Senator Kerry. They are in the U.S. Embassy, a DEA informant

has delivered them. How do they not remain within the custody of
law enforcement?

Mr. Cash. When I was in an embassy, Senator Kerry, they re
mained within the custody of law enforcement.

Senator Kerry. So, this is an aberration?
Mr. Cash. Well, it certainly would be, whether they were docu

ments or not, I guess, is the whole issue.
One does not know, as I say, I am not fully familiar with the de

tails, and if I were to make comment on it I think I would be, it
would be uninformed or hearsay comment at best.

Senator Adams. No, but I would like to have you submit in writ
ten form to the committee staff those agents and the consular offi
cial that got them. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Kerry. Just a couple of quick questions. Are DEA agents
promoted on the basis of the number of arrests they make? Is that
a key ingredient?

Mr. Cash. The answer to that question, basically, Senator Kerry,
is no. The Drug Enforcement Administration is very cost-benefit ef
fective, and we do examine our totality of operations insofar as
return on investment, and certainly productivity.

One means of measuring that is arrest, as are asset seizures or
lab seizures or title Ill's, wiretaps and all, and all of these things
go into the overall evaluation of the productivity of a special agent.

But that, the number of arrests a man makes or doesn't make is
not the exclusive basis for any promotion.

Senator Kerry. What are the other ingredients that you men
tioned? You said a number of different statistics?

Mr. Cash. Well, it would depend on what grade we're talking
about and the nonmanagement path we're talking about.

That is to say, not a supervisor because he has different require
ments.

Senator Kerry. This is not key to this part. It is just something I
wanted to follow up on. I will get that in writing as to what that
process is.

Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. But let me assure you, though, that they
don't get promoted just on the basis of arrest.

Senator Kerry. One other important question. I understand that
there has been a reduction in the number of prosecutors in the
U.S. attorney's office down in Miami?

Mr. Cash. Regrettably, through budgetary considerations, there
has been a 9-percent across-the-board cut of their allowed table of
organization, which would give them a new table of organization
number of 94 U.S. attorneys.

That is a result of a 9-percent across-the-board nationwide cut
due to DOJ resources being cut. And that net effect in Miami was a
reduction from 103 to 94, and we really probably need 200 down
there.
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Senator Kerry. And that greatly reduces the speed with which
drug cases can go to trial, and you can investigate and so forth. Is
that accurate?

Mr. Cash. Absolutely. There is no question that Miami, when
you compare it to other districts, is seemingly the last in line for
that prosecutive resource.

Senator Kerry. With respect to the entire Caribbean area that
you now have jurisdiction over, and this committee's efforts to try
to make sensible recommendations about drug policy, after listen
ing to you, I have even frankly more of a sense of the constraints
you are operating under in manpower.

I just hear you say you have 93 people where you ought to have
200.

Mr. Cash. That's U.S. attorneys.
Senator Kerry. I know. I understand. I am talking about the law

enforcement entity, the ability to back up what we are trying to do
from a policy perspective. It raises a lot of questions, obviously,
about commitment and Congress has as much responsibility about
that as anybody.

But what are the most critical ingredients, from your perspective
as a frontline agent, in terms of our foreign efforts, the relation
ships with these other countries, that is going to facilitate the war
on drugs? That is going to make a difference?

Mr. Cash. From an enforcement standpoint, the institution build
ing is what we try to look at, because we are in such a rudimentary
phase in some of the Caribbean islands. I say some, underlined.

And clearly there is a need to bring those forces into the 20th
century so that we can

Senator Kerry. You mean their police force?
Mr. Cash. Yes, sir. I mean, we look at things in the eyes of the

United States, and we have professional law enforcement, we have
institutions of law enforcement that have been charged with cer
tain responsibilities and which are responsible for those and could
be held accountable.

But when one has no institution to start with, in the case of
Haiti no Coast Guard or no navy or just no radar, which is so rudi
mentary, we cannot really expect great things from law enforce
ment in those particular countries, aside from all of the other
many aspects in foreign relations.

And I think that we have seen remarkable improvement, oper
ationally. As an example, in the Bahamas, from just a short
number of years ago. And I think that that institutional building is
critical so that at least we can say who is responsible or who do we
work with without fear of having it change from day to day or
being dissolved or what have you.

So, there is that, and then of course there is the focus, as I said
earlier, on supply and demand. The demand is voracious and insa
tiable in our own country. And the traffickers, while they can buy
countries, they can buy everything but customers. They cannot buy
customers.

And that is one of the things that Miami and the Haitian com
munity, Chief Dixon, has pursued. That is to say, an effort focused
at the users, albeit a relatively conservative effort.
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But I think that we're headed down the right road by your com
mittee and the Congress, that has certainly taken this to be of in
terest. I daresay 10 years ago, 12 years ago, I don't remember it as
being of this level of interest. And we are all encouraged by that
interest, I think.

Senator Kerry. Well, I appreciate that, Mr. Cash. And I certain
ly want to express the gratitude of the committee for your personal
dedication and efforts.

It has got to be awfully frustrating out there, but I must say that
I worry when you talk about the institution building, it is a long,
long road compared to the immediacy of the problem in our streets
and communities.

And you know, there are some radars, and there are some addi
tional seizures and so forth. But the numbers are up. The numbers
of infiltration are up, the numbers of total quantity of production
are up.

And I am sad to say, looking at a place like the Bahamas, pros
ecutions do not result in convictions where people go to jail. And
you know that. If people do not go to jail, it really does not matter
what kind of arrests you make.

And correct me if I am wrong, but do not many of the drugs
wind up being sold subsequent to seizure? Not that you have any
control of it, but drugs seized within these institutions that are not
yet perfected in fact wind up just going on.

Mr. Cash. There have been some allegations of that, Senator
Kerry. Yes, sir.

Senator Kerry. And they list it as a seizure but the seizure in
fact is a hollow statistic, unless somebody went to jail and the
drugs were destroyed.

Mr. Cash. There is a totality of alpha to omega in this parameter
of drug consumption, the supply and demand that we need to ad
dress.

It has not been addressed, as you know, as rapidly as the prob
lem has developed, and perhaps that's how they are always outdis
tancing us. But it is a long fight. I think that people frequently
want to look at things as quick, easy, simple solutions.

I hear people now talk about legalization and those types of
issues, which sort of reminds me of the peace with honor approach
that we had in Vietnam. When we are losing something or seem
ingly lose it, and I question whether we are losing it, but when we
are doing the best we can and people want us to do a lot faster job,
it certainly is a formidable, formidable undertaking that this coun
try needs to address.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Cash, just back to the missing docu

ment business. Can you tell us if the Panamanian who claims to
have had the missing document was indeed a DEA informant?

Mr. Cash. On the record, sir, we never comment on whether one
is or is not an informant. I would be very happy to answer that in
closed session. But it's strictly a policy matter.

Senator McConnell. Back to the more general question of U.S.
foreign policy objectives.
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I think it is pretty clear from everything you have said that what
this country ought to be doing is promoting the development of
democratic institutions throughout this hemisphere.

In places where we have done that conspicuously, successfully, in
places like El Salvador and Guatemala and Honduras, they are cer
tainly not problem-free countries but they do not tend to crop up as
frequently with regard to the areas that you are concerned about.

Unless there is an institution there that has got enough credibil
ity and is responsive enough to the people of the country to deal
with, your job becomes almost impossible, no matter what your al
locations of funds are.

And it seems to me the message to those of us who are engaged,
at least, in appropriating money that supports the foreign policy of
this country, that we need to be supporting those who are willing
to fight for their freedom and to establish democratic institutions,
not only in this hemisphere but around the world.

I thank you very much for coming.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Cash. We will leave

the record open for any subsequent questions we need in writing.
Thank you.

Mr. Cash. Thank you, sir.
Senator Kerry. We appreciate it. I would like to ask Deputy As

sistant Secretary Holwill if you would come forward please.
Mr. Holwill, if you could just stay standing for a minute, we are

swearing in all the witnesses. It is pro forma. Not that your testi
mony is particularly subject to those questions, but if you would
raise your right hand.

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Holwill. I do.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much. Would you state your full

name please?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD HOLWILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

Mr. Holwill. My name is Richard Holwill. I am Deputy Assist
ant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs.

Senator Kerry. How long have you held that post?
Mr. Holwill. The present position, since October 1983.

Senator Kerry. I take it you have a short opening statement?
Mr. Holwill. I do have a very short opening statement, Senator,

but I take it that the committee would like to move rapidly, so I
would propose only to read the final paragraph in essence, which I
have changed from the prepared text.

And if I could then very briefly address a point that Senator Mc-
Connell made earlier, which I believe is one of the key points that
must be discussed in the context of Haiti and other countries.

Clearly, the harsh socioeconomic realities of Haiti necessitate a
long-term approach to that country's problems, including that
country's narcotics problems.

For the near to medium term, allocation of resources to the CIC,
which was discussed by the previous witness, should enhance and
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strengthen those elements within the Haitian Government which
seem dedicated to counter narcotics trafficking.

However, we are aware that the problem is growing, and it is ap
parent to us that we must act swiftly to do more to address it.

It is also apparent that the Government of Haiti must take on a
more active role. But in this context, I should stress that we must
recognize that that government will need help.

We must recognize that we cannot do the job for them. And we
must recognize that at some point, perhaps in the very near future,
an opening will develop that will give us the opportunity to ad
vance our interests more directly.

When that opening occurs, we must seize the moment and press
forward. And we must do so with a consensus between the Con
gress and the Executive so that we can reach a consensus on our
goals and provide the resources needed to advance them.

Now, to Senator McConnell's point about whether democracies
are countries that have a better record with regard to narcotics
trafficking. That is the case in many instances. But it is always
true, Senator, that democracies are those countries with which we
can work most closely.

Working with governments that are antidemocratic, whether on
the right or on the left, is something that causes great problems for
this country, and I think that we should be very careful before ap
proaching antidemocratic countries with offers of grand help, if
doing so undermines our other goals in the region, which is to
strengthen the movement toward democracy and the movement
toward decency.

Senator, thank you. I am ready for your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Holwill appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Holwill. We have a

very old extradition treaty with Haiti. Is that not correct? 1904?
Mr. Holwill. That is correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And the extradition treaty that we have does not

specifically state narcotics?
Mr. Holwill. It does not specifically state narcotics. It does say,

unfortunately, that the crime must be a crime in both the country
making the request and the country receiving the request.

Senator Kerry. And is the indictment of Jean-Claude Paul that
kind of indictment which would qualify?

Mr. Holwill. It is not, sir.
Senator Kerry. And it is not for what reason?
Mr. Holwill. Because it is an indictment on the conspiracy to

import cocaine into the United States.
Senator Kerry. Which is not a crime in
Mr. Holwill. In Napoleonic code, generally the crime of conspir

acy is somewhat different than it is in English common law. That
is a Napoleonic code-based system, and it does not qualify in exact
ly the same way.

They do not recognize it as a crime. That is all, that is the essen
tial point I can give you there, sir.

Senator Kerry. But is there not, under their code, the ability for
us nevertheless to challenge that or to try to get them to recognize
that?

Is there not an open avenue of argument as to its applicability?
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Mr. Holwill. There is an avenue of argument, indeed sir.
Senator Kerry. Given the fact that there is an avenue of applica

bility, why have we not formally asked for the extradition of Jean-
Claude Paul?

Mr. Holwill. We may have a new opening today to ask for such
an opportunity.

Senator Kerry. Just today? It just came up?
Mr. Holwill. Because over the weekend the Haitian Govern

ment cancelled the constitution, which was popularly adopted some
weeks ago, some months ago.

It is regrettable that they did so, but that constitution prohibited
the extradition of Haitian citizens. With the absence of that consti
tution, there is no remaining impediment to arguing for the extra
dition.

I cannot guarantee that we will succeed in getting it, however,
sir.

Senator Kerry. Are you then announcing here today that we are
now going to ask for the extradition of Jean-Claude Paul?

Mr. Holwill. I cannot do so, sir. That is a question that higher
authorities at the Department must make. But in my opinion,
based on the arguments that I've seen, the last impediment to
making such a request is removed.

Senator Kerry. And it will be your recommendation that we do,
I take it.

Mr. Holwill. I have no problem in making such a recommenda
tion, sir.

Senator Kerry. When the initial indictment came out, was there
any discussion or concern with respect to indicting somebody that
you knew you could not extradite or bring to trial?

Mr. Holwill. There were consultations between the Department
of Justice and the Department of State. That particular point was
discussed but not to any great degree.

Senator Kerry. How was it resolved?
Mr. Holwill. Obviously, the indictment went forward, and
Senator Kerry. No, I understand that, but intellectually, po-

licywise, how was it resolved? What was the theory on which the
indictment went forward under those circumstances?

Mr. Holwill. The theory is that if you don't ask for what you
want, you will never get it. And so clearly we are willing and able,
where we are able, we would like to bring pressure to bear on those
who are involved in narcotics trafficking.

Senator Kerry. Whether or not there is the ability to extradite. I
think it is a good policy.

Mr. Holwill. We would hope that we could extradite.
Senator Kerry. I applaud it. I just wondered how it had been ar

rived at, particularly given the problems with General Noriega,
and so forth.

Were you here for Mr. Biamby?
Mr. Holwill. I was not here for Mr. Biamby. I arrived after Mr.

Biamby's testimony.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Biamby's testimony said that among the

Haitian military officers involved in the narcotics trade are Col.
Jean-Claude Paul, Gen. Williams Regala, Col. Acedius St. Louis,
Gen. Gregoire Figaro, Col. Hyppolites Gambetta, Col. Bordes Achil
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les, Col. Prospere Avril, who is one of the key people, as you know,
who helped Namphy return to power, Maj. Jean-Robert Figaro,
Maj. Joseph Dominique Boguidy, Maj. Rosny Casimir, we have
heard Casimir a number of times. Captains could have been listed
and so forth.

That is a pretty heady group of military people who are involved
in narcotics trafficking. And I guess my question is, what is the
policy directly toward Haiti, a government that is engaged in a
criminal conspiracy against the United States?

Mr. Holwill. Senator, many of those names are known to me.
Some I find credible. Others I find less than credible.

I would like to take your question, but back up one moment to
offer a bit of analysis that can explain my answer.

There are factions and elements within the military of Haiti.
There are some within that military who are highly nationalistic
and who still wish to find for their country a better future than
they see as its probable future today.

The decent people in that government, although they are nation
alistic and in some cases quite xenophobic, are people with whom
we may at some point wish to work.

There are a number of unfounded allegations that are being
levied against Haitian military officers. I am not in a position to
comment on the nature of any of those particular allegations at
this time.

We can review them, and we can try to find what we can about
every officer involved in that government. But at some point, per
haps soon, perhaps not soon, the tensions within that military may
well boil over.

And at that point, I would hope that we can develop a consensus
in the United States that would allow us to work with those who
are, who prove themselves to be decent. We cannot, and I would
recommend against reaching an accommodation with antidemo
cratic forces solely for the purpose of an antinarcotics fight.

We should at the same time demand that they advance the cause
of decency and democracy. If we can reach a consensus on that and
can apply some resources to it in the future, I think we can build a
policy that can build a better future in Haiti.

Senator Kerry. Were there not forces specifically trying to do
that in the course of the last election cycle, who begged for our
help but did not receive it?

Mr. Holwill. There were a number of political factions in the
last electoral cycle who refused continually to form a united coali
tion.

There were a number of envoys sent to the Embassy, sent to
Washington, sent to in some cases congressional offices, asking that
the assistance of the United States go not to a broad spectrum
group but to individuals, or to individual factions.

And I think we wisely resisted supporting factions or picking the
winner in Haiti. Had we tried to pick the winner from among those
factions, we would then be responsible for the actions of the coming
government.

Although we avoided that pitfall, other problems persist in Haiti.
But it is a country with very primitive economics. It is a country
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with high rates of illiteracy, and following 30 years of dictatorship
a country with very little political tradition.

Much must be done in order to build a democracy in Haiti. That
it did not happen in a 2-year transition is regrettable. But it should
not be totally surprising.

Senator Kerry. I totally agree with the length of time that it
may take, but I am not sure that the nub of some of the problem
that we are wrestling with here and have been for some time over
the last 2 years has been policy priorities toward the drug war
versus foreign policy priorities. There is a tension there. Would you
agree?

Mr. Holwill. There is a tension.
Senator Kerry. And that tension has shown itself in Panama,

currently shows itself in Mexico, to a degree, and has certainly
shown itself in the Bahamas.

Mr. Holwill. Indeed.
Senator Kerry. How do we resolve that? Do you as a policymak

er say to yourself, "Well, the drug war is important, but we have
more important foreign policy concerns, so we should put the drug
war on the shelf temporarily." Is that

Mr. Holwill. I do not think that we would ever put the drug
war totally on the shelf. But we cannot at the same time abandon
decency and democracy in an effort to throw in with a would-be
Duvallier, so he can repress the country in the course of fighting
drugs

Senator Kerry. Well, I am not suggesting throwing in with a
would-be Duvallier. There are alternatives.

Mr. Holwill. Were those alternatives to come together in a pop
ular coalition that is sufficiently broadbased, we would be wise to
work with them. The infighting that persisted through the final
days was such that it prevented that kind of support.

You mentioned a number of other countries, and the cases are
different in every other country, but I think you would like to focus
on Haiti here. But if I could say one quick point about the Baha
mas.

We have found, as my colleague from DEA noted, greater coop
eration in recent days. And some of that cooperation is coming be

cause there are some decent people in the Bahamas, including At
torney General Adderly who is in our judgment doing a very good
job in maintaining the fight against drugs. There is abandonment
of the fight against drugs there.

But there we have something to work with in that we have a

democratic government with elements that are very definitely com
mitted to trying to improve the situation. You mentioned other
problems in the Bahamas. There's much more to do and we do not

intend to let up on that at all.
Senator Kerry. Let me ask you a broader policy question. Does

the United States have a policy right, a political right, a moral
right to take stronger measures against a country that is engaged
openly in a very, very dangerous, murderous even, criminal con
spiracy against it?

Specifically in Haiti, if the high levels of government, if Gen.
Jean-Claude Paul and others in their military, at what point does
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that arise as a policy priority of the United States to take measures
of a serious nature to respond?

Mr. Holwill. It is a very high priority, Senator. And I would
point out to you that

Senator Kerry. Has that been on the policy table within the
State Department?

Mr. Holwill. Certainly. It is continually considered. There is an
assistant secretary who is in a position to advocate antinarcotics
policy in

Senator Kerry. But what sort of strong measures like that have
been put in place? What are the strong responses that are in place
with respect to Haiti?

Mr. Holwill. With respect to Haiti, the problem is far more
complicated, because in Haiti you have very few alternatives. Al
ternatives that are sufficiently strong and sufficiently focused to
mount a credible challenge.

However, I would point out to you that our continued pressure,
such as it was, was successful in some regards. The events of the
15th through the 20th in Haiti, when President Manigat was re
moved from office, offers some proof of this.

If you will remember, sir, General Namphy moved to remove
Colonel Paul from the Desalines Battalion. It was at that point
that President Manigat sided with Paul and tried to force the re
tirement of General Namphy.

There are specific indications that Paul's removal was as a conse
quence of direct United States pressure to rid the Haitian Army or
begin ridding the Haitian Army of some of the drug-tainted officers
who were in positions of power.

Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are having,
it seems to me, a very interesting policy discussion here. Let us
take a hypothetical.

Assuming that the various dissident elements in Haiti, who ac
cording to your testimony, were not able to unify earlier, were able
to unify at some point in the future, and if it took military assist
ance from the United States to assist that kind of group against
the kind of regime currently in power, is that the sort of thing that
the Government of the United States ought to be advocating?

Mr. Holwill. The Government of the United States should advo
cate direct military support only as a last resort and only when
fundamental U.S. interests are at stake.

Certainly, narcotics policy is a fundamental U.S. interest. But I
would clearly hope, sir, that no such action would be required.

Senator McConnell. Do you think the military of Haiti would
simply step aside?

Mr. Holwill. I think there are elements within the military that
are decent and there are elements in the military in Haiti that
would try to bring a better future to Haiti.

There are elements in the military that are highly corrupt, and
there are elements in the military that are involved in narcotics
trafficking. There is no doubt in my mind about that.

I think our task is to find those with whom we can work and try
to work with them, provided they have a commitment and the abil
ity to accomplish something.
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Senator McConnell. There is in your judgment, then, enough of
a nucleus there to work with in the next few years?

Mr. Holwill. There is in my judgment the possibility that such
a nucleus would coalesce. But there are disparate individuals now
who have not truly linked themselves together in an effective
manner.

Senator McConnell,. Then what form should our assistance
take?

Mr. Holwill. At the present time, I think we should continue to
make clear that we hope to isolate the Government of Haiti, that
we cannot work with a government which has such antidemocratic
and questionable human rights policies.

We should make clear to them that those involved cannot find
visas to the United States. We should find ways to make sure that
the individuals involved do not, are not in a position to profit from
legitimate trade, or otherwise enter the United States.

However, I would not at this point recommend more direct
action.

Senator Kerry. Can I follow up on that? Because it really under
scores a contradiction, frankly, in policy approach that bothers me
a lot. I do not disagree with you that use of the military ought to
be an absolute last resort.

But it seems to me that when you have the combined interests of
democracy and its promotion, coupled with a major criminal con
spiracy against the United States, and the spreading throughout
the Caribbean as you know, and all of Latin America of this epi
demic, based on the belief that people can get away with it, that
unless you are willing to make clear your determination to imple
ment the policy you have just described, you do not have a policy.

And in fact in Panama that policy was specifically undercut by
virtue of the knowledge by all that there was no military option.
And in fact I quoted earlier in my opening statement, General
Woerner's statements about how he always disagreed with that as
even a possibility.

So, here you have the robbing of a democracy in Panama, a le
gitimate president called Delvalle whom we recognize, people in
the streets, dictator, who not only steals the democracy but is one
of the major drug kingpins of the hemisphere, and we did not hold
out the very policy you have just described.

Two questions. Why not? And second question, Is not the result
of that to send a message to Jean-Claude Paul and his cohorts that
the United States is not really serious and there is no sort of bot-
tomline policy?

Mr. Holwill. Senator, I am not fully privy to all of the discus
sions on Panama policy. I would therefore preface my remarks by
saying that Secretary Abrams may wish to answer this question or
provide an addendum to my answer.

However, I have the very strong impression that the game in
Panama is not over, and that there is a continuing willingness to
push for the kinds of needed reforms, and there is a genuine desire
on the part of the United States not to cede the day in Panama at
the present time.
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That game is not lost. Certainly it has sent a message to Colonel
Paul. But we continue to press the Haitians for justice in the Paul
case, and we will continue, we will not back off from doing so.

Senator McConnell. If I might say to the chairman, if our policy
in Panama sent a message to Haiti, it could equally be argued that
our Panama, our policy in Nicaragua sent a message to Haiti.

Here was a situation where the administration was willing for a
number of years to support a group seeking to change a dictator
ship of the left, and it was the Congress who said we are not going
to do that, we are not going to allow that. We are going to tolerate
the dictatorship of the left while railing about the dictatorships of
the right.

If we have been inconsistent in Central America, it seems to me
Congress is every bit as much a part of that inconsistency as the
administration. I tend to share Senator Kerry's view about the
Panama situation. We obviously do not share views about Nicara
gua.

But in any event, we are all sending mixed messages. And the
folks up here on the Hill, it seems to me, are just as culpable in the
mixed message game as the administration.

Mr. Holwill. For that reason, Senator, in my opening remarks I
stressed the need for an executive-legislative consensus to find
those who we feel are worth of our support and who are able to try
to change. But the executive-legislative consensus is absolutely cru
cial to success in this policy or any other other policy, be it
Panama, Nicaragua, or Haiti.

Senator Kerry. If I could just comment on what my good friend
from Kentucky says. And again, this is not the place to debate it or
anything, and it is an interesting issue. I think there is a distinc
tion which probably takes too long to argue out here, between what
Mr. Biamby referred to as sort of the ideological nature of what
you have in Nicaragua —and you can certainly point to distinctions
between the resistance force, the Contras, based in Honduras, and
local indigenous groups within Haiti or within Panama or other
countries, particularly the legitimate recognized President of
Panama, who has been exiled from within his own country by a
dictator, which is just not the analogy in terms of Central America.

But again, that is not the point to debate here. I think the key
issue is when you have what Mr. Biamby called predators, preda
tors, dictators who are just predators on their nation, involved in
the criminal conspiracy, without any ideology except greed, profit,
and continuing the drug enterprise and so forth.

Would you agree it is not wholly ideological, what you have right
now in Haiti?

Mr. Holwill. It is clear that in Haiti we should be trying to ad
vance democracy and decency. And in the category of decency I
would include both human rights policy and an antidrug policy.

But it is also clear in Haiti that not everyone involved in the
government is involved in a criminal conspiracy, and it is for that
reason that I have sought in my answers to try to outline slightly
different scenarios than the one that may have been painted earli
er on Haiti.

I would contend that at the present time the central Government
in Haiti is not truly functioning as a government. There is no effec
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tive judicial system in Haiti, particularly beyond the central court
in Port-au-Prince. Moreover, it is apparent now that many of the
local army commanders are functioning almost as feudal lords.

In that type of situation, a very different political strategy must
be followed within the country. One must be sensitive to the fact
that it is a very different type of political environment than we
will find anywhere else in what we call Latin America.

Senator Kerry. But given the nature of the Tonton Macoutes,
given the history of violence in Haiti, given the history of brutal
intimidation of people, once you have Colombians, a drug process,
and a criminal enterprise entering into that equation, that has the
ability in that kind of anarchical situation to become the central
cohesive power center, does it not?

Mr. Holwill. It does, but there are elements there that can be
countered as well. The political culture of Haiti is, although some
what primitive, extremely deep. And the sense of individuality and
the sense of xenophobia that exists in Haiti can be used to counter
those foreign forces, and we should be aware of it and seek to use it
to that advantage.

Senator Kerry. But the foreign forces are forces of money and
intimidation that plays to the Macoutes. They are not forces of a
uniformed army or forces that are somehow subject to normal xen
ophobic buildup of opposition force.

Mr. Holwill. It does, and it will require for it to succeed a very
strong local network. But I would argue that as a countermeasure
there are things that can and should be done, because there is a
strong desire in Haiti for a better life and not just the kind of
better life that is provided by the Robin Hood-type drug dealer.

There are others who are in the churches and in the private vol
untary organizations and in other networks that operate in Haiti
that report continually to us on opportunities that we should be
following and we should be supporting.

And in that regard, I would like to say that I think that some of
the things we are doing now with those organizations are among
the most effective that we have come across. That is to say, we
have found that cutting government-to-government aid and putting
increased emphasis on the private voluntary organizations and the
networks that operate in the rural communities, we are having a
far more effective policy and a policy that I think offers much
more to the future of Haiti than one that concentrates solely on
the central government in Port-au-Prince.

I take your point, Senator. I understand what is being said about
the nature of the Tonton Macoutes and the alliance which they
could form with the Colombian drug dealers. I would not quarrel
with the theory.

But I would say that, according to all that we know from these
organizations, these nongovernmental organizations and our non
governmental contacts, we believe that the estimates of the size of
the whole Tonton Macoutes organization, that those estimates are
very highly inflated.

Senator Kerry. You are talking about the 40,000 figure?
Mr. Holwill. Those figures are very highly inflated. And more

important, I think their ability to operate in the same manner as
they have in the past is highly constrained.
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Senator Kerry. Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. Secretary Holwill, was the coup drug-related?
Mr. Holwill. Only insofar as the removal of Colonel Paul may

have been drug-related.
Senator Adams. Your testimony on page 3 indicates to me that,

where you say that, "Though he was under indictment," and then I
quote, "an obvious embarrassment to Haiti's military rulers, stem
ming from his open defiance of General Namphy's orders transfer
ring him, Paul continues to man the powerful," and then you go on
to describe it. "The government's inaction against Paul brings into
question both its will and ability effectively to deal with narcotics-
related corruption at high levels." That is my question.

Are we not dealing with a problem of if a person is on our side in
the political struggle of what kind of a government you may like,
Communist, anti-Communist, and so on, that drug-related portion
may be tilting or controlling governments.

I just want to know if that coup was drug-related?
Mr. Holwill. Senator, I think there are two elements.
Senator Adams. I think that is what you say. I just want to be

sure.
Mr. Holwill. I do not think that is what I intend to say. I in

tended to say that the removal of Colonel Paul from his position at
the Desalines Barracks was perhaps a sop to our pressure to rid
the army of drugs.

But if I could point out, sir, President Manigat then sided with
Colonel Paul, thus siding with those that we thought heavily in
volved with drugs.

Senator Adams. That is what I am saying, is that the drug influ
ence and the power commanded—and this looks to me like a Nor
iega on the rise—has a powerful influence on who is the govern
ment.

Mr. Holwill. Senator, there are two elements
Senator Adams. And answer me this and then go on. Paul's unit

was the one that was involved in the violence in the elections, was
it not?

Mr. Holwill. It is alleged to have been involved.
Senator Adams. Alleged? I mean, you are there, you are in the

State Department. You have got an embassy. Come on. Was it?
Mr. Holwill. I have got four points on the table. If I could deal

with them one at a time.
Senator Adams. Take that one first. I was not there. I am not in

the State Department. I am not in the administration. Was that
unit involved in that violence in that election?

That goes to the government, that goes to the policy, that goes to
what we are talking about here. Was it?

Mr. Holwill. That unit, the uniformed soldiers of that unit,
were in my judgment possibly not involved.

Senator Adams. Not involved?
Mr. Holwill. The probability is that they were former Tonton

Macoutes who have a relationship with Colonel Paul, who may
well have been involved. And I wish to separate the two for pur
poses that will become clear as I answer some other parts of the
question.

Senator Adams. So, you are saying they were not?
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Mr. Holwill. I am saying that that unit was not, but that others
associated with Paul may well have been.

Senator Adams. OK. Now go ahead with your other point, sir.
Mr. Holwill. Let me go back to the coup, because I think it is

important to understand what happened in the coup to understand
where Haiti is today and where it may be tomorrow, because I
think that is what this hearing is to a certain extent all about.

Following the removal of Colonel Paul and President Manigat's
retiring of General Namphy, on that Sunday he ordered a number
of other changes of field grade military officers. And it was at that
point that the military rebelled against Manigat.

At the same time that they did that, somewhat unexpectedly and
as, in my judgment, prompted by Manigat's overreaching, at that
point it became apparent that these factions within the military
were pulling together, primarily because they saw as a short-term
priority the need to survive by unifying.

Over the longer term, however, if they are forced into continual
unity the opportunity for political change diminishes.

Senator Adams. Understand our problem, Secretary Holwill.
Paul is an indicted drug person. He was out, there is a coup, he is
in.

One seems to follow the other. Now, I know the jargon back and
forth about forces unifying and so on. All I am asking you is in this
country —and later on we will get to other countries — it appears to
me that the drug traffic and the ability to pay off units down into
the lower areas in poorer countries is a powerful governmental
tool.

And if you use it to bust up an election and then to take over,
then you can vanish back out of the scene and your narcotics oper
ation continues. That is what I am asking you.

Now, if that is wrong— I know forces will join and divide apart.
Mr. Holwill. You are indeed correct that that is theoretically

possible.
Senator Adams. Wait a minute. I am not talking about any

theory. Paul was out, Paul is in. Paul is indicted. I am not talking
about any theory. I am just talking about the testimony that was
stated this morning.

I am not trying to speculate about anything.
Mr. Holwill. Paul is in because the army was put in a position

of trying to—being forced to unify in order to heal internal divi
sions, and those internal divisions are not yet fully resolved.

There will come a time in the very near future when fundamen
tal decisions must be faced by those individuals, and how they
decide at that point will tell the future of Haiti. We should there
fore be prepared, I believe, to respond if the decent people in that
military are willing to take action as appropriate against Paul and
others involved in this trade.

Senator Adams. I am talking— I am asking about U.S. policy, be
cause I understand the Ambassador was not there the day of the
coup, but I am sure somebody was in there.

Mr. Holwill. The charge d'affairs was in the office.
Senator Adams. Was the drug cartel involved in the military

force that says, we unify you, and will supply the money? That is a
foreign policy issue and I want to know what the U.S. policy is and
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was and is going to be with regard to that, because we can do a lot
of other things.

We can raise flags, send money, do a lot of things. But if there is
a drug conspiracy that can control these governments then we are
throwing a lot of money at a lot of things that are not going to
make any difference. That is what I am really trying to get you— if
you say and you told me it is not, I do not know whether I will
accept your opinion, but that is your opinion and I want you to be
able to state it.

If it is a major factor, that is terribly important. You represent
the State Department or a portion of it here. I do not mean to say
that. You are here doing that, and I just want to know.

Mr. Holwill. Senator, it is quite clear that the amount of money
that the drug traffickers can bring to bear on a society such as
Haiti can corrupt the entire society and the government along with
it.

It is also clear that there are ways to try to counter it.
Senator Adams. I know there are ways to try to counter it. Is it

happening? Is our State Department —is that a major factor that
we are trying to deal with?

Mr. Holwill. We are trying to prevent it from getting worse,
Senator. It is happening.

Senator Adams. Is it a focus? Because you can pick stability in a
country and give up on drugs. You can go after drugs and maybe
have some stability. There is all kinds of things you can do.

It just appears to me now that you have got a real flow of enor
mous amounts of money. And if it is controlling governments, that
is what we are trying to find out.

Mr. Holwill. Senator, it has the potential to control govern
ments. We should continue to try to flight against it. But there is
an underlying theme to some of your comments that I would like
to address, because I do not think that we disagree here.

We are not choosing stability in Haiti as an alternative to com
munism and turning a blind eye to drugs as a consequence.

Senator Adams. I understand that.
Mr. Holwill. We are trying very hard to resist what is offered,

which is effectively letting them run their own dictatorship in ex
change for drug cooperation. We must advance our antidrug policy
at the same time that we advance the prospects for democracy and
decency in Haiti.

Senator Kerry. I was just going to say, I am not sure that has
been at the forefront of the discussion, though, in recent years.

Mr. Holwill. Perhaps not. I inferred from the Senator's com
ments, perhaps incorrectly, this was one of his concerns.

Senator Adams. It is one of my concerns. And I do not know how
far back it goes, but I am seeing a pattern here of corruption of
government with enormous amounts of drug money, producing an
ability to run that government.

And if that is so, that is dangerous.
Mr. Holwill. Senator, there are many ways to combat it. One of

the most successful, I would think, would be to recognize that most
of those dollars come from American users.
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Senator Adams. I completely agree with that. I am not going to
try to argue with that. We are trying to get information here of
whether that is happening.

Mr. Holwill. Senator, I have said it is happening. We are trying
to combat it.

Senator Adams. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. In conjunction with that, in current speeches

Prime Minister Pindling of the Bahamas called our policy of indict
ing foreign leaders a new kind of "gunboat diplomacy."

Are you familiar with those comments?
Mr. Holwill. I am familiar with those comments, sir.
Senator Kerry. Has the U.S. Government responded to Mr. Pin-

dling's efforts to raise Caribbean-wide opposition to our drug
policy?

Mr. Holwill. We have not yet responded directly to the com
ments that were made by Prime Minister Pindling. I would note,
however, that the joint statement of the leaders of governments of
the Caribbean Common Market, the CARICOM governments, was
significantly different than the comments made directly by Prime
Minister Pindling.

And although it noted the complaints about some tactics of the
United States in pursuing the drug trade, it stressed, among other
things, the need for the United States to do more in combating nar
cotics within its own borders.

It noted, too, the cooperation that they hope to continue giving to
the United States. And I would like to note on behalf of most of the
CARICOM countries that they are indeed highly committed and, in
the case of CARICOM I can think of no exception, highly successful
in trying to fight the problem within their own borders.

These are countries like Haiti that could be swamped, that could
be flooded, that could be drowned in narcotics money. And we I
think would do well to pay more attention to some of their success
es in some of the valiant fights they are making against the sub
orning of their judicial systems and the use of their territory in
satisfying our drug demand.

They are quite good friends of ours.
Senator Kerry. You know, I really want to do that, Mr. Secre

tary, and I think it is very important for us to be as laudatory as
we can be where it is deserved. But I must say that there is a cer
tain high level of cynicism that has crept into this Senator's think
ing about what happens in this region as a result of the level of the
government corruption, the people who are controlling, measured
against what really happens in those countries in terms of coopera
tion.

I mean, we had right in front of this committee 2 years ago the
son of Gorman Bannister. You know who I am talking about,
right?

Mr. Holwill. I do.

Senator Kerry. And you know all about Mr. Bannister's linkages
to Pindling, correct?

Mr. Holwill. I do, sir.
Senator Kerry. And we know all about the bag jobs in which he

was engaged.
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And he sat here 2 years ago and told us how laughable it was
that the United States sits there and measures arrests and seizures
and how they will throw anybody to the DEA any time they want.
Keep them happy, give them a couple of people. Make a few ar
rests and seizures.

But nobody goes to jail. Now, you cannot sit there and tell me
today that they go to jail in the Bahamas today.

Mr. Holwill. I can say to you that there is a pattern in the Ba
hamas that is disturbing. There are people who go to jail, but pri
marily not Bahamian citizens. The pattern does—they are far more
willing to convict or deport or otherwise punish those who are not
Bahamians than they are to punish Bahamians.

Nonetheless, there is a growing political consensus in that coun
try against the narcotics trafficking.

Senator Kerry. I agree with that, there is among people in the
street. There is a significant one. But as with everywhere else
where the police or the government institutions are controlled by
the guys who are making the money, the process of intimidation,
the process of economic deprivation, the process of literal exile
within your own community, they have no chance.

And I think that is what I fear, is that we are measuring the
wrong kinds of things as a legitimate kind of progress.

Let me ask you this. There is a grand jury right now in Florida
looking at evidence about Prime Minister Pindling's involvement
in narcotics. You are aware of that?

Mr. Holwill. I am, sir.
Senator Kerry. If the grand jury asks your advice about going

forward with an indictment should they have sufficient evidence,
should they have sufficient evidence, would you recommend that
they indeed do so?

Mr. Holwill. Senator, in the case— I have tried to be very forth
coming with this committee this morning.

Senator Kerry. Well, a yes or no would be very forthcoming.
Mr. Holwill. But in the case of a question that I may indeed be

asked, before I have seen evidence I feel obliged to say
Senator Kerry. But I said that they had sufficient evidence.
Mr. Holwill [continuing]. That in a judicial proceeding I should

not answer that question at this time, because I do not know what
I may be asked within a very few days.

I will say this as a general rule, if I may, sir. And former pros
ecuting attorney Senator Adams knows this line, I am sure. It is
said that you can get a grand jury to indict a ham sandwich, and
the reason you do not is because you do not want to be embar
rassed if you cannot get it convicted.

I would argue that the evidence should be quite strong if you are
going to proceed in a manner to indict a foreign head of govern
ment or someone else who is in that circumstances. Knowing that
you cannot possibly bring him to trial, you should not risk the
other benefits of the relationship, which includes rather extraordi
nary cooperation, in pursuit of only a specious indictment.

Senator Kerry. Let me just emphasize, also as a former prosecu
tor, that I absolutely agree that under no circumstances should you
proceed to indict anybody unless your best judgment is that this is
a case on which you can go to court and win.
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I do not know that you would want to apply a marginally higher
standard, but frankly you ought to apply the same standard to ev
erybody, whether it is the prime minister or not. But you ought to
be able to know that you can go into court and prosecute it.

Mr. Holwill. I would certainly agree with that, Senator. My
comment to a certain extent was intended to address the possibility
that some prosecutors think that, as a consequence of international
relations, they will never actually have to bring their cases to trial
and that some of this may be not on the same standard, but per
haps on another standard. That is a fear that we should be aware
of.

Senator Adams. I would sure want to know who they are.
Senator McConnell. Well, I think it is also important not to be

too hypocritical here. If we look at the record of enforcement in
some of these countries, we ought to look at ourselves.

Look at the struggle we went through just within the last month
to try to get the death penalty through this body for drug kingpins.

Look at the struggle we have been through in this country to get
mandatory testing for people who fly planes or are in charge of
trains or other modes of public transportation. This enforcement
business, it seems to me, we do not exactly succeed ourselves and
our record is somewhat spotty in this country about what we are
willing to do about those who perpetrate these kind of crimes and
to provide some minimal penalties against the users, the ultimate
consumer, and until we get serious about that we are not going to
have much of an impact here either.

Mr. Holwill. Indeed, that was the thrust of the statement that
was finally issued by the CARICOM leaders, that there needs to be
more done in that specific regard within the United States.

Senator McConnell. I think they are right.
Senator Kerry. Can you inform the committee about the present

status of the Nigel Bowe extradition?
Mr. Holwill. I don't have a brief on that, Senator. I can provide

you with an answer for the record.
Senator Kerry. I would appreciate that, if we could get that.
Do you have anything more, Senator? Do you have anything

more?
We have received testimony that many of the ships coming up

the Miami River involved in trade with Haiti are carrying cocaine
and in fact controlled by Haitian military officers. Have you come
across that information or were you here?

Mr. Holwill. I have not seen corroborating evidence of that
through the materials available to me. I was aware of those allega
tions previously, but I've not seen any corroborating evidence.

Senator Kerry. If you did see such evidence, would it be appro
priate for us to consider cutting off that trade altogether, or what
steps would you then take?

Mr. Holwill. I would always strongly support, to the extent that
I have a role within the interagency process, providing more assist
ance to the U.S. Customs and to others who check those ships that
come in and check them before they are in a position on the Miami
River where they might otherwise be vulnerable.

I would not directly advocate a cessation of trade with Haiti. I
think that there are ways and there are things that can be done to
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institutionalize preclearance or otherwise control the trade more
carefully, to provide better assistance to Customs and others who
are directly responsible for checking. But I would not advocate
total cessation of trade that offers some hope for economic progress
to those people.

Senator Kerry. Have you also heard the references here in the
course of the morning to Lyonel Wooley?

Mr. Holwill. I did not, sir.
Senator Kerry. Do you know who he is?
Mr. Holwill. I do not.
Senator Kerry. Lyonel Wooley, it is alleged by both Mr. Cash of

the DEA and Mr. Biamby of the Haitian American Community, is
a major player in narcotics traffic as well as an operative of the
Tonton Macoute operating right in Miami. That has never been
brought to your attention?

Mr. Holwill. Domestic U.S. law enforcement information is not,
on a routine matter, shared with all officers in the Department of
State unless there is a need to know. It does come to the Depart
ment, but only in a compartmentalized fashion, so it has not
reached my desk.

Senator Kerry. Would there not be a legitimate question as to
why someone with that reputation, who also another witness here
has testified threatened his life for testifying before this committee,
why does that person still have a visa? Why is that person in this
country?

Mr. Holwill. I do not know the name, and therefore I cannot
answer the question. I can seek to learn what his visa status is. On
some occasions I have found that these individuals, these question
able individuals, have received full amnesty under the current im
migration law. In other cases, I have found people who were in
questionable status that have green cards, permanent residency
status.

I would have to have it researched, sir.
Senator Kerry. Obviously I think the committee would like to

make that information available to you, based on the information
we have received and see if there is not some way to try to deal
with that.

Mr. Holwill. I can try to accommodate you as quickly as possi
ble.

Senator Kerry. I would appreciate it. I am going to leave the
record open in the event we want to follow up with anything addi
tional.

I do not want to keep belaboring this, but looking at the overall
question, I mean, your jurisdictional area has been almost essen
tially CARACOM countries.

Mr. Holwill. Slightly broader than CARACOM, yes.
Senator Kerry. Is it fair to say that, notwithstanding our efforts,

which are bona fide, I think, and we have been trying to do what
we can with the resources we have, but there has been an increase,
has there not, in trafficking, in levels, notwithstanding the coopera
tion you have talked about the Bahamas.

The amount of drugs coming through is more than ever before, is
it not?

Mr. Holwill. My understanding is that is correct, sir.

91-936 0
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Senator Kerry. So, therefore we are not doing something right —
a fair assessment?

Mr. Holwill. Fair assessment.
Senator Kerry. What is your recommendation to us as we sit

here in what is obviously going to be a hot summer of discussion
about the congressional response on narcotics, the foreign portion
of that, the international piece? What is your recommendation to
us as to what we can really do that is not going to be smoke and
mirrors to the American people, that is going to have an effect and
an impact on our ability to have influence on some of these coun
tries, or on the DEA or others to make a difference?

How do we make a difference?
Mr. Holwill. I'd like to thank you for that question. I don't

often get a chance to answer one that is as broadbased as that. But,
among other things, I think we need to recognize that there have
been some successes, particularly in this region. Mr. Cash men
tioned the extraordinary job being done in the Dominican Republic,
their willingness to shoot a plane out of the sky and otherwise take
some extraordinary actions.

Yet at the same time there is a tendency not just in the execu
tive branch but throughout the U.S. Government to ignore the fra
gility of these small states in the Caribbean. Those countries
depend heavily on single commodity economies —sugar, cocoa, a va
riety of other things —that we have discriminated against.

At the same time, those countries are extremely vulnerable to
the levels of funding, the levels of money that can come in. They
are not looking for direct military support from us, but they would
like support to their judicial systems so that they are not suborned
by these narcodollars.

And I think, too, that we can recognize that where they are look
ing for military assistance a little bit, especially in the eastern Car
ibbean, goes a very long way and our combined U.S. Forces com
manders and our Coast Guard operatives in that part of the world
have repeatedly told me that every dollar of military assistance
programs send into the Caribbean is used directly in narcotics
interdiction. These are very small things that affect that part of
the world, but that do so in a very efficient way.

However, having said that, I would like to add one other observa
tion. If you increase the price of the coca leaf 50 percent, 100 per
cent, you've increased the price of cocaine in the United States
maybe 1 or 2 percent. You increase the cost of going across the
U.S. border and you can double the price of cocaine in the United
States. I would strongly recommend that that be the area where we
begin targeting our resources, because that is what's going to drive
the price up. That is what is going to begin to have an effect on the
domestic user.

Thank you, sir.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much. We will recess. At 2

o'clock we will hear the testimony of Mr. John McCann regarding
his direct personal involvement in narcotics trafficking and his
meetings in Panama with General Noriega. We are recessed until 2

p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:58 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at 2 p.m., the same day.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met at 2:36 p.m., in room SH-216, Hart
Senate Office Building, Hon. John F. Kerry (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, and McConnell.
Also present: Senator D'Amato and Jack A. Blum, special coun

sel.
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come to order.
Don't get too comfortable, Mr. McCann. I want to ask you to

stand, if you would, so I could swear you in, please.
Would you state your full name, please.
Mr. McCann. John H. McCann III.
Senator Kerry. Would you raise your right hand?
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Please be seated.
Would you pull the microphone up to you there, just center it

and get comfortable. I'd appreciate it.
If counsel with you would, identify yourself for the record,

please.
Mr. Raskin. Yes, sir.
My name is Martin Raskin, from the firm of Raskin & Graham,

Miami, FL. I represent Mr. McCann.
Senator Kerry. Mr. McCann, where were you born?

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. McCANN III, FEDERAL PRISONER

Mr. McCann. Philadelphia, PA, Senator.
Senator Kerry. What's your date of birth?
Mr. McCann. March 17, 1942.

Senator Kerry. Your Social Security number?
Mr. McCann. I don't know that, Senator.
Senator Kerry. You don't know it by memory, offhand?
Mr. McCann. Right.
Senator Kerry. Do you have a record of it somewhere?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Do you have it?
Mr. Blum. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And your current Bureau of Prisons number?
Mr. McCann. It's 15295086.

Senator Kerry. Where are you currently incarcerated?
Mr. McCann. In Petersburg, VA.
Senator Kerry. For what crime or crimes are you serving time?
Mr. McCann. Continuing criminal enterprise, under the 848 stat

ute; conspiracy; and income tax.
Senator Kerry. When were you sentenced?
Mr. McCann. March 11, 1987.

Senator Kerry. In what court?
Mr. McCann. In Detroit, MI.
Senator Kerry. District—and that's in the Federal court; cor

rect?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
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Senator Kerry. Your sentence was for how long— is for how
long?

Mr. McCann. Life without parole, plus 1 10 years.
Senator Kerry. Would you describe more specifically what the

848 and the continuing criminal conspiracy was?
What specific offenses did you commit, in layman's language, for

which you're serving time?
Mr. McCann. For bringing drugs, specifically cocaine, in the

United States.
Senator Kerry. And this case was prosecuted by the IRS; is that

correct?
Mr. McCann. Principally, yes.
Senator Kerry. Principally, OK.
Now, let me ask you, since you have been incarcerated, have you

been cooperating with Federal authorities?
Mr. McCann. That was part of my plea bargain, Senator, to tes

tify wherever they asked me, and I've testified in two trials for the
same defendant.

Senator Kerry. So, let me understand this.
You plea bargained with the Federal Government?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And your plea bargain netted you a life without

parole, plus 110 years?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. We'll get into that a little bit later.
Have you cooperated with the Federal authorities?
Mr. McCann. Yes, Senator.
Senator Kerry. You have testified as a Government witness in

how many cases?
Mr. McCann. Two for the same defendant. He was tried twice.

The first time was a hung jury. The second time he was convicted
of a conspiracy crime.

Senator Kerry. And he was convicted partly on the basis of your
testimony as a Government witness; is that accurate?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And you are continuing to cooperate when asked

with Federal authorities; is that accurate?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Now, at what point in time did you come in con

tact with this committee?
Mr. McCann. I received, I was at FCI, Federal Correctional Insti

tution, at Raybrook, NY, and I received a phone call from a Mr.
Hayden Gregory, representing a House committee.

Senator Kerry. Do you know which House committee?
Mr. McCann. I believe it was dealing with the same thing. It

was drugs.
Senator Kerry. Narcotics?
Mr. McCann. Narcotics.
Senator Kerry. And you had a conversation with Mr. Hayden

Gregory?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Was that the first contact with you by any con

gressional committee?
Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
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Senator Kerry. Was there any followup by Mr. Gregory with
you?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
He had spoken to an attorney that was helping me out at the

time, but nothing ever came of it.
Senator Kerry. Subsequently, you were contacted by this com

mittee; is that correct?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. By Mr. Jack Blum.
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And that was in 1988, this year. Is that correct?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And until you were contacted this year, in 1988,

you'd never had any contact with this committee or anybody who
has anything to do with it. Is that accurate?

Mr. McCann. Yes, it is.
Senator Kerry. Now, at the time you were contacted, did you

agree to volunteer information that you had?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. Have you done so?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I have.
Senator Kerry. Did you ask for anything specific from this com

mittee in exchange for any information you've given us?
Mr. McCann. Ask for what, Senator?
Senator Kerry. I don't know. Anything.
Did you ask for favorable consideration or did you ask for protec

tion or assistance?
Mr. McCann. Oh. Yes, I did ask for protection.
Senator Kerry. And have you received that assistance?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I have.
The reason I asked for that, immediately upon talking to Mr.

Gregory in the, where I was, at Raybrook, they threw me in the
hole there and then shipped me to a higher level institution.

Senator Kerry. What do you mean by "higher level"?
Mr. McCann. Level 4, which is Petersburg. However, what hap

pened at Petersburg, a great deal of the inmates came there from
Lewisburg, when Atlanta was burned down. So,t might as well be a
level 5 institution.

At Raybrook, being a level 3, and having been a cooperating wit
ness, even if people found out about it, it wasn't all that dangerous.
At a level 4 and 5, it's extremely dangerous.

Senator Kerry. Now, have any other promises or considerations
been given to you or made to you by this committee for your testi
mony or for any information you've given us?

Mr. McCann. None.
Senator Kerry. With respect to your own personal habits, you

were involved in the transfer of narcotics. Have you ever been a
user of narcotics?

Mr. McCann. No, Senator.
Senator Kerry. None? No kind? You've never tried any?
Mr. McCann. Never —any.
Senator Kerry. Are you a smoker?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever smoke?



Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. Where did you grow up, Mr. McCann?
Mr. McCann. In Philadelphia.
Senator Kerry. Is that where you were born?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How many years of your life did you spend in

Philadelphia?
Mr. McCann. I lived there until I started college, and even then

through college I would go back to Philadelphia.
Senator Kerry. Do you have brothers and sisters?
Mr. McCann. Yes. I had a sister, who is deceased. I have two

brothers, now living in New Jersey.
Senator Kerry. What schools did you attend?
Mr. McCann. I went to Rider College in New Jersey, in Lawren-

ceville, and then I went a year to Villanova Law School, and then
the University of Baltimore Law School.

Senator Kerry. Did you graduate from Rider College?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. What did you study at Rider College?
Mr. McCann. I majored in both economics and history.
Senator Kerry. You went immediately —what year did you grad

uate?
Mr. McCann. I'm not sure, Senator. I think it was 1965, possibly

1964.
Senator Kerry. Do you have trouble remembering your gradua

tion?
Mr. McCann. Yes. I think it was 1965. I'm not sure.
Senator Kerry. Did you take longer to go through college than

usual, or 4 years?
Mr. McCann. No. It took me 4 years.
Senator Kerry. What year did you attend Villanova?
Mr. McCann. Right the year after I graduated.
Senator Kerry. And then how many years at law school?
Mr. McCann. Well, I went 1 year there and then had to repeat

the year over again, when I went to Baltimore.
Senator Kerry. You flunked a course at Villanova?
Mr. McCann. Criminal law.
Senator D'Amato. I can believe that. [Laughter.]
I'll tell you. I mean, with that plea bargaining arrangement, Mr.

Chairman —did you work out that plea yourself?
Mr. McCann. No, I didn't, Senator.
Senator D'Amato. Let me ask you. What could they have given

you worse?
Senator Kerry. We're going to come back to that. It's impossible.
We're going to come back to visit that.
Senator D'Amato. I mean, that's a heck of a plea. I can see why

you flunked criminal law, though. [Laughter.]
Senator Kerry. So, after leaving Villanova Law School, you did

go to 3 years of law school?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did you take the bar exam?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. Where did you take the bar?
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Mr. McCann. I took it then in Maryland, and then I moved to
New Jersey. I took it in New Jersey and I took it in Pennsylvania,
when I moved there.

Senator Kerry. Did you pass it in each case?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. So, you've been admitted to the bar in three

States?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever practice law?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. What did you begin doing?
Mr. McCann. When I moved to New Jersey, I went to work in

the office of Senator Frank S. Farley, who was a State senator in
New Jersey, and I was there for about 6 or 7 months. Then I went
into, I was in the real estate business with a partner of mine down
there.

Senator Kerry. And how long were you in the real estate busi
ness?

Mr. McCann. Three or 4 years, I believe.
Senator Kerry. In New Jersey?
Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
Senator Kerry. While you were in New Jersey, did you become

more active in politics?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
I became the mayor of the city where I lived, Summers Point,

and I became a county judge.
Senator Kerry. For what period of time did you serve as mayor?
Mr. McCann. For I believe 3 years.
Senator Kerry. Do you remember what years?
Mr. McCann. I left New Jersey I believe in 1974— late 1974. So,

it would have been from 1971 to 1974.
Senator Kerry. And you were active, were you registered in a

party?
Mr. McCann. Republican.
Senator Kerry. Were you the youngest mayor in the State of

New Jersey?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
That was before the 18-year-old voting.
Senator Kerry. So, you served. What were your role and respon

sibilities as a judge? How did you become a judge?
Mr. McCann. It was a surrogate judge. It was an elective office,

and, having won the race for mayor the year before, I ran for judge
the following year. It was wills and probate.

Senator Kerry. Were you married at that time?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I was.
Senator Kerry. When did you get married?
Mr. McCann. I got married when I was in law school, and had

probably been married 2 or 3 years now.
Senator Kerry. Did you have kids?
Mr. McCann. Our first child was born when we moved to New

Jersey, after graduating law school.
Senator Kerry. How many kids did you have?
Mr. McCann. I have two children, Senator.
Senator Kerry. They are how old now?
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Mr. McCann. Fourteen and 17.
Senator Kerry. Now, at some time did you leave your responsi

bilities as a mayor and a judge to pursue a business interest in
Pennsylvania, in Pittsburgh?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. When was that, specifically?
Mr. McCann. I believe it was in 1974.
Senator Kerry. What business interest did you go to pursue?
Mr. McCann. The coal business.
Senator Kerry. What aspect of it?
Mr. McCann. It was first a coal brokerage company, where we

would purchase coal from the various coal miners in an area and
then load it on the railroad cars and sell it to utilities. Then, even
tually, it grew into a coal washing plant, where we would buy the
coal, wash it

,

upgrade it, and sell it to steel mills and utilities.
Then we got into the mining of the coal.
Senator Kerry. Where were you mining coal?
Mr. McCann. We mined coal in Pennsylvania and in West Vir

ginia.
Senator Kerry. When you say "we," did you begin to have busi

ness partners in this enterprise?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did—a lifelong friend of mine, John Benson,

from Philadelphia, who I was in the building business with in New
Jersey.

Senator Kerry. At some point, did the coal business begin to
have some problems?

Mr. McCann. Yes.

It was booming in 1974, due to the Arab oil embargo. About 1976,
that started to taper off, and then the business for us, at least, was
disastrous by 1977 and 1978.

Senator Kerry. Did you begin to also have some dealings with oil
and gas at that time?

Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.

I started with another fellow, Bill Kerschbaumer, a friend of
mine in Pittsburgh. We started doing some limited partnerships in
oil and gas, drilling partnerships.

Senator Kerry. Did you have some strike problems?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
The coal company, specifically in West Virginia, we had 42

weeks of strike out of a 52-week period. We put that company in
chapter XI, and we also had strikes —that was the West Virginia
company. The Pennsylvania company was having problems, and we
were really draining its assets to keep the other one going.

Senator Kerry. How much money were you earning at that
point in time, as an executive?

Mr. McCann. Probably $120,000 a year.
Senator Kerry. Living in Pittsburgh?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Where in Pittsburgh?
Mr. McCann. In an area called Fox Chapel.
Senator Kerry. What was your lifestyle like at that time?
Mr. McCann. It was very good, you know, as well as anybody in

the country, I would say. The children were in private schools, new
automobiles, vacations.
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Senator Kerry. Fairly social?
Mr. McCann. Yes, very social.
Senator Kerry. Within the Pittsburgh community?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did you at that point in time begin to feel some

financial pressure?
Mr. McCann. Yes, Senator.
There was no income for me from the coal companies. I was run

ning one of the companies in West Virginia for the bankruptcy
court, just winding it up, which took us 2 years, selling all the
assets. I was making what I could out of the oil and gas business.
But tax shelters then weren't in favor and oil and gas itself was
declining. I was principally living off borrowings at that point from
family and friends.

Senator Kerry. Had you also started a company in Massachu
setts at that time?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
I started a company with some other partners. It was called Ad

vanced Energy Dynamics, a company that has a process for remov
ing the sulfur from coal, a dry process, that's used right at the pow-
erplants, and eliminates stack emissions and things like that.

What I did was I put together the original seed capital and fi
nancing with some investors —well, one investor, in Pittsburgh.
Some friends and I put the company together.

Senator Kerry. Who did you invest with in Massachusetts?
Were some people at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

involved?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
There were three gentlemen who were, one fellow's name was

Jack O'Donnell. Another was Stanley Rich. They were all associat
ed with MIT, and I think Jack O'Donnell had worked for Arthur
Little & Co.

Dr. Berry, William Berry, in Pittsburgh, had discovered this
process. We put him together with these fellows and then brought,
you know, the capital in to get the thing started.

Senator Kerry. Now at some time, as the coal business failed
and as you had problems with your oil and gas lease business, did
you approach your brother-in-law with a business proposition?

Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. Where was your brother-in-law living?
Mr. McCann. In Detroit.
Senator Kerry. What is his name?
Mr. McCann. Steven Hagerman.
Senator Kerry. What was he doing?
Mr. McCann. He was in the athletic footwear business, had some

stores that sold running shoes and any kind of athletic footwear,
sportswear, things like that.

Senator Kerry. And he was your brother-in-law because your
wife's sister was married to him. Is that accurate?

Mr. McCann. That's correct, Senator.
Senator Kerry. What was the business proposition that you

made to him?
Mr. McCann. Dr. Berry, in Pittsburgh, told me that he was

doing some work for Exxon on some coal that they were going to
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mine in Colombia, in an area known as the Serrajon, on the north
ern tip of Colombia; and that it was excellent coal; and that it was
going to be the largest coal mine in the world —Exxon and the Co
lombian Government I believe put $5 billion into it; and that a lot
of this coal would be going by oceangoing barge to the United
States. I had told him I was interested in possibly putting together
another coal company, a tax shelter, but I didn t want to do any
thing in the United States because we just, because of the bad ex
perience we had with all the strikes, and union problems, and ship
ping problems, and everything else.

So, he suggested I take a look down there, try and find some
property close to Exxon's, and he said I could probably sell all the
coal that we could mine right to them.

Senator Kerry. During the course of this conversation with your
brother-in-law, did the word "drugs" come up?

Mr. McCann. Not at first.
I told him —my brother-in-law had invested in a coal mine with

me prior to that, in West Virginia, and he had learned a little
about the coal business, and, you know, liked it, thought there
would be good returns.

During the course of the conversation, I laid it out to him, told
him what I thought it could be, and I needed his money for seed
capital, and that I was going to raise the money, you know,
through a public offering or with investors, and he could get his
money back. In the course of the conversation, he said that if I was
going to Colombia, and, you know, could travel freely back and
forth, that he might be interested, or he was interested in buying
drugs down there and bringing them back to the United States.

Senator Kerry. Now let s put this in a time context. When are
we talking about? What year?

Mr. McCann. Late 1981, 1 would say— 1981 or 1982.
Senator Kerry. Had you ever heard him mention narcotics traf

fic before?
Mr. McCann. No, never.
Senator Kerry. Had you ever mentioned it to anybody before

that?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. Were you surprised?
What was the context? Were you guys drinking?
What was going on?
Mr. McCann. Yes. We were drinking at the time.
I remember sitting in a Chinese restaurant, having some drinks,

and had been drinking.
It really didn't surprise me that much. He's about, I believe he's

10, 12 years younger than me, and when he said that, my reaction
was well, you know, if that's what you want to do, fine; I want to
get, you know, into the coal business, and the arrangement then
was that he would supply all of the money and expenses, whatever
I needed, and he would do what he wanted to do with the drugs.

Senator Kerry. So, you basically agreed at that point to go into
this joint enterprise?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. What was the next step that you took regarding

this effort to get coal in Colombia?
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Mr. McCann. Knowing then that I had some seed money, I set
about being introduced to someone in the Colombian Government
who could introduce me around down there, see about the avail
ability of leases, financing, government participation, also bringing
our money out of the country.

Senator Kerry. So, how did you do that?
Mr. McCann. I contacted a friend of mine in New York, who was

friendly with a fellow who was in, I believe he was the Consul Gen
eral for Monaco in New York, and they had been friends for some
years. He asked him, he told him he was thinking about going to
Colombia. He was also going to raise some investors for me. I had
presented the idea to him.

Senator Kerry. What was his name?
Mr. McCann. Tom Enright.
Tom eventually got us an introduction to Roberto Jaramillo, who

was Ambassador from Colombia, in New York.
Senator Kerry. You met with the Ambassador?
Mr. McCann. Yes, we did.
Senator Kerry. And you made an arrangement with the Ambas

sador?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Which was to do what?
Mr. McCann. Which was to make some introductions for us in

Colombia, and he, in fact, even flew down there with us.
Senator Kerry. At that point in time, he had no knowledge

about your brother-in-law's narcotics venture?
Mr. McCann. None whatsoever.
Senator Kerry. It was a straight business deal. You were going

down in order to open a coal effort?
Mr. McCann. That's correct. He was representing his country

and bringing in people who wanted to invest there.
Senator Kerry. What happened when you got to Colombia?
Mr. McCann. He had set up meetings with us with Carbocoal,

which is the national coal company, with the Finance Ministry,
with various other people, and we stayed there, I believe, for 3 or 4

days and went to a series of meetings.
I was gathering all the information so that I could put together,

you know, some sort of prospectus to raise the venture capital that
I needed.

Senator Kerry. When was this — in 1982?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Do you remember what part of 1982?

Mr. McCann. It would have been early in 1982.

Senator Kerry. So, he introduced you to people in the course of
that trip?

Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
Senator Kerry. And you went around doing your legitimate coal

business?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Meanwhile, your brother-in-law did what?
Mr. McCann. He purchased a kilo of cocaine.
Senator Kerry. Then what did you do?
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Mr. McCann. After the meetings were over, we flew back to New
York, and he brought the cocaine with him, you know, just on his
person.

Senator Kerry. You flew commercial airlines?
Mr. McCann. Avianca, I believe.
Senator Kerry. And landed in New York?
Mr. McCann. JFK.
Senator Kerry. Just walked through Customs?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And then what?
Mr. McCann. Then I was putting together this package for the

coal deal, and talked to some attorneys in New York who had done
several limited partnerships for me in oil and gas, and wanted
them to make an offering. They were researching the tax laws for
U.S. investors in foreign companies and so on and so forth.

They wanted a sizable piece, a sizable retainer to do the work.
I went back to my brother-in-law and told him what I needed,

and so on and so forth. He then told me that he really did not have
that much money, that things weren't going well with his stores,
and even though he had sold this kilo of cocaine that he brought
back, he still didn't have enough money for this, and did I know of
any other investors.

I told him I did. I knew of a fellow in Pittsburgh who had invest
ed with me in two or three coal deals. He was an investor. He was
the major investor in Advanced Energy Dynamics. But I had talked
to him about the coal deal and he wasn't interested.

My brother-in-law I believe knew him at the time. He had met
him socially at my house over a holiday, Christmas or one holiday
when they visited, and he said he would go talk to him. He wanted
to talk to him specifically about, instead of the coal business, the
drug business, and this he did.

Senator Kerry. What came of that discussion?
Mr. McCann. This person invested $100,000 with him in the

drug venture.
Senator Kerry. This person is a dentist in Pittsburgh?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. You've given his name to us?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. This person is currently not serving any time; is

that correct?
Mr. McCann. Never been indicted, as far as I know.
Senator Kerry. That person invested $100,000 in this business?
Mr. McCann. That's correct?
Senator Kerry. And gave that to you in what form?
Mr. McCann. He gave it to me partially in cash. He gave me, I

believe, some checks that I cashed at the bank and he cashed some
checks at the bank himself. But it was all eventually in cash.

Senator Kerry. What did you do with that money?
Mr. McCann. I gave it to my brother-in-law. Then, when we

went down to Colombia again, he purchased more drugs with it.
Senator Kerry. You went down together?
Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
Senator Kerry. How did you travel down there?
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Mr. McCann. I believe on that occasion we rented a plane to go
down there, chartered a plane out of some fellows in Philadelphia,
a twin-engine plane. We took it to Florida, and from Florida into, I
believe we stopped in Haiti and then into South America.

Senator Kerry. What kind of plane—do you recall?
Mr. McCann. It was a small twin engine. I think it might have

been a Cessna, I don't recall.
Senator Kerry. A propellor plane? Prop or jet?
Mr. McCann. Yes, a prop.
Senator Kerry. Where did you buy the drugs when you got down

there?
Mr. McCann. I don't know. My brother-in-law had the connec

tion for that.
Senator Kerry. Did you buy drugs on that next trip?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How much drugs did you buy?
Mr. McCann. I believe he bought 3 kilos.
Senator Kerry. How much was a kilo selling for at that time?
Mr. McCann. I believe down there it was probably going for

$22,000 or $25,000. He never told me except, you know, later on.
Senator Kerry. How much was it selling for back here?
Mr. McCann. It was $60,000 wholesale.
Senator Kerry. Is this 1982?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And you brought 3 kilos back on that trip?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How did you bring them back on that journey?
Mr. McCann. He just had them in his luggage, in his garment

bag.
Senator Kerry. Where did you land?
We landed in the Bahamas, in Nassau.
Senator Kerry. How did you get back into the United States?
Mr. McCann. I believe on that trip, it may have gone back on

the plane. He and I went back by boat to the United States, and he
chose to leave the drugs right in the plane, which flew back to
Miami, or Lauderdale, I m not sure, and cleared Customs. Then we
met the plane and flew back up. He dropped me off in Pittsburgh
and went on to Detroit.

Senator Kerry. Did you distribute any of those drugs?
Mr. McCann. No, I didn't.
I believe I gave one of the kilos to the doctor, the dentist, in

Pittsburgh.
Senator Kerry. And the others your brother-in-law distributed

and sold?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And then you went back and did some more of

this. Is that accurate?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How many more times did you do this?
Mr. McCann. I don't know, Senator. Probably over 1982 and

1983, we probably made, oh, maybe eight more trips.
Senator Kerry. Did you begin to escalate both quantity and the

style of your transport structure?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
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Senator Kerry. Do you want to describe that to us?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
At that time, then, Steve had made a connection with a fellow

who was, the fellow that was indicted with me in Detroit. He was
procuring the drugs for him in Colombia, and he made an arrange
ment with him where he would buy x amount of drugs at a certain
price. They would give him so many more kilos that he wouldn't
have to pay for until he got back into the United States, and then
he would have to deliver so many kilos for them, which is what we
did.

Senator Kerry. What was the pattern by which you brought
them back into the United States to protect yourselves?

Mr. McCann. Up until then, we would fly into Nassau, clear
Customs, and then fly over to another island, called Chub Cay, and
a fishing boat, a sport fishing boat would meet us out of Miami or
Fort Lauderdale. We would put the drugs on the boat and go back
that way.

Senator Kerry. Would you actually go fishing?
Mr. McCann. Yes. We would fish for the weekend or 2 days, or

whatever.
Senator Kerry. And then come in with the traffic of the Sunday

evening?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. How many boats would be coming in during that

period of time?
Mr. McCann. Thousands.
Senator Kerry. Thousands?
Mr. McCann. Thousands.
Senator Kerry. What would happen to you in terms of Customs

when you'd arrive in Miami?
Mr. McCann. That depended on the commercial sport fishing

boats for charter. They would have to call Customs and Customs
would come down and look at the boat. If it was a private boat that
somebody was just chartering on their own, you know, not through
a charter service, and it was still registered privately, when they
come back through Miami, at least then all you had to do was call
an 800 number, tell them you were back and who the people were
who were on board.

Senator Kerry. Now you mentioned the Ambassador at some
earlier point.

Did you come to have a stronger relationship with the Ambassa
dor?

Mr. McCann. Yes, we did.
As things went on, we got into, or attempted to get into various

other legitimate ventures in Colombia. We were introduced to a

company, I believe in Austin, TX, Tracor, which is a defense con
tractor, and when they found out we were down in Colombia, they
were anxious to do some business with the Colombian Government
or any government down there for, you know, these defense sys
tems and things that they specialized in.

So, they gave us the right to deal on their behalf with the Colom
bian Government. We were working on a $100 million contract for
these, it was a communications system and like an early warning
defense system, where they were going to take, I believe, Rockwell
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Saber liners and make them into a sort of flying AW ACS, radar
plane.

Senator Kerry. During the course of this, did the Ambassador in
troduce you to major political circles in the region, in Ecuador?

Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
Senator Kerry. Where, specifically?
Mr. McCann. In Bogota, Colombia.
Senator Kerry. What about in Ecuador?
Mr. McCann. We eventually went to Ecuador. He introduced me

to the Consul General of Ecuador, who accompanied us on our first
trip down there.

Senator Kerry. And who else did you come to know in Ecuador?
Mr. McCann. I met the President of Ecuador, the immediate

past president, and various military officials and General Vargas,
Frank Vargas, who was, I guess, head of all the military, equiva
lent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Senator Kerry. Did there come a time when you began to pur
chase cocaine from Bolivia?

Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
Senator Kerry. So, during the time that you were doing this

work with Tracor and sort of investigating these legitimate busi
ness efforts, you were also still trafficking drugs?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. In what quantity would you then be trafficking?
Mr. McCann. The large quantities started when we went to Bo

livia. I think out of Colombia, perhaps the largest amount was
maybe 50 kilos, of which 25 belonged to the supplier.

Senator Kerry. And who were your contacts in Bolivia?
Mr. McCann. My brother-in-law had met a fellow in Detroit,

whose name was Michael Cannellis, and his father was a general
or— I'm not sure—a general or a colonel in the Bolivian military.
This Cannellis, his brother-in-law was purchasing drugs from
Steve.

Senator Kerry. How long did this dealing with Bolivia go on for?
Mr. McCann. Oh, I would say probably a little over a year.
Senator Kerry. What year is that?
Mr. McCann. Late 1982, up through 1983, or maybe a little

beyond that.
Senator Kerry. At that time, what kind of plane were you using?
Mr. McCann. We started using jets then, and we had used a

Cessna Citation that we leased. We only had a 3-month lease on it.
And then we used Westwinds.

Senator Kerry. Did you hire your own pilot?
Mr. McCann. Yes, we did.
Senator Kerry. What was the name of the pilot you hired?
Mr. McCann. His name was Mike Pavosich.
Senator Kerry. How much did you pay him?
Mr. McCann. I believe we paid him, I don't recall, I think it was

$500 or $600 a week, of which we paid him about $250 in a check
and the rest in cash.

Senator Kerry. This was what year?
Mr. McCann. That would be 1982.
Senator Kerry. Did you come to learn that he worked for the

CIA?
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Mr. McCann. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. How did you learn that?
Mr. McCann. When I was indicted, my attorneys received all the

statements given by the various people they were going to use, the
Government was going to use.

Senator Kerry. You say "when you were indicted."
When were you finally indicted?
Mr. McCann. Oh, let s see. I believe it was in May, May or June

1986.
Senator Kerry. And at that time, was this pilot, Mike
Mr. McCann. Pavosich.
Senator Kerry [continuing]. Pavosich, was he indicted with you?
Mr. McCann. No. He was not indicted.
Senator Kerry. But he turned over some statements.
Is that accurate?
Mr. McCann. Yes —well, they wanted to indict him at first. They

were going to indict him, and that's when we saw the statements.
He claimed that he had worked for the CIA and gave them some
numbers, people to call in Washington, to vouch for him, which
they did. And then, you know, he wasn't indicted.

Senator Kerry. Now how long did he fly for you?
Mr. McCann. I would say at least a year.
Senator Kerry. And during the time that he flew for you, did

you have a secret compartment in the back of your plane?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
He flew all of the jets, all of the jets we leased.
We had a secret compartment in the Citation, which, he flew the

plane when that was there. And we had them in the Westwinds.
We had two Westwinds at different times.

Senator Kerry. And he flew that airplane while you were flying
these drugs?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. You told him that you were flying gold in the

secret compartment; is that true?
Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
He knew that in one of the other business ventures we got in, we

were also representing Hughes Helicopter for Bolivia and Ecuador,
and we had shown these films to the military down there, these
generals, and, you know, were trying to develop a business with
them on that and, you know, other things that they had asked us
to get for them, some military hardware items.

Senator Kerry. Now, with respect to his knowledge about the
drugs on the airplane, did he know that you were carrying drugs?

Mr. McCann. We never discussed it.
Senator Kerry. Was there any way for him not to know you

were carrying drugs, given the way you were flying in and out sts-

cretly and loading the plane?
Mr. McCann. You know, he mentioned to me, he called me one

day when we had the plane out at Beckett Aviation —this was the
Citation —for servicing. He said, "John, the chief mechanic has
called me, he's a friend of mine." In fact, I think that was the
fellow who recommended him for the job with us.

He said that in the course of inspecting the plane, they found
this compartment, you know, built out in front of one of the bulk
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heads, and he said "What should I tell them." I said "Just tell
them we use it to keep, you know, records and documents and
things in that we don't want anybody looking at because the plane
had been broken into in Colombia," which, in fact, it had one time.
And that was it.

He also knew that the compartment in the Westwind — it was not
actually a compartment. What it was was in the aft section of the
plane is, there s a bathroom back there. It's got a stainless steel
toilet, similar to the airliners. And it's got a sink and then a closet.

Well, when we would fly back—when we would fly into a coun
try, those two sliding doors were open and you could see the bath
room. When we would fly back, the doors would be closed and
there would be a mirror over that compartment.

So, I mean, you know, he knew that was there.
Senator Kerry. Who did you deal with to purchase the drugs in

Bolivia?
Mr. McCann. That's the fellow that Steve had made the connec

tion with in Detroit, Michael Cannellis, and then with his father.
The original drugs were coming from a fellow down there by the

name of Suarez.
Senator Kerry. Was he the major Bolivian drug player that

you're talking about?
Mr. McCann. At that time.
Senator Kerry. Did you come to learn who the major player in

the Bolivian drug trade was?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Suarez is an older fellow and is practically out of the business

now. His son took it over and lost a lot of the business, not doing as
well. The major player down there now is a fellow by the name of
Chaverria.

Senator Kerry. Does he have a position? What does he do?
Mr. McCann. He resigned. He was an officer in the military, I

believe a captain.
Senator Kerry. What was your financial arrangement with the

Bolivians?
Mr. McCann. Basically, they would give us the drugs for free. It

really was $5,000 a kilo, and if we would buy 50 kilos from them,
we would have to take 50 kilos and deliver them into the United
States for them, and they would pay us $5,000 a kilo for that.

So, in essence, we would deliver 100 kilos into the United States,
give them 50, and we had 50 for free.

Senator Kerry. Basically, you got your drugs free in order to de
liver them for them.

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. So, they could distribute.
And they took their profit off their drugs that were distributed

by their network?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. What quantity of drugs did you bring in for

them?
Mr. McCann. I believe the biggest load of drugs that ever came

out of there was 100 kilos, or it might have been a little over 100 —
104, whatever they had ready at the time.

Senator Kerry. What year was that?
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Mr. McCann. That would have been in 1983; it might have been
early 1984.

Senator Kerry. The value per kilo?
Mr. McCann. Then it was selling in the United States for

$15,000, wholesale.
Senator Kerry. It had dropped that much?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Wholesale.
What was the retail kilo worth?
Mr. McCann. The retail price has always been the same. Once

again, my brother-in-law handled most all of the sales, 99 percent
of it.

Senator Kerry. Incidentally, is he serving time?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. Is he a fugitive?
Mr. McCann. He's in Canada now. He's out on bail.
Senator Kerry. Now did there come a time when General

Vargas of the Ecuadoran military made arrangements to have your
plane refueled?

Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
We at one time were coming back from Bolivia and the airport

was closed in Guayaquil, Ecuador, and he arranged for us to land
at the air force base at Manta.

Senator Kerry. How did you know him?
Mr. McCann. I had met him through a friend of mine that I met

in Ecuador, a Josephine Chaverria — no relation to the fellow in Bo
livia.

Senator Kerry. Did he know you were running drugs?
Mr. McCann. I don't know if he did or didn't. I don't think it

would have bothered him in the least.
Senator Kerry. But you don't know specifically?
Mr. McCann. No, I don't. We never discussed it at all.
Senator Kerry. That was not part of that operation at all?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did there come a time when your trips to South

American took you to Panama?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. When was that?
Mr. McCann. I believe that would have been in 1982.
Then Roberto Jaramillo was working for us full time and had an

office in Bogota, and we were setting up bank accounts for these
companies that we were developing.

Senator Kerry. Now let me just say when he was working for
you full time, he was only working for you on the legitimate side of
the business?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. He did not know about the drugs?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And, in fact, he wound up being indicted origi

nally; did he not?
Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
Senator Kerry. And then they dropped the indictments when

you made it clear he didn't know?
Mr. McCann. No.
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They dropped the indictments before they even talked to me.
Senator Kerry. Oh, before that.
Mr. McCann. Right.
Senator Kerry. Coming back, the, you contacted him and some

how you had to go to Panama?
Mr. McCann. Right.
We went to Panama to open up, to get some attorneys there, to

open up bank accounts. We were also getting into the shrimp busi
ness there, shrimp farming, and we were trying to export coffee,
various things, and we were going to do all of our banking through
Panama.

Senator Kerry. Quite a few people were getting into the shrimp
business during that period of time; weren't they?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Was it known that the shrimp business was a

good money-laundering business?
Mr. McCann. The shrimp business was an excellent money-laun

dering business.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever hear also of any blast-freezed

shrimp-cocaine smuggling efforts?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did. We never did that, but I had, you know,

I had heard of it.
Senator Kerry. It was going on?
Mr. McCann. They were, Senator — I think just the other day in

the paper some cocaine came up in some chocolate cocoa that came
through New York. It was 3,000 kilos. It's come in fruit extracts,
flowers, furniture. It's anything you can name.

Senator Kerry. Your interest in the shrimp business was com
mercial, legitimate?

Mr. McCann. Yes, it was.
Senator Kerry. And that's because of the amount of shrimp that

legitimately gets consumed in this country?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
It was an excellent business. You have ready access to the mar

kets down there. They've been growing shrimp in pools, in ponds,
actually, shrimp farming in Ecuador, for 20-some years, even
longer than that.

A fellow from Colombia, a friend of Roberto's, introduced us to
some people in Ecuador, and we were looking for shrimp properties
at the time down there.

Senator Kerry. Now did there come a time when, as a result of
your trip to Panama, you realized that you needed to have contact
with General Noriega?

Mr. McCann. Well, it didn't exactly start that way.
What happened was we were then bringing our drugs through

Panama. We had a Westwind 1123 model, which I think has, Im
not sure, a 900- or 1,000-mile range. It would make it from Guaya
quil, Ecuador, to Cochabamba, Bolivia, and refuel. We would have
to stop in Brazil, and then fly back to Guayaquil.

We'd stay for a couple of days there so that our flight plan read
Ecuador rather than Bolivia.

Then we would go into Panama, refuel again, and then we would
fly from there into Mexico, and the drugs would go across the
border from Mexico.

r
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So, at that point, we figured we would need some friends in
Panama. I mentioned to Roberto that I'd like to meet somebody in
Panama, you know, in case we had any problems, not mentioning
drugs, of course, to him.

So, he said he was very friendly with a fellow who was the
Consul General for Panama in New York, and he set up a lunch
eon for me with him at a restaurant in New York.

Senator Kerry. When was this now?
Mr. McCann. In 1982.

Senator Kerry. Where did you meet in New York?
Mr. McCann. I don't know the name of the restaurant, Senator.

He set it up. It was right off Fifth Avenue, around the corner from
Tiffany's and Gucci there. I don't know the name of it.

Senator Kerry. You know the name of those places though, huh?
Mr. McCann. Used to.
In any event, he and I had lunch, and he told me Roberto had

called him, and so on and so forth, and he would be glad to help in
any way. I told him we were in the shrimp business and this, that,
and the other thing. I said we'd like to meet some people down
there in case we have some problems, to open some doors for us.

Senator Kerry. His name?
Mr. McCann. I cannot recall his name.
Senator Kerry. He was the Consul General in New York at the

time?
Mr. McCann. The Consul General, right.
Senator Kerry. From Panama?
Mr. McCann. From Panama.
He asked me if I wanted to meet the president of the country,

and he mentioned it was a relative of his— I'm not sure whether a
cousin, a brother-in-law, or whatever. Then he said "Well, I'll tell
you what, he's going out of office." He said "Would you like to
meet the next president?"

I asked him how he knew who the next president would be, and
he told me whoever General Noriega says is going to be the next
president.

At that point, I told him I'd much rather meet General Noriega.
Senator Kerry. What did he say to that?
Mr. McCann. He said "Fine, we can arrange that." And he did,

you know, some time after that.
Senator Kerry. About how long afterward?
Mr. McCann. Maybe 3 weeks or a month.
Senator Kerry. Did you go down specifically to meet with Gener

al Noriega?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Did you fly down privately?
Mr. McCann. I flew down commercial.
Senator Kerry. Would you describe what took place?
Mr. McCann. I went to a hotel. I had called the consul before I

left and after I got there; was staying at the Marriott in Panama
City, and he came up to meet with me. The general sent a car up
and we went to his office.

Senator Kerry. Where was that?
Mr. McCann. I don't— it was at a military base.
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Senator Kerry. Do you remember what the general was wear
ing?

Mr. McCann. He was wearing a khaki uniform, a short-sleeved
khaki uniform.

Senator Kerry. Who met with him at that point?
Mr. McCann. Myself and the Consul General.
Senator Kerry. What was the subject of that discussion?
Mr. McCann. Just an introduction, that I was planning on doing

some business in Panama, that we had retained an attorney down
there, that we were hoping to do some banking, and that we were
looking then to, that we were getting into the casino business in
Ecuador and asked him if there was any chance in Panama, which
we were told there wasn't; and told him that we were getting into
the shrimp business.

Senator Kerry. What did he say?
Mr. McCann. What you said—there's a lot of people getting into

the shrimp business.
Senator Kerry. And then what?
Mr. McCann. That was it.
He gave me one of his cards, told me if we had a problem to give

him a call, and that was it.
Senator Kerry. No further conversations?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. That was the full extent?
Mr. McCann. Just an introduction.
Senator Kerry. You took his card?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What did you do after that?
Mr. McCann. I believe then, on that trip, went down to Ecuador,

because we were, as I said, getting into several businesses down
there. We had started a casino business and brought some slot ma
chines in that we were placing around in Guayaquil.

Senator Kerry. Now did there come a time when you needed to
have another meeting with General Noriega?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
The next time we came back with some drugs from Bolivia. We

had never had a problem in Panama. We just stopped and refueled,
or, if we stayed over, we just parked the plane and locked it up and
no one bothered it.

At this time, the military or whoever came down to the plane
and they put the drug dogs in the plane.

You know, naturally I was very concerned about that.
Senator Kerry. But the drug dogs did not discover the drugs?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. What happened?
Mr. McCann. Well, we left there as soon as possible, flew up to

Mexico, took the drugs off the plane in Monterrey, and took them
to the house we had rented there, loaded them on to the truth in
which they were transported across to the United States.

Senator Kerry. How did you bring them into the United States?
Mr. McCann. In a pickup truck.
Senator Kerry. Where were they hidden?
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Mr. McCann. Underneath the big. You know, there was a com
partment under there that was virtually undetectible unless you
took the whole truck apart.

Senator Kerry. So, after you'd gotten the drugs into the United
States, you felt that the dog incident had threatened you enough
that you wanted to get in touch with Noriega?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Why Noriega?
Mr. McCann. He was the man in Panama. I wanted to make

sure that no one bothered the plane.
Senator Kerry. Well, at that point, did you know he was in

volved in narcotics?
Why did you think that the man in power would automatically

go along with the idea that the plane shouldn't be bothered?
Mr. McCann. Well, just, you know, that we had mentioned that

we were doing business in Bolivia, and, you know, he asked at the
other meeting what sort of business, and we told him what we were
trying to sell to the military and mentioned the name of the gener
als. Just, you know, I just gathered from, when I told him we were
in the shrimp business and he said "Well, a lot of people were get
ting in the shrimp business" and just sort of raised his eyebrows
that he knew what was going on, plus I had, you know, I had heard
from various people down in South America that he was, you
know, involved in just about everything that was going on there.

Senator Kerry. So, it wasn't really a secret in 1983-82 that Gen
eral Noriega was involved in stuff?

Mr. McCann. Not to anybody in South America.
Senator Kerry. Didn't General Vargas tell you that?
Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
Senator Kerry. Didn't other people tell you that, in Bolivia and

in Colombia?
Mr. McCann. Yes, they did.
Senator Kerry. You had very direct knowledge what this guy

was involved in; correct?
Mr. McCann. Well, not direct myself, but from people that I

talked to and had no reason to doubt.
Senator Kerry. So, how did you get in touch with General Nor

iega for this second visit?
Mr. McCann. I called him up, called up the number that we had,

and told him that we'd like to come see him, and went right back
down then to Panama.

Senator Kerry. Right away, after this incident?
Mr. McCann. That's correct. I think it was 2 weeks. We waited

in Monterrey for I believe 2 weeks at that time because the drugs
used to just go over on the weekends, because of all the traffic that
went across the border then.

We called up for an appointment and the same thing —he sent a
car for us and we went out and talked to him.

Senator Kerry. Who went with you this time?
Mr. McCann. A fellow that was working for us, a Colombian,

who was staying at Monterrey at the house. His name was Fernan
do, Fernando Sonabria.

Senator Kerry. So, there were just the three of you that met?
Mr. McCann. No, it was just the general and I.
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He went with me to Panama.
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet the general this time?
Mr. McCann. The same place —at his office on the military base.
Senator Kerry. At this time, was there a plan with respect to

the shrimp business that you were engaged in, in terms of the bill
ing process that you were going to do?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What was that plan?
Mr. McCann. It was actually a double-billing plan, where we

would bring the shrimp out of Ecuador, sell them to a Panamanian
company, which would, they were costing us maybe, oh, if we were
raising them down there, we estimated that they would cost us
maybe $1 or $1.25, something like that, a pound.

We would then sell them into Panama for $4.25 a pound to our
selves, to our own company, so that we had a $3 profit that would
stay in Panama. Then they would be resold into the United States
for whatever the market price was, $4.50 or $4.65, where the
United States company would make, you know, 25 or 30 cents a
pound, enough to keep itself going, but the bulk of the profits
would stay offshore in Panama.

Senator Kerry. It's a good way to launder money out of the
country, in a sense.

Mr. McCann. Yes, it was.
Senator Kerry. Now, when you went to see General Noriega on

this next visit, do you want to describe in your own words what
took place?

Mr. McCann. Yes.
I went in the office, "How are you, General," and so on and so

forth; you know, at that time, told him General Vargas sent his re
gards, what other pleasantries we exchanged. I told him, I said,
"General, I just had a serious problem the last time I came
through at the airport," and he said "What was that?" and I said
"Well, when we landed to refuel, they put the dogs in the plane."

He just laughed and he said "What's the matter, don't you like
dogs." I said "Well, General, I'm very fond of dogs; I'd just rather
not have them in the plane." I said "There were, quite frankly,
some things in the plane I'd rather they didn't discover."

Then he just smiled again and told me not to worry, it wouldn't
happen again, and took the N number, the tail number for the
plane and what type of plane it was.

The whole meeting was 20 minutes, at most.
Senator Kerry. Did you take anything with you to give to him?
Mr. McCann. Yes. I took $250,000.
Senator Kerry. In what form did you take it?
Mr. McCann. In $100 bills.
Senator Kerry. How did you carry it? What did you carry it in?
Mr. McCann. It was in a briefcase.
When I came into Panama, that's one reason Fernando went. We

just put the money, you know, all on ourselves.
I had a raincoat that had compartments in the lining for carry

ing cash, and we just came in, and when I went out to see him, I
put it in a briefcase. I told him, I said, "General, I appreciate this, I
have a gift for you," and I just put the briefcase up on the desk,
and he just looked at it and smiled again. I told him this is for you,

I
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it's, you know, one size fits all, folds very easily, I'm sure you'll be
very happy with it.

He said "That's all right, you know, you keep this."
However, he did say, he asked me when I was coming back

again, and I told him probably not for another month or 6 weeks or
so. He said "Well, when you come back, I want you to call me and
stop and see me. There's something I want to talk to you about."

Senator Kerry. Now, were you a little bit surprised —you were
holding out a briefcase full of money, you hand it and say this is
for you, and he doesn't take it?

Mr. McCann. Yes. I was very surprised.
Senator Kerry. What do you attribute that to? Or did you?
Did you think about it?
Mr. McCann. That maybe I insulted him, that he figured maybe

it wasn't enough if it fit in a briefcase.
Senator Kerry. Well, did he know what was in it? He never

opened it, did he?
Mr. McCann. No, he never opened it. But there was no question

of what was in it.
Senator Kerry. Why do you say that?
Mr. McCann. Well, when I told him that it's green and folds and

one size fits all, it was just a polite way of telling him it was a
briefcase full of cash.

Senator Kerry. And you have no sense of why he refused it?
Did he make any big show out of that, or did he just say "No,

you don't need to do that"?
Mr. McCann. No. He just said that won't be necessary, you

know.
Senator Kerry. But he said he wanted to meet with you the next

time you came through.
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did you do any more drug transactions between

that next time and this meeting?
Mr. McCann. If we did, it would have been one. I'm not quite

sure. It would have been one more at the most.
Senator Kerry. So, at some time did you have occasion to come

back to meet with General Noriega?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Did you go just to meet with General Noriega?
Mr. McCann. Yes — to Panama, just to meet with him. That's

correct.
Senator Kerry. Why was that?
Mr. McCann. Because he had asked me to come back to see him.
Senator Kerry. How did you go?
Mr. McCann. I believe I came back then, I either flew down, out

of—at one point I did fly commercial because, when I was flying
back, I think I left from Panama to Costa Rica and back into
Miami, I was stopped by the Immigration and the Customs people
at one point. I don't know whether that was after that visit or my
last visit with them.

But I believe it was on a commercial flight.
Senator Kerry. And you went and visited with General Noriega

office again, or was it at a different location?
Mr. McCann. The same location.
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Senator Kerry. Do you recall, was anybody else with you in this
meeting?

Mr. McCann. No— just he and I.
Senator Kerry. Did anybody go with you to the meeting?
Mr. McCann. Fernando.
Senator Kerry. This is Fernando
Mr. McCann. Sonabria. I believe that was his name.
Senator Kerry. He stayed outside?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Where had you met Fernando Sonabria?
Mr. McCann. In Colombia.
Senator Kerry. Now was a photograph taken at the meeting?
Mr. McCann. We took a photograph, he and I, at the first meet

ing.
Senator Kerry. And that photograph was seized with the other

documents you had by the Government when you were arrested?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
That's correct. I had a document case in which I had photo

graphs of myself with various military people in the different coun
tries, and presidents, ambassadors, so on and so forth, which, if we
had any trouble crossing borders or with Customs people, a picture
is worth 1,000 words. I kept those photographs in a document bag.

When our plane was seized on the very last trip we took, coming
back into, I believe it was into El Paso, TX, my suitcase, my
clothes, that, everything else was taken then.

Senator Kerry. But you have still some pictures in your posses
sion, correct, which you have shown us?

Mr. McCann. Yes. They were taken in Bolivia.
Senator Kerry. Now, at the time of the third meeting, what did

General Noriega tell you?
What went on?
Mr. McCann. Well, General Noriega told me
Senator Kerry. What time of the year are we now?
Mr. McCann. We're still in 1983, probably toward, you know, in

the last half of 1983.

Senator Kerry. What did the general say to you?
Mr. McCann. You know, the general said it was nice to see me,

how was business, so on and so forth, and he then asked me, he
said the business you are doing in Bolivia is cocaine, and I said
"Yes, it is." He said "Why are you going to Bolivia?" I said "Well,
you know, that's where we get the best price, and it's the best qual
ity and the quantity, and, whatever."

Then he proceeded to tell me that I could buy all of the drugs
that I wanted right in Panama, and, in fact, that I could buy any
thing that I wanted in Panama —heroin, cocaine, marijuana, any
thing.

The general also had a folder on his desk then and was reciting
to me out of the folder where I had gone to school, what I had
done, you know, what businesses I was in, and so on and so forth.
He seemed to have quite a dossier on me.

Senator Kerry. Did that include the name of your wife, your
children, and other information?

Mr. McCann. Everything.
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scriptive.

Mr McCajtw. Wife, children, where we lived, what businesses I
had been in, you know, so on and so forth — my whole career from
college on to, you know, very recently.

Senator Kkkky. What did you think when you saw him holding
-,/uft *vwi*r?

Mr MoCajwt. I was very alarmed. I wanted to know where it
*;*me tfxtt,

'-enafor Kaon. Did you ask him?
Mr toflAHH. Yes, I did. He told me that his friends in the CIA

"U*** %;f<n it to him, and not to worry about it, that they weren't
"sxs/trfitA about what I was doing.

''jpiMtn Kerry. He just volunteered that, out of the blue?
Mr, M/jC'ann. No. It came out in the course of the discussion.
Vvy know, I kept, he wanted to discuss selling drugs to me, and I

wfc* 'fijiUt concerned about who had gathered these facts on me.
fc*/*ator Kkrry. Did you press him on that?
Mr MfXyANN. Yes, I did. He told me that he had gotten it from

i>» friends in the CIA and not to worry about it, they weren't con-
<*rrund about what I was doing.

Senator Kerry. What was your reaction to that?
Mr, McCann. I was sort of surprised.
Senator Kerry. What then next took place.
Mr. McCann. Well, he told me that I could purchase the drugs

from him.
Senator Kerry. Let me just interrupt here for 1 minute.
All of what you are reciting to this committee now has been told

to the Government?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. You told this to the Government, what, 2 years

ago?
Mr. McCann. A year ago—whenever —I was sentenced in March

1987, I believe, and it was right——
Senator Kerry. Did you tell them with the same detail that

you're telling us here?
Mr. McCann. Yes. It would have been in late 1986 or early

1987 —no, not in this detail.
When they debriefed me and I mentioned General Vargas and

General Noriega, they said they weren't interested in that.
Senator Kerry. Now, what was the next part of the conversa

tion?
You expressed alarm about this folder, this dossier he had on

you?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. What then happened?
Mr. McCann. He told me, he said "Don't worry about it." He

said,"You know, the people who gave me this are not the least bit
interested in you." Then he told me it was the CIA, and then he
asked me if I could see about selling enormous quantities of drugs
for him in the United States, if I had any connections, preferably
with organized crime.

Senator Kerry. What did you say?
Mr. McCann. I said, I just told him that I'd see what I could do.
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Senator Kerry. Did he discuss price at all with you?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
He asked me what I was buying it for in Bolivia, and we told

him. It was $5,000 a kilo, and that, you know, we were also deliver
ing some drugs for them, and it really worked out, it was very
cheap. He said "Well, it won't be as cheap here, but we can work
out a similar arrangement." He said "You won't have to go all the
way to Bolivia" and he said "You can pick up the drugs anywhere
you want here in Central America." He said I could get them in
Panama or, you know, Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala, wherev
er.

He suggested that I get an MU-2, which was a very popular
plane for smuggling, or a DC-3, instead of a jet. This would land on
an unimproved field, short takeoff and landing.

I was familiar with the planes.
Senator Kerry. And when he talked about this large quantity of

drugs, did he talk to you about his plans with respect to drugs?
Mr. McCann. Yes. He said that he was going to control all of the

drugs coming out of Central America, South America; that, you
know, he was tired of everybody using Panama, and that he wasn't
getting his fair share; and, you know, it was going to be like a drug
supermarket.

Senator Kerry. Did he tell you in any way about how he thought
he could pull this off, or why he wanted you to be involved?

Mr. McCann. Well, I asked him both questions. I asked him how
he thought that he could, you know, get away with this. There was
a great deal of pressures in the United States on drugs, and so on
and so forth. And, you know, he just waived his arm, he scoffed at
that, and he said "Look, I told you I'm very friendly with the CIA.
They let me do anything I want."

Senator Kerry. And he offered drugs other than cocaine; is that
accurate?

Mr. McCann. Heroin, marijuana, whatever.
Senator Kerry. Did he talk about having any other cover in the

United States or any other ability to be able to transfer drugs?
Mr. McCann. At our last meeting that he did, but not at that

meeting.
Senator Kerry. What do you mean? I'm sorry, you lost me.
Mr. McCann. Well, you said did he know anybody— I gather

that
Senator Kerry. Oh, no, no. I just wondered if he talked any more

about how he was going to transfer these narcotics across the line.
Mr. McCann. Oh.
He said we could land, you know, just about anywhere in Central

America, and said, you know, that we could land at Contra bases,
or if we felt safer in Nicaragua; mentioned that he could arrange
for freighters full of marijuana out of Cuba.

Senator Kerry. Did he actually mention Contras?
Mr. McCann. Yes, he did.
Senator Kerry. In what context?
Mr. McCann. Well, that was when he was explaining to me how

he could get away with this and how he was going to manage all
this.
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He insinuated to me that he was supporting the Contras and pro
viding, you know, money and arms for them. He said to me where

do you think this all comes from, meaning the drugs.
Senator Kerry. That's very confusing to me and I'm sure to the

people listening.
You used the word "insinuate" and sort of "where does all this

come from," which is a very broad kind of reference.
Let's try to be very specific here.
Did he insinuate, did he say?
Mr. McCann. He said
Senator Kerry. Hold on. I really want your best and total

memory here, not a guesstimate or anything.
I really want you to be as accurate as you can be.
So, what did he say to you? Did he specifically —you tell me. I

don't want to put words in your mouth.
Mr. McCann. Fine.
He did specifically tell me, you know, where do you think all this

support, he told me that he was supporting the Contras. He told
me he also supported the Sandinistas.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
When did he say this? What date?
Mr. McCann. Senator, I don't recall the exact date, but the third

meeting would have probably been toward the end of 1983, the
latter half of 1983.

Senator D'Amato. The end of 1983.
Now, up until this time, you hadn't given him any money. You

had that one encounter with him at the first meeting, and you had
the case and he didn't take any money; right?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator D'Amato. I just want to get a time of reference and get

in my own mind the story, because I have to suggest to you, I find
it almost incomprehensible. Let me tell you why.

You are about the first witness that I've ever said this to in this
context.

I find it absolutely, although if you look at some of the things
you testified to, at least depositions, you talk about how you
thought he was a megalomaniac, you thought he was nuts. On the
one hand you say that, and on the other, you put great credence in
this.

I can't see how a virtual stranger, who hasn't made any payoffs
to him, and a man who has received huge sums of money, how he
is going to be playing true confessions with you.

Now let me tell you, he's a rotten, no good son of a gun, and I
think we've blown it with him. But I'm just wondering how this
guy—but nobody has accused him of being stupid. Nobody has ac
cused him of being stupid, and everything you have testified to at
this point in time would lead me to believe that it's just absolutely
out of character with Noriega, who is one shrewd piece of work —
bad, dangerous, a conniver, a user, he used lots of people, he used
the CIA. There is no doubt. He's a braggart. But I don't see how
you, John, whether it's "H. McCann III," or "John McCann," be
cause I was trying to get a fix on your law school situation, how it
is, because in law school it was just "John McCann," but how it is
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that he would, and I just say this, Mr. Chairman, come and make
these kinds of admissions to you.

I don't believe it.
It's difficult for this Senator at this — I just—I'm going to later

on, with the permission of the chairman, get into this a little bit.
Senator Kerry. I'm perfectly happy—let's get into it. The wit

ness is here, he is under oath, he has sworn to tell the truth, I
think you ought to ask him.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, since we have sort of had
an interruption here, let me interject.

This was the third meeting you had had with Noriega?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. At the second meeting and the third meet

ing, I believe you testified, there were just the two of you privately.
Is that correct?

Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
Senator McConnell. In what language did you converse with

Noriega?
Mr. McCann. English.
Senator McConnell. English?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. I'm told that General Noriega is not fluent

in English.
Mr. McCann. He may not be fluent in it, but he's conversant in

English.
Senator McConnell. I'm told he can only say "hello," or
Mr. McCann. That's not correct, Senator.
Senator McConnell. Well, Mr. Chairman, I guess that's prova

ble.
Go ahead.
Senator Kerry. Do you want to follow up at all, Senator

D'Amato?
Senator D'Amato. Yes.
If I might, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to spend a minute or

two.
Senator Kerry. Well, why don't we do that.
Senator Adams has a good suggestion, that we just sort of com

plete the train of thought, and then we can come back and pick up
from here.

Senator D'Amato. Certainly.
Senator Kerry. Picking up where we just left off, what else took

place in the course of this third conversation? How long did it last
for?

Mr. McCann. Probably an hour, 50 minutes or an hour.
Senator Kerry. What else did you discuss? You had gotten to the

point where you were talking about the ability to get any kind of
narcotic and the cost would be different, et cetera.

Was there any other discussion?
Mr. McCann. Yes. Let me, if I can, go back to Senator D'Amato.
It was, you know, my distinct impression that the general

thought that I had a great many more contacts than I did. He
knew that I was dealing with the generals in Bolivia at that time.
He knew that I was dealing with General Vargas at that time in
Ecuador.
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You know, he knew the introductions, you know, the people that
I had who introduced me to him.

I was perfectly happy to let him go on thinking that. I was
really, you know, using his name to bring these drugs through
Panama and was very happy to let him go on thinking what he
wanted.

Senator Kerry. What else did you discuss?
Mr. McCann. We discussed then, you know, he asked me about,

you know, selling these large quantities of drugs and mentioned or
ganized crime. I told him that I didn't think that I had any connec
tions with that, and he seemed to tell me that he thought that I
did.

Senator Kerry. Was there anything else that took place in the
course of that conversation?

Mr. McCann. I can't recall.
We discussed the drugs.
Senator Kerry. Was it in the third or the fourth conversation

that he discussed knowing, or having, that General Noriega men
tioned that he had friendships in the United States that protected
him?

Mr. McCann. Oh. That was in the third conversation, when he
mentioned that he was, you know, very friendly with the CIA. He
mentioned that he was a very good friend of the Vice President. He
said

Senator D'Amato. In the third meeting?
Mr. McCann. In the third meeting.
He said that he was the man responsible, really, for holding Cen

tral America together and keeping the Communists out; and that
as long as he did that, he could do whatever he wanted.

Senator Kerry. Did you think, as Senator D'Amato has said, that
he was something of a megalomaniac?

What was your impression of him?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I did. As I stated in the testimony— and I'd

like to say, Senator D'Amato —this testimony was given well over a
year ago and nobody was even interested in it.

Senator Kerry. What happened after that?
Mr. McCann. After that I left.
After that meeting?
Senator Kerry. Yes.
Mr. McCann. All right. After that meeting, I left.
Senator Kerry. How did you leave things with him?
Mr. McCann. He told me to get back to him, which I told him I

would.
After that, we were still bringing drugs out of Bolivia, and took

another load through Panama. No one ever bothered us again. And
then I went back and saw him for the fourth time.

Senator Kerry. In 1983, again?
Mr. McCann. I believe 1983 — it would be the latter part, or early

1984, I'm not sure.
Senator Kerry. Somewhere in that vicinity?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
All the dates of the trips —when I was originally debriefed, as I

said, over a year ago or a year and a half, whenever it was
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Senator Kerry. I know that. Each of the dates have been given
with accuracy to the Government officials.

Mr. McCann. Yes. There was a total chronology
Senator Kerry. I understand that.
Mr. McCann [continuing]. Which we have tried to get a hold of

unsuccessfully.
Senator Kerry. That was during your debrief; correct?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And present at the debrief were who—what

agencies?
Mr. McCann. The FBI, the DEA, the IRS, and the assistant U.S.

attorney.
Senator Kerry. Which assistant U.S. attorney?
Mr. McCann. His name was Michael Leibson.
Senator Kerry. Where did this take place?
Mr. McCann. In their offices, think it was called the Great

Lakes Task Force, or Strike Force, the Organized Crime Strike
Force.

Senator D'Amato. What was that again, for the record? Michael?
Mr. McCann. Leibson.
Senator D'Amato. Would you spell that for us?
Mr. McCann. L-e-i-b-s-o-n, I believe.
Senator D'Amato. L-e-i-v-s-o-n?
Mr. McCann. "B," "B" as in boy.
Senator D'Amato. Oh, Leibson.
Senator Kerry. How long did this debriefing go on for?
Mr. McCann. It went on for a couple of days. Then, you know,

they were mainly interested in hearing about this fellow who was
coming up for trial. He was the last defendant in our case. And
then they came to see me again when I was in the FCI, out in, the
Federal correction institution out in Milan, MI.

Senator Kerry. When did the fourth meeting—you say the
fourth meeting took place, you don't have the exact recollection
here, but maybe at the end of 1983 or the beginning of 1984?

Mr. McCann. Correct.
Senator Kerry. What was the substance of that meeting?
Mr. McCann. The substance of that meeting? He wanted to

know if I was able to, you know, move these vast quantities of
drugs, which I told him that I was not; that I had spoken to some
people but they were just, that they had whatever drugs they
needed at this point.

He then told me that since then, that wasn't really necessary be
cause he could arrange for all of the buyers, you know, who were
bringing drugs through Panama, to now purchase drugs through
him. He said that he was going, you know, to take over the entire
area down there, meaning probably all of Central America; that he
considered himself to be the savior of that area.

Senator McConnell. Will you tell me how long this meeting was
going on, this fourth meeting? How long did it go on?

Mr. McCann. That probably lasted also 45 minutes to an hour.
Senator McConnell. And the third meeting had been 45 minutes

to an hour also?
Mr. McCann. I would say "Yes." Those were the two lengthiest

meetings we had.
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Senator McConnell. And the first meeting was how long?
Mr. McCann. The first meeting was maybe half an hour or 20

minutes.
Senator McConnell. And the second meeting?
Mr. McCann. About the same length of time.
Senator McConnell. As the first, or the third and fourth?
Mr. McCann. The second was the same as the first; the third

and fourth were about the same, as I recall.
Senator McConnell. So, he was describing to you all of these ac

tivities that he was responsible for, Central America and all of
these plans he had, he was describing all of that in English?

Mr. McCann. Yes, that's correct.
Senator McConnell. And just the two of you were there.
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Do you speak any Spanish?
Mr. McCann. A little bit.
Senator Kerry. Was there any Spanish used?
Mr. McCann. Sometimes phrases, you know, when trying to

make a point. But mostly in English.
I would say his English was better than my Spanish.
Senator McConnell. But not good?
Mr. McCann. No. No. It was like pidgin English, I guess, pidgin

Spanish.
Senator McConnell. He talked to you in English
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator McConnell [continuing]. For 45 minutes to an hour on

both the third meeting and the fourth meeting?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. He did a lot of the talking, because he was

informing you of what he
Mr. McCann. He did most all of the talking. I asked a few ques

tions, and then, when he asked me things, I would answer them for
him.

Senator McConnell. Did he do most of the talking at the first
meeting and the second meeting, which went on for, say, half an
hour, you indicated?

Mr. McCann. No.
The first meeting was when I went down there with the Consul

General, and that was just introductions, so on and so forth. The
second meeting was

Senator McConnell. In what language was that first meeting
conducted?

Mr. McCann. That was both English and Spanish.
When the Consul General greeted him, it was in Spanish.
Senator McConnell. Was someone interpreting for Noriega in

the first meeting?
Mr. McCann. No—well, if he said anything in Spanish, the

consul would interpret it.
Senator McConnell. Tell it to you in English?
Mr. McCann. That's correct. And then, he would speak to me

some in English. That's where I discovered that he could speak
English.
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Senator Kerry. Now, when he was upset that you told him —or
was he upset that you told him that your contacts couldn't work
for it, that you weren't able to do it?

Mr. McCann. No, he wasn't really that upset about it because he
said that he could, you know, that he could still sell whatever
drugs he wanted; that the people who were using Panama would
have to be buying from him.

Senator Kerry. Did he mention the Cubans at all?
Mr. McCann. I beg your pardon?
Senator Kerry. Was there any mention of Cubans or Cuba?
Mr. McCann. At the third meeting, he told me that if we wanted

to deal in marijuana, we could have freighter loads of marijuana
out of Cuba.

Senator Kerry. Is there anything else at the fourth meeting that
happened that you can recall?

Mr. McCann. He told me, as I said, he told me that at that point
the United States did not understand, you know, Central America;
that they need strong military leaders like him; that the people
look up to him; it's the only stable government they have; and that
he was, quote, "that he considered himself the savior of that area;
and he was going to control it all."

He mentioned that the big prize, actually, was in Mexico. He
said that the Mexican Government was, you know, ready to fall
over, that the military would probably have to take over; that he
was friendly with them. And he mentioned that the immediate, I
believe at the time, that the immediate past president, Lopez-Por-
tillo, he told me that he had stolen $2 billion during his term of
office just out of the oil industry and that he owned entire states in
Spain. Also, which led me to believe, you know, from this- dossier,
he knew that I had been a stockbroker for a very brief time after I
got out of law school; and told me that he intended to, you know,
invest his money, that he wanted to invest money back in the
United States, and that he wanted to use money to influence public
opinion and to influence elections in the United States; and that,
you know, he was going to do what he wanted, you know, in his,

country and in that area.
Senator Kerry. There was a lot of sort of braggadocio there. I

mean, he was really spouting off there, wasn't it?
Mr. McCann. Yes, he was.
Senator Kerry. Were you surprised?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How do you account for that?
Mr. McCann. I wasn't so surprised with that, that he was brag

ging, because having met a lot of those generals down there, you
know, in Colombia and Bolivia, they all talk about themselves a
great deal and everything they've done and so on and so forth.

You know, what surprised me was, you know, my reaction was
somewhat similar to the Senator's, why me? And from the third
meeting, from the dossier, when I told him I didn't think I had any
contacts, he said "Oh, you know, I know that you do."

Senator Kerry. Why did he think that? Let's be a little more ex
plicit about that.

He had something in the dossier which seemed to insinuate that
you had a contact with organized crime?

91-936 0 - as
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Mr. McCann. Yes, I believe so, and the only thing that I could
think that it would be is we had sold, a partner of mine and myself
in Pittsburgh, had sold a coal company to Allen & Co. in New
York, when we were going through difficult times in the late
1970's, and it turned out that their partner in this, Allen & Co.'s
partner, had embezzled, oh, I don't know, $800,000 or $900,000 or
$1 million from them, and it turned out that these people did have
ties to organized crime.

They brought a civil RICO suit against us and alleged that we
were involved in this, I mean, even though they were their busi
ness partners. That's the only place that I can think of.

Senator Kerry. Then it was your supposition that he was looking
at that and therefore made the link?

Mr. McCann. That's the only thing I could think, unless some
one had told him that.

I'll say this. The people in South America, in Bolivia and every
thing else, they see you flying in in a private jet, you know, dressed
in a dark suit, whatever. Everybody else assumes anybody is from,
you know, from America is in the Mafia.

Senator Kerry. Now did you say, was it the third or fourth meet
ing, at the third meeting where he was bragging about his contacts
in the United States?

Mr. McCann. The third meeting.
Senator Kerry. The third meeting.
Mr. McCann. Correct.
Senator Kerry. And he specifically said at that time that he was

a friend of the Vice President's?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And he said he had the CIA's protection?
Mr. McCann. He didn't say "protection." He said he was very

friendly with them and they'd let him do whatever he wants. He's
responsible, you know, for the stability in the area, keeping the
Communists out, and he can do whatever he wants.

Senator Kerry. And he was trying to assuage your fears?
Mr. McCann. Yes. I was concerned with the file that he had on

me, that someone else
Senator Kerry. Now was that the last meeting you had, the

fourth meeting?
Mr. McCann. Yes, it was.
Senator Kerry. At some time shortly after that, did you become

a fugitive?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How soon?
Mr. McCann. Well, we took the last planeload of drugs back

from
Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, if I may, before we leave

the subject of the meetings.
Senator Kerry. Do you want to come back to it?
Senator McConnell. No. Before we leave the subject of the

meetings, Mr. McCann has testified that he had four meetings with
Noriega.

Mr. McCann. Correct.
Senator McConnell. In the first one there was an interpreter

present.
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Mr. McCann. No. It was the Consul General.
Senator McConnell. You said that someone was interpreting.
Mr. McCann. It was the Consul General.
Senator McConnell. Yes.
At each of the other three, the two of you were alone, and you

testified that those meetings were conducted in English.
Mr. McCann. Correct.
Senator McConnell. And you characterized —again, correct me

if this is not accurate—you characterized those meetings as rather
substantive, business meetings, involving money, illegal operations,
and other sensitive topics, in which he mentioned a variety of dif
ferent things, including

Mr. McCann. At the second meeting is where the dogs had gone
into the plane. At the third meeting, he was talking about why
didn't I buy drugs from him instead of in Bolivia.

Senator McConnell. Right—and all of his discussions about his
being the man to fight the Communists in Central America, and
knowing the CIA officials, and knowing the Vice President. All of
those assertions were made when the two of you were there and
they were made in English?

Mr. McCann. Correct.
Senator McConnell. I just had the staff check with a U.S. offi

cial who has had numerous meetings with Noriega. All the meet
ings had to have an interpreter because Noriega could not converse
extensively in English, according to this particular official — I can
get his name, I assume.

Noriega's English, he said, is not understandable. Only very
basic conversational English is within his grasp. Noriega could not
and would not discuss anything of substance in those meetings that
this official had without an interpreter.

Now, you know, it's just inconceivable to me, based upon what I
have just discovered here from staff, that he could have had such
an extensive and broad-ranging discussion with you with his using
English.

Mr. McCann. Senator, as I said, he spoke what I referred to as
"pidgin" English, and I don't think the subjects that we were cov
ering, that he would want to have an interpreter.

Senator Kerry. If I could just insert, Mike Kozak, of the State
Department, and Barry Sklar, of this committee, both assert that
they have met with him, they know him under these circum
stances; he has rudimentary English; he mixes his tenses; he
speaks haltingly; but, you know, it's not replete with enormous
kinds of detail, but he can carry on a conversation in English. He
understands English. He prefers to speak in Spanish.

I think that is an accurate assessment.
Mr. McCann. As I said, his English was better than my Spanish.
Senator McConnell. But your Spanish is virtually nonexistent,

you said.
Mr. McCann. It is at this point. At that point, I could make

myself understood getting around in Spanish, and I could under
stand, while I was not fluent speaking it, I could understand it.

Senator Adams. Mr. McCann, you said that a photograph was
taken at the third meeting?

Mr. McCann. The first meeting, sir.
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Senator Adams. The first meeting?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Adams. Was one taken at the second or third?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Adams. Was anyone else in the photograph beside your

self and the general?
Mr. McCann. Yes. There were, I believe, two photographs. There

was one of the general and myself, just the two of us, and there
was one of the three of us who were at the meeting.

Senator Adams. During the period of time that you were in the
third and the fourth meetings, you said that an individual went
with you an stayed outside?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Adams. What was the name of the individual, again?
Mr. McCann. His name is Fernando Sonabria.
Senator Adams. Where is he now?
Mr. McCann. I haven't the slightest idea, sir.
Senator Adams. Why did you take him?
Mr. McCann. Because he worked for us. He took care of the

house in Monterrey, Mexico, and I used to just travel with him to
make travel arrangements, things like that.

Senator Adams. Did he know about the drug traffic?
Mr. McCann. Oh, sure.
He rented the house in Monterrey and stored all the drugs and

helped load it in the truck, and had worked for us when we were
bringing drugs out of Colombia.

Senator Adams. When you came back through Panama on the
third and the fourth trips, were you using a private airplane?

Mr. McCann. The third and the fourth trips to visit
Senator Adams. General Noriega.
Mr. McCann. No. No, I was not.
Senator Adams. Did you use a commercial airplane?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I believe I did.
Senator Adams. Where did you fly?
Mr. McCann. I believe I flew from Mexico City to Panama, and

on one trip I flew I think either from New York or Miami to
Panama.

Senator Adams. Did you use your own name?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Adams. What name did you use?
Mr. McCann. I don't recall. I had about six or seven false pass

ports.
Senator Adams. Did you have those passports with you in your

suitcase when you had the photographic document?
You mentioned that you had a photographic document case that

had photos in it?
Mr. McCann. Oh, do you mean when the plane was seized?
Senator Adams. Yes.
Mr. McCann. Those passports —no.
Senator Adams. Where are those passports?
Mr. McCann. I destroyed them.
Senator Adams. Did you use one of those passports ever in your

own name?
Mr. McCann. I did use my own passport, yes.
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Senator Adams. When?
Mr. McCann. I used to use my own passport whenever we were

taking, whenever we were taking drugs, and I used them on some
commercial flights.

Senator Adams. Did you use your own name on bank accounts in
Panama?

Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Adams. Did you ever use a charge card in Panama with

your name on it?
Mr. McCann. We tried, we paid for everything in cash.
Senator Adams. When you saw General Noriega on the third

trip, did you at that time ask him if he wanted anything in terms
of money or other assistance from you?

Mr. McCann. On the third trip? Oh, he told me what he wanted
from me.

Senator Adams. But he did not ask for money.
Mr. McCann. No.
He had turned down money on the second trip.
Senator Adams. And you did not offer it?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Adams. Did you carry any other documents with you?
Mr. McCann. I don't believe so.
Senator Adams. Did you carry anything into the meeting or out

of the meeting with General Noriega on the third trip?
Mr. McCann. I don't believe so.
Senator Adams. Did you carry any documents in or out of the

meeting on the fourth trip?
Mr. McCann. I don't believe so.
Senator Adams. Did you stay in a hotel on the third trip?
Mr. McCann. Of course. Yes.
Senator Adams. Did you use your own name?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Adams. Do you know what name you used?
Mr. McCann. No.
As I said, it could have been any one of six or seven, or the reser

vations could have been made in Fernando's name.
Senator Adams. Is the same thing true on the fourth trip?
Mr. McCann. Yes, it is.
Senator Adams. Now, when you talked with him about why he

could do this on the third trip, and you mentioned that he had the
dossier, did you ever see any part of the dossier in terms of what
name was on it or initials were on it?

Mr. McCann. No, I did not.
Senator Adams. Was it in a folder?
Mr. McCann. Yes, it was.
Senator Adams. Do you remember the color of the folder, or its

shape?
Mr. McCann. I believe it was like a manila folder.
Senator Adams. And did he ever show you any parts of it?
Mr. McCann. No, he didn't.
Senator Adams. Now, when you discussed with him the fact that

he could do the things that he said he could, what precisely did he
say to you as to why he could do this, other than his CIA connec
tion?
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Mr. McflAff*. Why he could do it?
Senator Adams. Yes.
You irwlj/arted that he had powerful friends, that he could run

rJiift <vpnr%t*/Ki.
Mr Mei*h9t%. That, Senator, was in conjunction when I asked

Kim jvw In* tlvAight he could do all this without interference from
"A*

'
.t.SAA &ates.

*&m*s# At*AM#. And what did he say?
Kr Hkf'sAStn, That's when he said that he's responsible for the

&;#*,..?./ m that area, he's the person who keeps the Communists
vw. wA *x*t CIA will essentially let him do whatever he wants.

$**w*/,r Adams. And who is he responsible to—the CIA? Or was
<*«**« w;y*xit> else?

its \AtilhMH. I felt that he was responsible to himself only.
^tct&totr Adams. Did he mention the name of who he had as a

M*<u»yi in the CIA?
i/,f M/X,amn. No, he did not.
V^V/r Adams. Did he mention any other names or contacts

v.*-.' fjf, riaA with anyone out of the U.S. Government?
\Ar. Ms;Cann. No.
iUe U)\A me that he was friendly with the Vice President, and I'm

*>v/« fae just said that also to impress the point that he had friends
/a (ji&t places.

XxxvtUtr D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, if I might
fa-oator Kerry. Go ahead.
fttwator D'Amato [continuing]. Mr. McCann, you indicated that

*t nome point in time, with your conversation with General Nor-
jtfyt., you discussed or mentioned that there was a great deal of
Isrt&sure in the United States as it related to drugs and drug traf-
tMaking; is that correct?

Mr, McCann. That's correct.
Senator D'Amato. When did that come up, at which of those

meetings? Was that the first or second meeting?
Mr. McCann. The third.
Senator D'Amato. The third meeting.
Now, this was in 1983; is that correct?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. Were you really aware of a great deal of pres

sure as it related to drugs in 1983, because I have to suggest to you
that I was not. I think there was some, but, really, that kind of
public pressure began building in late 1985-86.

Mr. McCann. Senator, I may have been more aware of it having
been in the drug business.

Senator D'Amato. OK.
Supposing I told you that Mr. Leibson has no recollection of any

mention of Noriega, and indicated that this was never mentioned
to the judge or to the Drug Enforcement Agency.

Now, you had some kind of sentencing, didn't you?
Mr. McCann. That would not be surprising, Senator.
It was mentioned. My attorney, who was a public defender at the

time, recalls it, and it is also recorded in the debriefings, and no
one can find the recordings or the transcripts.

Senator D'Amato. Well, let me ask you was Mr. Leibson at this
debriefing a year or year and a half ago, or wasn't he?
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Mr. McCann. He was not.
Senator D'Amato. OK.
Mr. McCann. He was at the very first initial debriefing, and was

primarily interested only in the next case that was coming up.
Senator D'Amato. What was that case? Was that the case involv

ing the Colombian defendant?
Mr. McCann. He was Puerto Rican.
Senator D'Amato. A Puerto Rican defendant.
Now, you are contending that General Noriega met with you on

two occasions, with no interpreter, with no one from his staff, just
the two of you in the third meeting and the fourth meeting, and
spoke to you for about 45 minutes to an hour, and the subjects that
were covered were his relationship with the CIA, that he had a re
lationship with the Vice President, that he had a grand plan as it
related to drug trafficking in the region, in Central America? Is
that essentially correct on those three items?

Mr. McCann. Yes, it is.
Senator D'Amato. And your introduction to him was made possi

ble through who?
Mr. McCann. A gentleman who was the Consul General of

Panama at the time, in New York.
Senator D'Amato. Did you give the Panamanian Consul General,

did you pay him any money?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator D'Amato. By the way, how much was in the briefcase

that you were going to leave for the general?
Mr. McCann. It was $250,000.
Senator D'Amato. Did you pay anybody any of that money?
Mr. McCann. That particular
Senator D'Amato. Any Panamanians?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator D'Amato. So, you never paid him any money?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator D'Amato. And he just opened up to you, like this [indi

cating]?
Did you find that a little unusual?
Mr. McCann. As I said, yes, I did. The only thing I can relate it

to is that he thought I could do more than I could actually do.
Senator D'Amato. Did you ever hear of Jose Blandon?
Mr. McCann. No.
Senator D'Amato. Have you heard of him as a result of any of

the hearings that this committee has held with respect to Jose
Blandon being the Consul General from New York up until rather
recently?

Mr. McCann. No.
Senator D'Amato. You haven't heard of him.
Supposing I told you that Mr. Blandon was one of General Norie

ga's chief intelligence operators and officers and that he just indi
cated to members of the staff that General Noriega never conduct
ed meetings in English alone, and that he always has use of an in
terpreter? What would you say?

Would you say Mr. Blandon was wrong in that statement over
the years that he has worked with General Noriega?
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Mr. McCann. All I can tell you, Senator, is I don't know Mr.
Blandon. I don't think he knows me.

Senator D'Amato. But I think he knows General Noriega.
Senator Kerry. Was he referring to criminal endeavor meetings

or to government meetings?
Senator D'Amato. Well, I think he's talking about all of those

meetings, Jose having been involved, Mr. Chairman, in meetings
which went well beyond what we would think of traditional gov
ernment operations, including meetings with Fidel Castro, includ
ing meetings covering drug trafficking.

Now, am I suggesting that Noriega would not conduct meetings
of the kind that you have described? No. I think he certainly prob
ably has. But I find it difficult, if not impossible, to believe that he
would conduct this kind of meeting with a person who came in on
such a slim agenda of recommendation from a consul general, as it
related to business, then go in on two other subsequent occasions,
to go into the kind of detail that you have suggested, particularly
without the ability of having someone there that he could rely on if
necessary for a whole host of reasons, not the least of which is the
interpretation problem or the language barrier.

The missing records— I think we ought to, Mr. Chairman, see if
we can't get those records. I think- it is important.

Senator Kerry. Well, we are, and we have been in touch.
Let me just say that I don't disagree with you at all. I think this

is a very important question and I think it is an appropriate one to
be asking.

But I think we ought to let the witness answer it. I don't know
what he gains by being here possibly and not tell the truth. I
mean, it is beyond me.

But we have checked out, obviously, before he has come here,
whether or not there was a debrief, when it took place.

You told this story a year before this committee ever became
public. Isn't that accurate?

Mr. McCann. That's correct, Senator, but not in this detail, be
cause when I mentioned General Noriega, that I had met with him,
when I mentioned General Vargas, or when I mentioned the Bolivi
an generals, they said they weren't interested in that.

Senator Kerry. But is it or is it not accurate that General Nor
iega would have been impressed by the act that you knew General
Vargas and the Bolivian generals?

Mr. McCann. That's why he was impressed.
In fact, on one occasion I said to General Noriega that General

Vargas said hello, and he said to me, you know, he's crazy, and I
said he said the same thing about you, and he thought that was,
you know, quite humorous. I think they're both correct.

Senator Kerry. One more thing.
It is also fair— I think I asked you this when I debriefed you per

sonally about the language issue —that you, as you have told it to
us today, you obviously have filled it out speaking English. Is that
accurate?

I mean, he didn't sit there and use words like "subtle" or any of
those words?

Mr. McCann. No, he didn't use "exacerbate" or anything like
that.
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Senator Kerry. This is your explanation of the gist of what came
to you through a pidgin English conversation; is that accurate?

Mr. McCann. Correct —which is what I told you the first time.
Senator Kerry. Well, when you say "pidgin" English, would you

describe that? What do you mean by "pidgin" English?
Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, if I may, Jose Blandon says

that it is impossible that Noriega could have conducted the kind of
meeting that has been described here speaking English.

That s what Jose Blandon says.
Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. Kozak, who is our own negotiator with

Noriega, who has personally for the State Department been negoti
ating with him to get him out of office, says that he has knowledge
of rudimentary English, that he understands English, and that he
can have a halting conversation.

Now, that's a pidgin English conversation. I don't know, we can
go back and forth and argue

Senator McConnell. It sounds like a fairly complicated discus
sion to me, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Kerry. Well, let me suggest we let the witness testify —
he's the one under oath—as to what took place or didn't. He told
this to Government officials more than a year ago.

Do you get anything out of being here?
Mr. McCann. I don t understand.
Senator Kerry. Why would you want to come and tell us this?
Mr. McCann. In my part of the plea bargain, I had agreed to tes

tify whenever I was called on, and when this committee called on
me, that's

Senator Kerry. That's what you told the court, that you would
come forward and tell the truth?

Mr. McCann. That was part of the bargain in order for them to
drop the charges against my wife.

Senator Adams. That's what I wanted to ask you, Mr. McCann.
Did you have any prior arrests or convictions?
Mr. McCann. Never.
Senator Adams. No convictions.
Mr. McCann. No arrests.
Senator Adams. No arrests, and you pled guilty?
Mr. McCann. That's guilty, because they
Senator Adams. As part of a plea bargaining process.
What led you to believe that you'd get this kind of sentence? I

mean, this, as I understand it, is a mandatory life sentence with no
parole?

Mr. McCann. Senator, an 848 count carries a mandatory 10
years to a maximum of life. It's all without parole.

When I pled guilty, I was led to believe by everyone that I was
pleading guilty to a 25-year sentence; that it was 10 years on the
848 and 15 years on all the other counts, and that, with good time
and everything else, that would effectively mean serving 6 years in
jail.

Senator Adams. That was going to be my next question, that you
had pled guilty in this plea bargaining system, and it's hard for me
to understand what you got out of this. But you're saying—now I
understand the plea bargaining system, that you're not talking to
the judge. Obviously, the judge decides what the judge decides. But
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you're talking with the U.S. attorney or the assistant U.S. attorney
there.

Mr. McCann. Senator, my understanding of this 25-year sen
tence came after a meeting in the judge's chambers with my attor
ney, my wife's attorney, and the assistant U.S. attorney and the
judge.

Senator Adams. Why do you think you received the sentence you
did?

Mr. McCann. I really don't know, Senator.
I can tell you this. I'm the only person in the United States with

out any previous criminal record who pled guilty and cooperated
who received a maximum sentence.

Senator Adams. Well, that's what my problem is.
I've been through a lot of sentencing procedures in my life, and I

have never heard of a plea bargaining like this, unless there were
something else involved, because you have received, with no prior
arrests and no convictions, a mandatory life sentence, you said, and
110 years.

Mr. McCann. That's correct, Senator, and the next highest sen
tence in the entire case of all the defendants was 3 years, except
for the one —that's in plea bargains. That one fellow, that Puerto
Rican fellow, had a hung jury and then was retried, and he re
ceived 15 years.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, let me simply say —and I think
the chairman and I have had some conversations with respect to
motivations, et cetera—are you presently, do you have an appeal
on the sentence?

Mr. McCann. Yes. I appealed to the sixth circuit that the sen
tence was cruel and unusual, and they turned that down.

Senator D'Amato. So, you have no appeal pending?
Mr. McCann. I believe that it's, I'm still using the public defend

er, and I believe he's trying to appeal it to the Supreme Court.
Senator D'Amato. I'm not going to and I have no reason at this

time to question motivations, et cetera. I think that there is a very
real question, though, as to just how far what the general, in my
mind, at least, what the general would have and did say to you in
what would be a highly unusual meeting, given, at least from
someone that this committee has debriefed and has testified before
the committee, Mr. Blandon.

That is what strikes me personally, as at least being highly,
highly unusual, at least to this Senator, raising some question.

Now, I'm not going to suggest to you that the general couldn't
possibly make known rather basic matters in halting English or
pidgin English, as Senator Kerry has suggested. I think that that is
a likelihood.

Senator Kerry. Let me say clearly that it wasn't my suggestion.
Senator D'Amato. Excuse me. Let me say
Senator Kerry. The witness characterized it as that in answer to

Senator McConnell's initial question.
Senator D'Amato. Sure.
Let me be more specific in terms of our conversation, the Sena

tors.
I think it is fair and it is reasonable that he does have a limited

command of the language. But, again, I just find it rather difficult.
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Now, having said that, let me say that it does not, in looking at
your testimony—and I just give you impressions, Mr. Chairman —

from the standpoint of view of the general's conduct in other activi
ties that witnesses have testified to, he is a braggart. He is a brag
gart. He is somebody who likes to create—and by the way, is rather
good at it, too, when it comes to his own purposes —the impression
that he has the ear and the ability to get great support from people
around the world, and some he has had.

So, you see, you are not totally inconsistent. But, by the same
token, I find it rather difficult. Yet we know him and he is a mega
lomaniac. So, maybe it is a stranger that he takes and opens up to
in this manner.

Having said that all, again, I think it would be important to look
at why it is that the debriefing that you provided and what you did
provide at that debriefing isn't available. Certainly I think we
would want to look at that.

Mr. Chairman, I, again, believe that you are approaching this in
a manner that does the committee fairness and credit by seeing to
it that all of us have the opportunity to raise these questions and
our concerns.

This is a concern that I have. I share it with you.
Mr. McCann, I think you can understand that.
Mr. McCann. Yes, I can, Senator.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, I just hate to go back to this

one more time.
But the person we have been quoting up here is Michael Kozak,

who was the principal negotiator for the United States with Nor
iega, currently a Deputy Assistant Secretary of State.

Staff just talked to him.
Kozak said that all— I repeat, all—of his meetings with Noriega

were conducted with an interpreter because Noriega was not com
petent enough in English to conduct any substantive discussions.

Mr. McCann. Senator, I doubt they were discussing drugs.
Senator McConnell. I'm certain they weren't.
But we've got people here who have dealt with Noriega more

often than you, with all due respect, Mr. McCann, and they seem
to feel that he just couldn't have carried on the kind of conversa
tion with you in English that you suggest he did.

Mr. McCann. Senator, all I can tell you is that the meetings took
place and you have, you know, the conversations.

Senator Kerry. Let me also, if I can, Senator, just correct that a
little bit.

It is standard procedure for any U.S. official ever meeting with
him to have an interpreter, and it would be incomprehensible,
much more so than a drug dealer meeting with him, that one of
our officials would not have an interpreter in an official capacity.
That would be incomprehensible.

But, you know, I keep coming back to, and we have done as thor
ough job as we can. We have talked to the lawyer who was present
at the debrief with him. Precisely what he said here he said at the
debrief before this committee was even a public entity. Before we
were a public entity, what he said here today he said to law en
forcement officials.
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Moreover, our Government has chosen to believe Mr. McCann
and use him as a witness to convict another human being in one of
the courts of our country.

He is currently a Federal Government witness, who has had his
veracity checked out by our own Government.

Now, what on earth he gains by voluntarily coming forward
here, when he is already incarcerated, and telling us a lie that is

easily provable somehow as a lie, for whatever reasons, is beyond
this Senator's ability to comprehend.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, I don't know that it is easily
provable. These were one-on-one meetings with Noriega, so I don t
know that it's easily provable.

Senator Kerry. Well, there are people who went to the meetings.
There are circumstances that arose around them, which I think are
verifiable.

Senator McConnell. I thought the witness testified that there
were only the two of them at three of the four meetings.

Senator Kerry. That's correct. But the gentleman who went to

the meeting is somebody who could conceivably ultimately say
"Yes, I took him to the meeting."

There is also the photographs which were seized, which the Gov
ernment has. And tomorrow we will hear testimony from a U.S. at
torney who only just learned about this guy, who was debriefed 2

years ago, who had this knowledge —learned about him, what this
year? From us. From us.

So, there are very serious questions about the transfer of infor
mation, about who talks to who, about what happens to these de
briefs, about how earnestly people are followed up on.

Here's a man who, a year and a half ago, sat in front of the Drug
Enforcement people of this country and said I know General Nor
iega and I can tell you things, and what happened?

What happened, Mr. McCann?
Mr. McCann. Well, they said they're not interested.
Senator Kerry. They're not interested. And the U.S. attorney

doesn't even have the debrief.
Now, I don't know. Can you tell me what you gain by coming

here and telling this story?
Does this improve your life?
Mr. McCann. No. It probably puts it in a great deal of danger,

Senator.
I didn't volunteer to come here.
Senator McConnell. To the contrary, it gives you hope, doesn't

it, Mr. McCann?
Mr. McCann. I beg your pardon, Senator?
Senator McConnell. Doesn't it give you to some extent hope,

that if you are cooperative, then
Mr. McCann. Senator, the last two times that I cooperated with

the Government, at first I thought I was pleading to 25 years and
found out that I got life without parole and 110 years. The last
time that the Government contacted me, they upgraded my securi
ty level in the Federal prison system and sent me to a higher one.

Senator McConnell. So you're here, Mr. McCann, because
you're a good, civic citizen, is that right?

Mr. McCann. No, Senator.
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I'm here because I agreed to testify
Senator McConnell. Doing your duty for your country?
Mr. McCann [continuing]. I agreed to testify, and entered a plea

bargain agreement in which they dropped the charges against my
wife, and I thought that I was pleading to a 25-year sentence.

As Senator D'Amato pointed out, I still have appeals that either
are working or will be working, and I hope to get a fair hearing at
some future date, and that the system does work.

Senator Kerry. It certainly wouldn't help you at all if it were
proven that you had come here and lied through your teeth, would
it?

Mr. McCann. No. I don't think I would ever get out of jail for
the rest of my life.

Senator Kerry. Now, you were a fugitive for how long, 3 years?
Mr. McCann. Technically, Senator, I was never a fugitive. The

grand jury was attempting to serve a subpoena on me. I found out
about that while I was in Mexico and chose not to come back to the
United States, for which —that is not a crime.

Senator Kerry. So, you knew the grand jury was looking for you
and you started to stay in Mexico, or elsewhere, and finally wound
up in Canada?

Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. You moved your family to Canada?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And then, eventually, your brother-in-law was

arrested?
Mr. McCann. Yes, he was.
Senator Kerry. OK. At that point in time, you tried to come

back into this country?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
My family, I moved them back to the Seattle area, and I was ar

rested coming back from Canada to Seattle.
Senator Kerry. And you were arrested at the border?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And you've been incarcerated since that time?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Now, Mr. McCann, is there any part of your

story you wish to add to or change at this point in time?
Mr. McCann. Not that I can think of, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Let me ask you a couple of other questions.
I want to ask you an important one before I go into a couple of

general ones.
You're under oath here. You know that the pains and penalties

of perjury apply. There is no question in your mind about what
that means, is there?

Mr. McCann. None.
Senator Kerry. You have taken a pledge to tell the truth and to

cooperate with Government; is that accurate?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And have you told the whole truth and nothing

but the truth here today?
Mr. McCann. Yes, I have.
Senator Kerry. And you absolutely swear by the act that these

meetings with General Noriega, these conversations, took place?
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Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. There is no variation on them whatsoever?
Mr. McCann. None.
Senator Kerry. I mean, this is your chance. This is your

moment. If you want to pull back, this is it.
Is there any alteration whatsoever?
Mr. McCann. Senator, they are exactly as I related them to the

investigators for the committee, and they are exactly as I was de
posed.

Senator Kerry. And that is exactly as you had related them to
Government officials when you talked, not in quite as much detail,
but you did relate that, the substance?

Mr. McCann. It wasn't in any detail at that time. They were not
interested in that.

Senator Kerry. But you tried at that time?
Mr. McCann. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. You did lay out the detail of your narcotics

smuggling?
Mr. McCann. Every step of it, and, by the way, in much more

detail than we went into today.
Senator Kerry. Much more detail.
I understand, our time is somewhat more limited.
Senator McConnell. We have a vote on, Mr. Chairman.
Is it safe to say, Mr. McCann, that you are also quite sorry for all

the lives that may have been ruined by the drugs that you brought
into this country?

Mr. McCann. Yes, Senator, that's very true.
Senator McConnell. You're full of remorse these days, aren't

you, Mr. McCann?
Mr. McCann. Senator, as a matter of fact, I am. I'm sorry that I

ever had anything to do with it, and we have an epidemic in this
country called "crack" that is far worse than anything I ever imag
ined when I was in the drug business.

Senator Kerry. In terms of the loss, what has happened to you,
your family as a result of this?

Mr. McCann. My family are living with their in-laws. My wife
and I are divorced, and I haven't seen my children for some time.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever think about the consequences of
this when you started?

Mr. McCann. No.
Senator Kerry. Do you think about them now?
Mr. McCann. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What's your impression of our ability to stop this

flow of narcotics? What do we have to do from your perspective?
Mr. McCann. Do you mean to win the war on drugs?
Senator Kerry. Is it winnable?
Mr. McCann. Not if you don't want to, Senator.
Senator Kerry. What's your impression?
Mr. McCann. My impression is that there are certain areas of

the government that could care less about the flow of drugs as long
as the right people are selling them, meaning the anti-Communists.
They don't want Castro flooding them into the United States and
getting hard dollars to use against us. They don't want the Sandi
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nistas doing it, but they really could are less if anybody else does
it.

Then, on the other side, there is the Justice Department and the
law enforcement people and the policemen in the street who are,
you know, putting their lives on the line every day to stop it

,

but,
really, they are playing against a stacked deck.

Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. McCann, I want to thank you for doing
this.

Just on the subject — I wish Senator McConnell were still here,
but at least it will be part of the record—with respect to his ques
tion about the conversation and the English that was exchanged,
was it, can you describe it in more detail? Was it a difficult proc
ess?

Mr. McCann. Well, not a very difficult process because I had
been down there for 2 years dealing with people. I spoke a little bit
of Spanish, and, as I said, his English was better than my Spanish.
But drugs is a basic business. You know, when he's

Senator Kerry. You didn't have difficulty in understanding him?
Mr. McCann. No, none whatsoever.
Senator Kerry. There is no question in your mind of that?
Mr. McCann. No. None.
Senator Kerry. All right.
Thank you very much, Mr. McCann. I appreciate it.
We recess until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at 9:09 a.m., July 12, 1988.]
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DRUGS, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FOREIGN
POLICY: HAITI AND PANAMA

TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1988

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and

International Operations
of the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, DC.
The committee met at 9:09 a.m., in room SH-216, Hart Senate

Office Building, the Honorable John F. Kerry (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, Moynihan, and McConnell.
Also present: Jack A. Blum, special counsel.
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come to order. Our first witness

today is Mr. Jack Lawn, who is the Director of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration.

Mr. Lawn, I want to welcome you here. I am very appreciative of
your taking the time to come up. I know that perhaps among all of
our officials today you have as much responsibility and are as be
leaguered as any.

You certainly have as difficult a set of responsibilities as anyone
in the Government today. While we might have some tough ques
tions on the committee about policies and will ask them, I think
there is a considerable amount of sympathy for some of the con
straints within which you and others have been working.

I think as we learn more and more about this it is obvious that
there may even be too many agencies struggling with a certain
piece of the pie that needs perhaps more centralized focus and di
rection, and obviously we are learning, as we go along. So, there is
an element of newness to the scope of the problem that we face.

We really want to hear from you very directly, and very openly
about each and every aspect of what we have called the drug war
and what we face in terms of the international narcotics crisis, the
nature of the security threat, and so forth.

The purpose is not to find scapegoats nor is the purpose to hang
any administration official out to dry.

On the other hand, I think you recognize the process here be
tween the Congress and the Executive, and I think it is healthy for
us to have this kind of examination, and hopefully it is going to
produce a stronger policy, which we all know we need.

If I may, I would like to ask if you would stand so that we can
swear you in as we have been doing with all witnesses here.

(109)
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Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Lawn. I do.
Senator Kerry. Thank you. If you would identify yourself for the

record please.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. LAWN, ADMINISTRATOR, DRUG EN
FORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID WES-
TRATE, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR IN CHARGE OF OPER
ATIONS

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I am John C. Lawn, Administrator of the
Drug Enforcement Administration. And sitting at my immediate
left is Mr. David Westrate, the Assistant Administrator, the man
responsible for operations in the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion.

Senator Kerry. How long have you been serving as Director?
Mr. Lawn. I've been serving as Administrator of the Drug En

forcement Administration for over 3 years. And prior to my assign
ment as the Administrator, I was the Deputy Administrator from a
period of 1982 through 1985.

Senator Kerry. And prior to that?
Mr. Lawn. Prior to that, I was in the Federal Bureau of Investi

gation. My last assignment in the Federal Bureau of Investigation
was as special agent in charge of the San Antonio division of the
FBI.

Senator Kerry. How many years have you been a professional
law enforcement officer?

Mr. Lawn. I've been in professional law enforcement for over 21

years, in Government service for more than 25 years.
Senator Kerry. What were the 4 years that you were not in law

enforcement?
Mr. Lawn. The U.S. Marine Corps.
Senator Kerry. Let me just say also before I ask you to make

your opening statement that we are going to be operating here
within the certain constraint, which are the votes that are going to
take place.

There is a 9:15 vote. So, what I would like to do is ask you to
begin your opening statement, we will try to get as much of that in
as we can prior to the vote taking place at 9:15. So, if you want to
begin with that.

Mr. Lawn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Let me just ask my colleague, Senator Adams, do

you have any opening comments, Senator Adams?
Senator Adams. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lawn. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Subcommittee

on Terrorism, Narcotics and International Operations, I am pleased
to appear before you today to discuss drug law enforcement in sev
eral countries that are important to the international drug control
picture.

In reference to the Bahamas, as you know the Bahamas are a
significant transit point for cocaine and marijuana entering the
United States. We participate with our Bahamian counterparts in
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Operation BAT to disrupt the flow of narcotics and dangerous
drugs through this area.

Our purpose is to deny use of the islands as aircraft refueling
stops, storage locations, and staging areas for subsequent air or
maritime shipments of drugs to the United States.

Seizures from this operation are impressive. Already this year we
have surpassed last year's records. Last month alone Operation
BAT personnel seized a record amount of cocaine, over 2.2 metric
tons.

New interdiction programs, projects, equipment, and manpower
have been officially encouraged and welcomed by the Government
of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas.

Colombia. Colombia is a major source country for both cocaine
hydrochloride and marijuana. Both the Colombian police and mili
tary authorities have been active in the interdiction of cocaine and
marijuana, as well as cocaine essential chemical shipments.

The large-scale illicit drug industry has forced the Colombian
Government to face threats to its security and internal stability in
the form of violence, intimidation, and corruption.

In the first 5 months of this year, the Colombians have seized a
total of 10.2 metric tons of cocaine base and cocaine hydrochloride.
In the month of May alone, 3.4 metric tons were seized.

Also, during the first 5 months of 1988, the Colombian Govern
ment destroyed over 500 cocaine processing sites of various levels
of sophistication.

In reference to Panama, Panama is both a transit point for ille
gal drugs from South America to the United States and a transit
point for precursor chemicals, particularly ether from the United
States and Europe to South America.

Although Panama is still considered a safe haven for drug money
laundering, recent political and economic turmoil seems to have
caused a reduction in the use of Panama as a drug money-launder
ing center.

DEA has had a long and generally positive working relationship
with the Government of Panama. Our joint efforts concern crop
eradication, narcotics investigations, money laundering, and drug
interdiction.

Since 1980, the Government of Panama has granted every re
quest by United States authorities to board Panamanian registered
vessels on the high seas.

Just 2 weeks ago, Panamanian officials granted permission to the
United States authorities to board a Panamanian-flag vessel off the
coast of the State of Washington. Over 50 tons of marijuana were
seized.

Additionally, at DEA's request on various occasions over the past
few years, Panamanian authorities have seized and destroyed large
shipments of precursor chemicals.

Panamanian authorities have also been very cooperative in ex
pelling directly to the United States those United States fugitives
caught in Panama. Since 1985, the United States has requested 31

such expulsions, each of which has been subsequently granted by
the Government of Panama.
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In fact, in February 1988, following the indictment of Gen.
Manuel Noriega, at the request of DEA, Panama arrested and ex
pelled a fugitive to Miami in a major cocaine investigation.

DEA has been assured by the Panamanian attorney general that
the Government of Panama intends to continue cooperating with
DEA as they have in the past.

On the matter of corruption, I would continue to list positive re
sults of our efforts in these countries as well as in all countries
where DEA has a presence.

I would like to point out, however, that these successes and the
continuing expansion of programs have occurred despite the cor
ruptive and intimidating influence of drug trafficking on govern
ment officials and government institutions.

DEA does not operate unilaterally overseas. We operate within
the guidelines, within the laws and policies of the host government.
We are always aware of this environment, and make the necessary
adjustments to be as successful as we can.

Sometimes because of conditions beyond our control, DEA man
agers overseas must deal with the issue of corruption. We are
sometimes in a position of being aware of allegations against the
very individuals with whom we work.

Often, the allegations cannot be proved or disproved. Often the
allegations are malicious. However, in those instances where it is
possible and appropriate, we have set in motion actions that caused
these officials to be removed.

I would like to point out that there are sincerely committed and
honest individuals at every level in every country where we serve.
Many have given their lives in their efforts against drug traffick
ing.

I hope that any focus on corruption will also acknowledge the
great majority with whom we serve as dedicated government repre
sentatives. While we are often frustrated, nonetheless successes in
the antidrug effort are possible and are occurring every day.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Those conclude my intro
ductory remarks.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lawn appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Lawn. Let me just

state that I know that was a summary of your full statement and
your full statement will appear in the record as if read in full, and
we appreciate your willingness to summarize.

Needless to say, I think you have touched on a number of key
areas that we do want to inquire about in the course of the morn
ing. And I am going to begin a little bit of the questioning now and
then we are obviously going to have to break and come back.

Let me just give you a broad sense of some of the question areas
that I think we want to touch on and elicit your views on.

In your summary comments, just listening to you and following
you, you make mention of successes. And I think it is important for
us to try to understand how we are going to define successes and
what the measure of success really is.

You talk, and I am glad you raise the issue about the problem of
corruption in some of these countries, and I think that we want to
explore the issue of corruption and what kind of limits that places
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on whatever definition of success there is of how we measure the
goals by which we are trying to conduct this effort.

You talk about some of the guidelines, the current cooperation in
Panama and so forth, and I think it is important for us to try to
explore that.

Let me begin, if I can, with perhaps one of the more obvious
questions, but in some ways I think one of the central kinds of
questions that we can ask.

We have had testimony in this committee from former Ambassa
dor McNeil, who was a policymaker within the State Department,
as you know, I think you know him.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And he said that the State Department and the

NSC were aware of drug problems in Panama as far back as 1985. I
mean, that is his demarcation point at any point.

Admiral Poindexter went to Panama to tell General Noriega at
that time, and this is a matter of record, that he had to clean up
his act. This is 1985.

Was any of the information that led them, the State Department
and the NSC, to take those steps, was any of that information
shared with you at that point in time?

Mr. Lawn. "Was precise information shared with me" would be
difficult for me to say, to say "Yes" without seeing what informa
tion.

Did we have information on corruption in Panama? Yes. Did we
have information that we received about corruption involving Gen
eral Noriega, Colonel Noriega before? Yes, we did.

Over the years since 1970 there were allegations made about cor
ruption involving General Noriega that averaged about three alle
gations a year during that 15-year period from 1970 to 1985.

In terms of volume of information, individuals would come up
and say, for example, we have heard that there is corruption in
volving a given person, involving General Noriega, averaging three
a year.

To put that in perspective, we receive over 400,000 pieces of in
formation each year at DEA. That is the level of information re
ceived.

Senator Kerry. Well, I understand that there was transfer of in
formation.

What I am trying to get at is something a little more important
in a way, a little more real. And that is the question of specific
transfer.

Did NSC or Admiral Poindexter contact you and say, "Here is
the information on which I am basing my judgment, I am going to
Panama to talk to Noriega." Did he do that?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. And did the State Department convey to you the

information upon which they based their judgment that this was
necessary?

Mr. Lawn. Again, I'm not trying to beg the question. There was
an exchange of information. Was there precise information given
to us? No, there was not.

The first information, the first piece of tangible information
about which we were able to obtain corroborating data did not
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begin until sifter an undercover case, as often happens, a cocaine
investigation which began in Texas.

As a result of that investigation, nine individuals were arrested,
one became a fugitive. That particular fugitive had been a pilot for
General Noriega. When we finally solicited the cooperation of that
individual in July 1987, we had our first piece of corroborative in
formation.

Senator Kerry. Let me follow up on that when I get back. We
are on the back end of the vote. We are going to just recess now
briefly so that Senator Adams and I can vote. We will come back
as soon as we can.

[Recess.]
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come back to order. Mr. Lawn,

thank you. I apologize. The veterans do not apologize, though, be
cause we just passed a bill creating a Cabinet position for veterans,
which I know you will applaud.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And I applaud it, and we are delighted to have

it.
Let me come back now, if I may, to your comments about the

pilot and the initial knowledge of corruption which you had. Was
that Floyd Carlton, the pilot you were referring to?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. Floyd Carlton Caceres.
Senator Kerry. And Floyd Carlton Caceres is the same Floyd

Carlton who testified before this committee regarding his knowl
edge of Noriega's involvement in narcotics and other criminal ac
tivities.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you hear that testimony?
Mr. Lawn. No sir, I did not.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever read it?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, I did.
Senator Kerry. Do you agree with the substance of the testimo

ny he gave to this committee?
Mr. Lawn. There were portions of the testimony that were not

consistent with the information that has been provided to us and
that was in fact the basis for our indictment. But in general I
would say, "Yes, sir."

Senator Kerry. This was in January then of 1985. Is that cor
rect?

Mr. Lawn. The investigation
Senator Kerry. That Floyd Carlton came to you.
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. The Texas case was a 1985 case. Carlton

became a fugitive, and due to some effort by DEA and Costa Rican
authorities, Floyd Carlton Caceres was arrested in Costa Rica in
December 1986.

He was then extradited to the United States and in early 1987,
through his attorneys, made a proffer to cooperate with the United
States.

I'm sorry, I stand corrected, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Westrate men
tioned that in January 1985 Floyd Carlton did come to our Panama
office, did talk to our agents in Panama about trafficking activities,
at that time did not mention any trafficking activities involving
General Noriega.
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Senator Kerry. But you had an FBI informant inside the organi
zation in January 1985; did you not?

Mr. Lawn. I'm not aware of that, sir.
Senator Kerry. You were not aware of that? Were you aware of

that?
Mr. Westrate. Sir, if you are having reference to the Tampa

aspect of this? Yes, there are other witnesses involved in the
Tampa indictment.

Senator Kerry. So, there was other information regarding the
narcotics trafficking and money laundering through Panama, as of
1985. Is that not accurate?

Mr. Lawn. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you know about the Poindexter trip in 1985?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir, I did not.
Senator Kerry. Were you told about the message that he sent to

General Noriega?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you receive regular reports on Panama from

the CIA?
Mr. Lawn. We exchanged information from the CIA. Did I re

ceive specific reports from the CIA? No, sir.I did not.
Senator Kerry. And were you aware of the State Department

policy review that took place regarding General Noriega?
Mr. Lawn. There are several reviews, sir. There was one in 1977,

and that was
Senator Kerry. No, I am referring to the 1985 review.
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You were not aware of the 1985 review?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, is it fair to say that, and again what I am

trying to establish here is the degree to which there has been ade
quate or any significant communication between the Government
entities responsible for waging the war on drugs.

And it is my belief that if we can understand where there have
been gaps or problems, we are going to all be better served in
terms of trying to set up a structure that will enable us to wage
this war more effectively.

It is my understanding, Mr. Lawn, that there was precious little
information shared with you by the CIA. Is that accurate?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. It is accurate. And if I could even expand
upon that, sir, General Gorman, I believe, testified before this com
mittee.

General Gorman spent 40 years in the military, was the officer
in charge of our Southern Command. General Gorman indicated
that he saw no report during his tenure that linked General Nor
iega with drug trafficking. Ambassador Briggs, during his tenure,
which ended as Ambassador to Panama in 1985, said the same
thing.

I met with Ambassador Davis, the current Ambassador to
Panama, early this month, and Ambassador Davis said the first
briefing that he had, the first indication that he had of corruption
involving General Noriega was the DEA indictment which was re
turned from the southern district of Florida.
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So, there was indeed a paucity of information, but the paucity of
information involved more than just the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration.

Senator Kerry. Do you feel to a certain degree that you were left
in the dark a little bit as to what one part of the Government was
doing while the other was supposedly doing something else?

Mr. Lawn. If indeed there was information that could have as
sisted us in getting information before a grand jury, yes, sir, I sure
felt that was I left out of the loop.

Senator Kerry. Is it fair to say what we know now, given the
grand jury indictment, as well as other information that has sur
faced, that there was no small amount of information available.
Was there?

Mr. Lawn. I would have to say, sir, that even to this date there
has not been a substantial amount of information given to DEA
outside of our own ongoing investigation.

So, we have not received any substantial information outside of
our current investigation and the current grand jury in the south
ern district of Florida.

Senator Kerry. Does that mean— I must say I am a little aston
ished to hear that. Does that mean that since all of this hoopla
about General Noriega has surfaced, and since the indictment, and
since an increasing awareness has come to be understood by Con
gress, by you, by other people that there was a great deal of knowl
edge, that there still has not been a major sharing of information
from the CIA?

Mr. Lawn. That's an accurate assessment, yes, sir. They are
still— if the information is indeed available, I have not seen it, Mr.
Westrate has not seen it, and I would say that that would be an
interesting question for Gregorie because he is responsible, he is
the responsible prosecutor for this investigation.

Senator Kerry. Well, we are going to hear from Mr. Gregorie
after you, and I think it is going to be very interesting, because we
are going to hear about some of the difficulties that he has had
with respect to that.

And I think that we are going to begin to understand some of the
difficulties that people have had in trying to carry out the mission
here, and we are going to see some confusion in missions.

We are going to hear from an individual now serving not as
lengthy a sentence as some of the other who have been here, but
an individual who has considerable documentation linking him to
military intelligence So, there are a lot of subplots here that get
very complicated.

Coming back to what you have just said for a minute, can you
really function properly, can you perform your mission in the drug
war if you are not served with the best intelligence on who is doing
what?

Mr. Lawn. In law enforcement, any type of law enforcement, in
telligence is critical.

It is most critical in this war, and it's imperative that if there is
information available that can assist us, that can identify corrupt
individuals, it is imperative that we receive that information, be
cause in our work in foreign countries, our agents are most vulner
able. They are there by themselves.
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One of the main tragedies in the death of special agent Camar-
ena was not the fact that we lost an agent because unfortunately
we lose agents with some regularity. The tragedy was that the very
police officers with whom he was working are alleged to be the in
dividuals who kidnaped him. And that's the tragedy.

So, if there is information out there that is not shared, yes, that
is a major problem in this war.

Senator Kerry. Let me just add to that, Mr. Lawn, I want you to
understand, I spent a few years in law enforcement and enjoyed
them enormously. They were some of the best years I have had in
public service, running one of the largest district attorney's offices
in Massachusetts.

And I must say to you that I was frustrated back then in starting
a drug task force, because we did not have the buy money, we did
not have the undercover agents, we did not have the equipment to
do, to even record a deal going down, and so forth.

And those frustrations I now see replicated here on the national
level.

And I see you and a lot of other people like you caught in this
vice. You are caught between where you are trying to defend a
process as a good team player, but at the same time I think there
are a lot of frustrations that have built up within you. Is that a fair
assessment?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. To expand upon that assessment, with en
hancements in 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984, the Drug Enforcement
Administration responsible for the drug war reached the staffing
level in December 1984 that it enjoyed in 1974, 10 years earlier.

It took us 4 years of increased resources to reach a staffing level
that we enjoyed in 1974. It took us that long to get over the inertia
of the 1970's on this drug war.

Senator Kerry. Well, do we have a war on drugs?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. We sure do.
Senator Kerry. We have a war?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. How do you define that?
Mr. Lawn. We have a commitment from the highest levels of our

Government, we have increased resources, we have an internation
al strategy, we have a national strategy, we have now a coordina
tion of intelligence.

I have been designated by the Attorney General, by the Chair
man of the National Drug Policy Board as the Chairman of the In
telligence Committee, that

Senator Kerry. Well, let me just ask you now. If you are the
Chairman of the Intelligence Committee, and we have a war, and
we have you responsible for that sharing of information, why have
you not gotten the CIA information?

Mr. Lawn. Perhaps, sir, because there is no information avail
able. I don't know why the information, and I will ask it

Senator Kerry. Well, we know that General Noriega was on the
CIA payroll as an operative, we know that he worked with the CIA.
Do we not? That is a known fact.

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. I do not
Senator Kerry. You do not know that?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
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Senator Kerry. You are going to sit here and tell me that as a
DEA chief you do not know to this day in 1988 whether or not he
worked and helped and worked with the CIA?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I will say that I do not know that to be a
fact.

Senator Kerry. Have you asked for a briefing from the CIA?
Mr. Lawn. Specifically on the General? No, sir, I have not.
Senator Kerry. Why not?
Mr. Lawn. Because there was no information expanded given to

us during the whole course of our investigation, and
Senator Kerry. So, nobody has ever shared any information with

you about it?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. How can you have a war? I mean, you are an ex-

Marine. You know, we know how to fight wars.
Mr. Lawn. Sir, we call them former Marines. There are no

such
Senator Kerry. You are right. I understand, there never are. I

realize that. You are a Marine. I mean, you understand, I am just
trying to get at, what is the problem here? Why is it so complicat
ed?

I mean, is there something that people are worried about? Is
there something that should not come out?

Mr. Lawn. Well, there is a problem, a generic problem, with in
formation that comes from an intelligence agency, and that is the
problem of the sources and methods.

An intelligence agency theoretically may have information that
was derived during the course of some national security work. The
intelligence community would be reluctant to share that informa
tion with a law enforcement organization because that information
may be required to be released in a court of law and because of
concern over sources and methods the intelligence community
would not share it.

Senator Kerry. But that is a serious problem; is it not? The Cen
tral Intelligence Agency is required under the law, our law, under
its enabling legislation, charter, to make known to law enforce
ment authorities any illegal activity of which it is aware. Is that
not accurate?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. The language of Executive Order 12-333 says
that the intelligence community will share narcotics information
with the community, with the law enforcement

Senator Kerry. But they have not done it. Have they?
Mr. Lawn. They have not done it certainly on the Noriega case,

but in general because of the issue we are still addressing, and that
is the issue of sources and methods. How we can take the informa
tion and use it and still protect it so that we do not lose the sources
and methods.

Senator Kerry. Well, it is hard to have a war when you are
fighting among yourselves.

Mr. Lawn. Sir, I would not characterize it as a fight at all. I
think that the intelligence community in any of the meetings that
we have had is genuinely interested in sharing the information as
soon as we can come up with a methodology that
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Senator Kerry. Well, let me ask you this. Thomas Castillo, just
indicted, it is not a conviction, and I absolutely make that clear.

But this committee has been sifting through allegations of illegal
conduct in Central America for 2 years now. We have had signifi
cant corroboration, from a large number of people who say that
there was illegal activity going on, with our own CIA people on the
periphery or directly involved.

Now, it is hard for me to sit here and understand why it would
be then that they are going to voluntarily turn that over to law
enforcement, because you guys are going to get in the way of it, are
you not?

Mr. Lawn. According to the current problem, yes, sir. It would
be a problem because if the information is turned over, the poten
tial is there that that information would be released in a criminal
proceeding.

Senator Kerry. Well, let me just ask you directly, Jack, as I can,
I know you are a dedicated, and I know there is no question in my
mind that you want to press this thing as hard as you can. There
really is not.

And again I reiterate, I know it is difficult. You are caught in
budget constraints and people restraints and policy restraints and
all kinds of things.

And you have people out there in the field who have generals
and colonels and presidents who are standing over them saying,
well, this is more important, and so forth.

But from a law enforcement perspective, in the effort to achieve
your mission, is it not true that if that information is not shared
with you, and you have conflicting objectives between the CIA and
other agencies, you have a tension in our ability to be able to pros
ecute the war; do you not?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. There is certainly a tension.
Senator Kerry. And is it not a fact that you have run into that

tension in the course of your tenure as Administrator?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, we have, and as I mentioned, that is one of

the issues we are trying to address with the Intelligence Subcom
mittee.

Senator Kerry. How do we assist in that? Is there anything the
Congress can do to try—getting this information over the last 2
years, I will tell you, has been like pulling teeth. It is as tough as
anything that I have ever engaged in.

So, if it is hard for us to get it, I imagine it is hard for you to get
it.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, we are
Senator Kerry. So, I consider that a battle. To me that is sort of

an internal struggle.
Mr. Lawn. We are looking at recommendations from the Intelli

gence Committee as to how to put a fix on this issue. And that fix
may require a legislative fix. And if so, sir, we would be delighted
to come and ask your help.

Senator Kerry. So, let me understand you as to this aspect, so
we are clear. Intelligence, particularly foreign intelligence, is an es
sential ingredient, perhaps the foremost ingredient in your ability
to put together a case. Is it not?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
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Senator Kerry. And foreign intelligence is the province of the
CIA.

Mr. Lawn. We too are intelligence gatherers, sir. Part of our
mission in each of the countries in which we serve, in the 41 coun
tries in which we serve, is to gather narcotics intelligence.

Senator Kerry. Narcotics intelligence.
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. But often in the gathering of other intelligence,

or in the carrying out of covert activities, let us face it, down in
Central America it is no secret that some of the people involved in
some covert activities just by definition, by the kind of people they
are, were people involved in other kinds of nefarious activities. Cor
rect?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. An international terrorist could be utilizing
illicit drugs to finance his terrorism.

Senator Kerry. And you have seen first hand individuals who fi
nance activities through narcotics. Correct?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. So, that is not new. So, it would not be unusual.

It might even be the norm for another agency involved in a major
way in covert activities to have knowledge of people involved in
narcotics trafficking.

Mr. Lawn. It would be difficult for me to imagine that informa
tion is not within the, is not gathered within the intelligence com
munity relating to narcotics trafficking. Yes, sir.

Senator Kerry. And it is fair to say that we have not had a shar
ing of that information in a way that has enhanced your mission.

Mr. Lawn. We have had a sharing of information. We receive
substantial information. Is there substantially more information
available? I would suggest that there is. Yes, sir.

Senator Kerry. Now, you suggest-
Mr. Lawn. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Westrate had a
Senator Kerry. Yes, Mr. Westrate.
Mr. Westrate. I think we should focus this a little more, and the

issue really pertains to utilization of classified information in
trials, court proceedings.

Senator Kerry. That was my next question.
Mr. Westrate. If there is not a trial or a court proceeding, it is

not nearly as difficult. And we can use information from anyone in
a strategic way or knowing who perhaps is doing what so we can
arrange our own affairs.

The problem that arises is that the only viable point of prosecu
tion for many of these major people, like Carlos Lehder and others,
is in the United States. And so our investigator strategy requires
that we contemplate a prosecution in the United States because
that is really in many cases the only viable opportunity that we
have.

So, we have to be concerned about the potential for what is
called graymail situations when there is classified information, and
of course the Constitution guarantees that a defendant can face
their accusers. And so it really is a fundamental constitutional
issue.

Senator Kerry. Well, does the so-called graymail statute that we
have address that issue? It was meant to address that issue.
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Does that not adequately address the nondisclosure of sources
and methods?

Mr. Westrate. Well, this is a judgment call in many respects.
Yes, it could, through the hearing process and so on, there are
processes set up where a judge can evaluate and so forth.

But the question is, as in this particular indictment, how far do
we want to get, how much risk do we want to have when we have a
solid case that we can present? The Medellin cartel, I think, is a
classic example in that many of these major violators have been in
dicted numerous times.

And so it is not a question of getting another indictment. It is a
question of being able to return them to stand trial and not jeop
ardize those indictments that we already have.

Senator Kerry. Well, let me ask you about that. I am jumping
ahead. In fact let me wait and come back to that if I can.

But I want to ask you about the extradition and foreign coopera
tion effort, because I think that is central to this issue here.

Mr. Lawn, a lot of publicity was given to a series of letters that
you signed and wrote, to the Attorney General of Panama in 1987,
and to General Noriega himself in 1986, 1987, and these are now
major public letters.

And I am not going to try to belabor them or make them into
more than I think efforts have already been made to make them
into. Let us try to deal with the reality of what they mean.

These letters come out in 1987, 1988, and we suddenly see what a
lot of people say is kind of a sweetheart relationship between the
DEA and the General, while the State Department is undertaking
a policy review in 1986, which you have now said you were not
even party to, after Poindexter has gone down there and told Nor
iega he ought to clean up his act.

And then you have the U.S. attorney indicting him, a totally ap
propriate, welcome and courageous move, and you are left hanging
out there with a bunch of letters that say, thanks for your coopera
tion.

Is that the fallout of this lack of sharing of information? Or does
it have greater meaning than that?

Mr. Lawn. Well, sir, if I could, I appreciate your bringing up the
letters because as you say, that has been a major media issue.

Those letters that were sent by me as Administrator, or by my
predecessor, or by his predecessor, were not character references
for General Noriega. Those letters were case-specific letters.

When the General and the Panamanian Defense Forces did
something to assist the Drug Enforcement Administration of some
major proportion, a letter was sent. I believe in the last, well, since
coming aboard in 1982, I have sent six such letters.

Two were in response to a letter that was received asking about
our supporting Panama in some intelligence gathering. The other
four letters were in fact letters in which I specifically commented
about the cooperation of the PDF on a specific case.

Senator Kerry. Well, believe me, I did not ask you to come up
here to try to create a new media event over these letters, and that
is not my purpose at all.

But in terms of policy and in terms of the effectiveness of what
we are trying to do, when you have a letter the last paragraph of
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which says, "I look forward to our continued efforts together, DEA
has long welcomed our close association and we stand ready to pro
ceed jointly against international drug traffickers whenever the op
portunity arises."

And General Noriega sits there and reads this letter, when the
world sits there and reads this letter, do you not think it makes us

look silly? Does it not make the DEA look silly?
Mr. Lawn. It certainly makes this witness look silly. But on the

other hand, when one looks at the record, when one says if you are
dealing with the head of the law enforcement agency in another
country, weigh carefully what this individual and what the law en
forcement entity does for you.

In this case every single request made for the expulsion of a fugi
tive, for the seizing of chemicals, for the boarding of a Panamanian
vessel, every single request was honored.

Senator Kerry. Let me address that because that raises a key
question as to the mission and measurement of success of DEA.
And again, I'm going to keep reiterating this. You don't make this
policy, and I know that. But if your policy is one where you are
measuring success by seizures and by arrests—and you have to.
Somebody has got to be out there making the arrests, and some
body is responsible for seizing drugs. And you are going to measure
that goal.

We have heard from witness after witness who has come in here
who says to us, Senator, that's a joke. This stuff is garbage down in
Panama —drugs, cocaine, paste. It's garbage in Bolivia. It's garbage
in Brazil. It's garbage until it reaches your country, and only then
does it have a big value. They can seize all they want, and we will
just replace it.

It is the easiest thing in the world, isn't it, for General Noriega
just to sit there and say DEA needs statistics? They have to have
an arrest. So, they give us a few arrests. They give us enough to
keep you happy so you write a letter. Your mission is good. Amer
ica is off their back, and he can go about his business of clandes
tine smuggling in ways that really undercut our war.

Now, you're aware of that; aren't you?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, but I'm also aware that Panama traditional

ly has been a money-laundering country.
Our country attache in Panama, as early as 1982, in a meeting

with the Panamanian Defense Forces said if Panama is to improve
its image, something must be done about money laundering. The
General then contacted —General Noriega contacted our country
attache and said "What need we do?" The country attache said
"You must make banking records available." And he said "Fine,
let's do that. Let's get an agreement in 1982 where we can make
banking records available." That recommendation came up to
Washington, DC, in 1982. The decision was made that we don't
want limited agreements; we want a full mutual legal assistance
treaty. Nonetheless, that decision was made by the Government of
Panama in 1982. It took us 5 years to follow up on it.

I think that was a major step forward in Panama. They now
have a law which enables us to do that. But that is more than just
throwing crumbs to the Government of the United States.
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Senator Kerry. But isn't there a major contradiction in the
notion? And we discussed this yesterday with respect to Haiti. If
you have a government, and the very core of that government is
corrupt, and the very core of that government is involved in traf
ficking, and they have enough routes available to them to be able
to traffic wherever they want whenever they want, aren't coopera
tive efforts by definition from the beginning something of a farce?

Mr. Lawn. Well, sir, we don't believe that they are. We believe
that even in a country where

Senator Kerry. Why do you not believe? Tell me why you don't
believe they are.

Mr. Lawn. Because in a country —yesterday you addressed Haiti.
We have opened an office in Haiti.

Senator Kerry. You have two people. Right?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Two people in Haiti. They don't speak Creole.
Mr. Lawn. They speak Spanish, sir.
Senator Kerry. They speak Spanish.
Senator Moynihan. They speak Spanish?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Moynihan. In Haiti?
Mr. Lawn. Well, they speak Spanish, English, and I think they

are currently in language school for another language.
It's very difficult
Senator Moynihan. Like French?
Mr. Lawn. French, yes, sir. It is very difficult for us to in every

instance
Senator Moynihan. Jack, they speak French
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I know, Senator.
It is very difficult to find people who speak a local dialect.
Senator Moynihan. French is not a local dialect, Jack.
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. But Spanish is also spoken in Haiti. English

is spoken in Haiti.
Let me, sir, if I could, in talking about
Senator Kerry. But doesn't this go to the center of it? I mean,

this is what I'm saying. How do you define it? How do you define
that success? And again, you are sort of trapped here. You are told
you have to send some people there. You open an office. You try to
get information.

Mr. Lawn. No, sir, we are not told that we have to send someone
there. In this case a general in Panama —a colonel in Haiti asked if
we would do that. We went to the Ambassador, and we thought it
was a good idea because we can either walk away from a country
where there is corruption or try to put one of our personnel and
try to work around that corruption.

Senator Kerry. But from a foreign policy perspective, if the Gov
ernment of our country doesn't come down hard on the govern
ment of that country, if we don't exert leverage with major trade
sanctions, engage the international community, two DEA agents in
a country that is becoming a major transshipment point are not
going to stem the tide.

Mr. Lawn. Perhaps, sir, we are not going to stem the tide, but it
is a start. We can then begin training. We can begin looking for
honest law enforcement personnel who are anxious to do the job.
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Senator Kerry. What do you think will happen to an honest law
enforcement person who wants to do the job when the government
is corrupt and it can simply transfer and fire him, move him out,
put him on the night shift. What does it mean?

Mr. Lawn. It means, sir, that there is a serious problem with
corruption in every single country.

If I could take a moment, sir, to read something.
Senator Kerry. Sure.
Mr. Lawn. This is an end of the tour report, one of our personnel

leaving a country. His summary was this. "Police corruption is en
demic in this country. The government pays extremely low sala
ries. Yet, it is not uncommon for police to drive luxury cars and
own more than one multimillion dollar residence. Corruption is not
limited to the police and is, in fact, widespread throughout the gov
ernment. Furthermore, it is a way of life in that it has been going
on for hundreds of years. Police bid for transfers to lucrative posts
on the borders such as—where the winning bid may be as high as x
number of dollars just to get the job so that the individuals will be
in a position to accept corruption. '

I read that report at a meeting of country attaches representing
14 countries. I said would you, in hearing that commentary, tell me
which country that described. All 14 country attaches told me it de
scribed accurately their particular country.

Senator Kerry. I agree. I agree. And I think you put your finger
right on the problem, and I think that underscores the very com
ment I just made.

Senator Moynihan has been here a long time and patient. And I
want to turn to him and let him

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to leave
to go to a meeting of the bipartisan group that has been orga
nized—you remember, of course, Mr. Adams —to produce a general
drug proposal in the next 2-week cycle. So, I will excuse myself if I
can thanking you for what you're doing.

But I would like to press this point with Mr. Lawn, who is so
well regarded by us all, in respect to what we are dealing with
now.

The United States has had one successful exercise at putting the
end to the production and transport of a narcotic drug. If there is
another, I don't know it. But in 1969 the President, then President
Nixon, agreed that there had to be an effort to break what had
come to be known as the French Connection. There was an epidem
ic of heroin use with the epicenter in New York. It's down in
Washington. In Washington that year, Senator Adams, there were
more bank robberies than there had been in the previous century
and young men coming in with pistols and waving them at tellers
and saying give me $35 or something like that.

And this was stopped. The Turkish Government agreed to put an
end to the traffic. We supplied some moneys for poppy straw sys
tems. With some considerable reluctance, the French Government
agreed to put an end to the activities in Marseilles. And in the
recent report of the drug consumers committee, or whatever you
call it

,

which was presented to this committee, it was stated that
there are some drugs that transit Turkey, but there are none pro
duced. And France is not even in the report.
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Now, query. I don't think you were in the—well, there was no
DEA at the time. It was set up in the aftermath of that exercise
and with that exercise very much in mind, a model. We broke the
French Connection. I can speak to this. I was the person who was
the counsel to the President when this was done. I did the original
negotiations.

It seems to me that we have been trying to reproduce that suc
cess ever since. The DEA was set up to do what we had done.

You have some institutional memory of those events, and you
were involved in law enforcement at that time. Did anyone ever
speak, even suggest, there was a problem of corruption in the Gov
ernments of Turkey or the Governments of France?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. There certainly was a degree of corruption.
Senator Moynihan. Where?
Mr. Lawn. Where? I would say in both countries, sir.
Senator Moynihan. At the national level?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. I couldn't say at the national level.
Senator Moynihan. Well, I'll tell you if you couldn't say. I will

say. There was none. There was strong, capable governments. Are
you suggesting there was trouble in the Surete in France? I used to
meet your agents in cafes in Paris. The Surete is an organization
founded in 1806. It is about as corrupt as the FBI.

Mr. Lawn. May I suggest, sir, that we have FBI agents in jail
because of corruption. We have DEA agents in jail because of cor
ruption.

Senator Moynihan. You have one, you have two. It is not endem
ic. Any society will have some failures.

Mr. Lawn. Especially because of the drug issue.
Senator Moynihan. But in Turkey and in France, you had strong

governments, and you had a rule of law. And you have govern
ments who could enforce laws. Is that not right?

[No response.]
Senator Moynihan. Well, if you don't want to answer, I'll

answer for you. It was right. You had governments there. You
don't have governments in those 14 countries that you just had
your meeting with country directors of. And any effort to get gov
ernments in those situations to behave as the Government of
France did, as the Government of Turkey did, is an effort doomed
to failure. You've got the wrong model and you fail. And, indeed,
fail you do, not you personally, but the exercise is going to fail.
Anybody who has any understanding of what governments can do
and will do would predict that that —you know, what we see in Co
lombia, what we see in Bolivia, and what we see in the Bahamas,
what we see in Panama would be what you will see.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I know, Senator, how close you were to the
Turkish issue. You were instrumental in that particular success.

I would venture to say, sir, that corruption —because of the
moneys generated by trafficking corruption has increased substan
tially even in countries where good individuals who cannot be cor
rupted are given the option of silver or lead and judges in Colombia
are given that particular option—that is, take the money or be
killed—even those good individuals in today's environment find
themselves corrupted.

91-936 0 -
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Senator Kerry. Well, yes, true. And there will be some level of
illegality in any society. But there are societies where legality is
the norm, and there are societies where it is scarcely known.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Moynihan. It seems to me a profound strategic mistake

we have made in thinking that you could take an activity of inter
diction of putting an end to production and manufacture and trans
port in two NATO countries with strong central governments, with
strong national police, with a tradition of incorruptibility which
has —you know, there are FBI men in jail, yes, but there are not
many. And when you set out to set up an operation, the first
thing —you don't start thinking of corrupting FBI men or DEA
men. That's just not the way it works. The model that was estab
lished in 1969 and on the basis of which the DEA was set up, that
model won't work. It is not working.

You don't think it is working, do you?
Mr. Westrate. Senator, could I comment on that?
Senator Moynihan. Please.
Mr. Westrate. I absolutely agree with you that the French Con

nection was broken because of two reasons. One is a national atti
tude on the part of the Turkish Government to do something. They
put the controls in. You are absolutely right. The second half of
that was successful investigations between us and the French on
major trafficking organizations. Now, that model will work in
South America but, of course, as you say, it is frustrated by the
levels of corruption, the inability of the governments to be able to
function in the same way.

But that also leaves us operationally in an investigative sense
with having to find a method that will work, and the best method
we have today is indictments in the United States and attempts at
extraditions. We have no other options.

Now, when we say we deploy DEA agents to Haiti or DEA agents
to Panama, what is their function there? Their functions in part
are to help us engineer our investigations in such a way that we
can make indictments. For example, the

Senator Kerry. Could I just interrupt for one second? What you
are really saying is that the model outlined by Senator Moynihan
isn't working. I mean, that is really what you have just defined.

Mr. Westrate. Well, I wouldn't say that we have put the Turk
ish model in South America. To the contrary, I think we have de
veloped a model for South America that brings us as far as we can
get under the circumstances. Now, if we could put crop control, for
example, in Bolivia

Senator Moynihan. Could I just say, sir—and I m not trying to
contradict, and I don't want to keep— Senator Adams wants to
speak.

But I think it was 3 years before the entire poppy production in
Aveyron province was into poppy straw. I think it took 36 months.
End of subject.

I made the final negotiations with Jean Duerre who was head of
the Surete. And indeed, the DEA and the Surete worked together
in Marseille. And it took them about 6 months to find out where
those heroin laboratories in Marseille were. They know a thing or
two about Marseille.
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And within 6 months later, a mutual friend of ours, Mr. Lawn,
Prof. James Q. Wilson, who was on the President's advisory board
in that matter, toured Marseille. And he wanted to see the heroin
labs, and he wasn't able to. But he was taken to a considerable
number of places where there was an empty place on the street,
and a very strong smell of cordite because they had simply blown
them up. End of subject.

Now, that isn't going to happen in any Latin American society.
And it seems to me that being the case, I congratulate the idea of
moving law enforcement on shore to the effect that you can have
any influence abroad by indictments here. But you don't really
think any— if you had to allocate resources—we have some extra
resources we are going to allocate in this drug matter in the next
few weeks. You wouldn't allocate increasing interdiction resources
if you had the choice of providing onshore law enforcement here in
the United States and such things, would you?

Mr. Lawn. Senator, you and I have spoken about that. The suc
cesses in country are very, very important. Once we begin to talk
in terms of an interdiction at our shoreline, then it becomes in
creasingly more difficult. That is the wide end of the funnel. If we
can have the success, the success will be at the neck end of the
funnel to stop it before it expands. There is no way we can protect
88,000 miles of border to keep contraband from coming in or con
traband from going out.

Senator Moynihan. Well, thank you very, Mr. Lawn. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator Kerry. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate it.
Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Sorry I was late, Mr. Chairman. I was

working on drought legislation, slightly a different subject but im
portant to a lot of Americans, particularly those who like to eat.

We had an interesting philosophical discussion yesterday, and
I'm sort of in on some of it on the tailend here about what kind of
governments you can work with. And there were several witnesses
yesterday, one of whom I believe—I'm not certain about this, but I
believe was your man Cash, who suggested that the form of govern
ment absolutely does make a difference. And the implication from
his remarks was that he would not have put all 14 countries in the
same bag, that in fact we did, it seemed to him, do better. And the
State Department witness— I know that's not your turf, but the
State Department witness seemed to concur with this. We did do
better with the countries that had a little more in the way of de
mocracy, more need to respond to the demands of their people.

And I was wondering if there some distinctions, say, between
countries like Costa Rica and Guatemala and Honduras where we
don't tend to see as much bad press, if you will, with regard to the
drug problem, and a country like Panama or Haiti where the insti
tutions are considerably, it seems to me less desirable in terms of a
democratic model, less desirable. Does it make any difference?

Mr. Lawn. Well, yes, sir. I guess it would make a difference, but
in our role, we go where the problem is. If the problem is a prob
lem of methaqualone in the People's Republic of China, we go to
the People's Republic of China and say we have a methaqualone
problem. In this case, the People's Republic of China responded.
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Subsequently the PRC came to us several years ago and said our
problem is increasing. Could you help us? Could you give us some
training? We initiated some training with the PRC.

As a result of that training, very recently the PRC determined
that there was a heroin shipment going from the People's Republic
of China to the United States. They contacted us and said you have
told us how law enforcement works. You've taught us control deliv
eries. Could we work with you on this control delivery to the
United States? In that particular case, it was successful.

I just returned from a trip to the Soviet Union. The Soviets are
very concerned about their drug problem, increasing by 50 percent
a year. They have asked if we can work with them because God
knows we have been at it a long time here in this country. So,
while a democratic form of government perhaps can facilitate our
area of cooperation, we do have to go where the problem is and we
have had successes.

Senator McConnell. Well, let's go back to Central America and
the Caribbean for a minute. Isn't it a mistake sort of lump every
body in the same category? Is it just a coincidence that — is there
any distinction? Let me rephrase the question. In your mind is
there any distinction between the cooperation, say, you get from
the Dominican Republic on the one hand and Haiti on the other.
They're on the same island in the same ocean, and yet one govern
ment at least has some democratic institutions, is more responsive
to its people and, according at least to the witnesses yesterday, has
done a rather good job on this interdiction problem.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. So, there are some distinctions. You

wouldn't throw everybody in the Caribbean into the same pot,
would you?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir, absolutely not. Those two countries to which
you referred, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, are two very in
teresting cases. The Dominican Republic has done an excellent job
in putting together a very effective intelligence center, an intelli
gence center that on a regular basis gives information to our El
Paso Intelligence Center. The Government of Haiti is very differ
ent. They are just in the incubative stage of trying to do something
about it in spite of the differences —problems in government. But
the Dominican Republic is one that other countries in the Caribbe
an are trying to emulate.

Senator McConnell. We are a subcommittee of the Foreign Re
lations Committee, and what we are really supposed to be interest
ed in here is American foreign policy. And it seems to me that it is
increasingly clear, at least from the witnesses yesterday, that
America has a stake in promoting democracy and democratic insti
tutions, even to the point of providing military assistance where
there is some force there within a country willing to stand up to a
despotic regime.

We had a witness from Miami yesterday who works with the
Haitian community there who, parenthetically, supports Contra
aid, and also made the point that America should have been sup
porting similar elements in Haiti, assuming they could be identi
fied and could come together, sort of an indigenous fighting force.
It seems to me that it is pretty clear that we ought to be providing
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that kind of assistance and that you in doing your job have got a
much better chance of succeeding if you've got a government that
gives a darn about what its people think and has to respond to
their needs and aspirations. And while that probably won t bring
about a totally incorruptible government —the Bahamian Govern
ment is relatively democratic and it certainly had some corruption
problems—the chances of success are arguably much greater in
that kind of country.

Would you agree with that assessment, or is the amount of
money involved so great that no government is going to be able to
function in this environment?

Mr. Lawn. I would say, sir, the amount of money is great. We
cannot look at any country as being incorruptible.

As a law enforcement person, I believe in law and the rule of
law. I believe that that system will work. With the cooperation we
have received, we have received from various kinds of government.

And when we look at a structure as good as ours, the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police is now undergoing a massive
study about corruption in law enforcement within the United
States. And I would say corruption triggered by the increasing
drug problem in our country.

So, I think that the type government is not a guarantee that
there will not be corruption.

Senator McConnell. But at least in a democratic country, you
would have to buy off a heck of a lot more people, wouldn t you,
because there has to be some response? In a country that approach
es democracy, you have to respond to more people. If, on the other
hand, you've got a country where you've got one person or a small
group that is really in charge, Panama for example, those who seek
to corrupt —you don't have to go very many places to pull it off, do
they?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. That's right.
Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. Mr. Lawn, let's stay on one country that we

have some information about which is Panama because there has
been an indictment.

What I am concerned about is that our Government is conduct
ing operations supporting people in the drug business while you
are trying to keep them from stopping your operations. And I want
to know if that's true because that s a foreign policy questions. And
I think it's our problem with Noriega.

Mr. Lawn. Well, sir, I don't know that that is true. If it were
true, it has not been brought to my attention.

Senator Adams. On that point, from earlier testimony it is my
understanding that you don't know as the head of the drug agency
whether or not the CIA or the National Security Council or an
other agency is actively supporting somebody that you are about
ready to indict.

Mr. Lawn. That's right, sir. We do not know.
Senator Adams. Now, that to me is a fundamental U.S. Govern

ment policy relating to the government of another country. You
cannot operate in an atmosphere where you are saying we are
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going to shut off drugs and the person that you are trying to close
off is being helped by us on the other side. And that's what worries
me about the letters. I'm not worried about you, Mr. Lawn. I got a
lot of respect for professional law enforcement people. I've lived
with them all my life, and they are awful good people. But I don't
like you being hung out to dry of sending letters to somebody that
we're helping on the other side. And that is why I'm asking if you
knew about it because the next place I'm going is those documents.

Mr. Lawn. I can assure you, sir, that I did not know about it and
that the Drug Enforcement Administration did not know about it.

Senator Adams. All right. Now, I'm going to go to those docu
ments.

One of the problems, as you know and I know, is that when you
are trying to work either a committee hearing or trying to build a
case, you ve got to use informants because the little sisters of char
ity aren't out there dealing in drugs. You are dealing with inform
ants and you are dealing with a lot of people that have been in the
business. And you've got to corroborate them. And the basic way
we usually do it is documents or hopefully penetration. And I want
to discuss those two things: documents and penetration. Let me
start first with documents.

It has been alleged by an informant — I have no reason to ques
tion that —that there were a box full of documents that indicated
flights of drugs into Panama, and the informant is supposed to be a
tested informant. They were sealed by DEA agents in the U.S. Em
bassy, and those never arrived in Miami.

Now, I want to know if you know whether or not our Govern
ment was involved because of other reasons, foreign policy reasons,
in pulling documents or what happened because those documents
will corroborate or not corroborate an informant and will corrobo
rate an operation of moving drugs into Panama and using them
whether they were for the Contras or whether they were for Norie
ga's payment to his troops. It's a very deep and important foreign
policy question. I just want to know if you know what the hell hap
pened.

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We don't know whether those alleged docu
ments were in the box. We have an ongoing investigation.

Senator Adams. Was there a box?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. There was a box. The box was delivered to

the U.S. attorney's office in the southern district of Florida, but
from the information given by the informant, all of the informa
tion that he had in the box he says were not all delivered to the
U.S. attorney's office. That is the information.

Senator Adams. And this informant had previously given you a
passport that was not only helpful, but turned out—in other words,
this is not an off-the-wall informant.

Mr. Lawn. This is an informant who had provided reliable infor
mation in the past; yes, sir.

Senator Kerry. This informant was put on a lie detector test as
to whether or not he had delivered this material to the Embassy;
isn't that correct?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. And he has passed that test, hasn't he?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
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Senator Adams. What I am asking, Mr. Lawn, what this commit
tee is trying to determine is I am not trying to conduct an internal
investigation of DEA. I'm not interested in that. But if someone in
the U.S. Government, because the Embassy is controlled by U.S.
Government forces, has access to that box and for their reasons,
foreign policy or otherwise, removes those documents, you've got
an impossible task of not just the corrupt government, but having
one hand tied by our Government. And I want to know the results
of that because that is what we were about. If that is happening,
we've got to clean some people out.

Mr. Lawn. Yes.
Senator Adams. And you can't do that.
Senator Kerry. Is that happening? Do you think that is happen

ing?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We don't know what's happening.
Senator Kerry. You don't know.
Senator Adams. I'm using the specific example for a general

problem, but this happens to be one that is documented and is
going on. And the chairman is right. Is this happening in—and we
will stick to Panama because it's a key point and we have screwed
up our foreign policy there. Is this happening to your knowledge?

Mr. Lawn. We don't know what happened with the alleged docu
ments whether there were documents. We had received no infor
mation that Embassy personnel took these alleged documents out
of

Senator Adams. Do State Department personnel and CIA person
nel and National Security Council personnel talk to you about
what they are doing with people that you are basically investigat
ing? In this case it was Noriega.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. In every country in which we work, there
are regular meetings among the entire community and issues are
raised, major investigations are raised. Any issue pertaining to the
function of that Embassy become part of the regular staff meet
ings.

Senator Adams. Are you told to back off in some cases?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. I in my time have not been told to back off in

any case under investigation by the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion.

Senator Adams. All right. Have you been told to back off of indi
viduals that were not under investigation?

Mr. Lawn. I have not been told to back off on any investigation.
Senator Adams. OK. Now, second point: penetration.
Senator Kerry. On the document issue, are you satisfied that

there were documents delivered?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We have an ongoing investigation. I have not

formed a judgment as to whether these alleged documents actually
existed. As a law enforcement person, I have to wait and see the
results of the investigation before a determination can be made
like that. It's a very, very serious allegation.

Senator Adams. It sure is. And you are corroborating documents.
What I am concerned about is not just the corruption, but that
there was another reason and they were pulled and you weren't
told.
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Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. That impacts upon our ability to function in
that country. It impacts upon a pending indictment, upon a major
ongoing investigation with which we and the U.S. attorney's office
in Miami have been involved for over a year—a major problem if
that, in fact, happened.

Senator Adams. You don't know.
Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Adams. How is your penetration, Mr. Lawn? That is my

second point. In order to conduct a major investigation of an orga
nization, you've got to have an informant or you've got to have
penetration. And what I'm concerned about is that we heard testi
mony, and I've heard a lot of people testify who were under indict
ment or being sentenced and so on, and I understand about that.
But the pilot was a CIA agent. So stated. I don't know whether
that's true. I suspect it may be.

Senator Kerry. Let me just say the pilot admitted — stated that
he was in the court documents in this particular case.

Senator Adams. That's why I say when I say alleged, I'm careful
enough that I'm not going to be throwing out something that
hasn't both testimony and some corroboration behind it.

You can't penetrate if all of a sudden, like in the old comedy
movie you both come around the corner with guns drawn and he
says I'm with the CIA, and he says you're with the DEA, and there
you both are.

Now, this is just awfully tough in these countries, but I'll say flat
out what my concern is, that we were conducting an operation with
Noriega in Panama which provided for a flow of drugs and that
that money was being used for foreign policy reasons and that you
weren't told or didn't know because you have written these letters
and that you couldn't penetrate because our own agents were in
there from other parts of the Government. Now, I just want to
know if you know if that's so. If you want to say it in closed session
or you want to say it in writing, it's all right by me.

But that is a major foreign policy question because if we decide —
we, if the Government, your boss and mine—and I've worked for
the Department of Justice— is saying you don't go here or we're al
ready in there, then you've got a penetration problem that is just
horrendous. Now, I just want to know if that is happening to you.

Mr. Lawn. We, sir, have no information that that is happening.
Senator Adams. You don't know whether or not you have CIA

agents in that organization and whether or not, when you are run
ning across people that are moving back and forth, whether they
are flying or whether they are moving things, whether or not they
are, in effect, our agents.

Mr. Lawn. Are you talking in relation to
Senator Adams. Let's stay right with Panama because that hap

pens to be one that we've got hard information on as opposed to
allegations.

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We have no information that there has been
a shipment of drugs, of guns, of any type of contraband that was a
shipment clandestinely supported by the U.S. Government.

Senator Adams. You have no information on that, you as the
Drug Enforcement

Senator Kerry. Can I add something?
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Senator Adams. Yes, please do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. You are saying that at no time in the last 3

years have you received information about any shipments involv
ing narcotics and guns?

Mr. Lawn. We at no time—I believe, sir, there was one investiga
tion I believe in Nicaragua, but that is the only information that
we have.

Senator Kerry. Are you referring to the Bobby Seal
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK, well, we're going to come back to the Bobby

Seal matter. I want to ask some questions about that a little bit
later.

But are you saying to me that neither you nor none of your
agents received information about flights of weapons out of the
United States or even occasionally from other countries and nar
cotics going back and forth. You never had information on that in
3 years?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We're in the narcotics business, and we just
wouldn't allow that. Let me turn to Mr. Westrate

Senator Kerry. Well, no, no, no. That's not my question. Jack,
what I'm trying to get at is

Senator Adams. By this country, were you referring to Panama
or were you referring to the United States, Mr. Chairman? I think
that was the

Senator Kerry. Are we confused? Maybe we are. Are you an
swering me thinking that you are saying from Panama?

Mr. Lawn. Oh, no, sir. I m saying
Senator Kerry. You're talking generically.
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. That's what I am too. You are saying to me that

you never received information from any of your agents that some
people in the United States were engaged in narcotics trafficking
and weapons trafficking, one for one? You never knew that?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. I can say I didn't. Let me turn to Mr. Wes
trate because he perhaps can clarify from an operational stand
point.

Mr. Westrate. Senator, let me say this that there is a lot of in
formation and allegations about some specific—about shipments
out of Florida, for example—guns for drugs. But typically what we
see here as a pattern

Senator Kerry. Did you see those allegations?
Mr. Westrate. Yes, I'm aware of a number of those things over

the past several years.
Senator Kerry. OK, well, that is what I'm getting at. You were

saying, no, you weren't aware, Mr. Lawn, and now you are saying
you are aware, and it struck me as incomprehensible that you
couldn't have been aware.

Mr. Lawn. There are cases I think—and Mr. Gregorie will talk
in terms of some cases that have currently been indicted.

Senator Kerry. Could you just hold on for one second?

[Pause.]
Senator Kerry. Maybe this is part of the communication prob

lem because I met with the head of the Criminal Division of the
Justice Department to go through one of the allegations that came
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to my office, and he commented to me at the time. He said, "Oh,
yes, we see these all the time about rogue operations," as he called
them, rogue operations which individuals are involved in this. In
fact, I just saw one of these today, and he referred to one that he
had seen. So, it is clear that there was knowledge of some of these
within other channels.

And this comes back to the question that Senator Adams was
asking that I was talking with you about earlier, which you were
forthcoming about—and I appreciate it—about the lack of coordi
nation between some of the agencies which are responsible here.
But I think what Senator Adams is getting at and I was also get
ting at which is important here is that if some agencies of our Gov
ernment had a specific foreign policy goal and that goal was being
carried out by people who were engaged in activities which were
contrary to the goal that you had as a mission, then they might
withhold that information. Isn't that accurate? And haven't you
run into those situations where that appears to be what happened?

Mr. Lawn. We have run into situations. As I mentioned there is
a case to which Mr. Gregorie will refer. But when those situations
are run into, our investigation begins and continues, and we share
that information.

Senator Kerry. Well, is it fair to say, Jack, that some of your
operations have, in fact, been interfered with by virtue inadvert
ently of other operations going on?

Mr. Lawn. I would say, sir, in reference to the investigation you
spoke of, that was one investigation that was not brought as suc
cessfully to fruition as we would have liked, and that was the
Bobby Seal investigation.

Senator Kerry. And the Bobby Seal investigation, in fact, a for
eign policy goal or interest interfered with your law enforcement
efforts. Correct?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. A lot of folks may not be up to date as to what is

the Bobby Seal episode. Do you want to summarize that for us
quickly?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Barry Seal. Excuse me.
Mr. Lawn. We had developed information about the Colombian

cartel delivering cocaine into the United States. Seal was cooperat
ing with the Drug Enforcement Administration, had told us about
that effort, had told us that he had developed contacts in Nicara
gua, and that he in fact had flown into Nicaragua and that the
cartel had asked him to return to Nicaragua with an aircraft so
that he could pick up cocaine in Nicaragua, return it to the United
States.

At the same time, Seal was asked to initiate a communications
network between traffickers in Florida, Nicaragua, and in Colom
bia. We were very anxious that that be done because thereby we
would be able to penetrate that radio network.

Information was leaked about that investigation and it had to be

brought to an untimely close.
Senator Kerry. When you say leaked, let me just be more specif

ic here. Did you discuss the Barry Seal case with Oliver North?
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Mr. Lawn. The investigation was discussed at a meeting at
which I believe Colonel North was in attendance.

Senator Kerry. Did you discuss it with anyone else on the NSC
staff?

Mr. Lawn. I believe a representative of DEA did discuss that at
a meeting. It was not I, no, sir, but it was discussed by a represent
ative of DEA.

Senator Kerry. And did you receive instruction from anyone out
side DEA on the handling of that case?

Mr. Lawn. Instruction? No, sir. I was told that it would not—
that it would be better— it would be preferable if Mr. Seal did not
return to Nicaragua because of the information that the media had
generated which, in fact, we felt blew the investigation.

Senator Kerry. And who told you that?
Mr. Lawn. Well, it was suggested to me that Mr. Seal not return

to Nicaragua. I told a number of people that it was a law enforce
ment decision, that the agents who were involved in that particu
lar investigation had talked to Mr. Seal whose life was then put in
jeopardy. Mr. Seal believed that that operation could continue and
that he, in fact, could continue it. So, we went forward with that
effort.

Senator Kerry. But you said the investigation was blown by the
leak.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And what was the purpose of the leak?
Mr. Lawn. The purpose of the leak was to call attention to the

fact that there were drugs being smuggled into Nicaragua; yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And it was a specific effort, was it not, to try to

get everybody upset about the Nicaraguans in order to vote for
Contra aid? It was right at the time of Contra aid, was it not, just
at the time of the vote?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, it was.
Senator Kerry. And it blew the investigation; did it not?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, and severely jeopardized the lives of
Senator Kerry. Of agents.
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. So, this is an example of foreign policy interfer

ing with law enforcement.
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I would say that that was in that particular

case.
Senator Kerry. Now, in a memo to Oliver North released by the

Iran-Contra Committee, Robert Owen listed a number of people in
the Contra supply operation. This was his list, and he listed these
people who were suspected of drug smuggling. That memo has been
released as a matter of public record in the Iran-Contra Committee.
Was that information passed to the DEA?

Mr. Westrate. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. I don't recall.
Senator Adams. If I might, Mr. Chairman, take my time back.
What I've been looking for, Mr. Lawn, is the documents that

were alleged to have been in there are the flight logs of two of the
drug pilots, Floyd Carlton and Cesar Rodriguez, and a document
signed by Noriega tying him to a front company used by Rodriguez.
Now, these documents provide corroboration. I want to ask you
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again so I am very certain about it. Have you been told by any of
the operative or the National Security Council, which is not an op
erative agency, but has been operating, that those documents
should not be available for you in law enforcement?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir, nor have I
Senator Adams. And you don't even know whether they exist?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I do not know that those documents exist.
Senator Adams. And have the consular officials and the others

that handled it—have your agents been able to talk to them?
Mr. Lawn. Our investigation is ongoing, sir.
Senator Adams. I understand the internal investigation at DEA,

but what we are trying to determine here is just what the chair
man was saying is if these reflect a flight and an arms transaction
which for foreign policy reasons we are allowing to occur and you
are involved in an indictment for one of the central figures and
these are documents in your case, then we don't have a drug policy
down there. If we do, it is a secondary policy to a foreign policy
objective. All I'm trying to find out from you as a professional law
person is whether or not you're being interfered with and your doc
uments or your penetration is being stopped and just tell me. I'm
sorry. You also because that is—you can have interference for cor
ruption, you can have interference for other reasons, but it sure
stops the drug program.

Mr. Lawn. We have no information, sir, that
Senator Adams. No information. You don't have any informa

tion.
Mr. Westrate. No, sir, absolutely. I feel no pressure whatsoever

from any kind of a policy position to slow down our investigations.
As a matter of fact, if you look at the end result of many of
these

Senator Adams. No, no, no, no. I'm not saying—maybe I put it
wrong.

You've already testified that nobody came down there and said
to you don't do this. I don't know how long you have been at this,
but Mr. Lawn and I have seen this a long time. Are things vanish
ing, and are people vanishing, and are your cases falling apart for
reasons that you know are not connected with the conspiracy doing
this but other forces?

Mr. Westrate. Absolutely not.
And I would like to expand a little bit on this notion about lists

and allegations about some of these witnesses. We have a pattern
here of people who are pilots, and many of the people who have
appeared before this committee are people who have been drug
smugglers for years and years and years.

Senator Adams. We understand that.
Mr. Westrate. They happen also to be pilots. And I think some

times the particular job of work they are engaged in, they are not
necessarily commingled. And when we talk about allegations about
gunrunning and so forth, rarely do we get a situation where there
are guns for drugs. Sometimes we do. We recently had a case in
Mexico where a substantial number of AK-47's were en route to
Colombia in exchange for major cocaine shipments to the Medellin
cartel. So, there are some examples of that.
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But in the context of Central America and these pilots and these
witnesses, if they are flying guns south and drugs north, I do not
believe that was a sanctioned activity as a part of a policy. Now, if
someone had knowledge and perhaps didn't bring it forward, that
is a different story, but we can't

Senator Kerry. That is really the problem. I understand that.
Mr. Westrate. But what we have done with no inference whatso

ever —and we wouldn't tolerate any interference —is we have in
dicted many of these pilots. Why is a person here testifying? What
was the fellow doing yesterday? Doing life plus 30 or something.

So, you know, the proof to me is in the results here in that we
have —we might not have been assisted perhaps, but most of these
people we I think have locked up. Plus we have gotten to the top.
We are not frustrated in being able to indict the top drug traffick
ers in the world. The Medellin cartel, as you will hear Mr. Gre-
gorie, he has indicted five or six or seven times. So, that's not the
problem. We can penetrate to the highest levels. We can get the
evidence and the witnesses to bring our indictments.

The question is how do we get our hands on these people to try
them and or how do we build institutions in these foreign countries
so that we can present our evidence and try them there, as in the
example of France. We can bring evidence to France, to Canada, to
many countries to try cases, and we don't care where the evidence
goes so long as it is pursued. Colombia —you can't do that because
the traffickers have basically immobilized the judicial system.

Senator Adams. What I am asking and what I am saying to you
is if you are going to use an onshore system for doing this, you're
having the build your case off shore. And the individuals that you
get offshore reflect back and give you the opportunity to do this.
Now, if that information and intelligence is being cut off or is
being diverted, then you don't know whether or not you're in it.

And the reason we ask these questions is that I think we all—
and if I'm wrong, please state, Mr. Lawn —that the amount of
drugs flowing in, particularly cocaine, is enormous compared to
1980. I don't know what the multiplier effect is, but you can't run a
crack operation in this kind of thing unless you got a hell of a lot
of supply. And what we're trying to do is drive the price of that up
and get a lot of it off the streets so that it's not at the $25 and $10
and $15 price. I mean, we would like to stop it all, but at least
we've got to do that. And what we are doing in some way isn't
working.

I just used Panama as an example because I don't want to get
you over into existing cases or where you are working out there. I
don't want to endanger agents and I don't want to put the whole
apparatus in jeopardy.

But in this case, we've got a big flow, and I want you to tell me
and then I'll stop, Mr. Chairman, so that others can question. I
want you to tell me. Isn't the flow up enormously?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. You mentioned the flow of cocaine increas
ing?

Senator Adams. Yes. I'm talking about cocaine traffic.
Mr. Lawn. Certainly it has substantially increased since 1980.

The price has gone down substantially. The availability is up.
Crack is in probably every major metropolitan city in this country.
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The heroin —the world supply of heroin is up substantially. The
heroin problem will continue to increase I'm afraid and we are also
becoming a predominant source country for marijuana —we, the
United States. And that, unfortunately, is our fault.

Senator Adams. See, what we are trying to get from you is that
you're standing out there, and there are other agencies too. But
this flow is going up dramatically so we are doing something
wrong. And I don't mean you're doing, but the system is not work
ing. And what we are trying to determine is is this our Govern
ment's fault in what we are doing in foreign policy out there, or is
it just that you are overwhelmed? In other words, when we pass
something, we want it to work.

And, you know, I said years ago to President Carter. I said if you
want to try to use an interdiction system, we've got to have a
picket boatline out there. I mean, there are thousands of islands,
and I forget how many Coast Guard cutters we had. I think it was
six or eight. That's why I said you could take the military and at
least fly them out there. You can put an AW ACS plane over Haiti
and determine if you got no radar down there, for God's sake,
whose going in and out. This is simplicity.

But it just appears to me that we are —and your area is one of—
you're telling me you're not worried about your documents and
your penetration. If you say that, I accept what you say to me. I
don't know whether I believe it not because I disbelieve you, but
that's what you're saying to me.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. We have no information, first of all, that the
documents actually existed. I am not convinced that they existed.
And that is a reason for our internal investigation.

Senator Adams. And your penetration you don't feel is being
shunted to one side and you're just given cases in these govern
ments.

Mr. Lawn. No, sir.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Westrate. Senator, if we are frustrated on penetration, it is

frustrated as in Colombia when we are not able to keep a major
trafficker in jail and a judge takes a payoff of hundreds of thou
sands of dollars, and the man comes out. That's the kind of frustra
tion we have.

But we discussed the letters before on Panama, and part of our
frustration is that we understand perfectly well the environment in
which we are working. Nobody understands that better. And we
are attempting to conduct day-to-day business.

We still, in fact, have an office in Panama today. We are still, in
fact, conducting business in that country. Our strategy goes much
beyond some of the investigative things that we have talked about,
for example, chemical control. If we cannot get extradition, what
else can we do? And we have programs with the State Department
on crop controls, on cocaine laboratory raids, and on chemicals. We
still do not have chemical control legislation in the United States.
And many of our major corporations are selling vast amounts of
chemicals into South America which are being processed in co
caine.

There are many aspects of this thing. We have programs that are
in place in the interdiction phase, the investigative phase, intelli
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gence collection. There is an enormous amount that is going on in
South America.

Now, no matter what we do, though, we cannot get overcertain
of our barriers in the short term. The Bolivian Government, for ex
ample, is incapable of doing many things, and yet they are cooper
ating in other aspects. The crippling of the court system in Colom
bia is perhaps our major frustration here. On the other side, they
are spraying marijuana with herbicides and have done a good con
trol operation there. But there in that country it's major traffick
ers. Mexico presents other problems. So, there are many programs,
many initiatives underway to get us as far as we can get under the
circumstances.

And things are getting better in many places. If we look at the
Dominican Republic, for example, in the intelligence center that
Mr. Lawn spoke of, if we can replicate that several places, that
would help a lot. It will help us to control these flights. So, it's a lot
more complicated than it appears on the surface.

Mr. Lawn. Mr. Adams, if I could. In a recent trip to Colombia, I
spoke to President Barco, and he raised that very question. Mr.
Lawn, we are trying. We are losing 260 officers a year in our at
tempt. When are you going to do something about your chemicals
that are coming down here to process? That is a major issue, and
when we are looking to focus the responsibility, we must focus that
on us.

When we look at the fact that half of the individuals seeking
treatment for drug overdoses, emergency room admissions, those
are illicit drugs that enter the illicit market. And yet, when we try
to encourage states to establish triple prescriptions so that we will
be able to track those prescriptions that may be causing these prob
lems, there is great reluctance and considerable money generated
by organizations like the AMA fighting against those initiatives.
So, a lot of the battle has to be fought right here.

Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Lawn.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. I couldn't agree with you more in your latter

comment, and I think that is a very good recommendation. And
there is a great deal that we can do to have source tracking and
other kinds of things. And we have tried to do it with respect to
wastes. We now probably have to do it with respect to our narcotics
trafficking.

I would like to come back to a couple of other areas, if I can, for
clarification. And I know Senator D'Amato wanted to have a
chance to ask questions. I don't know if he's coming over or not,
but we will move on if he doesn't.

Senator McConnell. Well, I would like another round, Mr.
Chairman. So, I'll come after you.

Senator Kerry. Going back to Panama and Noriega for a
minute, if we can, evidence has surfaced as people are now learn
ing more and examining what we did or didn't know and who knew
what or didn't know it, that back in the 1970's there was a recom
mendation to President Nixon by his chief person with respect to
narcotics that there actually be an assassination attempt to take
out Noriega because of the activities he was involved in. That was
turned down, obviously.
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In 1977 and 1978, as we know, there was evidence before the For
eign Relations Committee in the course of secret hearings regard
ing the Panama Canal about what he was involved in.

Subsequent to that, as he emerged as a greater force in 1982 and
1983, there was clear evidence of the meetings of the Medellin
cartel, of their presence in Panama City. Subsequent to the assassi
nation of the Colombian attorney general, the cartel leaders fled
Colombia because of the heat that was put on them from Colombia.

And there are countless numbers of stories which this committee
has heard from many different people: people in law enforcement,
people in intelligence agencies, and people involved in narcotics
trafficking.

So, the inevitable question is if all of this was going on since
1972 —and I point blame—President Carter apparently had infor
mation, and supposedly there was information back in 1979. It has
really spanned a long period of time. But the question is given in
Seymour Hersh's article, front page story in the New York Times
2Vi years ago, why was there not a specific targeting effort? Why
was there not sort of the law enforcement hackles being raised?
Why weren't we saying something is here and we're going to go
after it? Is that a problem DEA has in terms of presence in foreign
countries that you simply can't target the leadership, that you
don't? Or was there a reason for not doing that?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir. We certainly do target the leadership. Again,
I don't want to steal Mr. Gregorie's thunder, but he will be talking
about 15 cases in which major leaders in countries have been in
volved in indictments being returned.

Senator Kerry. I'm talking about Noriega specifically.
Mr. Lawn. You mentioned, sir, the meeting of the major traffick

ers from Colombia. When that information was learned, that was
in May 1984 following the assassination of the minister of justice.

Senator Kerry. They were there in 1983 too. There were meet
ings of them. They used to hang out there. There were major meet
ings of the Medellin cartel in 1983.

Mr. Lawn. Well, sir, you are saying that as fact. We heard the
information. We went and checked in 1984. We checked hotel
records. We checked emigration records. We checked car rental
records. We did identify a Colombian — I think the former minister
of justice —as being in Panama at that particular time. But our in
vestigation did not substantiate that any of these traffickers under
their names or any of the aliases by which we knew them actually
traveled to Panama. So, when we heard that, we tried to investi
gate it.

When Caceres furnished that information, we then went to every
agent who had furnished information about Noriega in the past,
went back to that agent and said contact your informants to see if
they can corroborate any of this information. This is where we
began to build the pattern of activity which resulted in that indict
ment in 1987— in 1988.

Senator Kerry. Well, with respect to this kind of information —
and it really disturbs me greatly. We have a debrief. You are famil
iar with the debrief I believe. I do not want the name of the indi
vidual to come out. And we are going to excise that, obviously, and
sanitize it so that no sources are disclosed in it.
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But this is a debrief which shows evidence of both the FBI and
the DEA being aware of certain movements of the cartel at that
time. And yet, I don't seem to sense that there was an action on
that. Are you familiar with the one I'm referring to?

Mr. Lawn. I'm not sure
Senator Kerry. Well, let me come back to it. I have asked staff

to obtain it. There are a couple of debriefs, and I will share them
with you in fact in a few moments.

But what about the targeting of Noriega specifically? Are you
saying to us that there was not sufficient information in 1985-86?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I am saying that beginning in 1970, we
began — 1971 began receiving an allegation that could not be cor
roborated. We continued to document. I think during that 17-year
period from 1970 to 1987, Noriega's name appears in 81 or 82 dif
ferent files.

Senator Kerry. Did you read the story that Sy Hersh wrote
about the party that took place in Noriega's party house in
Panama City, and it was a 3-day party, enormous binge involving
drugs and sadism and other things, this is 1982 and 1983. General
Torrijos was put under house imprisonment for 3 days subsequent
to that party in order for General Noriega to show who was the
boss. Now, here is a newspaper reporter writing an article with
sources about a major drug party in which Noriega is involved,
sexual sadism, an individual injured. The General in command, put
under house arrest. Did you ever hear of that?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir, I sure haven't.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever follow up on it? I guess if you didn't

hear it, you couldn't have followed up on it, could you?
Mr. Westrate. Senator, I think part of the situation here is the

nature of the information we receive. As you know, historically we
brought an indictment against the brother of General Torrijos,
Moises Torrijos, in the past. This is prior to the Panama Canal ne
gotiations. This whole issue of drugs in Panama was a major issue
in the Panama Canal decision to transfer the canal to the Panama
nians. We've been through this at great length.

I think it is fair to say as an agent and an investigator, we look
at information in the context of prosecution and corroboration.
Now, others would have to, I suppose, answer the question about
foreign policy and the level and the degree to which information
received is believed and causes people to make political decisions
and or foreign policy decisions. But as an investigator, we have to
have somebody who will raise their hand and testify in a court of
law in order to bring a case. And that has to be corroborated. And
in most cases, more than one witness has to do that about the same
event or there has to be corroboration through other kinds of docu
mentation. That is often very difficult to get, and typically what we
see in these allegations is third party or hearsay information which
we cannot pursue very well.

Senator Kerry. Honestly, we can debate this forever, and I don't
want to do that. It's a mistake, and it won't get us anywhere. But I
guess there is just a difference of approach or opinion here on this
particular thing. I am not an expert. I'm really not an expert.

But I remember as an assistant district attorney when one
person came to me and said someone who is reputed to be a major
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organized crime figure has just put the squeeze on me to accept
pinball machines in the American Legion post. And we had one
person, one witness. But the nose. You know, you sort of look. So,
we went out, and used the grand jury and put together an investi
gation and, in fact, wound up with a prosecution and the person
went to jail. No. 2 organized crime figure in the region.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, here is a debrief, and it is not yet fully

sanitized so I can't release it to the press. But this is a Drug En
forcement Administration-U.S. Justice Department debrief. And ac
cording to this source, the source in Colombia said that there were
12 major or primary drug traffickers from Colombia who control 80
percent of the cocaine being smuggled into the United States. This
source asked the other person to travel down there to talk to traf
fickers or their representatives about making a deal with the U.S.
Government for immunity from prosecution. And they in return
would help stop the flow of cocaine into the United States. Are you
familiar with that offer to try to make a deal by the cartel?

Mr. Westrate. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Here's the cartel looking for a deal. Correct?
Mr. Westrate. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And the same person goes on to say that accord

ing to this source who wanted this deal, the country of Panama —
this is October 21, 1986 —the country of Panama is totally con
trolled by these traffickers. They stated that everything the United
States authorities in Panama do and know goes from the United
States authorities to the Panamanian authorities to the drug traf
fickers. That is pretty disturbing, isn't it?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Mr. Westrate. In part I'm sure that is true, but it is not
Senator Kerry. Well, doesn't that undercut what we said earlier

about the effectiveness of your ability to be able to really do things
if the whole country is controlled by the drug traffickers?

Mr. Westrate. It impacts upon us, but that is not to say that we
are not aware of that. We understand our risks. We know the im
pacts. We study that all the time, and yet there are certain things
that can be cone which bring us forward. I could give you a good
example on a Bolivian case that I think is right on point.

And as I said before, we understand fully the environment in
which we are working. And we collect information like that. We
have sources. That is a DEA source that you are quoting from ap
parently who is telling us these things which we analyze all the
time and share with our managers in the field.

Senator Kerry. Let me give you another paragraph from this
document. According to this source, it was stated that when a cer
tain person was elected president, the extradition treaty between
Colombia and the United States will end for the drug traffickers
because that person and the traffickers support each other. They
further stated that major drug king pins— I'll use their names,
Ochoa and Rodriguez —would be returned to Colombia based on
false charges which would be used to have them extradited to Co
lombia and not to the United States. This was costing a lot of
money. That, in fact, happened, didn't it?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
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Senator Kerry. False charges came forth later and they were ex
tradited.

So, I mean, the level of control here is something that boggles
the mind. These are nations setting up, deciding what to do.

Now, here is one of the key pieces that I want to lay out to you
which I find particularly disturbing. Source stated that Ochoa fi
nances both Sandinista and anti-Sandinista forces by setting up
drug operations there. Did you share that with anyone?

Mr. Westrate. I would have to go back and look at the record.
Senator Kerry. Did you do anything about that?
Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir, we most certainly did.
Senator Kerry. What did you do?
Mr. Lawn. We put a task force together and had that task force

review every investigation, every piece of information that we re
ceived having to do with trafficking in Nicaragua, be they Sandi
nistas or Contras.

Senator Kerry. Are you aware that the CIA task force chief for
Central America in testimony before the Iran-Contra Committee
said that the southern front was loaded with narcotics? Are you
aware of that?

Mr. Lawn. I'm aware of that particular testimony, but I can
attest to the fact that there is

Senator Kerry. Was there significant narcotics flowing in the
southern front?

Mr. Lawn. There is significant narcotics in Latin America, yes,
sir.

Senator Kerry. No, that's not my question. Here in one of your
own debriefs it is stated by a source who was reliable in every
other respect. Correct?

Mr. Lawn. I'm not familiar with the source, sir, but let's assume
that, sir.

Senator Kerry. You are familiar that everything he said hap
pened. Correct? In other words, Ochoa was returned

Mr. Lawn. Ochoa was released. Yes, sir, I'm familiar with that.
Rodriguez was returned. Yes, sir, I'm familiar with that.

Senator Kerry. And he says from a personal conversation that
Ochoa finances both Sandinista and anti-Sandinista forces in Nica
ragua by setting up drug operations there.

Mr. Lawn. I can't support that, no, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever come across evidence that there

some of the groups within Central America —no ideology involved
here, but that revolutionary groups of one kind or another were in
volved in narcotics?

Mr. Lawn. Individuals who belonged to revolutionary groups
were involved in narcotics? Yes, sir, I would say that that's an ac
curate assessment.

Senator Kerry. Did that include the M-19?
Mr. Lawn. M-19 has been involved in
Senator Kerry. ERP? FARC?
Mr. Lawn. FARC, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. FARC?
And what about on the southern front with the Contras? Agent

Pastora and that area?
Mr. Westrate. There have been, sir
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Senator Kerry. The FMLN?
Mr. Westrate [continuing]. Quite a bit of information about cer

tain of the people on both sides of that issue involved in drugs. As
Mr. Lawn has said, we have a task force that we put together to
scrub our files on the issues, and we never came up with signifi
cant information indicating that as a part of the political situation
and or fundraising that drugs were a part of that equation. It is
true that people on both sides of the equation were drug traffick
ers, and a couple of them were pretty significant.

Senator Kerry. Well, the head of the DEA office in Costa Rica
was interviewed by this committee, and he told us that the infra
structure that was used to supply the Contras was used to smuggle
drugs. That is your DEA officer in Costa Rica. Are you familiar
with that report?

Mr. Lawn. No, sir, I am not.
Senator Kerry. Did he ever report that to you?
Mr. Westrate. I'm not familiar with a statement that strong.

No, sir, I am not.
Senator Kerry. What do you mean by "that strong"? Are you fa

miliar with the allegation?
Mr. Westrate. Well, that the infrastructure of the Contras was

used to smuggle drugs. I'd have to see what is said before and after
and what that relates to. If you're talking about contra bandista
pilots that someone might have hired to fly supplies, that is one
thing. And if they are flying drugs

Senator Kerry. What about the airfields, the logistics, I mean,
the infrastructure? The infrastructure refers to airfields, planes,
pilots, fuel, the system.

Mr. Westrate. Possible. But as I said, we have been following
this for a couple of years, and we have yet to come up with conclu
sive evidence in our activities to substantiate that. And we certain
ly would point out too that in the

Senator Kerry. Well, have you seen the evidence of some of the
Contra leaders themselves, Octaviano Cesar, Marco Aguado,
others? Did you see their statements to this committee?

Mr. Westrate. Not specifically, no, sir, I have not.
Senator Kerry. Are you aware that they themselves said, "Yes,

this happened"?
Mr. Westrate. That the infrastructure was involved in a major

way? No, I'm not familiar with that testimony.
Senator Kerry. Has the question of the abuse of the facilities of

the covert war in Afghanistan for the purpose of drug trafficking
been raised with you?

Mr. Lawn. I'm sorry. Would you repeat the question, sir?
Senator Kerry. Have you received any reports at all of the abuse

of the facilities, supply, structure, for the covert war in Afghani
stan for the purpose of drug trafficking? Have those reports been
raised with you?

Mr. Westrate. I'm sorry, sir. I'm still not clear.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever hear about narcotics —heroin? Did

you hear about heroin being moved through the covert war struc
ture of the supply system for Afghanistan?

Mr. Westrate. A U.S.-supported covert war structure?
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Senator Kerry. Yes, of the covert system which has been used to
supply Afghanistan rebels. Have you received reports about heroin
flowing through that structure?

Mr. Westrate. Well, I haven't reviewed reports in that part of
the world in preparation for this hearing. But it is clear there is an
awful lot of heroin over there, and I would imagine you've got the
same kind of a situation where you have a lot of people moving
across the border in a wartime circumstance who need money. So,
I'm certain that there has got to be some spillover activity in that
regard.

Senator Kerry. But my question is have you seen reports.
Mr. Westrate. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Do you recall reports?
Mr. Westrate. But I haven't also gone and asked and done a

little research on it for today's activities.
Senator Kerry. Is someone else responsible for that?
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. When we are preparing for a hearing, we

review whatever documentation we have on the particular coun
tries.

Senator Kerry. But it doesn't leap out at you? You had no natu
ral recollection of the drug trouble areas of the world and this one
leaps out at you?

Mr. Westrate. I have not heard a specific allegation of that, no,
sir.

Senator Kerry. Are you aware of heroin flowing in that area?
Mr. Lawn. Absolutely.
Mr. Westrate. Oh, absolutely.
Mr. Lawn. Afghanistan is a major source country. When I met

with the Soviets in late April, they talked about their problems
with heroin coming back to the Soviet Union through Afghanistan.

Senator Kerry. Are you aware of the model that was created in
Southeast Asia during the Vietnam war of the flow of heroin in the
Golden Triangle?

Mr. Lawn. The model that was created?
Senator Kerry. Well, in the sense that planes flew in, weapon

systems, information traded, various people trafficking in narcotics
in exchange for some of the goods in the process of conducting the
war. Are you aware of that?

Mr. Westrate. Yes, and I recall some situations where drugs
were allegedly moved on U.S. aircraft and there was quite a bit of
information at the time. There were some allegations about drugs
being smuggled into the United States in coffins of servicemen
being returned and that type of thing. So, quite a bit of that infor
mation at the time.

Senator Kerry. Have you raised any issues regarding the poten
tial abuse within the covert structure as a whole, with higher offi
cials?

Have you ever gone to anybody in the administration and said,
"There is a problem in terms of the linkage of these structures? Or
we have to deal with this somehow?" Did you ever do that?

Mr. Lawn. Sir, I would have to say that, in one particular in
stance that I recall, I think it would require a closed hearing for us
to discuss.
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Senator Kerry. OK, if we could follow up on that sometime in
the very near future so that we could try to close this out, which
we want to do, it would be very helpful to us. I would appreciate
our doing that.

I will interrupt my own questioning now and come back, and
Senator McConnell will question.

Senator McConnell. As I heard your testimony with regard to
Senator Kerry's observations about the Contras and the Sandinis
tas, I think you said that there was evidence that there was some
involvement with drugs on both sides. Is that not what you said?

Mr. Westrate. Well, I think that is so. I mean, the Barry Seal
case itself, the apparent significance of that was that it was alleged
that the military structure on the Sandinista side was supporting
the smuggling of that cocaine.

So, there has been considerable information, as I say, on both
sides, and even in the United States people from the part of the
world who are supposed to be sympathetic to one side or the other
were also involved in cocaine trafficking at the kilo level or 10-, 20-,

30-kilo level.
Senator McConnell. My reason for revisiting that, and I only

want to do it briefly, was that most of the questions that were
asked you were related to the Contras.

But my understanding of your testimony was that you said just
what you just said again, which was that there was some indication
on both sides that there was some drug trafficking.

Mr. Westrate. Yes, and we are very concerned about what con
tinues to be a deepening involvement on the part of M-19, the
FARC, the Sandero Iluminoso in Peru, these kinds of organizations
that in previous years we said,"Well, they are sort of taking a tax
from the growers to allow them to grow in these areas."

And today we find them more involved than ever before to the
point of running processing laboratories and so forth. So, I think
this is a deepening problem.

Senator McConnell. Yesterday we had a witness named John
McCann, who is currently serving life plus 110 years, I think.

This witness had a debriefing after he was arrested. He told us
that he told a DEA agent, an FBI agent, and IRS agents that he
had information on Noriega's involvement in or interest in drug
traffic.

Does DEA have any record of such a statement by
Mr. Lawn. No, sir. That information was inaccurate, and I be

lieve that Mr. Gregorie, in speaking with his attorney this morn
ing, will be able to correct the record. He has just spoken to
McCann's attorney on that.

Senator McConnell. Well, we listened to this fellow, McCann, at
length yesterday about his conversation with Noriega, which he
claimed occurred in English, which I thought was rather preposter
ous. But nevertheless I wanted to get your response to that ques
tion.

I assume that DEA relies from time to time on informants in its
investigations.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
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Senator McConnell. Are some of these informants themselves
involved in the drug trade or have been previously involved in the
drug trade?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. The information about which we referred
that was substantial in the indictment being returned against Nor
iega was in fact information that was obtained from a drug traf
ficker.

Senator McConnell. Does DEA have a specific policy with
regard to corroborating the information supplied by informants in
volved in drug trafficking?

Mr. Lawn. Absolutely. It is critically important that, as Mr. Wes-
trate mentioned earlier, that we find someone who will go into
court and raise his or her right hand and say that this information
is accurate.

Senator McConnell. Will DEA be inclined to rely heavily on un
corroborated information supplied by a former or present-day drug
trafficker in its investigations?

Mr. Lawn. We would certainly evaluate any information re
ceived, and if it could not be corroborated we would do what we
could to corroborate it.

Senator McConnell. Well, that of course has been a critical
issue that Senator Kerry and I have had some spirited discussions
about in terms of these hearings.

The extent to which we rely on the testimony of, much of it un
corroborated, of people who are currently in jail, or for violating
the laws of this country and engaging in bringing drugs into this
country to ruin the lives of our people.

I am wondering in the war on drugs, gentlemen, how important
you feel it is that there be severe penalties for those who are con
victed of these offenses?

Mr. Lawn. I think penalties are critically important, sir. The
report has just been released that was conducted by the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police and the Drug Enforcement
Administration about that very problem.

We are, 35 States are under court order because of prison over
crowding. Major traffickers are arrested, are convicted, and there
is no room at the inn for them. So, in fact we are telling them that
even if you are determined to be a drug trafficker there will not be
penalties for drug trafficking.

Senator McConnell. In fact, it is your belief, I gather, from
what you said, that longer sentences and harsher penalties do have
a strong deterrent.

Mr. Lawn. Absolutely. Yes, sir. And that was clearly the deter
mination made by this study.

Senator McConnell. Do you think a life sentence for large-scale
drug trafficking is an appropriate and effective deterrent?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. I think severe penalties are very important.
Senator McConnell. If we could successfully impose the death

penalty against drug trafficking kingpins, do you think that might
deter some people from getting involved in the drug trade?

Mr. Lawn. It would certainly deter recidivism.
Senator McConnell. You know, one of the things that astounds

me, gentlemen, and it must frustrate you in the course of your
work is that many of the people who are so critical of the effort, so
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inclined to want you to have 20-20 hindsight about various individ
uals around the world who are unsavory that we all wish we had
caught years ago, when it gets down to the question of what you
are going to do with them once convicted, or for one reason or an
other incapable of doling out harsh, stiff penalties against those
who are killing Americans, and I find that a frustrating thing in
dealing with the Senate.

As you may know in recent weeks we have had a good deal of
discussion about the death penalty for those who are convicted of
dealing in drugs in large quantities and bringing them into this
country and killing our young people. And we cannot even get a
consensus on that here in the Congress.

Yet many of us are prone to jump on all of you folks and pick at
the job you are trying to do when we are not willing to do our part.
When it comes to changing the law and making it applicable to
this severe crime so that you have got something to back up your
enforcement efforts, we are failing in giving you the tools that you
need, it seems to me, in dealing with this fundamental problem.

So, I am not here to say that you all are doing your job perfectly.
I know you are not. It is a darn tough problem when this kind of
money is involved. It corrupts people all along the way.

But by golly, we are not either. And we are letting the American
people down to the extent that we are not providing you with the
kind of penalties and enforcing them that you need to make this
work.

Let me ask you, with regard to the policy, and we touched on
this earlier, of indicting foreign officials in this country. I sort of
want to go over that one more time in terms of the effectiveness of
that approach. Is it the best way to go, in your view?

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir. We certainly believe it is the best way to go.
We saw in Colombia, for example, the reaction to the traffickers,

the traffickers responded with intimidation because that concern
about coming to the United States, about facing justice in the
United States, was that fearful to them that it, we think it is an
effective approach and I have spoken to President Barco about that
approach. We think it is effective to do that.

Senator McConnell. With regard to Noriega, I think we are all
kind of unhappy with how that has unfolded to date, both Republi
cans and Democrats, and I am sure you are not happy about it
either.

In retrospect, the indictment certainly heightened expectations
that something was going to be done about this rogue. We elevated
this fellow in American and international circles to the point
where he is a well-known name, and yet he is still there. I do not
think anybody has got a good solution at this point.

I mean, even the critics of the policy, I have noticed, spend all of
their time criticizing what has happened and have not come up
with a suggestion, not a single one, as to how we speed the exit of
this fellow. Because it is not the policy of this country to go around
assassinating foreign officials, and nobody is advocating that.

So, the question is, on the part of the critics, and I am really sort
of one of them. Whatever we have done has not worked so far in
the case of Panama. What could we have done differently to speed
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the exit of this fellow, consistent with American values and Ameri
can law?

Mr. Lawn. Well, we did what we had to do. The information was
discovered, it was corroborated. We brought the information to the
U.S. attorney, to the grand jury.

I think as has happened in the past these individuals have to
travel. If you are involved, as this allegation, as the indictment in
dicates, is involved in international drug trafficking, individuals
like that are going to travel.

The individual will sometime land in a country with whom we
have good cooperation. This is what happened with the pilot Ca-
ceres. He landed in Costa Rica and we were able to return him
from Costa Rica.

Perhaps that will happen in this case. But in the meanwhile, as
you say, there does not appear to be many people coming up with
positive solutions to the Panama issue.

Senator McConnell. I have about concluded that we ought to
put on some of the critics as witnesses and let them say how they
would have done it.

You know, what policies they would have pursued that would
have, under which Noriega would be gone now. And it would be
interesting to see the sort of the 9-point plan for the removal of
Noriega on the part of the critics.

We have some other questions here, Mr. Lawn, that I am just
going to submit for the record that I would like to have answered.
And Mr. Chairman, I will yield the floor for the moment.

Senator Kerry. Let me take a moment maybe to answer Senator
McConnell's question, because I am a critic and I am happy to lay
out a 9- or 10-point program. I did in the first days of that situa
tion, as did Senator D'Amato and a number of other people.

The first thing you do is you do not have the guy on the U.S.
payroll. The second thing you do is you cut off your CIA and mili
tary intelligence and other contacts with him to send him the mes
sage that you are serious and you mean business.

The third thing you do is not allow the head of SOUTHCOMr
and others to send a mixed message about what the U.S. bottom-
line would be in terms of potential use of the military.

The fourth thing you do is back up your statements about sup
port for the so-called democracy and the president that you have
legitimately recognized named President Delvalle.

If in the initial days when the coup had been attempted, when
people were in the streets of Panama, when the democracy was
most visibly in its state of being robbed and when there was huge
uncertainty among the PDF, if the United States had spoken with
one voice in bipartisan form, led by the administration, and made
it clear together with the President of Costa Rica, and the Presi
dent of Guatemala, through both the OAS and other forums, that
we had several options, the first of which was obviously a partial
embargo.

Incidentally, even the steps that were taken were not taken by
our Government. The shutoff of money was through the private ef
forts of an attorney named Bill Rogers here in Washington who
filed suit in court in order to prevent the flow.
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There had never been the kind of use of the Federal Reserve,
stemming the flow of dollars, stemming the flow of oil, stemming
the flow of all commerce that could have been cut off in a way that
would have made it clear that the United States was very serious.

I am confident that under those circumstances General Noriega
might have exercised the option of going to Spain or elsewhere,
given the realization that he no other choice. The problem is that
he was sent a signal that said he did have another choice, and the
other choice was one to just wait it out and to play a chess game
with us because we clearly did not have an end game.

And here it is, this Democrat from Massachusetts, who has been
a vociferous outspoken critic of our efforts in Central America and
Nicaragua, who says that we had the political, moral, and interna
tional legal right to take steps to defend this country against the
robbing of the democracy under the canal treaties as well as to re
spond to the plea of a president to come to the assistance of that
country.

And had we had that kind of clear policy and process, I think
you would not have a General Noriega there today. There were
never even discussions with the Senate about those kinds of things.
It was just this unilateral policy, hanging out there.

You know, the Secretary of State was off in the Mideast, and we
had a secondary level, Mike Kozak, I respect him, but secondary
level individual dealing with the issue. We second-tiered the issue.

And the country that was tough with Qadhafi, that was tough in
Grenada, that was willing to send the 82d Airborne down at the
first flash of troops crossing the border from Nicaragua, was pusil
lanimous when it came to its dealings with a narco kingpin en
gaged in a criminal conspiracy, stealing a democracy.

And to me, I have every right, and I think any critic has the
right to make its statements, because I do not think we had a

policy.
Senator McConnell. Well, let me ask you a couple of questions,

Mr. Chairman, since you have outlined what you would have done.
First of all, would you have supported the use of American

troops in Panama?
Senator Kerry. As an absolute matter of last resort, if all of that

policy had come together in bipartisan form and we had moved
through the appropriate international channels and come to that, I
would have done that, yes.

Senator McConnell. And I ask you, Mr. Chairman, if Noriega
had been indicted and convicted of being a drug kingpin, would you
have supported the death penalty for him?

Senator Kerry. I am an outspoken critic, and have been for a
long time. In Massachusetts we have the lowest murder rate of any
industrial state in this Nation. We do not have the death penalty.

They have a death penalty in Florida. Florida has the highest
rate in the country. It has not stopped the tide of narcotics. Nor
iega, do you think Noriega would have been deterred by the death
penalty?

Senator McConnell. I think he would have been permanently
deterred by the death penalty.

Senator Kerry. I think, you know, I spent years prosecuting.
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After I left the district attorney's office I represented an individ
ual who spent 15V2 years of his life in jail for a murder that he did
not commit. And we got him out by showing the evidence of the
murder, of who had really committed it and what had happened.

And there are only two reasons that I am opposed to it. I am in
favor of it from a retribution point of view. And I think it is a very,
very difficult issue. But the two things that I have not been able to
resolve with respect to it are the possibility of mistake and the dis
criminatory application issues which continue to plague us.

If there is a way constitutionally to work those out, I have
always said that from the perspective of retribution, which is the
only legitimate argument for the death penalty incidentally, I do
not believe it is a deterrent but I do believe in the notion of retri
bution. So, that is where I come out on it. Glad to answer your two
questions, though.

Let me just say that Senator D'Amato wanted to be here. He is
not able to be here at this moment in time. He does have a series
of questions, and rather, Jack, than take your time, and I have
U.S. Attorney Gregorie waiting, I am going to submit them to you
for the record if we can and like to ask you if you could get those
into us in the next couple weeks, if possible.

Mr. Lawn. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. You have really been very generous with your

time, and I want to reiterate the gratitude of the committee to you
for your efforts and particularly for the efforts of a lot of your
people in the field.

I think that the Camarena case stands out as a terrible example
of the risks that your agents take. It is a thankless task, a difficult
one. And I do not think there is a Senator on this panel or

Senator Adams. I would like to join with the chairman on that,
Mr. Lawn.

I respect professional law enforcement people very much. The
dangers are incredible. And my questioning of you this morning
sometimes may have been sharp, but it is directed toward the
issue. And I appreciate the job that you all do.

Mr. Lawn. Well, thank you, sir, and the questioning wasn't
sharp but I did have my bulletproof vest on.

Senator Kerry. Let me just ask you, Mr. Lawn. Generically now,
if you were made the drug czar tomorrow, and you had the choices
that we are facing in terms of expenditure and allocation of re
sources, I think we are increasingly coming down on the demand
side.

But what particularly disturbs me is we have 33 agencies out
there and they are stamping all over each other. We had one wit
ness here who served as an informant for you who went on an un
dercover operation and who wound up arriving at the place of ren
dezvous and he opens the door of the airplane and there are a
bunch of machineguns being pointed at him and nobody had talked
to the other agency, and they thought they were making a solid
drug arrest.

I mean it is dangerous out there, dangerous enough without one
agency shooting at another. What recommendations would be high
on your priority list?
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Mr. Lawn. If this were a Christmas wish list, sir, certainly per
sonnel.

Right now, in spite of all the enhancements, the 53-percent in
crease that we have had in personnel, we in fact have fewer per
sonnel in the Drug Enforcement Administration than there mem
bers of the Capitol Hill Police Department. That is a major prob
lem.

As a law enforcement official, as far back as 1984, I became very
outspoken about demand reduction. We must be serious about re
ducing the demand. Our limited program in demand reduction has
been a very effective program. And now it has caught on.

I also feel very strongly, as you indicate, that there is a prolifera
tion of agencies. There is a sense that there is money available, so
let's jump on the narcotics bandwagon. And the reason the DEA
was created in 1973 was to have one agency responsible and ac
countable. DEA continues to be accountable and responsibility is
shared by a number of other agencies.

Were I to be in that position, I would take strong steps to ensure
that there was a consolidated unified effort, because in fact I am
afraid that you are right, we will be losing people who would in
good faith will be out there stepping on one another's toes.

Senator Kerry. Well, I think we are on the brink of doing that.
As you know, a number of us have been working on a task force.

We are about to come out, I think, with a major piece of legisla
tion. We are going to put some serious resources into this effort.
And my hope is that it will be more than an election-year effort. A
lot of us, I think, hope that. Thank you very much.

Senator McConnell. Jack, let me too thank you for the work
that you all are doing.

I am sorry that we are not able to get through this place more of
the tools that you need to do your job, but that effort will continue.
And in the meantime we appreciate your being here.

Mr. Lawn. Thank you very much.
Senator McConnell. Thank you.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much. I would like to ask U.S.

Attorney Gregorie if you would come forward.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, before we take this witness,

I just want to bring up something that is kind of rubbing me the
wrong way and see if we cannot get it worked out.

I mentioned to you earlier that this witness, Franklin Joseph
Camper, was put on today's agenda. He had originally been sched
uled for Thursday. He was moved up to today, as you know, with
out any prior notice to our side. We found out about it this morn
ing.

In addition, Republican committee staff is being denied access to
vital documents about this particular witness. Now, this is another
witness who is a Federal prisoner, former mercenary, a military de
serter, overall an extremely unreliable and questionable witness,
requiring the maximum opportunity for preparation, questioning,
and cross examination.

Three weeks ago Camper was deposed. We did have one staffer
from our side who was invited to attend that deposition, yet even
at this hour, only shortly before the witness is scheduled to appear,
our staff is being denied access to the second and third parts of the
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three-part deposition, parts which the other side has in its posses
sion.

The full committee has access only to the first 156 pages of the
deposition and parts 2 and 3 are in the possession only of the chair
man and the special counsel.

Now, having said that, we would rather not have a fight, but we
would sure like to have access to the same information that the
majority staff has access to before the witness comes on. I do not
think that is unreasonable.

Senator Kerry. No, I think that is fair. I am not even aware of a
second and third parts. Let me try to find out.

Senator McConnell. I hope that maybe this will get everybody
together back here. This has been an ongoing problem that we
have had.

Senator Kerry. I am told that apparently even Senator D'Amato,
who is not on the committee, that all the minority staff has every
thing made available to them that there is.

Senator McConnell. I would suggest that the warring staffers
get together back here and we try

Senator Kerry. Let me just find out though. Well, I do not think
they are warring.

Senator McConnell. I think they are.
Senator Kerry. Are there any documents that have not been

turned over? My understanding is that everything has been made
available.

Senator McConnell. Well, Mr. Chairman, why do you not direct
them to get this worked out?

Senator Kerry. They have been directed since day one to make
any and all documents available. There is no reason in the world
that we would not want you to have every document, and I am
sure that they have been made available.

Senator McConnell. Why do we not go ahead with Mr. Gre-
gorie?

Senator Kerry. Mr. Gregorie, do you have to resolve those kinds
of differences too? [Laughter.]

We are delighted to welcome you. If you could just stand so I
could swear you in, and happy to have you here. Raise your right
hand.

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Gregorie. I do.
Senator Kerry. Thank you. We are delighted to welcome you

and I first of all want to start out by congratulating you on some
outstanding prosecutorial work.

I think we have had occasion to talk once, at least on the phone.
But I think the indictments you have made have been important to
the effort, and you have worked under some very difficult circum
stances.

We are anxious to hear about that and your views about this
effort in which we are engaged. So, without further comment, I
would just like to ask you to proceed with your opening statement.

I would ask perhaps, I do not think you need to go into the detail
of each of the cases. But obviously, if you want to herald them for
us, we would be delighted to have that.
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Mr. Gregorie. Well, Senator, I know that you have my written
statement, and I may deviate from it just a little bit in the opening
statement in the hopes of saving some time, and maybe I can
answer some of your questions.

Senator Kerry. Could you just identify yourself for the record?
Mr. Gregorie. My name is Richard Daniel Gregorie. I am the

Chief Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Southern District of Florida.
Senator Kerry. How long have you held that position?
Mr. Gregorie. I have been chief assistant for the past year. Prior

to that I was the chief of the criminal division, and prior to that I
was chief of the narcotics section in the U.S. attorney's office, be
ginning back in 1982.

Senator Kerry. How long have you been associated with the
office itself?

Mr. Gregorie. For the past 6 years, Senator. I have been a
member of the Justice Department, however, for 16 V2 years. I was
in the organized crime section in New Jersey, Boston, Connecticut,
and Rhode Island between 1972 and 1982.

Senator Kerry. Well, we are delighted to have you here. Why do
you not proceed with your statement?

Mr. Gregorie. I thank you, Senator, for having me. In the past
law enforcement in this country dealt with domestic problems.

Unfortunately, currently, we are faced with a torrent of cocaine
and marijuana which is coming from South and Central America.
This is the primary problem in south Florida.

We are also in south Florida, it seems the Casablanca of the
1980's. We are a meeting place for revolutionaries, mercenaries,
drug dealers, money launderers, and Miami has gotten the reputa
tion of being sort of a wild spot somewhere in the south of the
United States.

Some of that is unfortunate because living there I think that, I
grew up in Boston and I can tell you the streets of Miami are every
bit as safe as they were in Boston. However, we do have meeting
places where the folks that we were just talking about do locate
and do discuss their business.

I would note that the narcotics traffic has changed drastically in
the 6 years that I have been there. When I came there the cocaine
business was a Cartier diamond business.

You could buy a kilo of cocaine for $50,000 to $60,000. It has now
become a Big Mac hamburger business. That is, there was a pur
chase earlier this year as low as $8,500 for a kilo of cocaine, which
means that the source countries, the growers, the importers, must
be producing in such mass quantities, and bringing it into the
United States in such mass quantities, as to make a profit.

And when you consider that if they are selling it for $8,500 on
the streets of Miami, it cost them at. least $3,000 to transport it,
what it cost them to produce it in Colombia, their profit has
shrunk considerably.

Therefore, they are bringing in massive quantities and the inves
tigative techniques, therefore, have to change. You have to look to
cargo shipments.
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Instead of having interdiction on the high seas, we should prob
ably have more SET teams from Customs out examining the cargo
and the container shipments that are coming into our ports, be
cause the amount of cocaine must be in such large amounts.

I must tell you as well that in the southern district of Florida we
are not only a cocaine headquarters but we have become the loca
tion for arms shipments and mercenaries of all kinds.

And as you will note in the cases that I have cited in my written
statement, we have numerous cases involving high-technology com
puter parts, helicopters, airplane parts, even satellite encryption
devices being sent out of the United States to other parts of the
world in violation of our laws.

We have also become the center of violations of the Neutrality
Act. And if all of us go back in history a little bit we will remem
ber that is the statute under which Aaron Burr was prosecuted.

It has now come back into fashion in Miami. In the last 2 or 3
years we have prosecuted people for leaving in rubber boats to go
invade Haiti, and folks being trained, armed, financed, and going
to fight foreign wars from the United States, not being financed or
approved by the Congress of the United States.

That is a violation of law. I think tomorrow morning there will
be a press conference in Miami about just such indictments, and I
am sure that will be of interest to this committee and others as
well.

Looking at this, we must determine what kind of problems does
this present to a prosecutor, someone such as myself who are deal
ing with these cases.

I must tell you that the drug enforcement agents with whom I
have dealt, the FBI agents with whom I have dealt, have all had
only one concern, and that is follow the evidence that is brought to
them wherever it leads them.

And they have done that without any concern as to how power
ful or rich or important the individuals were who they were chas
ing.

This is also true of the assistant U.S. attorneys. It has never been
a concern of an assistant in the office, since the day I arrived
there, to be worried about where the individual came from, how
powerful he was or what position he held. And I think if you look
at the cases I reported in my written statement, you will see that
that is true.

What I must note, however, is there are a couple of very impor
tant problems. One is we are developing a constitutional crisis in
the United States. The judicial system requires a prosecutor to
turn over to a defendant any material which is exculpatory, that is
would be helpful to the defendant.

Most times in cases involving foreign leaders and foreign affairs,
the prosecutor does not get all the material. He does not know
what it is he has to turn over. We are now faced with such a case
in an individual known as Sarkis Soghenalian. He is an arms
dealer

Senator McConnell. Would you repeat that again?
Mr. Gregorie. The case is United States v. Sarkis Soghenalian.

Mr. Soghenalian is under charges in the southern district of Flori
da. His trial was due to start this spring.
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The case was continued because the State Department has failed
to turn over discovery materials to the defense. It is still being con
tinued because the State has not turned it over.

Senator Kerry. I do not mean to interrupt you, but I do want the
record to reflect this is the same Sarkis Soghenalian who has been
subpoenaed to testify here before this committee, and this commit
tee has had the same problem in getting some documentation, as

our own U.S. attorney has.
So, thank you, Mr. Gregorie.
Mr. Gregorie. I would also note that in the Noriega case, which

has not reached the trial stage yet, there are however motions out
standing.

The judge in the southern district of Florida has allowed defense
counsel for Mr. Noriega to file motions which have yet to be actual
ly delivered to the Government. But these motions will be motions
to dismiss and they can only be brought without the defendant
being present on two bases.

One is jurisdiction, that is whether the court has jurisdiction to
hear the case, and two is the insufficiency or constitutionality of
the indictment.

It is clear from conversations I have had with defense counsel
that the defense to be raised at this point is that of the head of
state or act of state doctrine. There are two separate doctrines.

What concerns me as a prosecutor is that the defense attorney
went to Panama and negotiated with the State Department with
out my knowledge or without my participation in any way.

So, when we go into court, defense counsel for Mr. Noriega can
make statements as to what happened at these meetings, negotia
tions with the Government of the United States, and I as the pros
ecutor do not have the same knowledge that the defense counsel
does.

What is further of concern is that if Mr. Noriega's defense is that
he was acting as a policy to provide information to the United
States in his dealing with the narcotics dealers and his dealings
with the drug traffickers was in a capacity of some sort of intelli
gence source for the United States, then I must know if in fact he
was an intelligence source for the intelligence agencies.

You must realize that we now have a myriad of intelligence
agencies. There is not just the CIA. There are numerous branches
of military intelligence. There is the NSC, and there are other in
telligence agencies that I guess I may not have even heard of yet.

It is impossible in a world where the secret to conducting intelli
gence activity is compartmentalization, that is you get information
on a need-to-know basis, and if your compartment gets that infor
mation and works on it you don't give it to another compartment
so there can't be a leak of all the intelligence information under
our control.

The problem with this is, if a compartment goes out of whack,
that is they go off on their own wild spree, there is nobody to su
pervise them. The only people who know what they're doing are
within their compartment.

And if that happened, that is Mr. Noriega was working for a
compartment that I don't know about and their superiors in the
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other departments don't know about, there may be a whole source
of material which are unknown to the prosecutor.

There is the case you mentioned about, earlier in the testimony
that we just heard, about Barry Seal. During that time period we
had an operation in which we had an undercover chemical store in
Chicago.

We were providing ether to the drug processors. We were putting
beepers in the ether, in the barrels, and following them to South
America. The beepers emit signals and you can follow them.

I can't go on because of rules of secrecy to some of the details,
but I can tell you that, where the barrels went and the signals that
were emitted went to more sensitive supertechnical gear which re
corded where exactly the barrels were.

That would provide us some tremendous evidence were we to go
to trial. The problem is that the NSA is mostly likely to say, "No,
you can't have that evidence because we would have to disclose the
nature of the devices used to record the signals."

This is a problem in a case in which we're talking about pros
ecuting some of the largest narcotics traffickers in the world, and
certainly should we be able to get them it would be important to us
to be able to use that evidence.

Finally, I come down to the problems of extradition. In 1984 we
caught Jorge Ochoa and Gonzalo Rodriguez-Gacha loading cocaine
onto an airplane. We have photographs of them doing it.

Jorge Ochoa was directly involved. He was found in Spain. The
Spanish police were tremendous in assisting us. They made the
arrest. They were in custody. I went to Madrid twice to see about
their extradition.

I fail to understand how it is that the Colombian Government
could file charges which merely mirrored the charges that were
brought in the United States, that someone in our State Depart
ment didn't raise objections with the Colombian Government, that
somebody didn't go to the Spanish Government and raise objections
saying, this is just a false charge. There is nothing here, they are
just trying to keep this man from coming to the United States.

I cannot believe that if narcotics was indeed a priority of the Jus
tice Department that we could not have raised more of a stink with
the State Department and told them, "Hey, you've got to put as
much pressure on the Spanish Government as possible to see to it
that this man comes to the United States."

You will note in other cases that I have mentioned here, Jaime
Guillot-Lara, who was the main defendant in the case involving
drugs in Cuba, he was captured in Mexico. Again, the Mexican
Government didn't extradite him to the United States, they let him
go free. It is believed now he is in hiding in Cuba.

This is a constant problem. The priority of prosecuting narcotics
traffickers, of getting the highest of the drug lords, must be made
the priority of the State Department and of the intelligence agen
cies, as well as domestic law enforcement.

I don't mean to disagree with Jack Lawn because he and I work
very closely together. But the idea of saying that we're having a
drug war is fallacious. It is not true. We have a domestic law en
forcement action. We don't have jurisdiction to go beyond our bor
ders. We are incapable of getting the highest level of traffickers.

91-936 0 -
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When I arrived in Miami in 1982 I came because Stanley Marcus
asked me to come there, and I told him I would come on only one
provision, that is that he let me conduct the office and the prosecu
tions the way I saw fit, and that I reported only to him on those
prosecutions and that I wouldn't be interfered with in any way.

And I must tell you, in the last 6 years, I have not been inter
fered with. We have brought all the prosecutions that we had evi
dence to bring. However, we are unable to get the highest level of
the traffickers because they're in foreign jurisdictions.

And although we know where they are, we get information daily
on their locations, there is nothing we can do about it. We can t
bring them to justice in the United States. We therefore do not
have a war, because a war indicates that you are sending massive
numbers of troops to a foreign jurisdiction or in your own jurisdic
tion to fight an enemy.

No. 1, we don't have massive numbers of troops. When you think
that we have approximately 2,700 DEA agents worldwide, that is
hardly a massive army. And we are certainly not using all the re
sources at the hands of the U.S. Government to fight this drug
problem.

So, it is my opinion that there is no such thing as a drug war.
We merely have a domestic police action, and it is impossible with
a domestic police action to solve this problem. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gregorie appears in the appen
dix.]

Senator Kerry. Thank you. I think, Mr. Gregorie, your testimo
ny, which I read through with great interest in its entirety last
night, and you have summarized it and essentially what you have
said is very, very important testimony. And I really mean that. I
want to emphasize the importance, I think, of what you have said
here.

You can have people from certain agencies who come in and ev
erybody has a boss, and nobody feels the independence in a sense
to be able to sit down and say what they are really thinking, be
cause they have to go back and report to somebody and somebody
is going to sit there and say, well, 'Why did you allow that guy to
go up there and say the things he did?"

We are not here, and I want to reemphasize this, we are not here
to just try to find places to point fingers. We have got a problem.
But if we are going to kid ourselves into believing that we are deal
ing with the problem when we are not, we are never going to solve
it.

And if we are going to sit around and try to cover up our trail
and say, "Well, we have this great war going on when we know
darn well we do not, we are not going to create a real one, a real
war."

So, I think it takes a lot of courage for you to come up here, and
I know you are a professional prosecutor and you have one object
in mind. No politics, one object, and that is to do your job and to
prosecute, and to try to do your best to stop this.

I want to ask you some questions, obviously, as do all the mem
bers of the committee to try to help us to understand more about
what we are not doing, what we ought to be doing, and some of the
things that are going on.
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You have raised a very serious problem which we got at some
what with Administrator Lawn, and I think he also was very
candid and helpful. And that is this question of who knows what
about what is happening.

Now, you have talked about Miami, the Casablanca of the United
States today, and it really is. I mean, my investigators have had
some incredible experiences down there, walking into rooms, and
guys have got machineguns.

You know, and walk into a business establishment in Miami and
somebody is standing there with a machinegun. You would think
you were in the movies or something. But it is real life.

One of the witnesses who talked to our investigator, there was an
attempt on his life within hours of our investigator being there.
That is not unusual, I take it, nowadays.

Mr. Gregorie. No, not in the southern district of Florida, unfor
tunately.

Senator Kerry. Now, during the course of the last few years,
have you come to believe as a prosecutor that your efforts have
been frustrated, literally frustrated, by the lack of cooperation and
available information within our agencies of Government, our own
agencies?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, Senator, that implies that there was some
sort of ongoing conspiracy to frustrate me. I think that

Senator Kerry. No, I am not suggesting, I am just asking you
whether, you know, you are too defensive on that one.

You know, I am trying to just understand whether you have
come to believe that things are happening out there and you are
not getting the information and it has frustrated your ability to
know or to be able to put cases together or to have a full sense of
what is happening.

Mr. Gregorie. There is no question that that is true, Senator,
but it is true because the system is not set up in order to get that
kind of information to me.

The problem is we have so many agencies, and they have differ
ent priorities, that the information is just not arriving. You can
take it from as simple as the IRS, who's granted more agents this
past year, they made more revenue agents instead of making more
CID agents, criminal investigative agents, and that therefore they
are collecting taxes which is their priority, that's their prime pur
pose.

But those financial investigators who we need desperately to do
money-laundering cases aren't available to us. That is not some
purposeful intent to frustrate my investigations, but it does hurt us
because our greenback operation is hurt by the fact that we can't
get more criminal investigation agents.

It goes as far as the intelligence agencies who, if they are provid
ing us any intelligence at all, and they are working closer with the
FBI and DEA these days, but No. 1, they provide their information
with the caveat, you can't tell the prosecutor.

And if they do tell them that they can tell the prosecutor, they
then give us the caveat you can't use it as evidence in any way,
because we won't come and testify to it.

That is useless information to us, because I already know who
the heads of the cocaine industry are, we've identified them. We've
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had our own sources be able to do it. I now need evidence to be

able to capture them, arrest them, and bring them to trial here in
the United States.

Senator Kerry. Have you had, would it be fair to say that most
of the major drug crimes in your jurisdiction now rise to a kind of
international level in scope and that they move through many
countries. Is that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. There is absolutely no question about that, Sena
tor. The cocaine is being grown in South and Central America, it is
being passed through the Caribbean islands.

The Cuban Government, it has been shown, and there will be
two trials coming up this summer in which there is videotaped evi
dence of the Cuban military actually being involved in assisting
the drug traffickers in bringing the cocaine through Cuba.

Senator Kerry. So, the real problem is one of dealing with a new
kind of criminal enterprise, one that does not respect borders, that
has the ability to corrupt the lines between those borders, and to
multiply the jurisdictional problems of prosecution in ways that we
have never really faced before.

Mr. Gregorie. Beyond that, Senator, they are able to hide in
countries where they can operate openly without any fear of arrest
or sanction of any kind.

Senator Kerry. To what degree do you believe that the major
drugrunning organizations have purchased protection from foreign
governments?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, I believe that the Noriega indictments cer
tainly, when you use the term "purchase," I usually say that Nor
iega was for rent not for purchase, because you may be able to get
his services and he would use them, the next day once the lease
ran out he is apt to turn you into DEA because that would be in
his best interest.

But to the degree that you are able to get airfields, protection
from police departments, information about where the law enforce
ment people will be, that is a regular chain of events in the Baha
mas, in the Turks and Caicos, although there to some degree we've
cleaned it up, in Cuba, in Haiti, in Honduras. This is a regular set
of events that are going on.

Senator Kerry. Were you familiar with the sting operation in
the southern district that was targeted toward important figures in
the Bahamas?

Mr. Gregorie. I am very familiar with that; yes, Senator.
Senator Kerry. And was that a sting operation that might have

even netted one of the top government officials within the Baha
mas?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, that was what was hoped. There was infor
mation that he certainly was involved, and it was hoped that the
sting operation would end up that way.

Senator Kerry. Was that sting operation canceled?
Mr. Gregorie. It was.
Senator Kerry. Why was that sting operation canceled?
Mr. Gregorie. Unfortunately, since I didn't cancel it, Senator, I

can't give you the answers as to why it happened. There has been a
lot of speculation as to why it was canceled.
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h Senator Kerry. Well, are you aware that the Ambassador inter-
s ceded on behalf of the cancellation?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes. Oh, yes.
Senator Kerry. You are aware of that?
Mr. Gregorie. There's no question about that.
Senator Kerry. And you are aware that the Ambassador assert

ed interests of a higher order in terms of foreign policy than the
completion of the sting operation?

Mr. Gregorie. That's also true, Senator.
Senator Kerry. So, you are aware of another instance, we heard

the earlier one earlier about Barry Seal, where a foreign policy
judgment was made that something else was more important than
the drug prosecution of a major government official.

Mr. Gregorie. At least in terms of what I have been told the
Ambassador believed and what actions he took.

*. Senator Kerry. What foreign governments have been the
source—this was the Bahamas; correct?

Mr. Gregorie. This was the Bahamas. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. What foreign governments have been the major

source of trouble in terms of the protection and inability to extra
dite and prosecute and really go after the drug war?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, primarily we start with Colombia which is
the leading drug country in South America.

Senator Kerry. Now, is that because there are not government
officials who want to do it? Or because they are literally intimidat
ed and incapable of doing it without loss of life?

Mr. Gregorie. They are literally incapable of doing it without
loss of life. Their entire supreme court was wiped out. They have
had judges, police officers, ministers of justice, murdered. They op
erate under total fear, and they are unable to cooperate with us
because of their fear.

The M-19 provides strongarm for most of the cartels. They rent
out their armies to protect shipments. They receive arms in return
for their assistance with the cocaine traffickers.

And the M-19 is growing in strength to the extent that there is
intelligence information that they have been operating with Liby
ans, Yugoslavians, folks at far ends of the Earth that you would
hardly expect them to be cooperating with.

Senator Kerry. So, here is a situation where the United States
faces a country with whom it would like to cooperate, leaders, some
of whom would like to cooperate with us, but they are literally at
gunpoint at peril of loss of life. Terrorists take advantage of it,
drug dealers, all kinds of activities. How do you get control of that?
How do you suddenly turn the table on that?

Mr. Gregorie. They are reaching out, and I would hope that
maybe if we could get some sort of international cooperation in
providing a police force to go in and take out the drug lords to
bring them to us—they fear that if they extradite some of these
people or arrest them that judges, police officials will be murdered,
so that if there was some international cooperation, if we could get
them agreed to some international cooperation that we could bring
these folks out, that's the only answer I can give you. Outside of
our taking —because if

,

indeed, we are fighting a war, then a
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boundary should be no stop to our going in and arresting the drug
lords and bringing them back to the United States.

Senator Kerry. In a sense, if we are serious about a war, we
have to not quite be as sensitive to some of the niceties that people
have used as an excuse to prevent that. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. That would be absolutely true, Senator.
Senator Kerry. And is it fair to say that that kind of cooperative

effort has simply not been on the front burner, not been attempt
ed?

Mr. Gregorie. I'm afraid that I don't even know that it has been
on a back burner. I think that the idea of fighting the narcotics
problem and actually attacking it in that sense, as far as the State
Department is concerned, is the last thing in their mind.

Senator Kerry. Well, you prosecuted an awful lot of people now,
and you've been in law enforcement for a long time, talked to a lot
of law enforcement officers whose lives are spent on a daily basis
out there taking risks and trying to stop this. Is it your assessment
that demand side alone can do it? If we just had everybody in
America say "No, is that realistic?" Is that going to happen?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, that certainly would affect it. However,
what you are talking about is an additive drug. So, the more drugs
that we place on the street, the more people that we have try it,
the more addicts you are going to create. And the problem is that
you— if you go to any AA meeting, they'll tell you stop drinking.
So, if we keep putting drugs on the street, how can we stop people
from taking them? How can we stop this addiction? The answer is
that you've got to not only do it in terms of trying to convince and
educate the American public to stop, but also stop from placing so
many of the drugs under the noses of people who have the poten
tial to become addicts.

Senator Kerry. Now, one of the standard defenses that both you
and we have encountered among people caught for running drugs
or smuggling weapons is the so-called CIA defense, something new
to me, but not new in terms of the last couple of years. I take it
from your statement and the comments you have made here and
your written statement, that you are increasingly coming to believe
that even when the Government agencies involved in covert activi
ty deny a relationship with a particular defendant, you are not
completely confident that you can get the full story. Is that cor
rect?

Mr. Gregorie. That is essentially true, Senator. The problem
comes when a defendant walks in and says I have been working for
the CIA. We have had a couple of defendants actually acquitted in
Miami using that defense although the CIA has denied that they
work for them. However, you must also

Senator Kerry. It's standard procedure for the CIA, incidentally,
to deny, isn't it? I mean, there's a long-term plausible deniability is
an old concept; is it not?

Mr. Gregorie. I've heard it. We receive affidavits from them,
and I have no way of contradicting those affidavits. And I certainly
believe the lawyers who send them to me saying that these individ
uals don't work for the CIA.

Senator McConnell. Isn't the typical reply neither to confirm
nor deny the employment? Isn't that what
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Mr. Gregorie. No. Generally we get affidavits from the CIA
saying that this individual is not employed by the CIA. However,
the language can be tricky sometimes and certainly if you are play
ing word games, I suppose it could be true.

There are also many occasions where people on the street be
lieve —somebody tells them, "Hey, I work for the CIA." They don't
see credentials. They don't see anything else. So, it's really not
clear whether they were working for the CIA or not for the CIA.
And, indeed, in Miami where you have so many revolutionary
groups, half of the Cuban underground who believes they are going
to overthrow Castro believe that they are working for the CIA
whether they are or not. So, it is sometimes hard to determine
whether or not it's true.

Senator Kerry. Yes. I was going to say in fairness any sort of
adventuresome-type who wants to enhance his ability to move in
that kind of circle can run around saying, "Well, I'm doing" —isn't
that accurate?

Mr. Gregorie. That's generally more true than anything else I
believe, Senator.

Senator Kerry. Well now, we have encountered smugglers who
get their so-called ticket punched; that is to say, a government
agency shelters their criminal activity. They are engaged in crimi
nal activity. They know they are about to get caught. So, they go to
one of the agencies out there and say, "Hey, I'm going to be an in
formant for you." And by going to the other agency and offering
their services, they protect themselves against the indictment
which then comes from another agency or someone else. Have you
run into that?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes. That happens regularly. And, unfortunately,
because there are so many agencies out there, oftentimes the fact
that an individual is working for one agency doesn't become known
to the other.

It is also true that informants have a way of playing both ends
against the middle; that is, they will be doing a few dope deals of
their own, at the same time turning a few over to a Federal agency
and hoping that they can continue this practice and be sheltered
from their prosecution due to their cooperation. Whenever we find
this, we prosecute those individuals, and if we do find it, we cer
tainly make sure that the word goes out to all of the agencies that
that informant is never to be used again and that he is subject to
prosecution.

Unfortunately, some of the informants are very good at the ac
tivities in which they are involved, and depending on how impor
tant they are to one investigation, somebody may close their eyes
or turn their head to something they are doing on the side.

Senator Kerry. Do you think that one has to go so far as to pro
hibit the employment in any covert activity of anyone involved in
criminal activity?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, that's a very difficult statement, Senator.
There are only three ways to make a case. One is you get a search
warrant. In order to do that, you've got to get an informant. The
second is to get an individual who dealt with the defendants one on
one because you have to have firsthand testimony. In order to do
that, you've got to have an informant.
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Senator Kerry. What I'm talking about is should the CIA and
the MI and the others not have the ability to use people involved
in criminal activity. Is that the way to solve —separate it?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, certainly there must be a requirement that
they disclose any criminal activity of anybody that they're involved
with.

Senator Kerry. That already exists.
Mr. Gregorie. Well, I don't know that they're following it neces

sarily. And as I say, because when information gets compartmen
talized, there is probably a great deal of activity going on we have
no knowledge of.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you to be a little more specific on
that and forthcoming. Isn't it accurate that not only do you not
know whether they're not, but you have a strong feeling that they
are not? Isn't that accurate?

Mr. Gregorie. That would be accurate, Senator.
Senator Kerry. To what extent did the existence of the covert

war in Central America complicate your smuggling problems in
Miami and the southern district?

Mr. Gregorie. I don't know that it complicated it any at all, Sen
ator. It was merely another factor in a way of life in South and
Central America. And the individuals who were involved in the
arms trade are also often involved in the dope trade. And if there
wasn't a dope trade, they would probably find something else to
smuggle. It is the way they earn their living, and unfortunately
they are individuals who we should be prosecuting if we can catch
them at it. And we do everything possible to do that.

Senator Kerry. But as a prosecutor in the last few years you
have come to learn of how that infrastructure lent itself to being
used mutually for both efforts. Is that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, I think the infrastructure may well have
been in existence prior to the war. Floyd Carlton Caceres has testi
fied to and told us about flying guns to El Salvador for Noriega
having crashed the plane there, being snuck out of where the plane
crash occurred, and taken to a hospital in Panama. I think long
before the conflict in Nicaragua, there was an infrastructure al
ready set up for smuggling of both guns, dope, and other materials.

Senator Kerry. And I think that is quite accurate. We have sig
nificant evidence here that the very same infrastructure that was
used to overthrow Samosa and provide the weapons was, in fact,
running drugs then and that it has simply been augmented in the
course of this.

The concern we have had, obviously, is how much of that have
we known and how much of that has been overlooked in order to
prosecute the foreign policy goal rather than the narcotics interdic
tion goal.

Mr. Gregorie. Well, I can tell you, Senator, only what I know.
DEA and FBI and ATF and Secret Service bring me the informa
tion. Customs brings me the information, and if we have evidence,
we'll prosecute it. I do not

Senator Kerry. Did the CIA ever provide you with informa
tion

Mr. Gregorie. No.
Senator Kerry [continuing]. That showed that was happening?
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Mr. Gregorie. I have never received any information from the
CIA on any drug case, at least knowingly. If it came through DEA
or FBI

Senator Kerry. The CIA has never ever given you intelligence
information regarding narcotics trafficking?

Mr. Gregorie. Not directly. It may have been that they gave it
to DEA and FBI, and then they passed it on to me and didn't tell
me where it came from.

Senator Kerry. Well, Jack Lawn has said he never got it from
them.

Mr. Gregorie. Well, if that's the case, then I certainly haven't
seen it. It's very possible that agents on the street, DEA agents,
have contacts or received information that I don't know about.

Senator Kerry. But isn't there an Executive order that requires
that?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes. And I know in the Barry Seal case, the CIA
put some of the cameras on the plane that went down in Nicaragua
to pick up the narcotics. Unfortunately for Mr. Seal, the CIA cam
eras didn t work. He had to use his own.

Senator Kerry. Yes, I remember that.
Senator Adams. Mr. Chairman, do you have— it used to be past

practice —a regular contact with the CIA head of office in Miami
on their agents in getting people in and out and immigration and
those kinds of problems?

Mr. Gregorie. Not at all, Senator. If there is any such contact,
it's done with the investigative agencies, either through the FBI or
DEA, and we don't even know there has been that kind of contact.
The only time we may see them—and that has happened recent
ly—is if some source of the CIA is in some difficulty, criminal diffi
culty, and maybe disclosed in some way. And then they may send
counsel in to discuss with us how we can deal with it in court. But
that would be the only instance I can think of of their coming to
our office.

Senator Kerry. You mentioned-that you are tomorrow announc
ing the return of some indictments regarding Neutrality Act viola
tions. And obviously, the committee is very interested in that. I
think I am aware of some of the areas, but we are not going to go
into that now in specificity.

But, on the other hand, I would like to ask you this. How can
you be certain that the U.S. Government in one form or another
wasn't involved in their activities?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, certainly that will be an issue for discovery.
And if it is their defense that they were acting at the direction of
the U.S. Government, I'm not sure that defense would succeed be
cause unless you have an actual approval of Congress, you couldn't
conduct this activity. So, I would think even if someone in the CIA
was recruiting forces to go fight in a foreign war and they were
doing it on their own without some higher approval, that they
would still be violating the law. If there is such a defense to be
raised, then we're going to have to conduct a look at the CIA files
or whoever the defense feels is involved.

Senator Kerry. The Neutrality Act requires that actions planned
be against a government that is at peace with the United States. Is
that correct?
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Mr. Gregorie. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. If that's the case, even though it's covert, it's

beneficial. Wouldn't hostile acts against a foreign government
negate the Neutrality Act prosecution?

Mr. Gregorie. That is a legal issue. It appears that the law
makes it clear that there would have to be a state of war, and that
is not the case. Certainly you can

Senator Kerry. It has to be a formal state.
Mr. Gregorie. Formal state of war. It is my belief that that's

what the statute intended. And I think that certainly something
such as the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution may well have arrived at
that sort of stage that you were then under a formal state of war.

Senator Kerry. Now, are you at all concerned, Dick, about the
ability to enforce the laws against gunrunning and smuggling
fairly and effectively at the same time as certain agencies of the
Government are running covert operations which involved either
similar activities or include many of the same people that you
would target?

Mr. Gregorie. I am concerned about it. We need better coordina
tion with the intelligence agencies. And as I say, because of the
problem of compartmentalization, which is absolutely essential to
intelligence operations, it also makes it impossible for us to know if
there's some compartment that is out there operating on its own
and is beyond control.

Senator Kerry. How do you prevent a covert operation from be
coming corrupt?

Mr. Gregorie. You have to have sufficient supervision to ensure
that they are operating within their guidelines. In the FBI and in
DEA when we conduct an undercover operation —and certainly we
do it every day of the week—there is an undercover committee that
reviews what it is they're doing. You don't want to make it so bu
reaucratic that you slow down the operations. On the other hand,
there must be enough supervision so that there is a check and bal
ance on everything that is being conducted.

Senator Kerry. Well now, as a prosecutor, when you talk about
the checks and balances, have you been frustrated by the fact that
the foreign counterintelligence side of the FBI sometimes withholds
relevant information on the basis that they are trying to protect a
source and method?

Mr. Gregorie. Thus far I must say that the people in the FBI
have been working well with the criminal side. The FBI has been
making steps to correct that problem.

Senator Kerry. But the problem has existed.
Mr. Gregorie. But the problem has existed. There are sources

who have evidence. There is equipment in the FBI which is not
given to the criminal side which is used on the counterintelligence
side, but certainly would be helpful to the criminal side, but we
don't get it.

Senator Kerry. But this is really a way— I mean, if illegal activi
ty is not being reported to you by the CIA, and if the foreign mili
tary intelligence side feels it has sources it has to protect or other
things it wants to protect, they can in fact frustrate your ability as
a law enforcement official to bring a prosecution.
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Mr. Gregorie. Well, certainly they can prevent us from getting
evidence that would allow us to go forward.

Senator Kerry. And you have serious reservations at this point
about whether or not you've gotten all the information you need to
be able to go forward in certain cases.

Mr. Gregorie. Oh, there is no question about that. I am certainly
concerned in several our cases that there may be information that
would both be helpful to the government and necessary to complete
discovery in several of our major cases that we haven't received
yet.

Senator Kerry. Which agencies do you have the most difficulty
with with respect to that?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, to be honest with you, I've dealt with the
CIA on several occasions. The process of trying to get them to give
you material and the material that were given is almost negligible.
I certainly know that in the Noriega case

Senator Kerry. May I say you do not stand alone with that frus
tration.

Mr. Gregorie. I must say that with the Noriega case we have re
quested the right to see certain things. I can honestly tell you that
I am convinced that we have not seen even a small percentage of
what we should see.

Senator Kerry. Well, on that question, let me turn to Senator
McConnell, and then I will come back after.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, let me ask you. Are you
planning on breaking for the policy luncheons?

Senator Kerry. Yes. We're going to break. I think we will go
until about— if we can press until 1 o'clock, then we will break for
the policy luncheons.

Senator McConnell. In your prepared testimony, Mr. Gregorie,
you said on several occasions that the United States must deter
mine if stopping the flow of narcotics into our country is, indeed, a
national priority. Is it your feeling that it's not a national priority?

Mr. Gregorie. Certainly it's not among certain agencies. As I've
said, in dealing with the extradition, say, of Jorge Ochoa, I went to
Madrid twice. I dealt with a very nice secretary, but she was the
most knowledgeable person in the Embassy as to what was going
on with the extradition. I mean, here is the most significant dope
dealer we have ever had in custody, and they've got this nice little
old secretary who is the only one who knows everything there is to
know about this guy getting extradited.

Now, I understood that the Attorney General went and talked to
someone high in the Spanish Government. But I certainly didn't
debrief him on what the problems were. I didn't talk to him about
what was going on in the case. And admittedly maybe an assistant
U.S. attorney shouldn't be talking to the Attorney General, but if
he's going to go discuss a case of this importance, we should have a
sitdown between State and Justice, and they should be getting the
information from the man who knows the most about it.

Senator McConnell. In addition to your suggestions of enhanced
U.N. cooperation and a review of our policy of multiple-entry visas,
what would you do specifically to strengthen our antinarcotics
effort?
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Mr. Gregorie. Well, I think that there needs to be a coordination
of the agencies working on the problem. Right now there are too
many agencies trying to cover the same ground in too many areas.
We have been successful in getting the FBI and DEA to work well
together. They have developed an intelligence system which is co
ordinated now. We must get Customs on board with the DEA and
the FBI.

I think that we could stop some of these infighting if there was
some leadership at the top which insisted and enforced guidelines
that made the agencies work together. It is impossible to operate,
and some days I feel like I've got a referee's shirt and a whistle on.
What happened to you before I started testifying is a daily occur
rence in my office with agencies and agents because they all want
to get credit for what they are doing. They are all trying to do the
job the best they can, but they aren't coordinated. There is not a
leadership at the top providing guidelines and assistance that work
together.

Senator McConnell. How much of a benefit to an average busi
nessman is a multiple-entry visa?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, for a Latin American businessman who has
to come to the United States to negotiate for the purchase of mer
chandise or the sale of his merchandise and who comes back and
forth regularly, if he had to go get a visa every time he came, it
would be a very significant step. On the other hand, as I said in ray
statement, cocaine is the biggest business they have.

And when they fought the cocaine wars in Miami back in the
late 1970's and early 1980's, it was fought over the fact that the
Colombians couldn't trust the local dealers. There was skimming
coming off the top of the proceeds. There was dope that was being
stolen, and the only way they can operate their business successful
ly is to have their own people onsite doing the work.

And, therefore, they need multiple-entry visas. And they change
their people about once very 6 months. You will have a change in
the personnel in the Colombian cartel operations in Miami about
every 6 months. And they come in and out using multiple-entry
visas, as well as using false documents and sneaking over the Mexi
can border.

Senator McConnell. So, I guess your point is when you weigh
the benefits here, it would be more important to alter than process
than it would be to interfere with—make it more difficult for some
businessmen to do business. Then so be it.

Mr. Gregorie. If it is our priority in this country to stop the
dope trade, it would be important to stop the multiple-entry visas.

Senator McConnell. We've had some discussion already here
with you this morning about the extent to which the national secu
rity interests have caused a problem for you in prosecuting cases.
I'd like to kind of revisit that.

Could you give me again to what extent you feel national securi
ty interests have prevented serious criminals from being prosecut
ed?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, to the extent that we are not getting infor
mation, to the extent that information is being provided to intelli
gence agencies, that there is narcotics traffic ongoing, that individ
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uals important to our prosecutions are available to testify and that
we don't get that information, that is a tremendous frustration.

Further, once we do get individuals who are there to be prosecut
ed and we are prosecuting them, we may be violating our ethical
duties to turn over materials to defense counsel or we may be
trying a case which is much weaker because we don't have evi
dence that actually exists in the U.S. Government and we don't
even know about it.

Senator McConnell. Senator Kerry and I have had a rather
spirited discussion a little bit earlier this morning about the whole
business of penalties and whether or not they had any impact on
the problem. As you know, we've been kicking that around here in
the Congress the last couple of years, and I know that reasonable
people can differ on that, but I'm kind of curious as to how helpful
from your perspective it would be to have available tougher sen
tences, including the death penalty where warranted, as part of the
portfolio of options in the ongoing battle.

Mr. Gregorie. There are a number of considerations you have to
take in when you start talking about the death penalty. First of all,
most countries in Europe and in Latin America will not extradite
anyone if the death penalty is a possible penalty as a result of that
extradition so that if we are trying to get the Colombians to send
us drug lords, and we are trying to get the Germans or French to
send them to us, they won't do it if they believe that the death pen
alty is a possibility. So, in that sense putting the death penalty on
it may frustrate it.

I'm also concerned about the inconsistency of sentencing because
we have drug dealers in Miami who bring in 1,000 pounds of co
caine and the judge may give them 15 years in jail, but if you got
caught with that in Iowa or Michigan, for instance, you may well
get the death penalty. And the purpose of the statute I'm sure
would be to get the highest level drug lords. But if there is an in
consistent employment of the penalty, we have not achieved the
goal of creating that kind of penalty.

I must say and I must congratulate the Senate because the pen
alties that you now have for drug offenses are sufficiently severe in
my opinion. If you get caught with 1 kilo of cocaine—that is, a poor
mule carrying it in strapped to her thigh through the airport in
Miami will get 5 years minimum mandatory. That means she
doesn't get out of jail for 5 years. Usually that is some poor work
ing person who is lucky if they earn $600 a year and they are of
fered $2,000 or $3,000 to carry a strapped bundle through the
Miami airport and gets caught. They go to jail for 5 years. If you
get caught with over 5 kilos of cocaine, you now can go to jail for
up to life, and you have a 10-year minimum mandatory sentence.
So, those sentences are quite severe, and I believe that they are
enough to scare most individuals.

Senator McConnell. So, you believe the death penalty could ac
tually be counterproductive in this situation.

Mr. Gregorie. I think that it could be counterproductive for the
reasons that I've already mentioned to you.

Senator McConnell. Are you familiar with Ramon Milian Rodri
guez?

Mr. Gregorie. I certainly am.
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Senator McConnell. Is he a credible witness in your opinion?
Mr. Gregorie. I would have to say "No." If you asked me would

I use him as a witness in any case that I had, as an ethical prosecu
tor I couldn't put him on the witness stand because I don't believe
him.

Senator Kerry. You don't believe all he says or you don't believe
some things he says?

Mr. Gregorie. I don't believe a lot of what he says. I think he is
telling you about 35 to 40 percent of the truth, and the other—the
rest of it is things he has made up.

You have to remember that we arrested him in 1983 with $5 mil
lion being flown to Panama. He then began to talk to us because
he didn't want to lose his $5 million and he didn't want to go to
jail. The things he is saying now he never told the agents in their
debriefing. And as time went on and the prosecution continued,
whatever became headline news he would come in and say I can
tell you about that.

We have looked at what he said. We've carefully analyzed it. The
IRS has gone through it. The DEA has gone through it and the IRS
agent, who is as competent an investigator as I know, say that
some of what he now is telling us is physically impossible. He
couldn't have laundered the kinds of money in the ways in which
he said and been in all the places he says was in.

So, I believe there is some truth in what he is saying. The man
has a 160 IQ. He's a brilliant guy, but he has used it in the wrong
ways. So, some of what he is saying is truthful, but a majority of
what he says I could not believe, and I could not as an ethical pros
ecutor put him on the witness stand.

Senator McConnell. Another issue we have been sort of kicking
around this morning is not directly within your area of jurisdic
tion, but I am curious if you have an opinion about whether or
not

Senator Kerry. Could I just interrupt one second?
Senator McConnell. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Let me come back to that, Dick, because we have

talked through our offices about Ramon Rodriguez, et cetera. We
have tried to be very careful here. I want to reiterate that before
the committee.

One of the reasons that we have taken so long with respect to
any testimony of his in certain parts is that we don't have corrobo
ration of it. And I've tried to be very careful about—you know,
that's why I asked you is there some truthfulness because we were
able to corroborate through four or five sources the Noriega por
tions, the connections, the money laundering, the fundamentals of
his association to which he testified publicly. Those things which
we have questioned that we are not yet thoroughly convinced
about, we have also reserved judgment on and kept his testimony
from happening. So, I just want people to understand that the com
mittee has been very careful about only putting publicly those por
tions that we think we can corroborate.

Senator McConnell. Let me just say I think the committee has
not been careful at all with Ramon Milian Rodriguez. This commit
tee has made a television star out of Ramon Milian Rodriguez. And
we have yet another person today, in addition to the person who
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was engaged directly in the prosecution of this convict, who say
that he is without credibility. So, with all due respect to you, Mr.
Chairman, I don't think we have been careful about Ramon Milian
Rodriguez at all.

Senator Kerry. Well, let's examine that carefully, Senator, be
cause I think it's really important.

Senator McConnell. It certainly is.
Senator Kerry. What the U.S. attorney has said is that 35, 40

percent, whatever —you have said that there is credibility to his
being a money launderer. Correct? He is. Is that accurate?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, we convicted him, Senator, of being a money
launderer. He is serving 40 years in jail as a result of our convic
tions. So, there is no question he was a money launderer.

Senator Kerry. So, there's no question about. Right?
Mr. Gregorie. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. No question about his contacts with Noriega.

Correct?
Mr. Gregorie. I do have questions about that. There is no ques

tion he was laundering money through Panama, that he was bring
ing huge amounts of money there. As to who his contact was to ap
prove it, we know that he had approval at the airport to put the
money on a Brinks truck, that there was a military officer there
who assisted him in doing it. Beyond that, I can't say that I know
for sure what his contacts were.

Senator Kerry. I understand that, but Jose Blandon, Floyd Carl
ton, a number of other people testified to Ramon knowing him,
knowing his connection, met him in conjunction with Noriega.

Now, Jose Blandon was relied on by the minority yesterday to
try to discredit the other witness. And Jose Blandon says, "Yes, I
knew him." He was there. He knew Noriega. A number of other
people do. But we don't have to go through each piece of it now.
But Ramon told you in May 1983 about having a client called Luis
Rodriguez, didn't he?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes, oh, yes.
Senator Kerry. And he told you then that he set up a drug

money-laundering operation in 1986. Correct?
Mr. Gregorie. Luis Rodriguez was a local trafficker who has

been charged with tax offenses, and unfortunately those cases were
thrown out this week because the main witnesses refused to testify.

Senator Kerry. But you saw fit—well, in 1988 Luis Rodriguez
was indicted on drug charges in connection with a company called
Ocean Hunter. Correct?

Mr. Gregorie. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Ramon Milian told us that. So, you indicted the

guy that Ramon told you about.
Mr. Gregorie. We indicted numerous people that we had records

from him that he was money laundering for.
Senator Kerry. So, he certainly got some credibility.
Mr. Gregorie. No. He was a money launderer whose records we

seized, and following up on those records, we were able to indict
individuals. As to his credibility, Senator, I have to disagree with
you, and I do that most respectfully.

Senator Kerry. Well, that's OK. You can disagree on that.
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As I say, we don't believe he's credible across the board. We've
been very careful, and I'm adamant about saying that those por
tions that he testified to publicly— there are three, four, five differ
ent corroborative pieces to them, and that's why we've done it. We
have not proceeded where we can't corroborate and we won't. And
I think the record is very clear on that.

Senator McConnell. I don't have it at the moment, but I'm get
ting it. I'd like to ask unanimous consent that at this point in the
record an affidavit appear, which I have and which Senator Kerry
has, prepared by the assistant U.S. attorney in your office that
prosecuted

Mr. Gregorie. Yes, Steve Schlessinger.
Senator McConnell. Yes, whose view is that this fellow is not in

any way reliable.
Senator Kerry. That's fine. We will absolutely make that part of

the record. I have no problem with that because, as I say, I think
we've been careful enough that the only testimony he has put in is
that which has been multiply corroborated. That which is not, we
will not put in, and we will proceed very carefully.

[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Let me just say on the matter of the records that

was raised, Senator, because you raised it publicly, I want to make
it clear so nobody viewing thinks anything is happening here other
than straightforward. There is only one volume. Your staff misread
the volume numbers, one of three, thinking there were three. But
this is volume one of three volumes. You have been presented with
the entire volume.

Senator McConnell. Yes, I accept that that was a mistake.
Senator Kerry. Here is a signed receipt for the receipt of the

notice of the change of Camper noticed as of yesterday, not today
as you set forth.

Senator McConnell. This is yesterday afternoon.
Senator Kerry. That's different from what you asserted.
Senator McConnell. This witness was originally scheduled to

testify Thursday.
And I think the problem here is the difficulty that we've had in

operating this subcommittee has been the degree of partisanship
which has sort of permeated the proceedings from beginning to
end, which is really unfortunate because Senator Kerry and I had
a discussion at the beginning of the existence of this subcommittee
under his leadership. And at that time we hoped that we could pro
ceed in a bipartisan way. In fact, that has not occurred, and you
have seen an example of it here this afternoon —or this morning.

Senator Adams. If I might question Mr. Gregorie. I don't know
quite what Senator is commenting about. I hope that my actions in
questioning have not been considered to be partisan. But I will
leave that for their discussion.

I have and have tried to pursue and I will continue with the
chairman and I hope with the Senator from Kentucky what is to
me a real problem of this war on drugs and the international as
pects of it, the foreign policy aspects.

And I'm going to try to stay—and I'll be brief, Mr. Gregorie —
with the Noriega case simply because I've been in the business like
you've been in the business. I'm going to try to stay to one where
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we have some facts on the table and try to bring in some of others.
Were you ever told about the McCann testimony and debriefing
that took place when he was sentenced with what was to me the
heaviest I have ever heard for a drug dealer ever? And I would ask
you is that not the heaviest sentence you have ever heard for a
drug dealer?

Mr. Gregorie. It certainly is. I have never heard a sentence any
heavier than that. That's for sure.

Senator Adams. Yes. I mean, it triggers my interest now. I am
not one way or the other asking about the veracity of Mr. McCann.
We all understand that we have to deal with what we are dealing
with.

Had you heard about this when you were doing the Noriega case
because he testified here yesterday under oath to four meetings
with Noriega? You have indicted him. You have indicted him on a
300-kilogram count. Were you ever told by the FBI or by DEA or
any of the other agencies about this piece of evidence.

Mr. Gregorie. No. The first I heard of Mr. McCann's name—and
I think the Senate staff were assisting —was from the Senate staff.
I have never heard his name prior to that time.

Senator Adams. That troubles me .because any time you are run
ning an investigation and you are dealing with the agencies, gener
ally you will have a flow on a targeted individual. Have you gener
ally received that or is that compartmentalized too?

Mr. Gregorie. No. What happens is that when an individual
comes in—and this Mr. McCann had a coconspirator. The agents
working on that particular case are focusing on those particular de
fendants. It may well be that he mentioned something about
knowledge of other people and they were focusing so much on the
case at hand that they didn't see the other material or it didn't
register with them. I have asked DEA and FBI to go through all
their files to find every individual who may have some information
in the Noriega case and who may still assist us. I'm still getting
information, other witnesses, people can assist me.

Senator Adams. Well, Mr. Gregorie, I would like to have—and I
asked before —that if the evidence of photographs and what he said
was in his suitcase and so on is sitting in somebody's office in
Texas or elsewhere, that the committee have an opportunity to
look at it because I'm interested in the corroborative effects of it.
So, I would hope that you might be able to cooperate with us.

I don't wish to do anything that would injure your prosecution,
but if that is possible, if it comes down through the chain, we will
try also to reach it. But I'm getting the impression that this war on
drugs is sort of a lot of name and then some people in the trenches,
and that there's a big gap in the middle. And that gap in the
middle is what I'm focusing on. Do you understand?

Mr. Gregorie. I do, Senator, and we have asked. A writ has been
issued. Hopefully we will interview and get the testimony of this
particular witness.

I also expect that any materials he has that can be helpful to us
will also be turned over. I had a long conversation this morning
with one of his attorneys. And I believe that we will get their full
cooperation.
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Senator Adams. Now, that leads me to a question on the docu

ments coming out of Panama that involved the two pilots and the
DEA agent and their being in the U.S. Embassy, and they didn't
arrive in Miami. Are you aware of those?

Mr. Gregorie. I was aware from the day the box arrived. Sena
tor, I will answer the questions insofar as I can.

Senator Adams. I understand.
Mr. Gregorie. If there's a gap, there may be some grand jury se

crecy problems. And for that reason, if I have to stop, I will tell
you where it is.

I was informed by the case agent on this case, Agent Steve Grilli
of the DEA who has worked marvelously in putting together the
Noriega case. He informed me that there was an informant who
had done work for DEA in Panama and in Colombia who was tre
mendously helpful, who had brought up to the United States a

passport that belonged to Floyd Carlton Caceres. That passport cor
roborated a good deal of what Floyd had told us.

He said that the individual told him that he had a number of
other documents that could be helpful to our prosecution and that
he was going back to Panama, would place them in a box, seal it

,

and deliver it to the agents in the U.S. agency in Panama which, in
fact, the witness did. He then returned to the United States. His
reason for not carrying them with him were that they were so vo
luminous he was afraid of being stopped by the Panamanian De
fense Force and maybe arrested. So, he sealed the box. He brought

it to the agents at the U.S. Embassy in Panama and then he took a

plane and came up to the United States.
When he arrived up here, the box arrived about a week later.

When the box was opened in my office, he looked in the box, and
he said there are documents missing. Primarily the document he
was concerned about was a bank computer printout, and that clear

ly was not in the box.
Now, there are all kinds of possible scenarios. And I am still

trying to determine what happened to the documents, where they
are, what happened with the agents in Panama. That is still under
investigation. I hope we will be able to get to bottom of it. There is

always to possibility —and it happens in a lot investigations —you
have one witness who says one thing and another who says a

second, and you only have to two sworn opposing statements. And
you may never be able to bring a prosecution. I hope that's not the
case here. I hope we will be able to resolve this with or without a
prosecution. But at least we will be able to resolve the situation.

Senator Adams. Mr. Gregorie, what I am concerned about is in
the foreign policy implications. We have some indication there's a

prosecution pending in the District of Columbia, that there may
have been a rogue agency operating through Central America. But
in my experience in the administration —and I have been in Na
tional Security Council meetings— it was not an operating agency,
but it was operating.

Have you had the experience of documents being removed for
foreign policy or national security reasons where they have van
ished in the course of your investigation and you haven't been told
about it?

Mr. Gregorie. Not to my knowledge, Senator. That is
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Senator Adams. But you wouldn't know otherwise.
Mr. Gregorie. I wouldn't know.
Senator Adams. The question was wrong because obviously you

wouldn't know if they vanished and you had never seen them. But
we've got a case here—and I'm not making accusations against
anybody, but it concerns me greatly that you've got documents and
they are under our Government's control and they vanish. And I'm
asking you if you had another case like that I guess is what I
should say.

Mr. Gregorie. I know of no other case like that. The DEA agents
who work with me on the Noriega case I would trust with the most
sensitive material. I would trust with my life. The agents that re
ceived the materials down in Panama — I don't know them person
ally. I haven't dealt with them, and until I have the opportunity to
talk with them to go through the material, I can't make a judg
ment.

Senator Adams. The reason that I stay with this example and I
ask you the questions on General Noriega is that we have here a
person and a witness, and I don't know whether the witness told
the truth or whether he didn't. General Noriega is stating that he
is part of what the chairman referred to as a CIA defense, that he's
operating this way. And I want to know if you have anything to
say about whether or not he was involved and is using the protec
tion that he was supplying arms to the Contras which would be a
foreign policy objective as part of this drug operation.

Mr. Gregorie. I have no evidence as to that, Senator. There is a
lot of speculation. We can't operate on speculation.

Senator Adams. I understand that. You have a case pending, and
you mentioned —and I thank you for it—the manner in which the
defense is being used and the problems you're having. And I'm
trying to stay with a case that we have in front of us and we know
about so we don't stray around. And that's what I'm asking.

By speculation, you mean you have received information from
people, but you have not confirmed it as a careful prosecutor to use
it in the case.

Mr. Gregorie. That's correct. And some of the information I've
received is hearsay or is belief on the part of the person who is
giving it to me and, therefore, I would not be able to use it unless I
could get firsthand evidence.

Senator Adams. The chairman indicates that he had promised to
the Senator from Kentucky to suspend. But I thank you, Mr. Gre
gorie. I may have some more questions.

Senator Kerry. What I would like to do is ask, Mr. Gregorie — I
have a few more questions in a couple of areas we would like to go
into. So, if you could return, make yourself available at 2 p.m., we
will try to start as punctually as we can. And it will not last that
long, but there are just a few more general areas I'd like to get
your opinion on.

Mr. Gregorie. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Kerry. So, we'll recess for an hour.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 1:02 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re

convene at 2:12 p.m., the same day.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee met at 2:12 p.m., in room SH-216, Hart Senate
Office Building, the Honorable John F. Kerry (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, and McConnell.
Also present: Senator D'Amato and Jack A. Blum, special coun

sel.
Senator Kerry. We will resume now. The hearing will come to

order.
Mr. Gregorie, thank you for your patience. I apologize. We some

times have a harder time moving in the elevators in a couple of
these buildings than we do on the streets, which is hard enough.

I think we have some antiquated elevators. There is one elevator
I get into periodically which, whenever I push basement from the
third floor, it stops automatically at the second.

Your testimony this morning was very, very helpful, and there
are some areas that I still want to try to draw a little more out if I
can.

Just to sort of summarize, I think you have made it clear that
the drug cartel cannot be controlled unless the issue of corrupt for
eign governments which protect these operations is addressed as a

policy matter. And I think that is one thing you have underscored
carefully.

You have also— is that accurate?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD GREGORIE, ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY,
U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, MIAMI, FLORIDA (Resumed)

Mr. Gregorie. Yes, Senator.
Senator Kerry. You have also made it clear that the prosecution

of foreign officials is helpful, but the key to success in this area is
extradition. In some cases that has been very difficult, if not impos
sible, because the corruption of government stands in the way of
extradition.

Mr. Gregorie. That is also true, Senator. I would like to point
out, and I have it in my written statement, we have been trying
since 1985 to extradite Nigel Bowe from the Bahamas.

On two occasions, that extradition was thrown out in the Baha
mian courts. We had to resort to getting our own English Queen's
counsel, at a cost of nearly half a million dollars, to represent us to
attempt to extradite Mr. Bowe. He still is walking the streets of the
Bahamas, and we have not made very much progress at all in at
tempting to get him here.

Senator Kerry. Nigel Bowe has been one of the pet concerns of
this Senator. I have been pressing that, as I think you know.

Nigel Bowe is one of the close friends and cronies of the Prime
Minister of the Bahamas; is he not?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, it has been said by many, I guess in street
terms, he is the bagman. He is also charged with selling various
islands and being an intermediary between the Colombian drug
lords and the law enforcement and public officials in the Bahamas
who clear the way for the drugs to go through the Bahamas.

Senator Kerry. And it is accurate, is it not, that during the trial
of Carlos Lehder, one of the major figures in the Medellin cartel in
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Colombia, in the middle district of Florida, witnesses referred di
rectly in their testimony to the Prime Minister of the Bahamas
and his involvement in narcotics?

Is that accurate?
Mr. Gregorie. Yes, there was testimony to that effect, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Is that something that you are now pursuing or

that is now being pursued, to your knowledge?
Mr. Gregorie. It has been pursued in our office since as early as

1982, when I first arrived. The problem is, of course, you must have
proof beyond a reasonable doubt and firsthand evidence, and up
until this time there have been no indictments.

Senator Kerry. Now, another point that I want to summarize is
that where you have covert operations that are going on the oppor
tunity for corruption is significant.

Mr. Gregorie. It is always significant in that kind of situation.
Senator Kerry. And you have specifically been frustrated by

your inability to be able to know with certainty whether some
criminal activity is somehow tangential to or sanctioned by some
kind of covert activity or not; is that accurate?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, it is always a concern, because we do not
have an ongoing communication between my office and those who
are responsible for foreign intelligence activity. I can never be cer
tain that our criminal prosecutions are not somehow crossing what
is a foreign intelligence operation.

Senator Kerry. Now, you mentioned the question of extradition.
Do you think that the efforts of our Government were sufficient in
trying to extradite Jorge Ochoa, who is a major member of the Me-
dellin cartel? Were those efforts to extradite him sufficient?

Mr. Gregorie. No, in my estimation they were insufficient.
Senator Kerry. Why? Tell us what was insufficient about them.
Mr. Gregorie. I think that we needed to make a public and ag

gressive stance with the Government of Spain. I think we needed
to take a public and aggressive stance with the Government of Co
lombia.

We were the first to indict Ochoa. We brought the information to
the Spanish. The Spanish police arrested him. For them then to
allow a Colombian charge which merely mirrored our charges and
to consider that and send him back to Colombia without our Gov
ernment expressing outrage and making a public expression of dis
appointment was in my estimation a big mistake.

Senator Kerry. Were there allegations that the Colombians paid
their way out of that?

Mr. Gregorie. Any time we deal with a Colombian drug lord,
there are always allegations that they have paid their way out, and
there is information from several sources that indicate that.

Senator Kerry. Now, how would you describe the case that you
have put together—and I really congratulate you for doing it—on
General Noriega?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, it is really not proper for a lawyer to com
ment on the credibility.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask that differently. That is a good point
and I should not have asked it as openendedly as that.

But what are the standards by which you make a judgment as to
whether or not you will bring an indictment?
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Mr. Gregorie. The standard is whether or not there is credible
evidence which we feel we can corroborate and whether or not we

feel that that credible evidence would constitute proof beyond a

reasonable doubt to a Miami jury.
Senator Kerry. For what did you specifically indict General Nor

iega?
Mr. Gregorie. In particular, he was charged with what is known

as a RICO offense. That is, he, working along with various drug
lords, primarily the Medellin cartel, operated an enterprise which
provided protection, assistance in several different fashions, to

assist the drug lords to use Panama to assist the narcotics oper
ations.

Senator Kerry. And obviously, by virtue of your willingness to

proceed against an international figure, you applied the highest
standards to your judgments about the credibility of your case?

Mr. Gregorie. We reviewed it time and time again. We put it
through every test that we could possibly do, and we were satisfied
that we could go to court and present the best case possible.

Senator Kerry. Just a little while ago, our General who heads
the U.S. Southern Command in Panama said that there is no real
evidence against General Noriega being involved in narcotics.

Are you familiar with that statement?
Mr. Gregorie. I am not familiar with the General, either. And

since he is not familiar with me, nor has he been in my files re
cently, I do not know how he makes that statement.

Senator Kerry. Well, let us try to settle this issue once and for
all, because I think it is important in terms of U.S. policy. If the
General in charge of the SOUTHCOM in July of 1988, after the in
dictment, is somehow insinuating that there is not any evidence,
something is wrong; is there not?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, there is something wrong in the level of
communication. I have not disclosed all my witnesses to a number
of people. There is a memorandum that was gone over in the De
partment of Justice and we discussed the case there.

The General was not present to my knowledge at that discussion.
I am the one who developed the case. There are higher level offi
cials, the U.S. attorney who was with me, who may have had dis
cussions with other folks. But I am really the person who dealt
with the witnesses, placed them before the grand jury, and de
briefed them all.

So, for someone else to try to evaluate the case without speaking
to me or at least having had an opportunity to look or evaluate my
evidence is just a mistake.

Senator Kerry. For him to make a public statement to that
effect goes to the core of the perceptions that would be created
within the region about who knows what and who is saying what;
would it not?

Mr. Gregorie. It certainly does. It indicates to me that once
again people in decisionmaking positions are not coordinating with
folks that are in the actual trenches making the cases.

Senator Kerry. Let me comment on this, because you are not
here to draw a judgment or conclusion. But let me say that as an
observer of foreign policy, this goes to the core of why General Nor
iega is still in power. If the Commander of SOUTHCOM is able to
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send a message in July 1988 that there is somehow less than credi
ble evidence or no evidence that General Noriega is involved in
these kinds of activities, then General Noriega is sitting down
there still believing that he has a sweetheart relationship with
some entities of the U.S. Government, and none less important, ob
viously, than the U.S. Armed Forces.

And it is just incomprehensible to me that our seriousness about
a drug war is being reduced by virtue of this kind of comment. And
I think it undercuts the credibility of the U.S. attorney's office.

Mr. Gregokie. I think it undercuts the credibility of our judicial
system. We presented this case to a grand jury, citizens of the
United States, 23. They sat and listened to the evidence for over 6
months. They made the determination that there was probable
cause to believe that a crime had been committed and he had com
mitted it.

I know a lot of people sometimes say the grand jury process is a
rubberstamp, but they have not been before grand juries. They are
citizens like you and I, who questioned everything. And they lis
tened to the evidence and they found that there was probable
cause.

Now, admittedly that is not proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and
the evidence was not cross-examined. And there are a lot of other
issues that must be brought up in a court of law, and the man is
presumed innocent until we prove him guilty.

But it is not as if we dreamed this case up out of our heads. We
presented it to a grand jury — 23 citizens sat and listened to the tes
timony.

Senator Kerry. Was the indictment coordinated with other
branches of Government, specifically the State Department, the
NSC, and the White House?

Mr. Gregorie. I can only tell you that I went twice to the Justice
Department and laid out the case. I saw Steve Trott in October and
Jack Lawn in October 1987. They heard the evidence. They saw
what I was doing. They encouraged me to continue in my investiga
tion.

And I believe that they then, pursuant to their authority, took
the information to people in the other agencies and higher up the
line.

Senator Kerry. Do you feel that the State Department has given
you the kind of support that you need in order to deal with corrup
tion overseas?

Mr. Gregorie. No, unfortunately I think there is a real lack in
communication. I am not sure that the State Department under
stands how our judicial system works, which is a real problem.

And No. 2, as I said before, their priorities are not the same as
ours. We need to have the State Department on board and seeing
the narcotics issue as a priority of the U.S. Government and have
them make that clear to the countries in which they are operating.

It is far more often that they are concerned that our criminal
prosecutions and investigations are upsetting the equilibrium in
the host country where they are attempting to operate.

Senator Kerry. We have a certification process, and the State
Department has to make a judgment in recommending whether or
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not a country is fully cooperating with us. Are you familiar with
that process?

Mr. Gregorie. I am.
Senator Kerry. Do you think that process is an adequate way of

making the judgment about whether or not people are cooperating?
Mr. Gregorie. Well, in view of the countries that have been cer

tified in the past and their performance in the narcotics area, I
think that there is a failure somewhere in the process.

Senator Kerry. Can you be more explicit?
Mr. Gregorie. Well, I think certainly the attitude of Mexico, the

problems in Colombia, the difficulties in Peru and Bolivia, the po
litical difficulties we are having in the Bahamas, although to some
degree it has improved, the fact that we still are having tremen
dous difficulties with problems arising in other Central American
countries — I am not sure that we are careful enough in who we
certify and who we do not.

Senator Kerry. What do you think the problem is? Why is it
that, when we have something as insidious as narcotics — I mean,
we have got every community in this country now threatened by
crack, crack houses all over the place, kids able to buy a crystal of
crack for less than a candy bar, something like 40 million Ameri
cans who have used drugs, thousands a day trying it for the first
time.

We understand how it is threatening a lot of institutions. Ten
percent of the Miami Police Department I understand was caught
up in the narcotics scheme; is that accurate?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes. Hopefully we have cleaned that up now, Sen
ator.

Senator Kerry. Ten percent of a whole police department was
polluted by virtue of this.

And yet there is such a discrepancy between a State Department
looking at a Mexico or a Bahamas and being willing to say they are
not cooperating. What is the problem?

Mr. Gregorie. I think, Senator, it goes back to days when, cer
tainly when I was a boy, we were worried about the cold war. We
are still fighting, as the agents put it, the godless Communist con
spiracy. And that worry, every time we deal with a neighbor where
the threat may turn Communist tomorrow, leads foreign policy
pundits to say, "Well, it is more important to deal with that issue
than worry about the fact that there are narcotics traveling
through their borders."

Senator Kerry. And is it your belief, based on your prosecutorial
experience and based on the people you have talked to and the evi
dence that you have seen, that the foreign policy goal of fighting
communism within Central America has taken precedence over the
narcotics war?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, certainly, in view of the fact that it is cov
ered by the national security blanket, it gets precedence, because
there is no way to penetrate that area. And so when decisions are
made and you say, why is a decision made that, way, well, it is na
tional security, and that is as far as you get.

Senator Kerry. As a prosecutor, you have run into this national
security blanket in your efforts to try to deal with cases?
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Mr. Gregorie. Certainly. I do not mean to minimize it, Senator.
Certainly we need to have foreign intelligence and

Senator Kerry. We all agree on that. I do not minimize it either.
I believe in a CIA that is strong and capable and that has an intel
ligence gathering capability second to none.

I do not believe in one that sanctions illegal activities, and I do
not believe in one that breaks the law, particularly in a way that
might involve injury to our own citizens.

And there has been evidence —it is not conclusive, but there has
been evidence of that. I just do not believe in that.

Senator Adams. Mr. Chairman, on that point, and I do not want
to interfere with your train of thought, but that is what concerns
me, Mr. Gregorie. You are in the trench warfare of fighting against
drugs. And in the past, if you really have a war on drugs or you
have a war in a particular foreign policy area where you are trying
to accomplish something, you back off on something in the national
security area which is of a lower importance if your other objective
is so important.

And what I am just staggered by is that when I was a U.S. attor
ney and through all those years, the sixties and seventies, cocaine
was 1, 2, 5 grams. It was whatever the expensive part of the trade
was. And when you talk to me about tons of cocaine, one case of 58
tons or however many this cartel sent in— I think it was something
like 3,000 tons was mentioned in some of this material.

I just cannot imagine when we talk about 1 ton, 2,000 or 1,000
kilos—a kilo is roughly equivalent to 2.2 pounds. In other word,
1,000 kilos would cover a whole part of a room here.

To think how many people are involved in using that amount.
You have the one case, going back to the Noriega case, of 300 kilos.
That is 600 pounds. That would make a pile that would cover the
whole distance between us in this room. And people are taking this
all the way from crystals.

It is endemic, and therefore what we are trying to do here is to
say that if we are going to have a war on drugs, and you are one of
the soldiers in that war, that the national security interest should
not just be automatically blanketing it.

And that is why I asked you about the rogue operation. If we
have had a group of people conducting an operation that you do
not know about and you are then shut off or prevented from get
ting the documents to sustain your informants and the others that
are in it, then that concerns me.

I want to see that something is done about it, that that operation
is brought under control. And any suggestions that you have of
how we do that would be useful. It used to be that we could talk
with the CIA heads or with Justice internal security who used to
come over and talk to the Criminal Division. And we were still
chasing Communists then.

I remember the guy who reamed out the gun barrels, and that
we took up the McCarren Act cases on and so on. But they would
at least say to us, "Well, we would prefer that you hold off for
now."

I do not see that happening in what you are saying, because
there is a qualitative jump in the amount of drugs involved. So, I
would like your suggestions as to what this committee might rec
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ommend or what some of us as individual Senators might recom
mend so that there would be a war on drugs and not just a pursuit
of every Communist conspiracy or every governmental blip that is
on the screen, because the Caribbean is that.

Mr. Gregorie. Well, Senator, there is a Classified Information
Procedures Act which Congress has passed. However, that does not
allow for the kinds of exchange of information we are talking
about.

What we need to do is extend that kind of procedure so that
there is a check on the intelligence activities. And admittedly

Senator Adams. Is that the one that Judge Giselle is talking
about when he says that he cannot proceed with this North trial
because the defense cannot get the classification of some docu
ments. Is that the thing? Because I sure do not like that thing.

I think that is a turkey.
Mr. Gregorie. What it does, Senator, it allows the court to exam

ine these sensitive documents in camera and then get a clearance
for defense counsel, allow them to come into a secure space and
review the documents for his purpose, and determine what docu
ments

Senator Adams. And you think we should be thinking about
that?

Mr. Gregorie. I think you need to go far further than that. I
think that there needs to be a procedure where there are individ
uals in this Justice Department and prosecutors who are working
on cases who have access to that kind of material, and that there
be an exchange; if there is intelligence information about a nation
al case, that it must be exchanged, that the intelligence agencies be
put on a duty to do that, and if they violate the duty that there is
going to be some sort of criminal sanction for violating it.

Senator Kerry. Can I intercede here?
Do you really think that the reason some of these people do not

share the information is because they are afraid that it is going to
compromise it?

Mr. Gregorie. They have an unwarranted fear of compromising
their procedures. I mean, we do undercover operations every day.

Senator Kerry. If one of our major goals is to fight drugs and we
have information that involves that, you would think that the only
way you are going to put that information to useful purpose is to
share it with the prosecutor, unless something else is going on.

Mr. Gregorie. In their world just having the intelligence is suffi
cient. Then they know what the other guy is doing and they take
countermeasures. Having intelligence is useless to a prosecutor, be
cause he has got to have evidence. He has got to be able to go out
and use that intelligence in some way. And we do not even know
what the intelligence is, so we cannot make a determination how to
use it.

Senator Kerry. Prime Minister Pindling recently said that your
prosecutions of international leaders are "gunboat diplomacy of a
modern style."

Do you want to comment?
Mr. Gregorie. I did not see any gunboats. I saw a Federal grand

jury of citizens who charged that they found probable cause to be
lieve that crimes had been committed. And if we were using a gun
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boat, I would say we probably would have defendants in court and
you would see trials right now.

The problem is that we have not used the gunboat; we have used
diplomacy that has thus far failed, because the narcotics traffickers
who are poisoning our community are still out there, unprosecuted.

Senator Kerry. Increasingly, we have heard testimony about
Haiti. You deal with Little Haiti. Did you hear the testimony yes
terday at all of Roger Biamby and Tom Cash?

Mr. Gregorie. No, I did not.
Senator Kerry. They talked about an increasing amount of cor

ruption in Haiti itself, military involvement in narcotics traffick
ing, the Miami River being a major problem now.

Is that in fact an increasing problem?
Mr. Gregorie. Oh, there is a very increasing problem. Haiti has

become a landing point, a transshipment point, for cocaine. There
are a number of Colombians who have taken up residence in Haiti.

The Haitian Government most recently, however, has been at
tempting to stem that Colombian takeover of the country. But—
well, maybe that is a little strong. But there has been a large move
of Colombians into Haiti. There are numerous ranches and landing
strips that are being used.

Haiti is on the edge of our radar system, and if you get behind
the mountains it is possible to avoid the U.S. radar systems and
bring the cocaine in there, then transship it from there.

Senator Adams. Mr. Chairman, may I just interject there.
I do not want to see the military enforcing the civilian laws of

the United States.
But if we are going to use it for intelligence, if you put an

AWACS plane up over the island of Haiti, you would open it up
just like a great big road map; would you not?

Mr. Gregorie. The problem you would have is once you identi
fied planes coming in—and you would identify an awful lot of
them —what are you going to do? Who do you call on the ground to
go chase that plane and find out what he is bringing in?

Who is going to seize the narcotics and then arrest the people
who are there? Who is going to bring them to trial.

Senator Adams. I understand this is not the answer, but I have
had several witnesses here talk about the fact that we have got a
radar blanket, we have a gap out there, which I understand. But
you can fill that gap.

And once you have, then your problem is to put those agents on
the ground. And I have a little problem with the testimony we had,
Mr. Chairman, on the Government of Haiti, where somebody said
that the United States indicted Colonel Paul, and then he got fired
and then Haiti had a coup and now he is back in, and they say this
is not drug related.

That kind of is difficult for me to follow. Maybe I do not know all
the things about Colonel Paul.

If we do have an effort on the ground at that point, at least we
would begin to have a war on drugs, but we do not seem to be
using any of the very simple things that we have potentially avail
able to do this, to say to the people that are there, the agents that
you have on the ground, this is moving in and out.
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Because from what I understand about the Haiti operation, you
have got a safe haven in Haiti and they are coming up the Miami
River and going into Little Haiti. And from the amounts you are

talking about, they are sending it by ship now; is that right?
Mr. Gregorie. There is no question that the largest portions of

cocaine coming into the United States currently are coming in in

cargo containers and in ships. I think the recent seizures indicate
that.

That is not to say that the boats and planes have been stopped.
They are still bringing it that way, but it is economically most prof
itable to bring it in in larger shipments. It has gone from the gem

of the narcotics industry to, as I say, the fast food industry. It is

like a Big Mac hamburger. They have to have it in such quantity
that they making a profit from it.

I think, Senator, the problem is that we only have two DEA
agents in Haiti. So, if you had that radar up there

Senator Adams. And they do not speak French.
Mr. Gregorie [continuing]. You will have a heck of a time

having them chase around where the planes are landing, unless
you have got the army of Haiti which is honest and upright and
not being run by a military dictator whose interests are not in
stopping drugs.

Unless you have that, having the radar is not going to do you
much good.

Senator Adams. Suppose you just had a simple radio transmis
sion that these planes are coming into the area and these do not
have flight plans. Then you have something to say to the Govern
ment of Haiti about where to go and what to do. Then you would
not get the answer that we have got 40 landing strips and we do

not know who is coming in. They would at least know.
I see this as something that will probably last to the end of both

of our lives, this kind of a fight. And I just do not like all these
statements that we have got a war, but then we do not do the
things that help you put together cases and we automatically are
saying that nothing can be done with these governments.

And I think to do something with the government, you have to
have a plan where you say, this information is available to you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator Adams.
We are just about to finish up this round. I see there is a vote on.

Subsequent to the last couple of questions, we will go vote and then
return.

At that time we will hear the testimony of Mr. Nestor Sanchez
and then, time providing, we will begin, I hope, with the testimony
of Frank Camper.

Have you ever heard the name Peter Glibbery?
Mr. Gregorie. Yes, I have.
Senator Kerry. Steven Carr?
Mr. Gregorie. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Did those names come to you some time in 1986,

1985-86?
Mr. Gregorie. I think it was 1986.
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Senator Kerry. And do you recognize those names as names of
people who had information or were involved in drugs and arms
shipments in Florida?

Mr. Gregorie. I wasn't familiar with their involvement in drugs.
I was familiar with their involvement in the Iran-Contra incident
and the supply, the sending of arms and people to Nicaragua to
fight.

Senator Kerry. And do you have evidence now in your office— I
want to try to phrase this in a way that preserves the integrity of
the prosecutorial process.

You have evidence, do you not, of illegal shipments of weapons
out of Florida being flown down to Central America; is that cor
rect?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, I would say if you can wait until tomorrow I
will be able to answer it. There are some charges that are under
seal and I do not want to violate that sealing order.

Senator Kerry. I know. That is why I am trying to ask this in a
way —but you are aware of my office having made some of that in
formation available to you back in 1986; is that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. Yes, that is correct, Senator.
Senator Kerry. And you are aware of allegations that I was

making in 1986 about those illegal shipments; is that correct?
Mr. Gregorie. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And you are suggesting to me that I may in fact

be pleased tomorrow with some news that we are going to hear; is
that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. Well, Senator, I am always pleased when justice is
done. And if that occurs tomorrow morning, then I hope that will
please you as well.

Senator Kerry. I am always pleased when justice is done, too.
Sometimes it takes longer than one thinks, but I am pleased. I
mean that.

A couple of last questions. Senator Adams was asking —and we
are at the back end of the vote, so I am in trouble here.

I was really interested in getting your comment on the front-end
loading in this system, and then the problem that you face in the
U.S. attorney's office. I understand you have less U.S. attorneys
now than you did before the drug war began; is that correct?

Mr. Gregorie. That is not quite correct, Senator. When I came in
1982, we were down to about—well, we were not down. We were
just increasing. The southern district of Florida had really been un
dermanned for some time.

We have increased it substantially since when I arrived in 1982.
However, in the last year and a half, we were told we should go to
112 assistants. We did that. We were told about 8 months ago that
we were to reduce back to 103, and now we are told we have to go
back to 94.

Senator Kerry. So, at a time when we are supposedly fighting
the drug war, which you have said we are not doing in very clear
terms, you have been reduced in your ability to move drug cases
through the system?

Mr. Gregorie. Oh, that is absolutely true. Unfortunately, we
have major cases that are being held up because we do not have
enough prosecutors to deal with them.
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Senator Kerry. And we do not have enough jails, cells, beds?
Mr. Gregorie. Not even close.
Senator Kerry. And we do not have enough courts?
Mr. Gregorie. Certainly not enough courts or judges.
Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. Gregorie, I want to thank you. I think

your testimony has been very, very helpful. You have really provid
ed, I think, a very candid and frank assessment.

I think you are to be congratulated for that, and I particularly
want to tell you that from my perspective as a former prosecutor I
think you deserve tremendous plaudits for the cases you are bring
ing, for the professionalism you are bringing to your office. And I
really do congratulate you for that.

I thank you for taking the time to be here.
We will stand in recess for about 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much. The hearings will come

back to order.
Mr. Sanchez, I would ask you please if you would, please, to

stand so that I can swear you in. Would you raise your right hand,

please?
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Sanchez. I do.
Senator Kerry. If you would state your full name, please, for the

record.

STATEMENT OF NESTOR D. SANCHEZ, FORMER DEPUTY ASSIST
ANT SECRETARY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AFFAIRS, DEPART
MENT OF DEFENSE

Mr. Sanchez. Nestor D. Sanchez.
Senator Kerry. And Mr. Sanchez, where do you reside?
Mr. Sanchez. In Leesburg, VA.
Senator Kerry. You are currently occupied as?
Mr. Sanchez. I am retired, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Now, I just want the record to show that you

have appeared here voluntarily and that you have been talking
with our staff on an ongoing basis and cooperating. We are very
grateful to you for your assistance in that respect.

What was your last U.S. Government occupation?
Mr. Sanchez. I retired in February 1987 from the Department of

Defense, where since August 1981 I had been the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Inter-American Affairs.

I continue as a consultant, as you are aware, Mr. Chairman, for
the Department of Defense.

Senator Kerry. At this point in time, while you have retired, you
are an advisor to the Defense Department even up to this moment?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. On a consulting basis?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, it's my understanding, Mr. Sanchez, that

you do have an opening statement you wish to make?
Mr. Sanchez. I have some comments that I would like to make,

Mr. Chairman.
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Again, good afternoon. I am pleased to come before the commit
tee to discuss one of the gravest problems facing our hemisphere,
and that is narcotics. I believe we all saw the current Washington
Post-ABC poll conducted in late May, in which the American
public cited narcotics as the most critical threat facing our Nation
today.

I commend you and your committee for taking up this subject,
and hopefully we can come out from these hearings and continue
to do those things that are necessary to get this epidemic under
control.

I for one have long recognized the threat of international narcot
ics trafficking, and we had long discussions with your staff, as you
mentioned, last year, in which I tried to pass on at least what I
knew for background on this menace.

As Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Inter-American Af
fairs, I also sought to focus the administration and the American
public's attention on narcotics trafficking and the need to act deci
sively in combating it. I also sought to increase awareness of the
linkage between narcotics trafficking in the hemisphere and terror
ism and subversion.

Now again, that is another debate, but the overall linkages is
what I am talking about, the terrorism that is involved with nar
cotics trafficking.

I believe that no individual or government in this hemisphere, or
indeed the world, is immune to narcotics trafficking. Narcotics traf
fickers target each and every one of our citizens. They seek relent
lessly to tempt our citizens into using narcotics.

They are constantly searching throughout the hemisphere for
new locations for cultivation and processing, as well as for new
routes for transportation. They are constantly probing for vulnera
bilities, not only in governments but in our societies, militaries,
and other institutions which they can corrupt, exploit, and inte
grate into their trafficking networks.

And I believe you have seen plenty of that, as reported by many
of your witnesses to the committee.

Narcotics, in other words, are universal; it is a universal threat.
The U.S. Government cannot act alone. It needs the support first of
all the American people and our institutions in this country, and it
also needs the cooperation of the peoples of the Western Hemi
sphere and their governments.

I say Western Hemisphere because my comments this afternoon
will be limited to this hemisphere. We recognize that we also have
the same narcotics problem in the Far East, and other parts of the
world, but I won't talk to that this afternoon.

I think we should ask ourselves what the role of the United
States should be in looking at this problem. At the outset, I would
like to emphasize what I believe at least is an important point: We
should not entirely blame Latin American and Caribbean countries
for the problems that we face in this country.

We too bear the responsibility. We provide a vast and profitable
market. According to the DEA —and I know you have heard these
figures before —drug use in the United States is higher than in any
other Western industrialized country in the world.
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Marijuana is used one or more times a month by an estimated
18.2 million Americans. As many as 5.5 million Americans use co

caine at least once a month. The DEA estimates there are half a

million heroin addicts in the United States.
In other words, 10 percent of the population over the age of 12

are regular users of marijuana and 3 percent are regular users of

cocaine. Estimates of the size of the market vary, but even the low

end estimates of the size of the market are staggering.
Recent DEA estimates put the entire retail market at almost $59

billion, including $17 billion for marijuana, $20 billion for cocaine,

and $14 billion for heroin. Other estimates put the value of retail
trade as high as $110 billion, or even closer to $300 billion when

you consider all the money that is in that particular trade and in

dustry today.
Just think of that, it is the size of the defense budget of the

United States. For this we provide the market, the large part of
the market.

We must recognize another important point, I believe. As a gov
ernment and as a people, we have consistently underestimated the

challenge posed by narcotics. Few if any of us realized how quickly
demand in the United States would grow and how fast cultivation,
processing, and trafficking would develop.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's, narcotics was a relatively
minor industry. It has now become a large and growing industry.
Consistently, we have found ourselves running far behind the nar
cotics industry, attempting to play catchup.

We have rarely, if ever, had the initiative and have largely been
on the defensive. I recognize that and I want to talk a little bit
about policy. Certainly Congress, as demonstrated by these hear
ings, and the American people are impatient. They want results
immediately. They want policies to succeed immediately. And I
agree with their feelings. But we should, I believe, and we must un
derstand a few of the basic facts.

First, there is no panacea. There is no correct policy. Our adver
saries have the initiative. There are many of them. They are deter
mined, they are inventive. They have money and adapt quickly.

We have to be quicker. We cannot be sure whether a particular
policy will work. We can, however, be sure that one policy which is

set in concrete will not work forever. Traffickers eventually will
find a way to surmount and end run it.

We have to be innovative, we have to be flexible, and we have to

experiment. We need constant analysis, constant updating of our
policies, and constant redeployment of our assets.

Headlines do not work. The story is not in allegations of who's
involved, Contra involvement in narcotics trafficking or what. In
fact, narcotics trafficking has thoroughly penetrated two continents
and the Caribbean.

Recriminations don't work. Narcotics trafficking is not a subject,
as you have mentioned here and I heard you mention this morn
ing, and so has Senator McConnell, a subject, or should not be in
any way a subject of partisan politics. It is not a subject for finger-
pointing. It diverts attention from the true source of the problem.
We need policies which will take us to the year 2000, not through
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the next election. We need, in short, long-term bipartisan strate
gies.

The March 1986 Report of the President's Commission on Orga
nized Crime on America's drug habit contains a comprehensive list
of valuable and practical recommendations on the entire spectrum
of problems. They include interdiction, intelligence, domestic inves
tigation and prosecution, foreign assistance, crop control, and
demand reduction.

The recommendations should be in my belief the groundwork for
our policies.

Our strategy against narcotics, narcotics trafficking, should be
an aggressive one. It should be innovative and comprehensive. We
should take the battle to the narcotics traffickers and make them
pay a high price for doing business in this hemisphere.

Let us ask ourselves, or at least what I believe the ingredients
for such a policy should be. First and most important, we must act
decisively to cut demand in this country. If we are to lead the
Western Hemisphere in the struggle against narcotics trafficking,
we have to set the high standards in this country.

We must become intolerant of drug usage and preach intoler
ance. This means rigorous efforts to dissuade Americans from
using drugs. That is, policies such as testing in the workplace, par
ticularly for public service employees, in sensitive positions such as
the transportation industry, stiff sentencing for trafficking and
usage, and effective public campaigns, education campaigns.

Second, we must act decisively against production in the United
States. Few people I fear realize that we are a large producer of
marijuana, that the share of domestic production in the United
States in the U.S. market is growing as it supplants the foreign
production in this very lucrative market.

How seriously should Latin American countries consider our de
mands that they act against their producers if they consider us
lackadaisical in our efforts in our own country? This requires rigor
ous efforts at eradication in the United States.

It means joint Federal, State, and local efforts to search and de
stroy cultivation and processing facilities. It means stiff sentencing
requirements.

Third, we must act effectively against cultivation and trafficking
in Latin America. We should use every means at our disposal, in
cluding the military, in those countries to assist Latin American
and Caribbean countries in their efforts to destroy cultivation.

I want to underscore their efforts because in many cases we have
been wanting to destroy their crops, creating all kinds of other
problems with the foreign countries with whom we are dealing.

We also have to go after the processing and trafficking facilities.
We should also pursue traffickers relentlessly, bringing them to
justice, and seizing their assets. The Comprehensive Forfeiture Act
of 1984, in fact, is precisely the sort of legislation that we need. As
you know, it puts the ill-gotten profits from drug trafficking at risk
and defines the property subject to forfeiture to include real prop
erty, and gives the U.S. interest in forfeitable property back to the
time of the commission of the act that gives rise to that forfeiture.
So, it is a good law. It leaves it up to the trafficker to prove that he

qi_cnft n r
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is not involved, and we seize his assets that we think are involved
in that particular act.

Fourth, we must act intelligently and subtly. We should not hold
an entire country responsible for the actions of a few of its people.
We should not cut off all assistance as the results of the transgres
sions of a few or the inability of a government to act entirely in
accordance with our wishes. We must build support in each coun
try gradually and patiently. This means that we should continue to
fund institutions and groups which are allies in the struggle
against narcotics, despite that a government may or may not want
or do what they think we should.

What are the implications of all of this? In short, we need tough
policies at home and abroad. Our ability to act within the United
States depends only upon the will of the American people. Frankly,
until recently, there was a noticeable indifference among most
Americans toward narcotics. This appears, thank God, to be chang
ing. Moral outrage is growing.

Abroad, we face a more complicated situation. We would be for
tunate if we could act unilaterally, if we could send American
troops into Colombia to destroy coca production labs, if we could
send special forces to seize traffickers. But gentlemen, we cannot.
We cannot do that. We cannot act unilaterally and expect success
in our requests for cooperation.

Latin American and Caribbean governments are sovereign gov
ernments. More importantly, they could easily impede the unilater
al U.S. efforts. Furthermore, we do not have the resources the
manpower or the leverage to go it alone. In other words, any antin-
arcotics effort must include the support of our Latin American and
Caribbean allies.

I would like to underscore the last word, "allies." We should
treat Latin American countries as our allies in this fight. We
should treat them as equals rather than condescend to them. We
should seek their counsel rather than dictate to them. We should
seek their cooperation and coordination in order to coordinate our
actions with them rather than act and try to act unilaterally.

This means that we have to build consensus with Latin Ameri
can governments and Latin American peoples. This is a difficult
process. Latin American governments, particularly the new demo
cratic governments are weak. They face public and institutional
skepticism about their durability and effectiveness. They have im
mense problems besides narcotics. High on their lists are economic,
social, and political development in each of these countries.

Like many countries, they are indecisive. And like many govern
ments, they have been slow to recognize the threat posed by nar
cotics and narcotics trafficking. The people of Latin American have
also been slow to recognize the threat. Moreover, many benefit di
rectly or indirectly from the narcotics trafficking.

This, Mr. Chairman, certainly is a difficult challenge, but we
have been making progress. The governments increasingly recog
nize that narcotics trafficking presents many dangers, few benefits,
and that the impact of drugs cannot be localized or contained.
Their governments, their militaries, their institutions are being
corrupted. Their people are being addicted.
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This consensus will be, I would hope, the foundation of the sort
of tough policy we need which will allow joint actions against traf
ficking up to and including the use of military force in those coun
tries.

I would like to say one word on indictments, since that has come
up before, but I am not a lawyer, so I do not want to get into the
details of it, but looking at it more from the policy point of view,
one issue which has arisen recently is that of indictment of foreign
dealers. Indictments are a powerful weapon, and a weapon of
which we should make use, but we should ensure, I believe, that we
use it effectively and that we aim it properly.

This in effect means we should act in concert with Latin Ameri
can and Caribbean governments. While this action would not
depose the leaders, it would isolate foreign leaders who are guilty
of drug trafficking and entrap them in their own countries. It
would also focus the force of hemisphericwide moral outrage on
these leaders, provided we work it in concert with the other coun
tries.

I'd like to mention a word on resources. The battle against nar
cotics in the Western Hemisphere will certainly take resources.
Narcotics trafficking is not pennyante crime. It is, as we know, ex
tremely lucrative, highly profitable, and narcotics traffickers have
more than enough money to corrupt governments, militaries, and
other institutions.

They have more than enough money to entrap others into the
narcotics industry and to buy the loyalties of peoples, towns, and
regions.

We are doing much less. Our economic assistance to the region
last year totaled $550 million in fiscal year 1988 in economic assist
ance. It totaled $132 million in security military assistance. And I
believe that the best figures that I have seen that DEA and INM at
State spent approximately $82 million last year.

And then, as we know, much of this assistance, especially the
economic assistance, was concentrated on assisting the Central
American democracies.

Now, we talked before about innovation. I would like to stress
the importance of innovation in the struggle against trafficking,
particularly institutional innovation. We have to reform our insti
tutions to meet new challenges such as narcotics trafficking. The
military is a prime example in our country. Our military is struc
tured to fight large-scale engagements in Europe and in Asia
against conventional forces, and it is not structured to fight the
threats we face in Latin America and the Caribbean, including nar
cotics trafficking. We need, in fact, small, mobile units which are
able to work closely with Latin American and Caribbean units, and
which are able to do so discreetly with joint approval of both our
Governments, of all governments involved.

We also have to reform our multinational institutions. We need
to direct, for example, the Inter-American Defense Board and other
hemispheric institutions toward these new threats. We have, for
example, to develop a consensus, and the institutions necessary for
joint operations against narcotics traffickers.

To accomplish any antinarcotics initiative, we must have, as you
have stated here many times before, but we must have bipartisan
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support. We must build on the successes of our current programs
and develop forwardthinking strategies. There is a necessity to go
after the kingpin and their organizations. The laundering of drug
money, the huge drug profits must be discovered and stopped.

However, we must be careful in the indiscriminate use of indict
ments, again due to the jurisdictional limitations of the law, and
realize that an indictment in and of itself cannot resolve the drug
problem.

We must consider the full scope of our actions and relations with
our neighbors. The problems of the region include the phenomenon
of narcotics which is rooted, and we can never forget this, rooted in
deep social and economic problems which must be addressed over
the long term.

Thus far, Mr. Chairman, I have not mentioned Panama or Nor
iega. The challenge of narcotics goes far beyond Panama or Nor
iega. As the committee has received extensive testimony on
Panama and on Noriega, I would offer the following comments.

First, I believe it must be made clear that no one that I know
believes or has believed that Noriega should remain in power. Dis
cussions have centered on the most effective form to ensure his de
parture and to fulfill the policy objectives we set in the summer of
1987, free and democratic elections in Panama, the military's
return to their barracks, and Panamanian responsibility for solving
Panamanian problems.

Second, economic pressure alone will not force national leaders
from office in the short or medium term. I believe history clearly
demonstrates and has demonstrated this.

Third, we should be prepared to act and act decisively if the
canal is threatened. Under the Neutrality Treaty we have the right
and responsibility to defend the security of the canal. We should of
course be judicious in defining that threat and make clear that we
are prepared to invoke the treaty at any time the security of the
canal is threatened. Otherwise, as I said, we should permit the
Panamanian people to assume responsibility for their own political
and economic fates.

Mr. Chairman, if you would be so kind and permit me just a few
more minutes, I would like to clarify for the committee, the public,
and for the sake of my own reputation, some false accusations,
based on rumor, I may say, that have been made in previous hear
ings before your committee.

Senator Kerry. Please proceed.
Mr. Sanchez. First, my relationship with General Noriega. I

want to say that that relationship has been strictly an official rela
tionship. I have no personal or business relationship with General
Noriega, contrary to what Panamanian intelligence may or may
not have reported.

It is true, as has been reported to you, that in my official position
I was introduced to General Noriega in the mid-1970's. I have not
seen or talked to the General since 1985. At that time I did make
an official telephone call to him that was coordinated fully and at
the request of the Department of State.

In my position as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Inter-American Affairs, I was not responsible for official liaison
with General Noriega.
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Second, I do not work for the Panama Canal Commission, as was
also reported to your committee. I am a member of the Panama
Canal Consultative Committee, to which I was appointed by Presi
dent Reagan in 1983. For your information, the other two U.S.
members are Hensen Moore and Joel Pritchard, both former Mem
bers of Congress.

I am also, a I mentioned before, a consultant to DOD. I give
advice when it is asked for. I do not, again, make policy. That is
the sole prerogative and responsibility of the Secretary of Defense.
And I may add, it is a responsibility jealously guarded by both of
the Secretaries for whom I have had the honor and privilege of
working.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to clarify the record.
Based on your desire and or understanding of last Wednesday, I

hope that we could use the remaining time to discuss the construc
tive and substantive matters of policy and how we can effectively
confront one of the most serious problems facing our Nation today.

No hammer will fix the problem. We must work hard and dili
gently against all diverse elements which relate to the drug indus
try. I would suggest we consider the antidrug program on three
levels. Certainly, demand, which I have talked about; then the
interdiction at the source, which covers many of the aspects of it;
and the interdiction at our borders. We must explore all avenues to
halt the supply of illicit drugs.

However, let me underline this. It is my firm belief, Mr. Chair
man, that all the interdiction and eradication policies in the world
will not be effective as long as demand remains high.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I stand ready to answer your ques
tions or, better yet, I would say discuss realistic and practical solu
tions to this drug epidemic.

Senator Kerry. Thank you, Mr. Sanchez, I appreciate that.
I am glad you just had a few notes. If you had had a prepared

statement, we might not have been in existence long enough to
deal with it, but if I can —let me just ask you, you were 30 years in
Government service; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. Over 35, almost 36.
Senator Kerry. Over 35 years, and most of those, prior to your

years when you came into the Defense Department, you were asso
ciated with the CIA; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. All of them, Senator.
Senator Kerry. All of them.
Mr. Sanchez. I was with the Agency over 30 years.
Senator Kerry. I want to not step into a classified area, then.
Let me just step aside with you for 1 minute because before I as

a question I want to check on something.
[Pause.]
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Sanchez. That helps

me. I think it will help you in terms of these questions.
During a period in the 1970's then, you were in Spain; is that

correct
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, from 1976 to 1979.
Senator Kerry. And then you returned and you were again with

the CIA, and you were in Washington?
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Mr. Sanchez. Yes, from 1980 to 1981, when I was appointed to
the job at Defense.

Senator Kerry. And you met General Noriega at some point
when he came to Washington to meet with CIA; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. Probably in the mid-1970's is when I was intro
duced to him.

Senator Kerry. And you did know
Mr. Sanchez. On a visit here or on a visit down there. I don't

remember exactly.
Senator Kerry. But you knew that he had come to Washington.

You had met him here also.
Mr. Sanchez. I think this is part of what we just discussed, the

Agency has liaison with many of the services around the world,
and we had liaison with the Panamanian intelligence service, of
which at that time he was the chief of the service.

Senator Kerry. And there was—you were aware of formal liai
son with him at that time.

Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. OK.
I am going to defer to Senator McConnell here. I have some ques

tions for you, but I think the minority had a particular interest in
having you testify.

Was that Senator D'Amato?
Senator McConnell. Yes, go ahead.
Senator Kerry. When did you first meet General Noriega?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't remember the exact date, Mr. Chairman. It

was certainly sometime in 1975, in the mid-1970's. It was before I
went to Spain.

Senator Kerry. And during that period of time did you come to
know whether or not General Noriega was helpful to U.S. interests
in the region?

Mr. Sanchez. No, I really had very little to do with him. I was
working on another project at that particular time, so I wasn't that
familiar with what was being exchanged with the service.

Senator Kerry. When did you first become aware of his narcotics
trafficking efforts?

Mr. Sanchez. That's a difficult question to answer directly be
cause you must understand that going back to 1968, when Noriega
was not even in the leadership, in the staff leadership of the Na
tional Guard in Panama there were already rumors of Panamani
an involvement in drugs but also rumors of arms trafficking and
all kinds of deals which were taking place in Panama.

The drug part came about, as you will recall, when General Tor-
rijos' brother was indicted for drug trafficking. If you want a specif
ic time when I became aware, other than the rumors that some
thing was going on, it was probably at that time.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you, at that point in time what was
your position? Were you responsible for CIA liaison in that region?

Mr. Sanchez. Not until 1980 and 1981 when I came back as the
Division Chief.

Senator Kerry. And in 1980 and 1981 did you learn at that time
of the increased participation of General Noriega in the narcotics
trade?
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Mr. Sanchez. No, sir, there was no increase that we learned
about at that time. There were rumors that there was involvement
by the Panamanian Defense Forces, by Panamanian Government
officials, rumors primarily, nothing that was confirmed, or hard in
formation on what was taking place on drug trafficking.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you about that because we keep hear
ing rumors and stories. If you picked up a newspaper and the news
paper had a story in it written by a reputable reporter who was
known to put together credible stories, and he has good sources,
and he can cite an instance of a Noriega imprisonment of General
Torrijos for 3 days in his house; were you aware of that?

Mr. Sanchez. Well, I read the story; yes.
Senator Kerry. And it followed a significant
Mr. Sanchez. I didn't know that independently. I know it from

reading the same newspaper that you read.
Senator Kerry. And it followed a significant, apparently, sort of

drug party sexually sadistic party in this party house that they
had.

Did you know of the party house as a matter of intelligence?
Mr. Sanchez. I have never been to their party house.
Senator Kerry. Yes, but did you know of it as a matter of dis

course? I mean, everybody else in Panama City knows about it.
Mr. Sanchez. They have several places. I mean, the military do,

Torrijos did. He had a beach house and
Senator Kerry. Well, wasn't he living way beyond the lifestyle of

a General in Panama? I mean, let's face it these guys drive around
in fancy cars, they have big houses. You knew that.

Mr. Sanchez. That is right. They are involved, Mr. Chairman, in
businesses of all sorts.

Senator Kerry. Of all sorts?
Mr. Sanchez. Of all sorts.
Senator Kerry. And one of the principal businesses in the region

is narcotics trafficking.
Mr. Sanchez. That is more recent information, if established, be

cause it is still an indictment at this time. And remember that
even other people, including an individual who testified to this
committee, reported if I read the transcripts correctly, that all of
this started in 1984 or 1985. You may correct me on the years; but
it was 1985 when involvement in the drug trafficking developed.
Correct me if I am wrong, I am now repeating what I read in the
transcripts of testimony before your committee.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you this, then. A number of wit
nesses have said that General Noriega was trafficking weapons—

weapons, now— to many guerrilla groups in Central and South
America. And we have heard extensive testimony about a ship
ment of weapons to the Salvadoran rebels in 1981.

Were you aware of that?
Mr. Sanchez. I am not aware of any information, confirmed in

formation, that indicates that General Noriega shipped weapons to
the rebels, insurgents in Central America. He did help the Sandi
nistas in their struggle against Somoza and the Contras, and this is
where the confusion may come about—may I finish, because there
is confusion on this subject. To answer your question, I am not
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aware of any information that General Noriega shipped arms to
the insurgents in El Salvador.

Senator Kerry. Did you learn about the PDF plane crash in El
Salvador?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes, we knew about a plane crash in El Salvador.
Senator Kerry. What was the message of that?
Mr. Sanchez. That arms were being shipped in from Nicaragua.

At that time, that was the information I recall that we had.
Senator Kerry. PDF airplane. It had PDF markings, Panamani

an Defense Force markings. The airplane crashed in El Salvador,
weapons.

Mr. Sanchez. We are talking about two different planes then, be
cause I do not remember

Senator Kerry. Do you recall?
Mr. Sanchez. I do not recall PDF markings on the plane, sir.
Senator Kerry. Do you recall the incident in which a PDF plane

crashed with weapons in El Salvador?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, an airplane crashed in El Salvador. I do not

recall that it was a PDF plane.
Senator Kerry. It was as a matter of fact. I'll tell you that there

is no issue about that. It was totally accepted that there were
markings on the plane that it was a PDF airplane.

Mr. Sanchez. Well, I didn't know that part of it. I knew that
there was a crash of a plane with weapons, weapons that were
being brought into El Salvador. But I do not recall any information
that connected it to General Noriega.

Senator Kerry. You are familiar with the assessments that Gen
eral Gorman made, correct? On February 8 he testified before our
committee. The primary thrust of his testimony was that the na
tional security of the United States was threatened by Latin drug
conspiracies dramatically more successful at subversion in those
areas than the subversion efforts from Moscow.

Would you agree with that assessment from General Gorman?
Mr. Sanchez. Would you clarify that? What Latin American con

spiracies?
Senator Kerry. That the drug lord conspiracy, the narcotics con

spiracy, posed more of a national threat to us in this region and
hemisphere than Moscow did. Do you agree with General Gorman's
assessment?

Mr. Sanchez. Generally I would agree with that, and especially
with what we have seen developing in the last few years.

Senator Kerry. Do you believe that it's a national security
threat in that sense?

Mr. Sanchez. Absolutely, it's a national security threat to our
country, because of the countries and individuals involved. But it's
one that, as I said in my comments, it's one that has developed be
cause of the demand that we have for drugs in this country.

Senator Kerry. Now, I understand that. But we're just trying to
get at

Mr. Sanchez. Yes, it should be of very serious concern to us, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, General Gorman also testified that if you

want to move weapons or munitions in Latin America, the estab
lished networks are owned by the cartels.
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Mr. Sanchez. Some of them are. The information that I had
access to, indicated there is an interconnection between several
groups.

Now, the drug traffickers today are trying to move away from
the subversives, from the political subversives and terrorists, be
cause they're interested in making money. They're not interested
in ideologies or politics or anything like that, which sometimes
interferes with their moneymaking schemes.

This is what we have seen in Colombia. I believe General
Gorman talked extensively about Colombia and the developments
in Colombia. There we saw the closest, as far as I can recollect, the
closest cooperation between the FARC, which was one of the large
subversive groups in Colombia, and the narcotics traffickers.

Today we see in Colombia the narcotics traffickers organizing or
recruiting, organizing and arming their own armies, trying to get
away from the insurgents.

And as you can see, and I have talked to this subject many,
many times before, it's almost a natural marriage between insur
gents and traffickers. The narcotics traffickers have the money; the
insurgents need money to mount their operations.

The terrorists in countries like Colombia, again as an example,
control certain territory. The narcotics traffickers need that con
trolled territory to establish their laboratories. So, they got togeth
er, and we saw what happened.

Now what is happening is that it looks like they are separating
themselves from the political subversives and insurgents and now
are controlling their own areas with their own troops.

Senator Kerry. But as you well know, in Colombia the M-19 and
the narcotics traffickers, the cartel, the Medellin cartel, went to
war with each other for a while.

Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. It was a very brutal period in Colombia. People

were literally dismembered and hanging from lamp posts and so
forth.

Mr. Sanchez. And between cartels, also.
Senator Kerry. Between cartels.
And the problem I think you have now is that the terrorist

groups, such as the M-19, have learned of the power of the narco-
dollar, and they are not going to surrender that easily.

So, there has been a very uneasy truce, and the uneasy truce
came about because they both recognized they were slaughtering
each other.

Mr. Sanchez. That's right.
Senator Kerry. So, the fact is that it's going to be very difficult

for them now suddenly to disengage, and the disengagement is
merely going to let the terrorist groups that have learned how to
traffic, undertake the trafficking on their own. And then, as they
become more predatory they'll start to rub out whomever they
need to to guarantee that the money is still flowing to support
their political activities.

That's the Pandora's box that's come out of this.
Mr. Sanchez. It certainly is, Senator. And that's why, although

there is an ongoing debate on the extent of the connection between
the narcotics traffickers and the terrorists and the subversives, it is
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a continuing threat whether they operate together or individually.
I have often talked about the triple threat in Latin America, and I
believe we have to continue to watch that triple threat in this area;
the narcotics traffickers, the terrorists, and the subversive groups,
who have the support of the Cubans and the Soviets.

These three groups, and there is a lot of gray area between them
pose a serious security threat to our country.

Senator Kerry. People are ready and willing to admit that revo
lutionary groups use narcotics to support their efforts, correct?

And people have been ready and willing to admit that FARC
does it, right? M-19 does it; correct?

General Gorman has said there isn't a group in Latin America
that hasn't done it; correct?

Mr. Sanchez. That's right.
Senator Kerry. But the moment someone suggested in this coun

try that our friends the Contras might be doing it, oh, no. I mean,
this became suddenly, of course they wouldn't do it.

Why do we have such trouble admitting that narcotics — I mean,
Rob Owens writing memoes to Oliver North saying, "We've got a
problem with narcotics down here."

Mr. Sanchez. I don't know why the debate, Mr. Chairman. The
Contra leadership, to my knowledge, did not condone narcotics.

Senator Kerry. Well, don't you agree that there was sort of— I
mean, that people try to draw lines, and it's been unrealistic. And
the drug war has suffered for it, I think. Do you agree with that?

Mr. Sanchez. I will repeat the comments that I just made, the
narcotics traffickers are out to penetrate every government, socie
ty, group, institution, whether they are Contras, White House, or
the Capitol of the United States.

They're out to do that, Senator. And I would be very surprised if
they were not able to penetrate certain elements of the Contras'
operations or people who were tangentially associated with the
Contras.

I think that what was being said, as I recall, is that the Contras
as an organization did not sanction, and I don't believe it was ever
proven that they were using narcotics money for their operations.

Senator Kerry. Let me say something. Since day one as chair
man of this committee and before I became chairman of this com
mittee, I never made an allegation, nor have I heard one, that sug
gested, at least out of the Congress, that there was this formal
thing.

In fact, we have written letters. I have written letters to Octa-
viano Cesar and Adolpho Chamorro saying that there is no evi
dence whatsoever that they are specifically involved in narcotics
trafficking. There has been no effort. We've tried to deal with that
and separate it.

But what we were asserting all along is that there was this pene
tration, that parts of the Contras, that the network existed, that
the private aid network was subverting the larger goals that we
had.

And I think it's been unfortunate that there's been such a wall
of resistance to moving on it. And the wall has, frankly, hurt our
ability to nip this thing in the bud in some way. And now we have
the very kind of problem that you have defined.
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I mean, how do you separate a whole group of ideologs who have
learned how to traffic narcotics?

Mr. Sanchez. It's very difficult, and that's why it's such a tre
mendous problem for us, a very complicated problem.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you this. In the order of priorities, do
you believe from your experience in the region that the interdic
tion effort should take precedence over other international coopera
tive efforts, such as eradication or international law enforcement?

What from your perspective is going to make the biggest dent in
this, as whole countries seem to be falling prey to the financial
power?

Mr. Sanchez. Reducing our demand in this country, Senator.
Senator Kerry. I'm going to give you that. We're going to abso

lutely agree on that.
Mr. Sanchez. If we don't do that, as I stated in my introductory

comments, and I will state it again, regardless of what we do in
interdiction or eradication, if we do not reduce the demand for ille
gal drugs in this country, we are doomed to failure.

Senator Kerry. But the U.S. attorney sat there just preceding
you and said, "Look, you know, there's a limit in terms of the
demand thing. As long as the stuff is all over the streets and you
have an addictive drug, you're going to have to have greater coop
eration."

If these countries have no impediment whatsoever in their abili
ty to transport these drugs to this country, then you're going to
keep creating the addicts to some degree and you're going to have
a more readily available for that transition into addiction.

Senator Adams. Mr. Chairman, this has come up several times.
And one of the things that bothers me is that we have heard testi
mony—and I think it's uncontradicted —that the price of this drug
has fallen dramatically. In the days that a number of us were in
volved in the prosecution, cocaine was an extraordinarily expensive
substance, over $100, $200, or $300 for a very small amount.

It's our understanding that, because of this network and what is
occurring, particularly in the Caribbean, that the price has
dropped enormously, which is what is penetrating our neighbor
hoods.

And do you agree with that, Mr. Sanchez, that if you drop the
price of this because of this enormous supply that we can't success
fully interdict. In other words, what we're trying to do is stop
enough supply so that the price goes up so that everybody doesn't
have it. Isn't that part of the use problem?

I know it is addictive, there's no question about that. I'm not
trying to argue that. But what we have here, it seems to me, is so
much quantity that it makes a qualitative difference. It is in every
neighborhood.

This is particularly true with crack, where you're exposing our
children to it because it is so cheap and so readily available. We're
trying to deal with as a foreign policy issue before this committee.

There is a lot of other committees dealing with use, and I'm not
saying that use should not be pursued in every way possible. But
isn't a primary factor in our growing drug crisis, the cheapness be
cause there is so much quantity?
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Mr. Sanchez. You're quite right, Senator. But the reason that
there is quantity and that there is going to continue to be quantity,
regardless of the price, is continuing demand.

Senator Adams. Well, if you have a continued demand, no doubt.
But what was stated by one of the witnesses earlier is that this has

gone from the airplane trade to the bus trade.
It's all over, and we are talking now in some of these shipments

being close to a ton. As I indicated earlier, it's hard for any of us,

at least for me, to imagine a ton of cocaine. But that is occurring
because the ability to move large amounts of it through countries
and to cultivate large amounts of it and have it moved through cor
rupt governments and otherwise has overwhelmed our interdiction
system.

When I am told that you have to carry the stuff on ships instead
of planes because you have so much of it, it seems to me we have
got a qualitative difference. And that's what we're really asking
you about, is if some of the testimony we have heard is correct—
and I focused on Panama because we have more information and
we have indictments pending. And by "more evidence," I mean
hard evidence.

It was stated that, because of our efforts concentrating on anti-
Communist governments, we don't pay attention or we don't pay as

much attention to the corruption on drugs. As a result the supply
has gone up.

Tell me if I'm wrong. But you yourself said that this really began
to develop 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, which directly parallels our re
moving attention from narcotics, terrorists, and subversives to a

huge debate on Contras in this Congress. We spent hours and
hours on Contras, and drugs have at this point just gone up enor
mously.

You're in Government. You have been with the CIA. And I don't
know that the company focuses on drugs. That's what I'm asking
you, and that goes to the demand, and that goes to the number of
addicts, and that goes to use.

Mr. Sanchez. What company? I presume you mean the CIA.
Senator Adams. I'm sorry. The CIA, yes.
Mr. Sanchez. I don't believe this is the forum to go into the pri

orities of the CIA or for me to answer that question.
Senator Adams. We're asking you about the foreign policy.

That's what this committee is involved in. If we have a foreign
policy that is saying put all your efforts over here and in the mean
time this enormous threat is growing through 1982, 1984, 1985, and
1986, over there we need to deal with that.

Mr. Sanchez. That's right, and we should. I believe that what
you're saying, Senator, goes to the heart of something that some of
us have been saying for a long time. Certainly I have been saying
this for the past 7 years as a member of this administration. We
need a long-term foreign policy for the area for which we can de

velop bipartisan support in our Government.
In having a long-term policy we can then assign the proper prior

ity to the different problems that develop in our relations in the
hemisphere. In 1978, it was the problem of Somoza in Nicaragua,
then the Sandinistas before the end of the Carter administration,
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and the final offensive in early 1981 in El Salvador. That country
was on the verge of going the way of Nicaragua.

That was an immediate problem for the Reagan administration
in 1981. There were also rumors about drugs, but not until 1985
and 1986, as we are aware today, did the serious problem begin.

Now, if we had a long-term policy on which we can all agree in
its general terms, we can then plan, assign priorities to our objec
tives, and be better prepared to handle the emergencies which have
and will continue to develop in the hemisphere. I believe we can
then better deal with these emergencies without giving the appear
ance of dealing on one particular subject in a vacuum.

This is what life is all about. It doesn't stand still. I believe we
have to have the capability and institutional flexibility to be able
to cope with these problems.

I agree with you 100 percent.
Senator Adams. All I am saying, Mr. Sanchez, is that, be it 1983,

1984, 1985, in that time period we're looking at the anti-Communist
window and the drug problem is coming up. Maybe before in
1981 — I wasn't in Government — it was the problem of the insurgen
cy, as you mentioned. But the drug problem has grown, what you
say exactly, from starting about 1985, 1984, or 1985.

Mr. Sanchez. That's right.
Senator Adams. And everybody who was in charge of that should

have rung the alarm bells, and I think we are very late in this.
That's all I'm saying, and I appreciate it.

And I see that Senator D'Amato has arrived.
Senator Kerry. I want to say, Mr. Sanchez, and this is not by

way of doubting your testimony, but it's a question of where people
were focused.

From 1973 to 1979, 1 was in the district attorney's office. In 1978-
79, we began a drug task force, and I remember traveling in fact in
the early —about 1970, 1969, down to Panama, the last year I was
in the Navy. I was an aide to an admiral and I went down there for
supply purposes. And I can remember what I saw with my own
eyes when I was down there in 1969 and 1970.

And having run into what I have run into since in terms of intel
ligence information that I got through the law enforcement com
munity about where the drugs were coming from in the late seven
ties, and now looking at what I learn as I talk to person after
person after person who was on the periphery of it or involved in it
directly in Central America somewhere, I've got to tell you it's just
inconceivable to me that good intelligence people, whether DEA or
CIA or MI or whatever, didn't know what was happening.

And I think at that point a lot of people looked on it as sort of
still kind of a subculture of the criminal world, that it hadn't risen
to this level of crack in our streets and kids and everything.

It was still something —there was even an acceptability to a cer
tain degree of cocaine, and there were a lot of role models being
put in front of people in this country in the movies and other
things.

But the fact is that in that period I think some folks just looked
the other way, because it was convenient in that balancing of prior
ities that you have talked about.
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Mr. Sanchez. I do not know if they looked at the way, Mr. Chair
man, but you are quite right that you have to look at priorities,
regardless of what business you are in. You cannot focus 100-per
cent attention on any one thing, and if we knew then what we
know today the response could have been different. It's like
Monday morning quarterbacking, we can go back and say, "Well,
gee, we should have done much more about that," all of us, in the
executive branch, in the intelligence agencies, in the Congress as
an American people.

I believe that what we must ask ourselves now, continuing on
the constructive note that you and I talked about privately, is
where do we go from here. Senator Adams says it is too late. Well,
it can't be too late. You have children, I have children, and we
have a country faced with this epidemic. We have to do something
about it. We have to do something constructive and effective.

Senator Kerry. Well, I agree with that. We are working in a bi
partisan task force now here in the Senate to try to propose that.

Let me turn to someone who has made a major contribution in
that effort, who has been working with me on this and with us on
a lot of things.

Senator D'Amato, maybe you want to pick up.
Senator D'Amato. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sanchez, I understand that while I was absent from the

hearings, you made some statements to clarify previous testimony
about your role concerning United States policy toward Panama,
and in that you said that you have not seen or talked to General
Noriega since 1985; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. That is right.
Senator D'Amato. You didn't even talk to him since 1985.
Mr. Sanchez. I have not talked to him since 1985. In 1985 I made

an official telephone call from my office which was coordinated and
at the request of the Department of State.

Senator D'Amato. And that your relationship with him has been
strictly business, is that correct, in terms of—

Mr. Sanchez. Not business. Official.
Senator D'Amato. Official, your official duties.
Mr. Sanchez. I have no business relationship with him, I have

no personal relationship with him, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Do you have any business relationships with

anybody in Panama?
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Senator D'Amato. So, you have no financial interest in any busi

ness of any kind in Panama.
Mr. Sanchez. None, Senator. That's what I'm trying to say.
Senator D'Amato. I would like to ask you some specific questions

about that statement. You say that you have not spoken or met
with him since 1985.

Have you dealt indirectly with him since 1985?
Mr. Sanchez. Senator, I am a consultant
Senator D'Amato. Well, for example, may I give you an example

and be more specific?
Mr. Sanchez. Absolutely.
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Senator D'Amato. Have you dealt with, for example, his chief of
staff? Have you talked to an interpreter who may have spoken to
him, although you speak fluent Spanish so that would not be neces
sary? Have you spoken to his executive secretary?

You know, it is one thing to say to this committee that you have
not spoken to him since 1985 or met with him directly, it is an
other to say that you have done it through others?

Mr. Sanchez. I have not spoken to any member of his staff, his
chief of staff, his secretary, or an interpreter. I don't need an inter
preter as you have correctly stated.

Senator D'Amato. All right, now, let me ask you about, 10 days
after Hugo Spadafora was murdered in Panama and before Bar-
letta was thrown out, the President, Noriega arrived in New York,
and I believe that he called you; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. He didn't call you.
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Would you please tell me a little bit more about that? That is

very interesting to me. Who was giving you this information? It is
false information. He did not call me. I have not talked to Noriega,
as I told you before.

Senator D'Amato. We are talking about, this goes back to the
Barletta time, which is about in 1985.

Mr. Sanchez. That was 1985.

Senator D'Amato. And so when he came to New York he did not
call you?

Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. You did not talk to him on the phone?
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. After Barletta was removed from power, Nor

iega prepared a memorandum for General Galvin, then head of the
southern command, explaining his version of the final 72 hours,
Barletta's removal. As you recall there was quite a bit of controver
sy over this, and wasn't it a fact that Mr. Barletta was advised by
the Agency not to go back. He was here in this country prior to his
being relieved of his command, wasn't he, as President.

Do you recall that?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't recall the specifics, but he was in the

United States on a visit during that period of time.
Senator D'Amato. He was here in the United States, he was here

in Washington, he was here in New York. Indeed, I had dinner
with him I would guess about 24 hours before he went back the
Panama.

Mr. Sanchez. Yes, he was, that's right.
Senator D'Amato. And isn't it a fact that the Agency advised

him not to go back?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't know what the Agency advised him, sir.
Senator D'Amato. Well, what was your role at that time?
Mr. Sanchez. I was at that time the Deputy Assistant Secretary

of Defense for Inter-American Affairs. I had no responsibility for
liaison with General Noriega. I don't know what the Central Intel
ligence Agency advised President Barletta or what anybody else ad
vised him. I had no advice for him.
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Senator D'Amato. Did you meet with Thomas Castillo, the re
cently indicted former CIA station chief in Costa Rica?

Do you know Mr. Castillo?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, I know Mr. Castillo.
Senator D'Amato. When is the last time you met Mr. Castillo?
Mr. Sanchez. I saw him less than a year ago.
Senator D'Amato. Did you ever discuss with him Panama and

Noriega?
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. Did you discuss Eden Pastora with Castillo?
Mr. Sanchez. We probably discussed it when we were briefed on

our trips through Costa Rica, of which I made several in my previ
ous position. Members of delegations which travel from Washing
ton were briefed by the country team, of which he was a member.

Senator D'Amato. That is the only time you discussed Eden Pas
tora with him, then; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. Could you be more specific? I had no secret meet
ings with him to discuss Pastora, if that is what you are getting at.

Senator D'Amato. No, I am talking about Pastora.
Mr. Sanchez. Pastora, you are talking about Eden Pastora.
Senator D'Amato. Right.
Mr. Sanchez. The famous Comandante Zero, I presume.
Senator D'Amato. Do you know Alquilino Boyd?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. Have you ever met with Alquilino Boyd?
Mr. Sanchez. I met with Aquilino Boyd the last year when he

came to the United States.
Senator D'Amato. Well, he was here last year; wasn't he?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, a year ago or perhaps a year and a half ago,

maybe.
Senator D'Amato. Did you have conversations with Aquilino

Boyd as to what was taking place in Panama?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. What basically did he tell you?
Mr. Sanchez. He told me that they were having problems in

Panama. The conversation included the Dias Herrera problem
which took place about a year ago. Aquilino Boyd did not contact
me to discuss whether he was or was not the roving representative
for the Panamanian Government in the United States.

Senator D'Amato. Wasn't he really —let me ask you, Mr. San
chez, wasn't Aquilino Boyd really Noriega's roving ambassador?
Didn't Aquilino Boyd come here and meet with you as a represent
ative of Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator D'Amato. He didn't hold himself out to a representative

of General Noriega? He certainly did to this Senator and to other
members, I believe, of this committee and to the public at large.

You mean to tell me he came over to see you and he just said I'm
Aquilino Boyd, and I'm not here on behalf of Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. We didn't have that long of a conversation, Sena
tor. He didn't come to see me to discuss the problems in Panama as
Noriega's representative.
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Senator D'Amato. You mean when Aquilino Boyd came here—
and he spent quite a bit of time here in Washington —you only
spoke to him once?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. Only once?
Mr. Sanchez. Only once.
And I believe that was at a reception at the Panamanian Embas

sy.
Senator D'Amato. Supposing I were to say to you that some of

the former Panamanian officials said that you told Boyd that the
stability of the Panama Defense Forces depended upon Noriega
staying in power.

Mr. Sanchez. I would say that would be a falsehood being told to
you.

Senator D'Amato. So that you never suggested that the stability
of Panama or the Defense Forces in particular depended upon Nor
iega staying in power?

Mr. Sanchez. How could anybody make that kind of a state
ment?

Senator D'Amato. I don't know. That's why I'm asking you.
Mr. Sanchez. Well, I'm asking you. I'm telling you that I didn't.
Senator D'Amato. You never said that it would be a mistake for

the United States to take Noriega out of power?
Mr. Sanchez. That question was never discussed with Aquilino

Boyd or anybody in his entourage.
Senator D'Amato. Let me ask you something, did you assist or

offer to assist in setting up a meeting or meetings for Boyd with
anyone else?

Mr. Sanchez. Not that I recall. He didn't need my assistance. He
could call on the different people in Washington, as he called on
you. He could call on anybody else without my assistance.

Senator D'Amato. Really.
You didn't attempt to set up any meetings, and as a matter of

fact, set up some meetings with Pentagon officials?
Think carefully about this now.
Mr. Sanchez. I would have introduced any of the visitors who

came here from Panama, if they requested for me to introduce
them to Government officials. If Aquilino Boyd had requested a
meeting with somebody I probably would have arranged it, the
same way I have done for other people who have come through
town, not only Panamanians but from many of the other countries
in the hemisphere.

I met and saw a lot of officials from Latin America in my former
position.

Senator D'Amato. Sure.
Mr. Sanchez. They know me, they call me, they ask to see other

officials and I will enquire if they want to see them.
Senator D'Amato. Let's get back to just what kind of an official

Aquilino Boyd was.
You see, Mr. Sanchez, I have a little problem with you really not

coming forth.
Didn't he really
Mr. Sanchez. I beg your pardon, Senator.
Senator D'Amato. Let me finish my question.
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Mr. Sanchez. What questions haven't I answered?
Senator D'Amato. Let me finish my question, and then you can

raise your voice, you can do anything you want, but I have a little
problem with understanding this.

You see, didn't Mr. Boyd, Aquilino Boyd, hold himself out to be
the official representative of General Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. No more than any of the other Panamanians that
have come through here. It depends on what period of time you are
talking about.

The other people who were here who have been in this country
have also been representatives of General Noriega or of the Pana
manian Government. Aquilino Boyd has been their foreign minis
ter, he has been their ambassador, he has been involved over the
years in many Panamanian official missions.

Senator Kerry. Could he do that without being an envoy of Gen
eral Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. He knows a lot of people in Washington because of
his former positions. He talks to a lot of people.

Senator D'Amato. Let me ask you, Mr. Sanchez, didn't you
indeed set up meetings for Mr. Boyd with Pentagon officials?

Mr. Sanchez. You seem to have the record. Refresh my memory.
I could have, but I don't specifically remember that I set up any

meetings for him.
Senator D'Amato. Let's get into more detail.
Who is Billy St. Malo?
Mr. Sanchez. He is a private Panamanian citizen, who is in

volved with the Panamanian Foreign Service Association. He has
been out of Panamanian politics for some time. He was one of the
three Panamanian ambassadors during the treaty negotiations.
Aquilino Boyd was one of the other members of Torrijos negotiat
ing team.

Senator D'Amato. Have you met with St. Malo several times
since he has officially retired?

Mr. Sanchez. I wouldn't say he has officially retired because I
believe he was an ambassador only during the canal treaty negotia
tions. He was a businessman.

Senator D'Amato. Did you have any meetings with him?
Mr. Sanchez. I have. I did introduce, when St. Malo came here

in 1987, to officials at the Defense Department, the NSC, and the
Department of State. This may be the root of your confusion on
whom I introduced.

Senator D'Amato. What were the purposes of those meetings?
Mr. Sanchez. He was concerned with developments in Panama

in the last year.
Senator D'Amato. Yes.
Mr. Sanchez. His concern, especially last fall, was in structuring

effective negotiations to get rid of Noriega.
Senator D'Amato. Would you care to expand on that, on the

ways that who wanted to get rid of Noriega?
Mr. Sanchez. The Panamanians who were looking for U.S. sup

port for their efforts, a negotiated solution. That's why I introduced
him to members in the U.S. Government.

Senator D'Amato. You say that he was concerned with the way
in which some of the Panamanian
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Mr. Sanchez. He was concerned that if the problem was not
properly negotiated Noriega would continue in power in Panama.

Senator D Amato. You mean he is in opposition to Noriega's con
tinuing in power.

Mr. Sanchez. That's right.
And he is one of those people concerned in finding an effective

way for Panamanians to find a solution to their problem.
Senator D'Amato. Let me go back to another area. I understand

you said that you didn't have any information about Noriega's in
volvement in sending weapons to the Salvadoran guerrillas, and
that you didn't know anything about the PDF plane that crashed
inside El Salvador while carrying weapons to the Salvadoran guer
rillas; is that correct?

Mr. Sanchez. I have no information or had no information of
Noriega, confirmed information, of Noriega sending arms to the in
surgents, Communist insurgents in El Salvador; that is correct. I
know of no information to that effect.

Senator D'Amato. What about the arms sell, you didn't know
and you don't have any at this time.

What about the PDF plane that crashed inside El Salvador?
Mr. Sanchez. I know that a plane crashed there. What I didn't

know, and what we were discussing before you arrived is that it
had PDF markings on it.

Senator D'Amato. Well, now
Mr. Sanchez. I didn't know, I do not recall now that I ever knew

that it was a PDF plane, and if it was a PDF plane, to this day I do
not know of any information that the plane was being used by Nor
iega to send arms to the rebels in El Salvador.

Senator D'Amato. Do you mean to tell me that you were not
aware of the fact that there were Panamanian press reports on this
as well as an official investigation inside the PDF over this case,
and yet at that period of time you were in a high-level position
where you dealt with Latin American affairs on a day-to-day basis,
and specifically as it related to El Salvador during that period of
time, and you were never aware of that?

Mr. Sanchez. I am not aware of confirmed information that Nor
iega had sent planes of arms to the rebels in El Salvador. That is
what I am saying, Senator.

Senator D'Amato. Pretty loose leash he was provided.
Mr. Sanchez. What's that?
Senator D'Amato. He had a pretty loose leash. No one knew that

he was dealing in drugs, no one knew that he was dealing in arms,
no one knew when a PDF plane went down inside of El Salvador. It
is a wonder that we have —well, we don't have any comprehension,
or little comprehension, and then we have

Mr. Sanchez. I would suggest that you talk to the intelligence
agencies and bring that subject up with them, Senator.

Senator D'Amato. Late March there was a meeting between
members of the Panamanian Defense Force and officials from the
Pentagon. I should say, there were members of the Panamanian
Defense Forces, those, a number of whom had been involved in an
attempted coup against Noriega.

Now, apparently details of this meeting were in the Noriega con
trolled newspapers the next day.
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Were you aware of that meeting?
Mr. Sanchez. I was aware of the meeting because when they

came out of that meeting I happened to be in the area. For your
information, I have also been told by the press of the insinuations
and innuendo that has been spread from this committee on that
particular meeting. The facts are, I had nothing to do with setting
up the meeting; I did not attend the meeting; and I do not know
what had been discussed in that meeting.

Senator D'Amato. Yet you are aware of the meeting, though?
Mr. Sanchez. They must have had a meeting. I saw them coming

out of the Deputy Assistant Secretary's office.
Senator D'Amato. Well, it is just interesting that that meet

ing
Mr. Sanchez. What are you trying to ask, Senator? Please be

more specific.
I don't like for you to leave the innuendo or intimate that Nestor

Sanchez was the one who leaked this information to the Panamani
an Government? Is this what you are trying to say?

Senator D'Amato. Well, did you?
Mr. Sanchez. I did not.
Senator D'Amato. Did you tell anybody about the meeting?
Mr. Sanchez. I did not know what was discussed in the meeting.

I knew that a meeting took place because they greeted me when
they came out of the office.

Senator D'Amato. You saw these gentlemen
Mr. Sanchez. They came out of the office.
Senator D'Amato. Sure, so you knew there was a meeting. So, it

is not an unrealistic question, Mr.
Mr. Sanchez. I had no way of knowing what took place in the

meeting just because I saw them come out of the meeting, Senator.
If you have that power, I do not.
Senator D'Amato. Do you know whether the U.S. Government

ever discussed the matter of Mike Herrera with the Government of
Israel?

Mr. Sanchez. No, I don't.
Senator D'Amato. You never met Mike Herrera?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator D'Amato. Did you know of him?
Mr. Sanchez. I knew his name.
What are you laughing about?
Senator D Amato. That is interesting.
Mr. Sanchez. Who hasn't? Haven't you heard of Mike Herrera?
Senator D'Amato. Yes.
Mr. Sanchez. Have you met him?
Senator D'Amato. No, I haven't.
Mr. Sanchez. Well, should I laugh about that?
Senator D'Amato. If I said, for example, that I just heard of him,

and the implications were that I really didn't know —do you know
what function he played in Panama?

Mr. Sanchez. Specifically, I don't know what function he played.
He was an advisor to Noriega, I presume.

Senator D'Amato. And who is General Noriega? What is his offi
cial capacity: You dealt with him up until 1985.

Mr. Sanchez. I had my last telephone contact with him in 1985.
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Senator D'Amato. Oh, you didn't deal with him then?
Mr. Sanchez. Senator, it appears you have not been paying at

tention to what I have said before. I will repeat it again for your
information.

In my position as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Inter-American Affairs, I had no responsibility for official liaison
with General Noriega.

Senator D'Amato. Did you ever talk to him?
Mr. Sanchez. I saw him two or three times as a member of a

delegation going through Panama, and I talked to him for the last
time on the telephone, as I mentioned to you before, in 1985.

Senator D'Amato. So, you did speak to him in 1985.
Mr. Sanchez. On the telephone.
Senator D'Amato. OK.
And let me ask you something.
What position did Mike Herrera have with General Noriega?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't know.
Senator D'Amato. You have never heard of Mike Herrera as it

relates to any official position?
Mr. Sanchez. I have never heard that Mike Herrera had an offi

cial position in the Panamanian Government.
Senator D'Amato. Well, in what connection did you hear of him?
Mr. Sanchez. That he was in Panama, that he was an advisor, if

you want to call him that. He was in Panama and had connections
with the Defense Forces before General Noriega became director.
He was there during the time of General Torrijos.

Senator D'Amato. It's pretty tough even getting that out of you.
Mr. Sanchez. What's so tough about it? Ask the question.
Senator D'Amato. I asked the question and you made it, who

hasn't heard of Mike Herrera, and we had to get into the specifics
of exactly how did you—what function, what role did he play, Mr.
Sanchez?

Mr. Sanchez. I don't know. I don't know what function or role
he played.

Senator D'Amato. In 1985 you had a conversation with General
Noriega. What did you discuss with him? I mean, if you have only
spoken to him two or three times when you were down there or
saw him two or three times when you were down there and you
had such limited contact with him, I would expect —but you know
that the last time you spoke to him was 1985.

It would seem to me that if you hadn't spoken to him on such a
regular basis, that you would recall that you spoke to him about.
What did you speak to him about in 1985?

Mr. Sanchez. I will tell you what I spoke to him about in 1985. It
was during the Nicky Barletta crisis. The Department of State
called Nicky Barletta to express U.S. support for the president.

It was also agreed —and I was the man from the Pentagon who
made the call to General Noriega —that the United States Govern
ment would be very concerned if constitutionality was broken in
Panama.

Senator D'Amato. And you
Mr. Sanchez. I passed that message to him.
Senator D'Amato. As the man to pass this message on.
Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
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Senator D'Amato. Did you pass it to an intermediary of the Gen

eral's.
Mr. Sanchez. I talked personally with the General.
Senator D'Amato. When was the previous time? Did you speak

to him often prior to that?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator D'Amato. You mean—was that the first time you ever

called him?
Mr. Sanchez. I had never called him before.
Senator D'Amato. So, that was the first time you called him?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
Senator D'Amato. Why did they choose you to call him to speak

to him?
Mr. Sanchez. Because of my position in the Department of De

fense.
Senator D'Amato. What was that?
Mr. Sanchez. I was the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Inter-American Affairs.
What is so unusual Senator, if I may ask, for the Department of

State to call on a particular subject the President of a country or
the foreign minister and for the Defense Department to call the
chief of the armed forces of that country?

Senator D'Amato. Well, if you allow me the luxury of being
somewhat expansive in my answer and not to get into a debate.
But I find it rather interesting that this person who had limited
contact is called upon to carry this rather urgent and important
message to someone that he really hasn't spoken to, doesn't know
too much about, and really doesn't know what Mike Herrera does,
who was Noriega's righthand person, particularly a person who is

assigned the responsibility, as you were, on a high level in the De
fense Department as it related to Latin America.

So, you didn't know about the plane going down. You would have
us believe

Mr. Sanchez. Wait a minute, wait a minute.
Senator D'Amato. Excuse me, let me finish. I heard you. Now

you just let me finish.
Mr. Sanchez. All right, finish.
Senator D'Amato. And I find it rather incredible on one hand

that you don't know these things that are taking place that the de
fense community and the intelligence area of the defense communi
ty in particular would know about, but on the other hand you are
the person to call Noriega. So, you don't know really about Herre
ra, what he does, whether he's an official or unofficial advisor, and
then whether or not the plane that went down or any investiga
tion.

Yet this was written about in the Panamanian newspapers. But
when it comes to carrying one of the most sensitive messages back
to the de facto head, the General, the man with the power, you are
the person to give him the message to lay off and not knock Bar-
letta out and see to it that constitutional government —that's the
essence of the message — is continued.

I find it rather hard to believe that, to tell you the truth, that
you had such limited knowledge in certain areas, but when it
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comes to talking to the General himself they choose you to speak to
him.

And then you tell me that that's the only phone conversation
that you've ever had with him, was that one in 1985. That's what I
find difficult to believe. I wouldn't use somebody who hadn't talked
to someone else before, a General, as the person to give the mes
sage. I wouldn't.

Weren't you asked to go to Panama late last year to negotiate
with General Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. I was asked to go to Panama, and I thought that it
was to try to help settle the problem that was taking place in
Panama at that particular time.

When I found out that the Department of State wanted me to go
down there to take his temperature, to find out where he stood on
all of this, I didn't believe it was necessary to spend the taxpayers'
money to do that, because that was already being reported to
Washington.

My reports probably would not have helped on that occasion. If I
could have gone to Panama and if another emissary had gone at
the same time to discuss the same proposition with President Del-
valle, I believe the chances of success would have been better than
when we tried to negotiate 6 weeks ago after the pressure move
had failed.

Senator D'Amato. Well, I just make an observation. It seems to
me that, if not you, who did deal with Noriega as it related to these
military matters from Washington and Panama?

Everybody seems to deny that they ever dealt with him. It's like,
we're going to get away from him as far as we can, a mythical
man. Maybe he doesn't even exist. I'm being very facetious, be
cause there is just a lot of question.

In the last 10 years, how many times would you say you have
been to Panama?

Mr. Sanchez. In the last 10 years?
Senator D'Amato. Yes.
Mr. Sanchez. I can go back and look at my travel logs, but I

would say approximately 10 times. Remember Panama is a place
where we stop on most of our trips to Latin America, especially if
we were traveling by military aircraft.

But even if you are not going by military aircraft, Panama is a
commercial stop for many flights to South America.

I visited Panama for meetings with our military attaches, with
our military assistance leaders, and for meetings we had with our
ambassadors in the region.

Senator D'Amato. How many times have you seen Noriega in
Panama?

Mr. Sanchez. Probably three times.
Senator D'Amato. What cities did you see him?
Mr. Sanchez. Panama City.
Senator D'Amato. Just Panama City?
Mr. Sanchez. Just Panama City.
Senator D'Amato. So, you never had occasion to visit him in

Anton?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator D'Amato. You never went to his house?
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Mr. Sanchez. Yes, his house in Panama City.
Senator D'Amato. You never visited any of his homes outside of

Panama City?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator D'Amato. Did you ever visit any of his homes outside

of
Mr. Sanchez. I have never met—let me answer your question so

you won't have to go through your litany. I have never met Nor
iega outside of his home in Panama City or his official office in
Panama City, where I went with delegations from Washington.

Senator D'Amato. Did you ever give advice as it related to the
opposition that consisted of the sentiment that they were not reli
able, shouldn't be dealt with, and that they basically were giving
Noriega a bad, undeserved reputation in their charges?

Mr. Sanchez. Advice to whom, Senator?
Senator D'Amato. The Pentagon.
Mr. Sanchez. I believe that advice that I give to the Secretary of

Defense is something that is between the Secretary and me, and
not to be discussed in open session with congressional committees.

Senator D'Amato. Did you ever give any advice against the use
of Radio Free Panama, setting up of a Radio Free Panama?

Mr. Sanchez. This is advice that I could or could not have given,
if asked, Senator, which I would still consider privileged informa
tion for the Secretary.

Senator D'Amato. What would be your view about setting up a
Radio Free Panama in Panama to give an opportunity for those
who are in opposition to Noriega to put forth their views?

Would you care to share that with the committee?
Mr. Sanchez. I would not share that with you, Senator, because I

think that is a small part of the problem. I think— I just wanted to
know if you are listening, sir.

Senator D'Amato. I heard you.
Mr. Sanchez. I believe that all the media in Panama should be

opened to everybody, not just one station that we should provide
for the opposition or a station that we should provide for anybody
else.

The media should be opened to all. Free elections should be held
in Panama, and Noriega should leave before those elections.

One of the many mistakes we had last year is that when this
man said he was leaving before the elections, we didn't take him
up on it.

Senator D'Amato. When did he say that?
Mr. Sanchez. About a year ago.
Senator D'Amato. Who did he tell that he was going to leave?
Mr. Sanchez. The media in Panama.
Senator D'Amato. Noriega told them he was going to leave?
Mr. Sanchez. He was going to leave, he was going to leave his

position before the elections in 1989.
Senator Kerry. He told the Secretary of State that and he told

Mike Kozak that. He told everybody that, to the point that they
were within hours of leaving for Moscow sitting on the tarmac
waiting for him to do it. And he wouldn't do it, right?

Mr. Sanchez. That was later. This was a year before.
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Senator Kerry. Well, you don't put any great credence in that,
do you?

Mr. Sanchez. I don't put any credence in anything. But why
make an issue? When the man says he's going to do it, take him up
on it and be proven wrong.

Senator Kerry. If I could just interrupt for a minute, Senator.
Let me ask you a couple of things. In the consulting capacity

that you had over the last couple of years, 3 years since you
left

Mr. Sanchez. Year and a half.
Senator Kerry. How many times have you been called on in that

capacity to render your opinion regarding Panama? How often do
you meet with people in the Defense Department?

Mr. Sanchez. When I am in town, on a weekly basis.
Senator Kerry. And during the crisis time in Panama from last

fall on, how often did you meet regarding Panama?
Mr. Sanchez. It is hard to say how much regarding Panama, be

cause when I go there we discuss many issues. In other words, I
don't go in just to talk about Panama. We talk about Central
America, we talk about the negotiations in Nicaragua, we talk
about the problems in

Senator Kerry. And who are you specifically advising during
that period of time?

Mr. Sanchez. My point of contact is ISA and my old office, Inter-
American Affairs. That is the point where policy is at least started
and generated in the Defense Department.

Senator Kerry. For what purpose were you there the day of this
meeting with members of

Mr. Sanchez. Oh, I don't know. It was probably for one of my
regular meetings.

Senator Kerry. It was a Saturday; wasn't it?
Mr. Sanchez. It was not a Saturday.
Senator Kerry. A weekday.
Mr. Sanchez. It was a weekday.
Senator Kerry. Were you aware that these members
Mr. Sanchez. I rarely go in on Saturday.
Senator Kerry. Did you know that these members of the Pana

manian Defense Force were going to be there?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator Kerry. You were surprised to see them?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes. When they came out of the office, I was in the

outer office. I had been doing some work in one of the other offices,
and when they came out they shook hands with me and said hello.

Senator Kerry. Do you believe that there should be a military
option with respect to the resolution of the problem of Noriega?

Mr. Sanchez. I go back to what I was saying before on our over
all policy, we should look at our overall long-term policy in Latin
America in considering all our options.

Senator Kerry. I understand that.
Mr. Sanchez. I do not believe, first of all, that the question

should be whether there should be a military option. Let me put it
this way, Senator

Senator Kerry. Let me put it the way I need to have it to answer
the question. I don't care how you answer it, but the question is,
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with respect to the removal of Noriega, in the course of the last
months do you and did you believe that there should have been a

military option as a bottomline in terms of the removal process?
Yes or no?
Mr. Sanchez. No, because I don't believe that we should use a

military option in such a case until the negotiating options, as we
have heard so many times from the Hill, are completely exhausted.

Senator Kerry. Agreed. But that wasn't the question. An option
is an option. I mean, it can exist after all other options have been
used, and that's why it's an option. It's not your first choice.

The question is were you supportive of having it on the table as a

real option if all else failed. Were you supportive of that?
Mr. Sanchez. If all else failed and there was a security viola

tion
Senator Kerry. No, I'm not talking about that.
Mr. Sanchez. To get him out of office?
Senator Kerry. That's correct. Did you support that?
Mr. Sanchez. No, I did not support that.
Senator Kerry. And the Pentagon didn't support that either; did

they?
Mr. Sanchez. No.
Senator Kerry. And General Noriega knew that; didn't he?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't know.
Senator Kerry. Well, it was communicated; was it not?
Mr. Sanchez. The President said this publicly, Senator, as you

will recall, that he would use military force only to protect the se
curity of the canal.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you as a matter of policy, Mr. San
chez. There are no tracks here or anything, just realistic policy.
You have been involved in this for a long time.

You're General Noriega and you're sitting down there and you're
fencing with the United States of America. You're involved in drug
trafficking, you're involved in other activities, serious allegations
about the murder of Hugo Spadafora, serious allegations about cor
ruption in all forms.

You are dealing with the Cubans. You are selling weapons here.
Everybody knows this now. This isn't a big secret. We know it.
We're sitting here. I've talked to enough people to make a hard
judgment as a lawyer, look at it and weigh the evidence.

And we get this criminal conspiracy going on against our Nation.
You sat there and you have just described it as one of the most das
tardly, critical, threatening crises we've ever faced, destroying the
hemisphere.

Mr. Sanchez. Beyond, as you recall, General Noriega and
Panama, much bigger.

Senator Kerry. Beyond General Noriega and Panama. But here
is this kingpin, the 150 banks all of a sudden, many of them owned
by Colombians, the biggest laundering center in the hemisphere,
and so forth.

I mean, you can build this case. Who robs a democracy. This is
the administration that has touted the cause of democracy in Nica
ragua, touted the cause of democracy in Angola, and touted the
cause of democracy in Afghanistan.

Mr. Sanchez. Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, and so forth.
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Senator Kerry. Absolutely. As we ought to, incidentally, as we
actually ought to.

Mr. Sanchez. Argentina, Brazil.
Senator Kerry. OK. Here's a democracy that's robbed right out

from underneath the nation by a two-bit dictator who's transiting
drugs into this country, and everyone knows it. This isn't 1986, this
isn't 1985, this isn't 1983. It's 1988, OK.

Mr. Sanchez. When did we find this out, Senator?
Senator Kerry. We indicted him.
Mr. Sanchez. In 1988.
Senator Kerry. I'm not arguing about when it was. I'm talking

about policy for 1988. I'm talking about 1988 policy. I'm talking
about May, June, July, OK.

And you're saying to me that only if the canal was threatened,
would we consider the military option. Now, assume that's the only
reason you would do something, because you wanted that cover of
legitimacy. Are you telling me that after all I just described about
the robbing of democracy and the criminal conspiracy, et cetera,
that we couldn't have found a pretext to say that's a threat to the
canal, and tell General Noriega, "Look buddy, we're going to shut
off the oil, we're going to shut off all the dollars through the Feder
al Reserve, and you touch the canal, you're giving us the fastest
excuse in the world to come in there with the 82d and the 101st
and the Marines and whatever else, unless you go to Spain."

Now, that was never communicated to him; was it, Mr. Sanchez?
Mr. Sanchez. I dont know what was specifically communicated

by the Department of State.
Senator Kerry. No, you do know. Now wait a minute. You do

know. Don't tell me that.
Mr. Sanchez. Wait a minute, wait a minute.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever recommend that? Did you ever rec

ommend what I just described?
Mr. Sanchez. What I recommended in the beginning was first,

that we take him up on his offer to resign, second, that we support
the Panamanians who wanted to get the opposition and the govern
ment with Noriega's cooperation to establish a process so free and
democratic elections can be carried out in Panama in 1989.

That's what I recommended in the beginning. This was our
stated policy in May 1987; free and democratic elections, military
out of politics, and permit the Panamanians to solve their own
problem. Then the pressure tactics started to develop, and I may
say, with full support from the Senate. My words of caution wre
that economic pressure would not work.

What I stated at that time, including your staff in August of last
year, is that if you're going to play hardball you play hardball; you
don't play halfway ball, because we lose every time, Senator.

We end up with egg all over our vest, and we end up as a great
country, which we are, looking like a bunch of dopes. So, when we
play hardball we play hardball, and in that case you don't elimi
nate any option, in particular the military option.

Senator Kerry. We agree.
Mr. Sanchez. That's the effective option in a pressure contest.
Senator Kerry. But that is talk, you see, because what happened

is—no, no, no. What I am saying is
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Mr. Sanchez. I didn't make policy.
Senator Kerry. But that was not the recommendation that was

made this past year.
Mr. Sanchez. You're asking me about my recommendations,

again, we were getting off track as we did during the discussion
with Senator D'Amato. Excuse me for not desiring to discuss my
recommendations. What we have discussed is well known to every
body in town. I talked to your staff about it last August as you are
aware.

Senator D'Amato. You're saying to Senator Kerry, Mr. Sanchez,
that there came a point in time when you told them that you've
got to play hardball?

Mr. Sanchez. If you are going to play hardball, you make that
decision in the beginning and then you play hardball to win.

Senator D'Amato. So, you gave advice
Mr. Sanchez. Don't play halfway.
Senator D'Amato. Is it fair for us to assume that then that's the

advice you gave them, that once they began to undertake
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, if that becomes policy. I don't know to this

day that it developed that way.
Senator Kerry. It's very clear that it didn't.
Mr. Sanchez. But to me, it looks rather illogical that after pres

sure doesn't work, then we try to negotiate. It appears we reversed
the procedure.

Senator Kerry. Well, I agree with that, Mr. Sanchez, and what I
am getting at is that

Senator D'Amato. We concur. There is no doubt about that, that
we look foolish, that you have egg all over the front of you, and it
is absolutely illogical to begin to put the kind of pressure we did
without having a game-ender, which is whether it is Nestor San
chez or someone else who delivers the message that Senator Kerry
talked about, that "Look, my friend, you are going to leave, and we
have to do what we have to do to bring that about."

No one, obviously, particularly someone who carried some kind
of authority that came not from just the State Department, ever
gave that message. And of course, the option was publicly preclud
ed, taken off the table.

Mr. Sanchez. Or leaked to reduce effectiveness.
Senator Kerry. But the point is, to this day, earlier this morn

ing, I quoted what the head of SOUTHCOM is saying. You know,
this is really

Mr. Sanchez. Who is that?
Senator Kerry. General Woerner has said that he does not see

any evidence that General Noriega has been involved in these ter
rible deeds such as narcotics and so forth. Our own head of
SOUTHCOM is still giving succor to General Noriega. That is in
comprehensible to me.

I think this is one of the greatest foreign policy disasters that we
have had maybe in this century because it has flipped the politics
of the hemisphere and for an administration that has made so
much hay out of talking about Cuba 2's in this hemisphere and so
forth, to have permitted General Noriega to get away with what he
has gotten away with is absolutely extraordinary, and to have al
lowed him to play this game. All I can do is sit here as a Senator
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and look at the Information, look at the relationships, CIA agent
dealing Contra support, assistance, so forth, and say to myself,
somebody really had to worry a lot about what this guy would have
done if he went away mad.

Are you going to comment on that?
Mr. Sanchez. I would rather say "No comment." I think that

carries more of a message than anything I could say.
Senator Kerry. I think it does.
Mr. Sanchez. I think that what you say, Senator, is again, the

other piece of advice that I have given and that I always followed
when I was in Government and had anything to do and say in the
formulation of policy. There was a story in the paper a couple of
days ago, I believe you saw it, about a Soviet, who said that before
you go into a room you always ought to see that there is a door to
get out. And I believe this is what we must always look for. This is
what I have said over and over, and I thank you for the opportuni
ty to appear before the committee to say it again.

We must consider what is going to happen afterward. What do
we have to put in its place or must develop to put in its place?
Again, this is sensitive because we are dealing with sovereign coun
tries. It is not something that we can do in public. It is not some
thing that we can do in open hearings, but we can discuss our op
tions in closed sessions with the appropriate committees.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Sanchez, let me say this to you. I think it
is fair, Mr. Chairman, to state to Mr. Sanchez, and you know this,
that there are many in the opposition to Noriega who believe that
your initial counsel basically was one where you discounted their
concerns regarding democracy, and the fact that — I am just telling
you that they viewed you as being a voice of intransigence in deal
ing with Noriega and his systematic deprivation of human rights,
of democracy, and even his expanded activities into the area of
guns and drugs.

Now, can I understand that? Well, based upon some of the things
you have said, I can certainly understand how they could have de
veloped this very real feeling, given what you are saying to this
committee—and I do not mean to imply any motives that are less
than honorable —that you were looking for a total plan and a
game-ender, and that you said be cautious because you have got to
have a way out of this.

Is that a fair characterization of what you were counseling back
in the initial part of this?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes, it is, Senator, because what I was saying is
that if there is a way to negotiate, and that is what he and every
body else was telling us, including the opposition, we should have
negotiated or better allowed the Panamanians to negotiate their
problem last year.

Senator D'Amato. Well, let's talk about that.
Mr. Sanchez. This goes back to last summer. You know, we are

talking about last year.
Senator D'Amato. So, let me get into that with a little particu

larity.
You know Colonel Motta, do you not, the exmilitary?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes.
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Senator D'Amato. We only have a few minutes. Do you know
Colonel Motta?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes, I know him.
Senator D'Amato. He was the exmilitary attache from the Presi

dent in Washington.
You met with him a number of times?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes. I saw him at different functions around town.
Senator D'Amato. You met with him particularly to discuss cer

tain plans that would bring about General Noriega leaving; is that
correct?

Mr. Sanchez. Motta has returned to Panama, as you know. Yes,
I did discuss on two or three occasions solutions to the Panamanian
problem which could have been acceptable to the majority of Pana
manians.

Senator D'Amato. I'm not going into how many times.
Mr. Sanchez. Two or three times.
Senator D'Amato. OK.
And there were discussions with respect to a plan that has since

become known as the Blandon plan?
Mr. Sanchez. I never discussed the Blandon plan with anybody

because I heard of the Blandon plan, Senator, through the media.
The media called me and asked me if I had heard of the Blandon
plan, and since my name was mentioned in the Blandon plan as
the possible negotiator, I obtained a copy and read it. There were
several good points in that plan. Many points we supported in ne
gotiating a solution to the Panama problem.

Senator D'Amato. Were you called in as a consultant to help in
this particular problem?

Mr. Sanchez. Absolutely not. I knew nothing about the Blandon
plan, until I heard about it from the media.

Senator D'Amato. No, I'm talking about the problem and the dis
cussions that were ongoing as it related to attempting to give Nor
iega an opportunity to step down in negotiations?

Mr. Sanchez. That was our stated policy.
Senator D'Amato. I am not arguing about that. I am not ques

tioning the policy.
Mr. Sanchez. It was a Panamanian problem to be solved by Pan

amanians; remember that was part of our policy as stated in May
1987.

Senator D'Amato. What I am asking is, Were you working on
that problem in your capacity as a consultant to the Defense De
partment?

Mr. Sanchez. When I was asked for advice as to what should be
done, I gave advice, yes, sir.

Senator D'Amato. Now, did Motta come forth with various plans
as it related to this? He never carried forth any of these plans?

Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. Did you give any plans to Colonel Motta?
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir. I didn't give any plans to anybody. I didn't

have any plans to give.
Senator D'Amato. They weren't discussed with you prior to their

becoming public?
Mr. Sanchez. No, sir. I stated that I learned about the Blandon

plan from the media.
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Senator D'Amato. Despite your first statement that you had
almost no contact, direct or indirect, with Noriega, the record re
veals a substantial number of contacts with Aquilino Boyd.

Mr. Sanchez. No, sir.
Senator D'Amato. No? How many times did you meet with Aqui

lino when he came back up here.
Mr. Sanchez. Once.
Senator D'Amato. Only once?
Mr. Sanchez. Only once that I can remember.
Senator D'Amato. How about Billy St. Malo?
Mr. Sanchez. I saw Billy St. Malo several times.
Senator D'Amato. Who is Billy St. Malo?
Mr. Sanchez. He is one of the three ambassadors who were used

by then the chief of state Omar Torrijos during the negotiations on
the Panama Canal. He is a private Panamanian citizen.

Senator D'Amato. Has the General used him, Noriega?
Mr. Sanchez. I don't know if the General has used him. He has

served as a bridge to the Panamanian Government and the opposi
tion. He was used as a bridge during the last conversations by the
Department of State. He knows everybody in Panama.

Senator D'Amato. Was he one of the contacts that you used as it
related to these discussions?

St. Malo participated in the recent United States-Panamanian
negotiations as a member of Noriega's team. You are aware of
that, aren't you?

Mr. Sanchez. Yes. He was taken from here by the State Depart
ment to participate in these negotiations.

You remember, I told you before that I introduced St. Malo to
people in Washington when he came here in 1987 looking for a so
lution to this problem.

Senator D'Amato. And didn't Aquilino Boyd come to Washington
carrying official credentials as the roving ambassador? Does that
refresh your recollection?

Mr. Sanchez. That is what he said he was, but this was in the
newspapers, sir.

Senator D'Amato. What I am suggesting is that when I first
raised this, that you really were not sure or were not aware, and
that could be. If you asked me last year when did I meet or debate
with Aquilino Boyd, I would have difficulty telling you.

Mr. Sanchez. I am answering your question. When you said how
many times have you met with Aquilino Boyd, you raised it in the
sense that I met with Aquilino Boyd on a weekly basis. I am telling
you I did not.

Senator D'Amato. Let me ask you three quick ones.
Were you aware of General Noriega's connections with Cuba and

Castro?
Mr. Sanchez. Yes, that is no secret. I think everybody is aware

that he has these connections.
Senator D'Amato. Were you aware of the Panamanian front

companies that allowed Cuba to subvert the United States embar
go?

Mr. Sanchez. It depends on when and to what degree, because
when I was in charge of the Division in 1980 and early 1981, this
was one of the priorities and questions before us at that time.
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Today we have heard much more. The media has carried it, we
have heard it before this committee, much more than we knew in
1980-81. You must put things in proper historical perspective.

Senator D'Amato. The vote is on but let me simply say that I
have no way of being able to secondguess all of the advice you may
or may not have given since we are not privy to all of that. I can
only say that the advice that you would pursue—once you under
take this, be prepared to have a game-ender —was not evidenced,
and to that extent I have to say a great failure in our policy.

Let me also conclude in the things that I have heard that our
military has been almost in complicity with General Noriega as it
relates to his being in power today, a great stain on this Nation
and on their efforts. I do not call into question the bravery of our
men and women, but I do call into the question the sanity of a
policy which did not have that kind of a game-ender and which
took off the table even the possible use of whatever necessary tools
and implements we had to bring about an end of this little dictator.

Mr. Sanchez. Senator, may I have just one word on that?
Senator Kerry. It will have to be about 30 seconds.
Mr. Sanchez. Thirty seconds is all I need because I cannot let

that statement stand, Senator D'Amato. First of all, the military,
the State Department, this body, and a Senator sitting on this com
mittee, in this hearing today, 2 years ago were not making the
statements you are making today.

So, we have to put this into historical perspective. We weren't
throwing Noriega out, none of us, you, Defense, State, nobody was
throwing Noriega out 2 years ago. What we now know developed in
the last year and again I commend you for conducting these hear
ings because of what we know today, and I will repeat the state
ment that I made before, I don't know of anybody on the Hill or in
the administration who wants Noriega to remain in power.

Senator Kerry. Mr. Sanchez, that is not the point.
Let me just say that in defense of what Senator D'Amato said,

we don't have time for the debate. We are on the back end of this
vote. But I think the issue, as Senator D'Amato framed it and as I
framed it, is not 2 years ago, not 9 months ago, but in the last
couple of months, and there the Senate stood ready totally.

Senator D'Amato. And the American people.
Senator Kerry. And asked this administration to move in that

direction, and to try, and we were ready to support it in a biparti
san fashion, just as we did in the Philippines.

Mr. Sanchez. It was more than 2 months ago, when the Senate
decided economic pressure was not working, and you went on TV
and said we should use military pressure.

Senator Kerry. We frankly
Mr. Sanchez. Economic pressure didn't work.
Senator Kerry. I beg to differ with you, Mr. Sanchez. We never

even used the full panoply of economic power. We never did. The
U.S. Government has yet to take full sanctions. We cut off money
by virtue of what a private attorney did, not because the Federal
Reserve refused to transfer dollars, not because we shut off oil.

I am very grateful to you, I really am. The debate has been wide
ranging. We are appreciative of your answering the questions.
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Let me just say for the schedule, we will recess until Thursday
morning at 9 o'clock. We will begin punctually. We will have Ad
miral Murphy, we will have Mr. Camper, possibly Mr. Soghenalian,
and Feliz Rodriguez, and it will be a very, very full day.

We recess until that time.
[Whereupon, at 5:02 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene at 9:05 a.m., July 14, 1988.]
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DRUGS, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FOREIGN
POLICY: HAITI AND PANAMA

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1988

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and

International Operations
of the Committee on Foreign Relations,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9:05 a.m. in the Hart Office Building,

room SH-216, the Honorable John F. Kerry (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, and McConnell.
Also present: Senator D'Amato and Jack A. Blum, special coun

sel.

Senator Kerry. The hearing will come to order. Good morning,
Admiral. We are pleased to have you with us today. I would just
take one moment to call attention to the fact that yesterday in
Miami, subsequent to the testimony here of U.S. Attorney Richard
Gregory and in conjunction to his testimony because he referred to

it
,

seven people were indicted in Miami on charges of arming the
mercenaries in Nicaragua.

These people were some of the same people who were the focus
of this committee's investigation over 2Vz years ago, and there is

obviously a story of concern to this committee and others about
what the problems have been between then and now in proceeding
forward on it.

It is also the perception of the chairman at least that the story of
these indictments really represents only a partial story, and it's my
hope that the just system will continue to pursue some of the indi
viduals involved, to wit, specifically Mr. John Hull who is linked in
many people's testimony to many of the people who were indicted

is not even mentioned. I think there are concerns about what level
this investigation intends to say that it has completed the task.

Admiral, I would like to ask you if you would stand so that I

could swear you in as we have been doing with all of our witnesses
before the committee. Would you raise your right hand, please? Do
you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Admiral Murphy. I do.

(223)
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STATEMENT OF ADM. DANIEL MURPHY, USN (Ret), FORMER
CHIEF OF STAFF TO VICE PRESIDENT BUSH

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Admiral. Would you
please state your full name?

Admiral Murphy. My name is Daniel Joseph Murphy.
Senator Kerry. Your current occupation?
Admiral Murphy. I am the chairman of a consulting firm here

in Washington called Murphy & Demory, Ltd.
Senator Kerry. How long have you been part of that?
Admiral Murphy. Eight months.
Senator Kerry. Prior to that, Admiral, what were you engaged

in?
Admiral Murphy. Prior to that I was the vice chairman of a

public relations firm called Hill & Knowlton here in town.
Senator Kerry. And for what period of time were you there?
Admiral Murphy. Well, we had been bought out. It has been

probably about a year.
Senator Kerry. And prior to that?
Admiral Murphy. I was vice chairman of Gray & Co. which was

also a public relations firm.
Senator Kerry. And how long did you work at Gray & Co.?
Admiral Murphy. About 2 years.
Senator Kerry. And prior to your employment at Gray & Co.?
Admiral Murphy. I was going to hit my whole history.
Senator Kerry. OK, fine. If you are going to do that. I didn't re

alize. I am delighted to have you do that. Let me just let you pro
ceed with your opening statement and whatever you have covered
in there, if you would like, we will pick up on it. Thank you, Admi
ral.

Admiral Murphy. Good morning, Mr. chairman and members of
the subcommittee. As I just said, my name is Adm. Daniel J.
Murphy, retired, and I appreciate the opportunity to testify today.

As the former chief of staff to Vice President George Bush I
served as the operational chief of South Florida Task Force Work
ing Group with was commissioned by President Reagan in 1982 to
combat drug problems in south Florida.

Subsequently I became the chairman of the working group for
the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System for which the
acronym is NNBIS, which was also under the command of George
Bush.

Senator Adams. I'm sorry, I was diverted. Would you repeat that
for me please?

Senator Kerry. Would you pull the microphone down a little
closer? If you pull the microphone down a little closer I think I will
have an easier time hearing, too.

Admiral Murphy. I was the chairman of a working group, the
National Narcotics Border Interdiction System, which we called
NNBIS and is still called NNBIS today.

Prior to becoming chief of staff to the Vice President I served as
the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy under Harold
Brown. I was the Deputy Director of Intelligence with George
Bush, the Director of Anti-Submarine Warfare in the Navy Depart
ment, Commander of the 6th Fleet in the Mediterranian during the
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Yom Kippur War and the Cyprus War, military assistant to Mel
Laird and Elliot Richardson, commanding officer of the aircraft
carrier U.S.S. Benington during the Vietnam war, and various
other duties as a naval aviator through out my Navy career.

Due to my expeience with the task force and NNBIS, I believe,
Mr. Chairman, that I can offer some constructive insight into the
U.S. effort against drugs.

Senator Kerry. Admiral, if I could just ask you as you begin to
do that so it is very clear to all of us, that spans what years? The
task force and NNBIS would be from when to when?

Admiral Murphy. It started in February 1982, and then I moved
from the South Florida Task Force into NNBIS, and I left the Vice
President in April 1985.

Senator Kerry. We are talking about a 3-year involvement in
the narcotics effort?

Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Thanks.
Admiral Murphy. As you know, I haven't been actively involved

in the drug battle since I left the Vice President's office in 1985,
but I have followed the drug war quite closely as an interested citi
zen, as a former military commander, and as a father of four chil
dren. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for asking me to testify about my
experience with the antidrug working groups.

At your request I will offer suggestions to help solve the drug
problem facing the United States today, but in order to understand
the success of the South Florida Task Force on curtailing the
influx of drugs, allow me just to take a moment to explain its histo
ry-

When the Reagan administration took office in 1981 the Miami
Citizens Against Crime asked the President for assistance in cur
tailing the rampant drug trafficking and associated crimes in that
part of our country.

At that time murders had increased 200 percent. There were nu
merous house break-ins, robbery, and thefts. The citizens of Miami
were actually terrorized. In response, President Reagan announced
the creation of the South Florida Task Force on January 28, 1982.
The purpose was to interdict the flow of drugs into this country.
The President appointed Vice President Bush to direct the task
force comprised of the Secretaries of State, Defense, Transporta
tion, Treasury, Health and Human Service, and the Attorney Gen
eral.

The task force was not created to supersede the local and State
law enforcement, but to coordinate Federal tactics to assist State
and local authorities in reducing drug-induced crimes.

In the 2 weeks following the inaguration of the task force the
Vice President conducted an examination of the causes of crime in
south Florida, and he determined what action was required. He
then went down to Florida, and this was only 2 weeks after he was
asked to do this, to announce specific actions.

This fast reaction on his part was hailed widely throughout
south Florida. He outlined the problems and he listed some specific
steps to address them. Specifically he promised more jail space,
more judges, more courtrooms, a permanent U.S. attorney —at that
time we didn't have a permanent one —more prosecutors, more law
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enforcement people including FBI, Customs, DEA, ATF, U.S. mar
shals, and IRS. More Coast Guard cutters and Goast Guard planes,
U.S. Navy ships and planes, and help from the U.S. Army, Air
Force, and the Marines.

A month later —we are now into March 1982 —he returned to
Miami to report that all the promises he had made had been ful
filled. The task force was a success. For example, a poll was con
ducted in 1981, and that poll indicated that over 40 percent of the
Miami citizens were planning to move away because of crime. The
same poll in 1983, after a year's effort, the poll showed that that
number had been reduced to only 9 percent, a rather drastic
change in the attitude of the citizens of Miami.

Then, due to its success, the President, on March 23, 1983, ex
panded these efforts to the rest of the Nation when the South Flor
ida Task Force began the National Narcotics Border Interdiction
System, or NNBIS. NNBIS was created as a permanent bipartisan
program with four principal objectives: enhance interagency coordi
nation and cooperation in drug interdiction; increase the participa
tion of the military forces in drug interdiction efforts; expand the
involvement of the intelligence community; and promote interna
tional antidrug actions to complement U.S. interdiction activities.

The mandate of NNBIS was then and still is today to be a coordi
nating body comprised of such Government agencies as the Drug
Enforcement Agency, the Customs Service, the Coast Guard, the
FBI, U.S. Border Patrol, and the Department of Defense.

These agencies are responsible for the interdiction of seaborne,
airborne, and cross-border importation of narcotics. NNBIS was or
ganized to complement, not duplicate the antidrug efforts of origi
nal drug enforcement task forces operated by the Department of
Justice.

As the chairman of NNBIS, George Bush supervised a Cabinet-
level group that included the head of every Government agency in
volved in drug interdiction. Seven years ago, Mr. Chairman, these
agencies were hardly talking to each other. With its seven regional
offices, NNBIS also worked with State and local law enforcement
agencies, the State Department, and intelligence agencies.

In order to access the success of the Vice President's war on
drugs, it is critical to understand that NNBIS was "only," and I
underline only, responsible for the interdiction effort. In other
words, the mandate of the task force was to serve as a Federal co
ordinating body for interdiction activities. The objective was to cap
ture the drugs after they departed the source country via sea, air,
or ground and to prevent them from entering U.S. borders.

The Vice President has the constitutional authority to coordinate
the Cabinet members as well as Government agencies in a compre
hensive strategy to battle narcotics. Under the leadership of
George Bush, the task force was able to include in the fight against
drugs unprecedented help from our military forces and our nation
al intelligence agencies.

I have made it clear that the Vice President was responsible for
interdiction only. This gets muddied up sometimes. To understand
the drug problem as you do, you know it is critical to be aware that
this whole problem is a four-headed monster. There are four prongs
to solving the problem. Each must be addressed. They are source
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countries going after the drugs at their origin. Two, interdiction.
Getting them in the air, on the sea, or on the ground. Three, as law
enforcement inside the United States and, fourth, and most impor
tant, Mr. Chairman, is the user, the user inside the United States.

In retrospect, I feel that the Vice President should have been put
in charge of all four areas, not just interdiction. Even with limited
jurisdiction, the South Florida Task Force and NNBIS contributed
in a major way. We have seen record drug seizures, arrests, pros
ecutions, and convictions.

Grant it, the war has not been won, but I believe strongly that
these efforts have prevented the war from being lost. With the
great efforts of Ms. Reagan and our Justice Department, we now
see some signs of winning.

What is important now, Mr. Chairman, and what is important to
this committee is what do we do next? The first thing we do is
make the Vice President head of the entire antidrug effort, all four
prongs. This is the only position in the U.S. Government senior
enough to coordinate the actions of all the members of the Cabinet.
This should be done by Presidential Executive order.

We have to recognize that the users of drugs in our country are
the controlling factor in any solution. We must go after the user.
Here we are, 240 million people facing a national disaster perpe
trated by 23 million people, the drug users. They are the ones who
are aiding and abetting the drug cartel enemy. They are the ones
donating $100 billion a year to the enemy. They are the ones re
sponsible for the killings, the heartbreaks, and the violent crime.

Sir, it is time to get tough. A user program, in my judgment,
must include drug testing plus adequate sanction, confiscation of
property, effective rehabilitation, and effective education.

I am well aware that going after the drug user is frought with
problems. Some first amendment rights are put into jeopardy. If we
are serious, if we want to cleanse our country of the drug menace,
then we must be prepared to live with certain restrictions as we
are willing to do in any national emergency.

Recent polls indicate the American people share this view. In
1982 that was not the case, but it is 1988 and the majority of Amer
icans do not want the United States to be taken over by drugs like
the great country of China was during the period of the Opium
wars, a country beseiged and conquered by drugs. It is time to get
tough, and I am glad to see the public statements of the President
and the Vice President that they are reflecting these same views.

We cannot just count on being tough with the user. Let's look at
the interdiction component of a proposed drug strategy. What can
we do? As a retired Navy admiral I am very sensitive to the views
recently expressed by Secretary Carlucci before a Joint Defense
Committee on this hearing on this subject. Of course, he is right
when he says he cannot perform his primary mission and also
assume the war mission on drugs as well. And he is right when he
says it goes against our Constitution and our heritage to turn our
Armed Forces into policemen.

Yet, the U.S. military are needed to carry out this interdiction
mission. It seems to me that our next Commander in Chief has to
look long and hard at the reduction of existing defense missions to
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allow the Defense Department enough respite to fight the war that
we are in today.

America cannot afford to buy all the military equipment we need

to fight the drug war. This equipment we already have in our
Armed Forces, equipment needed to beat the drug cartels at their
homes, at sea, in the air, and on the ground. The question is can

we afford the risk? Well, the Commander in Chief is the one who
must make that decision. I personally think that we can and that
we must.

And our military men don't have to have hands-on combat with
these criminals. Our Government has enough law enforcement pro
fessionals to spread around our military units so they can carry out
the actual hands-on arrest.

Our military leaders are trained strategists and technicians.
They have the equipment and they know how to use it. Give them
the job and the backing and they will get the job done in coopera
tion with our U.S. police forces. This, by the way, as I understand
it, is Vice President Bush's policy if he is elected President.

Now turning to source country strategy. The eradication of drug
crops wherever they are. Here again, the Armed Forces can help
these beleaguered nations, if these nations agree to the U.S. help.

Given the tremendous problems facing Colombia, Boliva, Peru,
and others, I would guess that they would relish more United
States military help. We now have effective herbicides, which I see

have again made the news this morning. We have effective herbi
cides to destroy both marijuana and cocaine. Few U.S. assets are
needed to help out on this mission.

If the source country is willing, we can also send in air strikes
against cartels, destroy the drug war lord mansions, airfields, lab
oratories, and the like. That's Indian country. You don't have to go
in there and go on the ground and put your U.S. people on the
ground.

Senator D'Amato. You are just going to bomb them?
Admiral Murphy. Sure. If Colombia is willing to send a strike in.
Senator D'Amato. You know, Admiral— If you don't mind, Mr.

Chairman?
Senator Kerry. Go ahead.
Senator D'Amato. It is so incredulous for you to say that if the

source country is willing we can go in and make bomb strikes
against the drug lords' homes. As a practical matter, and a man
that has been involved in this for so many years, you know that
there is no source country that would say come on in and make air
strikes against various people's homes. That's incredulous. I have
worked with you for some years. I've never heard you express that
attitude before, and you come here and to put that pap out before
the committee-

Admiral Murphy. Wait a minute.
Senator D'Amato. I suggest that it's just pap and nonsense. Go

on with your statment.
Admiral Murphy. It's a differnence in judgment.
Senator D'Amato. Judgment? We'll talk about judgments, let me

tell you.
Admiral Murphy. All right, Senator D'Amato.
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Now, you wouldn't object to going in and taking out the laborato
ries, I'm sure?

Senator D'Amato. I wouldn't, but there's a very real question
whether or not you can get the cooperation of the so-called source
countries. And you know that as a practical matter, no one is going
to allow U.S. troops to come in there. To provide them with techni
cal assistance to try to build an international force, that's another
thing.

And you know very well —and if you don't know it, then it's a
real shortcoming on your part in dealing with these nations —the
way they feel about their sovereignty and about the gringo Ameri
can coming in. Now, that's a reality.

Admiral Murphy. Well, I have been on the ground. I have
burned the labs myself.

Senator D'Amato. Well, you didn't burn enough of them, I'll tell
you that.

Admiral Murphy. Well, with your permission maybe I could
burn a few more.

Vice President Bush has proposed a summit meeting of these
concerned nations to have these proposals considered. And if
they're rejected, they're rejected. I believe that that kind of a
summit meeting, where you can lay all this out, exploring the pos
sibilities of what the United States can do to help and seeing
whether they are accepted, will lead to some further action in
country.

On the law enforcement strategy, that's the final prong of the
four prongs. The final tactic in any antidrug strategy is strengthen
ing our law enforcement inside the United States.

I believe that we need stronger penalties for pushers and effec
tive sanctions against the users. Our existing 13 organized crime
task forces have done an outstanding job. Our justice system has to
be consistently tough at the local, State, and Federal levels.

Those who are out to destroy our country should face the same
punishment that we give a spy in wartime. I believe that we have a
strong antidrug organization in place. What's needed now is more
teeth, more consistent sentencing, and fewer paroles.

The recommendations for the war on drugs that I have proposed
today build upon a tough antidrug program promoted by the
Reagan administration. President and Mrs. Reagan in my mind de
serve tremendous credit for taking actions that have kept the
United States from completely losing the drug war.

Mrs. Reagan's "Just Say No" campaign, aimed at educating
young people, resulted in a reduction in the number of high school
seniors who currently use cocaine as compared to a year ago. This,
gentlemen, is the first downward turn that we have seen in the use
of drugs.

Under the leadership of George Bush and his NNBIS organiza
tion, drug confiscations, arrests, and convictions are at record
highs. Although it's difficult to measure the effectiveness of the
drug battle, it does indicate that our efforts are making a differ
ence.

But these actions are only making a dent in the pervasive drug
network. We need to implement some of the suggestions that I
have made this morning. Since the American public has acknowl
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edged the severity of the drug problem as their first concern, some

sacrifice of individual rights must be made. If drug testing in the

workplace will help to uncover the users, it should be incorporated
into industrial policy.

The private sector must cooperate with the public sector to con

quer the drug enemy. As Vice President Bush said back in March
1982, this job will not be easy. If anything, it will grow more diffi
cult with time. Success will be met with circumvention. He was so

right.
But now he seems that the time has come to reorganize, increase

our resources, plan new strategies, and create effective tactics. This
reminds me of our battle in the Pacific in World War II. We took a

beating in the beginning, but we hung in there. We changed strate
gies. We deployed our resources more effectively. We persevered,
and we won.

I believe that together we can win the war on drugs through col

lective and constructive actions and sound, experienced leadership.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Admiral, you were chief of staff during the South Florida Task

Force period, since its inception?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. What was your specific role relative to the South

Florida Task Force at that time?
Admiral Murphy. The Vice President was chairman of the whole

effort and I was chairman of a working group, sort of the day-to
day handling of the effort.

Senator Kerry. Now, you said in your testimony that you had
unprecedented help from intelligence agencies. Is that accurate?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, I think so. It's relative, of course. The
CIA prior to these efforts shied pretty much away from the whole
issue of drugs, and under the South Florida Task Force and more
extensively under NNBIS the CIA was brought in.

The Director of CIA appointed a person just to handle the drug
stuff, which would be analysis.

Senator Kerry. Who was the person?
Admiral Murphy. I don't remember his name.
Senator Kerry. You don't remember the person who you worked

with in this unprecedented cooperation?
Admiral Murphy. I don't remember the name, but I can get you

the name for the record.

[The material referred to was not supplied at the time of print
ing.]

Senator Kerry. How often did you meet with these people?
Admiral Murphy. I would say three to four times a month, and

they were preparing documents at the same time. And also, we—
let me just take a moment to explain the problem you have with
intelligence, intelligence capabilities vis-a-vis a need.

You take the drug people who are out there in the field. They
know what they need. What they don't know is what our collection
agencies could help them get, and they don't have the clearances
for that.
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On the other hand, the people in the Agency don't know what it
is these people out in the field need in the way of collection. And
what was attempted here was to get CIA to better understand.

You don't even have to tell the other, the guy in the field, what
our capability is, which, as you know, is top secret. So, it was
trying to bring that together so that we could capitalize on the
great collection capability that we have in our intelligence commu
nity.

Senator Kerry. But did the intelligence community in fact
supply information to the task force?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And did you share that information with others

in the enforcement community?
Admiral Murphy. Well, it was given directly to them. This infor

mation would be given to Customs intelligence people, be given to
DEA intelligence people.

Senator Kerry. Well, Jack Lawn testified here that he never re
ceived any information at all from the intelligence community.

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir, I saw that. And I can't explain why
Jack said that. It's possible—no, I think what he said was that
nobody came around and briefed him.

Senator Kerry. What he said was there was no real contact be
tween the South Florida Task Force and the DEA.

Admiral Murphy. No, he didn't. I thought he was talking about
the CIA.

Senator Kerry. He also said that about the CIA.
Admiral Murphy. Well, I can't put words in Jack's mouth. As far

as contact between the South Florida Task Force and DEA, that
was on a day-to-day basis in the field. So, I don't think he could
have meant that if he said it.

As far as contact today with CIA, I haven't been around, so I'm
in no position to testify.

Senator Kerry. Well, what I'm concerned about here is trying to
get a fix on really what was being moved in terms of intelligence
regarding this, because it appears to us that there was precious
little hard exchange of real intelligence.

The U.S. Attorney Richard Gregorie said here that he is to this
moment having enormous difficulty breaking the sort of intelli
gence wall in order to put together cases, and there was no trans
fer of information to him. Now, he is the Miami assistant U.S. at
torney, chief of the criminal effort there.

Plus you have Jack Lawn saying, "No, we just didn't get intelli
gence information, nobody transferred CIA info to us."

Admiral Murphy. I can only testify to what I was involved in
back prior to April 1985. And at that time, there was an exchange
of intelligence from CIA to our intelligence people.

It was not easy. It was not easy. For instance, EPIC, which is the
El Paso intelligence center, which is the DEA main intelligence
center, had no capability whatsoever to receive highly classified in
formation. As a matter of fact, the FBI was reluctant to let them
have any information because of the lack of facilities.

So, steps were taken to have cleared rooms, sanitized rooms, so
that the EPIC could receive it. Prior to that, there was no way they
were ever going to get it.
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You recognize the sensitivities of some of the intelligence and
what can be passed and can't be passed. I am not saying that CIA
is opening up all their books to the law enforcement people. But
they are opening up much more, which was close to zero prior to

that, than they had before, and it was a big step forward to get.

At the time this started, you remember the FBI had just started
to come into the drug area. They had been aloof for years. That
had just taken place. So, now you have the FBI and DEA working
together.

And then CIA was brought in, and we used CIA people not just
for providing intelligence, but to help train law enforcement
people: methods of intelligence, methods of collection, making them
better understand how they could make requests for intelligence.

There was a regular educational process involved here. And I
personally was very proud of being party to that.

Senator Kerry. Did that continue into NNBIS?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Into the narcotics, that process?
Admiral Murphy. Yes. Yes, it was expanding during the NNBIS

period.
Senator Kerry. Is it fair to say, Admiral— I mean, would you say

that when this effort began in 1982 that those of you within the
drug task force shared a full understanding of the nature of this
problem?

Admiral Murphy. Well, in my statement, I listed the kinds of
things we ran into immediately in Miami everywhere you turned.
You were in a circle. Somebody would say: "We'll give you more
prosecutions; we have no place to put them." Or if you arrest more
people, there are no judges.

Senator Kerry. But wasn't the problem bigger than that right
then? I mean, didn't you run—didn't you learn in 1982 and 1983
about the drug cartel, international trafficking, the Bahamas, Co
lombia?

Admiral Murphy. Oh, yes. That's why we —yes. You know,,
during the time that I was involved we strengthened the BAT orga
nization, which was a helicopter detachment operating out of the
Bahamas. At the end of my involvement, the relationship with the
Bahamian police improved. It always hadn't been the best, but yes,
I was well aware of Carlos Lehder and some of the other top drug
people.

Senator Kerry. But the response was interdiction-focused. I
mean, you yourself have said here this morning all we did in south
Florida, the primary function was interdiction.

Admiral Murphy. Well, the South Florida Task Force was going
after interdiction and law enforcement on the streets. When
NNBIS was created, it was limited strictly to interdiction as far as
the Vice President's responsibility was concerned.

And that's the point I want to make. When you're examining the
South Florida Task Force's performance, you have to recognize the
limits on its jurisdiction.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever request a broader jurisdiction? I
mean, here is the Vice President of the United States, who has the
ability that you have just described as so necessary to coordinate,
and yet it remained bifocal.
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Admiral Murphy. To the best of my knowledge, there was never
a request made to broaden it.

Senator Kerry. Why not?
Admiral Murphy. I was—to be quite frank, I pretty well had a

full plate in what I was trying to do.
Senator Kerry. But if you couldn't coordinate all these agencies

out there, who could? I mean, how are you going to get a real war
going if the White House itself

Admiral Murphy. Well, I am suggesting in my statement that
we face up to this and that the Vice President should be given the
full responsibility for everything, from the user, educational, and
rehabilitation, right on into the source country.

Senator Kerry. But why wasn't he? Why wasn't he? The Vice
President could have walked in to the President and said, give me
this responsibility. He didn't have any problem getting it for the
task force.

Admiral Murphy. Well, I can't explain that at this point. First of
all, the next Vice President, who I hope is given this responsibility,
will need a larger staff to conduct that.

We had a very small staff, barely capable of the interdiction.
Senator Kerry. Could I ask about that? You had the FBI, the

DEA, the Customs, the Treasury, the CIA. You've got the entire
U.S. Government at your disposal. How can you say you need more
staff?

I'm having trouble understanding the coordination.
Admiral Murphy. Well, that's kind of simple.
Senator Kerry. Well, it's not really.
Admiral Murphy. I mean, you could have a staff the size of CIN-

CLANTFLEET and he has got all the ships and carriers and sub
marines, and that doesn't help him do his job.

Senator Kerry. That's right, and when you go to war you can
use them, can't you, Admiral?

Admiral Murphy. But he's not. I'm not talking about that. The
Admiral was the size of the staff. The size of the staff has to in
crease with the responsibilities that are given to the commander.

So, if you take him over all four prongs, you're going to have to
have some people help you on each one of those prongs, which
was —which is more than is available now to the Vice President.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you this. In a report by the GAO on
the coordination of Federal drug interdiction efforts which came
out in 1986, the conclusion that they drew was the following:
"NNBIS officials told us that the amount of drug smuggling intelli
gence their centers had received has been limited."

Now, what we have repeatedly heard here, and I think it's one of
the great difficulties that we face in this whole effort to get coordi
nated, is the lack of information about what one group is doing.
Even the agencies, between the drug fighting agencies, there is dif
ficulty in transferring information.

You've got separate sting operations going sometimes. You've got
neutral informant use to a degree.

Do you find that a reality, and if so what do you do to try to deal
with that?

Admiral Murphy. Yes. Well, that's a very good topic for this
committee to be looking at: How do you better improve the coordi
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nation among all the law enforcement people? It's a lot better than
it was, and there is still and will always be in my mind room for
improvement.

And you'll find that at the local level, the State level, and the
Federal level, and then within the agencies of the Federal Govern
ment.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Murphy, I missed the first part of your testimony, but

would you state your full rank?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. I'm a full Admiral, a four-star Admi

ral, retired.
Senator McConnell. How many members of the Navy currently

hold that rank or higher?
Admiral Murphy. Well, I don't know how many retired Admirals

there are, but on active duty at any one time the Navy would nor
mally have eight four-star Admirals.

Senator McConnell. What decorations have you received in the
course of your military service?

Admiral Murphy. I don't have a list of those. I'm surprised I
can't. I haven't got any idea. There are distinguished service
medals. I can provide that for the record.

[The material referred to was not supplied at time of printing.]
Senator McConnell. We will just let your resume stand for itself

on those issues.
On the question of the South Florida Task Force, I'm curious.

You indicated to Senator Kerry that you thought that jurisdiction
should have been broadened. I am wondering if an argument could
not be made that the broader the jurisdiction, the tougher it would
have been to be effective.

Admiral Murphy. Well, I really wasn't saying that at the time I
thought it should have been broadened. I believe that today. That's
in hindsight.

At the time, I thought we were doing a very good job, and I
thought that we were pretty much, given our capability of people,
and that we were doing just about the best we could. And it was a
very difficult decision to expand the South Florida Task Force to
NNBIS, because we were increasing the responsibility to the whole
periphery of our country and it was a tough job as it was trying to
handle the South Florida Task Force.

Senator McConnell. So, in a sense, I guess it was a learning ex
perience for everyone?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. Now, in hindsight, you know, if we
make a decision to do it, if you make a decision to give all these
responsibilities to the Vice President, then you make provisions to
make sure that he can get it done. So, I am not hesitant to suggest
that he can do it.

We just could not do it during my time.
Senator McConnell. Is it safe to say that in those days we had

higher hopes for the success of interdiction efforts than we may
have today?

Admiral Murphy. No, I don't think any of us in the effort ever
believed that interdiction alone was going to solve it.
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Senator McConnell. That was not my question. My question
was is it safe to say in those days that we had higher hopes that
interdiction would be a major and significant part of the war on
drugs?

Admiral Murphy. Oh, we did. I mean, I fully expected that we
could get up to 40, 50 percent. If we could get to 50 percent, I
thought we would probably break their back.

Senator McConnell. The reason I ask the question is that
almost every witness who has been here this week has emphasized
the source and the demand and indicated a kind of growing frus
tration with the ability to patrol. I forgot how many miles of shore
line Jack Lawn said we have in this country, but it was enormous.

Admiral Murphy. That's very true. But the way to go about it
from a tactical point of view is to try to get it as close —at the
source naturally is the best, and then get as close to the source as
possible, before they start spreading out throughout the whole Car
ibbean or all of Central America.

So, we do need adequate forces to be down there, close to where
they're leaving the beach. And there are ways of doing that, and I
believe that our military people could easily figure out how to do
that.

Senator McConnell. I'm not sure it's the jurisdiction of this
committee to deal with law enforcement coordination. But as Sena
tor Kerry indicated, there certainly has been some conflicting testi
mony about just how much that's improved. And that's a matter of
considerable concern to us.

But I am mystified by your recommendation that we ought to
broaden, that we should have broadened the jurisdiction of the
South Florida Task Force. It seems to me from your testimony that
you were overwhelmed with dealing with one part of the problem
without getting the responsibility for more.

Admiral Murphy. Well, the reason of course I come to that con
clusion is that all of the aspects of the right have to be coordinated
at some single spot, and that in my mind it's not being done ade
quately today and it needs to be coordinated by a member of our
Government who is high enough in rank that he is going to be lis
tened to by the Cabinet members.

And that turns out to be the Vice President. So, the logic flow
goes that way.

I have to repeat again, Senator, that I am not saying that I think
that we should have —you know, that at the time that there was
any way to do what I'm suggesting today. But starting from where
we are and seeing where we should go, now is the time to get one
person of proper rank in charge of the entire effort. And that's the
point I am making, not that we should have expanded everything
beyond our limitations back in 1982.

Senator McConnell. Let me ask you. You said—and this is going
to be my last one, Mr. Chairman. I will come back later on another
round.

You said in your testimony that any serious and effective anti
drug effort must target the user and deter use through mandatory
drug testing, criminal penalties, and forfeiture of personal proper-
ty.
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I am curious whether you would add to that a recommendation
that we impose and enforce the death penalty for drug kingpins?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. As a front line official in this administra

tion's war on drugs, do you feel strongly that the Congress should
do its share in showing some backbone to impose the harshest pen
alties possible against drug offenders?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. You have to show us the example up
here on the Hill. And penalties, stricter penalties for these people,
who are in effect sometimes almost forcing drugs on innocent
people, is critical, as well as looking at the user, who is the one
who is enticing this guy to come in here in the first place.

We need sanctions on users. We have to find the users, have
sanctions against them, but also be compassionate. We have to try
and rehabilitate people and educate them.

Senator McConnell. As you know, Admiral, the Congress has
been reluctant to punish seriously the perpetrator of the crime. We
have also been reluctant to do anything about the user of drugs.

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. I mean, we have had lengthy arguments in

the Congress, not only over the death penalty for drug kingpins,
but about simply requiring drug testing for people who are con
ducting trains or flying airplanes, modes of public transportation,
that potentially endanger the safety of Americans, innocent Ameri
cans using the transportation facilities of this country.

So, it seems to me that the Congress hasn't exactly done its job,
either.

I want to commend Senator D'Amato on the death penalty issue.
He has been a bulldog on that.

Admiral Murphy. I know.
Senator McConnell. He brought it up and has pursued it and

didn't let it go. Frankly, it took that kind of commitment to break
the logjam here in the Senate on that issue. So, it seems to me as
we look around at the various deficiencies in the war on drugs, to
some extent we have met the enemy and it is us, because we have
not done our job, either.

Mr. Chairman, I'll defer until another round.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator McConnell.
Let me just say with respect to the Admiral, the Admiral and I

have met in my office and had a really good discussion, a frank dis
cussion. And I want to say that as to the credentials of the Admi
ral, nobody questions those. I have nothing but enormous respect
for anybody who reaches captain, let alone rear admiral, let alone
a four-star admiral.

I used to quake in my boots as a mere ensign and lieutenant JG
and lieutenant in the presence of one, and have enormous affection
for those years in the Navy, as I know you do, Admiral.

So, you know, I think what we're trying to get at here is not any
thing that is personal in any respect whatsoever. We are just
trying to exercise our oversight and accountability responsibility
and try to understand what we knew, when we knew it, how we
have responded to it, how we might have responded better, how we

ought to respond now.
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And I think you have been helpful in trying to help us with that,
and I thank you for it.

Admiral Murphy. Well, if I understand, your goal is really to
find out where we're going to go from here and to learn from
where we have been.

Senator Kerry. Exactly, and I think we've got to know where
we've been in order to understand and make the judgments about
where we're going. I don't think we know completely where we've
been, and that's part of what we're trying to get at.

Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, he has commented about quaking in the boots. As an

electronics mate third class, I didn't get close enough to admirals
to quake in my boots. So, I have enormous respect for your creden
tials.

Admiral Murphy. I wouldn't have made admiral without you,
though.

Senator Adams. I am very concerned about conflicting testimony
that we have heard and I want to approach you with two or three
facts and then ask you some questions.

One, according to the information that has been testified to in
front of this committee, on your watch from 1982 to 1985 —and I
say your watch simply because of the positions you were in—the
amount of cocaine coming into the United States increased from 50
tons in 1982 to 137 tons in 1986.

Now, looking at that information, it would seem to me that the
drug interdiction program has been a failure. Now, I think you put
it that we haven't won it and we didn't lose it.

But we are trying to determine what we do, and that statistic
bothers me. I want to be specific now, because statistics just give
you a background.

You've said that the Vice President was coordinating the Cabinet
group. I've sat on Cabinet groups and I know the relationship of
Vice Presidents to Cabinet Secretaries. It can vary from group to
group.

But if there was coordination, why did the head of DEA say to us
that he didn't know about General Noriega in this 1982 to 1985
period? Now, that says to me that if there was coordination, there
was no information flow.

Admiral Murphy. Can I take a crack at that?
Senator Adams. I hope so, because then I want to come back and

ask you about your part of it.
Admiral Murphy. OK. I was, as I said, the chairman of the work

ing group under the Vice President.
Senator Adams. And you met with General Noriega a number of

times in this period; did you not?
Admiral Murphy. No, no.
Senator Adams. You did not?
Admiral Murphy. No, no.
Senator Adams. Oh.
Admiral Murphy. You know, what Jack Lawn says, I have to say

the same thing: I was unaware of any of the intelligence pertaining
to Noriega's involvement in drugs.
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Senator Adams. But now, Admiral, that bothers me, because
your testimony was that you had the working group with everyone
from the CIA through all the various agency groups involved. My
notes say State, Defense, Transportation, Treasury, HHS, and the
Attorney General.

And you stated you were coordinating with the intelligence
groups. If that's so and you've got a primary point of transship
ment and you're working interdiction, why didn't you know about
Noriega or anyone else?

I mean, it just doesn't fit. You understand my problem. It doesn't
fit.

Admiral Murphy. Yes. I'm not so sure it doesn't add up.
Let me make a couple of points. First of all, I'd have to go back

and look at the intelligence. I don't know that Panama was a
major transshipment point in 1982, 1983, and 1984. As a matter of
fact

Senator Adams. How about 1985?

Admiral Murphy. Well, it started I guess then. That's the time I
left, so I'd have to stick to my knowledge and I'm testifying under
oath.

Senator Adams. I want you to dp that.
Admiral Murphy. It would make no sense for these guys to use

Panama as a transshipment point in 1982, 1983, and 1984. It's
coming out of Colombia. You know, that's like going over to Virgin
ia. Why would you transship to Virginia when you are trying to
get it into here?

Senator Adams. I'll tell you, Admiral, and then comment on it.
To launder your money, and that's what they were running.

Admiral Murphy. All right, we're at two different things now.
Senator Adams. No, no. I'm an old prosecutor and you're a Navy

man. You understand the Navy, but I understand prosecution.
When you're transshipping you want to launder at the same

time. It's all a package.
Admiral Murphy. Well, all right. They were not doing it in 1982

or 1983.

Senator Kerry. I might add that you had a greedy general who
specifically wanted people buying from him.

Admiral Murphy. Well, you know, we ought to have a closed ses
sion and get the intelligence out and take a look at it.

Senator Adams. I am just asking because you have testified
about a coordinating group and whose purpose was to bring intelli
gence to the people in the field. But the assistant U.S. attorney
who handled the indictment of Noriega stated that he didn't know
about it.

I am sticking to this case because we have facts on this case. I
think we ought to stay narrow to things that people have testified
to and know about. In addition, to the assistant U.S. attorney,
Lawn, who is head of DEA and running this area, didn't know
about it.

Did you ever meet with General Noriega during this period?
Admiral Murphy. No.
Senator Adams. Never? You never saw him?
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Admiral Murphy. Well, once, with the Vice President coming
back from Ecuador. We stopped for refueling and the President of
Panama and Noriega met us at the airport.

Senator Adams. When was this?
Admiral Murphy. 1983, probably. Now, I'm not going to say what

I don't know under oath, but I believe if we would go back and ex
amine the intelligence at the time that it was not being reported
that Panama was a transshipment point.

Senator Adams. All right. Now, this goes on in 1982, 1983?
Admiral Murphy. 1982, 1983, 1984, and the first 4 months of

1985.

Senator Adams. And you were there until 1985. And the other
testimony we have heard is that this was not only growing, but
that Noriega had moved in on transshipment, on purchase, and the
laundering operation was going on.

And yet this group you testified to, the coordinating group, and
later NNBIS, is to be certain that the people in NNBIS in the field
have intelligence, and yet the U.S. attorney prosecuting and the
DEA agents which are supposed to be the coordinating group for
drug efforts at the national level don't know about this.

Admiral Murphy. That's right.
Senator Adams. And you said, though, that the group was work

ing. It doesn't sound to me like it was. Just tell me. It doesn't
match, it doesn't fit.

Admiral Murphy. Well, it's worth investigating where this intel
ligence was. What I am reading on a day-to-day basis as a chief of
staff to the Vice President is the President's daily brief.

Senator Adams. Are you reading the CIA— I mean, the State De
partment black bag?

Admiral Murphy. No.
Senator Adams. You're not reading that?
Admiral Murphy. I'm just reading —I've just got so much time to

read all this stuff. So, every morning I read the President's daily
brief, which is also what the Vice President read.

Then on most occasions I would sit in on a face-to-face briefing
from the CIA man to the Vice President of the United States
where they're going over that morning's intelligence.

Senator Adams. All right. Now, did they tell you Noriega's laun
dering money?

Admiral Murphy. Well, there were rumors on the laundering of
money. Never

Senator Adams. Not rumors. You're face to face, CIA section
chief

Admiral Murphy. I don't recall. I don't recall any evidence
where he'd say there was definitely money laundering going on,
but it was suspected. It was suspected at that time in the Caymans,
as well as in Panama, and probably —definitely it was suspected in
the Bahamas.

Senator Adams. With the Caymans, did you drive into the Brit
ish colonial office; they've got another name for it. Did you drive
into that and get information from them?

Admiral Murphy. No. Again, that was the responsibility of the
Justice Department and IRS.
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Senator Adams. Wait a minute. This is drug interdiction. This is

foreign policy. You've got State. That's why I asked you if you read

the black bag that came over or were you talking to them.
You described an operation where you had each of the Cabinet

Departments in and your job was to see that they worked together.
I am trying to focus on the fact that we have had the testimony of
the people who were doing the work in the field that they did not

know any of this.
Now, you mentioned the Cayman Islands. You can get that from

the British Government. And Noriega, the reason I asked you if
you met with him is that somebody did because reports that we

have testified to indicate that the CIA knew a lot about him, and
we had the Department of Justice apparently building a case.

I don't understand why the coordination doesn't go at least that
deep.

Admiral Murphy. Well, let's see if I can put this in perspective.
Of course, we're talking not about now. We're talking about 1982,

1983, and 1984.

Senator Adams. And 1985. And this is building.
Admiral Murphy. I left just about that time.
Senator Kerry. Can I just intercede here? In 1983, Admiral, you

were aware of what happened in Colombia with the assassinations?
Admiral Murphy. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you were aware of the cartel at that point?

It was hard not to be; correct?
Admiral Murphy. Oh, we had been — I was well aware of Carlos

Lehder in 1982.

Senator Kerry. Well, at that point in time, in 1983 there was a

major meeting of the cartel with Noriega in Panama City.
Admiral Murphy. That I never heard of.
Senator Kerry. Intelligence never
Admiral Murphy. I've heard that from this committee's testimo

ny, but I never knew that.
Senator Kerry. You never knew it at that time?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What about the numbers of banks that were

growing in Panama? Panama went from about 20 banks or 15

banks to over 100 and some banks, many of them owned by Colom
bians.

This all took place in the 1982, 1983, 1984 period. Were you
aware of that?

Admiral Murphy. I can't remember that as a fact. It seemed to
me they always had a lot of banks, so I don't recall the point at
which they grew.

Senator Kerry. OK.
Admiral Murphy. If I could just take another crack at this, to

the best of my knowledge and my memory, I saw no intelligence on
transshipment of drugs through Panama. Leave out money laun
dering for the moment.

Panama had a very high reputation in the fight against drugs be
cause of their great cooperation in letting us go aboard ships with
their flag. My whole impression of Panama throughout this whole
period, right until April 1985, was that Panama was a fine example
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of a cooperating sovereign country in the United States effort to
fight drugs.

Now, I would not have that impression if I had been reading in
telligence that said that this bum Noriega was pushing drugs, or
that he was transshipping it through, or that we had hard evidence
that they were doing this much money laundering.

Senator Kerry. Did you know at that point—you were well
aware at that point of Noriega's relationship to our intelligence
community? You had to be.

Admiral Murphy. No, sir.
Senator Adams. You did not know that?
Admiral Murphy. No. You shouldn't be surprised about that.
Senator Adams. Well, I am, because of what you testified to of

your position with the South Florida Task Force and later with the
national group. You testified this was a coordinating group and you
would be receiving information from those Cabinet Secretaries and
the others.

That's the reason I'm inquiring, Admiral. I'm just trying to find
out what you were doing there.

Admiral Murphy. Now we're going to talk about CIA and how
they handled some of their methods and sources.

Senator Adams. But you're meeting with the CIA officer.
Admiral Murphy. There is no reason for them to tell me or tell

anybody, really, who they have on their payroll or who they are
working with or who they have in an undercover position.

Senator Kerry. You know, I happen to agree that that may
stand to reason. But if that is true

Admiral Murphy. So, it shouldn't surprise you that I didn't
know that.

Senator Kerry. But if that is true, that sort of stands as a monu
ment to the fact that they be operating a whole separate thing out
side of you and outside of everyone else, without anyone knowing

it
,

doesn't it?
Admiral Murphy. Well, yes, yes. And that's not news to you,

either. And you have put responsible people running the CIA. They
have a tough job to do. They are not necessarily dealing with the
angels of the world, and we can't really object when they end up
rubbing elbows with some of the dregs of the world.

Senator Kerry. No, but what it gets to is that the center of what
these hearings are about, which is that you may have a policy here
[indicating], a foreign policy, you may have a law enforcement
policy here [indicating], and then you've got your intelligence com
munity, which apparently has the ability, as you have just said [in
dicating], who have things going on that even the chief of staff of
the Vice President of the United States says, "I didn't know about
it."

And there is no accountability, because you have a foreign policy
goal [indicating] that is totally in conflict with your law enforce
ment goal [indicating]. And that is at the core of what we have
heard for 3 years now in front of this committee.

Admiral Murphy. My guess on Panama and on Noriega during
this time was that that intelligence or the rumor of some of the
things that were wrong that were going on were never considered
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that critical that they should be at the highest level of Govern
ment. And they were probably reported at lower levels.

Senator Kerry. So, what you're saying is the information about
his narcotics and what they were doing was not important enough
to be brought to the top?

Admiral Murphy. That's the only thing I can figure. Otherwise,
it would have been in the President's report.

Senator Kerry. Well then, how do we have a drug war? When
does it become serious?

Admiral Murphy. Well, I can't even testify to what happened,
and I shouldn't be even conjecturing. I don't know why it didn't get
into those reports. I don't know.

Senator Adams. Well, let me ask you, Admiral, because I am
looking at the GAO report dated July 15, 1985, on Coordination of
Federal Drug Interdiction Efforts, so it covers this time period.

And I am quoting from page 3:

NNBIS officials said the amount of intelligence they had received has been limit
ed, particularly tactical intelligence which provides specific information about the
time and place of drug shipments. Some NNBIS officials told us they were unsure
whether other agencies possess additional tactical intelligence that they were not
providing to NNBIS.

It just appears to me that the effort that you have testified to by
these two agencies was not actually happening.

Admiral Murphy. It was happening.
Senator Adams. Well now, I want you to think about it. We've

got a vote. I have a lot of respect for you.
Admiral Murphy. Well, it's not a matter of respect. It's whether

I'm right or wrong.
Senator Adams. I'd like to have you think about this. I've got to

go over, we all do, and vote. We'll be back in 5 minutes. I want to
ask you about Noriega and I want to ask you about Haiti, and
some of the others may on the Bahamas, because we've got this tre
mendous increase in drugs coming in and you are a key figure in
the period of time that this is increasing. So, help us.

Admiral Murphy. I'm trying to be helpful.
Senator Adams [presiding]. I know you are.
The committee will recess for 10 minutes.
Admiral Murphy. Can I go out and have a cigarette?
Senator Adams. Absolutely.
[Brief recess.]
Senator Kerry [presiding]. The hearing will come back to order.
Admiral, I'm not sure where you wound up in your last Admiral

with Senator Adams.
Admiral Murphy. He said he was going to repeat.
Senator Kerry. Well, he'll be back and we'll pick up there when

we can.
Let me also ask you relative to the coordination. It sems to me

that there was a fundamental problem in 1984 with the National
Narcotics Act. The Vice President as I understand it was not a
member of the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board; is that
correct?

Admiral Murphy. That happened just at the time that I was get
ting ready to leave. I know that the Attorney General was the
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chairman. I can't really testify as to whether or not he was a
member and then represented by somebody.

Senator Kerry. Well, who headed the drug policy board? The At
torney General?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir, as I recall, as I understand it.
Senator Kerry. Did the Vice President serve on the board?
Admiral Murphy. I don't know. This all happened, you know,

generally after I left.
Senator Kerry. Well, it was passed in 1984, though. You folks

were — I mean, this was the big drug effort.
Admiral Murphy. If the organization — it didn't really take place

until, I'd say —well, you probably have it in your records. I'm just
trying to guess.

Senator Kerry. Were you involved in the effort? What I'm get
ting at is, if we were trying to create coordination and here was
this instrument, this legislation passing through the Congress, why
was that coordination not structured into that act at that time?

Were we not aware of it? Did you not have a sense at that time
in 1984 that that was the direction to move in? Was it oversight?

Admiral Murphy. Well, as I remember that time, it was always a
big debate on the drug czar, and the administration was opposed to
a drug czar, as was the Attorney General, as I recall.

I believe Congress fully understood the views of the administra
tion as far as that's concerned, and that legislation did not— it did
not mandate a drug czar.

Senator Kerry. I understand that.
Admiral Murphy. It did mandate this board.
Senator Kerry. But you have to admit now in retrospect that

that did not enhance coordination in the way that we should have.
Admiral Murphy. Well, my own feeling is the Attorney General

is the wrong man to chair it
,

because he does not have any author
ity whatsoever over the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the
Treasury.

Senator Kerry. I understand that. I think your idea, incidental
ly, that a Vice President conceivably serve here is not a bad idea. I

mean, I'm not criticizing that one iota. I support the notion of a
drug czar.

I would personally rather have a Vice President do it than create

a new Cabinet position for it, to be very honest with you. And I

have fought that position here on the losing side in the Congress
right now.

But my point is that, in terms of where we were in 1984, where
you were in this effort with the task force and in this, that realiza
tion had in fact not sunk in at that point. That's accurate, isn't it?
You didn't ask for it?

Admiral Murphy. No, that's true. And I'm not in a position to
say how well this board has worked out, because I have not been
party to it.

Senator Kerry. Let me turn now to Senator D'Amato for his
round here.

Senator D'Amato. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, let me ask you, did you get the kind of military assist

ance in your operation as it related to identifying and helping you
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track those planes and ships that were used by the drugrunners to

come across our borders?
Exactly what kind of military help, if any, did you receive in

1982, 1983, and 1984, up until you left? Was it limited?
Admiral Murphy. It was in the view of the military the best that

they could provide. Now, the way that started out, Senator
D'Amato, was that there was great reluctance on the part of the
military to get involved. That didn't surprise me a bit.

I have been on the other side of the table on these kinds of
issues. But the Vice President, you know, wrote a letter to Secre
tary Weinberger, outlined what he needed, and with a little bit of
time, not much, there was cooperation from everybody.

But it was limited.
Senator D'Amato. What was it limited to? For example, was it

made available, for example, on a basis where you said you had a
special mission, or was it on a basis almost catch as catch can, that
they'd give it to you whenever they had a little extra flying time?

How did it operate?
Admiral Murphy. It was a mixture of all those things. For in

stance, the U.S. Army loaned to Customs on a 100-percent basis
brandnew Blackhawk helicopters, which were very important.

Up to then they were flying Hueys, and the poor Customs men,
when they'd make a landing and go after somebody, would have to
leave the helicopter there and run out, because they only had two
guys in there. The Blackhawk allowed them to do a much better
job.

So, that's a 100-percent contribution.
There were times then when the Marines, for instance, would

send a detachment of OV-10's down to Olmstead Air Force Base,
and so for a period of a week to 2 weeks we'd have them 100 per
cent of the time as interceptors.

The Navy was providing the E-2C radar aircraft that has the
lookdown capability. And that was worked out between Customs
Air in Olmstead and the CINCLANTFLEET in Norfolk. Then final
ly they got down to the point where there was direct liaison be
tween the commanding officer of the E-2C squadron, and we tried
to get as much of that coverage as possible.

The fact is, you need 100 percent coverage. We didn't have 100
percent coverage.

Senator D'Amato. So, what you're really saying is you got the
use of equipment for limited periods of time, with the exception —
well, I'm not saying with the exception, but you cite an example
where the Blackhawk helicopters were made available to Customs.

But as it related to the day-in and day-out kind of surveillance,
kind of technical assistance, to make this an operation that had the
ability to really effectively form a screen or a network that it
would be difficult for them to pierce, it just wasn't there, was it?

Admiral Murphy. We never got to that point.
Senator D'Amato. Well, let me say to you that nothing has

changed, that the attitude of Caspar Weinberger and his successor
has been one of throwing up constant roadblocks, that notwith
standing that in the defense authorization bill that we have just
voted on today, that even the limited provisions for the use of the
military as it relates basically to detection, to detection and for
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very limited purposes, use under very strict conditions of them for
malting arrests and seizures outside of the continental United
States, have been for the most part curtailed quite a bit.

So, notwithstanding that they say, "Oh, yes, we want to help,"
there is the institutional mentality that says, "No, we shouldn't
be."

Of course, I don't think it even takes legislation, because the
Commander in Chief can simply make available the kinds of re
sources necessary.

Isn't that a fact?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir. We will need some help from Con

gress.
In the past —and this was my own experience
Senator D'Amato. Let me just stop you there.
I'm saying that the President himself, though, can say to the De

fense Department: "Hey fellows, we want you to provide the kinds
of technical resources, time on the satellite that you do have," et
cetera, and maybe even some specific utilization of these for the
kinds of efforts that you set up.

Every once in a while you had a special effort in the South Flori
da Task Force to assist in that specifically.

I don't think there is a need for the Congress to legislate this.
Admiral Murphy. But let me make this point. The Armed Serv

ices Committee has to be supportive. They can't be hitting the mili
tary on the head and saying, "If you are going to be off running
around doing all these other missions, it's quite evident you don't
need the forces I gave you for the reasons you told me you needed
them."

And we have run into that, where the Armed Services Commit
tees were telling them, if you can do that, then the next budget
year you don't need those forces. It's a small point, but it's a juris
dictional thing.

A committee like yours is fighting to get the military more in
volved, and in those days —I don't think it's that way today—the
Armed Services Committee is saying, "If you can afford to do all of
that, you don't need all this money that I gave you last year and
I'll take it away from you."

I believe that's been corrected on the Hill, from what I read in
the newspapers.

Senator D'Amato. Well, let's hope so.
Admiral, let me touch on an area that I think you might have

some embarrassment, and if not certainly we'll give you an oppor
tunity to touch and to explain it. How is it that in 1987 that you
went to Panama to visit General Noriega? And let me preface it by
saying, were you aware that General Noriega was involved in drug
trafficking when you went down to visit?

Admiral Murphy. I'd like to explain that, this whole Panama
thing.

Senator D'Amato. Surely.
Admiral Murphy. In 1987 I visited Panama twice, August and

November. Now, why did I go down there? I went down as a busi
nessman. I am now in private business and I was exploring a busi
ness opportunity.
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How did it come about? The trips were precipitated by a business
opportunity that was presented to me by an international business
man.

What kind of work was I thinking about?
Senator Kerry. Who was the international businessman?
Admiral Murphy. Mr. Tongsun Park.
Now, the kind of work involved here was what we call risk anal

ysis: Is Panama a bad risk, a good risk, an intermediate risk for
investment?

Also, I had been asked for my judgment on what might be neces
sary to restore stability in Panama, particularly economic stability.

Senator Kerry. Who asked you for your judgment?
Admiral Murphy. The question came basically from Mr. Tongsun

Park, representing potential clients who were to be American busi
nessmen.

Now, prior to my going down I advised all of the United States
Government officials that were involved in the Panama issue at
the time. And then, subsequent to both of these visits, when I came
back

Senator Kerry. Who were they? Who did you advise?
Admiral Murphy. Secretary Armitage in the Defense Depart

ment, Secretary Abrams in the State Department, Mr. Gregg in
the Vice President's office, Mr. Carlucci as the National Security
Adviser, and Mr. Kerr in CIA.

And then when I came back, I debriefed them on what I had
been involved in in Panama.

During the August visit, I met General Noriega and I met opposi
tion members in Panama. During the meeting with Noriega, I de
scribed the ill feeling about him in the United States, including
Congress and the administration. I explored with him what it
might take to improve the atmosphere with the United States.

Now, these are the things that I mentioned to him:
Get the military out of politics in Panama;
Turn government functions over to civilians;
Firmly establish an election date for the next president;
Announce steps to ensure no military interference in the elec

tions;
Ensure honest elections by having international observers;
Bring in computers so that people will feel that it's an honest

election;
Provide for adequate campaigning; and
Meet with the opposition.
I thought it was maybe possible to move up the elections. I sug

gested that that should be looked at.
And set a date for stepping down as the head of the military

forces, and take steps to prove that you are serious.
That's what I described to him as the kind of actions that would

be necessary in order for the United States to look at the situation
in Panama possibly in a different light.

He responded. He said:

The military is not involved in politics at all, so there is nothing to turn over to
the civilians;

The constitution establishes the election date. That's already known, so that's not
a very important point.
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All of my speeches assure free elections. So, what more do you want?
We can't move up the election because it's set by the constitution, and I'll leave

office when a new president is elected and he elects a new head of the military in
1989.

So, you can see from that, there was very little maneuvering
room on his part, kind of cold.

Then I met with the opposition. Now, this is probably an exag
geration. The opposition in August was very difficult to define in
Panama. But I did meet with some people who definitely were part
of the opposition.

I described to them Noriega's position, as I have just described it
to you. Their reaction was vehement. They wanted Noriega out
now —no negotiation, no room for compromise.

I returned to Washington with the feeling that everybody was in
deep cement and there was little room for me to do anything or
suggest anything that would be helpful in changing the situation,
and, therefore, I saw very little business opportunity for me.

Then I was told in early November that General Noriega was in
terested in talking to me again, and there were hints now that
there might be some more maneuvering room than there was in
August.

Senator D'Amato. Admiral, before you continue, let me ask you
this.

Did there come a time before you saw Noriega, either in August
or November, that you were aware of possible drug charges being
brought against him?

Admiral Murphy. Yes —oh, no, not charges. Not at that time.
But I knew that

Senator D'Amato. There were allegations of drug dealing?
Admiral Murphy [continuing]. They were closing in on him. And

I accused him of all these things.
I told him why the United States had such a low opinion of him.

I said, "You're a drug guy, you're a murderer, you are considered
to be a rapist, you are importing aliens into the United States,
you're playing footsie with Castro and possibly Ortega, and you're
selling arms to the M-19."

I said, "You know, that's the kind of reputation you have in the
United States."

And he went down step by step, of course, and denied each one of
those allegations.

Senator D'Amato. You would say that his attitude was intransi
gent? I would describe, when he refuted your four statements that
you put forth, as it related to the army, giving the civilians an elec
tion, moving up the date, et cetera, you would say that he was in
transigent?

Admiral Murphy. Solid. It was a waste of time.
Senator D'Amato. All right.
Senator McConnell. Senator D'Amato, may I make just one

brief interjection here?
In what language were these meetings conducted?
Admiral Murphy. Spanish. I'm in English —with a translator. I

mean, he spoke Spanish and I spoke English.
Senator McConnell. Did he speak any English to you?
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Admiral Murphy. There were a couple of English phrases. I'd
say at the most, there were a total of 20 words.

Senator McConnell. So, all of the meetings you had with Nor
iega were conducted in Spanish, with an interpretor?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. Thank you.
Admiral Murphy. Anyway, I get a hint that there is some ma

neuvering room. So, I go down to see him again. This is in Novem
ber.

I told him of U.S. attitudes at that time, that it was a solid posi
tion of still wanting him out, that that hadn't changed.

Senator D'Amato. And did you brief everybody again in terms of
that you were going down?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator D'Amato. And they gave you the same group—State, De

fense, CIA, et cetera, et cetera?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator D'Amato. So, they were aware that you were going

down?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
But, as I recall this conversation with him, I indicated to him

that if he could take certain action—and this is now November —
that there is still room for some improvement.

I put in four points—generally the same thing that I had talked
to him before about.

One was elections. I said you have to have three elections, they
have to be observed, computerized, on time—May 1989, and you
have to encourage all of the trappings of a free election —that's TV,
advertising, rallies, active political parties. And his answer was
OK.

The second point was you have to relax the restrictions on the
freedoms of your people, and it would be nice that the President of
Panama announced this at, say, like a speech at OAS, where he
would get some coverage. And I'm talking about free TV, radio,
newspapers, freedom of assembly, releasing political prisoners, and
even suggested that there ought to be some way to be as kind as
possible to Colonel Herrera, who was the one who had blown the
whistle in the first place.

His answer to that was OK, timing to be worked out.
The third point was meet with the opposition. What's needed is a

Panamanian solution. The United States is not trying to force a
U.S. solution. It's a Panamanian solution that's being sought.

He said OK, we'll meet with the opposition.
And then we get to the sticky one, and I said General Noriega,

you're just going to have to get out, you've got to retire from this
job.

Now, granted, timing is something that has to be worked out and
the date will depend on things like political impact, stability and
what's best for Panama. But, make no mistake, you've got to get
out before the election in May 1989.

And his answer to that was interesting. He said, "I agree in prin
ciple, but must think through carefully. I am not inflexible."
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Then I went and met with the opposition. This was at a dinner
party. There were about 20 to 30 people there, all, as far as I could
see, part of the opposition.

A group of about eight men congregated around the table while
the rest were chitchatting and had me talk to them about the
meeting with General Noriega. I'd say the lead man in this discus
sion, I don't have his name—we could probably get it—but I can
identify him as the owner of TV chanel four in Panama, and I
think we have his name in the records, Jack, someplace.

I described Noriega's position to them. Well, you can imagine
that they were quite pleased with the three top things — it was
motherhood —and they were very happy.

And then I asked, when I told them about his willingness to
move on and what kind of a date would be acceptable, I said do you
have any consensus, any feeling for what kind of a date would be
acceptable to the opposition, and they agreed that July 1988 —right
now—would be a reasonable time.

Now, this is coming a long way from the first meeting, where
they said they're going to hang him from a tree tonight, and Norie
ga's position was a long way from not even talking about any of
this the first time.

So, when I came back, I was a little enthusiastic, thinking well,
maybe there is some room to be of some value to a group of U.S.
businessmen if they would listen to this kind of suggestion, that
Noriega take these steps and if the opposition would agree. I fig
ured that Congress would definitely be pleased and the administra
tion would be pleased.

So, I was encouraged.
But I no sooner got home — like now we're talking about Decem

ber, January of this year— it became apparent that the United
States was working much more closely with the opposition than I
understood. I had never been briefed on any of the ongoing rela
tionships.

And then, of course, came the sanctions, and then came the in
dictment, and it became quite evident to me that this was an area
that I didn't want to be operating in.

And so, I terminated all activity. I never did sign a contract with
anybody, and I never got any money for any of this.

That's a summary, Senator D'Amato, of my experience in
Panama.

Senator D'Amato. Well, Admiral, I'm delighted that you had the
opportunity to put this forth. I'm sure that other members of the
committee will have followup questions. Unfortunately, what takes
place is, given your role in the antidrug effort, given the fact that
shortly after your meetings Noriega is indicted for drug trafficking,
certainly there are people who'll raise the question how is it that
you could have placed yourself in that position, with all the specu
lation surrounding it. I'm not going to go into vivid detail at this
time.

Admiral Murphy. Maybe I could add one other point, sir.
Senator D'Amato. Yes?
Admiral Murphy. I did talk to Jack Lawn before I went down.
Senator D'Amato. What did he advise you?
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Admiral Murphy. He told me that, as far as he was concerned,
there was insufficient evidence to bring an indictment against Nor
iega in Miami.

So, these are the kinds of things I have in my head.
Senator Kerry. Was this August or November 1987?

Admiral Murphy. That's November. I don't recall that the in
dictment was

Senator Kerry. I'm just asking when he told you there was in
sufficient evidence. August or November 1987?

Admiral Murphy. To the best of my recollection, it was the No
vember trip.

Senator D'Amato. I missed the opportunity to question the head
of the DEA yesterday, but I am amazed that as recently as within
the past year, he sent this glowing letter of cooperation and what a
great job Panama was doing.

I mean, at some point in time—that letter seems to me to have
been dictated by Noriega as a condition to bringing in a couple of
small fish, and also to be used to buttress any problems that he
might be having, facing legally.

It just defies me that the head of DEA didn't have better infor
mation than to subscribe to that theory that Panama was one of
the best examples in that recent operation that they had with re
spect to the bank secrecy. It just really definitely shows a lack of
the coordinated kind of intelligence that — I think the chairman
was referring to this —should be made available to DEA and to
those who are involved in the interdiction effort.

That's if we are going to put the best light on it, that it's a fail
ure. I'm not going to go any further, and I thank the chairman for
giving me an opportunity to at least touch on some of these.

I will say this, Admiral.
I think that those people from State Department, Defense, CIA,

and others, who briefed you prior to going down and who you con
sulted with, should have seen the possible pitfalls of sending or per
mitting — I won't say "permitting" —but not advising you strongly
not to get involved, particularly with the drug charges that were
beginning to mount, the speculation, et cetera.

They should have been able to see the incredibly difficult posi
tion that it would place you in, the Vice President in, the adminis
tration in. They should have known better. If anything, they
should have said to you "Please don't go down."

I think if someone had done that, maybe your judgment would
have been changed and you would have said "Let me escape this
kettle of fish that is going to smell up to the high heavens." Cer
tainly it has come to do that.

I think it must have, must cause you some pain, in retrospect, to
look back and say "I could have avoided this kind of situation." Ab
solutely absurd.

Now, do I believe it? Yes.
Why? Because if you look at the policy that this administration

is engaged in, you permit an indictment, you signed off on an in
dictment, and have no plan of action other than the economic sanc
tions that basically came from, I think with the prodding of the
Congress, and allow this thing to just stew out there, destroy a
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middle class, destroy those people, the goodwill of the Panamanian
people who look for democracy.

So, do I believe that they could have permitted you to place your
self in that position? Yes, I do. It is very consistent with having
little, if any, effective policy in dealing with Panama in situations
like this.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Admiral, I'm a little confused about a couple of

things on the trip, and I want to ask you. Who went with you on
the trip —Tongsun Park?

Admiral Murphy. Mr. Tongsun Park.
Senator Kerry. Is that all?
Admiral Murphy. He had two people with him, who were his

own business associates.
Senator Kerry. That was it?
Admiral Murphy. Nothing to do with me.
Senator Kerry. Do you know who they were, by name?
Admiral Murphy. I can get that for the record. I don't have their

names.

[The information referred to was not supplied at time of print
ing.]

Senator Kerry. Male or female?
Admiral Murphy. One female and one male.
Senator Kerry. So, there were four of you, in all, that made the

trip?
Admiral Murphy. That's in November. In August, it was just Mr.

Tongsun Park and myself.
Senator Kerry. Now, you say you went down. It was a business

trip. Is that accurate?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What prompted you, since you were going on a

private business trip, to talk to Defense, State, CIA, and the Vice
President's office?

Admiral Murphy. Well, that's the purpose of my kind of busi
ness, to find out— first of all, I'm not going to talk in a foreign
country unless I am up to speed on what the U.S. position is vis-a
vis that country. My own policy has always been that I will never
do anything against the best interests of my own country.

Senator Kerry. And in August 1987, what did these policy people
say to you was in the best interests of your country vis-a-vis
Panama? Did they suggest to you go ahead, a good place to do busi
ness?

Admiral Murphy. Well, you're not going to find Government offi
cials who make those kind of judgments.

Senator Kerry. Well, then, why did you go see them?
Admiral Murphy. I wasn't asking them for that. I was asking

them for United States policy vis-a-vis Panama, not United States
policy vis-a-vis myself, as a businessman.

Senator Kerry. And at what point did they deputize you to have
a discussion with Noriega about his departure?

Admiral Murphy. Oh, Mr. Chairman, I was never deputized.
What do you mean by that?

Senator Kerry. Well, why did you have a conversation?
Why were you negotiating with General Noriega?
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Admiral Murphy. I wasn't negotiating with anybody. I thought I
described what I was doing.

Senator Kerry. Well, you had a four-point plan; didn't you?
Admiral Murphy. Now here's a man who is causing a lot of trou

ble vis-a-vis the United States, who, it appears, really, has affected
the economics of the country, therefore affects all the business in
terests of people who have invested in Panama, and I was interest
ed in exploring with him if he could take steps that would correct
that instability, particularly from an economic point of view.

Senator Kerry. But you were actually suggesting dates of elec
tions and terms of his departure.

You sat in front of him and said, "You know, you've got to leave.
It's time to retire."

Admiral Murphy. Yes, I did. If you're trying to improve your re
lations with the United States, in my judgment — in my judgment —
these are the kinds of things you would have to do.

Senator Kerry. Well, were you authorized to make those state
ments to him?

Admiral Murphy. No. But I'm not unauthorized, either.
Senator Kerry. Well, isn't there a Logan Act provision against

private citizens negotiating?
Admiral Murphy. No. The Logan Act is when you're negotiating.

I was not negotiating for the United States, and he could be taking
advice from all sorts.

I was just explaining that if these steps were taken, the relation
ships between Panama and the United States stood a chance of im
proving.

Senator Kerry. Who paid for the trips to go down?
Admiral Murphy. Mr. Tongsun Park.
Senator Kerry. And how did you go down on the first trip? Fly

commercially?
Admiral Murphy. It was air. It was commercial air half way and

private aircraft the second half.
Senator Kerry. Which half? What do you consider a half? What

is "half way"?
Admiral Murphy. Miami to Panama was the second half.
Senator Kerry. And how did you fly from Miami to Panama?
Admiral Murphy. It was a private aircraft provided by a friend

of Mr. Tongsun Park.
Senator Kerry. What kind of aircraft?
Admiral Murphy. August — it was a Jetstar.
Senator Kerry. And there were two of you on that journey?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And on the next journey?
Admiral Murphy. The next journey, it was a 707 and there were

the four people I told you about.
Senator Kerry. Four people in a 707?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Is there any rationale for that?
Admiral Murphy. Yes. The Jetstar was in maintenance. That's

the only plane he had available.
Senator Kerry. Was he the only way to get there?
Admiral Murphy. Well, at that point in the evening, yes. With

the connections out of—we'd had commercial tickets all the way,
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and we were visiting with Mr. Tongsun Park's friend in Miami who
owned the plane.

Senator Kerry. The friend was who?
Admiral Murphy. Sarkis —uh
Senator Kerry. Soghenalian?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Did you know what his occupation was?
Admiral Murphy. No. I just knew, when I first met him, I knew

he was a friend of Tongsun Park's.
Senator Kerry. Do you know what his occupation is today?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
I know, well, the company itself is an aircraft maintenance com

pany, cargo aircraft, overhaul, repair, that kind of work. But he did
tell me that he handled arms deals, particularly with Iraq. That
came out during the conversations.

Senator Kerry. Now, with respect to the meeting that you had,
Mr. Blandon testified before the committee that he had a conversa
tion with General Noriega, and I quote from the testimony of Mr.
Blandon: "General Noriega told me that Murphy had said he was
speaking on behalf of Secretary of State Shultz and on behalf of
General Powell of the National Security council."

Did you say that to General Noriega?
Admiral Murphy. No.
Senator Kerry. "And they said that if Noriega carried out this

plan, he would remain in power until February 1989."
Was that discussed?
Admiral Murphy. Only to the extent that I just testified.
I did not say he could stay in power. That's a completely errone

ous statement by, in that testimony.
I'm not saying that Noriega didn't say that to Blandon. I'm just

saying that I did not say that to Noriega.
Senator Kerry. Oh, I understand. That's what I'm trying to get

at. I realize that it's one person talking to another.
I just wanted to have you comment on these statements that

have been made to us so that we can air it and figure out who said
what to whom.

The reason this is relevant, the reason I'm concerned about it,
obviously, is, I mean, you're aware, are you not, that the State De
partment at a later point said that you're trips had been counter
productive?

Admiral Murphy. I read a quote in the paper. I was never told
that to my face.

Senator Kerry. But you are aware that that was the official line
that was put out; correct?

Admiral Murphy. Yes —by whoever it was. I don't know how offi
cial it was. But I did read it in the paper.

Senator Kerry. I believe it came from Secretary Abrams.
And the reason, obviously, this is relevant, in terms of the policy

is here you've got 1987, August, November. We'd had a major fight
on the Senate floor here for the decertification of Panama —a
major fight with a very close vote.

In fact, it wasn't that close, was it—that particular vote on
Panama?

91-936 0-88-9
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The Senate made a major statement about the narcotics trafick-
ing in Panama and of General Noriega and his need to go. There
had been major street unrest. Herrera had made his move. This is

at a time when people were looking for way to get him out. Osten
sibly, indictments were sort of lurking in the background. The
grand jury was meeting.

And, notwithstanding that, you, the former head of the Florida
Narcotics Task Force, and the Chief of Staff of the Vice President,
jump on a plane with Tongsun Park, who owes the Government of
the United States $6.6 million, and you fly down to Panama and
you meet with General Noriega.

Is there any sense in your mind now about why mixed messages
may or may not be sent and why there is a concern about the uni-
direction of our policy, if you will, and who speaks for the United
States—the Secretary of State, the President, the CIA, General
Woerner, a visiting businessman?

Admiral Murphy. Well, this visiting businessman said only ex
actly the same things that you and Congress were saying and that
the administration was saying. So, it wasn't what I would consider
to be a contradiction, even though Blandon, in his testimony, indi
cates that it was disturbing to the things that he was doing, which
I was unaware of, of course, at the time.

So, I didn't see myself as sending a conflicting message. I thought
maybe I was sending a corroborating message.

Senator Kerry. How did you come to know Tongsun Park?
Admiral Murphy. I met Tongsun Park through Mr. Bob Gray in

Gray & Co., back in probably late 1985.
Senator Kerry. Do you have any knowledge about how Tongsun

Park knew General Noriega?
Admiral Murphy. No, I haven't got any idea.
Senator Kerry. He didn't tell you why he was interested in

flying down there?
Admiral Murphy. Oh, he's interested, to the best of my knowl

edge, in business interests in Panama. You know, he never dis
cusses his details with

Senator Kerry. Did he have business interests at the time with
General Noriega.

Admiral Murphy. No, not that —well, I'm not going to say "No."
I don't know.

Senator Kerry. Do you know what the interests were that he
was expressing, what kind of business that you went down to dis
cuss?

Admiral Murphy. Well, it's the same as what I said in my notes.
It is to see if there can be some longer range economic stability for
Panama.

Senator Kerry. But was there a specific
Admiral Murphy. No particular business.
Senator Kerry. No particular business at all?
Admiral Murphy. None that I was aware of.
Senator Kerry. This was a generic interest?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Why Panama, of all places, in 1987?
Admiral Murphy. I believe that he has long-range business inter

ests in Panama.
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Senator Kerry. So, you do believe that he has long-range inter
ests?

Admiral Murphy. I do, but I'm not going to testify to it because I
don't know.

Senator Kerry. In the Wall Street Journal, you characterize
Tongsun Park as "a very fine businessman who deals with very
fine people."

Is that an accurate quote?
Admiral Murphy. I don't think you've got a good quote there. I

didn't say he was a
Senator Kerry. This the Wall Street Journal, February 29.
Admiral Murphy. I think the quote was that "He is a highly ac

cepted international businessman."
Senator Kerry. And you stated that he seems to be accepted ev

erywhere except in the United States?
Admiral Murphy. No.
I think he's accepted probably in the United States. He's not ac

cepted generally inside the Beltway.
Senator Kerry. Are you aware that the IRS still has claims of

$6.6 million against him?
Admiral Murphy. Yes. I believe that that's being negotiated

right now. But I'm not here to defend or condemn Mr. Park.
Senator Kerry. No, I'm not either.
Admiral Murphy. He can defend himself.
Senator Kerry. I understand that.
Who was going to pay you?
Admiral Murphy. Well, it was going to be this group of Ameri

can businessmen. We never got to the point of getting them de
fined. That was something that Mr. Tongsun Park was working on.
They would be the ones to pay me.

But this thing just didn't materialize to the extent of getting to a
contract stage.

Senator Kerry. On the flight to Panama, was a Mr. Greg Le-
barge on board?

Admiral Murphy. Yes.
That's the gentleman's name.
Senator Kerry. Do you know who he is?
Admiral Murphy. I believe he is an employee of Mr. Tongsun

Park.
Senator Kerry. Have you ever met him before?
Admiral Murphy. Before that trip? I can't recall meeting him

before.
Senator Kerry. Do you know if he has any affiliation with any

U.S. intelligence agencies?
Admiral Murphy. No, I do not.
Senator Kerry. The plan that you proposed to General Noriega,

was that discussed at all with any of the Government agencies that
you briefed prior to your departure?

Admiral Murphy. No.
Senator Kerry. Was it discussed with them when you came

back?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What was the reaction of State to what you had

proposed?
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Admiral Murphy. State listened politely and respectfully and
said "Thank you." There was no discussion.

That's what I would expect. A Government official is not going to

discuss these things with me.
Senator Kerry. And when you decided to make the November

trip and you then went back to them, did they say pursue tlie four-

point plan?
Admiral Murphy. Oh, no, no.
Senator Kerry. Did they say don't bring it up?
Admiral Murphy. No, they didn't. And I didn't discuss with

them what I would discuss with Noriega.
Again, I was just getting updated on the U.S. position — has it

changed? Is it harder? Is it softer? How are the negotiations going,
to the extent that you can tell me? That was all.

Senator Kerry. At the time that you took the plane from Miami,
the 707, did you know that Mr. Soghenalian was under indictment?

Admiral Murphy. No. As far as I know, he wasn't. If he were, I
was unaware.

Senator Kerry. You were unaware at that time. All right.
Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. [Nods negatively.]
Senator Kerry. Senator Adams.
Senator Adams. I indicated before leaving, Admiral Murphy, that

I wanted to briefly ask you about Haiti.
Do you have a connection with Haiti?
Admiral Murphy. I did have a business connection for a short

period of time.
I was a subcontractor to another firm in town, called Miner, Fra-

zier, & Gabriel. They had signed a contract with the newly elected
government of Managatt in February 1988, and I signed a subcon
tract with them to perform government relations services and to
advise, through them to advise Managatt on what he ought to be

doing about his drug problem.
Senator Adams. Were you a registered agent for Haiti?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator Adams. Mr. Cash, who is head of the DEA in Miami, tes

tified, and I quote, that "Our intelligence indicates major Colombi
an trafficking organizations are using Haiti as a base of operations,
storage site, staging area, and a rendezvous point. The Colombian
population in Haiti is increasing daily. It's only been within the
past 8 months that the Haitians have been able to make any esti
mate in this regard. They currently believe there are a thousand
Colombians in Haiti."

He then goes on to describe, and we had a lot of other testimony,
about Haiti being the new transshipment point and that Colonel
Paul has been indicted by our people. First Colonel Paul was in

government. Then there was a coup—he was out—and then back
in.

Did you talk with Colonel Paul while you were there?
Admiral Murphy. I never visited with Haiti. I never met Mana

gatt.
My recommendations were made to this other firm, and they

were relayed, then, to the Haitian Government.
I no longer have that business.
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On May 25 of this year, Managatt assigned an Ambassador to
Washington and turned over what I was doing, the kinds of things
I was doing, turned over that responsibility to his ambassador, and
so, I dropped out in May 1988.

So, I was involved from some time in February —no, March 2
until May 25. So, I no longer represent them. And I never did meet
him.

I made recommendations.
Now here, Managatt, at the time we're talking about—March—

had been in office something like, I think 30 days, and he faced a
lot of problems. Many Members of our Congress were very, very
upset because of the way the election was conducted and applied
sanctions against Haiti. We were passing resolutions against Haiti
and we're threatening further sanctions against Haiti.

He didn't have much time to get his act together.
So, I emphasized that he had to show his separation from the

military and he had to get on top of the drug problem. And the
first thing to do would be to have an investigation of those people
involved in the drugrunning, which included Colonel Paul, and
that he had to

Senator Adams. But he was gone, wasn't he, before your contract
terminated and the military had come in?

Admiral Murphy. No, sir.
Senator Adams. So you match—what? In other words, I'm just

trying to
Admiral Murphy. Well, let's see, he just got overthrown within

the last 30 days, I believe. My efforts terminated in May.
Senator Adams. In May. I see.

Admiral Murphy. Now, I think he was trying to do the kinds of
things that we had discussed, and I believe he failed, mainly be
cause of his own tactics and timing.

I think he was trying. I think he was on the right track. And it's
a shame to see Haiti go down the drain, another transshipment
point.

Senator Kerry. Senator D'Amato, do you have anything more?
Senator D'Amato. Let me ask you what kind of advice did you

give Managatt?
Admiral Murphy. It was my judgment that he could not stand

around and let this drug problem fester in Haiti, and that he could
not expect support from the United States if it were evident that
he was a puppet of the military.

Senator D'Amato. Who did you give this advice to specifically?
What was your method?

You didn't give it to him directly, Admiral.
Admiral Murphy. No, sir.
There was a Haitian representative here, whose name I'll pro

vide for the record— I don't have it with me —who was a close confi
dant of Managatt, and I talked to him. That same gentleman today
is the Ambassador in Washington.

[The information referred to was not supplied at time of print
ing.]

Senator D'Amato. Almost an analogous situation, if you look at
this, a parallel to Panama, where the president makes an order dis
missing someone and he finds himself out, huh?
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Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
I don't know how he could have done it better. But I think one

thing. If we'd been a little more patient, if we, the United States,
had been a little more patient with him, and let him know that he
had a little time, then he might have been able to maneuver
Namphy and Paul more skillfully.

Senator D'Amato. Admiral, let me go back to Panama.
You know of Tongsun Park and his reputation; didn't you?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, yes. Anybody who has lived in Washing

ton knows of him.
Senator D'Amato. Weren't you concerned? Did it ever bother you

at all that you would be taking this trip down to Panama with
Tongsun Park?

Admiral Murphy. Well, I gave that thought. I'm a careful busi
nessman.

Senator D'Amato. In retrospect, would you say it was a mistake?
Admiral Murphy. No.
Senator D'Amato. Think about it.
Admiral Murphy. You mean dealing with Tongsun Park; was

that a mistake?
Senator D'Amato. Yes, sure.
Admiral Murphy. No, I don't.
Senator D'Amato. Gees, I'm giving you a great way out. Think

about it. Let us do it again.
Admiral Murphy. Well, you want me to be straight with you.
Senator D'Amato. Take a look at it. When you look at it now

and how it can be interpreted, wouldn't you think at this point, if
you had the benefit of what's taken place, would you have done it
again?

Admiral Murphy. But I've done nothing illegal or improper.
Senator D'Amato. I'm not telling you about whether you did

anything illegal, Admiral. I'm saying in light of how this
Admiral Murphy. Well, if you'd think less of me, then yes, I'd

rather not.
Senator D'Amato. No, I'm not saying that to you.
Admiral Murphy. But I don't quite understand why you do.
Senator D'Amato. Well, it's a matter of judgment.
Admiral Murphy. Yes, we come down to judgment.
I'm a businessman. I'm trying to make a dollar. I've got a new

firm. I'm trying to move along.
Senator D'Amato. Admiral, don't sell all of that great work that

you have done, your service to the country —a four-star Admiral.
Come on. You think a little bit more of your

Admiral Murphy. Oh, I do.
Senator D'Amato [continuing]. Reputation than "I'm trying to

make a buck."
Admiral Murphy. I do. But if I get a suggestion for new business

from somebody who has great connections in Japan, great connec
tions in Singapore, Malaysia, London, Egypt, and has no charges
against him

Senator D'Amato. So, that's what you were thinking of Mr.
Park, in other words, in terms of the opportunities that he might
afford you for representation, not so much in Panama, but in other
areas as well?
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Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Senator D'Amato. All right.
Admiral Murphy. He has introduced me to, you know, Abe, in

Japan — I mean, the top level people.
Senator D'Amato. Well, he dragged you into a real hornet's nest;

didn't it? He didn't drag you. You went into a real hornet's nest,
huh?

Admiral Murphy. Eyes open. I thought a lot. I'm careful. I have
not made a mistake. But I'm always careful that the opportunity is
there.

Senator D'Amato. Let me suggest this to you and I'll break off at
this point.

I really think that you did make an error in judgment as it relat
ed to getting involved with him, with that hornet's nest going on,
going down there, all the interpretations that it could lead to.

He knew what he was doing very clearly I don't know about Ad
miral Murphy understanding how you can be leveraged and how it
can look and appear to the outside.

Let me say this to you. You're not the only person who has ever
done it. This Senator has loaned his name and afterward I've said
"Oh, my God, why? A combination of loyalty, stupidity." But I
would think, in retrospect, if you were to say to me, "Alfonse,
would you take back what you did," yes, I would, in many situa
tions.

That's really what I'm saying to you here.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you.
Did there come a time, Admiral, when you organized a meeting

between Vice President Bush and Prime Minister Pindling?
Admiral Murphy. I don't recall that I organized it, but there was

a meeting. The name of the, it's an organization that meets regu
larly in Miami, which are sort of the leaders of the Caribbean, and
it has a name which I can't remember.

So, that meeting was scheduled. Maybe I arranged it. I just can't
testify to who arranged it.

At any rate, if that's what you want to know, there was a meet
ing—Pindling, Adlerlee, Murphy, and the Vice President of the
United States.

Senator Kerry. When was that?
Admiral Murphy. I can't recollect. My guess would be
Senator Kerry. About 1982 or 1983?

Admiral Murphy [continuing]. My guess would be early 1983.
Senator Kerry. And you were present at the meeting; correct?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Where was the meeting in Miami?
Admiral Murphy. I can't recall. I can see the room. I have no

idea what hotel. It was probably a hotel room.
Senator Kerry. What was the tone of the meeting?
Admiral Murphy. Tough.
Senator Kerry. And the Vice President expressed some anger

about drug flights; correct?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
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I'd have to go back in history. I had visited Pindling earlier on,
accusing the Bahamas of cooperating in the transshipment of
drugs.

Senator Kerry. That's in late 1982; correct?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir, shortly after we got involved, and,

you know, told him that there were night flights coming into the
Bahamas and that Norman's Cay, for instance, was taken over by
Carlos Lehder, lock, stock, and barrel.

Senator Kerry. And you specifically mentioned Norman's Cay at
this meeting; didn't you?

Admiral Murphy. As I recall, yes, and I was told I was crazy.
Senator Kerry. And what was the Prime Minister's reaction.
Admiral Murphy. Well, I think the conversation I was just talk

ing about was probably with Mr. Aderlee, who was the Foreign
Minister at the time, and he kind of laughed at me.

Senator Kerry. Coming back to the meeting in 1983, where you
were talking about narcotics —yes, Aderlee is now the attorney gen
eral; isn't he?

Senator D'Amato. And he laughs at us, too.
Senator Kerry. This is 1982-83.
Admiral Murphy. Well, this builds on it.
At the meeting in Miami, we had evidence that we had accumu

lated to show the number of night flights going into the Bahamas.
We took an E-2C and just tracked and plotted all those flights, and
it was unbelievable the number of flights. And there it was, cold
evidence.

And so, the Vice President presented that to Mr. Pindling.
Senator Kerry. Didn't you tell him almost, "That it was like

O'Hare Airport"?
Admiral Murphy. Yes. And where it got kind of tough, I mean,

Mr. Pindling— I mean, it was pretty cold evidence —but when I
mentioned to Mr. Pindling that this guy, Aderlee, when I had first
met with him, denied that there were any night flights going in,
Mr. Aderlee then says that I'm a liar, and so we have an exchange
of words, and it got very heated. Very heated.

At that point, the Vice President and the Prime Minister are
just sitting there, watching a debate with Mr. Aderlee. And I
wasn't lying. I remember it very well.

Senator Kerry. And the Prime Minister's reaction?
Admiral Murphy. He accepted the evidence, and, as I recall, in

dicated that he would check into it.
Senator Kerry. What happened after that meeting? Did the situ

ation improve?
Admiral Murphy. I don't recall that the night flight traffic im

proved at all.
Senator Kerry. Did the Vice President hold any additional meet

ings with the Prime Minister?
Admiral Murphy. Not that I recall.
Pindling did one thing.
Now, the sequence and the timing my memory is too vague to

testify to. But he did appoint, I believe the job was called "Secre
tary of Defense," and he put a man in there who was much more
conscientious about this whole business of fighting drugs and fight
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ing transshipment. We suddenly started to get a lot of cooperation,
and I was very encouraged.

That man, whose name I can't remember—It's like "Roe" or
something like that.

Senator Kerry. Roker?
Admiral Murphy. Pardon?
Senator Kerry. Roker?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, yes. And he was good.
Senator Kerry. He's now gone?
Admiral Murphy. That's what I hear. But I understand he was

an honest man, a conscientious man.
Senator Kerry. That's probably why he's gone.
You see, what I'm getting at, Admiral, and I think you under

stand what I'm getting at, in 1982-83, the Vice President of the
United States is sitting face to face, to his credit, with the Prime
Minister and saying your country's riddled with drugs. "It's like
O'Hare Airport.'

Now, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988— the same government,
the same man you sat with down there is the attorney general of
the country today. The Prime Minister is still the Prime Minister.
More narcotics than ever before in history are flowing through the
Bahamas and into this country. And you can't blame us for sitting
here and saying "Well, what's happened, what was the followup? '

Admiral Murphy. Well
Senator Kerry. Let me just finish for a minute.
The State Department wouldn't even recommend the decertifica

tion of the Bahamas under the drug law that we passed to try to
hold countries accountable.

Now, I don't know. I mean, my interest is simply in trying to un
derstand when you get serious and how.

Admiral Murphy. Or how you define "serious."
Senator Kerry. Well, you can't define
Admiral Murphy. There was followup action.
Senator Kerry. But you're a very smart man, Admiral. You

don't become a four-star admiral and you can't have command of
an aircraft carrier and do the things you've done without under
standing tactics and strategy. And, as a measurement of what
you're accomplishing, I mean, it just boggles my mind, as a former
prosecutor, to be able to sit here and say that you could be satisfied
with the notion of interdiction or satisfied with the notion of sei
zures when you know people aren't going to jail, when you know
the good men get moved out, as Mr. Roker has been, and the whole
government itself is held by people involved in the criminal con
spiracy.

The bottomline question that this committee has been struggling
with for 2V2 years, and still struggles with is what can we best do
to leverage those countries or to affect the course of events in a se

rious way, in an immediate way, in a real way, that is going to get
those countries to respond when the very government is involved
in it, when they're making enormous profits off it.

I mean, Pindling lives in a million dollar home. He's got all the
appurtenances of the drug trade—big cars, parties, everything —
and he's running the show.

I mean, are we that blind, are we so stupid?
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What is the problem?
Admiral Murphy. Well, I'm sure we could use your help in figur

ing out what to do. It's not nice to have to deal with these people. I
didn't enjoy sitting down and looking them in the eye and wonder
ing whether or not I'm dealing with an honest man or not. And it

happened to me in a couple of other places.
Senator Kerry. Was there any wonder?
Admiral Murphy. Yes. But what do you do?
I can't shoot them. I have to operate with them. I have to try to

succeed in stopping the drug shipments.
Senator Kerry. Let me suggest to you what you do.
I mean, Senator D'Amato and others up here on the Hill have

been screaming for a drug czar for years. Joe Biden, in 1981, sur
faced the idea of a drug czar—in 1981.

Admiral Murphy. I remember it.
Senator Kerry. OK. That's one thing you could do.
Another is to have an overall strategy.
Admiral Murphy. But that's what I'm recommending to you,

Senator.
Senator Kerry. Well, I agree with you. I agree with you. But the

problem is that many people have been screaming this for a long
time, and we can't even get, you couldn't even get, according to

your testimony, our own intelligence community to give us the
knowledge of what's going on in narcotics trafficking.

Admiral Murphy. I don't think I said that. I said they missed out
on this whole Panama thing.

Senator Kerry. Well, my God, is there a bigger example of nar
cotics trafficking? If they miss out on that, tell me what they're on
top of.

Admiral Murphy. If I may respectfully say, sir, there are other
things that I've testified to that there hasn't been a single question
about.

I do think it's time to do more about the users.
Senator D'Amato. Admiral, at this point in time let me suggest

to you that there is a very serious effort, involving the resources of
both parties and the staffs and, hopefully, the administration will
come up with bipartisan antidrug legislation that really tackles
some of the very, very thorny political hot questions. We're not
going to do it if we do it as a Republican policy or a Democratic
policy. This is because in unity there is some salvation from the on
slaught of those who will absolutely tear apart this drug bill that I
think the Senate is going to come forward with.

We get into some very ticklish areas with respect to testing, with
respect to the users, et cetera.

So, I don't think you have to go into that.
But let me share with you a frustration.
You see, I honestly think that the Noriega situation would give

us a perfect point to look at—here, where we had so much in the

way of assets, where we could have utilized, and I think in the full
ness of time it will be established that it was the defense establish
ment and institution that really put the kibosh on anything.

The moment you took off from the table the possibility of the use
of some force, Noriega became intransigent. When he thought that
that was a very real possibility, when he saw the indictment come
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down, when he saw the economic sanctions, he was concerned.
Once the threat of the use of force was taken out, then here you
have a fellow who'll be able to leverage help, et cetera.

Now, let's take a look at this situation as it relates to the Baha
mas.

I would hope that we don't go, willy-nilly, to bring forth an in
dictment, based upon a 1984 transaction, unless we are going to be
able to have a long-range and a cohesive policy to deal with it.

It makes no sense to bring indictments against world leaders or
leaders of other countries unless you can do something with it.

I would think that we should have a policy — it doesn't have to be
an open one —where those people who carry some message of au
thority from the administration, et cetera, can say to him "Listen,
you have to begin flying right, otherwise there are a series of pro
grams that we're going to undertake. What you did in 1984, that's
one thing. It's out. It's over. Unless we can be assured that we're
going to have your total cooperation you're going to cease and
desist, then we will have a very real plan of action." And if that
means that no American citizen goes there, if that means we cut
off tourism, if that means et cetera, we make them up— I'm not
suggesting to you that it be that. But we have to have some plan.
You just don't indict a foreign leader and then say "Well, we can't
do anything," and then wonder why we suffer the consequences.

Senator Kerry. If I could just interject there, with respect to
something like the Bahamas, if you're sitting there with "O'Hare
airport" evidence in 1982, it seems to me that if you're going to
think in terms of larger strategy, then you look at things like cut
ting off landing rights, changing the trade, hardening visa policy,
putting pressure on tourism.

Senator D'Amato. Mr. Chairman, that's exactly the kind of thing
that I think we have to be ready and willing on, if we cannot get a
cooperation from an area, particularly one so important.

Now I don't say you say this publicly because, if you do it public

ly
,

then, obviously, any leader in these countries has got to back
up. But I think we have to develop that, some policy. That overall
policy that we are looking for has not been around, and you're
never going to get it unless there is whatever you call him, the
drug czar, or that person who is given the mantle of using and co
ordinating assets of this country as it relates to the total war, and
being able to involve them in the situation, whether it's Panama,
whether it's the Bahamas, and the other areas that will be develop
ing.

Would you like to comment on that?
Admiral Murphy. I agree with you, sir.
Senator Kerry. Can I ask you a ticklish question?
Did you at some later date have communications with the Prime

Minister regarding business in the Bahamas?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.

I visited the Bahamas probably back in 1985, something like
that. I saw him, and I was proposing to help work out the agree
ment between the United States and Panama, and that country, on
the secrecy act, bank secrecy acts, which he was adamant about
and kind of threw me out of the office and said "That's none of
your damn business, I'll handle that."
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But at that time, again, there was something he — I don't know
how it stands today, I don't know what kind of agreement or treaty
we have—but it was something that the Justice Department had
been pushing for a long time and we could never seem to get any
where with them.

Senator Kerry. Is there any sense in your mind, Admiral, I
mean, here you have had subsequent contacts in Haiti, you've had
subsequent contacts in Panama, you've had subsequent contacts in

the Bahamas, that the very folks you met or were dealing with to

try to, I mean, there's kind of a revolving door here, isn't there? At
one moment, you're on the narcotics effort, trying to point out

their illicit conspiracy against the United States, and the next
moment you're going to be an intermediary with any numbers of

them for business purposes.
Does that send a mixed message to them about a U.S. real sense

of approbation?
Admiral Murphy. No. You'd have to be there and hear what I'm

saying to them. There is no mixed message, if you hear what I'm
saying.

Now, this whole business of working for a foreign government,
it's one thing that I think it might be worthwhile saying about for

a second, because some people have the idea that you are, like,
working against the United States because you are being paid for,

say, by a foreign company or something.
Senator Kerry. No, I'm not
Admiral Murphy. It doesn't turn out that way. It turns out that

almost 100 percent of the time, what you're doing is telling the guy
what it is he has to do to get along in the United States, whether it

be in business, whether it be a political problem that he has.
Senator Kerry. No, I understand that.
Admiral, please. Gosh, absolutely, no, no.
Senator Adams. We're not saying that, Admiral.
Admiral Murphy. Well, it's beginning to sound a little bit like

that.
Senator Adams. That's not it.
Senator Kerry. You've got to please understand, and I want to

be very clear about what I am saying so there is no misinterpreta
tion here.

Admiral Murphy. But there should be no misinterpretation on

the part of the people that I have talked to. It should be very, very
clear.

Senator Kerry. Let me tell you what happened.
Let's say, I mean, I know that these folks love to find people who

know people within the Government of the United States who can
kind of "make things OK." That's not your intent, but that's what
they're after.

Admiral Murphy. Oh, yes, I realize that.
Senator Kerry. And you just said, they need to know how to get

along with the United States.
So, here you've got a guy that I don't have any doubt about, he's

a criminal. He happens to hold a position, you know, that helps
him cover that up and be that criminal. But he's a criminal. And if
you become engaged in making things OK with the United States,
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what you're really doing is washing out his criminality and allow
ing him to get along.

Admiral Murphy. Well, that's if you're working for the individ
ual.

For instance, on Noriega, I made it clear up front there is no
way I am representing General Noriega. That's right from the very
beginning.

Senator Adams. Admiral Murphy, was Noriega on the CIA pay
roll during the period of time that you and Vice President Bush
were in the CIA?

Admiral Murphy. I would not know that, sir.
Senator Adams. You indicated, in the article that I'm looking at,

that you had confirmed that he was on the CIA payroll more than
a decade ago, and that

Admiral Murphy. Not me, sir.
Senator Adams. No?
Admiral Murphy. No. That was not part of my job in CIA. I

would not know and I don't know.
You can't believe all that stuff.
Senator Adams. Well, no, I don't always believe what I read.

That's why I asked you, because it's in Newsday, Sunday, May 8,

1988, and it says, "Yet Murphy, confirming that Noriega was on
Bush's CIA payroll more than a decade ago, told Newsday that no
intelligence agency had informed the Vice President the Panama
nian strongman was participating in drugsmuggling."

Admiral Murphy. Well, the second half of that is true. But I just
could not tell a reporter, nor this committee, what Noriega's rela
tionship was with CIA. I don't know.

Senator Adams. Well, I'm asking about the period of time when
you were in the CIA, if he was

Admiral Murphy. I didn't know anything about that. My job did
not

Senator Adams. So that's a false statement, that report?
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I've got the article. You ought to look at it.
Admiral Murphy. I ought to read that.
Senator Adams. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Admiral, can you lend us any thoughts beyond

the user side? I want to talk about the foreign international piece
here for a minute, and then we'll wrap up. And you've been very
patient.

When you have, I mean, you've now been through this in a
number of different perspectives. You've had a chance to see
what's happened in the last few months in Panama, plus your own
visits with Noriega, plus your experience within the drug enforce
ment effort.

It's clear now that whole governments have been either stolen or
subverted, penetrated, whatever. It's clear that you're dealing,
much as we did in the prohibition days, with something where
there is a demand, huge amounts of money. We all know the power
of money.
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You've got geopolitics interfering, in a sense, with the enforce
ment efforts, in many ways, ideology being mixed with greed, nar
cotics, and so forth.

A lot of people are asking the question, Is it out of control, can
you bring it back? How do you help a government like Colombia,
that has its justice system at peril of gunpoint, its leaders choosing
between money and death?

How do you do that if you don't involve armed forces, conceiv
ably, if you don't get a cooperative effort, if you don't raise it to a
higher level? I'd like to hear your thoughts on that, from your ex
perience.

Admiral Murphy. The attitudes of the governments that we're
talking about, those attitudes have evolved from 1982 to today.

The first time Vice President Bush called on the President of Co
lombia to discuss this issue, to get his support, the answer was
"that's your problem, that's an American problem. If you stop
using it, we'll stop sending it. Don't bother me with your problem."

And that attitude prevailed for quite a while. And then, a coun
try like Colombia, started to suffer the effects of drug use within
their own population. It started to change the attitude of the presi
dent.

We now have a new president in Colombia than the time I'm
talking about.

And then, of course, further downstream, we started seeing jus
tices murdered and the whole fabric of the society threatened by
these drug lords. Each time the attitude has changed and changed
and changed. Then you saw the same thing in Bolivia. Bolivia is
much worse than Colombia, where the country is practically run
by the drug people, and you'd bring in a president, you know, once
every 6 weeks they had a new president, and he'd try again to get
on top of the government, get his brains beaten in, thrown out, and
a new one in.

But their attitude today is a lot different, and you've seen that
by the United States military participation in exercises in Bolivia
against the drugs.

I think Peru and the other countries are at a point in time
where they are going to be much more willing to accept aid from
the United States in getting on top of some of these problems.

Senator Kerry. What kind of aid do you see? I mean, let's take
Colombia as the most dire example.

What kind of aid do you see there?
Admiral Murphy. I don't think Colombia has enough muscle to

go into that Indian country, where these guys are. They just don't
go in there.

You know, Senator D'Amato didn't think I was too bright to be
pushing for military use, like an air strike. Well, we're talking
about Indian country. They're not in there.

And if we offer to help by putting an air strike on a lab or on a

runway in this Indian country, I think maybe they will consider it.
They are unable to do it themselves.

Senator Kerry. Did they ever tell you that?
Did they ever say they would consider that?
Admiral Murphy. No, no.
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Senator Kerry. Did you ever make that recommendation to
them?

Admiral Murphy. This is my judgment.
No. In my time, the attitude was a little bit different. It's just

changing now.
Senator Kerry. This is a totally new proposal?
Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
Their attitude was changing, though, because, when I was there,

we had the murders of the attorney general. But what else do you
do?

Senator Kerry. What was the recommendation that was made to
them in the wake, I mean, as you saw the attorney general being
murdered, you saw half the supreme court being murdered, and
you saw a former presidential candidate being murdered? Wasn't it
obvious what was happening to the country?

Admiral Murphy. Oh, yes, sir. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Well, what recommendation was made at that

point?
Admiral Murphy. Well, that was being handled by the State De

partment.
Senator Kerry. Did they make any recommendation?
Admiral Murphy. I don't really know. I'm not cognizant of that.
Senator Kerry. You're not familiar with that?
Admiral Murphy. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Admiral Murphy. But, you know, I think you're wrestling with

problems here that we should be able to come up with, you know,
where intelligent men should be able to come up with some new
ideas. I don't think we should get, you know, driven out of the
room if it's an idea that isn't immediately appealing, and see if we
can't get to a point where these countries can get more help.

It's more a help than it is threatening. On the whole business of
taking aid away from countries, as I remember, Paul Hawkins got
that bill through. I was opposed to it at the time mainly because
these countries, a country like Bolivia, you know, punishing them
and hurting them is really self-defeating. You have to take each
country at the time.

What you've been saying about the Bahamas makes a hell of a
lot more sense than, say, applying the same thing, say, to Bolivia.

Senator Kerry. Sure. I think a different remedy, a different
place. I agree with that. I do agree with that.

In fact, I have suggested, to the chagrin of some of my constitu
ents, but I have suggested that there has to be some kind of mili
tary assistance in some places. I'm not talking about troops invad
ing and things like that. But I do think that helicopter assistance,
communications assistance

Admiral Murphy. Yes, jeeps, lots of help.
Senator Kerry [continuing]. Training, other things, are the only

way they're going to get the ability to penetrate some of those back
areas and so forth.

But what disturbs me, Admiral, still, to this day, as we sit here,
in the middle of 1988, struggling with this, is just from a practical
point of view. Now this is not a partisan comment; it's just a practi
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cal comment. I think there is a long-term failure in this. It spans
administrations, in a sense, in law enforcement.

During the 1970's, when I was in law enforcement, we had a

Democratic administration and I thought we were hurting.
But the problem is there just hasn't been an overall strategy.

You haven t had summit meetings on it. You've never seen, you
know, until this year, the Attorney General makes a trip down
to

Admiral Murphy. During the inauguration of the president in
Ecuador, that same timeframe, I was very impressed by the fact
that there were five South American presidents at the inaugura
tion, and they sat down with Bush. It wasn't a matter of trying to
encourage them to be interested in the problem. It was the other
way around —that they said we've got to do something. One of the
points was they said we can't let Bolivia go down the drain. We
must have some sort of joint approach to this thing.

And I believe there have been some efforts along that line since.
OK, we can do more. It's time to stop. Just like I talked about

World War II and the Pacific —OK, let's reanalyze where we are.
Can we come up with new strategies? Do we need more resources?
Where do you get them from? Will these guys cooperate? Do they
want us in there?

You know, we should get the Governors together. They're going
to be together in February here. Go down the list of things that the
Governors have to do. Show the kind of things the Federal Govern
ment has to do and will do. Put some guy out in charge.

I think we can do it. I really do.
These questions you're asking are not easy things to answer.
Senator Kerry. Well, that's why we're asking them. We're wres

tling with them. In about 2 weeks, as you know, we're hoping to
come out with a major, an absolutely more comprehensive congres
sional recommendation than we've ever made, and it is spanning
all the committees involved and both parties.

I think it is a very bona fide element.
I think you can understand the element of frustration
Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry [continuing]. Because the day-to-day administra

tive tools are not in our hands. That's not our role, and that's why
we are making that thing.

Let me just ask you quickly one question.
Do you believe we ought to be extraditing the kingpins and ex

traditing the leaders of countries, or trying to extradite them when
we have sufficient evidence for bringing an indictment?

Admiral Murphy. Yes, sir.
I'm thrilled that we nailed this guy, Lehder.
Senator Kerry. Now, are you aware that almost every one of the

countries we deal with will not extradite leaders to a country that
has the death penalty, so if we have the death penalty for drug
kingpins, we're sealing our fate in terms of extradition?

Admiral Murphy. That's interesting.
No, I did not know that.
Senator Kerry. Realizing that, would that affect your judgment

about that as a penalty in this bill?
Admiral Murphy. About the death penalty?
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Senator Kerry. If you realized you can't get any of the drug
leaders back?

Admiral Murphy. That's a tough call. That's really a trap there,
isn't it?

Well, I'll leave that to the wisdom of Congress to figure out. I
really don't know which way you should go in this case.

Come on, on the face of it, we can't let these guys kill our kids
and kill all the innocent people in our country on drugs, and when
you get your hands on them, let them off with even a life sentence.
There's something really wrong. You as a parent and the rest of us
as parents must be concerned about not having an adequate penal
ty to keep these guys from doing that.

Senator Kerry. Oh, I understand that. I understand that.
Admiral Murphy. But if it's not going to work, that's another

subject.
Senator Kerry. But when you talk about adequate penalties, you

know, I've always been a strong believer in the notion that life in
some prisons, without parole—and I mean without parole, no
parole whatsoever under any circumstances —but life without
parole, to the degree that any sentence is a deterrent, if you're a
thinking person, you know, life without parole has got to be a de
terrent.

I mean, anybody who is rational enough to stop and think about
the crime beforehand, so as to be deterred by the death penalty,
you are presuming a rationality that permits them also to be de
terred by life without parole in a lousy hellhole.

Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. So, if one's a deterrent, the other's got to be,

which raises the question of are either of them a deterrent to
people who say I'm not going to get caught.

Admiral Murphy. Yes.
Senator Kerry. So, it's irrelevant to me whether it's the death

penalty or life without parole because I'm the fancy criminal who
doesn't get caught. I think you have to look at the criminal mind.

So, I'd rather give up, you know, for the drug kingpins, I'd rather
get them back here and I'd rather send them away for the rest of
their life knowing their never going to get out, than know that we
can't get them back at all, and we're just going to be hamstrung in
the process.

Admiral Murphy. That's an interesting legal point.
Senator Kerry. We have a number of witnesses still to go, and

we've taken a considerable amount of time, Admiral. I really want
to thank you.

I think your perceptions that we have to do more, you're support
for the concept of a czar, your feeling about the toughness that we
have to exhibit in leveraging some of these other countries I think
is important to have.

And, while there have been some heated exchanges on some of
these other issues here, I do think that it has cleared the air on
some things that it is important to clear it on.

I don't know whether you have any last comment or last clarifi
cation that you'd like to make, but I'm happy to give you the
chance.
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Admiral Murphy. No, just thank you for listening to my views. I
appreciate it very much.

Senator Kerry. Well, we appreciate it.
I thank you for the time and I thank you for your extraordinary

and commendable service to this country.
Thank you, sir.
Senator Adams. Thank you, Admiral.
Admiral Murphy. It's good to see you, sir.
Thank you.
Senator Kerry. We're going to recess for 5 minutes before we

take the next witness. One 5-minute recess.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come back to order.
We are going to commence with this witness, Mr. Soghenalian.
My colleague, Senator McConnell, has an important meeting

that he has to attend during our break, so we're going to try to
create the break as fixed as possible, and I'll say that no matter
where we are in our testimony, we will recess at about 12:30, in
order to accommodate him.

Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Then we'll come back at 2 o'clock, which means

we'll run a little later in the afternoon, for which I apologize. But I
think that will accommodate all parties, hopefully.

So, Mr. Soghenalian, if you would, come forward, please.
If you would, stay standing just for a moment, please, and just

identify yourself.
Mr. Soghenalian. Sarkis G. Soghenalian.
Senator Kerry. Would you raise your right hand, please.
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. Soghenalian. I do, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Please be seated.
I'm going to let counsel, Mr. Jack Blum, proceed with questions

at this point.

STATEMENT OF SARKIS G. SOGHENALIAN, MIAMI, FL
Mr. Blum. Mr. Soghenalian, you are appearing here today pursu

ant to committee subpoena.
Is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. Would you pull the microphone close to you, Mr.

Soghenalian.
Mr. Blum. It's my understanding that you're presently under in

dictment in the Southern District of Florida for violations of the
Export Control Act.

Is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. I wonder if I can ask counsel who is with you first to

introduce himself and then perhaps to offer us an explanation of
your situation.
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Mr. Richman. Mr. Blum, I'm Gerald Richman. I represent Mr.
Soghenalian who, of course, is testifying here pursuant to subpoe
na.

He has been under two indictments previously. Nevertheless, we
are permitting him to testify.

One of the indictments has been dismissed by the Federal judge
involved. We believe, unfortunately, that the indictments are politi
cally motivated and unfair. In the first indictment, we feel that he
was particularly singled out when a corporation made a mistake,
and a U.S. Customs official told Mr. Soghenalian that everything
was legal. Nevertheless, he was, incredibly, indicted. And, after ex
tensive investigation, ultimately, the judge dismissed those charges.

Then, during the course of that, he was indicted a second time,
and we are presently defending those charges. We believe that
there is at least a strong possibility that the indictments either
were for the purpose of silencing him, to keep him from testifying,
or, second, that they were to discourage him from being, as he is, a
major broker with regard to the supply of arms to Iraq, as a broker
between France and Iraq.

We, because he is under indictment, need to preserve to the full
extent his fifth amendment privilege. I don't believe that anything
that is the subject of this investigation will relate directly to that
indictment. So, I am permitting him to testify.

He wants to cooperate fully. He has cooperated fully with this
Government in the past, and he believes that coming here today,
he's acting in the best interests of the U.S. Government, and with
regard to the matters as to which he's going to be questioned, he
believed then that he was acting in the interest of the U.S. Govern
ment and that he was assisting something that was in an official
U.S. capacity.

With that, I will permit him to go ahead and testify, pursuant to
the subpoena, for the limited purpose of its subject.

Senator Kerry. Let me ask you very quickly, what is the sub
stance of the charge against him now?

Mr. Richman. The present charge against him relates to alleged
violations of the Arms Export Control Act. One is an incredible
charge that he recruited an Air Force officer, Reserve officer, to go
to Iraq, to teach the Iraqis how to fly a captured F-4 Phantom jet,
which aircraft had been brought to Iraq by a defecting Iranian, and
which aircraft we understand came from the Israelis and was prob
ably part of the Iran-Contra shipment.

The second charge relates to a rocket launcher that, with Bell
Helicopter employees, was brought to Iraq. They didn't have a
proper license for it. It was supposed to have been dropped off in
Switzerland. It was a mistake that it went that far. It's been re
turned and delivered.

Nevertheless, Mr. Soghenalian has been indicted in relation to it.
The third charge relates to an alleged attempt to sell armed

TOW missile helicopters to the Iraqis under the guise that they
were going to be sold to Kuwait, going way back to 1984, 1983-84.
The charges were brought at the very end of 1987.

Senator Kerry. Let me just say from the testimony yesterday—
and then I want to move into the testimony —from the testimony
Tuesday, I am reading from the testimony of the U.S. Attorney
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Richard Gregorie who testified here. What he says is, regarding
prosecution today, he says, "There is a developing constitutional
crisis in the United States. The judicial system requires a prosecu
tor to turn over to a defendant any material which is exculpatory,
that would be helpful. Most times, in cases involving foreign lead
ers and foreign affairs, the prosecutor does not get all the material.
He doesn't know what it is he has to turn over. We are now faced
with such a case in an individual known as Sarkis Soghenalian,"
who is here. He said that the case was continued because the State
Department has failed to turn over discovery materials to the de
fense, and it is still being continued because the State has not
turned it over.

So, this is an example of the kind of case where there is this dif
ficult line between the ability of the judicial system to work and, at
the same time, whatever other interests are being represented to
be carried out.

Let me let counsel proceed now. I think we have enough of a

summary, and I want to proceed.
Mr. Richman. Fine.
Mr. Blum. How did you meet Tongsun Park, Mr. Soghenalian?
Mr. Soghenalian. About 18 months ago. Mr. Tongsun Park in

troduced himself to me at the Madison Hotel as international busi
nessman, and he introduced himself to me and the relationship
was started there.

Mr. Blum. And that took place at the Madison Hotel 18 months
ago?

Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. Did you do any business out of that initial contact?
Mr. Soghenalian. No, sir.
Mr. Blum. What kind of business was it, generally speaking?
Mr. Soghenalian. He was offering me his connections in South

east Asia, in Korea, and around the world, as an entrepreneur.
Mr. Blum. When did you next meet him?
Mr. Soghenalian. A month later.
Mr. Blum. Was that in Washington as well?
Mr. Soghenalian. That was in Washington, again in Madison

Hotel.
Mr. Blum. What happened then?
Mr. Soghenalian. It happened that I asked him if he knew any

attorney in Washington that he could help my case, or I could
retain him.

Mr. Blum. What came of that?
Mr. Soghenalian. He introduced me to an attorney which was

nothing extraordinary than what I had, and I didn't see any value
in it, and I turned back to my attorney. I consult him and he give
me his opinion.

Mr. Blum. Now when did you next encounter him?
Mr. Soghenalian. A couple of more times, many times by phone,

luncheon and dinner, and then one day he came to Miami. He was
en route to Santo Domingo, and we had lunch again and he asked
me if he could have transportation, and I offered him my aircraft.

Mr. Blum. Now, you have several aircraft; is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes. My son's company has several aircraft.
Mr. Blum. What's the name of that company?
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Mr. Soghenalian. Pan Aviation.
Mr. Blum. And did he then take your aircraft?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, he did, and he went to Santo Domingo,

and returned the aircraft back after a couple of days.
Mr. Blum. Did he pay you for the use of the aircraft?
Mr. Soghenalian. No, because there was no cost on the usage of

the aircraft. The aircraft was sitting on the ground, and we like to
put some hours on it.

He returned the aircraft with fuel that was on board. Crew was
on a full-time salary, anyway, so it didn't have any cost.

Mr. Blum. Now when did you next encounter him after that
Santo Domingo trip? That was in July 1987, if I'm not mistaken?

Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I don't remember the exact dates, but I
believe you have the manifest itself, explaining.

Mr. Blum. I'm going to ask that a set of these manifests be
brought down to you so that you can identify them for the record
and we can make them part of the record.

[Pause.]
Mr. Blum. Are those, in fact, your Pan Aviation flight logs?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Mr. Blum. And the top sheet in the sheets I've given you is a

passenger manifest
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, the original manifest.
Mr. Blum [continuing]. For the November flight.
[The information referred to follows:]
8-point stuff 2 kum
Mr. Soghenalian. I believe the first trip was the November 7,

November 11.
Mr. Blum. That was the first trip with Tongsun Park?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. Now, did there come a time when he came back to

you and said can we use your aircraft for going down to Panama?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
You talking about the second trip?
Mr. Blum. Yes.
Mr. Soghenalian. The second trip was with company of more

than himself.
Mr. Blum. Who was with him?
Mr. Soghenalian. There was a lady, that I don't remember her

name.
Mr. Blum. Let me go back.
I'm talking about the first trip to Panama. You said there was a

trip to Santo Domingo.
Mr. Soghenalian. It was his driver.
No — to Santo Domingo, you're talking about? Was his driver.

The second trip was more than himself.
Mr. Blum. And that trip had who on it?
Was that a trip that was just, the one that Admiral Murphy de

scribed, Admiral Murphy and Tongsun Park?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, Mr. Tongsun Park and Admiral Murphy.
Mr. Blum. Now how did you get to meet Admiral Murphy?
Mr. Soghenalian. I didn't know Admiral Murphy until he

showed up with Mr. Tongsun Park at our office, our aviation office.
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Mr. Blum. Had the arrangements for the trip been made in ad
vance?

Mr. Soghenalian. No. There was no arrangement made before.
But after their arrival, Mr. Tongsun Park asked me if he could use
the aircraft to go to Panama.

Mr. Blum. Did he say what the purpose of the trip was? Did you
have any conversation about that?

Mr. Soghenalian. No, he didn't tell me. But I got the indication
that it was official visit.

Mr. Blum. How did you get that indication?
Why did you have that impression?
Mr. Soghenalian. Mr. Park told me that I will know about the

trip later on, but I will be happy of that, the results of that trip, in
trying to help the country.

Mr. Blum. And was anything else said at the meeting about the
purpose of the trip or what the direction that they were going to
take when they got to Panama was, who they were going to see?

Mr. Soghenalian. I asked them briefly because my dispatcher
asked me. He says what kind of trip is this so that we can make
fuel arrangement there, we have to file a flight plan, and all that.
And I was told to call the air force there and tell them that certain
aircraft is coming, certain passenger, they will make the necessary
arrangement there, because we didn't have no landing permit
there.

So, we told them that there were government officials coming.
Mr. Blum. Were you paid for the use of the aircraft?
Mr. Soghenalian. No. Again, you know, they put the fuel and

that was it.
Mr. Blum. How long was the plane down in Panama? The flight

log suggests 2 days.
Mr. Soghenalian. The first one, you know, to Panama, was 2

days. Yes.
Mr. Blum. And then they came back up to Miami; is that cor

rect?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Mr. Blum. Did you talk to either Mr. Park or Admiral Murphy

on the return?
Mr. Soghenalian. No. I didn't ask anything to Admiral Murphy

directly. But I was talking since with Mr. Park, and he told me
that they had a very nice trip and very cordial, and things would
be nice between two countries.

Mr. Blum. Did he say anything more about the trip or the pur
pose of the trip?

Mr. Soghenalian. I do not recall, sir, exactly what was said. But
my impression was that they were doing something nice for United
States.

Mr. Blum. Were they delivering any kind of message to General
Noriega? Was that suggested?

Mr. Soghenalian. I was under impression that their meeting
was with General Noriega.

Mr. Blum. But was there a message going to General Noriega?
Mr. Soghenalian. They took a message —they listened Admiral

Noriega, I mean, General Noriega, and he was, he impressed him
self that he was made of Colonel North and, as a messenger from
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United States going to Panama, and that he liked rather to talk
with those guys than anybody else.

Mr. Blum. You heard this from whom? Who did you hear that
from?

Mr. Soghenalian. From Mr. Park.
Mr. Blum. Mr. Park told you that they had heard from General

Noriega that he had been angry about Colonel North being a mes
senger

Mr. Soghenalian. Right.
Mr. Blum [continuing]. From the United States.
Mr. Soghenalian. Right, and giving him orders.
Mr. Blum. And giving him orders.
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Mr. Blum. He didn't say what kind of orders; did he?
Mr. Soghenalian. No. I didn't go into details because doesn't in

terest me.
Mr. Blum. Now, what happened after that? Did you meet with

Tongsun Park and Admiral Murphy again?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
We had dinner here.
Mr. Blum. Here in Washington?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, one night.
Mr. Blum. Where was that?
Mr. Soghenalian. At Georgetown Club.
Mr. Blum. And who was at the Georgetown Club?
Mr. Soghenalian. Mr. Park, Admiral Murphy, myself, my son,

and few other foreigners, from Santo Domingo and an officer from
Panama.

Mr. Blum. Who was the officer from Panama; do you recall?
Mr. Soghenalian. I don't remember his name, sir, but I believe

he was, he had something to do with the Embassy in France.
Mr. Blum. An ambassador, perhaps?
Mr. Soghenalian. A Panamanian officer.
Mr. Blum. A Panamanian diplomatic officer?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
Mr. Blum. What was discussed at that meeting?
Mr. Soghenalian. I was not part of the meeting. They were talk

ing—because I was at the very end of the table. They had their
own discussion. Admiral Murphy was next to me. We were talking
about old days, Sixth Fleet in Mediterranean Sea, and knowing
little bit of what was going on there, and this sort of discussion.

Mr. Blum. Now, did there come a time when they came back
down to Miami to ask you to use the plane again?

Mr. Soghenalian. I took the Panamanian officer with me down
to Miami that night.

Mr. Blum. Oh, that was after that particular dinner party?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes. Correct.
Mr. Blum. Now, what I was asking was there came a time in No

vember when you were asked once again to provide your plane for
a trip to Panama.

Is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. Who asked you to do that?
Was that Mr. Park again?
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Mr. Soghenalian. Mr. Park, yes, sir.
Mr. Blum. And what did he say to you about the trip?
Mr. Soghenalian. He said "You spoiled us, we're going to ask

you a favor again, and we like to use the aircraft." I said "That
particular aircraft is under maintenance." I said "I don't know if
you can afford to pay the fuel on this one." I said "I have a 707

available, my personal plane." He said "That's no problem."
Mr. Blum. That 707 is your personal plane?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. What does it cost to operate that plane?
Mr. Soghenalian. It's for my personal comfort, security, and ac

commodate my clients.
Mr. Blum. I was asking what it cost to fly it.
Mr. Soghenalian. What cost?
Mr. Blum. Yes.
Mr. Soghenalian. The first hour will cost $2,400 fuel; and after

certain altitude, for more than a 1-hour flight, it will cost $1,600.
Mr. Blum. This is just the fuel cost?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. You're not talking about maintenance, upkeep, pilots

or anything else?
Mr. Soghenalian. No, sir. That is already being paid, if we

count it or not.
Mr. Blum. And what you said, in effect, is you can take it if

you'll pay the fuel?
Mr. Soghenalian. Right. I didn't say "pay the fuel," but if you

can afford the expense. That meant put the fuel and take it.
Mr. Blum. You were suggesting that you'd like it back with a

full tank?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
I was giving him the message silently, and so on.
Mr. Blum. Now, who was on the flight?
Mr. Soghenalian. Admiral Murphy and Mr. Park; a Korean

lady; and local person, which I do not remember his name. But you
already mentioned the name.

Mr. Blum. Mr. Lebarge?
Mr. Soghenalian. Right, Lebarge.
Mr. Blum. And a Miss Oh?
Mr. Soghenalian. Miss Oh, yes.
Mr. Blum. Now, what was your impression of who these people

were? How were they introduced to you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Knowing Mr. Park and then Mr. Murphy,

they didn't have to introduce themselves to me. Again, I mean, I
knew what they were. I knew they were going for some political
arrangement, to straighten out differences between Panama and
this country. I mean, United States—which was my impression.

Mr. Blum. Did you have the sense, or was anything ever explicit
ly said about Mr. Lebarge working for the U.S. Government in
some capacity?

Mr. Soghenalian. To tell you the truth, I was under impression
that he was working for Government, because all this eye talking
and signs and things like that, I knew it was something really
secret that they didn't want me to know.

Mr. Blum. And was the plane held?
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Was Mr. Lebarge late for the departure of the plane?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes. I don't know, he went someplace to get

some documents or something. The plane was late, for 1 Vz hours, 2
hours.

Mr. Blum. Now, when the plane came back, did you talk to
anyone about the nature of what had occurred in Panama?

Mr. Soghenalian. I didn't talk to—yes, I talked to Mr. Park. I
said "I hope your trip was successful," and he said "Yes, very suc
cessful." I think that history will talk about it

,

something like that.
Mr. Blum. Did he say anything else, anything more substantive

than that.
Mr. Soghenalian. No. He said "We have Panama on our side.

We have a friend that we gained." I don't know what that meant.
Mr. Blum. Now did you then see Mr. Park and Admiral Murphy

again?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, I did see them again.
Mr. Blum. When was that?
Mr. Soghenalian. During a boat race.
Mr. Blum. Would that have been in January 1988?

Mr. Soghenalian. Some time like that, yes.
Mr. Blum. And did they ask you for transportation again?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, they asked me if they could use my heli

copter.
Mr. Blum. And were you with them at the boat race?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
They took the helicopter, and my son went with them, piloting.
Mr. Blum. Was there any conversation at all about the trips to

Panama or what occurred?
Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I do not remember exactly.
Mr. Blum. Generally?
Mr. Soghenalian. One thing that was said to me by Mr. Park,

said "Next time you come with us, if you want to do business there,
there is a great opportunity."

Mr. Blum. Was there anything at all said about the Government
connections that were involved in this trip?

Did he say anything at all about this being official or related to
Government activity?

Mr. Soghenalian. I thought the trip was official, sir.
Mr. Blum. Was anything ever explicitly said?
Mr. Soghenalian. No, they didn't tell me anything that I can

pinpoint and tell you that this is the word that he said or not.
But, in general, the atmosphere was that it was a Government

thing. I assumed that. The way Admiral talked during the lunch,
that he was a Government official, when he said he was with Vice
President Bush and his campaign manager or whatever, because I

was voting, lobbying for Senator Dole, and he was for Bush at that
time.

So, my impression was that he was with Government.
Mr. Blum. Now, your business depends on good relations with

Government, doesn't it?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, yes.
Mr. Blum. And good relations with those aspects of Government

that perhaps get involved in weapons transactions; is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct.
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Mr. Blum. So that you need to maintain good relationships with
a clandestine part of U.S. Government activities, intelligence ac
tivities?

Is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, correct.
Mr. Blum. So that when someone approaches you and suggest

that you provide them a favor, are you inclined to do it?
Mr. Soghenalian. Well, not necessarily. But it goes that way,

that one hand washes the other, and both hands wash the face.
Mr. Blum. I'm going to come back to this business of impressions

because I think we can get a little more specific about things that
were said here.

Did anybody suggest that there was some kind of covert mission
going on here? Was that the suggestion made to you, to induce you
to give that aircraft?

Senator Kerry. More directly, Mr. Soghenalian, did you ever tell
Mr. Blum that?

Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I don't know. I don't have the diary what
I told Mr. Blum. But maybe within the conversation I said what
ever was at that moment my impression, my feeling, and despite of
what they told me or what I told them.

But, again, I will emphasize that
Senator Kerry. Well, the committee isn't going to get helped by

impressions. That's not what we're here for. Impressions are
not

Mr. Soghenalian. I would say that
Senator Kerry. I mean, I really don't want your impression. I

want to know what someone said or didn't say. That's the only
thing that's relevant.

Senator McConnell. What Senator Kerry is asking you is did
Admiral Murphy ever say that he was acting as a Government offi
cial at the time he was traveling to Panama, or was it your impres
sion?

Mr. Soghenalian. No. Admiral Murphy didn't tell me that, but
Mr. Park told me that they're carrying a Government message.

Senator McConnell. Tongsun Park told you that?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
Senator Kerry. What else did he tell you? What did Tongsun

Park tell you? Let's be specific here.
Mr. Soghenalian. He said when they succeed to put everything

back together into normal situation, they will be strong people in
Panama, and then if I would need anything from them, they would
help me to put it on. This is what was said.

Senator Kerry. Did you ask him or did he say anything about
what he meant by "when everything is back in order," or what?

Mr. Soghenalian. He said they're not going to strike any more
in the streets because he made clear to Noriega that North will not
go there and deal with him anymore, and some Government offi
cial —this is on a trip that was before even Admiral went there—
and that he will carry on a messenger from the Government.

Senator Kerry. That who will carry on a messenger from the
Government?

Mr. Soghenalian. Park, Mr. Park.
Senator Kerry. Park would?
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Mr. Soghenalian. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And he said that North would not go there any

more?
Mr. Soghenalian. No.
Senator Kerry. Who said that?
Mr. Soghenalian. Park said that.
Senator Kerry. That that was the deal, or something?
Mr. Soghenalian. I don't know what deal they were cooking

there, sir. I mean, all I know what he told me, and I was putting
things together. I was not interested of his statement. But, as far as
the wording what he said, those are his words.

Senator Kerry. So, he came back with a good feeling about the
business prospects in Panama?

Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And he told you that?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. He said we're going to be able to do business

here?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did he tell you what kind of business?
Mr. Soghenalian. No. He didn't specify any business at all.
Senator McConnell. Let me just say that what's important here

is what the Admiral Murphy said, not what Tongsun Park told you
or what you thought.

Mr. Soghenalian. I didn't have too much to talk about business
with Admiral Murphy, sir.

Senator McConnell. Precisely.
Mr. Soghenalian. But what I was getting as a team speaker

was
Senator McConnell. What you were getting was what Tongsun

Park was telling you?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would just like to go back to

elaborate a little bit more.
Was it your impression that the complaint was that the United

States had been bossing Noriega around, that North, or whoever,
had been issuing orders to Noriega and he didn't like that? Was
that what you were told by Park?

Mr. Soghenalian. It's not my impression. I was told by Park
that. Noriega didn't like taking instructions from Oliver North.

Mr. Blum. You were told that flatly by Park?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir. I can guarantee that I was told that.
Mr. Blum. And that was a sore point, that he was being ordered

around?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct.
Mr. Blum. And that this was not going to happen anymore?
Is that correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct. He guaranteed that this would

not happen anymore.
Mr. Blum. And that would improve the relationship between the

United States and Panama?
Mr. Soghenalian. It's correct, sir.
Mr. Blum. And this was in the summer of 1987?
Mr. Soghenalian. 1987, yes.
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Mr. Blum. Before that first flight of Admiral Murphy's?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct.
Senator McConnell. Just to reiterate the point, all of the obser

vations you've been making in the last few minutes are what Tong-
sun Park told you; is that correct?

Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct.
Senator Kerry. Do you have anything else you want to ask him

about?
Senator Adams. You said "team." You're sitting there and dis

cussing this with Tongsun Park. Admiral Murphy is there.
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Adams. What did Admiral Murphy say when Tongsun

Park said this to you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Nothing. He listened.
Senator Adams. Nothing.
That's true of both trips?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Let me just ask you, Mr. Soghenalian, you've

had a longtime relationship with our intelligence community;
haven't you?

Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. You've been very helpful with respect to certain

events and things in Lebanon; haven't you?
Mr. Soghenalian. I hope so, sir, yes.
Senator Kerry. And over the years, that relationship has existed

for how long?
Mr. Soghenalian. As far as I'm concerned, until today, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you are still involved in helping on certain

matters; are you not?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. So, this was no surprise to you, was it, when

Tongsun Park and Admiral Murphy arrived and needed assist
ance? You're used to that; aren't you?

Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, I am, sir.
Senator Kerry. And it was no surprise to you that you under

stood the language of a clandestine effort; didn t you?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. You've traveled to Lebanon before; haven't you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. On a Government mission; correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. Sometimes. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you've helped bring people out; haven't you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, I did, sir.
Senator Kerry. And, in fact, you've done that on a number of

occasions in very unheralded fashion; correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you have been providing arms to Iraq for

what period of time?
Mr. Soghenalian. Since the war started, sir.
Senator Kerry. You're one of the principal arms suppliers to

Iraq; aren't you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Maybe one of them. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. One of them.
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Mr. Richman. Senator, I just want to make sure that it's in the
capacity as a broker.

Senator Kerry. Oh, I understand that —as a broker.
Mr. Soghenalian. Coordinator, sir.
Senator Kerry. Absolutely —as a broker.
Now, Mr. Soghenalian, I understand you have some reluctance

on some aspects of this to be as explicit as I think the committee
needs to have you be. But I want you to try to think very carefully
here, as you're under oath, et cetera, to make certain that we're
direct.

Now, with counsel here, and in previous debriefings, I think
you've talked about how you understood the nature of this mission.
There was more conversation, was there not, about this mission
down to Panama?

Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Do you want to describe that to us in full, now,

how you understand this mission?
Mr. Soghenalian. I took it, as far as I was concerned, be

cause
Senator Kerry. What were you told, that they were going down

there to deal with General Noriega; correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. Correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you were told that before they went,

weren't you?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you knew they were specifically going to be

talking to him?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And Admiral Murphy also was part of those dis

cussions with you; wasn't he?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And there was no question in your mind that

this was, in effect, a mission; they were going down to deal with
Noriega, to get him in line. Is that accurate?

Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir.
Senator Kerry. And that's why when they came back, they were

able to say that things are OK in Panama; correct?
Mr. Soghenalian. That's correct, sir. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Because Noriega agreed to do certain things and

they agreed.
Mr. Soghenalian. I believe so. Yes.
Senator Kerry. But he didn't agree to everything; correct?
There were still some issues?
Mr. Soghenalian. I didn't get detailed explanation but
Senator Kerry. Correct.
Mr. Soghenalian [continuing]. You know, with the headline —

yes, it's correct, what you say.
Senator Kerry. Are you scared to testify here, Mr. Soghenalian?
Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I'm a small fish in a big ocean.
Senator Kerry. Well, you're not that small. You have your own

helicopter and a 707 and a company and you deal pretty big arms
deals.

Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I'm not talking on that sense. When they
come and they harass you, and anybody can pick up the phone and
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call, say, "Go get this guy," they must have some kind of power.
And I don't mind, and I don't care about myself. I have a son to
worry about. They even indict him. He is American citizen. He is
born here. He doesn't even touch glass of beer. He applied for, like
any other American citizen, to get his airline license. Drugs-
mugglers got it, but my son was refused.

Now, that's enough explanation, I believe. I explain to you silent-

Senator Kerry. I appreciate that, and I m aware of that, and
that's why I wanted to lay it on the table. I think it's important for
people to understand that, that it isn't easy for you to be here and
to testify.

Mr. Soghenalian. Because you have all the cameras and every
thing else here, and you have 117 Embassies sitting in Washington,
they will be watching it.

Senator Kerry. I understand that, Mr. Soghenalian.
Mr. Soghenalian. And if you close the doors, then we can talk

differently.
Senator Kerry. Well, I'm willing to have more of this in execu

tive session. I absolutely am. That's the first time you've ever said
that to me and asked for that.

Mr. Soghenalian. You asking me, sir? I'll go.
Senator Kerry. I'd be happy to do that. I would be delighted, and

I will do that. I think we should do that.
Mr. Soghenalian. Thank you.
Senator Adams. That's why I wanted to be very careful in my

questioning, Mr. Soghenalian.
Mr. Soghenalian. I appreciate your concern.
Senator Adams. And I have not done that. That's why I asked

you about the "team" generally, because I don't think we ought to
be breaking this into just who said what because that isn't the way
these things work.

Mr. Chairman, I will defer questioning because I realize the sen
sitivity of it.

Senator Kerry. I understand, and I would like to move that.
There are a couple of things that I would like to get to.
Senator McConnell. We are about to take a break.
Senator Kerry. We are.
Senator McConnell. I just think it is important to remember

that what Mr. Soghenalian has been saying is that he was not on
either of these trips and these observations are based upon his im
pressions, drawn from conversations with Tongsun Park; is that
right?

That's what you said earlier.
Mr. Soghenalian. Some impression, and some direct talking, sir.
Senator McConnell. With Tongsun Park?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And with Admiral Murphy?
Mr. Soghenalian. At the presence of Admiral Murphy, yes.
Senator Kerry. Let me just ask you something.
Did you also come to learn in your arms dealing role in Miami,

did you hear about and know about narcotics trafficking taking
place out of Miami?
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Mr. Soghenalian. Sir, I don't want to go into details. But I can
tell you one thing, that I reported three cases into the FBI and
they denied to receive it—not only narcotics, other facts, also.

Senator Kerry. I agree. I'm just going to ask the next question.
You are aware, you became aware, did you not, of arms being

shipped down to Central America?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Some of these arms were shipped out of Florida;

weren't they?
Mr. Soghenalian. Partially, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. And that was—you were not involved in this —

but that was against the law, was it not, at the time?
Mr. Soghenalian. I was not operating in arms dealing from this

country.
Senator Kerry. Correct.
But you learned about that?
Mr. Soghenalian. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. I, again, refer to the investigation which this

committee began 2Vz years ago, and the indictments, seven of
them, were delivered yesterday in Miami. But the chairman will
reiterate his comment that there is yet a significant amount of
that story to be more appropriately told, and it continues to disturb
me that the truth has been so hard to get at in this kind of situa
tion. There has been a real conflict between some policies and
other policies in the process.

Mr. Soghenalian, we're going to continue your testimony in a
closed session, and we are going to break, as I promised Senator
McConnell we would.

We will reconvene about 2:10, and we will be in public session.
Mr. Soghenalian. Thank you, sir.
I'd like to say one thing, if you don't mind, if you allow me.
Senator Kerry. Yes, sir. Absolutely.
Mr. Soghenalian. I'm not against shipment of weapons to Latin

America to fight the communism there. But one thing bothers me,
that why somebody like myself and others, being harassed, when
we make the effort to help those people there, and so forth and so
on. And I'll tell you later.

Senator Kerry. I understand that, and you've shared that with
me. And I appreciate that. I understand.

I think there are a lot of questions here about people who were
legitimately sucked into this, and involved, and suddenly found
themselves doing what they thought was in the Government inter
est. And, lo and behold, some of them have found themselves in the
jails of this country.

It's a very real question.
Mr. Soghenalian. Unfortunately.
Senator Kerry. A U.S. attorney himself has raised this question.

A U.S. attorney sat here, under oath, and said "I can't get informa
tion from my own Government to help me prosecute and to permit
me to proceed forward."

Now, I don't know who has something to hide or what, but we've
had a hell of a time trying to get at it over the course of these
couple of years. And we're not there all the way yet, but we're
slowly getting there.
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We will continue your testimony in private session, and I'd like
to talk with you after this about when that will be.

We will go into public session at 2:10 p.m.
We will recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:37 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon

vene the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:10 p.m., in room
SH-216, Hart Senate Office Building, the Honorable John F. Kerry
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kerry, Adams, and McConnell.
Also present: Jack A. Blum, special counsel.
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come to order.
We are going to try to proceed as expeditiously as possible. I see

Mr. Rodriguez is here, and he has been very patient, not just today
but for a matter of some time. We do want to get everything in
today. So, we are just going to keep going until we do that.

So, without further ado, Mr. Camper, I would ask if you would
stand so I could swear you in, please. Just identify yourself for the
record.

Mr. Camper. My name is Franklin Joseph Camper.
Senator Kerry. Would you raise your right hand, please? Do you

swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. Camper. I do.
Senator Kerry. Would you be seated, please?
Mr. Camper, I would like you to just identify, you are currently

incarcerated as a prisoner; is that accurate?

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN JOSEPH CAMPER

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator Kerry. You are incarcerated, serving how much time?
Mr. Camper. Fourteen years.
Senator Kerry. For what were you sentenced?
Mr. Camper. I was sentenced for a weapons charge, a conspiracy

charge, and a RICO charge.
Senator Kerry. The charges and the trial —were you tried or did

you plead?
Mr. Camper. I went through two separate month-long trials.
Senator Kerry. And you were sentenced where —in California?
Mr. Camper. Los Angeles.
Senator Kerry. Now, your current age?
Mr. Camper. Forty-one.
Senator Kerry. Date of birth?
Mr. Camper. October 12, 1946.
Senator Kerry. Do you have family?
Mr. Camper. Yes.
Senator Kerry. You do not have to give names, but just give us a

sense of the makeup of your family.
Mr. Camper. I am married and I have a son who is now 21.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Camper, where did you go to school?
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Mr. Camper. I went to school in Birmingham, AL, and in Orlan
do, FL.

Senator Kerry. What is the highest level that you graduated
from?

Mr. Camper. The 12th grade in Orlando.
Senator Kerry. Do you remember the year that you graduated?
Mr. Camper. 1964, sir.
Senator Kerry. Subsequent to graduation, did you go into the

military?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. After high school, I did go into the U.S.

Army.
Senator Kerry. What period of time did you serve in the U.S.

Army?
Mr. Camper. From 1965 until 1969.

Senator Kerry. In what capacity did you serve in the Army?
Mr. Camper. I was in the NATO test weapons group as a trainee.

I was in intelligence and operations in the Second Brigade, Fourth
Infantry Division in Vietnam. I was an infantry squad leader. I
was a member of a long-range reconnaissance patrol unit in the
Special Forces Group, Special Operations Group, and I ended my
service in support of the Ranger and OCS Schools at Ft. Benning,
GA.

Senator Kerry. What year did you end your enlistment?
Mr. Camper. In July —excuse me, in June 1969.
Senator Kerry. Were you honorably discharged?
Mr. Camper. Ye"s, sir. I was discharged under honorable condi

tions.
Senator Kerry. Now, prior to your discharge was there a period

when you were in fact AWOL?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, there was.
Senator Kerry. This was subsequent to your returning from

Vietnam?
Mr. Camper. After I had returned from Vietnam, from a period

approximately December 1967 until approximately October 1968, I
was in and out of several stockades and was AWOL several times.

Senator Kerry. Can you describe what the problem was at that
time?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I was being transferred originally from Ft.
Gordon, GA, to Ft. Rucker, AL, the 75th Rangers, and en route be
tween duty stations I was involved in an automobile accident, put
into Warner-Robbins Air Force Base hospital. Warner-Robbins
failed to notify my new command. The Air Force personnel sent me
back as a patient to Ft. Gordon. I was considered as an AWOL by
my new command.

When I communicated to the 75th Rangers where I was, I was
picked up as an AWOL and put in a stockade. And, in my opinion,
I was treated very badly. I didn't have the stomach for that at the
time, having just come back from a tour of duty in Vietnam.

Senator Kerry. So, as a consequence you went AWOL again; is
that right?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. I mean, you just chose. You were angry and you

went off?

91-936 0-88-10
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Mr. Camper. Right. I was arrested for AWOL several times, and
as soon as they would put me into a stockade or a military prison I
would escape.

Senator Kerry. And subsequently that was resolved with a fine;
is that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. In October 1968 I was given a special court
martial, given a $73 fine for 3 months, 90 days incarceration, which
was all immediately waived, and I was released back to duty.

Senator Kerry. So, you completed your tour of duty actually on
active duty?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I spent from the day of the court martial
until the middle of 1969 in service at the Ranger and OCS schools.

Senator Kerry. And at that point you were honorably dis
charged?

Mr. Camper. That's right, sir.
Senator Kerry. Were you decorated?
Mr. Camper. I was recommended for the Silver Star and for the

Bronze Star for actions in Vietnam, but due to the troubles that I
had immediately on returning, I never actually received those
awards.

Senator Kerry. Let the record show that the committee has thor
oughly checked out the background of Mr. Camper. We have all of
the military documents, his service discharge, and indeed the
award recommendations, the citations as they were written up and
submitted, not the actual award itself.

And there are perhaps more than 1,000 pages of documentation
that we have been through with respect to some of the events
which later will be the subject of this testimony, and as time per
mits we will introduce some of it into the record.

Did you also serve in Cambodia for a period of time?
Mr. Camper. When I was with the Special Forces and the Special

Operations Group we were running small patrols into Cambodia.
Other people from my unit were operating in Laos and some oper
ated as far as North Vietnam.

Senator Kerry. Just totally aside, when I was in Vietnam on the
boats in the rivers, we used to do a lot of work with—you guys
were called LRRPS and we used to take the LRRPS, which was a

typical military acronym for long-range reconnaissance patrols,
and insert them at night and then set up ambushes in the night
and the LRRPS would go out on their patrols and come back, some
times several days later, having been behind enemy lines.

But it was really very courageous duty and I always wondered
what it was like to be out there wandering around in the dead of
night with the boobytraps and folks wanting to kill you all around
you. So, I want to say at the outset that I certainly respect the
service that you did over there.

Mr. Camper. Thank you, sir.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Camper, when you came back and you were

released, what was the year that you were released?
Mr. Camper. Well, it was in the summer of 1969.

Senator Kerry. What did you do when you were released?
Mr. Camper. The first thing that I did was, of course, obtain ci

vilian employment, which I did with an insurance agency in Bir
mingham, AL.
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Senator Kerry. And how long did you work in the insurance in
dustry?

Mr. Camper. Oh, for approximately a year and a half, sir.
Senator Kerry. Then what did you do?
Mr. Camper. Well, I worked as a commercial artist and later I

went into the sports car field, into automobile racing, and for sev
eral years, through the 1970's, I raced both amateur and profes
sional sports car racing.

Senator Kerry. When you say you raced, you worked with the
Peter Gregg race team for a while, as well as some other ones
down in Florida; is that correct?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. That was with Peter Gregg, Brumo's
Porsche out of Jacksonville, FL.

Senator Kerry. And during this period of time you had no con
tact, did you, with anything military or intelligence oriented?

Mr. Camper. Well, sir, in 1970 and 1971, which would be immedi
ately after getting out of the Army, I did work with the FBI in Bir
mingham, AL, to penetrate a branch of the Communist Party for
intelligence purposes.

Senator Kerry. And you submitted all their documents during
that period of time to them; didn't you?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. We have copies of those documents.
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, you do.
Senator Kerry. We will submit those for the record.
[The information referred to follows:]
8-point stuff 2 kum
Senator Kerry. But there was a period of time now during the

1970's when you traveled around; correct?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, that's true.
Senator Kerry. At some point you actually went to Saudi

Arabia?
Mr. Camper. I originally was going to go to Iran, but it fell in the

process, and I moved to Saudi Arabia the very first of the year, in
January 1979.

Senator Kerry. Is it fair to say that you became restless and that
you wanted to get back into utilizing some of the techniques and
expertise that you had gained in the course of your military serv
ice; is that correct?

Mr. Camper. That's right. I had been working as a civilian
through the late 1970's, and I felt the urge to get back into either
intelligence or reconnaissance work.

Senator Kerry. So, what did you do in order to do that?
Mr. Camper. Well, the most available thing to me at the time

was to seek overseas employment with a foreign government.
Senator Kerry. But in 1980 you came back from Saudi Arabia;

correct?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. And in 1980 what did you do?
Mr. Camper. In 1980, on returning to the United States, I had

the idea of setting up a private school for people who would be in
terested in paramilitary work or in foreign security work, and I
did. I established the school that I originally called the Mercenary
School in 1980.
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Senator Kerry. Where did you establish that school?
Mr. Camper. Out of Birmingham, AL, in Jefferson County.
Senator Kerry. And did you just set it up on your own without

any assistance?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. I organized the school, wrote the

manuals, obtained the licenses and the firearms, and did it on my
own.

Senator Kerry. What kind of licenses did you get?
Mr. Camper. I had to obtain licenses from ATF, or the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, a class I license for semiautomatic
weapons, and a class III license for fully automatic weapons and
sound suppressers.

Senator Kerry. And how did you get your first students in this
school?

Mr. Camper. Initially I advertised in paramilitary magazines in
the United States.

Senator Kerry. Which ones?
Mr. Camper. At the time that would have been Soldier of For

tune magazine. Later it would have been magazines like Gung-Ho
out of Boulder, CO, Eagle, and New Breed out of New York.

Senator Kerry. Did you also open up a gun store?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. What was the name of the gun store?
Mr. Camper. The name of the gun store was called the Bunker—

B-u-n-k-e-r.
Senator Kerry. You were fully licensed for that also; correct?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The firearms license covered the gun store.
Senator Kerry. And where did you get the idea of setting up a

mercenary training school?
Mr. Camper. While I had been in Saudi Arabia and in Egypt and

in Yemen I saw the need for a private training for people who
would come and work with corporations, say like the Vanell Corp.
that was doing security work in the Mideast. People, especially
men, who were going overseas usually as American veterans, say
Vietnam veterans or veterans out of different branches of the
American service, they had no idea what it would take to work
under foreign conditions without being backed up by a large mili
tary force like the U.S. Army.

Senator Kerry. So, you were going to teach them how to do that?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you have to get a license to start the school?
Mr. Camper. No Federal licenses were necessary, and the only li

censing requirements later came to be from the State of Alabama
for a private school, but those were waived for me later.

Senator Kerry. Was there any issue of legality regarding the
nature of the school?

Mr. Camper. No, sir. I never had any trouble with the legality of
the school.

Senator Kerry. How much did you charge for a student to come
into the school?

Mr. Camper. For a 2-week period the fee was $350, and if a gen
tleman was ordering rations or other equipment from me, what we
called a rental equipment kit, it was an additional $75.
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Senator Kerry. What year are we talking about that this school
was started?

Mr. Camper. The first course was launched in March 1981 and
operated through the end of 1986.

Senator Kerry. Did there come a time when a man called Li-
senby went to the school?

Mr. Camper. Yes. Lisenby was in my first course, the March 1981
course.

Senator Kerry. Who was he?
Mr. Camper. Lisenby was a gun dealer out of North Carolina

who turned out to be associated with extreme rightwing groups,
and he was operating as a hit man for a Cuban drug interest in
Miami, among other areas.

Senator Kerry. Just one other quick question. How did you iden
tify the people who should perhaps not be going through the
school—some kind of a crackpot or conceivably a terrorist or some
thing?

Mr. Camper. Well, since I lacked the means to do a full back
ground check on everybody that I was going to take, I corresponded
with prospective students pretty intensively, and I could spot the
more unstable types in my correspondence with them.

Senator Kerry. That was really the only screening?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it was.
Senator Kerry. Now, Mr. Lisenby —was Lisenby the reason that

you first became involved in working with the ATF in Birming
ham?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, he was.
Senator Kerry. Could you describe the circumstances of that?
Mr. Camper. When Lisenby came to me, he wanted to be an in

structor of mine, and he had brought illegal items with him to that
first course. During that first course, our class, we crossed the pri
vate property of a farmer's field and at the end of our training
course we were subsequently arrested for that, brought in to the
Inverness County police station, I believe it was, and I discovered
then that Lisenby had illegal devices with him —which would have
been ammonium nitrate explosives and a converted weapon, sub-
machinegun —he had illegally converted it to a submachinegun,
which led to me starting to deal with ATF.

Senator Kerry. Did you assist in Lisenby's arrest and conviction?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. My policy from the very beginning of

the school was to turn over any criminal activities or illegal de
vices or weapons to the proper agency, be it State or Federal, and
in Florida I cooperated with the Miami SIS to stop Lisenby in an
assassination attempt in town, which would have been a public
bombing had it been successful.

Senator Kerry. Did there come a time when a group of young
students at the school stole some munitions from the Redstone Ar
senal?

Mr. Camper. Yes. A group of my students had used the tech
niques that they had learned from me. They infiltrated Redstone
Military Base in northern Alabama, broke into some of their bunk
ers, stole some items related to missiles and brought them to me,
thinking that I would have approved of it.

Senator Kerry. When was that?
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Mr. Camper. Apparently they made the breakins in late 1982,

and they brought the missile components to me in early 1983.

Senator Kerry. Did you then contact military intelligence at
Huntsville as a result?

Mr. Camper. I contacted the criminal investigation people, the
CID people, at Huntsville and told them what had happened, and
that I had property that belonged to them.

Senator Kerry. And did that lead to your having a relationship
with the military intelligence people there?

Mr. Camper. Yes, it did. After the Redstone criminal investiga
tion people had recovered the missile components, they introduced
me to an military intelligence unit at Redstone, which led to me in
the future having a relationship with MI, with military intelli
gence.

Senator Kerry. And as a result of that relationship did you come
to actually sign a secrecy agreement with MI?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. I later signed a secrecy agreement
with MI, I believe in January 1984, but that was after a full year of
dealing with them.

Senator Kerry. I just want you to take a look at the piece of
paper that we have here and ask you if that is the secrecy agree
ment that you signed, a copy of it, with MI.

[The document was handed to the witness.]
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. This is the agreement, dated January 31,

1984. It's been declassified by the Secretary of the Army.
Senator Kerry. It has been redacted and declassified, I believe.
Mr. Camper. Yes.
Senator Kerry. That is your signature that you recognize there?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator Kerry. I would like to just put that in as this witness'

exhibit No. 1.

[Exhibit No. 1 appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Now, what was the nature of the relationship

that you had entered into with military intelligence at this time?
Mr. Camper. Military intelligence wanted me to act in an intelli

gence capacity for them because I dealt with many foreigners and I
traveled extensively, and they wanted any intelligence that they
could obtain through my travels or through my contacts with for
eign military personnel.

Senator Kerry. Was there any particular event that led them to
sign you up at that time?

Mr. Camper. The events that led to the signing of that particular
document was an investigation by military intelligence of my earli
er travels and operations in Central America, and military intelli
gence had requested all of my files on my foreign students. I had
many, many foreign military students in my courses.

Senator Kerry. Did you furnish them with information about
the students who were going through your school?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I kept a complete file on every individual,
and I did at the time of the signing of the secrecy agreement turn
over all the files that I had that went back through 1981, 1982, and
1983.
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Senator Kerry. Now did there come a time when you were ap
proached by an agent of the Panamanian Defense Forces who
wanted to buy equipment from you?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I was. That was very early in 1984.
Senator Kerry. What did he want to buy?
Mr. Camper. Initially the agent told me they were interested in

uniforms, boots, equipment, and bulletproof vests for a special unit
in Panama.

Senator Kerry. Did you travel to Panama to meet with him?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. What unit of the Panamanian Defense Force

wanted to purchase that equipment?
Mr. Camper. This was a special bodyguard and counterterror

unit in the Panamanian military with the initials of UESAT, and
pronounced by the Panamanians as "wasot," and it was the direct
bodyguard unit under General Noriega.

Senator Kerry. Who was the PDF agent who approached you?
Mr. Camper. It was an individual that gave me his name as Jose

Villoria.
Senator Kerry. What was the function of that unit?
Mr. Camper. The UESAT unit had three functions. One function

was to bodyguard Noriega and other members of, top members, of
the Panamanian Defense Force. Second was intelligence within the
defense force itself to prevent coups against Noriega, and the third
function was to maintain a standing commando unit for counterter
ror operations.

Senator Kerry. Were you later asked to help train that unit?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I was.
Senator Kerry. Did you in fact do that?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did, both in Panama and in bringing

some of the members to the United States to put them through my
course.

Senator Kerry. In what period of time?
Mr. Camper. That was throughout the year of 1984.
Senator Kerry. Did the Israelis handle the primary training of

the unit?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I discovered when I was working with

UESAT that the Israeli Mossad had primary responsibility for
training and equipping the unit with some special equipment they
couldn't obtain from the United States.

Senator Kerry. What were you asked to do?
Mr. Camper. I was asked to train their individuals in firearms

and weapons techniques that they had not been trained in so far,
to provide them with equipment for special operations, and to fur
ther provide their intelligence units with electronic equipment that
was forbidden to them under the U.S. Munitions Control Act.

Senator Kerry. And did you in fact fill out reports on all these
activities and submit them to military intelligence?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. Everything that I did in Panama is well
documented.

Senator Kerry. Let the record show that we have receipts of Hol
iday Inn in Panama during this period of time, June 26 to July 7,

1984, with the full hotel bills, travel documents, airline fees, and
the air tickets, copies thereof, and telephone calls, records of the
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telephone number of Mr. Camper, all of which show telephone calls
to the various places that he has asserted, and these will be placed
in the record as exhibit No. 2.

[Exhibit No. 2 appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Now, we also have copies of the military intelli

gence reports which you submitted; is that correct?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, you do.
Senator Kerry. And these have been given to us by military in

telligence and released.
Now, Mr. Camper, did there come a time when you were in

Panama in connection with the PDF training when you were invit
ed to meet representatives of the drug cartel who were staying at
the same hotel in Panama City?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, that did occur.
Senator Kerry. Who set that meeting up?
Mr. Camper. Villoria asked me would I be willing to meet with

some people that were in the international drug market, some Co
lombians, and I said naturally that I would because I knew there
would be some intelligence value in it.

They were staying in a top floor of the hotel above me at the
time, so Villoria arranged for me to meet one of their representa
tives on the ground floor near the elevator. I was escorted to a
hotel room upstairs, and introduced to an English-speaking Colom
bian who was the chief of some faction of the Medellin drug cartel.

Senator Kerry. What did they want? What happened at this
meeting?

Mr. Camper. I was being requested to provide shoulder-fired,
heatseeking antiaircraft missiles for the use of the Medellin and
also an illegal helicopter, which would have been a Bell 212 or 412
type. And I was shown $4 million cash in American dollars as evi
dence that these people had the means to pay and were serious
about doing business.

Senator Kerry. In what form did they show you this money?
Mr. Camper. It was in one of the large attorney's attache cases.

It was in bound stacks of American dollars. I actually saw stacks
of—one stack of $1,000 bills and the rest was in hundreds. It took
up several cubic feet of space.

Senator Kerry. What did you do when you saw this money and
this request was made?

Mr. Camper. Because I realized how serious these people were
and that Villoria actually had the connection, I went the next day
immediately to the U.S. Embassy to get an emergency message
back to the United States, in this case to the Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms people, concerning the possible sale of the missiles, that I
may have to make, at least fake a handover or a transaction for
antiaircraft missiles.

Senator Kerry. Did you get in touch with ATF from the U.S.
Embassy?

Mr. Camper. Not me personally. I talked to the Embassy security
officer, gave him a handwritten message. He told me he would
transmit the message and I had to leave the Embassy. I couldn't
stay in the Embassy very long; it would compromise me.

Senator Kerry. Were you at that time working with both ATF
and military intelligence?
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Mr. Camper. That's right, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now how soon after that did you leave Panama,

after that meeting?
Mr. Camper. I was out of Panama within just a very few days

after that. I was traveling in and out of Panama on four separate
occasions during 1984, and I believe that would have probably been
about August 1984 that this event occurred.

Senator Kerry. And during this same time in 1984, did you have
occasion while you were in Panama to meet people who were part
of the Contra resupply effort?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. This particular hotel that I was stay
ing at, which was the downtown Holiday Inn, was host at one point
to a convention of military people and political types from all over
Central America. And because I was trusted and accepted by the
Panamanian military and escorted around by them, I was in sever
al informal conversations and even in a couple of meetings with
the CONDECA group people there.

Senator Kerry. Who are the CONDECA group?
Mr. Camper. The CONDECA group, it's an organization of politi

cal and military representatives from across Central America for
their common defense.

Senator Kerry. Was it from these people that you first learned
of drug activities in the region?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The conversations, the ones that were held
in English— I am very, very poor in Spanish —concerned drug traf
ficking and weapons shipments in and out of Panama and Costa
Rica principally, and this was connected with the Contra resupply
effort.

Senator Kerry. We are going to have to recess here so that I can
go vote, and as soon as we get back we will pick up where we sus
pend. So, we recess temporarily.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator Kerry. The hearing will come back to order. Mr.

Camper, I remind you that continue under oath.
Now, just as we broke you said that you learned while you were

in Panama of the linkage between the narcotics trafficking and
arms network. Can you be more explicit about that? What were the
circumstances and what did you learn?

Mr. Camper. Probably it would be best to describe the incident
that alerted me to it. I was in the lounge of the Holiday Inn and
there was another American present, who was ready to leave. He
was wearing a flight jumpsuit, a U.S. military flight jumpsuit but
without any insignia. And at first I thought that he was U.S. mili
tary personnel, but he didn't say that he was. But he did confirm
that he was a pilot.

And I was sitting in a group of Panamanians with this individ
ual, and he felt free to speak in front of me because I was accepted
by him due to the company I was in. And he was discussing his
flights, drug shipments, from Colombia into Panama and into loca
tions in Costa Rica and also mentioned that he was moving weap
onry but didn't specify the weapons type, also on whatever aircraft
it was he was flying.

Senator Kerry. How long did this conversation last?
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Mr. Camper. The conversation with the pilot went on for nearly
half an hour, and he was landing — I probably should explain this —

he was landing his weapons shipments to Contra units, and that
was one of the things he mentioned, because I told him that I was
in sympathy with the Contras and the Panamanians that I was
with were cooperating in some fashion to help the Contras.

Senator Kerry. Was this the time you had heard about narcotics
and weapons?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it was. I know very little about narcotics
overall, and that was literally my introduction to the fact that nar
cotics were present in the war there.

Senator Kerry. Now where did you go after this trip to Panama?
Did you return back to Alabama?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I was traveling between Birmingham and
Panama City there for the times that I went to Panama through
out 1984.

Senator Kerry. Now, throughout the period of this school, which
was from 1980

Mr. Camper. 1981, the first course, until 1986.

Senator Kerry. Throughout that period, until 1986, did your stu
dents stay in touch with you?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it was.
Senator Kerry. Was that sort of a requirement that you estab

lished?
Mr. Camper. That was one of the traditions and the require

ments that I established for these people, was that they continue to
transfer intelligence and information back to me for wherever it is
that they went to work.

Senator Kerry. And on occasion you met up with them in person
and had conversations; is that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes. Many, many times they would travel back to
Birmingham to go through a second or third or fourth or fifth
course.

Senator Kerry. And on these occasions you would learn about
what was happening in Central America and what was going on in
terms of the support system?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. With those students of mine who were
traveling in Central America and coming back again, I had many,
many conversations and debriefings with the men who were work
ing down there.

Senator Kerry. Did you have occasion to learn from them during
those kinds of conversations about narcotics trafficking and arms
shipments?

Mr. Camper. More about arms shipments and arms, types of
arms specifically than about narcotics. Talk of narcotics was more
generalized.

Senator Kerry. But there was talk of it?
Mr. Camper. Oh, yes, sir, there was.
Senator Kerry. And you did learn from them that there were

narcotics that were intertwined within the various supply systems,
without being specific about any one of them?

Mr. Camper. Yes, that there were cocaine sales occurring in
Costa Rica, in some cases in Honduras. Specifically, my people did
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come back and tell me a couple of actual sites in Honduras and in
Nicaragua at one point.

Senator Kerry. During all of this period of time, through 1986,
you continued to provide intelligence reports to MI, ATF?

Mr. Camper. Beginning in early 1984, my reports were going in
verbally and in written state to MI, ATF concerning weapons only,
and later to FBI.

Senator Kerry. Now we have many of these reports in our pos
session, and we have reviewed them with you; isn't that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator Kerry. One of these reports, dated December 12, 1984,

refers, among other people, to a conversation —this is a report
dated December 12, 1984, subtitle, FDN, Front for a Democratic
Nicaragua, Commando Unit, Code name Pegasus.

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator Kerry. Correct? This is a report you submitted?
Mr. Camper. Right. This is my report.
Senator Kerry. And this talks about 1 dozen U.S. citizen volun

teers and 50 or more FDN trainees; is that accurate?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator Kerry. And they were being trained at this point in

time where?
Mr. Camper. The training for deep penetration raids into Nicara

gua was taking place at an FDN forward camp which was on the
Nicaraguan northern border.

Senator Kerry. And among those people cited in this report is
Mr. Tom Posey of the CMA —Civilian Military Assistance —is that
correct?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is, on the first page.
Senator Kerry. You came to have knowledge of Mr. Posey; is

that accurate?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. Tom Posey, who was one of the founders of

Civilian Military Assistance, had originally approached me in 1983
when he was forming up his group, which was popularly called
CMA.

Senator Kerry. He had invited you to join it; is that accurate?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, he had. He had approached me to recruit

me.
Senator Kerry. You declined to do that, though; did you not?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. I will show you two photographs and ask you if

you would identify those for the record.
You do recognize this report, which is in front of you, as a report

that you filed personally?
Mr. Camper. Yes, this is a report that I wrote and typed myself.
Senator Kerry. This will be exhibit No. 3 for this witness.
[Exhibit No. 3 appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. Now, showing you those photographs, would you

identify them, please?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The photograph I hold in my left hand is a

photograph of Tom Posey in his home in Decatur, AL, with mili
tary equipment and ammunition stacked up for display purposes, it
appears.
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Senator Kerry. What kind of military equipment is shown in
that picture?

Mr. Camper. I'm looking at belted machinegun ammunition, and
I'm looking at the components, such as the tripod and traverse and
elevation mechanism, for an M-60 machinegun, the barrel group
and tripod, replaceable barrel, for an M-60 machinegun, and boxes,
crated boxes, of ammunition and a little military web gear, which
would be belts and canteens, items of that nature.

Senator Kerry. And is some of that, particularly the weaponry,
that the average citizen is allowed to have in their backyard?

Mr. Camper. Well, the average citizen in the United States could
purchase these items, but they can't transport them out of the
United States without State Department approval, particularly the
M-60 barrel and machinegun components. It's a violation of the
U.S. Munitions Control Act.

Senator Kerry. And do you have personal knowledge that Mr.
Posey was transporting those down to Central America?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I do. He had gathered these items, shown
me, amongst items such as this, an ANPVS-II Starlight scope,
which is specifically forbidden to be exported from the United
States without State Department approval.

Senator Kerry. And that will be exhibit No. 4.

[Exhibit No. 4 appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. The other picture that you have?
Mr. Camper. The picture I have in my right hand is a picture of

a gentleman named Callejas, who was vice president under Somoza
at one point, standing with Tom Posey at Posey's warehouse where
he had most of his military equipment stored in Decatur.

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much.
And the report that you submitted subsequently regarding Mr.

Posey and those kinds of activities, you did submit to military in
telligence in 1984; is that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The report went to MI, to military intelli
gence, and photographs from other sources, other photographs like
that, also went.

Senator Kerry. That will be exhibit A, that report.
[Exhibit A was not available at time of printing.]
Senator Kerry. So, in 1984 there is not any question that mili

tary intelligence had knowledge of weapons leaving the United
States going down to Central America; isn t that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Both military intelligence and the FBI, because
they were sharing these reports of mine.

Senator Kerry. Now when did your relationship with the FBI
begin?

Mr. Camper. Well, my initial relationship began with them back
in 1970 and 1971 for the penetration of the Communist Party. My
later relationship began when I was dealing with Robert Lisenby in
1981, and then the relationship intensified in late 1984, when I was
working to penetrate a Sikh terrorist organization in the United
States.

Senator Kerry. I am going to come back to that one afterward
with respect to the Sikhs.

Did there come a time when you developed a business relation
ship with a company in Atlanta called Trontech?
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Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, there was.
Senator Kerry. Who were the principals of Trontech?
Mr. Camper. The main principals of Trontech was an individual

named Larry Dunwoody of Atlanta, GA, and another individual
named Bob Manbeck, also of Atlanta.

Senator Kerry. Did you later find out that one of the principals
was involved in drug trafficking?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I was told by an attorney —when I first
began to deal with Trontech, I was told by an attorney related, who
had business relations with Manbeck, that Bob Manbeck had been
acquitted in a large drug case and had been one of the few people
acquitted in the case, but that he was involved in drug trafficking.

Senator Kerry. Did Trontech have distribution rights for Chi
nese Red Arrow antitank missiles?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. Trontech obtained that very early in 1984.
Senator Kerry. Were these the Chinese equivalent of the TOW

antitank missiles?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The Chinese Red Arrow is the tactical

equivalent of our own TOW—TOW-I and TOW-II— missiles.
Senator Kerry. You are being shown a document now. Would

you identify what that document is?
Mr. Camper. This, in English and Spanish and in French, is the

actual Chinese-printed sales brochure and information brochure on
the Red Arrow missile, called the Red Arrow-73.

Senator Kerry. And this was taken by our investigators from
your store called the Bunker; is that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I believe it was.
Senator Kerry. You have seen this before? You are familiar with

it?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I have seen this.
Senator Kerry. You had these in your possession at the Bunker?
Mr. Camper. Right. These originally were mine.
Senator Kerry. This will be exhibit No. 5.

[Exhibit No. 5 appears in the appendix.]
Mr. Camper. I should note that also in this is the Chinese HN-5

missile information, which is the tactical equivalent of our Stinger,
as well.

Senator Kerry. Now, what other missiles and equipment were
they trying to sell?

Mr. Camper. Trontech had the authority from the People's Re
public of China to sell a very wide range of Chinese military equip
ment, including aircraft, and this would go all the way from pistols
and rifles and machineguns through light missiles and to combat
helicopters and even Mig-23 aircraft.

Senator Kerry. What was your financial arrangement with
Trontech?

Mr. Camper. I was made the sales representative for Trontech
for Central America, and I would be paid a percentage of all sales.

Senator Kerry. Did you report Trontech's activities to military
intelligence?

Mr. Camper. As soon as I had the verification that Trontech did
indeed have authorization from the People's Republic of China to
make these sales, I took the brochures and the information to my
control officer at military intelligence.
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Senator Kerry. What was the reaction?
Mr. Camper. My particular control officer had an immediate in

terest in the missiles that Trontech had to offer.
Senator Kerry. Did you then begin to negotiate with them for

the sale of missiles?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. I should explain that there was a
Senator Kerry. What was the date of this meeting?
Mr. Camper. The date of the meeting between me and the MI

agent would have been in the spring. I can't place an exact date on
it in my memory—the spring of 1984, approximately March.

Senator Kerry. What then took place?
Mr. Camper. For several months —March, April, and May,

June —MI was directing me to verify details about Trontech's com
pany.

Senator Kerry. We jumped ahead a little bit here. You began to
negotiate with them for the sale of the missiles; correct?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. The negotiation
Senator Kerry. Now was there an original meeting between

Trontech representatives and military intelligence representatives?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, there was.
Senator Kerry. When was that?
Mr. Camper. That came approximately in July 1984.
Senator Kerry. Who was at that meeting?
Mr. Camper. Larry Dunwoody, the president of Trontech,

Charles Pekor of Atlanta, GA, who at the time was an attorney for
Trontech, one representative from military intelligence, one repre
sentative from the U.S. Army Materiel Command, and myself.

Senator Kerry. What was Charles Pekor's role?
Mr. Camper. Pekor was a stockholder in Trontech and acting as

an attorney for them at the time.
Senator Kerry. And when you were tried out in California, you

called Mr. Pekor as a witness?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. We have a copy of the court record from the U.S.

District Court, Central District of California, in which, under oath,
Mr. Pekor testified in court that there was a meeting, that he at
tended it, and his testimony says: "It was my impression that the
man had something to do with the U.S. Government or military in
telligence, or something of that nature."

Referring to a second meeting, he said:

The second instance was in Birmingham, AL, we were— as far as I was concerned,
like I say, a business venture. And we were meeting with two gentlemen who were
supposed to be representatives of the U.S. Government. I think they were supposed
to be involved in some way with the U.S. military intelligence.

And there was some concern. Mr. Camper was at this meeting. I was at the meet
ing. A man named Larry Dunwoody from Atlanta was involved with this business
there, a company named Trontech. And Mr. Camper and Mr. Dunwoody and myself
met with these two gentlemen.

The meeting was arranged to be— to take place initially at the FBI office in Bir
mingham primarily so that we could be assured that these gentlemen were in fact
what they were saying they were, that they did in fact have bona fide involvement
with the U.S. Government.

Question: Do you recall who these men did say they were?
Answer: One man was from Washington, DC, and I think he had a business card

and he basically said he was involved in some way, it was a big long name. It was
something that was involved in defense logistics systems, something like that, a big
long title. He was like assistant director or something like that. And I Just assumed
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that he was probably involved in military intelligence because it was the name he
had been using.

The other man was supposed to be from Huntsville, AL. He was supposed to be
with military intelligence also.

Now is that an accurate reflection of your memory of that meet
ing?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. This is Mr. Pekor's testimony that you are
quoting here, and he's not essentially sharp on all the details, but
he's generally accurate.

Senator Kerry. Would you tell me what the details are? This
will be exhibit No. 6.

[Exhibit No. 6 appears in the appendix.]
Senator Kerry. What were the details of that meeting?
Mr. Camper. The details are that the one agent that was U.S.

military intelligence indeed was. The other agent was carrying
identification from the U.S. Army Materiel Command. This is iden
tification that I was familiar with. And the meeting was for the
purpose of the beginnings of the official negotiations for the sale of
a large number of Red Arrow missiles from the PRC, via Trontech,
to the U.S. Government.

Senator Kerry. What you say a large number, how many mis
siles?

Mr. Camper. The initial number was to be 500. Ultimately the
sale would result in approximately 2,000 Red Arrow missiles.

Senator Kerry. 2,000 Red Arrow missiles was discussed at this
meeting?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. In the first negotiations we started off
with

Senator Kerry. This was 1984, July?
Mr. Camper. Approximately July, 1984.

Senator Kerry. Now had you ever been engaged in a missile pur
chase or sale of that size?

Mr. Camper. No, sir, I had not.
Senator Kerry. Did it strike you as something different?
Mr. Camper. It struck me as being very odd. My original assump

tion was that military intelligence wanted to purchase a few Chi
nese missiles either for testing purposes or possibly a few for covert
operations. When I was given these numbers and this type of mis
sile, I was surprised.

Senator Kerry. Did you have any idea or did you learn in any
way where these shipments were to go to, where they were to be
shipped to?

Mr. Camper. I was discussing this, due to my surprise, with one
of the MI agents, and I had concluded that 2,000 was a combat
load certainly not a test load—and the agent offered that he as
sumed that the load was going to the Middle East.

Senator Kerry. That was an assumption. There was no knowl
edge of that specifically?

Mr. Camper. He made no confirmation of it to me. He and I were
discussing what ultimately might happen to this number of mis
siles.

Senator Kerry. And this was >our deduction based upon your
knowledge of the arms market at that point?
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Mr. Camper. Actually, it was him saying —he said, I don't know
where they are going, probably the Middle East.

Senator Kerry. Were the military intelligence people the same
ones that you had been working with in the past?

Mr. Camper. Yes sir, they were.
Senator Kerry. Were you concerned there might be something

illegal about this venture?
Mr. Camper. I personally was not concerned with it, because I

assumed it was a sanctioned operation. However, Mr. Dunwoody
and Mr. Pekor were very concerned with it and that is why they
had insisted on the FBI introduction. They were not about to meet
with two men in a hotel room to discuss a missile deal.

Senator Kerry. And how long did the negotiations go on?
Mr. Camper. The official negotiations that began in the summer

of 1984 and continued approximately until November or December
1984, and at that time broke down.

Senator Kerry. Why did they break down?
Mr. Camper. There were a number of apparent reasons. Tron-

tech was asking for a great deal of money for these missiles, which
in my opinion was too much. It was nearly $8,000 a unit, and there
was the question of reliability of Trontech —was being raised be
cause of Bob Manbeck's involvement in the company.

Senator Kerry. What happened to Trontech, subsequently?
Mr. Camper. Trontech later was dissolved by Larry Dunwoody

and Manbeck and they parted and went their separate ways.
Senator Kerry. So, in summary, documented by Mr. Pekor and

Dunwoody and others, there was an attempt to purchase some
2,000 Chinese missiles in 1984 for shipment to somewhere, a site
actually unknown; supposition, Middle East, from the Chinese —
TOW missiles, the equivalent of our TOW missiles, the Red Arrow
Chinese, and your understanding, it was by the U.S. Government.

Mr. Camper. Yes sir. That was my understanding. These were
men that I had known and been introduced to in approximately
April 1983.

Senator Kerry. Let me just say that we have already talked with
the FBI, we have talked with MI, we have had briefings by them.
They have confirmed to us, both of them, that you were, in fact,
reporting to them.

They have shared with us many of your reports, confirmed that
you are essentially reliable, and we are going to obviously pursue
very hard in these next days this question of who knew what,
about 2,000 missiles being conceivably contracted for in 1984.

Obviously the only missiles we have learned about being con
tracted for publicly was in 1985. But this raises a question, I might
say, about whether or not efforts were underway prior to that, to
move some large portions of missiles to an area of the world which
is about the only area I can think of where that kind of shipment
might have been useful.

That is an issue which I think is a very significant one, and we
are going to try to follow up on that. I might say that the paper
trail here is significant thus far, and my hope is that we can get
cooperation on it.

Do you have anything that you want to add with respect to that
summary?
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Mr. Camper. Well, only in later —when I heard the initial num
bers of the TOW missiles that the United States had intended to
transfer, in fact did transfer a few —they were almost exactly the
same as the numbers that we had been asked about to provide in
Red Arrows.

Senator Kerry. Now, with respect to the overall operations that
you were engaged in; something that strikes me as very bizarre
about a school for a bunch of foreigners right here on the soil of
the United States, out of which people are learning assassination
techniques?

Mr. Camper. In some cases, yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Learning how to use plastic explosives?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Bombing technique?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. What other kinds of thing were taught at the

school?
Mr. Camper. I taught a special operations course, small team ac

tions, operating essential as commando teams.
Senator Kerry. And the military folks knew you were doing

that. They thought that was OK?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, they did.
Senator Kerry. Now, is that because it was a way of kind of cor

ralling weirdos into one place and getting to know who they were
and where they were going? Or is it for some other reason that we
are not aware.

Mr. Camper. It served two purposes. The first purpose was it en
abled the U.S. Government to gain a great deal of intelligence, and
indeed initiate many operations that were successful to stop crimi
nals and terrorists.

Second, it was a way to get and prove out possible foreigners who
would work for the U.S. Government in the future. So, it served
intelligence purposes in those ways.

Senator Kerry. Now, Mr. Camper, were you being paid, by this
period of time, by intelligence?

Mr. Camper. I was not paid by any U.S. Government office to
run the mercenary school. I was paid my expenses in any oper
ations that I was involved with concerning the U.S. Government.

Senator Kerry. So, how many occasions were you, in fact, paid
by the Government?

Mr. Camper. Well, numerous occasions, sir, between —let us just
say, 1981 to 1986. But in all of those years, I do not believe that the
total would exceed $25,000.

Senator Kerry. Now let me come back to Tom Posey. Did you
take him seriously at first?

Mr. Camper. At first I did not take Posey seriously, because of
the way he approached me and Posey's general demeanor.

Senator Kerry. Can you be more explicit, "the way he ap
proached me and his general demeanor"?

Mr. Camper. Posey came to me asking if I would assist in gather
ing boots, blankets, beans, and et cetera, for transfer to the Con-
tras. But he had an intention of getting into the military end of
things down there, and in my opinion, his ideas for doing that were
unsound.
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It takes a certain degree of sophistication to become involved in
guerrilla or counterguerrilla activities, in my opinion. Tom Posey
and his CMA group did not have that.

Senator Kerry. Did there come a time when you began to pay
more attention to them?

Mr. Camper. Yes, I did. CMA grew a lot faster than I thought
that they would. They were successful in charitable items to the
Contras, and I had to pay attention to them as early as April 1984,

when they were becoming actively involved in combat activities for
their members in Honduras and Nicaragua.

Senator Kerry. And did you visit his warehouse and look at the
equipment that he had assembled for shipment from Alabama?

Mr. Camper. Yes, that was in April 1984. I had an opportunity to
travel to Decatur, AL, make a personal visit with Posey, meet Al-
phonso Callejas of the FDN, observe the warehouse, the contents
inside, and talk with Callejas. I saw that Posey was very firmly es
tablished with the Front for a Democratic Nicaragua at that time.

Senator Kerry. You said to staff counsel that you came to be
lieve that he was working with the U.S. Government. Is that accu
rate?

Mr. Camper. Yes. Posey had been coopted by some U.S. agency
as early as, say, by the summer of 1984, and I say this in that he
was bragging about it to us that he was going to be working with
the Government, that he had Government support.

Senator Kerry. He said that to you personally?
Mr. Camper. Yes, he did. And he said that in Alphonso Callejas'

presence also, when I was meeting with Alphonso.
Senator Kerry. Where were these weapons—the other equip

ment for Central America shipped from?
Mr. Camper. There was a location in New Orleans which I be

lieve was somewhere near the town of Kenner, New Orleans. Also
out of either the Miami or Fort Lauderdale airports. But basically,
out of Miami and New Orleans. Those were the two sides that I
knew of.

Senator Kerry. Did you train any of the men who went to Cen
tral America with Posey?

Mr. Camper. Yes. Posey managed to recruit a number, say ap
proximately two dozen of the men that I had trained earlier.

Senator Kerry. Now, at some time were you contacted by a

group of Ghanaian exiles in New York?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I was contacted by a Ghanaian exile group

in New York, approximately in the late summer of 1985.

Senator Kerry. What did they want you to do?
Mr. Camper. They wanted my assistance in the formation of a

coup, to occur in Ghana, in the capital city of Accra.
Senator Kerry. Did you report the contact to military intelli

gence?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. What did they tell you to do?
Mr. Camper. Military intelligence asked me, was I capable of ac

tually pulling the coup off. They asked me —they said, "Well, can
you do it? Can you pull off the coup?" And I said, "I think that I
can."

Senator Kerry. Did you put them in touch with anyone?
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Mr. Camper. The Ghanaian exiles—one of the reasons that they
wanted me to assist them, was hoping that I could find financial
assistance for them, and I arranged a meeting between the Ghana
ian and a Japanese agent who was speaking for the Japanese par
liament.

Senator Kerry. What happened to the team that was organizing
the coup?

Mr. Camper. Later in the operation, the people actually involved
in the coup, the men who were chosen to do the training on the
ground, were all arrested on a gun barge off the coast of South
America and thrown into prison in Brazil, I believe.

Senator Kerry. You also mentioned earlier, you trained some
Sikhs at your school; is that correct?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, that was beginning in November 1984. I
was approached by four Sikh nationalists who wanted to obtain
training at the mercenary school.

Senator Kerry. They asked you to help them with their terrorist
plans?

Mr. Camper. Not initially, but after a few days in the field they
did.

Senator Kerry. Why don't you just lay this story out to us and
tell us what happened?

Mr. Camper. The Sikhs came to me in November 1984, which, if
you recall, just was shortly after the assassination of Mrs. Ghandi
in India and the attack on the Golden Temple. And when they pre
sented themselves to me, I recognized them as Sikhs. They identi
fied themselves as such.

And after about 72 hours in the field, they began to make over
tures to me for assistance in their guerrilla war against India. And
I had to take one of the Sikhs out of the field at approximately
that time, for medical attention, for a wound he had received.

I met a FBI agent in Birmingham, at the hospital where I had
taken the Sikh, and this agent was with the FBI foreign counterin
telligence unit, and he would become my control officer in the Sikh
operation. He told me to continue training the Sikhs and to see
what they were up to.

Senator Kerry. Did you?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. My involvement with the Sikhs ran

through May 1985. I penetrated a Sikh terrorist group that was
planning the assassination of Rajid Ghandi, Mrs. Ghandi's son.
Rajid was then the Prime Minister of India.

The assassination was to take place here in Washington, DC, in
June 1985. The operation, the FBI foreign counterintelligence oper
ation, was successful in that Rajid Ghandi's assassination was pre
vented, and the assassination of an Indian state minister in New
Orleans was also prevented.

Senator Kerry. Arrests were made; were they not?
Mr. Camper. Yes sir. Arrests of several of the Sikhs, including

the Sikh leader of the group were made, and those men either
plead guilty or were convicted and are in Federal prison now.

Senator Kerry. A bunch of them got away though, also, correct?
Mr. Camper. Yes sir, due to an error, a serious error in our oper

ation.
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Senator Kerry. And subsequently, what happened? Did some
thing go sour?

Mr. Camper. An unknown number of Sikhs from a terrorist
training camp in New Jersey, which would be the training sight for
the assassinations of Mr. Ghandi —they escaped into Canada and
they had obtained a quantity of explosives via a break in our oper
ation, and I believe that they used these explosives to blow down
the Air India jet, flight No. 182, in June 1985, which was just a few
weeks after the arrest of their leader here in the United States.

Senator Kerry. When you say you believe, you have no other
evidence?

Mr. Camper. I have the evidence that the man who had worked
as my executive officer at the mercenary school —his name is Paul
Johnson. Johnson and a British mercenary named Shane had gone
to a licensed blasters farm, and had either obtained or stolen a
quantity of military C4 plastic explosive.

The British mercenary, it was reported to me, had at that point
gone to New York to sell his plastic explosive to the Sikhs in New
York. He had met the Sikhs in November 1984. He was in the
same school with them.

Johnson was caught in Birmingham
Senator Kerry. Same class in your school?
Mr. Camper. Same class as the Sikhs, in November 1984. John

son was caught in Birmingham trying to sell full a 2.2-pound block
of C4, part of the C4 stolen from the farm, by an Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms agent. And it was at that time, this was following the
bombing of the aircraft, that I discovered that C4 had been stolen.
ATF did not inform me of the quantity, or of Johnson's involve
ment, or of the British mercenary's involvement, initially.

When the Air India jet was bombed, there was no immediate evi
dence to show that it had been C4, because the wreckage of that
plane went down over 6,000 feet in the ocean. But an identical
bomb had gone off within the same hour at Narita airport in
Japan.

The Japanese forensic people notified the United States, especial
ly the FBI by teletype, that the residue in the luggage explosion at
Narita was U.S. plastic explosive. And they initially identified one
of the fingerprints on the baggage as, they thought, belonging to
one of the Sikhs involved in the terrorist operations in the United
States, one of the Sikhs who had gotten away.

Because of the extreme rioting in India at the time and the fact
that Ghandi was about to sign a peace treaty with the Sikhs, the
information about the C4 and even the connection of the Sikhs to
the bombing was suppressed.

And it was not until the Air India jet was raised from the bottom
of the ocean, so many months later, that the Indian Government
even admitted that the plane had been bombed. They would not
admit it until that point.

Senator Kerry. And, Mr. Camper, I just have one quick final few
things I want to touch on here.

Did you become involved in any operation in Mexico, regarding
drug traffickers?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, at one time. That would have been May
1985. Just immediately following the Sikh operation.
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Senator Kerry. And the nature of that was what?
Mr. Camper. The nature of that operation was to obtain the in

telligence and effect the arrest of a top Mexican drug baron in
Mexico and turn him over to the Mexican federal authorities.

Senator Kerry. Was it successful?
Mr. Camper. It was successful in that the man was arrested due

to my efforts. The Mexican authorities that we turned him over to
killed him the same night. They apparently had no intention of
taking him back to Mexico City.

Senator Kerry. In what country? Where did this happen?
Mr. Camper. This happened in the state of Vera Cruz, and he

was to be taken immediately to Mexico City, the federal district
there, and imprisoned by the Federales, and he was killed the same
night that he was captured.

Senator Kerry. Did anybody tell you why?
Mr. Camper. No. No, as matter of fact, I didn't witness the kill

ing. I was on the plane the next morning to Mexico City, and I
found out when I arrived at my hotel that the man had been
killed.

Senator Kerry. Now, did you know who Peter Glibbery is?
Mr. Camper. Yes. Pete Glibbery was a British student of mine,

beginning in 1981. He was British Army at the time.
Senator Kerry. Did you train him?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator Kerry. Do you know, subsequently, where he went?
Mr. Camper. He left me. He went to the German long-range

patrol school, and then left the British Army, went to South Africa,
lived there for a few years, and returned in early 1985 to Birming
ham, AL. Wanted an invitation to Tom Posey, via myself, so that
he could join the CMA, and Pete went with the CMA people to
Costa Rica, operating off John Hull's ranch, and were arrested
there for neutrality act violations in Costa Rica.

Senator Kerry. Did you receive any letters from Pete Glibbery
at any time?

Mr. Camper. I received letters from Pete prior to his arrest when
he was describing combat operations there by CMA personnel, and
I received a few letters after Pete had been arrested and was in the
San Jose Prison.

Senator Kerry. And did you also come to know a Steven Carr?
Mr. Camper. I knew Carr only by his correspondence to me out

of San Jose Prison. Carr was one of the mercenaries with CMA
who arrested the same day—Carr was arrested the same day Pete
was.

Senator Kerry. And did any of those letters to you or conversa
tions you ever had with him —have you information regarding drug
trafficking?

Mr. Camper. Only in the vaguest sense. The letters that I got
from Carr, he was asking for me to employ him once he got out of
jail, and he was talking about—in his letters he was talking about
assassination attempts, a planned assassination attempt against
Ambassador Tambs, about the La Pinqua bombing, about a number
of things.

He only touched on drugs very lightly in his letter. I'm working
out of my memory here on this.
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Senator Kerry. We have, in our records, some of the letters from

Carr and Glibbery. In addition to that, I think the record should
show that we had extensive conversations and have taped conver
sations with Steven Carr, prior to his death in California in an al

leged drug overdose.
In addition, we have had extensive conversations with Peter

Glibbery, during the time when he was in jail in Costa Rica, and

both of them tell a story about narcotics trafficking and arms,

weapons, John Hull's ranch, and so forth.
And I just wanted to ascertain, for the record, your connection to

them, and knowledge of them. The letters were addressed to you,
so I thought it was important to establish that here. But you knew
them both to have been involved in those efforts working in Costa
Rica in support of the Contra effort; is that accurate?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator Kerry. In fact, you trained one of them right?
Mr. Camper. Yes, I trained Pete Glibbery. I had never known

Steve Carr personally.
Senator Kerry. Do you have any other information regarding

them that you share with the committee?
Mr. Camper. Well, only that Steve Carr had told me in his let

ters that John Hull had put a contract out on his life, and he did
not expect to live long enough to do anything once he got back to

the United States and indeed he did not. He was given a drug over
dose and died.

Senator Kerry. You worked with the ATF, you worked with the
FBI, you worked with military intelligence and you worked with
all of them at the same time, essentially, did you not?

Mr. Camper. Yes sir, in some cases, it did overlap.
Senator Kerry. Did they share your information, do you know?
Mr. Camper. To the best of my knowledge, the FBI foreign coun

terintelligence unit disseminated with military intelligence and the
CIA.

Senator Kerry. Were they coordinated at that time? Were they
coordinating their efforts?

Mr. Camper. Well, I cannot tell you
Senator Kerry. If you know.
Mr. Camper [continuing]. What degree of coordination they had.

I simply understood that my information was being shared.
Senator Kerry. Did it strike you ever — I mean it strikes me a

little strange sitting here—but did it strike you ever that here you
are sitting with people from foreign countries coming through
learning assassination, bombing, and other things. I mean, how do

you sit down in Alabama and just teach that stuff?
Mr. Camper. Well, there were subjects that I knew very well.
Senator Kerry. Well, obviously, you did, but that does not mean

that they are good things to be teaching people.
Mr. Camper. No, in general, they are not good things to teach to

the public at large. But there are people who would be in the trade
who do have a need to know. And in my general courses we didn't
get into the more exotic forms—say, for instance, Mossad assassina
tion techniques. In the general courses it was more or less simple
patrol tactics and foreign weapons.
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And it would only be in the advanced courses, for certain people
who would get, you know, the more advanced training.

Senator Kerry. Well, how did you ever get that training? LRRP
training, while it is extensive, and I understand that you learn
about as much as there is to know, it is not quite as extensive as
those other exotic things, is it?

Mr. Camper. No, sir. My training in Vietnam covered certain
fields, jungle warfare, Communist weapons, things like that. But
over the years I had the opportunity to learn more police tech
niques. I had had some experience with the Israelis, and I had
learned some from them.

And then, as a matter of fact, as the mere school progressed I
began to learn a great deal from the foreign military students.
They were teaching me as well as I was teaching them. We knew
different things.

Senator Kerry. Senator McConnell.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Camper, you are currently at the peni

tentiary at where?
Mr. Camper. I am currently nowhere, sir. I am designated to a

Federal correctional institute in Phoenix, AZ.
Senator McConnell. Tell me again what you were convicted of?
Mr. Camper. Firearms charge, conspiracy charge, and a RICO

charge.
Senator McConnell. And your sentence is what?
Mr. Camper. Fourteen years.
Senator McConnell. Is this the first time you have been charged

with a crime?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is. The only other crime was a misde

meanor, trespass, during one of our school programs, and I had to
pay a fine for that. I have no criminal record.

Senator McConnell. Excuse me for going over some of this, I
missed the first part of your testimony —you started up your mer
cenary school immediately after the war, or was it later?

Mr. Camper. No, sir. I didn't start the school, didn't form the
school until 1980. I was out of Vietnam in 1967.

Senator McConnell. What have you been doing over the years?
Mr. Camper. Early in the 1970's I was working inside a branch of

the Communist Party called the Young Workers Liberation
League. This was for the FBI, and I was acting as a trainer, which
was my cover, for the Alabama Black Liberation Front. This was a
radical group that had violence as one of its means and ends. And I
was there, ostensibly, to train them to be urban guerrillas.

Throughout the 1970's I was back being a civilian. I was involved
in racing, I was a commercial artist, copywriter and a mechanic for
Porsche and BMW. And it was in 1978 that I had had enough of
that and decided to go back overseas, took employment with the
Saudia Co. in Saudia Arabia.

Senator McConnell. And you did that until you started the mer
cenary school?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did.
Senator McConnell. How does one start a mercenary school?
Mr. Camper. Well, at the time there was nothing like that.
Senator McConnell. That is encouraging.
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Mr. Camper. It was simply an idea that I had had. I had actually
had the idea when I was training rangers at Galanaga, GA, in Fort
Darby. I saw what I thought were flaws in U.S. Ranger training,
and had nurtured that idea for years and years.

And after coming back from the Middle East, and spending
nearly 2 years there, I saw that Americans especially who were
going overseas and working with foreign firms for security or who
ideas about working for foreign governments in their military orga
nizations needed to learn that it was not like being with the U.S.
Army.

They weren't protected anymore. They were working in an un
stable environment, with foreign weapons, with very little support.
It was my intention to establish a school that would train them in
how to operate under those conditions.

Senator McGonnell. So, what did you do, go down to the bank
and borrow the money to start your mercenary school? How did
you do it?

Mr. Camper. Well, actually there wasn't very much startup cap
ital necessary. Of course, I had money.

Senator McConnell. Was it bring your own weapons?
Mr. Camper. No, sir. I provided the weaponry, ammunition, pyro

technics, and special equipment. The students would bring their
own uniforms, rations, and personal equipment.

Senator McConnell. How did you get the money to buy the first
weapons to get started?

Mr. Camper. Oh, I had brought $10,000 to $20,000 back from
overseas with me, from Saudi Arabia.

Senator McConnell. So, you bought 10,000 or 20,000 dollars'
worth of weapons?

Mr. Camper. I bought a few thousand dollars' worth of weapons.
They weren't individually that expensive. I bought a variety of fire
arms that represented, at the time, the basic light weapons of the
armies of the world.

Senator McConnell. And where did you conduct this school?
Mr. Camper. We were based in West Jefferson County, which is

in central Alabama.
Senator McConnell. Excuse me. Who is we? Did you have part

ners?
Mr. Camper. Well, I had no actual partner. I used the "we" in

the context that I did have a cadre who worked with me, men that
I had trained, and who worked as my assistants and instructors.

Senator McConnell. So, what did you do, rent somebody's land,
or lease property?

Mr. Camper. I leased a particular piece of property in a very
very remote area along the Warrier River in Jefferson County, and
we used that area out there, which is away from everybody.

Senator McConnell. I assume you all made a lot of noise while
you were doing this. I mean, you were in the area that the commu
nity of Birmingham is in; is that right?

Mr. Camper. We were about 40 miles west of Birmingham. When
we did make noise, the only people we might have disturbed out
there would be some fisherman a few miles away.
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Senator McConnell. So, you didn't have any particular problem
with local authorities? You were out there, sort of shooting up the
hillside?

Mr. Camper. We had a lot of interest.
Senator McConnell. Nobody cared about that?
Mr. Camper. We had a lot of interest from local authorities, and

of course I had a few inquiries by them, because they didn't know
who we were and what we were doing.

Senator McConnell. What did you tell them? Would they just
sort of stop by?

Mr. Camper. No. There were misunderstandings in the beginning
because I didn't announce to the local authorities what I was doing
out there. So, there were several times that I had, like I say, sher
iffs deputies come down, look over the training program, watch
the people fire, or come down and make inquiries.

They would look at the weapons. They had no idea what weapons
might be legal or illegal. So, the equipment of the school, the weap
onry of the school, the property of the school, were always open to
any authorities who might want to visit or inspect.

Senator McConnell. I profess, really, that I am unsure about
this, but is it perfectly legal, then, in the United States for a pri
vate citizen such as yourself to have military type weapons?

Mr. Camper. The restrictions vary State by State. In Alabama
there is no restriction on personal ownership of a fully automatic
weapon or a sound suppressor. There are no Federal restrictions,
except that the proper license has to be obtained, which is a $200
license, and as a dealer I was authorized to have, possess, use, and
sell any of these.

Senator McConnell. So, how did you get you first student?
Mr. Camper. I advertised in paramilitary magazines, beginning

in 1980.
Senator McConnell. And people just started coming? How long

was it until you got first student?
Mr. Camper. I began advertising in the latter half of 1980, and I

think my initial response to a very small ad, I was running some
thing like 300 inquiries a month on this, most of them from inside
the United States. So, the response was incredible. It was more
than I had ever anticipated.

Senator McConnell. What would the ad say?
Mr. Camper. The ad, if I can recall properly, the first ad was a

small classified ad. It wasn't even a display ad with a picture.
Later I ran larger display ads.

Senator McConnell. What would the classified ad say?
Mr. Camper. The classified ad read, I think it just said merce

nary school, affordable training in light weapons, patrolling, explo
sives and gave the address.

Senator Kerry. Let me just say that MI has shown us the stack
of applications of the people who came through the school.

Senator McConnell. So, if a person wanted to get training,
would they come in and kind of describe the sort of training they
wanted?

Mr. Camper. No, sir. I had a definite program that we used.
Senator McConnell. And your program was designed to do

what?
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Mr. Camper. The program was designed to weed out people, No.
1, who couldn't make it. My graduation rate was only 20 percent, 2

out of 10.
Senator McConnell. Who could not make it physically?
Mr. Camper. Couldn't make it physically or mentally. The

mental pressure was worse than the physical.
Senator McConnell. Were you interested in what they intended

to do with the training?
Mr. Camper. Yes, I was.
Senator McConnell. And so what would you ask them in order

to try to ascertain what they were going to do once they acquired
this rather unusual training?

Mr. Camper. Well, I had twofold reasons. No. 1, I had the safety
reason for myself and my cadre. I couldn't have any extremely un
stable types out there. Extremists, people who have strong racial or
political hatreds normally are also unstable and can't stand up to
the pressure of such a course.

Second
Senator McConnell. How would you ascertain whether someone

was unstable? Did you have a battery of psychological tests?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. A consulting psychiatrist?
Mr. Camper. I had a battery of psychological tests. I would take

these people into the field, and for the first 72 hours I would put
them through absolute hell, which would include them being
knocked out at least once, knocked unconscious.

They would be teargassed, they would be beaten, they would be
chased through the woods naked, a number of things to discern
who was stable and who was unstable. And those who thought they
had come down for a picnic or a lark found out that it wasn't that
way. But that was my first consideration, was the stability of the
people.

My second consideration, immediately after the first school, was
the intelligence value of the individuals to the U.S. Government.

Senator McConnell. So, you viewed yourself as training people
to work for our Government?

Mr. Camper. Some of these people would go and work for the
U.S. Government. Some of them were already Government employ
ees.

Senator McConnell. Did you train people for other governments
as well?

Mr. Camper. There were many people there from foreign police
units, foreign military units. The foreigners made up a rather large
part of my training.

Senator McConnell. Did you have any idea what these foreign
ers were going to do with the training?

Mr. Camper. In some cases I did. We're speaking of say, British
soldiers, French soldiers, German soldiers, Irish constabulary,
Hong Kong constabulary, U.S. military personnel, U.S. Navy, U.S.
Army, U.S. Air Force.

Senator McConnell. Any Third World students?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. There were Arabic students from various

Arabic military organizations, Tunisian Army, et cetera; the
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Kataib, in Lebanon, people from, at the time it was under Marcos,
the Government of the Philippines.

These people would come with their documentation. I kept their
passports, money, watch, and valuables while they were in the
field. And, because I had their tickets, I had everything to do with
these people. So, I had a dead file on each man.

Senator McConnell. How much would it cost to receive the
training?

Mr. Camper. $350 for 2 weeks. That's about all they could stand
was 2 weeks' worth.

Senator McConnell. And once they had completed this rather
difficult 2 weeks, what would they know how to do?

Mr. Camper. Having graduated the basic course, they would
know how to work with a reconnaissance team in the field and
they would know a wide variety of foreign light infantry weapons,
and they would have an intense amount of personal initiative and
leadership qualities for small team operations, commando oper
ations.

I should add that exotic training, like the formulation of explo
sives or demolitions training was not available to these people
during the basic course. The only things that they do that would
relate to explosive would be mines, grenades, and boobytraps,
which we considered prepared explosives.

Senator McConnell. How many students—what was the maxi
mum number of students you had in any given 2-week time?

Mr. Camper. The course was designed for 12 students at a time,
three 4-man teams. There were times that I had to go as high as
platoon-sized classes, meaning 20 to 30 men at a time. That wasn't
desirable for me, because the course was not designed for that
many men.

Senator McConnell. And the school functioned for how long?
Mr. Camper. March 1981 was the first course, and November

1986 was the last.
Senator McConnell. And how many total graduates did you

have?
Mr. Camper. Over those years of operations, we only graduated

an average of 20 percent of all that we took, so I would say —actu
ally less than 20 percent in the long run, so I would say that actu
ally qualified graduates, there were less than 300 men that were
fully qualified after that period of time.

Senator McConnell. Was that your sole source of income during
that period?

Mr. Camper. No, sir.
Senator McConnell. What else were you doing?
Mr. Camper. Well, I had the Bunker gun shop.
Senator McConnell. Where was that?
Mr. Camper. That was in Birmingham, or in a suburb of Bir

mingham. I wrote extensively for various magazines, sold magazine
articles as fast as I could turn them out. I worked from time to
time for foreign governments on intelligence and security matters.

Senator McConnell. You obviously discontinued the school, I
assume because of your legal problems?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, that's right. Actually, I had planned to
close the school in 1986. That was the end of its useful value.
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Senator McConnell. Why?
Mr. Camper. My cover had been blown because of the Sikh oper

ation in 1985, and it was impossible for me to continue doing what
I had been doing.

Senator McConnell. So, explain to me the nature of the charges
against you. Were they related to your school?

Mr. Camper. Related to the school only in the sense that it in
volved a couple of my instructors. One would be Paul Johnson, the

one who had stolen the C4, and the other was an assistant instruc
tor, a friend of Johnson's named Jim Cunio.

The nature of the charges, on the indictment it read that I had

planned and participated in the burning of two automobiles outside
of Los Angeles, which would be a conspiracy charge, a firearms
charge, meaning incendiary devices, and because there were three
counts of that, they were able to add the RICO charge on top of it.

Senator McConnell. I assume you kept up with a lot of your
graduates over the years?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. Virtually everybody that graduated stayed
in contact with me, and indeed came back time and time again to

go back through the courses.
Senator McConnell. Are any of those people in jail now?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. A few of them certainly are. A great

number of them are dead.
Senator McConnell. Of the ones that you are aware of who are

incarcerated now, what were they convicted of, if you know?
Mr. Camper. The ones that I know of eventually committed some

sort of weapons violation, and that's my broadest knowledge. Now,
I should add that any time I was aware of a weapons violation or
an explosives violation, or any other breach of the law, that I
passed it along to the appropriate law enforcement or intelligence
agency.

Senator McConnell. I am not through yet, unless you have got
one, Senator Adams, you just want to throw in.

Senator Adams. Well, I have one. You had a dealer license with
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax?

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. I had two licenses. A class 1 license which
covers semiautomatic weapons, and a class 3 license, which covers
automatic weapons.

Senator Adams. Heavy stuff?
Mr. Camper. Up to .50-caliber machineguns.
Senator Adams. That's heavy stuff.
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator McConnell. So, Mr. Camper, it did not occur to you, or

if it did occur to you, it did not bother you that you were training
folks to go out and kill people and in general, carry on activities
that most civilized societies do not like to encourage?

Mr. Camper. It certainly did occur to me and that's why I was as
selective as I could be with the people that I accepted. And my
training was for both U.S. Government personnel and well as
many foreign governments that were friendly with the United
States, and many, many police officers, and some fire and rescue
personnel. The average guy off the street doesn't have much of an
interest in this.
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Senator McConnell. I certainly hope not. Well, since you claim
you were so careful not to step over the line, are you a little bitter
about what has happened to you?

Mr. Camper. I am absolutely unhappy with it, sir.
Senator McConnell. Why do you think it happened?
Mr. Camper. My best explanation to you would be that my exex-

ecutive officer, Paul Johnson, had a string of felonies that he had
to shed himself of. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
gave him that opportunity.

The BATF people had been investigating me from the day that I
opened. I read most of their early reports. I was always in suspi
cion by them. They were never included in knowing any of the
exotic operations that I was involved in, they didn't have a need to
know.

Even though I worked a long operation for them, throughout
1983, I worked on one operation that lasted nearly 9 months for
ATF, and continually assisted them whenever they requested as
sistance. I never had their faith or their trust, and ATF wanted me
out of business in what they considered their town, which was Bir
mingham, the Birmingham office.

Senator McConnell. So, they did not, in your view, have an ade
quate appreciation for the skills you were providing for others?

Mr. Camper. They didn't have an adequate knowledge of what
was going on out in the field, and I didn t have the liberty to ex
plain it to them.

Senator McConnell. But you feel like they dropped you in and
that's why you are on your way to the penitentiary?

Mr. Camper. I feel that Johnson gave them a story that they
were willing to believe, since it was going to eliminate me and get
me out of their city.

I should add that ATF suppressed a great deal of their own evi
dence that incriminated Johnson and not myself, including ATF
undercover recordings of Johnson admitting his guilt and asking a
man that he did not know was an ATF agent not to tell me that he
was guilty because I would turn him in.

Senator McConnell. But it is safe to say you are pretty bitter
about what has happened to you the last couple of years?

Mr. Camper. Like I say, I'm unhappy with it. Actual bitterness? I
don't really know. I have a fair amount of self-discipline, and that's
a reservoir from Vietnam.

Senator McConnell. What is the earliest you can hope to be out
of the penitentiary, Mr. Camper?

Mr. Camper. 1992.
Senator McConnell. Why have you appeared before the commit

tee today?
Mr. Camper. For two reasons. No. 1, because of the early dating

of a seemingly very similar missile deal to what we know of in
Iran-Contra, and I felt that it was important to tell that since, if
the missile deal that I have described here is a foundation for the
missile deal that actually occurred, it back dates the deal for over a
year and it means that you've been sold a bill of goods by people
who gave you a date to start thinking from, and you bought it and
ran with it, and they forgot to tell you the first third, and that
means that the Congress and the Senate was lied to.
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Second
Senator McConnell. And you feel a need to set that straight?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I do.
Being accurate in reporting as an intelligence operative or asset,

accuracy and truthfulness is mandatory.
Senator McConnell. And you were going to say your second

reason for being here today?
Mr. Camper. The second reason was to get the story out about

the Air India jet, because that has been absolutely suppressed, that
we had knowledge of what actually happened to that jet.

There were 329 people who died on that airplane, and they died

because of a failure in our operation and because of a suppression
of the facts by the Canadian, Japanese, United States, and Indian
Governments. And their deaths were suppressed for political rea
sons.

Senator McConnell. Is it also safe to say that you hope as a

result of being here today that you'll be given more favorable treat
ment or get your sentence reduced or something as a result of this
action?

Mr. Camper. I don't know what will happen as a result of this, I
really don't.

I have been made no promises and there has been no discussions
of such a deal between myself and any of Senator Kerry's staff.

Senator McConnell. You said earlier that when you were stay
ing at the Holiday Inn in Panama you heard "a lot of talk" about
people running guns and drugs in and out of Panama and Costa
Rica. Could you be a little more specific?

Who was talking and what exactly were they saying?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I can. I can be more specific. I was working

with the UESAT unit, which was a very elite, very secret unit in
Panama, and it gave me a status and an acceptability within the
Panamanian Defense Force so that I was acceptable to them social
ly and they trusted me.

I was working with the G staff, the Panamanian military intelli
gence, the G-2 section. I was working with their G-4 staff, and I
was constantly in Panamanian self-defense —the Panamanian De
fense Force headquarters, and in social situations with these people
after hours.

And they felt that it was safe to talk in front of me. And the fact
that Panama was assisting the United States in a fashion to assist
the Contras, they were very proud of that, some of these military
men were.

And the fact that drugs were being moved through Panama
Senator McConnell. Excuse me. Can you give us any names of

people who can confirm this?
Mr. Camper. Sir, these are people in the Panamanian military:

Major Fondora, who I believe would be promoted by now; his im
mediate superior, who would be Colonel Husteni; a gentleman now
who would be Captain Garavito, who was at the time commander
of the UESAT unit; of course Jose Valloria, but he was involved
himself in these activities, so I don't know how much he would be
willing to admit publicly, and it would get him in trouble in
Panama.
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These are the immediate people that come to mind. Maj. or Col.
Al Young, who is with military intelligence.

Senator McConnell. This particular meeting that you were talk
ing about, this was at a hotel or motel bar, meeting room?

Mr. Camper. The one I was discussing about with the pilot was
in the lounge area, which was the bar and lounge area of the
Panama Holiday Inn, the downtown Holiday Inn. There's another
one at the airport.

And it was a social meeting. It was an afterhours meeting.
Senator McConnell. So, you were all just sort of sitting around

in the bar kicking the subject around?
Mr. Camper. We would certainly discuss military subjects, vari

ous military subjects, and the war in Nicaragua was a paramount
subject.

Senator McConnell. This just occurred to me because it came
up in another context, but I gather then you speak Spanish, do
you?

Mr. Camper. No, sir, I don't. My Spanish is very, very poor, and
the only thing that I could govern or get out of these people would
be when they would speak to me in English.

Senator McConnell. But this particular group were all pretty
good in English, were they?

Mr. Camper. Garavito was not. Garavito spoke very little Eng
lish. Jose spoke very good English.

Senator McConnell. So, he would sort of act as the interpreter?
Mr. Camper. He would in some cases. Several of these people

spoke English. English is not that widely spoken as many people
think it is in Panama, but there's enough of it to go around.

So, out of deference to me, they would speak in English when
they could.

Senator McConnell. And when they couldn't, how did you un
derstand what they were saying?

Mr. Camper. When they didn't speak in English, I could follow a
few key words. But like I said, I'm not conversant in Spanish and I
would miss a great deal.

Senator McConnell. When you all were sitting around having
this discussion at the hotel, was there a discussion about drugrun-
ning in and out of other countries as well?

Mr. Camper. The particular discussion was cocaine being ob
tained in Colombia and being landed in Panama or Costa Rica, and
that the cocaine at some point from Panama or Costa Rica would
find its way to the United States. That wasn't apparent in the con
versation.

But that this pilot was flying to the resupply airfields where the
Contras were being resupplied. Now, maybe I should qualify what
I'm saying. I wasn't that surprised because in Vietnam, especially
in the special operations group, I was accustomed to Air America
aircraft and other black identity aircraft flying drugs in Cambodia,
Laos, in certain areas of Vietnam.

So, I assumed that the movement of drugs in Central America
was similar to the way the movement of drugs had been in Viet
nam. It was a fact of the war.
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Senator McConnell. We heard some testimony that drugs were

going through there to a variety of different countries and to both

sides in Nicaragua. Was that also in the discussion?
Mr. Camper. It was my understanding that both sides, the Sandi

nistas and the Contras, were using—either allowing drug ship
ments to go through their areas or were in some cases storing
drugs in their areas.

Like I said, I'm not conversant in the drug world. I don't know
that much about it.

Senator McConnell. It must have been pretty clear to you that
the Panamanians were not driven, then, by any particular ideologi
cal considerations. They were willing to deal with the Sandinistas
or the Contras or whoever in whichever country; is that right?

Mr. Camper. For accuracy, during this one conversation they
were simply talking about the Contra strips, although of my own
knowledge I do know of drugsites or did know of drugsites within
Nicaragua.

Senator Kerry. Let me help you out here, so that you can get
the Sandinistas in here, too.

Didn't you become active in a drug operation against targets in
Nicaragua? Why don't you describe that.

Mr. Camper. I was at one point in the progress of organizing
commando raids into Nicaragua to destroy Sandinista drugsites.
And this was coordinated through DEA.

And the idea was that we were going to destroy drugsites near
Managua City. So, I was bipartisan in my feelings here.

Senator McConnell. It was going on on both sides?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. Thank you, Senator Kerry.
Senator Adams. Mr. Camper, did General Noriega ever come up

in the conversations you were having at the Holiday Inn?
Mr. Camper. The specific mention of General Noriega was when

I was meeting with the chief from the Medellin people. He made a

specific reference to Noriega.
Senator Adams. What was his reference?
Mr. Camper. When I was meeting with the chief and he was

asking me for missiles and a helicopter, I told the man, I said I be

lieve that would be illegal, for me to bring those to you here, I
don't think Noriega would allow it.

And the chief leaned over, reached and patted his wallet and he
said: "Don't worry about Noriega; we have Noriega right here [in
dicating], and patted his wallet."

Amongst the military people, Noriega was mentioned only in the
sense of being a superior military officer.

Senator Adams. Was it ever mentioned that Noriega was in
volved with the CIA?

Mr. Camper. It was hinted at, sir, that he was cooperating with
the United States. The level of cooperation wasn't made known to
me.

Senator Adams. I have looked at your exhibit from the Holiday
Inn and I notice a number of restaurant bills. You were spending
quite a bit of time in the restaurant with these people?
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Mr. Camper. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, I almost never ate out
side the hotel. They'd either come and visit me or have drinks or
talks with me there in the restaurant.

Senator Adams. Mr. Camper, when did you leave Saudi Arabia?
Mr. Camper. In—let's see. I can't recall if it was June or July

1980, in the summer of 1980.

Senator Adams. Did you live in the compound?
Mr. Camper. At one point I lived in a desert camp which was for

military personnel. Later on I did live in a Saudia-provided apart
ment building, but not within a compound.

Senator Adams. What city were you in?
Mr. Camper. In Jeddah.
Senator Adams. Were you working for TWA or Saudia?
Mr. Camper. Saudia.
Senator Adams. For the president of Saudia?
Mr. Camper. Say again?
Senator Adams. For the president of Saudia?
Mr. Camper. No, sir, I did not know him.
Senator Adams. Do you know where he came from?
Mr. Camper. No, I knew very little about the superiors at

Saudia.
Senator Adams. What were you doing for Saudia?
Mr. Camper. I had originally gone to work in their staff car sec

tion.
Senator Adams. I'm sorry?
Mr. Camper. I said I had originally gone to work in their staff

car section.
Senator Adams. Staff car section?
Mr. Camper. Staff car section.
Senator Adams. Since you've had a lot of experience with the

military, Did you know that the top part of Saudia came from their
military pilots?

Mr. Camper. I knew that Saudia was involved with the Saudi
military; yes, sir.

Senator Adams. And you worked for Saudia and not for TWA?
Mr. Camper. Right. Understand that TWA did the hiring in the

United States for Saudia, and they did that on contract. They did it
out of Kansas City.

Senator Adams. But you were hired directly by Saudia?
Mr. Camper. I was hired in the United States by TWA and

signed my contract with Saudia once I was in the country, once I
was in Saudi Arabia.

[Pause.]
Senator Adams. I am confused about Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire

arms. It's very difficult to get a license to deal in automatic weap
ons. Did you get this because of some coordination from your other
activities, or how did you get this?

Mr. Camper. It is relatively difficult to get an automatic weapons
license. It's not impossible.

Senator Adams. I know it's not impossible.
Mr. Camper. And to give someone a class 1 license, it simply re

quires a clean legal background. To get a class 3 license, ATF must
conduct an investigation, thorough investigation of the individual.

91-936 0 - 88 - 11
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And the ATF investigation of me was clean and I was granted the

license.
It had nothing to do with any other activities.
Senator Adams. You got it straightaway from them, and you

were not involved with being vouched for by the other agencies for
whom you were working during this period of time?

Mr. Camper. Not to my knowledge.
Senator Adams. We have heard about coordination of these agen

cies and you answered some questions with regard to that. I want
to ask you something a little more specific. Did any one of the
agents from the FBI tell you that they were sharing information
with the CIA or with the Department of Justice divisions, other
than the FBI being a part of the Department of Justice, with other
divisions within the Department of Justice?

Mr. Camper. Yes.
Senator Adams. They did say that to you?
Mr. Camper. Right. The specific incident was when something

had come up and I had turned in a report, and I said, shouldn't I
give a duplicate of this to another agency? And they said: No, we

already —we do that for you; so-and-so is getting it and so-and-so is

getting it.
Senator Adams. Did military intelligence ever say that to you?
Mr. Camper. No. MI did not say that, but the FBI did.
Senator Adams. When you were dealing with the Sikhs, did they

ever threaten to sabotage chemical plants or water supplies?
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, they did. The Sikhs had an intention to try

to poison as much of the water supply in Bombay as they could,

and indeed ran a test experiment on it and poisoned the water
supply at a girls school. They didn't kill any of the girls, but they
made 12 of them very, very ill.

And actually, sir, the Sikhs had more plots and plans than I
could recount here in an hour.

Senator Adams. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator Adams.
Let me just summarize then. We're running very, very late, and

we still have another witness and I want to try to get through this
before we all fade, for those who haven't. The staff is laughing at
that.

To summarize very briefly, you have raised a very legitimate
question with substantial documentation about a possible missile
transfer in 1984, which really does open the question of what was
happening during that period of time, and which is also within the
jurisdiction of this committee in so much as we are also a commit
tee that sits on the issue of terrorism and international operations.

In addition, it is clear through Mi's own documents submitted to

us, as well as our conversations with them, that you were an opera
tive. You were working with them. You were paid. You did submit
reports.

They did have knowledge in 1984 and earlier about Americans
organizing, transferring weapons, actually going to fight, about var
ious Neutrality Act violations, as well as about the report you
made about the bid through the cartel to buy out Panama, and
General Noriega's so-called availability at that point in time for
those kinds of deals.
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In addition, we had reports on Noriega's bodyguard unit and the
drug meeting in Panama.

I find all of these things obviously disturbing, particularly— I
don't know how many people have taken note of it, but the U.S.
attorney in Miami yesterday announced the indictment on charges
of violations of the Neutrality Act of some of the very people that
this committee alleged were engaged in it way back in 1986.

And some of those who were involved were the very people you
have talked about—Tom Posey, Peter Glibberly, Steven Carr, and
so forth.

Is it your sense that that is the tip of the iceberg? I don't want a
sense —or is that just the beginning? Is that part of the story?

Mr. Camper. These indictments for Colonel North, for the merce
naries that were indicted yesterday out of Fort Lauderdale or
Miami, the other indictments in the Iran-Contra affair, these are
apparently just the first of the indictments that will continue, I am
sure, for a year or so as the investigations go forward.

Senator Kerry. Providing they go forward.
Mr. Camper. Provided the investigations go forward, and particu

larly the foundation and the origin of what would ultimately
become the Iran-Contra missile deal. It seems to me that it existed
much earlier.

Senator Kerry. Well, leaving that aside. What I don't want to do
is dwell here. It's a question. It's a very legitimate question. But I
don't want to dwell on that.

What I think is more important in terms of this committee's
work is the question of the linkages here. I want to reassert, you
know, my interest in this, as the ranking member knows and as
other members of the committee know —and I've always said this —
initially grew out of reports about Contras being involved, and
that's what we originally looked at.

And clearly, the concern there was prompted not because the
Sandinistas should be allowed to do it, and they shouldn't, that's
obvious, but because American taxpayers' dollars were being used
to support one and not the other. And we were clearly very much
involved with one and not the other.

And it's our own efforts that we can directly control, and if they
were contributing somehow to narcotics traffic that was of concern,
at least to this Senator.

Now, what we discovered within a short span of time was some
thing much more significant, which then prompted this committee
to look more broadly, not at the Contras, which frankly have been
ancillary to the process for months now, but to Honduras, to the
Cayman Islands, to the Bahamas, to Colombia, to a network that
we began to become aware of, which partly is aided, I think,
through some of these other war activities.

And you've referred to Vietnam. This Senator is also painfully
aware of the trafficking that took place at that period of time, of
the Golden Triangle, as it was referred to, and of the use of heroin,
poppy, and so forth to buy weapons, transfer information, deal with
the Khmer Rouge, among others.

And I personally went on one clandestine joint CIA mission into
Cambodia in which we delivered weapons. So, I am very familiar
with it.
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What I think has happened is it's gotten away from us, and these
hearings are geared to try to see if we can understand how we can
kind of regain control a little bit and understand where we're
going.

Senator McConnell. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask one final
question here or a couple of questions.

You were actually convicted when?
Mr. Camper. In April 1987, sir.
Senator McConnell. April 1987. Your trial was going on when?
Mr. Camper. My first trial was going on in November 1986. The

second trial was in April 1987.

Senator McConnell. The Iran-Contra matter became public in
November 1986.

Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, it did. It became public just a day or two
prior to my first trial.

Senator McConnell. Did you during the course of your effort to

get more favorable treatment —you indicated you're not real happy
with the fact that you're on your way to the penitentiary —did you
raise any of the issues that you have raised with this committee
today earlier, in the hope that somebody might be interested in
what you had to say and might smile upon you in the preconviction
phase of your criminal proceeding?

Mr. Camper. Sir, you should know that throughout both of my
trials my involvement with the U.S. Government and all the oper
ations I had with the U.S. Government were very strenuously sup
pressed, the prosecution released false information about me to the
press in Los Angeles to effect a loss of credibility toward me, and
that at no time was I able to bring any of this out as either a
means of character reference or a means of evidence throughout
the trial.

Senator McConnell. Or as an effort to reduce your sentence?
Mr. Camper. That's right.
Senator McConnell. Did you make any effort through that

period?
Mr. Camper. Sir, I made the effort through my judge and my at

torneys made the effort. The judge repeatedly turned us down in
bringing this information forth. The prosecution, of course, strenu
ously asked the judge to let none of this information come out.

Senator McConnell. You had a lawyer, I assume.
Mr. Camper. Yes, sir, I did. As a matter of fact, I had one lawyer

my first trial and two lawyers in my second trial.
Senator McConnell. So, they could confirm that you offered this

kind of information that you have given us and that there was no
interest in it?

Mr. Camper. There was absolutely no interest in it. The court did
suppress it. Sir, my presentence investigation report that's in my
Bureau of Prisons file is false. The Bureau of Prisons had no
knowledge of my background in relationship to the Government. It
was only just prior to Senator Kerry's committee finding me that
the BOP has actually given me an accurate file.

Senator Kerry. Let me say we only found you—when did we find
you, 3 weeks ago?

Mr. Camper. Approximately a month ago.
Senator Kerry. We found him a month ago.
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Senator McConnell. So, you feel like you were sort of a victim
of a governmentwide conspiracy to kind of put you away, get you
out of sight?

Mr. Camper. I felt in 1986 that the information that I had was
being strenuously suppressed and in order to protect the operations
that at the time were very, very hot.

Senator McConnell. And you were prosecuted where?
Mr. Camper. In Los Angeles, the ninth district.
Senator McConnell. And who was the prosecutor in charge of

your particular case? Who prosecuted your case?
Mr. Camper. The individual was a prosecutor named Stevens.
Senator McConnell. Stevens. What was his first name?
Mr. Camper. I believe it was Charles Stevens. I'm not sure about

his first name. Mr. Stevens was aware of this and did act to sup
press it all.

Senator McConnell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator.
Do you have any questions you want to ask?
Senator Adams. No.
Senator Kerry. Mr. Camper, for the time being at least we are

going to excuse you as a witness and I just want to thank you very,
very much for your testimony today and your patience in being
here.

We are going to take about a 5-minute recess before we begin
with the next witness. We stand in recess.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator Kerry. Can you stand now? Would you identify yourself

for the record, please? Just identify yourself before I swear you in.
Mr. Rodriguez. Felix Ismael Rodriguez.
Senator Kerry. And could you raise your right hand? Do you

swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr. Rodriguez. I do, sir.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Mr. Rodriguez. You can

sit down now. Mitch, why don't I turn to you if you want to begin
the inquiry?

Senator McConnell. I am sorry, Mr. Rodriguez, that you ended
up coming on at 4:30. According to the agenda that had been re
leased, you were going to be on a little earlier in the day.

STATEMENT OF FELIX ISMAEL RODRIGUEZ, MIAMI, FL
Mr. Rodriguez. It was 11 months, 8 days, 2 hours, and 34 min

utes, sir.
Senator McConnell. I know. I was thinking, given the difficulty

we have had of getting your appearance in public, it is too bad it
came at the end of the day, and I hope that there are still some
media people who are here.

Let me start by welcoming you here. As you know, you testified
in closed session in June 1987 and requested a number of opportu
nities to appear before this Subcommittee.

Mr. Rodriguez. It was August 6, 1987, sir.
Senator McConnell. It was a long time coming, but we are glad

to have you here, your sworn testimony before the subcommittee.
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I would like to ask you some questions based on your signed and
sworn affidavit executed on June 7, 1988, which I have made public
and you have made public. You said in that affidavit, "I've never
been at any time in my life involved with drug money-laundering
operations, either to obtain funds for assisting the Nicaraguan free
dom fighters or for personal gain."

Do you still stand by that statement?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir, 100 percent.
Senator McConnell. You also said in that affidavit, which I

would like to make a part of the record at this point, the affidavit
of June 7

Senator Kerry. Without objection, so ordered.

[The affidavit of Mr. Rodriguez appears in the appendix.]
Senator McConnell. You also said in your affidavit that you

met with Ramon Milian Rodriguez, a convicted drug money laun-
derer, only once, and have never seen or heard from him personal
ly again.

Do you still stand by that statement as true?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. Would you please describe in detail the cir

cumstances of your sole meeting with Ramon Milian Rodriguez?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. It was in January 1985. I was called by

a friend of mine who was a former lieutenant from the Miami
Sheriff Department, Mr. Raul Diaz, and he asked me over the tele
phone, he wanted me to meet with somebody who he explained had
been involved in narcotics laundering, who could compromise the
Government of Nicaragua, who had requested him, and, if I under
stand correctly, he told me they had a tape of a conversation of an
assistant of the President of Nicaragua, Daniel Ortega, who called
him from Guatemala and told him —wanted him to run bail, estab
lish a laundering bank in Panama for the benefit, economical bene
fit of the Nicaraguan Communist government.

And he thought that I might help and pass this information to

somebody who would be interested in listening to his testimony. He
asked me if he could bring this individual to my home, and I told
him that I would not bring this type of people to my house, but I
did agree to meet with him and we did, at Mr. Diaz's office on Jan
uary 18, 1985.

That was the only time that I met with him. It was in the morn
ing, and I think it did not lasted more than 1 hour, sir.

Senator McConnell. Did you in any way solicit Ramon Milian
Rodriguez's assistance in obtaining funds for the Nicaraguan free
dom fighters?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. And do you want to hear the circum
stances of the meeting, what I recall at that time, what I recall
now? I think it would be very interesting.

I purposely have not met with Mr. Diaz because I didn't want my
testimony to be influenced in any way or form by his recollection.
So, even though he had called me at the time, I passed the infor
mation to him that I would rather not talk to him untilall of this
thing was over.

I went to the office of Mr. Diaz and I met Mr. Milian Rodriguez.
He passed the following information to me. He told me that he was
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picked up on a technicality, that he would only have to serve, ac
cording to him, about 5 years in prison, but he didn't want to do
that because of his son —and I don't even know whether he has a

son or not.
He said the same thing that I just told you, that Raul had told

me, that he had a tape recorded conversation from an assistant of
Ortega, and that he would be willing to cooperate with Federal au
thorities in compromising the Nicaraguan Communist government,
but that he will not compromise the drug people, because otherwise
he would have been killed.

He mentioned to me, sir, if my memory serves correctly, that he
had ensured not to be assassinated by the drug people because he
had control over $300 million— I think he said $325 or $375 million
of drug assets in the State of Florida. And through that time they
had known that he did not turn anybody in, he made a point of
saying that his organization was so good that there was one tele
phone call that he made, allowed to him by our legal procedure, 60

couriers were able to leave the country and nobody was picked up
on that case.

As time goes by, I think he mentioned brashly that he would be
willing, if he struck a deal with the U.S. Government, to provide
funds from the money that he made with the Nicaraguans in
Panama, this alleged laundering facility that he was supposed to
establish for them, for the Nicaraguan freedom fighters.

I did not solicit it. I listened to the information. He made also
other allegations like, for example, I asked him —myself, I had an
interest in Noriega —and I asked him about Noriega, if he knows
anything about him. He mentioned at the time that his organiza
tion has given Noriega somewhere around in the neighborhood of
$600 million, that he had laundered something like $3 billion—

which to me is unbelievable —and if somebody wanted to check it
they could look for Noriega's pistol, which was a silver Browning.
He said it was registered to him in Miami.

Senator McConnell. I gather from what you are saying that you
certainly did not tell him you were advising the U.S. Government
or any of its officials on the Contra issue?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I want to say that after that meeting,
Senator, I contacted an FBI agent in Miami— I think it was Janu
ary 20, 1985; that was a Sunday —and I passed this information to
him. That day I did fly to Washington, and on January 23, I think,
I went to the headquarters in Virginia of the CIA, because I was
visiting with a friend of mine from there, and I asked him that I
wanted to talk to somebody that had to do with narcotics in the
Agency, that had that responsibility.

I met with an individual from the Agency and I passed all of this
information to him. And that's the last I heard of that. And I think
Senator Kerry swore in an individual from the Iran-Contra investi
gative committee, Mr. Holmes, who attested, and I think you later
received the verification that the FBI indeed had received my noti
fication on the whole information on this.

Senator McConnell. Does that cover your knowledge of and dis
cussions with Ramon Milian Rodriguez?
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Mr. Rodriguez. I think—well, we talked for about an hour.
There were different subjects that he touched on. I haven't been
able to see my testimony to refresh my recollection.

Senator McConnell. I just mean to complete him before we
move on. Is there anything else you have to say about Ramon
Milian Rodriguez in terms of your

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. I think he's a liar, and I strongly believe
that this committee should pursue who is telling the truth in here.
I passed along an affidavit in a letter that I sent to Senator Kerry
not too long ago when I asked to testify here openly.

Senator McConnell. On the issue of Ramon Milian Rodriguez
and whether he is a liar, Mr. Rodriguez, you might be interested to
know that earlier this week an assistant prosecutor named Gre-
gorie testified before this committee and said that Rodriguez was —
that Milian Rodriguez was completely without credibility.

Senator Kerry. No, no, no. Now let us be fair. I really want to be
fair here.

Senator McConnell. Well, why don't we just let the record
speak for itself? I will not interpret.

Senator Kerry. But he did not say "completely". He said he as a
prosecutor would not use him.

Senator McConnell. I will not interpret what Mr. Gregorie said,
Senator Kerry. Just let the record speak for itself.

Senator Kerry. I am happier that way.
Senator McConnell. I have an affidavit by the man who pros

ecuted the Milian Rodriguez case, a man named Stephen Schles-
singer, which I would like to ask be included in its entirety.

[The affidavit of Mr. Schlessinger appears in the appendix.]
8-point stuff 2 kum
Senator McConnell. And at this point I would like to read into

the record for the benefit of those who remain at this late hour,
this was an affidavit of Stephen Schlessinger, who prosecuted the
defendant, Ramon Milian Rodriguez. The affidavit is dated June 8,
1988. And this is what Mr. Schlessinger, who prosecuted that case,
had to say about Rodriguez, beginning on page 7. This is among
many other things.

This is an 8y2-page memorandum with 18 paragraphs, all devot
ed to the credibility of Milian Rodriguez.

He says, on page 7, paragraph 15:

Any claims Milian Rodriguez has made that his money smuggling activities were
far more extensive than that indicated in his records is also belied by the evidence
obtained in the investigation which has led to his conviction. Thus, the evidence
reveal that Milian Rodriguez operated a modest organization in which he played the
paramount role. Milian Rodriguez himself flew to various cities where he personally
collected the cash destined for Panama. Likewise, he issued the necessary paper
work and maintained the necessary books and records. Such activity occupied the
vast majority of Milian Rodriguez' time and effort. In order to have transported sig
nificantly greater amounts of cash, Milian Rodriguez would have had to have em
ployed numerous additional persons and, of necessity, he would have needed to
greatly expand his capacity to pick up, store, and transport cash. There is no evi
dence that he did so.

Paragraph 16:

Likewise, no documentary or tangible evidence was found supporting such claims.
Money laundering is an activity which invariably generates considerable paperwork.
Obviously, records of the delivery and disposition of huge amounts of cash much be
maintained. Extensive searches were conducted of Milian Rodriguez' various busi
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ness and personal premises by Federal agents following his interception on the
morning of May 4, 1983.

His person, automobile, airport office, business office, personal residence and a
warehouse he leased were all searched. No records revealing money-laundering ac
tivities magnitudes greater than that for which Milian Rodriguez was convicted
were discovered at any of these sites. Likewise, no addresses, telephone numbers,
letters, or other bits of communication between Milian Rodriguez and any numbers
of the Medellin cartel, General Noriega, or persons involved with Contra funding
were discovered.

Paragraph 17:

Finally, any claim by Milian Rodriguez that he dealt personally with General
Noriega seems particularly unlikely since it was Panamanian police officers who
provided U.S. law enforcement authorities with ongoing reports of Milian Rodri
guez' activities. It is unlikely that General Noriega would have suddenly withdrawn
protection for Milian Rodriguez' activities since the information was provided over a
long period of time and indeed took place while Milian Rodriguez was still smug
gling staggering sums of cash out of the United States and into Panama. Had
Milian Rodriguez suddenly incurred General Noriega's displeasure, it is unlikely
that Milian Rodriguez' activities in Panama would have been permitted to continue.

For the reasons set forth above, Milian Rodriguez is not regarded by this office as
a credible witness, and this office has declined to base any court proceedings upon
his testimony.

Suffice it to say that there is substantial evidence in addition to
your statement, Mr. Rodriguez, that Milian Rodriguez is completely
without credibility.

Mr. Rodriguez. I know that, sir.
Senator McConnell. Unfortunately, though, he has become

something of a television star. We have seen him on network tele
vision making wild and unsubstantiated claims about high-ranking
officials in this country, and the man is obviously a total liar, and
it is a very frustrating experience for those against whom those
claims are made, such as yourself.

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator McConnell. The direct quote from Dick Gregorie, the

U.S. attorney who testified before this committee 2 days ago, was
this:

As an ethical prosecutor, I could not put Ramon Milian Rodriguez on the witness
stand.

Senator Kerry. That is what I said. I thought we were going to
let the record speak for itself.

Senator McConnell. I just thought I would quote from the
record, since we have it.

In other words, everybody, with the possible exception of the
chairman, knows that Milian Rodriguez is devoid of credibility.

Mr. Rodriguez. That's why, Senator, I requested from the chair
man that I think this is important, because I have a wife and two
children, and it's not very easy when you wake up in the morning
and you see your name in the newspaper, saying that you have re
ceived $10 million from drug people, which I have never done or
will never do in my life.

I think it's very important that the chairman of this committee
would commit this committee to make sure that whoever is lying
from the both of us be convicted, federally in his case, or in my
case, if I am lying. Because I don't think I should hang with this
thing on my head, when this thing is clarified, Senator.
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I think you have a lot of evidence about Milian Rodriguez to
make this decision. You have worked with him for over a year. You
have all of this testimony. And people who don't know me might
have doubts about my sincerity and my integrity, and that's the

only thing I have, Senator, and I am not going to lose it here or

anywhere else, leading on a battlefield, sir, defending what I be

lieve.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Rodriguez, with regard to assertions by

a Richard Brenneke and Jose Blandon in your affidavit, which I
have already made a part of the record, you stated, and this is a

quote from your affidavit, "I state under oath that I never met or

had any contact with either Richard J. Brenneke or Jose Blandon."
Do you still stand by that statement as true?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. I never heard of their names before in

my life until it became public on, I think it was, an ABC program.
Senator McConnell. I would also like to insert in the record at

this point with regard to Richard J. Brenneke a memorandum
from the CIA which rebuts the claim that Brenneke was a CIA em

ployee. They typically neither confirm nor deny these sort of

things, but since Brenneke had publicly stated and asserted and

produced a forged document that he was a CIA employee, the CIA
did break with its normal pattern and denied that he had ever

worked for the CIA. I ask that that be made a part of the record at

this point.
[The information referred to follows:]

May 27, 1988.

Memorandum for: Office of Congressional Affairs
From: William M. Baker, Director, Public Affairs
Subject: CIA Comments Regarding Richard J. Brenneke, Requested by Senator Mc

Connell
1. CIA has publicly denied that Richard J. Brenneke was a CIA employee. In Feb

ruary 1987, after an article appeared in the New York Times (Feb. 2, 1987, at
tached), which said that Brenneke provided the Times with evidence that he was

employed for 13 years by the CIA, a CIA spokeswoman told James Long of the Ore-

gonian in Portland, OR, that CIA had no record that Brenneke ever worked for the

CIA. The Oregonian printed the CIA reply on February 12, 1987, and CIA subse

quently provided the same denial to the New York Times.
2. CIA policy generally is to neither confirm nor deny employment. However, the

Oregonian noted that Mr. Brenneke had a letter dated December 1979 signed by the

CIA Director of Personnel which purportedly verified his CIA employment. CIA rec

ognized that the individual who was said to have signed the letter was not the Di
rector of Personnel at that time, and in fact had left the Agency years before. A
search of records was then undertaken to determine whether Mr. Brenneke had

been employed or associated in any capacity with the Agency. Other than a few con

tacts initiated by Mr. Brenneke to two of our domestic offices, the Agency had no

relationship with Mr. Brenneke. The Agency decided on the basis of what appeared
to be a doctored letter to deny Mr. Brenneke's claimed affiliation.

William M. Baker.

Senator McConnell. Further, with regard to Brenneke, I would
ask at this point an affidavit from Don Gregg, Assistant to the Vice
President for National Security Affairs, with reference to Brenneke
also be made a part of the record.

[The affidavit of Mr. Gregg appears in the appendix.]
8-point stuff 2 kum
Senator Adams. Would you either let me see that or read part of

that?
Senator McConnell. It is just 2 pages.
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Senator Kerry. What is this?
Senator McConnell. You both have seen it before. It is Don

Gregg's affidavit dated June 9 with regard to Brenneke. You can
look at this one if you would like.

Senator Adams. Yes.
Senator McConnell. Just a few more, Senator Kerry.
Mr. Rodriguez, we have had a number of witnesses testify before

this committee this week about their difficulties in obtaining coop
eration from foreign governments in extraditing drug traffickers
and other law enforcement operations. Based upon your own expe
rience in Latin America, would you say that a truly democratic
government might be more inclined because of the concerns of its
citizens to cooperate with the United States in fighting drugs than
would a regime, for example, controlled by a military dictatorship?

What I am driving at, we have had a number of discussions this
week about what America ought to be doing in this hemisphere
that will truly promote the kind of cooperation in other countries
that we need to successfully combat drug trafficking, and several
witnesses felt that one of the most significant investments we could
make is in promoting democracy.

We had, for example, the situation where the Dominican Repub
lic, a reasonably democratic country, has done a rather successful
job of fighting drug trafficking, and Haiti, on the same island, has
done a lousy job. And it is pretty clear from a lot of the testimony
that one of the reasons was the form of government. We, of course,
as you know, have had a very, very difficult time. I asked a couple
of the witnesses if they thought if there were an indigenous fight
ing force in Haiti similar to the freedom fighters in Nicaragua,
should we be helping them.

And the answer was "Yes." Several of those witnesses also sup
ported our assistance for the Nicaraguan freedom fighters. Of
course, we have just discovered in the last few days that the Sandi
nistas are still what we thought they were, and Congress may be at
some point reconsidering its cutoff of assistance to that group of
people who would like to change the form of government there.

In your judgment, if we had more truly democratic countries in
Central America, would we have a better shot of trying to deal
with this drug trafficking problem?

Mr. Rodriguez. Absolutely, sir. As has been proven through the
years, the connection between the Communist country of Cuba,
Nicaragua, and the Panamanian import of drugs into this country,
and the strengthening of democracy in Central America would defi
nitely greatly help coordination to fight them.

Senator McConnell. OK. Mr. Chairman, I will yield to you or
Senator Adams.

Senator Kerry. Thank you very much.
Senator Adams. There is a quote in here, that a DOD-proposed

response, which Colonel Marachek did, said "The U.S. Government
will not permit or participate and will prosecute any efforts to pro
vide war materiel to Iran. The body of the response was adopted
verbatim and supplied to Mr. Brenneke over Lieutenant Colonel
Marachek's signature on February 6, 1986."

I gather what is happening here is that they are admitting that
Mr. Brenneke contacted him; is that correct, Senator?
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Senator McConnell. Brenneke had called. I think the thing
pretty well speaks for itself.

Senator Adams. Yes. It says once for 1 minute and once for 7

minutes.
Senator McConnell. Mr. Rodriguez knows nothing about this.

This had to do with the allegations that this fellow Brenneke, who
has also become something of a television star, that he had taken
his directions from Don Gregg. But I do not think Mr. Rodriguez
can help you on that, Senator Adams.

Senator Adams. I see. Well, I just wondered, because I do not
know who Brenneke talked to but apparently he talked for 7 min
utes to somebody over there, and I am just trying to follow that up.

Mr. Rodriguez. Recently, sir, I spoke to a reporter, I believe
from UPI, Mr. Brian Barger, and he told me that he had a meeting
with Mr. Brenneke and in one day he asked the same question five
times and he got five different answers from him. If I understand
correctly, he told me not only that he might be not telling the
truth, but he believed that the man is perhaps mentally unbal
anced. That's his assessment, not mine, because I know very little
of the individual.

Senator Adams. Well, I would just ask Mr. Rodriguez, Did you
talk to Mr. Gregg?

Mr. Rodriguez. To whom?
Senator Adams. Did you talk to Mr. Gregg in the Vice Presi

dent's office?
Mr. Rodriguez. We are friends, sir. We served together in Viet

nam in 1970, 1971, and 1972.
Senator Adams. Did you ever call him in his office?
Mr. Rodriguez. Of course I have.
Senator Adams. How does the system work, Mr. Rodriguez? Does

a secretary answer or do they put you on hold, or does somebody
else talk to you first? I just want to know what happened to the 7

minutes.
Mr. Rodriguez. There were times that he answered himself.

Other times the secretary answers and passes me on to him.
Senator McConnell. Senator Adams, that affidavit has to do

with the credibility of a man named Brenneke. The only reason I
put it in the record at that point is I was asking Mr. Rodriguez
some questions about Brenneke. Further evidence of Brenneke's
lack of credibility was the affidavit from Don Gregg.

Senator Adams. All I am trying to find out, Senator, is just that
apparently this man is calling in and Mr. Rodriguez calls in. I am
trying to be certain that I am careful in this. They have the same
name, you know, kind of thing. I want to be sure the records are
correct and how the system works when you call in so that we are
certain that if we have corroboration, because we understand the
problems of corroboration, that they are accurate.

So, that is why I was just inquiring.
Mr. Rodriguez. I really don't understand.
Senator Adams. I have been in the Government in big agencies,

and when Mr. Rodriguez calls in and I am in the secretary s office
and I have got a secretary and a personal assistant out front and
somebody says "Mr. Rodriguez called," and maybe they talked with
him and maybe they do not.
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But all I am asking is just kind of what happens when you call
in so that I can be more accurate in my checking of the phone calls
which are in the affidavit. This man Brenneke called in for 7 min
utes, he says.

In other words, I am trying to find out that system first. You call
in, somebody answers, and you may be put on hold, or somebody
else may talk to you?

Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, yes, I have called times, and apparently
there was somebody else on the line, they put me on hold.

Senator Adams. And do you always say this is Felix Rodriguez as
opposed to Milian Rodriguez?

Mr. Rodriguez. Sometimes I don't even have a chance to say
Felix. They say hold one second.

Senator McConneix. No, the person who said that he called Don
Gregg was not Milian Rodriguez. It was Brenneke.

Senator Adams. I understand. I am going to get to that in just a
second.

Do you know this Dick Brenneke?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, never in my life.
Senator Adams. You've never met him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Adams. Do not know anything about him at all.
Mr. Rodriguez. The only thing that I have seen in the press,

Senator.
Senator Adams. Have you ever been in Portland where you

might have run into him?
Mr. Rodriguez. I doubt it. I don't think so, sir.
Senator Adams. I don't have any further questions, Mr. Chair

man.
Senator Kerry. Thank you very much, Senator Adams.
Mr. Rodriguez, let me just say at the outset of this, you know, I

really do welcome you back here. But I want to try to make some
thing as clear as I really conceivably can, and I hope we can com
municate directly and openly about this. I want you to understand
something. I know it is hard for you to understand, and I know you
come here not believing it. I do know that.

Mr. Rodriguez. Not believing what, sir?
Senator Kerry. Well, I am about to tell you. I just want you to

understand that over the course of the last year you have said I
want to testify publicly and so forth.

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, this committee did not conjure up Ramon

Milian Rodriguez. We did not fabricate him, we did not create him;
he came to us in the course of a lot of people coming to us with
information.

Now, this committee has no control over these people. You know
very well — I mean, you are an intelligent man, and incidentally, a
dedicated servant of this country, and I respect that, I really do,
and I have said that to you before.

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. But you know the stories that have circulated in

Miami. You read the Miami Herald. You have known the stories
about narcotics and arms and all of this. And here we are with in
dictments, seven people indicted for it.
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This was not a figment of someone's imagination. Some of the
things happened. Now, some of them may not have.

Now, they came to me, they came to this committee and they
said, Senator Kerry, here is what is going on. And I have tried —it
has been hard, but I have tried to investigate that.

Now, has the committee on some occasions, on matters that have
been of public record where people have testified, talked to the
press? Sure we have. Absolutely, as every Senator does. But I can
tell you categorically that this committee has not let its transcripts
out, and I think Senator McConnell knows this. There were things
that were said to us by Milian Rodriguez that to this day have not
seen print or media or anything in public, to this very moment.
They have remained within this committee.

Mr. Rodriguez. Maybe you have, Senator, but
Senator Kerry. Let me just finish.
Mr. Rodriguez. Sure.
Senator Kerry. But I know, I know that he nevertheless, he

talked to the media. I understand that, about you. He did that, in
cidentally, before coming before our committee. CBS, I believe it
was CBS, had their own access to him. In fact, some of the people
who have come before this committee have come before this com
mittee after we have seen them in the media ourselves. We didn't
even know about them.

I have tried to sift through what is the truth, what isn't the
truth. Now, ever since that day you said I want to testify before
your committee and I want to give my side of the story, but I was
not prepared as a chairman of this committee—and I really want
to emphasize this to Senator McConnell also— to say that Ramon
Milian Rodriguez was telling the truth about those things.

I have never said he was. In fact, since day one I have said I
want the committee to be able to sift through this and investigate
it and find out who may or may not be telling the truth. When you
have two people saying different things, how do you sort it out?

Mr. Rodriguez. Sir, may I say why I feel a little bit frustrated
with this committee, specifically

Senator Kerry. Sure. Let me just finish the one thing. I think
you will be pleased. Let me just finish here for a minute, and then
you can come back at me.

Mr. Rodriguez. Sure.
Senator Kerry. Now, we have spent a long time trying to get to

the bottom of this. We have followed up on accusations that Mr.
Rodriguez has made. One of the people who was involved in the ac
cusation regarding you was Raul Diaz. We tried to serve a subpoe
na on Raul Diaz. We couldn't find him. He avoided it. The marshal
couldn't get it to him.

Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think so, sir. May I explain that?
Senator Kerry. Well, OK, but
Mr. Rodriguez. I'll tell you what I know about that.
Senator Kerry. They couldn't —sure, tell me what you know.
They didn't find him.
Mr. Rodriguez. I tried to come here to testify, and one of the

things that I was told was that they could not find Raul Diaz for a
subpoena. And I called a common friend of Raul Diaz and I because
he was the one who introduced me to Milian, and I told him that
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specifically he was dodging the subpoena, and he told me that is
not the case. He goes every day to work at his place, and if they
want to serve a subpoena, they can serve a subpoena to him.

As a matter of fact, Senator, on I think it was May 23 or around
that time your counsel, Mr. Blum, met with Mr. Diaz, and I under
stand he heard the whole story about him.

Senator Kerry. That was before the story, that was before the
subpoena.

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, may I finish, Senator?
Senator Kerry. Yes. That was before the subpoena.
Well, I haven't even finished the overall piece yet. That was

before the subpoena was issued that he did that.
Now, Mr. Diaz is currently negotiating with this committee. He

wants to take the fifth amendment on most matters.
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, may I finish what I have to say, sir?
Senator Kerry. Sure.
Mr. Rodriguez. Mr. Diaz called my home— it was in May. He left

a message on our answering machine, and I told my wife to call
him and told him it was nothing personal, but I did not want to
talk to him personally to make sure that his recollection would not
affect my recollection because I have told you the truth, Senator.

Mr. Diaz told my wife that he was visited by Mr. Blum, and that
Mr. Blum heard everything about Milian Rodriguez from Mr. Diaz,
and Mr. Blum told him that he would bring him to testify here if
he would answer only four questions, and four questions only, and
that this committee didn't want to hear the truth. He didn't know
whether he was working for you or somebody else, but that was
what he told my wife. He said that he had gone to the prison with
his lawyer to talk to Milian Rodriguez, and Milian Rodriguez told
him that he would do anything in the world to get out of prison,
sir.

I find that very disturbing.
Senator Kerry. OK. Well, I understand, there are a lot of under

currents here, which is precisely, precisely why I have tried to be
very careful.

Now, Ramon Milian Rodriguez has never been put on publicly by
this committee as to the allegations that concern you, as to the al
legations of other things that we have not been able to corroborate.
He has never been put on publicly. His testimony was only allowed
as to those things which we could corroborate, and we did corrobo
rate them through Floyd Carlton, through Jose Blandon, and
through documents. Incidentally, in answer to what Senator Mc-
Connell has said about what the prosecutor says, the fact is that
the prosecutor went forward and indicted Luis Rodriguez on
charges that stemmed out of records, telephone records, and docu
ments that came from Ramon Milian Rodriguez.

In addition to that, Ramon Milian Rodriguez, and this is a
matter of record, had a computer system. This is a man with a 160
IQ, very intelligent, and everybody has admitted that, and his
records were in the computer. The fact is that when they moved
the computer, the police, when they came in, they ripped it out of
its stand to take it and in the process, the entire computer record
was dropped. There was nothing on the computer.
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So, there were records, there could have been records, but the
process of taking the computer out of the office destroyed the
records. He is as frustrated as anybody because he would like the
records in order to corroborate some of the things that he has said.

Now, I am going to tell you—and this is going to please you— I
believe what you say, that you didn't ask him for the money for
the Contras through laundering, I believe that.

Mr. Rodriguez. And he never gave it.
Senator Kerry. Maybe not to you. That may well be.
There is evidence, there is strong evidence —well, the fact is the

attorney, the U.S. attorney indicted a company that he was in
volved with in money laundering. The fact is also true that the
company he set up, Ocean Hunter Seafood, received $230,000 from
the State Department for the Contras. Now, these are record facts;
these are paper facts.

This is precisely why I have not been ready to have you here,
because I do not know the answers to the whole story. I do not
know the other answers. But I am telling you today that based on
the investigation we have been able to do thus far, incomplete as it
is, I believe you, Mr. Rodriguez. I don't believe that he was asked
by you for that delivery.

Now, I can't give you more credit than that, but we haven't fin
ished yet. We are still working at trying to complete what he is
telling the truth about and what he isn't. And I have never done
anything in this process except try to be fair in that regard.

Now, I will tell you that I have personally — I don't want to get
into what some friend told you or didn't. I personally have talked
to the attorneys of Raul Diaz, and I personally know that they are
negotiating with respect to what he is willing to testify to.

Now, here is somebody who has the right and wants to claim his
fifth amendment, fine. But we need to deal with that.

Moreover, I personally talked to that attorney about a visit that
Mr. Raul Diaz made to the wife of Ramon Milian Rodriguez, and
Mr. Raul Diaz told the wife Lydia, and we have talked to her and
deposed her, and I have talked to the lawyer personally, and we
know it happened, that Mr. Raul Diaz visited her and said it would
be better if Ramon Milian Rodriguez doesn't testify before the
Senate committee.

And at that point, in fact, Ramon Milian Rodriguez came to us
with very serious problems about that threat.

Now, I know that took place. So, I am left dealing with a situa
tion where I do not know what is true, I do not know what is not. I
am trying to be fair.

I don't want your family unfairly dragged into this. I don't want
you unfairly dragged into this. And that is why I am willing to say
to you today that I believe you. There is no evidence to the con
trary. In fact, there is evidence that says you are right about that
part of it. But there are many unanswered questions still, and we
are trying to just get the answers to them. And I hope you will
bear with us as we go through that process because that is really
what we are trying to do, is

Mr. Rodriguez. Have you received all my letters, Senator, that I
have sent you?

Senator Kerry. I am not sure. All you letters, do I have them?
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that

Mr. Rodriguez. About five or six, sir.
Senator Kerry. I think I have your letters.
Mr. Rodriguez. I communicated to you a letter through my

uncle, for example, and you sent a letter to him, I don't know if it
was signed by you or somebody else, which I would like to clarify
because I think my chronology is very accurate in that letter. Your
committee contacted me while I was in Central America in—just
before Milian Rodriguez came to testify here openly, and I was told
over the telephone, Senator, and I have a pretty good recollection,
that I was due to testify here on a Friday, I think it was the 8th, if
I would be willing to come, and I always — I told you before, I will
come without a subpoena, I would not take the fifth amendment,
and I will come without a lawyer, because I stand very strongly for
everything that I have done in my life, Senator.

Senator Kerry. I understand that.
Mr. Rodriguez. Your assistant called me later on in Central

America where I am still fighting Communist guerrillas who use
the hammer and sickle in their flag, Senator, and I was told that
my testimony here was postponed until Monday, the 11th, would I
be willing to come here and meet with you and with Senator Mc-
Connell privately on Sunday.

I said "Yes, I would." I got a prepaid ticket in that country,
which I even changed from a roundtrip ticket because there is 20
percent taxes on the whole thing, to save this committee and the
American people $150, even though I took a $25 loss for changing
that prepaid ticket.

I was called again the day before I was supposed to come here to
testify in your committee, and I was told that my testimony was
postponed. I said, "Look, I cannot be playing games. I already have
made commitments, I already got a ticket here, I will go to Miami
during the weekend, and I will stay there as long as it is necessary
for me to testify in your committee. And it will not cost you a
penny because I will not claim for hotels or stay, only the airline
ticket."

Senator Kerry. Is that the way
Mr. Rodriguez. I received a letter from you, Senator, signed by

you, with very inaccurate chronology, with my uncle, asking to
answer again, giving my version on which I stand for very, very
strongly, was correct. It was never mentioned to me that my ticket
wasn't going to be paid then. It was never mentioned to me that,
like you sending the letter that my testimony was cancelled; it was
just postponed. And I waited here for over 2 months trying to come
here and testify.

Maybe you didn't know about it. That's why I came with Senator
McConnell to that press conference, because I have waited and
waited and waited until I think it was obvious that I wasn't going
to be called on. I sent even another letter later on to your commit
tee

Senator Kerry. I understand that. I think we have been through
all of that.

We do obviously have some questions, and I would love to be able
to ask some. We are not going to be able to finish, and that is part
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of the process of our just not being at a point where we are able to

complete it. But I would like to ask you some questions if I can,

just to add to things here.
Mr. Rodriguez. Sure.
Senator Kerry. When was the first— I think if I recall correctly

from your earlier testimony, you first became involved in the as

sistance to the Contras when? When did you testify that you first
started that?

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, you are talking about the Oliver North op
eration?

Senator Kerry. Well, yes.
Were you involved with them before that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I supported them all along.
Senator Kerry. No, no, I know you supported it. I know you have

always supported it. That's not the issue.
Mr. Rodriguez. I have visited
Senator Kerry. But actually in terms of the supply system in

Central America, working in support of them in Central America,
traveling in Central America to support the Contras, when did that
begin?

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I have been down there several times
before 1985 on my own with no connection with anybody in the
U.S. Government.

Senator Kerry. Just supporting them.
Mr. Rodriguez. With Cuban, with Cuban people, Cuban-Ameri

cans that have supported them, that have given them medical sup
plies. I have helped them to get them down there. I think I even
spent New Year's Eve with them.

Senator Kerry. Did those trips involve you working in conjunc
tion with any other government at that time or just

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, it was with donations that were given in
Miami, and there was a collection made by the Cuban community
who strongly support them by helping bring these medical supplies
to them on several occasions.

Senator Kerry. OK.
When did you first submit a plan to the Contra leadership for

your involvement?
Mr. Rodriguez. Can you repeat the question to make sure that I

got it correctly?
Senator Kerry. When did you first submit a plan to the Contra

leadership regarding your involvement and things you could do?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think I ever submitted a plan for them in

that context. I think I met once with
Senator Kerry. Wasn't there a task force plan that you drew up?
Mr. Rodriguez. That had nothing to do with the Contras, Sena

tor. That was strictly what I called the TTF, the tactical task force
plan that I prepared based on my experience in Vietnam to help
the Central American countries. I wrote that in 1982.

Senator Kerry. You submitted that to whom?
Mr. Rodriguez. I wrote that in 1982. And I actually went into

Central America in 1983 with no help from up here—you are talk
ing about Government officials —in trying to implement it.

Senator Kerry. Did you assist in any way in the training of the
Contras?
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Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You tried to, though.
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. You tried to?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I visited there. I even took a foreign con

gressman from a South American country to show them the place
so that he would understand it better and get their country to sup
port them.

Senator Kerry. When did you first submit a plan to them for
training or involvement?

Mr. Rodriguez: I don't think I ever submitted a plan. If I recall
correctly, at one point in time I met with Mr. Rob Owens and I
suggested a few things in one meeting that I had with him.

Senator Kerry. When was that?
Mr. Rodriguez. You have the record of it. It was in one of the

newspapers. I believe it was in the Miami Herald, something like
that, but I was introduced to him

Senator Kerry. You have no recollection of a plan that you actu
ally

Mr. Rodriguez. The only thing I recommended to him was a con
versation — I don't think it was a written plan —was that they had
heavily penetrated, and they should include lie detector tests to
check their people in there, and better communications, things of
that sort. But it is not a plan like the way you are putting it here.

And the TTF plan had absolutely nothing to do with that. It was
a helicopter concept.

And by the way, Senator, I would like to make it clear that when
I went to Central America on this TTF thing, it was a plan that I
could help the Latin American countries. I was never sent down
there by the Vice President's office, like has been widely publi
cized. I went there on my own because I strongly believe that. And
everybody has said, you know, well, he went there, sent by Mr. Don
Gregg. He didn't send me. Oliver North didn't send me. Nobody
sent me. I went because I wanted to go and help them, Senator.

Senator Kerry. When was this?
Mr. Rodriguez. When I first wrote the plan in 1982, and then

eventually when I went to Central America to fly with them on
March 15, 1985.

Senator Kerry. So, when you eventually went to Central Amer
ica, you are saying that you went there totally on your own,
nobody was involving you, nobody got you into that.

Mr. Rodriguez. No, absolutely correct. I wanted to go there.
Senator Kerry. What about Oliver North?
Mr. Rodriguez. And I tried to get the help and the support of

everybody that I could so I would not be turned back down there.
Senator Kerry. What about Oliver North? Did he get you in

volved in that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, he got me involved when he sent me that

letter that was written I believe on September 20, 1985, which I re
ceived on September 29, and I strongly support it. If he would help
them, I would help anybody that would be willing to help them be
cause we are trying to stop communism in Nicaragua, Senator, and
we are trying to stop them from spreading all over Central Amer
ica, and I think that is in the best interests of the United States.
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Senator Kerry. I agree with you. I hope we can do that.
Well, let me just ask you, how did you actually wind up getting

there? Did you just get there on your own, or did somebody actual
ly make it possible for you to get there?

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I went to talk to the two commanders in
the area while I was in Washington, asking them and showing
them the album that I had with my experience in Vietnam and
other places, and I told them that I thought I could help in imple
menting this helicopter concept in there that would be very benefi
cial against the Communist guerrillas in the area.

I testified that to the Iran-Contra Committee, to the independent
counsel, and I asked Don Gregg to help me to make sure I didn't
have any problems with the U.S. Embassy. I was told by a lot of
people that the Embassy will be against such a plan because I was
a private individual, that the Government would never allow me to
go there. So, I just wanted to make sure that they knew I wasn't
going to interfere with any of them. I wanted to make sure that
they knew that I would try to do this, it was on my own.

Senator Kerry. But did they actually intercede? Did they ar
range for you to get there?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, I made my own arrangements, all of
them.

Senator Kerry. You made all your own arrangements.
Mr. Rodriguez. I never received one penny from the White

House or any Government institution.
Senator Kerry. No, I didn't ask you about the pennies.
Mr. Rodriguez. Even for traveling to go anywhere.
Senator Kerry. Not money.
Mr. Rodriguez. The same thing, if I get a friendship with you, I

would ask you to help me in going down there, I would probably do
that, if you would help.

Senator Kerry. What I am asking you is did they contact people,
did they notify people? How did the doors get opened? How did you
wind up at— somebody had to say this is the guy for this job.

Mr. Rodriguez. No, I had it—for example, I visited during 1983
on my own.

Senator Kerry. So, it was totally through your own contacts.
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. I went there first
Senator Kerry. Nothing to do with Don Gregg or Oliver North.
Mr. Rodriguez. Not with Oliver North. Don Gregg, for example,

and he is being publicized about it, and I think nobody has ever
denied, I talked to Langhorne Motley, Secretary of State, explain
ing that I was going down there and what I wanted to do down
there.

Senator Kerry. They didn't make any arrangements.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I talked, as a matter of fact, with one of

the generals from down there, which I don't like to mention names
of countries, through friends of mine which had nothing to do up
here, and other arrangements

Senator Kerry. Who was that? Who helped you do that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Who helped you do that? Who was that person?
Mr. Rodriguez, it was a friend of mine. I don't think it is rele

vant to bring his name here. He is not with the Government.
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For example, I went and I visited the Minister of Foreign Affairs
through a friend of mine which is a local from that country who
provided me the credential to go and visit. I even got a letter of
invitation to go there by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of that
country back in 1983, and if you would like to see it, I would be
more than glad to show it to you. I don't have it here, but I can
bring it to you.

But it was my effort. I wanted to go there, and I tried to help, to
get the support of anybody that I could for me to be allowed to
show them that this thing works. And it was hard. It wasn't very
easy to get it established.

Senator Kerry. No, I understand that.
But that's exactly what I am saying, Felix. I mean, is it not true

that you had to get Don Gregg or the Vice President to help you in
order to be able to get there to do that?

Mr. Rodriguez. Not necessarily, Senator. I think I got a lot of
other people to support. I mean, Don Gregg knew that this concept
works because it did work in Vietnam, and I am pretty sure that
he knows that it was in the best interests of this country that this
thing would be accepted down there, but not that he pushed or ex
erted any pressure for this to happen down there.

I did all the moving around in the area to be able to get it until I
finally got it established, and it was very, very successful, and I am
proud of it.

Senator Kerry. Why, then, did you write a letter to Don Gregg
in April 1985 in which you said to him, and I quote, "Don, I thank
you and the Vice President for supporting me. Without your help, I
could never have made it here."

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, it is a nice thing to tell them. They sup
ported it, not necessary that I meant it. It was actually the fact
that their help was the only one who made it for me down there.
You write a lot of letters and you compliment a lot of people. That
doesn't necessarily mean that it was exactly like that.

Senator Kerry. You don't usually— —
Mr. Rodriguez. I mean, you write that, Senator, for example, I

have written letters to a lot of people who didn't help me but had
good intentions, and I think sort of a nice letter —and you write a
lot of letters probably every day to that effect but not necessarily
people who have supported you, but maybe some have in a little
way, and you would be very nice, maybe they support you voting
later on.

Senator Kerry. This is a handwritten letter.
Mr. Rodriguez. I always, well, most of the time write handwrit

ten letters, Senator. He is a friend of mine. I don't see anything
wrong with that at all.

Senator Kerry. No, no, no, I am just saying that handwritten let
ters take a lot of time. I don't write handwritten letters every day
to people that aren't important.

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I do, sir, I do. To me they are important, to
maintain all my friends everywhere.

Senator Kerry. And it is normal to write the—you don't have a
secretary, I imagine, do you?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, I don't.
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Senator Kerry. It is normal to write the chief of staff of the Vice
President and the Vice President to thank them for helping you to

get there?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was writing a friend, Senator.
Senator Kerry. What?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was writing to a friend who happens to be the

National Security Advisor to the Vice President.
Senator Kerry. I know, but why would you thank him for doing

something he didn't do?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, he helped in general terms, but it was stuff

you are trying to portray here, like he was the one who put me

there— I put me there, and that doesn't necessarily mean that he

was always helping, this is sort of a nice letter to him because he

was interested in my concept and he believed it would work. A lot
of letters are written to that effect which don't necessarily mean
that it just happened like that.

Senator Kerry. Isn't it true that in December 1984 Don Gregg
made a lot of appointments for you here in Washington to meet
with people regarding

Mr. Rodriguez. That's when I told you that I went to see Mr.
Motley, and I briefed him on it. But to be able to really get down
there, I had to get the local authorities to help me, and I got that
basically on my own.

You see, this is a point, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Let me just ask you, did you see Oliver North

during that period?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, I think I was introduced to him by, I think

it is a matter of record, by Mr. Bill Bode back in December 20,

1984, when I first met him.
Senator Kerry. Now, why, if you got there on your own and you

arranged it without help, is there a Department of State file copy
message, "subject: Felix Rodriguez." The following message was re
ceived by and from General Gorman on February 8. "Text, subject
has been put into play by Ollie North."

Mr. Rodriguez. I was not, Senator. They can write whatever
they want. I am here to tell you the truth of what I know. I cannot
control what anybody says about me. But I will tell you what I
know. I will tell you what I did.

Senator Kerry. This is a Department of State unclassified
letter,"I will arrange to have Rodriguez come to SOUTHCOM for
discussions. We can then decide whether it will also be useful for
him to expect operational. Possibly all might learn something from
him. But Ollie assured us that his intent was to focus Rodriguez on
forces operating elsewhere in CENTAM, that is, Central America."

Mr. Rodriguez. I already have addressed that, and I will tell
you, for example, in that same letter, Senator, it appeared that his
acquaintance, if I recall correctly, with the Vice President, is very
real. It goes back to the CIA time.

I have to say that unfortunately I had not met the Vice Presi
dent at that time. I would have liked to have.

Senator Kerry. I didn't ask you if you met the Vice President.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, but I am telling you because, for example,

that appeared in that letter, and that was not the case.
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Senator Kerry. I'm asking you about this, the subject of the
letter, a letter to General Gorman regarding you.

Did you meet with General Gorman?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sure. I told all the committees on that. As a

matter of fact, I addressed the question when that memorandum
came out. I was in Central America, and I called the Iran-Contra
Committee because when I read what is said there, I wanted to
clarify it, and I will tell you what happened in there. General
Gorman learned, probably from Mr. Motley, that I was planning to
go to Central America to help the Central American countries, and
he felt—he was the Military Group Commander or the SOUTH-
COM chief down there, and he asked that he would meet with me.

Senator Kerry. Well, does everybody have it wrong, Felix?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Is everybody else wrong? I mean, is everybody

else wrong here?
Let me read you another letter.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. Let me give you the sequence, Senator.
Senator Kerry. This is a confidential, unclassified letter for Am

bassador Pickering and Colonel Steele from General Gorman, "Sub
ject: Felix Rodriguez. I have just met here with Felix Rodriguez."
This is after a meeting with you, Felix.

Mr. Rodriguez. That was General Gorman?
Senator Kerry. Yes. And he says "Rodriguez's primary commit

ment to the region is in Nicaragua where he wants to assist the
FDN. I told him that the FDN deserved his priority."

Mr. Rodriguez. OK. People have different recollections, Senator,
and I will explain you that because I did call to clarify that to the
Iran-Contra Committee, and I spoke, and you can check with Mr.
Barbaradoro, which I addressed this question, and I asked him if
he wanted me to go up, and he said it wasn't necessary.

I went to Panama in February —and that's the only time I have
been there in 1985, by the way— to see General Gorman at his re
quest. I flew in there by Eastern. I was picked up at the airport by
a Captain Santiago. I went and stayed in a military base there. I
went and talked to the General on the following — I went and
talked to the General on the following day, and I briefed him on
my concept, the whole thing.

At the end of that testimony, Senator, which was interrupted
briefly because a Peruvian general came in to say hello to the Gen
eral.

Senator Kerry. What was the date of that briefing?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think I was around February 13 or 14, 1985,

and I told—the General told me after that, first of all, "Let me
thank you for what you have done for my country," and he briefed
me on El Salvador, and the General told me at that point in time,
when would you be ready to go to Central America to this place I
just mentioned?

And I told him, General, I have a first commitment to deliver
something to the FDN, which I did, which had nothing to do with
Oliver North, had nothing to do with any of these other things, my
long commitment with them since 1984 or before, and that was
probably interpreted by him that my primary commitment was
that. But I clarified that very clearly with the Iran-Contra people,
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and I asked them if they wanted me to come up and they said it

wasn't necessary.
So, his recollection, he wrote it like that. I am telling you like it

was.
Senator Kerry. Well, now, unfortunately we have a lot of ques

tions, and we are not going to get through all of them today.
Mr. Rodriguez. That is all right. I can stay, Senator. There is no

problem with me. I have waited too long. I might as well get it over
with today.

Senator Kerry. Well, I want to come back to that. We have a lot
people we want to ask about.

You knew Eden Pastora, right?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You never knew him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Never in my life.
Senator Kerry. Never met him.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You were aware of him, however?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, everybody is aware of him, maybe not every

body, but most of the people are.
Senator Kerry. What about Enrique Bermudez?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, yes, I know him. He is a friend of mine.
Senator Kerry. When did you meet Enrique Bermudez first?
Mr. Rodriguez. I do not know if I met him at a friend of mine,

Basulto's home in Miami, or if I met him at Las Vegas in Hondu
ras, whether I met him there.

Senator Kerry. When did you meet him there?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I do not know, maybe it was in 1984 prob

ably, or before. You can have a better recollection than I.
Senator Kerry. What was the purpose of that meeting?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was supporting them for a long time, I was in

vited by Mr. Basulto, who is a strong supporter of them from the
Brigade, and I think I visited him at that time.

Senator Kerry. What was your relationship with him at that
time?

Mr. Rodriguez. The relation of any Cuban from Miami who sup
ported Nicaraguan freedom fighters.

Senator Kerry. And you met him in Las Vegas?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet again?
Mr. Rodriguez. Either at Basulto's home in Miami or in Las

Vegas, which is the base that they had on the Honduran border.
Senator Kerry. And the date?
Mr. Rodriguez. I have no recollection. But if you tell me it was

1984, if you tell me it was 1983, I would be gladder, even.
Senator Kerry. You have no other recollection of when it was?
What about Adolfo Calero?
Mr. Rodriguez. Him.
Senator Kerry. You know him, right?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. When did you meet him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Mr. Basulto introduced me to Mr. Calero.
Senator Kerry. When was that?
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Mr. Rodriguez. At my request. I think it was in 1984, maybe
before.

Senator Kerry. And where would you have met with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet him in 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think we went to Mr. Calero's home or when

Mr. Basulto brought Mr. Calero to my home, it was either way.
Senator Kerry. In Miami.
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. You never met him previously.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. Maybe I have gone along with him to

one of those gatherings in Miami where the Nicaraguan freedom
fighters had which I attended.

Senator Kerry. And that was the supporters
Mr. Rodriguez. The friendship that I developed with him was at

that meeting with Mr. Basulto.
Senator Kerry. And headquarters of Mr. Basulto, was that the

headquarters
Mr. Rodriguez. Mr. Basulto is an architect.
Senator Kerry. Where, in Miami?
Mr. Rodriguez. Out of Miami.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. Who is a strong supporter of the Contra —all of

the Cubans are.
Senator Kerry. And at that time, what was Mr. Adolfo Calero's

position?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think he was the head of the, political head of

the FDN.
Senator Kerry. And what were you doing at that time?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think I was still trying to go to Central Amer

ica to implement my helicopter concept.
Senator Kerry. How frequently did you begin to see him during

that period of time?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I really — to be accurate, I really don't know,

Senator, but if you said to me 20 times, it would be fine. It was
probably four or five, but as far as if you can find more dates that I
met with him, it would be great with me. But I really cannot recall
exactly how many times I met with him.

Senator Kerry. What about General Bustillo?
Mr. Rodriguez. Very close friend of mine, Senator.
Senator Kerry. When did you first meet him?
Mr. Rodriguez. I met him right here in Washington.
Senator Kerry. When would that have been?
Mr. Rodriguez. That was in probably January 1985.

Senator Kerry. The circumstances of that meeting were what?
Mr. Rodriguez. I had gone to see Nestor Sanchez from Defense,

if I recall correctly, at the request of the Foreign Affairs Minister
of El Salvador, and actually it was a briefing with a United States
three-star general, to tell him also about my concept, and I had a
meeting with another general from that place about the same time,
and it was arranged that I meet with him through Nestor Sanchez
from Defense at the Boiling Air Force Base, if I recall correctly, at
6 o'clock in the afternoon. And he was kind of skeptical of my con
cept —especially when he told me "I have no money to pay you,"
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and I say "I am not asking for any money" —he was very skeptical
about it.

Senator Kerry. This was again to discuss your plan?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. This was for your plan; is that correct?
Mr. Rodriguez. That was the helicopter concept, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Again. And this is 1985?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think it was — it was the same time that I met

with the other general from the Army. It was within a week or 2

weeks that they were here in Washington.
Senator Kerry. How about Col. Jim Steele?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. When did you meet him?
Mr. Rodriguez. After I went to brief General Gorman in

Panama. General Gorman — I told General Gorman actually that,
once that I was down there, I wanted to brief Ambassador Picker
ing to make sure that he understand what I was going to do in
there, and General Gorman provided his C-12 airplane. I think the
pilot's name was Hutto, a CW-4 warrant officer. I flew in to El Sal
vador, and General Gorman asked me to meet for the first time
with and to brief Colonel Steele before I briefed the Ambassador.
He wanted to see what he thought about my plan. I think he liked
it.

Senator Kerry. This is what year, Felix?
Mr. Rodriguez. That was exactly after the meeting with General

Gorman. It was probably February 14 or 15, 1985.

Senator Kerry. And did the relationship continue after that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. As you worked on the plan?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. He strongly supported it, he liked it,

and he was very, very effective in there and I think Colonel Steele
is one of the best officers — I have met many in Vietnam and many
places, in the United States Army. I am very proud to be his
friend, Senator.

Senator Kerry. What about Adm. Dan Murphy?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, I have never met him in my life. Only,

well, I saw him, his back here when he was sitting here today, sir.
Senator Kerry. But you never met him in the Bush office when

he was Chief of Staff when you went in to see Don Gregg?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I didn't go there that often as people

have publicized.
Senator Kerry. I'm sorry?
Mr. Rodriguez. I didn't go there that often as people have publi

cized. I wish it was true, I wish I was as close as friend of the Vice
President as everybody has said because I have a lot of respect for
him.

Senator Kerry. How about Don Gregg? You first met him when?
Mr. Rodriguez. In Vietnam in 1970 when I first arrived. When I

first arrived he wasn't there, it was somebody else, and he arrived
later on in 1970 in the same region where I was, and he was the
regional chief for the agency, and I was running the PRU pro
gram—well, I was not running, I was deputy for the PRU program.

Senator Kerry. Around the Saigon area, right?
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Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. All the provinces around Saigon. We
stopped the rocketing of Saigon, and we developed a very effective
concept which I later implemented in Central America.

Senator Kerry. I wish you had done it when I was there.
Mr. Rodriguez. You were there when that —no, you were there I

guess it was 3 years before that.
Senator Kerry. How about—and Don Gregg, that relationship

continued, right?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Through his period of service here.
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. I used to write him when he was down

there, and we continued the friendship.
Senator Kerry. How about Jose Blandon?
Mr. Rodriguez. Never met him in my life, never heard him, and

the first time I saw him was on ABC when he made that wild accu
sation about me. And I challenged him to come back here and tell
you under oath because I think he said that on one of those televi
sion programs that the Senator mentioned, but I never

Senator Kerry. You have never known him otherwise.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. In my whole life.
Senator Kerry. In any other time.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
What about Gary, the pilot who flew for the Israeli network?
Mr. Rodriguez. Never, sir.
Senator Kerry. Never met him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet any pilots who flew?
Mr. Rodriguez. Not—the pilots that I met was from the Oliver

North operation, like Cooper, like Sawyers, who died in that plane,
and Kuney, and pretty good pilots that they had in there. But
apart from these, sir, I never heard of them, and the first time I
ever saw them was on television that they were making all of these
accusations.

As a matter of fact, Senator, you know, it is amazing, what I
read, what I saw in one of the newspapers, another accusation that
they made about me, that I was, if I recall correctly, in Aguacate
with one of those pilots, maybe one of those that you mentioned,
and he said that I gave him $70,000 or $75,000, and then he flew a
plane to Homestead, he landed, he got a little sign saying follow
me, and he got into the airbase, he got off, he took a taxi and left
the plane full of drugs in there. And he said that he recognized me
from a picture that came out in I think it was Time magazine,
which I resented because I look awful. I have bigger nose than I
already have. And you would not be able to recognize me from that
picture if you look at that picture closely.

And he said "Yes, this guy is Max Gomez," and that is absolutely
ridiculous, and a lie.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever meet any other pilots anywhere in
Central America who flew for the Israeli network?

Mr. Rodriguez. I don't even know if the Israeli network exists.
Senator Kerry. Well, let me ask you, sir
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Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, not as far as I know.
Senator Kerry. Well, did you meet any pilots or ever sit and talk

with any pilots who flew for the Medellin cartel?
Mr. Rodriguez. Not that I know, sir.
Senator Kerry. You don't know or you didn't.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I don't know anybody of that thing.
Senator Kerry. You never sat with any of them?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. As a matter of fact, let me explain to

you one more allegation that I got because I know because of the
political situation, but I had more allegations about me than I ever
heard in my life. I never wanted any of this publicity, Senator.

But I was called, for example, I think he is here, Mr. Frank
Snepp from ABC, and he told me that they had an allegation that I
was in August 1985 in Panama talking to a bunch of pilots and
that I had told them don't worry about it, you know, I have the
blessing and the whatever from the Vice President, and I told Mr.
Snepp I would like to talk to him personally. He said, "Well this
source will not talk to you."

Then he told me, well, our source said that he met with you in
August 1985. 1 say I was never in Panama, only when I went to see

General Gorman in February 1985, and I told him I would be more
than willing to let him tell you what day, exact date that he said
that I met with him.

Senator Kerry. Were you there in April 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. Where, sir?
Senator Kerry. Panama?
Mr. Rodriguez. I went through Panama several times. Let me

see if I've got the record here, mostly passing by.
Let me tell you what I have on the times I have been in Panama,

Senator. I was in Panama in 1960 and I spent New Year's Eve in
1961 when I was being trained by the Bay of Pigs who had special
training in Panama, and that was

Senator Kerry. No, I don't want to go from 1961 forward. Let's
just go to 1984.

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, I was not there in 1984. No, I was not.
The only time I was there was February 13, 1985, and I left there
on General Gorman's plane on February 15, 1985. That was the
only time

Senator Kerry. So, you were never there in 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. In all of 1984.
Mr. Rodriguez. In all of 1984.
Senator Kerry. You are sure. I want you to check that just to

make sure.
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. Absolutely.
Senator Kerry. Now, with respect to these pilots, Felix,

where
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, let me finish. I'm sorry. I didn't get to

finish that part of it.
I told Mr. Snepp that I would like to have a date in August, and

he said, well, he doesn't have the exact date. I told him go ahead
and get it within 3 weeks, I told him. He can verify, I think he is
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sitting here now. And I say probably, since it is a lie, I flew exten
sively in Central America at that point in time, I might be able to
provide you with the aircraft that I was flying in, the pilot that
was flying with me, and the result of the operation that we were
on that day because that is absolutely a lie.

And he told me would I say that on television and I say sure.
And after some arrangement back and forth, and he was supposed
to send the camera down there, he eventually agreed that I will go
to Washington. My own request was first class. I asked, well, if I
am going to be inconvenienced, to go first class, and they did. They
paid my airline ticket, ABC, first class. I came to Washington and I
testified for about 3 hours in there—not testified, excuse me. I was
on television with them for about 3 hours.

Senator Kerry. A form of testifying.
Mr. Rodriguez. And I think that
Senator Kerry. That's longer than Ramon Milian Rodriguez.
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, nothing was aired. It was strictly in the

studio.
Senator Kerry. Let me come back
Mr. Rodriguez. The one thing, Senator, I think is important is

that the story that they were going to print they didn't because I
am sure that they thought there was no truth to it, and this sup
posed to be astonishing story on it, it was completely cancelled.

Senator Kerry. Let me just ascertain now, I want to be very
clear on this because as you know, you have come here and sworn
an oath, and you are telling me the truth, and I have no reason to
doubt you are not. I just want to be certain of it so that that record
is clear here as we proceed, and hopefully we don't have to go on.

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. You never sat with any pilots who told you about

narcotics or whatever or talked about it with you.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, not at all.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Now, what about Ramon Medina, also known as Luis Posada? Do

you know him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. How do you know him?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think we run into each other in Fort Benning,

GA, when he was a second lieutenant. We were all commissioned
by President Kennedy in 1963 as officers from the brigade. I don't
think I had a friendship with him, but I would say that I probably
saw him because there was 200 and— I thought it was 202. I just
run today in here with an officer who was a lieutenant then at the
time, and he told me it was 207 officers. And he was one of them.
So, I probably ran into him at that point in time.

Then after that I never saw him again until 1985 when a friend
of mine asked me if I could help him in getting him a place to stay
after, what, you know, he was running from Venezuela. I checked
the facts, and as I recall correctly, he had never been convicted of
anything during that time at all. He spent about 10—well, less
than 10 years in prison in Venezuela, and I believe it was a person
al situation between him and former President Carlos Andres-
Perez, who had a lot of influence in there at the time. As a matter
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of fact, once or twice he had been exonerated, and he still was in
jail in there.

Senator Kerry. Let me see if we can
Mr. Rodriguez. Let me — I was responsible to bring him in where

he came. I was the only person responsible there for him to be

there. I think it was a very
Senator Kerry. Come to where, to El Salvador?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. So, he worked with you in El Salvador.
Mr. Rodriguez. He worked with nobody from the Salvadoran

Government or the resupply operation knew who he was. I was the
one who knew, and I take full responsibility of that, Senator.

And Oliver North didn't know anything about who he was or
anybody in his resupply operation. I was the only one who knew
that, because I helped him, I stand for it. I haven't seen him now
for a long time. But I was and I am the only one responsible for
him to be there.

Senator Kerry. Was he your deputy there?
Mr. Rodriguez. It was not a situation of a deputy. I tried to help

him and to get him something to do in there.
Senator Kerry. But he was working for you.
Mr. Rodriguez. So, he was working in the resupply operation,

sort of the one who took care of the vehicles and resupplied the
houses and everything. And I say again, I was the only one who
knew that, nobody else, and I take full responsibility for it.

Senator Kerry. What about Joe Fernandez, also known as
Thomas Castillo?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. What about him? How did you know him? When

did you meet him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Actually, the first time I ever met him was back

in 1973, when I left Argentina on a tour and he was my contact,
and he was in Uruguay. I never saw him again, and I really didn't
have any relationship with him in all of this period, all of this
time.

Senator Kerry. Did you see him in 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. 1985?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You never had contact with him at all in Central

America?
Mr. Rodriguez. There were some telephone calls, and I think it's

not appropriate to say here. I have told the Iran-Contra people and
I consider him a very honorable individual.

I only met him once, at that point in time. Of course, I learned
later on that he was probably involved in that effort. But I had no
connection with him directly at all.

Senator Kerry. You say you consider him a very honorable
person.

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, when I talked to him and the people who
knew him, he knew an officer who had served with him in the
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police for a long time in the Miami area very many years ago. And
at the time he told me he was a very honorable individual.

Senator Kerry. You know he's under indictment now for lying?
Mr. Rodriguez. A lot of people are under indictment now, Sena

tor.
Senator Kerry. For lying?
Mr. Rodriguez. For different reasons.
Senator McConnell. A lot of them have been before this com

mittee.
Mr. Rodriguez. Right.
Senator Kerry. What about Mr. Richard Brennecke?
Mr. Rodriguez. Never ever heard of him in my life or had any

contact with him in any way or form.
Senator Kerry. Mr. William Northrup?
Mr. Rodriguez. That was a name that Mr. Snepp asked me over

the telephone when I was down there. And no, sir, I don't even
know who he is.

Senator Kerry. You never met him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
The first time I ever heard his name was when I talked to Mr.

Snepp from ABC and he asked me if I knew the individual, and I
said not at all. And in fact, the first time he talked to me about
some kind of Israeli network that I never heard of in my life.

Senator Kerry. Mr. Peshak Ben Or?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Never heard of him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. In the committee here.
Senator Kerry. Only through that, but you never met him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You've never seen him, don't know him?
Mr. Rodriguez. You put him in front of me, I wouldn't know

what he looked like.
Senator Kerry. And Mike Herrare?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I saw him on television where they

showed him in back of Noriega, and that's the extent that I have
ever seen the guy.

Senator Kerry. Have you ever met him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Have you ever talked to him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. No telephone, nothing?
Mr. Rodriguez. Not at all, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Now, I appreciate your answering all of these. It just clears up a

lot of stuff and helps us just go through the background investiga
tive stuff, and it is helpful. It is tedious, but it is helpful.

Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. Senator, as I told you, and I want to
make one thing very clear in this testimony I have done before. Ev
erything that I have done in my life, I stand for it.

I will not take the fifth amendment ever, because I would be
lying, because I don't believe that anything that I have done in my
life would incriminate me of anything. If in the process of helping
this country and what I believe for I have violated any law of the

f
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United States, please bring it to the attention of the Justice De

partment. I will pay for it.
I'm very proud, Senator, because I do not regret anything that I

have done in my entire life.
Senator Kerry. Well, nobody's challenging you. I'm just saying

we're trying to go through the process so that we can, as I say, as

certain fairly what has happened here.
Mr. Rodriguez. There are so many allegations, Senator. It does

affect me in that I am concerned, because on television every so
often, and you know, people come to me and say, what did you do

with the $10 million? That is not a joke to me.
That's a very serious allegations, and I want that thing to be

very much clear, Senator. I think that somebody, whoever has lied
here, should be indicted and should have additional years in jail.

If Mr. Milian Rodriguez lied, he should know that he's going to

get additional years in jail and not a pardon or a reduction of sen
tence.

Senator Kerry. Mr. Rodriguez, we've said that since day one.
Senator McConnell. If I may interject, I don't think Senator

Kerry has operated in bad faith at all, but I think what's happened
as a result of the sequence by which we have had witnesses before
this committee, we have left dangling accusations by convicted
felons against law-abiding citizens for entirely too long.

And I cancelled my plane for tonight and I intend to be here
until you finish, because I think you have a right to be heard. I
think it's long overdue, and I think that it's really tragic that you
were not able to tell your side of the story more quickly, because
it's got to be painfuL for any of these law-abiding witnesses to see
these unsubstantiated claims by convicted felons and then not have
an opportunity in a timely way to respond to them.

That's one of the problems and one of the reasons the chairman
and I have had some problems off and on. But in any event, I for
one am prepared to sit here until you're through, no matter how
late that is.

Mr. Rodriguez. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Let me just say, I appreciate your comment

about good faith, Senator, I really do. But I want to reiterate again,
this committee never put any testimony about Mr. Rodriguez in
public.

And we're going out of order here in the process to accommodate
you. But Ramon Rodriguez, Raul Diaz, nobody has come before this
committee and testified about your engagements in public.

And I hope some day, maybe someone will say that it was good
judgment by the chairman to close the doors and keep the tran
script secret, because I've done that. And you know, I understand
that it's unfair until anything is proven, and I understand your
anger about it.

But I'm not going to have this committee become the scapegoat
for whatever has happened to people. These allegations have been
running around for 3 and 4 years. And this committee has tried
very hard to sort them out.

We tried to get this investigated 2 years ago. I sent every allega
tion to the Justice Department, and nothing happened.
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I wrote the U.S. attorney and talked to the U.S. attorney in Flor
ida and said, you should investigate this, call a grand jury. Nothing
happened.

Now finally 2% years later, something is happening. This Sena
tor has tried to do nothing but get to the truth here. I'm just trying
to ask basic questions which will help us sort it out.

And as I said to you earlier, Mr. Rodriguez, I believe what you
said, and I want to make that very clear.

Now let me just keep going a little bit here, if I can. I want to
try and finish this up. You wrote a proposal, this is the TTF pro
posal. You wrote that in 1982; is that correct?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, I think it was March 1982.
Senator Kerry. And that's when you suggested this counterin-

surgency effort; accurate?
In fact, incidentally, I think if you can tighten up your answers a

little bit in this and sort of answer the questions directly, we can
proceed a lot faster and hopefully get finished here sooner, which
will not be long, I think.

But you wrote the special counterinsurgency operation to be acti
vated in the Salvadoran war?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, it was to be activated in Central America
per se. At that point in time, I didn't envision only that specific
area. It was to be a regional concept that could be used for Guate
mala, who had an insurgency, Honduras if it developed one. It has
had one on and off.

As a matter of fact, I want to clarify, Senator. In that context, in
that thing that I wrote, there were circles. There were circles be
cause at that time there were no gunships in Central America at
all. So, I envisioned using the old B-26 plane because we had
Cubans, veterans

Senator Kerry. I read the proposal, I read every word of it.
Mr. Rodriguez. A lot of people have publicized this, Senator,

that there were targets considered inside Nicaragua, which is abso
lutely false. Those circles meant the action of radius for the air
craft.

I'd like to take the opportunity now in public to explain that.
Senator Kerry. The reason I'm putting my hand up is that

really you're talking about things that I don't think most people
know anything about or have paid any attention to. I think you re
very sensitive to them, but L've never even heard about this target
ing Nicaragua, and it's certainly not the interest of what we're
looking into here.

Just if you can try to keep yourself limited here, I think it'll be a
lot easier.

Was there a specific reason that you wrote the proposal? Did you
do it just spontaneously, or did somebody ask you to write it?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, I did it spontaneously, sir.
Senator Kerry. And you did it based on what, your feelings?
Mr. Rodriguez. Based on my experience in Central America,

based on having lost my country to communism. I wanted to stop
communism's spread in Central America.

Senator Kerry. Nobody asked you to write it, then?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you consult with anybody before writing it?

91-936 0
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Mr. Rodriguez. Did I what?
Senator Kerry. Consult?
Mr. Rodriguez. I consulted with several Cubans, the people that

were the pilots of the B-26's that were going to be originally the
covering gunships

Senator Kerry. Did you consult with any people in Washington?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, not specifically when I wrote it. Later on I

tried to talk to everybody, to get everybody on board to support it.
Senator Kerry. After it was written?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Not while you were writing it?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. And where did you write it? Where were you

when you wrote it?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think I wrote it in Miami.
Senator Kerry. What did you do with it after you wrote it?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I even took it to Honduras. I even have a

letter from General Alvarez, who presented it to the—on my own.
Senator Kerry. Do you remember when you did that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, Senator. I think it was in— I can show you a

copy of this letter that he got from the chief of the air force back in
1983, I think it was. He supported the program, but he thought
that the B-26's were very old aircraft and it would be very difficult
to maintain. But then nothing happened afterward.

Senator Kerry. Did you go to Honduras in 1983 with this pro
gram?

Mr. Rodriguez. I think so.
Senator Kerry. Did you go to any other countries in 1983 with

the program?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes. I think that's when I told you that I was

invited by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Salvador to go down
there at the time.

Senator Kerry. And any other country?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I have traveled through all of those coun

tries.
Senator Kerry. In 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. With the exception of Nicaragua.
Senator Kerry. In 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. How many times would you say you went out of

the country to Central America in 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't know, Senator. But I gave copies of my

passport to the Iran-Contra Committee. If you want a copy, I will
provide it for you. That will tell you how many times. I cannot re
member.

Senator Kerry. I was just asking if you knew on the record. But
we can obviously get that.

Mr. Rodriguez. Many times. That I can provide you. I will make
a copy.

Senator Kerry. When did you first give this proposal to Don
Gregg?

Mr. Rodriguez. I think I showed it to him or gave it to him, I
think it was in 1983. As a matter of fact, it was wrongly reported
that I gave it to him and Senator Stone at the same time. I had
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lunch with Senator Stone and a local from Central America, and it
was on my own that I got that contact, not through Don Gregg,
and I showed Senator Stone my concept and gave him a copy of the
paper, and then gave another copy to Don.

And later on, actually when I saw it on the news
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Don to go over it?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. I think he knew the concept. He was the

boss in Vietnam when we implemented.
Senator Kerry. But in 1988, when you were trying to give it to

them
Mr. Rodriguez. I showed it to him and gave him a copy of it It

was as I had given it to a lot of people.
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet with him, do you remem

ber?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet with him, do you recall?
Mr. Rodriguez. With Don? In the White House, and there would

be a record of it at the entrance. You can probably check for the
exact date.

Senator Kerry. How many times did you meet with him on that
particular issue?

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I really don't know exactly how many
times I stopped by there. But I think if you check the records at
the White House, you can have it very accurate, because you have
to check through a computer every time you go in or out of the
White House.

Senator Kerry. Did you tell him at that time about your efforts
to try to market it in Central America previously and what you'd
been doing?

Mr. Rodriguez. Market it?
Senator Kerry. To try to get people interested in it in Central

America; did you tell him about it then?
Mr. Rodriguez. I'm sure I commented, but it was a long time

ago. I would be speculating if I tried to give you specifics.
Senator Kerry. Now, who paid for those trips to Honduras, El

Salvador, and so forth, in 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. No country paid for it. I had friends of

my own who provided me airline tickets to go back and forth from
Miami, Cubans that believe in the same thing that I believe.

I explained it to them and they provided my tickets. And other
times I paid out of my own.

Senator Kerry. Did you consult with anyone in the Government
before or after those trips?

Mr. Rodriguez. What do you mean? No, as far as consulting, no,
sir.

Senator Kerry. Did you brief any people before or after those
trips?

Mr. Rodriguez. I probably talked to people about it.
Senator Kerry. Do you recall who?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't know, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Government
Mr. Rodriguez. You're talking about 1983, 1984.

Senator Kerry. 1983, 1984.
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Mr. Rodriguez. I talked to everybody about the concept. I was
trying to— I think I talked to everybody that I could.

Senator Kerry. Did you make contact with any of the Contra
leaders during those trips, that period of time?

Mr. Rodriguez. It had nothing to do with this, no.
Senator Kerry. Beg your pardon?
Mr. Rodriguez. It had nothing to do with any of this.
Senator Kerry. In 1983 and 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. I had contact with them. It's two sepa

rate things. You have a business here which is A and you have a
business here which is B, which they are two separate situations.

Senator Kerry. All I'm trying to determine is during 1983 and
1984, did you make contact with Contra leaders at that time?

Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I had contact with them, all along.
Senator Kerry. All through that period?
Mr. Rodriguez. As a matter of fact, we brought some wounded

people into Miami for free treatment that were paralyzed. One had
a bullet in his head. And I worked on trying to get humanitarian
aid to them, to be operated for free in Miami.

Senator Kerry. And during the trips in 1983 and 1984, you saw
them down there, too; correct?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. When I was trying to introduce this it
was a separate type of situation, if I recall.

Senator Kerry. You don't recall meeting on the same trips at
the same time?

Mr. Rodriguez. I might have done it, Senator. I don't think
there's anything wrong with that. If I had gone there

Senator Kerry. No, I'm not suggesting there is.
Mr. Rodriguez [continuing]. I might have.
Senator Kerry. I'm just trying to
Mr. Rodriguez. I might have. I'm just telling you that I don't

have the exact recollection of it
,

because it happened a long time
ago.

Senator Kerry. Now, according to the Vice President's office, on
November 3

,

1983 you met with Mr. Gregg to discuss the general
situation in Central America. You'd just returned from a trip to
the area; correct?

Mr. Rodriguez. Uh-hmm.
Senator Kerry. Who paid for that trip?
Mr. Rodriguez. One of my Cuban friends.
Senator Kerry. And the purpose of that trip was what?
Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I was in Miami. I was trying to do as

much as I could as an individual to help these people in Central
America. And every time I had a chance I tried to go down there to
help these people, like this medical situation, on my own, and then
in trying to introduce this concept, which was very frustrating,
trying to go back and forth and not getting support.

Senator Kerry. How were you able to help them on your own in
the medical situation down there? What were you able to do?

Mr. Rodriguez. We had a friend in Miami who had a hospital,
and a very close friend of mine knew the manager of that hospital.
And he made arrangements so that they could be treated there for
free as a humanitarian case, and then they did that.
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I think you would have done the same thing if you had seen
those people, the way they were.

Senator Kerry. I think we should be doing it now all across the
board. But let me just—we should be doing a lot more.

Let me just say that —did you meet with any arms dealers during
that period of time in 1983-84 down there?

Mr. Rodriguez. 1983-84, I had a friend, for example, at that
point in time from before, like Mr. Martin, that I knew him. But I
didn't make any deal with him.

Senator Kerry. Is this Martin of the—which Martin?
Mr. Rodriguez. Ron Martin.
Senator Kerry. Ron Martin?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Of Martin and McCoy?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Of the so-called arms supermarket?
Mr. Rodriguez. The so-called arms supermarket; that's correct.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with them?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. We were friends. I used to probably see him

once in a while in Miami.
Senator Kerry. Did you know about the arms supermarket?
Mr. Rodriguez. Everybody knew about the arms supermarket.
Senator Kerry. What did you know about that?
Mr. Rodriguez. That they had an investment in there, in Cen

tral America.
Senator Kerry. In Panama?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I didn't know it was Panama. I thought it

was in Honduras.
Senator Kerry. In Honduras?
Mr. Rodriguez. Uh-hmm.
Senator Kerry. You knew the arms were going to
Mr. Rodriguez. I didn't know any of those details, Senator. I

knew that he was an arms dealer, he was a friend of mine, and he
had an investment in there.

Senator Kerry. And you didn't know that the arms were going
to help the Contras?

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I had nothing to do with that.
Senator Kerry. No, I know you didn't. But you're a passionate

Contra supporter. You're going down there to help them with med
ical needs. And you didn't even know that they were going? You
didn't hear?

Mr. Rodriguez. I probably heard about it, but I didn't participate
in any transactions at all with him in there.

Senator Kerry. No, I didn't ask you that.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, but I'm answering that because I think

you're driving to that.
Senator Kerry. No, no, I'm not driving at that. I just wanted to

know whether or not
Mr. Rodriguez. OK. Then I heard about it, like a lot of people

did that were down there. But I had no connection whatsoever in
that type of an operation. You can ask Mr. Martin, and I think
your counsel have been to see him about four times, so he will be
able to tell you.
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Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Don Gregg before you went
on that trip, the 1983, October-November trip?

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I have no— I don't have my passport
here. I don't have the records. If you give me a date when I met

with him according to the White House records, I can check and I
can tell you if I met with him or not.

I'd be speculating. You know, in a long span I made a lot of trips,
and it is impossible for me to be able to tell you point blank yes, I
did, or I did not. I would be lying if I tell you that I know or be

accurate about it in answering your question.
Senator Kerry. I'm just wondering whether you had a memory.

You said you didn't meet with him very often.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I met with him often. Whenever I came to

Washington, I went and saw him and I'd say hello, like I did a lot
of people.

As a matter of fact, I have met a lot of Members of Congress
which happens to be Democrats. And I wouldn't name them here. I
don't think they would appreciate it if I named their names here.
But I met a lot of Democrat Congressmen here, Senator, friends.
But I will not say. I don't think it's fair to mention them. They
would not look very good about it.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever meet with Saul Eisenberg?
Mr. Rodriguez. With who?
Senator Kerry. Saul Eisenberg, an arms dealer in Panama?
Mr. Rodriguez. There was one instance that I went over, for ex

ample, with Frank Snepp from ABC — I think it was in 1984—that
Mr. Martin asked me if I knew anybody who had a 155 artillery
piece. And I had a friend from Austria who knew, I think the guy's
name was, Eisenberger or something of that sort, that represented
Noricom.

And they had, I think, a business deal. They were trying to sell
some 155 artillery pieces in Colombia, I think it was. And I called
this friend of mine. I got the information to him. They had this
type of piece that the Colombian Government were interested in.

And I think we flew in Mr. Martin's Learjet to Colombia. I went
along on the flight. They made the presentation, and nothing came
out of that.

As a matter of fact, very interesting, Senator, I talked about that
with Mr. Snepp from ABC and he called me after that. I told him:

Look, friend, I really do not conceive of myself as being an arms dealer in that
situation. It's the same thing as if you would call me and tell me, now that you
know me, that you wanted to buy a newspaper like La Nacion in Argentina.

And I will take you there, because we are friends, and introduce you to the
people, through a general that knows the owner of the newspaper. And whether you
close a deal or not, that's your problem.

I never asked for a fee. I didn't consider myself to be involved in
that specific deal, and that was the extent of it.

Senator Kerry. Now, with respect to the 1983-84 trips, during
those years did you meet, in addition to Gregg, did you meet with
Dan Murphy at all?

Mr. Rodriguez. With who?
Senator Kerry. Daniel Murphy?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I told you I never met him. The only

time I saw him was sitting here, by the back.
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Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Bud MacFarlane?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Oliver North?
Mr. Rodriguez. What year?
Senator Kerry. 1983, 1984.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, 1983 I did not. I met him, as I said on De

cember 20, 1984.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Dewey Clarridge?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Allen Fiers?
Mr. Rodriguez. I met with him later on one time in Central

America, when he went down there representing, I think it was,
the humanitarian situation there, when they had the $27 million.

Senator Kerry. But you never met with him here?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I didn't know him from here at all. I met

him there only once.
Senator Kerry. Never in Washington.
What about Bill Casey? Did you meet with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir, I never met him.
Senator Kerry. Now, the April 1984 trip to Panama
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I was never in Panama in 1984, Senator.

When I was in Panama was, as I said, to visit General Gorman in
February 1985, and it was between February 13 and 15. But I was
never in Panama <MD we went over that a little while ago.

Senator Kerry. I apologize. I just—OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, one thing you're going to find with me:

When you ask me a question, I will tell you the truth. And if for
any reason I don't want to tell you, I will tell you: Senator, I will
not discuss that.

But I will not lie to you, and I would not lie to any committee at
all, because it is the way I am.

Senator Kerry. I have no reason to say otherwise, Mr. Rodri
guez, nor have I, nor am I about to.

Mr. Rodriguez. Great, Senator.
Senator Kerry. I'm just asking questions.
Mr. Rodriguez. I commend you for it.
Senator Kerry. Now, you say Cuban friends paid for these trips.
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. Who were the friends who paid for them?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think I want to mention their names. I

don't think they'd like their names to be mentioned. If you want it
in private, I'll tell you who they are, but I don't think they'd want
word to come out that they were giving me airline tickets to go
back and forth to Central America.

Senator Kerry. I would like to have their names, but if you
agree to give them to us in private that would be fine.

Mr. Rodriguez. I will, no problem. I don't see any problem with
that.

I don't think they would be upset by you knowing it, but I just
don't want to mention the names publicly.

[Pause.]
Senator Kerry. When was the first interest that you expressed

to Don Gregg about going down to El Salvador to implement your
plan?
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Mr. Rodriguez. When you mention El Salvador, I think we're
talking in terms of Central America. When I created the plan in
1983 it was not El Salvador. It was just a regional concept, like I
said before. So, I really cannot give you an exact date.

Senator Kerry. Do you have any sense of when you went to Don
Gregg

Mr. Rodriguez. In 1983

Senator Kerry [continuing]. And said, "I want to go to El Salva
dor, here's the plan"?

Mr. Rodriguez. Originally, it was a regional concept, as I envi
sioned it. And I wrote it in 1982, but I think I showed it to him or
gave it to him in 1983.

Senator Kerry. So, in 1983 you first expressed your desire to Don
Gregg to go down there; is that right?

Mr. Rodriguez. Not only to Don Gregg, to a lot of people.
Senator Kerry. To a lot of people?
Mr. Rodriguez. Including some Congressmen.
Senator Kerry. Did you talk to some Congressmen in 1983 also?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes. I think I mentioned to one of them the

plan, and I don't think it's appropriate to mention his name. He's a

Democrat.
Senator Kerry. That's fine.
And this is 1983?

Mr. Rodriguez. I think so.

Senator Kerry. You wrote it in 1982?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, I think I wrote it in 1982.

Senator Kerry. And you first sought out Don Gregg in 1982 or
1983?

Mr. Rodriguez. I have to talk to him and ask him, because I
really don't recall whether it was 1982 or 1983.

Senator Kerry. You don't remember?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. One of the two?
Mr. Rodriguez. It could be 1982 or 1983.

Senator Kerry. Did you give him a memorandum regarding that
plan, or did you talk to him verbally about it?

Mr. Rodriguez. I don't recall writing a memorandum. I think
the plan was self-explanatory.

I think it was very explanatory when you read it. I mean, I am
not

Senator Kerry. When did you give Gregg the written plan, I
guess?

Mr. Rodriguez. It was in 1983. I said probably in 1983.
Senator Kerry. And how long was it before Gregg responded to

you on it?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think it was a matter of responding to

me, Senator. I think I just gave it to him and continued to try, as I
said, when I first went down there was arranged not by anybody
up here but by the local individual in El Salvador.

Senator Kerry. And during the 1983-84 period that you were
going down there, you had already given that plan to Gregg and
pressed for its acceptance?
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Mr. Rodriguez. I think I gave it to him in 1983, like I said. It is
impossible to have a complete recollection of everything and every
place that I have been.

To be very accurate, if I am going to tell you something, it might
be inaccurate.

Senator Kerry. The plan was written in March 1982?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes. And that is because I went to see it recent
ly. I did not have the exact recollection of when it was. I had a
copy, the original copy is at my home. I looked at it and it is actu
ally this thick because it had the dossier of all the Cuban pilots,
which I don't think it as given to him or anybody. I think I kept
that one.

It was thicker than the one I have been shown. It had the cre
dentials of all the Cuban pilots that were involved or volunteered
to go into these operations.

Senator Kerry. Now, on January 22, 1985, you met with the Vice
President, according to his records, to inform him

Mr. Rodriguez. According to mine too.
Senator Kerry. To inform him about your desire to work in El

Salvador?
Mr. Rodriguez. It wasn't like that, Senator. I had an interest of

meeting the Vice President, just to say hello to him. Not specifical
ly I went before him with anything, I just wanted to say hello. I
don't think it was even raised during the meeting because he was
just going to bring me in to say hello and leave.

And as I testified before, Senator, we stayed a little longer be
cause there was a program on television that morning where his
children were on television. I think it was Good Morning, America
or something.

And the program was coming on so we sat with him and didn't
say a word. He was looking at it, and I showed him an album of my
stay in Vietnam and the capture of Che Guevera, et cetera, and
that was the extent of it. And I think I probably mentioned that I
wanted to go down there.

If I give you exactly that I did tell him, you know, I would be
speculating. I would assume that I probably mentioned it to him.

Senator Kerry. Do you recall when you made the request, when
you learned that you were going to be able to meet with the Vice
President?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I don't recall. Maybe a day before.
Senator Kerry. Did you ask for the meeting?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. It was not a meeting. It's like, I say, you

know, you're always, I'd like some day to meet the Vice President,
have the opportunity to say hello to him and that's how it was ar
ranged.

Senator Kerry. Did Gregg call you then to set up the meeting?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I think I called him.
Senator Kerry. When did you call him? Did the meeting happen

right after you called him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I cannot recall exactly how it came

about. I just know that I met with him that morning very briefly,
and stayed longer.

Senator Kerry. Was this the first time you had ever met the
Vice President?
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Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. First time you ever met the Vice President of

the United States?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And you don't remember if you'd been trying to

get the meeting for a long time or a short time?
Mr. Rodriguez. It was not a meeting. Like I said it was just to

say hello.
Senator Kerry. Were you excited?
Mr. Rodriguez. It's like I didn't go to a meeting to talk to him, I

just said when there's a chance Id like to say hello to the Vice
President.

Senator Kerry. Do you have any idea then why his diary shows
that the purpose of the meeting was to inform the Vice President
that you wanted to work in El Salvador against the insurgency?

Mr. Rodriguez. Whose diary?
Senator Kerry. That is the Vice President's chronology. The pur

pose of the meeting "to inform the Vice President that Mr. Rodri
guez wanted to work in El Salvador against the insurgency."

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, Don knew for a long time I wanted to do
that. If he wrote that it was his prerogative. I asked him that I
wanted to say hello to the Vice President only. If he wrote that, it
was within his right to do that, Senator.

He probably felt that way, and he knew I was interested, that
my concept would be very helpful in Central America, I think it is
commendable that the Vice President of the United States would
take the time to support a concept which is very much against the
insurgency, Communist insurgency in Central America.

But at that point in time I said I wanted to say hello to him.
That's my recollection. If I asked specifically I wanted to brief him
on it, I might have done it. But it being a long time I don't recall.

To be very honest with you, what type of a specific that I will
give you would be a matter of speculation on my part. I don't want
to do that.

Senator Kerry. What did you talk about with the Vice Presi
dent?

Mr. Rodriguez. I said, we spent 10 minutes or whatever looking
at the television program. I showed him my album, what I did in
Vietnam, which has my helicopter concept, sort of in photographs.

And I talked to him, I guess mostly, he was most interested when
I talked to him about the Che Guevera situation when we were
able to capture him in 1967. I pretty well had talked to him about I
was going to go to Central America, was trying to go to Central
America, to help the Central American countries against the Com
munist insurgency. It's as simple as that.

Senator Kerry. You mean you told him you wanted to go work
with the Contras?

Mr. Rodriguez. No. The Contras had nothing to do with it, Sena
tor. We're talking about the helicopter concept, not the Contras. I
didn't mention the Contras at all. I have gone on record that I
have never told the Vice President of the United States anything
about the Contras, and I didn't.

Senator Kerry. Why wouldn't you? Why didn't you want to do
that?
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Mr. Rodriguez. Why should I tell him, to start with? When I
went to see the Vice President to say hello, in the short time that
we have on May 1. I didn't think of it. But he was not involved to
start with. I have been told in the past by Colonel North not to
mention anything to the proposal on the second floor where that
happens to be where the Vice President was, so I never mentioned
it to him. That we went over and over again in the Iran-Contra
Committee, and I told them, and it is the truth, and I stand behind
that, and I told also the independent counsel the same thing and
I'll tell you today, and I'll tell everybody, because it is the truth.

Senator Kerry. In the course of the conversation, did he ask you
what you're doing now? What do you do now?

Mr. Rodriguez. It was a very short time.
Senator Kerry. He didn't say what are you doing now?
Mr. Rodriguez. He was interested in looking at the album, the

helicopter concept, and he was very interested when I talked to
him about the Che Guevera operation.

Senator Kerry. He looked at the album, he learned the history
of what you did with Che Guevera

Mr. Rodriguez. Right. And I left.
Senator Kerry. He learned about your helicopter operation.
Mr. Rodriguez. And I left.
Senator Kerry. He never turned to you and said, "Well, what

are you doing now?"
Mr. Rodriguez. Trying to get to Central America to implement

the helicopter concept. I mean, you're trying to build something
into this.

Senator Kerry. No, no, no.
Mr. Rodriguez. I'm trying to see you as an objective man, Sena

tor. But it looks to me that you are trying to get me to say some
thing that didn't happen.

I am telling you the truth, it is my recollection. I believe it to be
extremely accurate. And then the other thing would be a specula
tion on my part. I don't think it's fair for me to speculate on some
thing of that that has become very much a political issue now.

Senator Kerry. I do not want any speculation. All I am trying to
do

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, great. Then don't ask me again because I
already told everything that I knew about that.

Senator Kerry. I am just trying to
Mr. Rodriguez. That has been the extent of it. I cannot tell you

more. I would have to lie to you if I have to tell you something else
about that.

Senator Kerry. Well, you know, we do not want you to do that.
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I won't lie to you. So, I cannot speculate

any more about it.
Senator Kerry. I am not asking for speculation.
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I am not.
Senator Kerry. I am just trying to test
Mr. Rodriguez. You're trying to tell me why, I didn't thought

about it, I didn't tell him, I wish I had. Maybe we would not have
this today. He's an honest man, he would have said that I told him,
and then it will have been over a long time ago. I did not tell him,
and that's it. It's the truth.
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Senator Kerry. Fine. I understand. I am just trying to find, you
know, sometimes when people are relating a conversation they do
not remember every part of a conversation or sometimes their
memory gets jogged or

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, I have gone over this many times with
the Iran-Contra Committee. I have gone over this many times in
public hearings, with the independent counsel, so my recollection is
very, very clear on this, because it is not the first time.

I am telling you to the best of my ability the truth about those
meeting with the Vice President, I stand for it and I don't think,
after all of the time I have to go through this with many Congress
and many committees that my recollection would be incorrect.

It's very, very accurate. And I never told the Vice President of
the United States anything about the Contra resupply operation.

Senator Kerry. Did you tell him anything about the Contras,
period? Not the resupply, just the Contras? Did the Contras

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I was telling you he was very interested
in Che Guevera and there were people who can verify it.

Senator Kerry. Here it is 1988, he is more, OK, I will accept
that.

Mr. Rodriguez. It is the truth.
Senator Kerry. No, it is fine.
Mr. Rodriguez. Don't expect something different.
Senator Kerry. OK. I just want to keep trying to plow through a

few of these questions without getting diverted. We do not have
very much longer here.

There was a letter, I need to get a copy of that to him because I
want to find out if you know who the author of this letter is.
There's a letter here to Lt. Col. Oliver North. You may know who
this is, I do not know offhand, and so I wanted to ask you.

January 27, 1985, a letter to Colonel North. "Ollie, Felix Rodri
guez, and I had a discussion and came up with several things that
would prove to be helpful and necessary." And then they go
through a list

Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, yes, Senator, I went over that. That's the
one, the meeting that I told you I didn't know that he was in con
tact with Oliver North. That's the meeting that I had with Rob
Owens at the Marriott.

Senator Kerry. Rob Owen is the author of that?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think so. I think so. That's the one that I told

you about
Senator Kerry. That's the one where there's a postscript.
Mr. Rodriguez. The one I told you I recommended lie detector

tests and communications and a few things to him.
Senator Kerry. Let me just ask, yes, there is a communication,

command, and control location.
Mr. Rodriguez. Right. Absolutely.
Senator Kerry. And then there is a postscript
Mr. Rodriguez. That was the only time I talked to him during

that time, and I think I saw Rob Owen again once in Central
America.

Senator Kerry. The postscript says, "Posey is sending four
people to help with training. They are supposed to leave on Tues
day."
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And then another postscript, P.P.S., "Posey has nine more people
visiting in Tallahassee and he has people trying to find some equip
ment to send down."

So Rob Owen, is that
Mr. Rodriguez. We never discussed Posey. It's the first time I

heard about Posey, and I have never met Mr. Posey. And if he put
that as postscript, it had nothing to do with my conversation with
him at all.

Senator Kerry. Did you talk about supporting the Contras with
Rob Owen in January 1985?

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, when you're talking in the context that
I recommended at the meeting that was arranged between him and
myself, and I just recommended to him and I went over with him
what I just told you, about the communication, and I recommended
about the lie detector test because I have seen those problems down
there.

And I think I was told, I don't recall correctly. He was sort of an
advisor or something to Calero.

Senator Kerry. Well, let me get the "Yes" or "No." Did you
have a conversation about contra supply with Rob Owen in 1985?

Mr. Rodriguez. Not a Contra supply, sir. No. The only thing I
talked to him exactly what it is what I just told you, and I told you
before this.

Senator Kerry. Were you working with Rob Owen?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. Never. Not that it would be detrimental.

I think he's a great man.
Senator Kerry. Where did you have this conversation with Rob

Owen?
Mr. Rodriguez. At the Marriott. I told you we had a luncheon at

the Marriott, if I recall correctly, in the Key Bridge Marriott.
And the next time I ever saw him again was in Central America,

and that was the extent of it, I would say, unfortunately, because
he is a very, very nice guy because I saw him testify and have a lot
of respect for him.

But I only met him twice, and that was the extent of my rela
tionship with him.

Senator Kerry. Now, do you remember a letter that came, and
again the reason I am asking some of these things, you may have
answered them to another committee or something, but there are
different aspects of this that this committee has been through, and
I just want them for our record, on our record, as we go along here.

On U.S. military group stationery, El Salvador, dated February
1, 1985, there is a letter, subject: Felix Rodriguez, through DCM,
that is the mission chief, to Ambassador Pickering.

And it says, "per your guidance, attached is a draft backchannel
to General Gorman on our 'no pay mercenary.' "

Mr. Rodriguez. I have no idea about that memorandum, Sena
tor.

Senator Kerry. You have no idea why you would be referred to
as a "no pay mercenary"?

Mr. Rodriguez. The first time I went down there in 1980

Senator Kerry. And signed by Steele, Colonel Steele.
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't know how that got in there, because I'll

tell you one thing, Senator, when I went down there the first time
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was, like I said, when I went through Panama in there, in General
Gorman's plane, and that was in February 13 or 15, 1985. I didn't
know Steele at that time, so I had no idea

Senator Kerry. So, you had no idea, your testimony to this com
mittee is that you have no idea why Steele would be referring to

you as a "no pay mercenary"?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir. I have no personal knowledge at all

about that.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with General Blandon here in this

country?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. That's the General I was referring to, the week

before I met with the Air Force General.
Senator Kerry. And when did you meet with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. I guess it was about 10 days before I met with

General Bustillo, and it was at the Crystal Marriott, if I recall cor
rectly, for lunch. And I showed him also my album about my con
cept.

Senator Kerry. This is the period you met with General Bustillo
during the same period?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, it was
Senator Kerry. He met with a lot of people here in Washington.

Correct?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. He was not in Washington at that point in

time. General Blandon was here in Washington. As a matter of
fact, if I recall correctly, after the meeting with General Blandon, I
flew into Miami and I came back for the meeting with General
Bustillo. He was not in town at that point in time. But he came
shortly after that, maybe a week or 10 days after that.

Senator Kerry. What is the date that you met with—this is the
period of time when you went to the CIA. Isn't that correct? This is
January 1985 or not?

Mr. Rodriguez. I have been several times in there. When I went
to the CIA specifically, when I passed the information about Milian
Rodriguez on January 23, 1985.

Senator Kerry. What was the date that you met with the Vice
President?

Mr. Rodriguez. February 22, the day before.
Senator Kerry. The day before?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was staying with a friend.
Senator Kerry. What was the date you met with Milian Rodri

guez?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think, well, I told you, on February 18.
Senator Kerry. January 20?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. February 20 is when I passed the informa

tion on to the FBI. On February 23 was the CIA, on February 20
was the FBI, on February 18 I met with Milian Rodriguez.

Senator Kerry. So, on February 18 you meet with Milian Rodri
guez, on February 20 you passed it to the FBI

Mr. Rodriguez. Right.
Senator Kerry. February 23 you passed it to the CIA.
Mr. Rodriguez. Correct.
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Senator Kerry. And on February 22 you met with the Vice
President?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Now, what was the substance of what you passed

to the CIA?
Mr. Rodriguez. The same thing that I passed basically to the

FBI. What Milian Rodriguez passed to me, that he wanted to work
or try to make kind of an arrangement because he didn't want to
go to jail, and he was under indictment at the time. He wanted to
talk to somebody in the Government that he could negotiate the
deal.

And I passed that on to the agency and I passed it on to the FBI.
I don't think the FBI would touch it because as I understood later
on

Senator Kerry. What does the CIA have to do with that?
Mr. Rodriguez. The CIA have a narcotics section, and he was

talking about possible involvement of General Noriega in a foreign
country, so it is the jurisdiction of the CIA being outside the coun
try.

So, I thought it was of interest of them to hear about this if they
wanted to follow up.

Senator Kerry. And did he not set forth a deal at the time?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Did he not set forth a deal? What was the deal

that he set forth?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. I was just passing him, I didn't have time to

talk to him. I did it at the insistence of Mr. Diaz, and I just was,
my role was to pass the information to those two agencies, and if
they wanted to have any dealing with them I gave them Raul
Diaz's number so they would call him.

Senator Kerry. But did you not tell the CIA that he had offered
to funnel money to the resistance?

Mr. Rodriguez. No. Because that was a brush commentary he
made to me. It was not the essence of the conversation, as I recall.
Maybe I did. I cannot recall exactly everything that I pass on be
cause I didn't give that much attention to it.

Senator Kerry. Well, did you or did you not pass that informa
tion on?

Mr. Rodriguez. I hope that you could have checked with the
Bureau and the FBI and have their notes.

Senator Kerry. Well, I am interested in what
Mr. Rodriguez. Because what I did is I passed it on verbally and

I didn't make any notes of that. So, I have no idea exactly, I told
you what I talked to him, and then I passed the essence of my con
versation with him to both bureaus. I don't know exactly what all
the details I passed to them or not.

Senator Kerry. I am just trying to ask you what you told them
or what your memory is that you told them.

Mr. Rodriguez. If it is my memory now I probably would tell
you, Senator, I did not tell them about it because it was a brush
thing that he mentioned in the conversation. It was not the essence
of the conversation.
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He probably was telling that to me because Raul Diaz was prob
ably telling him that I was a strong supporter of the Nicaraguan
freedom fighter, and he sort of made a pitch on that end.

But I didn't believe it was the essence of the conversation. Or
what he actually wanted to do. He wanted to talk to a higher au
thority, and that is what I provided. And that was the extent of my
connection with him.

I think a couple of times Mr. Diaz called me before I left for Cen
tral America and asked me how did it go? And I just passed the
information to him and that was it. I passed it on and if they were
interested they will contact him directly.

Senator Kerry. Let me just ascertain here the gist of what he
told you in terms of the deal that he offered you, that is Milian
Rodriguez.

He said to you, he mentioned to you, knowing of your interest
and support in Nicaragua, he said that

Mr. Rodriguez. Who chose that testimony, now, Senator?
Senator Kerry. No, I am saying, when you met with Milian Ro

driguez
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. With Raul Diaz
Mr. Rodriguez. But you are reading this from what testimony?
Senator Kerry. I am just reading notes here.
Mr. Rodriguez. OK.
Senator Kerry. When Milian Rodriguez went to that meeting

with you in Miami, he offered you a deal; right?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, he didn't offer me a deal.
Senator Kerry. Well, he offered you a deal in the sense that he

said
Mr. Rodriguez. He wanted to get a deal for himself.
Senator Kerry. Yes, that is what I mean.
Mr. Rodriguez. What he said was, I would like to do this, and I

want to pass this information. I didn't like him, the way he por
trayed himself or

Senator Kerry. I understand. No, I understand that. I am just
trying to

Mr. Rodriguez. But you see, the thing about, I want to
Senator Kerry. Let me finish the question.
Mr. Rodriguez. This thing about the Contra that he mentioned

was in a very brush-type of context. It was not the essence of the
meeting.

The whole thing was trying to discuss what he had done, the con
nection he had, what he could provide, and it was not that long
either. So, that's what I passed on, because it came up in these
hearings about the $10 million.

Otherwise, if somebody had told me before all of this thing had
come up in the hearings about did he offer anything about the
Contra, I probably would have said "No," because I had very little
recollection of it.

I have a vague recollection of that because it was given a very
light context. And I acknowledge it
,

because I have nothing to hide.
And I say, I just recall that, and I will go along that indeed he said
that because I have a very brush recollection of it.
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I cannot speculate more because I recall very little from that
part of it. But I said, could he have said that? It could be a proba
bility.

Senator Kerry. Let me just refresh your recollection then for a
minute.

In your testimony to us originally in closed session you said,
"knowing of my interest and support to Nicaragua, that if this
thing was set up he would work it out that he could funnel money
from that operation to the Nicaraguan freedom fighters."

Mr. Rodriguez. Through Raul Diaz. He was the one who men
tioned, probably to him, that I was interested, because I never
knew the guy before in my life.

Senator Kerry. But all I am trying to establish is that that is
what he said to you he could do.

Mr. Rodriguez. Somewhere along the line of our conversation, I
have a recollection that he mentioned that. I think that that is as
much as I can go.

Senator Kerry. Did you report that to the CIA?
Mr. Rodriguez. That's what I think that, I don't think so. Be

cause it was not that important at that point in time. I saw the
individual as somebody who was trying to cut a deal, and the only
thing I did is pass the information on.

Senator Kerry. You did not
Mr. Rodriguez. You see, the main thing, Senator, I heard him,

because I think it could be of interest to the agency. I would not
consider taking from him or from anybody else a penny from
drugs.

So, I had no reason to pass that on to the CIA or anybody. Be
cause I personally would not consider accepting one penny from a
drug dealer or from drug laundering, at all. So, that's why prob
ably I didn't mention it to them.

Senator Kerry. OK. Let me just ask you, with respect to General
Noriega, you mentioned General Noriega and what he said about
Noriega and the drug trafficking to the CIA; correct?

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And that is, what, 1983?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, I think I mentioned that to them, because

it's part of the essence of what he told me. If it was true, some of
what he said, it should be important, you should follow up the $375
million that he has in assets in Florida and try to recover it for the
U.S. Government, if it is true.

Senator Kerry. Did you report to anybody else the conversation
or the approach by Milian to you besides the FBI and reported to
CIA? Anybody else? Did you tell Don Gregg?

Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think so, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Is there anyone else you think you might have

reported that to?
Mr. Rodriguez. Right off my memory right now I don't recall.

Actually, he mentioned he did not want to negotiate with local
agencies, neither the DEA nor the FBI locally. That was his—and
that's why he asked me to go and try to put it to the Agency or
whatever outside. But I would not take a consideration from a guy
like him and immediately pass it to an agent in Miami.

Senator Kerry. Was your job at Ilopango risky at all?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
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Senator Kerry. Was your job at Ilopango airbase, did that in
volve any risk?

Mr. Rodriguez. In my concept I flew the missions.
Senator Kerry. You were flying the helicopter missions?
Mr. Rodriguez. I still am.
Senator Kerry. Out of Ilopango?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. As part of the TTF concept?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. How many other people were flying?
Mr. Rodriguez. Local pilots.
Senator Kerry. About how many others?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, the whole air force.
Senator Kerry. Are you flying the OV or the OH?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, the OH.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. The OH-6. Well, it's not the OH-6 any more.

That was the old version from Vietnam, the Hughes 500. It is now
the model D and model E that we have now.

Senator Kerry. But you still fly the Hughes still?
Mr. Rodriguez. The Hughes 500.

Senator Kerry. It is a nice aircraft; is it not?
Mr. Rodriguez. And now I am also flying the Huey, and I also

fly a lot of medivac missions for all of those soldiers that get
wounded by mines and helping them tremendously. And I hope,
Senator, taking the opportunity here, that the military aid to El
Salvador is not cut. I think it's vital to Central America.

I think if you want to see it I can show you some films which
show the Salvadoran soldiers dying in Central America and wound
ed fighting a war that hopefully the United States will not have to
fight. And I think it's very important that the military aid to El
Salvador be maintained or increased, if we want stability in Cen
tral America.

I have seen it. I have lived with them. I am very sensitive to
what I see every day in there, and what those land mines does to
the soldier. I think it's very important that the Congress under
stand the importance of Central America and the importance of El
Salvador to the national security of the United States, that they
are not abandoned and that their military aid should be increased.

And somebody should go down there, not on a 1- or 2-day tour,
stay a little bit longer, to really understand the reality and the in
filtration of the Communists in there, because, like I say, when I
showed the flag, it wasn't prepared. I captured that flag. The
troops captured and gave it to me, with the hammer and sickle.
They don't hide that they are Communist. They are very open
about it, Senator, and they hate the United States.

Even their comic strips from the guerrilla show rockets from the
Soviet Union coming into United States, and if you want to see
that I can show it to you, because I brought one of those books with
me. I think it's very important that this doesn't become a political
issue in Washington, and the Central American countries be sup
ported against the Communist expansionism in there, and we will
not have the need of American troops in Central America.

I think it's very, very important, and if you have the chance,
Senator, especially you, to go down there because sometimes you
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have been very critical of those places there. I think the sincerity
you are showing today here, if you go there and you saw what is
going on in Salvador, you will support increase of military aid to
Central America. It is very important, Senator.

Senator Kerry. Felix, you know —wait a minute. I have always
supported the aid to El Salvador, voted for it every time.

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, they are trying to cut it now, Senator, and
it is important that it's not cut. On the contrary, it should be in
creased. To stop it, will roll back all the gain that we have done in
the last few years with the concept and with all the other oper
ations, and with the blood of the Salvadoran soldiers.

Senator McConnell. Well, what we have right next door, of
course, as recently as last week with the expelling of the American
Ambassador and the suspension of La Prensa, the closing of the
Catholic radio station, I think we have had a hard time, have we
not, Mr. Rodriguez, getting the message of the threat in Central
America. I know you were talking about El Salvador, but right
next door we have got it demonstrated time and time again.

I do not know how long it takes the Congress to wake up to what
the threat is right there. Hopefully we will revisit the question of
Contra aid. It seems to me the facts demonstrate once again that
we were right all along.

Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. How do you feel about the fact that General Nor

iega was supplying the Salvadoran rebels, the very people you are
fighting?

Mr. Rodriguez. That he was supplying?
Senator Kerry. Supplying them. General Noriega was supplying

them.
Mr. Rodriguez. How do you know that, Senator?
Senator Kerry. You did not know that?
Mr. Rodriguez. No.
Senator Kerry. You have never heard that? You have never

learned that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I have heard lately on the news they have

come out that Noriega have done a lot of things with a lot of
people. He's a very versatile individual.

Senator McConnell. We heard that in these hearing this week.
He seems to not have a deep philosophical base, I think it is safe to
say.

Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, if you like and you want to go to El Sal
vador when I am there, I would like to give you a tour.

Senator Kerry. Will I be safe?
Mr. Rodriguez. And show you things that maybe you don't see

when you go there with a lot of people.
Senator Kerry. Will you protect me, Felix?
Mr. Rodriguez. I will show you the real war in El Salvador, Sen

ator.
Senator Kerry. Will you be my personal bodyguard?
Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Will you be my personal protection and body

guard?
Mr. Rodriguez. I will do it

,

sir. I think your help in this would
be important.
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Senator Kerry. Can I fly the helicopter?
Mr. Rodriguez. Absolutely, I'll let you fly the 500.

Senator McConnell. Felix, if you can turn Senator Kerry
around on Contra aid, you are a better man than anybody else
here. That would be tremendous.

Mr. Rodriguez. I will try, Senator.
Senator McConnell. And when you get through in El Salvador,

we will send him over to Nicaragua.
Mr. Rodriguez. I will try.
Senator Kerry. Felix, a few more questions and then we will

wrap it up here.
Did you ever meet Mario Delamico?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir.
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet him? Who is he?
Mr. Rodriguez. You know, he's a business partner of Mr.

Martin.
Senator Kerry. Where did you meet him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I met him in Miami once a long time ago. I

think it was in 1980.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever do any business with him? Did you
ever have any business with him?

Mr. Rodriguez. Business, no, sir.
Senator Kerry. Were you involved with him, working with him

on any of the
Mr. Rodriguez. We worked together at one point in time in the

1980's in Guatemala, which I would rather not discuss here. I say
that very frankly.

Senator Kerry. With respect to Central America, did you do any
work with him?

Mr. Rodriguez. Businesswise, no, sir, not at all.
Senator Kerry. Any other work with him with respect to the

Contras?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Or El Salvador?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. I think one time—let me get this recollection

correct. There was one time when we sent a humanitarian aid
plane to Honduras, that he was at that end when the plane ar
rived. I think he helped in making some arrangements also to get
the—but he had nothing to do with the content of it. It was from a
collection of equipment in Miami.

Senator Kerry. And when was that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Oh, I think it was in 1984, Senator. I think it

was in 1984. It was a collection of equipment by the brigades and
the Miami people.

Senator Kerry. Did you have any dealings with him after that?
Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, when—can you repeat that again?
Senator Kerry. Did you have any dealings with him after that?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. Business, not at all.
Senator Kerry. Not just business, but any of the Central Amer

ica business with Delamico —any arms, any kinds of supplies?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. We had nothing to do with the Contra at all.

I mentioned to you we had a relationship in Guatemala, and I
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would rather not discuss that here. It had nothing to do whatsoever
with that.

Senator Kerry. Did you ever learn that he was involved with
narcotics?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You never did hear that?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. Did you ever meet with him in Guatemala?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was telling you.
Senator Kerry. Oh, that was the Guatemala meeting. I am sorry.

I apologize. I thought you said in Honduras.
Did you discuss any of the current operations that you were in

volved in with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think he knew, because he used to visit the

place where I was, where he had his own relationship in there,
which I don't like—see, I don't like to talk about people publicly
because of what happened to me. If you want me to tell you pri
vately, I'll tell you, but it's got nothing to do with our operation at
all.

He got his own contact and he visited the place and I saw him
two or three times in Salvador.

Senator Kerry. Did you discuss any of your Salvadoran oper
ations with him?

Mr. Rodriguez. He knew about the helicopter operation. I flew
him even once, if I recall correctly, to San Miguel the day before
the attack to the Third Brigade. But he didn't stay in the Third
Brigade, somewhere else.

Senator Kerry. Do you consider him to be an honest person?
Mr. Rodriguez. Senator, when somebody has helped me, as he

did, for example, when my mother died. She had cancer. I took her
to Guatemala, and he provided a vehicle for her and he paid for
my mother's hotel. I will not tell anything bad about somebody
who helped my mother. If you want some other question about
him, you can ask somebody else, but not Felix Rodriguez.

Senator Kerry. And he would not have any reason to lie about
you, then, would he?

Mr. Rodriguez. Sir?
Senator Kerry. Would he have any reason to lie about you?
Mr. Rodriguez. You should get this opinion from many people

about him. I would rather not discuss it. I saved his life once and I
just will not discuss anything about him. If you want to talk about
him, talk to somebody else, not to me, sir.

Senator Kerry. OK.
Mr. Rodriguez. It's up to you to make that decision.
Senator Kerry. Did you meet with Nicaraguan refugees in Gua

temala at any time?
Mr. Rodriguez. We had one time, if I recall correctly, when we

took the congressman from South America and I actually borrowed
a Mitsubishi plane from Mr. Martin and we flew into Guatemala
with Mr. Calero, and he gave a press conference there.

Senator Kerry. With Adolfo Calero?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, sir. That was the only time that I recall in

there.
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Senator Kerry. When was that, Felix? When would that have
been?

Mr. Rodriguez. I think it was in 1984.

Senator Kerry. You had occasion to make a private trip with
Calero also in his plane, did you not, somewhere— to Panama or
something?

Mr. Rodriguez. No. I never went to Panama. I went with him
once to Venezuela.

Senator Kerry. Venezuela? What was the occasion of that trip?
Mr. Rodriguez. In trying to get some support from there. I know

some people in there.
Senator Kerry. When was that?
Mr. Rodriguez. It probably was 1984 also.
Senator Kerry. 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't know exactly the date. I don't remember

now.
Senator Kerry. Did you go at that time to
Mr. Rodriguez. As a matter of fact, it was in the newspaper

there that he met with the political power in there. We made that
one trip to Venezuela.

Senator Kerry. Did you also go to Guatemala and
Mr. Rodriguez. No, that was two different trips.
Senator Kerry. Oh, it was a different trip.
Mr. Rodriguez. Two different trips.
Senator Kerry. So, you went to Venezuela with him once in a

plane?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. We went commercially. We met there, or

something like that.
Senator Kerry. And then the other time, the private plane time,

was the Mitsubishi?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes.
Senator Kerry. And that's the time you went to El Salvador?
Mr. Rodriguez. When we went to Guatemala together. And then

I continued with the congressman to show him different places in
Central America, and that was a South American congressman. I'd
rather not mention his name. He's prominent.

Senator Kerry. This is 1979 and 1981, is it not, that you met
with the refugees in Guatemala?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, no. What refugees in Guatemala?
Senator Kerry. In 1984?
Mr. Rodriguez. What refugees are you talking? I haven't said

that I met with refugees in Guatemala. I don't recall meeting with
refugees in Guatemala.

Senator Kerry. At any time? Ever?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, that I recall.
Senator Kerry. What about in 1979 and 1981?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. Meeting with refugees in Guatemala? No,

sir.
Senator Kerry. How about Nicaraguan refugees?
Mr. Rodriguez. No.
Senator Kerry. Never?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I don't think so. To the best of my recollec

tion, I haven't. The only time I went there was with Calero in that
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time, and we flew together and we brought this congressman along
with us, and that was it.

Senator Kerry. Did you have any discussions about either of
those trips, the 1984 trip to Guatemala with Calero, did you have
any discussions about that with anyone in the U.S. Government?

Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. No one?
Mr. Rodriguez. Not that I recall, not at all.
Senator Kerry. At some point did you ask Oliver North to expe

dite $80,000 to you in late January 1985?

Mr. Rodriguez. $80,000? No. I think I saw some kind of a paper
that ABC showed me from his notes.

Senator Kerry. I beg your pardon?
Mr. Rodriguez. I think I saw something to that effect from ABC.

They showed me or give me a copy from North's notes.
Senator Kerry. And it does not mean anything to you, you are

saying? You have no recollection of $80,000 and Jorge Mas?
Mr. Rodriguez. $80,000?
Senator Kerry. Yes.
Mr. Rodriguez. No, sir.
Senator Kerry. You and I both know Jorge Mas.
Mr. Rodriguez. $80,000, no.
Senator Kerry. How much? A different sum of money?
Mr. Rodriguez. I had a discussion with him, if I recall, at one

point in time about $50,000 that I had requested and nothing came
out of that. Whatever it was, I was the only one responsible for it,
and he had nothing to do with it, or anybody else.

Senator Kerry. Who?
Mr. Rodriguez. Colonel North.
Senator Kerry. I am sorry.
Mr. Rodriguez. Colonel North. It is something that I would

rather not discuss. I don't think it's relevant. Nothing ever hap
pened out of it. As frank as I have been with you, I would rather
not discuss that.

Senator Kerry. Well, this is from Oliver North's notes; right?
Mr. Rodriguez. Yes, I understand. I saw that. It was nothing of

any relevance.
Senator Kerry. Well, is it not relevant if Oliver North is ship

ping money to Felix Rodriguez?
Mr. Rodriguez. No. It was a different type of situation that I

would rather not go into details. If he wants to talk about it
,

that's
up to him.

Senator Kerry. Well, he does not want to talk about anything.
We all know that.

Mr. Rodriguez. Well, on this specific situation, I can tell you it is

not relevant, but I will rather not talk about it either.
Senator Kerry. But you are aware of a certain significant

amount of money, $50,000, $80,000?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was not. There was never $80,000.
Senator Kerry. $50,000.
Mr. Rodriguez. I think it was $50,000.
Senator Kerry. Well, the entry in the notebook says, in Oliver

North's handwriting: "Felix Rodriguez— expedite $80,000."
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Mr. Rodriguez. Not $80,000.
Senator Kerry. That is what his note says. Now maybe it is

$50,000 written badly and does not come out.
Then there is another notebook entry —this is in 1985, in Febru

ary —do you know somebody Domingo?
Mr. Rodriguez. I have known several Domingoes.
Senator Kerry. What about I.R. Domingo?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't know an I.R. Domingo.
Senator Kerry. You do not know what that means. I beg your

pardon?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I don't know any I.R. Domingo.
Senator Kerry. The second notebook entry on February 4, 1985,

says: "Felix Rodriguez, still have not gotten dollars from Jorge
Mas." What would that be?

Mr. Rodriguez. I will not discuss that, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Are you refusing to answer the question, Felix?
Mr. Rodriguez. I don't think it's relevant.
Senator Kerry. Well, the relevancy issue is for us to decide.
Mr. Rodriguez. It would create speculation, whatever it is, and I

will not talk about it.
Senator Kerry. Well, it is not speculation. It is just a question,

straightforward.
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, I'm telling you straightforward, as I tell

you before, you know, I will not talk about that.
Senator Kerry. Will you tell us in a closed session?
Mr. Rodriguez. No, I don't think so, Senator.
Senator Kerry. You will not tell us in a closed session?
Mr. Rodriguez. No.
Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. Rodriguez, you have sworn to come

here and tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
Mr. Rodriguez. And I am, sir.
Senator Kerry. Well, you are not, because you are not answering

my question.
Mr. Rodriguez. That would be a speculation about it, and that's

why I will not talk about it.
Senator Kerry. Well, why would it be a speculation? Do you

know about it?
Mr. Rodriguez. See, you don't know what the situation is.
Senator Kerry. No, I do not, and I am asking you, what is it?
Mr. Rodriguez. I will not discuss it, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Well, Mr. Rodriguez, you really do not have the

right to refuse to answer a question unless you take the fifth
amendment.

Mr. Rodriguez. But I do not take the fifth amendment, Senator.
Senator Kerry. And I am asking you to answer the question,

what is the meaning of this $50,000, Felix Rodriguez, in Oliver
North's notebook?

Mr. Rodriguez. Ask Oliver North, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Well, on that note we are going to suspend. You

are not excused as a witness. It may be that we will have to have
you back or discuss where we will proceed with respect to this issue
and some of the remaining questions that exist.

Mr. Rodriguez. That's fine, Senator.
Senator Kerry. Earlier today we discussed the question of

having a closed session with Sarkis Soghenalian, but it became
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clear in a brief conversation afterward that that was not necessary
because the information we already had. So, at this point in time
there will not be a closed session with Sarkis Soghenalian and we
are complete with respect to that.

Mr. Rodriguez, did you once work for Sarkis Soghenalian?
Mr. Rodriguez. We had a relationship. Of course I saw him out

there and I haven't seen him for 10 years. I went to say hello to
him.

Senator Kerry. But you did work with him?
Mr. Rodriguez. We had a relationship that we worked, yes.
Senator Kerry. Did you work for him?
Mr. Rodriguez. Well, we considered it a friendship relationship

the way he told me after I met him, and he probably told your
committee about it.

You see, Senator, we are going into something that I have been —
and that's why I want to mention this — I have been, since I was 18
years old defending this country

Senator Kerry. I understand, Mr. Rodriguez. Let me just say
that, Mr. Rodriguez, this hearing —Mr. Rodriguez, I am sorry. If
you want to answer questions, that is fine. This is no time for
speeches now.

Mr. Rodriguez. I told my relationship with Mr. Soghenalian to
the Iran-Contra Committee. I told them to the independent counsel,
and they choose not to bring it up because they didn't see that it
was relevant.

Senator Kerry. I understand that. Well, it is relevant to what
this committee is doing, and we will be the judges of relevancy.
That is just the prerogative that we have.

So, we will try to continue this. I hope we can resolve this ques
tion nonconfrontationally. I would like to try to.

Mr. Rodriguez. All right.
Senator Kerry. I am sorry that you choose not to answer the

questions, but on that note I think it is very late. There is territory
yet to cover. So, I think we will stand adjourned until the next set
of hearings which we have scheduled.

Senator McConnell. Scheduled for when, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Kerry. I am not sure we have them scheduled yet? Ap

parently the Foreign Relations Committee has given us tentative
dates.

Senator McConnell. What are the tentative dates, for the
record?

Senator Kerry. What are the tentative dates, for the record—
July 27 and 28 and August 4 and 5.

Senator McConnell. The July 27 and 28 and August 4 and 5.

Senator Kerry. Tentative. Now that is depending on we are
having some complications with some of the witnesses' schedules
and availability, which is part of the problem that we have had.

Senator McConnell. But it is safe to assume that no hearings
would occur before the July 27?

Senator Kerry. No hearings will possibly occur before that.
We stand adjourned until that point in time.

[Whereupon, at 6:55 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

Prepared Statement of Mr. Biamby

From the time of Haitian independence in 1804, United States foreign policy
toward Haiti has been a failure. During most of the 19th century, the United States,
offended at the idea of an independent black republic, even refused to recognize
Haiti's existence. When in 195 the United States became active in Haitian political
affairs, it did so by sending in Marines to occupy the country. This action was
prompted by American business interests and by the threat of German imperialism
in the region, although the United States justified the occupation as a means of re
storing order to a country in political and economic turmoil.

During its 20-year occupation of Haiti, the United States did manage to restore
order to the country, but at the expense of several thousand Haitian lives. As part
of this process, an effective centralized government was created in Haiti, one sup
ported by a strong national guard. Many of the officers of this guard received—and
continue to receive — training in the United States. However, because the United
States has made only minimal efforts to establish the sorts of democratic institu
tions that would make Haitian leadership answerable to the will of the Haitian
people, a type of government resulted from the occupation that lent itself easily to
corruption and to the exploitation of those it claimed to govern.

When Francois Duvalier assumed power in 1957, he took full advantage of the
state apparatus the United States had created. By claiming to be a bulwark against
communism in the Caribbean, Duvalier managed to limit U.S. opposition to his dic
tatorial rule and to retain U.S. aid. To consolidate his power, Duvalier found it nec
essary to keep the military in check. He accomplished this by reorganizing and par
tially decentralizing the military as well as by creating his own loyal volunteer
army, the notorious tonton macoute. The macoute became a predatory force upon
the Haitian countryside, making its livelihood through bribery, extortion, and other
state-sanctioned criminal activities.

In 1985, after 30 years of Duvalier-family rule, the Haitian people finally took to
the streets and forced Jean-Claude Duvalier to flee the country. The people had no
weapons, but they hoped that the military would support them in their struggle
against the Duvalier family and the tonton macoute. Not that the military was
touched by the corruption that characterized the Duvalier era. Officials in the mili
tary had been close advisors to Francois and Jean-Claude Duvalier and had shared
with them much of the wealth acquired at the expense of the Haitian people. How
ever, the people of Haiti, who had suffered greatly under the tonton macoute,
looked upon the military as the lesser of two evils and as an ally against the rival
macoutes.

As his last official act before leaving Haiti, Jean-Claude Duvalier created a Na
tional Governing Council —CNG — presided over by Lt. Gen. Henry Namphy. At
first, some foreign observers thought that the military-dominated CNG might elimi
nate the dreaded macoute and restore democracy to Haiti. But this was not to
happen. Instead, the military leadership took the path of least resistance, simply
stepping into the gap created by Duvalier's departure, joining forces with the tonton
macoute, and resuming the old pattern of exploitation and terror. Indeed, the mili
tary sabotaged the very democratic elections of its leaders and promised to support.
Voters were murdered at the polls by military assassins and the CNG canceled the
election and staged a phony one in which a puppet government under Leslie Mani-
gat was established. Finally, dispensing with Manigat and with all pretense of
democratic process, Namphy resumed the leadership of Haiti, declaring that his
people were not yet ready for democracy.

Throughout the CNG and post-CNG period, the United States Government failed
to respond appropriately to events in Haiti and failed to support those popular lead
ers and political parties in Haiti that sought to bring genuine democracy to their
country. At the very least the United States could have offered education and tech
nical assistance to these parties. In its failure, the United States Government con
veyed to the military leadership of Haiti the certainty that it could act as it pleased
and be answerable to no one, not to the Haitian people, not to the United States
Government, and not to world opinion. The result is a country ruled by a mafia-
style organization that sustains itself by preying upon its own people and, through
its involvement in the Colombian drug trade, also upon the people of the United
States. Both through its actions and inactions, the United States Government has
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created a Frankenstein monster in Haiti. And as we know, it is the nature of such
monsters to turn against their creators.

For years the leaders of Haiti and their agents have lived as parasites off the Hai
tian people, either taking from them directly or siphoning off foreign aid. The drug
trade is a relatively new venture for government officials beginning in the early
1980's with such men as Jean-Claude's father-in-law, Ernest Bennett, and the ma-
coute leader, Lyonel Wooley. The crackdown by U.S. officials on Colombian drug
traffickers led them to search for alternative routes for transporting drugs to the
United States. In Haiti, greedy and corrupt government officials put an entire coun
try at their disposal. Until Duvalier's departure, however, the United States Gov
ernment either did not recognize or refused to acknowledge Haiti's involvement in
the drug trade. The Haitian Government employed first-rate public relations firms
who made it quire clear to United States officials that Haiti was a staunch ally in
the fight against communism. Opposition leaders who decried against the criminal
activities of Haitian officials were, in turn, branded as Communists, and their accu
sations were dismissed as politically motivated. Since Duvalier's departure, however,
United States officials have publicly acknowledged Haiti's involvement in drug traf
ficking —or, at least, the involvement of one Haitian military officer —but this
action is as much prompted by events in the United States—particularly by the re
alization that we are losing the war against drugs— as by anything that is happen
ing in Haiti.

Of course, as the Haitian military leadership becomes more blatant in its demon
strations of power, its role in the drug trade will also increase and become more
obvious. In fact, Haiti may well be on the way to becoming a haven for drug traf
fickers and dealers, terrorists, as well as international fugitives. Evidence of change
in Haiti includes not only recent political events but also the increased presence in
Haiti of Colombian drug traffickers who are settling and establishing businesses
there that serve as fronts for their illicit operations. Further evidence is provided by
the many Haitians, young and old, of all socioeconomic classes who are becoming
dependent upon cocaine. Indeed, Haiti is one of the cheapest places in the world to
purchase this drug.

Colombian drug dealers use small planes, freighters, and pleasure boats to trans
port drugs to Haiti. Drugs are unloaded in Haiti until arrangements are made for
further shipment to the United States, although, as indicated, a portion of the co
caine is consumed locally. Among the Haitian military officers involved in this
trade are Col. Jean-Claude Paul, Gen. Williams Regala—once a member of the CNG
and now a cabinet minister under Namphy —Col. Acedius S. Louis, Gen. Gregoire
Figaro, Col. Hyppolies Gambetta, Col. Bordes Achilles, Col. Prospere Avril —who is
said to have engineered Namphy's return to power, Maj. Jean-Robert Figaro, Maj.
Joseph Dominique Baguidy, and Maj. Rosny Casimir. Others like Namphy who may
not be directly involved in drug trafficking, receiving payoffs from those who are.
Given the involvement of these military officers in drug trafficking, it is under
standable that they would actively oppose any effort to establish a democratically
elected government in Haiti. Indeed, most of the political events in Haiti following
Duvalier's departure in one way of another stem from the efforts of these men to
retain power and with it the lucrative drug trade. Thus, political events in Haiti
have profound repercussions in the United States.

Drugs from Haiti enter the United States by boat and plane. Bennett's passenger
airlines, Haiti Air, was once a major carrier of Colombian cocaine. Once drugs
arrive in the United States, contact persons, such as Lyonel Wooley, who keeps a
residence in Miami, deliver them to dealers. Some of these dealers have also become
active in south Florida's Haitian community. Whereas until several years ago the
Creole language did not even have a term for cocaine, there are nowadays crack
houses throughout Haitian neighborhoods. Even Haitian schoolchildren have easy
access to these drugs.

Efforts by United States officials to end Haiti's involvement in the drug trade
have been unsuccessful. After Duvalier's departure, the DEA set up an office in
Haiti. However, the office employs paid informants who are themselves either active
drug dealers or double agents working for the Haitian military. Haitian Govern
ment officials have also ordered occasional drug busts to appease DEA agents. But
these busts are relatively minor. Only a small portion of the cocaine recovered in
these operations is actually destroyed. Officials usually manage to keep most of it
themselves, in this way both deceiving DEA agents and doublecrossing their Colom
bian partners. In general, the DEA's presence in Haiti has made little impact upon
the Haitian drug trade. Nor have local law enforcement agencies in south Florida
been any more successful in stemming this trade. Handicapped by a shortage of
qualified personnel and equipment, these agencies do not function effectively.
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In order to fight the Haitian drug trade, United States officials must recognize
that the Haitian Government itself is implicated in this trade— implicated so deeply,
in fact, that the trade will only end with the removal of this government. Of course,

enlarging the DEA presence in Haiti and providing additional personnel and equip
ment to law enforcement agencies in south Florida will at least partially address
the problem. In the context of considering how best to allocate its scarce human and
other resources, the United States Government must also decide what its priorities
are—stopping the flow of drugs from Haiti or stopping the flow of refugees escaping
intolerable political and economic conditions in their homeland. My belief is that
drugs, not refugees, represent the greater threat to the integrity of the United
States and that the men and vessels used to interdict these refugees should be more
appropriately diverted to the interdiction of drug traffickers.

Ultimately, the United States Government will have to deal with the Haitian
drug trade at its source: The dozen or so military officers who monopolize the trade
and control the country. In doing so, United States officials must develop a more
sophisticated understanding of political processes in Haiti than they have exhibited
in the past. Not every person or political party in Haiti that opposes the govern
ment or seeks its collapse is Communist inspired. There are forces at work for de

mocracy in Haiti, even forces within the military itself. Before the Haitian Govern
ment fully consolidates its position of power, the United States must act. It can do
so in part by identifying popular leaders and political leaders in Haiti that are dedi
cated to democratic reform and by supporting them in their efforts to create a new
government in Haiti. Presently, there are four major political parties in Haiti that
have popular support and that oppose the Haitian Government. The United States
should offer them funds and technical assistance and help them to create viable or
ganizations that can withstand whatever repressive measures the Namphy govern
ment takes against them.

Also, by consulting popular Haitian leaders, both in Haiti and among Haitians in
this country, United States officials can determine where the divisions within the
Haitian military lie and how best to use these to promote democratic reform. (Few
of the military leaders who control the drug trade command great loyalty from
their troops. For the most part they command only the loyalty that their drug
money can buy.) I am told that some lesser officials within the military are, in fact,
honest men who would readily support democratic reform given the right opportuni
ty. Some effort should be made to relocate, consult, and eventually support such
men in order for the United States to implement an enlightened and workable for
eign policy toward Haiti. Nor should United States officials rule out eventually
lending their support to those persons and groups in Haiti who in the name of de
mocracy advocate the violent overthrow of the Haitian Government. After all, there
is precedent for democratic revolution even in U.S. history.

While supporting democratic forces in Haiti, the United States Government
should also intensify its investigations of the Haitian drug trade in order to identify
beyond any doubt the drug traffickers in Haiti, their methods of operation, and
their contacts in the United States. Those involved in the trade should not be al
lowed to move freely between Haiti and the United States or to maintain residences
in this country. Once United States officials are satisfied in their knowledge that
the highest officials in Haiti are deeply involved in the drug trade, the United
States Government must take a firm stand against them and against the govern
ment they represent. United States Representatives and Senators must support and
even strengthen the resolutions presently under consideration in the House and
Senate calling for stiff economic and political sanctions against the Haitian Govern
ment. United States officials must stop the flow of weapons from this country to
Haiti (some of which are purchased by Haitian Government agents with money
made in the drug trade), and they must also attempt to discourage other countries,
such as Israel, from selling arms to the Haitian Government. Only by acting firmly
and consistently in its dealing with Haiti and its military leaders can the United
States hope to establish a secure and effective foreign policy that is at the same
time practical and moral and that will command the respect of other countries.

Finally, I would like to make a plea on behalf of the Haitian community in the
United States. Drug consumption has only recently become a problem in this popu
lation, especially among the youth. Parents of schoolchildren, not knowing how to
react to such an unprecedented situation, stand helplessly by or react inappropriate
ly, and the problem intensifies. A broad, culturally sensitive campaign of education
might still turn many of these young people around before it is too late and also
teach parents how to react to drug consumption by their children. Federal authori
ties should provide the funding and other resources necessary to initiate such a
campaign. The Haitian community will thank them for it.
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Prepared Statement of Richard Holwill
Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Senate Subcommittee on Narcotics

and Terrorism, ladies, and gentlemen:
Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the issue of narcotics as it relates to

Haiti. Indeed, narcotics trafficking and narcotics-related corruption are serious and
growing problems throughout the Caribbean region, and Haiti is no exception.

By geography and circumstance, Haiti is particularly susceptible to narcotics traf
ficking and its inherent corruption. Haiti is strategically located at the midpoint of
the Caribbean, between South America and the Florida Peninsula. It is ideally lo
cated to be a transit-refueling stop for traffickers. The country has 1,500 kilometers
of essentially unpoliced shoreline marked by innumerable coves and inlets. Much of
its mountainous terrain is nearly inaccessible by road, but open through either ex
isting airstrips or open places which can be used as landing strips for small aircraft.

The problem of countering the flow of narcotics further is exacerbated by Haiti's
extreme poverty. With an average per capita income of $379, Haiti is the poorest
country in this hemisphere and one of the poorest in the world.

Given the daily struggle of most Haitians just to survive, the lure of narcotics
money is potentially irresistible. A prominent Haitian recently pointed out to me
that an offer of $10,000 —by traffickers' standards a paltry sum—would be more
than most Haitians could save through a lifetime of hard labor. Bluntly put, the
temptations for bribery and corruption are prevalent and the expectations of eco
nomic and social development few, under even ideal circumstances. And we all
know that such circumstances hardly exist in today's Haiti.

Related to Haiti's pervasive and grinding poverty is the government's lack of re
sources effectively to deal with narcotics trafficking and its pernicious aspects.

Although reliable statistics are not available, Haitian officials share the percep
tion of a growing, domestic problem of substance abuse. If patterns elsewhere are
repeated, this will give early rise to an upswing in violent crime.

Building on historically corrupt authority structures, narcotics traffickers have
made inroads in both civilian and military circles. The inaccessibility of many areas
within the country to which I referred earlier, coupled with inadequate communica
tions facilities seriously complicate control or investigation of local officials' activi
ties. It is our current assessment that narcotics corruption is not institutional but
instead is limited to individuals. Even so, affiliation with key institutions such as
the army or the government tends to buffer corrupt individuals from investigation
or prosecution by a feeble police and judiciary.

The most apparent instance of this phenomenon is the case of Col. Jean Claude
Paul. Although under United States indictment on narcotics' charges and despite
some obvious embarrassment to Haiti's military rulers stemming from his open defi
ance of General Namphy's orders transferring him, Paul continues to command the
powerful Dessalines barracks in Port au Prince. The government's inaction against
Paul brings into question both its will and ability effectively to deal with narcotics'
related corruption at high levels.

Despite these negative factors and considerations, our own interests make it im
perative that we seek out those Haitian officials with whom we can work on narcot
ics issues. We have had some limited success in encouraging cooperation and in
strengthening Haiti's antinarcotics capabilities. I should add, however, that we have
yet to make major demands of these officials. Only last year, we opened a DEA
office in our Embassy in Port au Prince. Thereafter, the Ministry of Defense estab
lished, with DEA support, a Center for Information and Coordination at Port au
Prince airport. The CIC, modeled on the successful Dominican Joint Information Co
ordination Center (JICC), is manned 24 hours a day by Haitian military and civilian
personnel. The CIC's information is fully and immediately shared with DEA. Since
its opening, the CIC has developed information which has led to several significant
cocaine and marijuana seizures.

More can and should be done. The harsh socioeconomic realities of Haiti necessi
tate a long-term approach to that country's narcotics problem. For the near to
medium term, allocation of resources to the CIC should enhance and strengthen
those elements within the Haitian Government which seem dedicated to counter
narcotics trafficking. However, the problem is growing and it is apparent that we
cannot ignore the problem in Haiti. That government must take on a more active
role. How effective its efforts and institutions will become is yet to be determined.
However, to achieve any measure of success, we must remain engaged and must
continue to press for further cooperation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C. LAMM

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Subcommittee on

Terrorism, Narcotics, and International Operations: I am pleased

to appear before you today to discuss drug law enforcement. I

would like first to discuss several countries which are playing a

role in the drug trafficking and highlight some of our

accomplishments in those countries.

BAHAMAS

The Bahamas are a significant transit point for cocaine and

marijuana entering the United States.

Operation Bahamas and Turks and Caicos (BAT) is a joint

United States/Bahamian effort. Its purpose is to disrupt the

flow of narcotics and dangerous drugs through this area by

denying use of the Islands as aircraft refueling stops, storage

locations, and staging areas for subsequent a1 r or maritime

shipment to the United States.

During the last nine months, Operation BAT personnel seized

over 9 metric tons of cocaine, over 36 metric tons of marijuana,

11 vessels, and 22 aircraft. They also arrested 114 drug

violators. These figures already surpass those of FY 87. Last

month. Operation BAT personnel seized a record amount of cocaine,

over 2.2 metric tons.
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New interdiction programs, projects, equipment, and manpower

have been officially encouraged and welcomed by the Government of

the Commonwealth of the Bahamas. Bahamian Minister of National

Security Paul L. Adderly , who is also the Attorney General, is

providing forceful leadership of the Bahamian Police and Defence

Forces. Mr. Adderly is continuing to cooperate fully 1n joint

United States/Bahamian interdiction efforts.

The Intelligence Subcommittee of the United States/Bahamas

Drug Interdiction Task Force, which is chaired by the Drug

Enforcement Administration, recently reported an upgrading of its

interdiction intelligence program in the Bahamas. It also

reported the establishment of a special intelligence unit to

monitor 26 marine ports and 16 airports in the Bahamas that could

be used for drug smuggling.

We expect that the addition of United States manpower,

equipment, and resources as provided by the 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse

Act will continue to improve the effectiveness of drug law

enforcement efforts in the Bahamas.

COLOMBIA

Colombia is a major source country for both cocaine

hydrochloride and marijuana. Both the Colombian police and

military authorities have been active 1n the interdiction of

cocaine and marijuana, as well as cocaine essential chemical
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shipments. The large-scale Illicit drug industry has forced the

Colombian government to face threats to its security and internal

stability in the form of violence, intimidation, and corruption.

While coca cultivation in Colombia has expanded in recent

years, Peru and Bolivia are the source countries of most of the

intermediate coca/cocaine products that are refined into cocaine

hydrochloride in Colombian laboratories. Coca in Colombia is

eradicated manually when the fields are located. This generally

occurs when police troops are in the area for drug interdiction

operations .

In the first five months of this year, the Colombians have

seized a total of 10.2 metric tons of cocaine base/cocaine

hydrochloride. In May alone, 3.4 metric tons were seized. Also,

during the first five months of 1988, they destroyed over 500

cocaine processing sites of various levels of sophistication.

During one laboratory seizure last month, over 9,000 gallons of

acetone were confiscated.

The cannabis eradication program continues in Colombia, but

the number of hectares eradicated between January and May 1983,

are below comparable 1987 figures. Police continue to conduct

spray missions; however, crop detection abilities are limited.

This may be due, in part, to low plant growth levels caused by

drought conditions and/or a shift from previously known

cultivation sites to new areas. Nevertheless, during this past
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May alone, Colombian authorities seized a total of 12 metric tons

of marijuana, bringing the total amount of marijuana seized to

268 metric tons between January and May 1988.

Within the past six months, there has been an Increasing

Involvement of Colombian military forces In drug Interdiction,

which often falls under the umbrella of terrorist/guerrilla

action. The Army 1s clearly 1n the lead In this effort, but

Colombian Air Force and Navy/Marine elements are also Involved.

The police/military working relationship Is developing

successfully in the field, with cooperation evident at the

command level .

The F-2 Unit 1s the investigative arm of the Colombian

National Police; however, Colombia does not have a strong posture

in drug investigations. The F-2 Unit 1s not reluctant to

Investigate, but it Is under-staffed. It 1s also not able to

advance to sophisticated investigations because personnel are

constantly being rotated out of the unit, usually after one year,

1n accordance with their system. DEA and the Department of

State/Narcotics Assistance Unit are working closely with the F-2

Unit in funding assistance.

HAITI

Although the subcommittee has asked me to comment on Haiti,

OEA Special Agent in Charge Thomas Cash of our Miami Field

^



Division provided you with a comprehensive view of the drug

situation in Haiti. I would only like to emphasize that,

although the current political situation 1n Haiti Is somewhat

unstable, our efforts continue.

HONDURAS

The northern coastline and Bay Islands of Honduras are used

to transship large quantities of cocaine and some marijuana via

aircraft and vessels from South America to the United States,

Two major cocaine seizures in the United States In 1987, totaling

over 6 metric tons, transited Honduras.

We opened an office in Tegucigalpa, Honduras 1n October 1987

with a temporary duty senior special agent. The Tegucigalpa

country office was permanently staffed last March. Cooperation

has been good.

PANAMA

Panama is both a transit point for illegal drugs from South

America to the United States and a transit point for precursor

chemicals, particularly ether, from the United States and Europe

to South America. Although still considered a safe haven for

drug money laundering, recent political and economic turmoil

seems to have caused a reduction in the use of Panama as a drug

money laundering center.
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OEA has had a long and generally positive working

relationship with the Government of Panama 1n our joint efforts

concerning crop eradication, narcotics Investigations, money

laundering, and drug Interdiction. Since 1980, the Government

of Panama has granted every request by U.S. authorities to board

Panamanian-registered vessels on the high seas. Just two weeks

ago, Panamanian officials granted permission to United States

authorities to board a Panamanian flagged vessel off the coast of

Washington state. Over 50 tons of marijuana were seized.

Additionally, at OEA's request on various occasions over the past

few years, Panamanian authorities have seized and destroyed large

shipments of precursor chemicals.

Panamanian authorities have also been very cooperative in

expelling directly to the United States those U.S. fugitives

caught in Panama. Since 1985, the United States has requested

31 expulsions, each of which has been subsequently granted by the

Government of Panama. In fact, in February 1988, following the

Noriega indictment, at the request of DEA, Panama arrested and

expelled a fugitive to Miami in a major cocaine investigation.

Last year, Panamanian authorities, particularly the Office

of the Attorney General, worked closely with us in culminating

the very successful Operation Pisces. This was the investigation

in which DEA penetrated the highest level of cocaine trafficking

in Colombia and elsewhere, arresting more than 400 individuals,

most of whom were major drug violators. Cocaine seizures
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amounted to over 950 kilograms. Total assets seized exceeded $79

million, of which $58 million were in currency. Panamanian

officials were able to freeze $12 million worth of the drug

traffickers' laundered money from 77 bank accounts In 18

Panamanian banks. Since the auditing of those bank accounts was

Initiated, a little over tl million more has been frozen.

DEA has been assured by the Panamanian Attorney General that

they Intend to continue cooperating with DEA as they have in the

past. For example, last month Panamanian authorities conducted a

joint Investigation with DEA Involving the concealment of cocaine

in shipments of frozen shrimp to the United States. This

Investigation resulted in the seizure of over 100 kilograms of

cocaine in Miami. Additionally, Panamanian authorities arrested

the key figures in this conspiracy in Panama.

t could continue to 11st positive results of our efforts in

these countries, as well as in all the others where DEA has a

presence. I would like to point out, however, that these

successes and the continuing expansion of programs have occurred

despite the corruptive and intimidating influence of drug

trafficking on government officials and Institutions.

DEA does not operate unilaterally overseas; we operate

within the guidelines, laws, and policies of the host government.

Me are always aware of this environment and make the necessary

adjustments to be as successful as we can. Sometimes, because of
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conditions beyond our control, DEA managers overseas must deal

with this issue of corruption. We are sometimes in the position

of being aware of allegations against the very individuals with

whom we work. Often, the allegations cannot be proved or

disproved. Often, the allegations are malicious. However, in

those instances where it is possible and appropriate, we have set

in motion actions that caused these officials to be removed.

As you are aware, there have been several instances in

recent years in which officials and former officials of foreign

countries have been indicted 1n the United States on drug

trafficking charges. We must be mindful of the fact that a case

cannot be brought to trial without willing, credible witnesses

whose testimony can be corroborated.

I would like to point out that there are sincerely committed

and honest officials at all levels in every country where we

serve. Many have given their lives in their efforts against drug

trafficking. I hope that any focus on corruption will also

acknowledge the great majority with whom we serve as dedicated

government representatives.

While we are often frustrated, nonetheless successes in the

anti-drug effort are possible and are occurring every day.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I appreciate this

opportunity to discuss drug enforcement activities in the

Bahamas, Colombia, Haiti, Honduras, and Panama. I will be

pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN SCHLESSINGER

Stephen Schlaisinger, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1 . For tha paat five years and continuing to data I have

aervad aa an Assistant United Statea Attorney in the Office of

tha United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida

(thia "Office") . Upon the commencement of my employment in this

office, I was assigned responsibility for the prosecution of

United States v. Ramon Milian-Rodriguez , 83-419-Cr-Staf ford(s)

(Southern District of Florida), an indictment which, in

substance, charged Ramon Milian-Rodriguez with the operation of a

racketeering enterprise, narcotics trafficking, and money

laundering. In connection with that assignment, I litigated the

extensive pre-trial motions, represented the United States at

trial and prepared the Government's appellate brief. By virtue

of my involvement in that matter, I have become acquainted with

facts and circumstances relevant to a proper assessment of

Milian-Rodriguez1 credibility.

2. Subsequent to Milian-Rodriguez' convictions and the

imposition of sentences totalling 43 years imprisonment,

Milian-Rodriguez has provided to a Congressional committee

information concerning alleged criminal conduct. Notwithstanding

that such alleged misconduct has had serious impact upon the

Southern District of Florida, this Office, after careful delib

eration, has determined that it cannot rely upon the accuracy of
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information provided by Mi Han-Rodriguez, and has declined to

premise any criminal proceeding upon hie testimony. This is

because Mi Han-Rodriguez , in our view, is wholly without

credibility, and the use of his uncorroborated testimony would

therefor violate our ethical obligation to present truthful and

reliable information. The basis for our position is set forth in

the paragraphs which follow.

3. Beginning in late 1982 and continuing into 1983, law

enforcement authorities in Miami received reports from Panamanian

police that Milian-Rodriguez was transporting large sums of U. S.

currency into Panama. Thereafter, Milian-Rodriguez' activities

were intermittently monitored and attempts made to conduct

surveillance of his activities. On April 21, 1983 and again on

April 27, 1983, Milian-Rodriguez was observed bringing to his

Lear jet at Ft. Lauderdale International Airport, numerous

cardboard boxes suspected of containing sums of u. S. currency

derived from narcotics trafficking. Following his departure on

each of those occasions Panamanian authorities subsequently

confirmed that Milian-Rodriguez had indeed flown huge quantities

of cash from South Florida into Panama.

4. On May 4, 1983, law enforcement authorities observed

Milian-Rodriguez engage in the same preparatory actions which had

preceded his prior trips of April 21 and 27. On this occasion,

however, federal agents intercepted Milian-Rodriguez1 jet moments

before take-off, and found aboard the aircraft 5.4 million in

cash together with books and records demonstrating Milian-

Rodriguez' money-smuggling activities over the prior eight
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month*. Those records detailed Milian-Rodriguez ' receipt in

various U. S. cities of large sums of cash, his transportation of

those sums of money to Panama and his fees for providing this

illicit service. As set forth in his own records.

Milian-Rodriguaz, between July, 1982 and Hay 4, 1993, smuggled

approximately $156 million from the United States to Panama. His

accounting leasers, reflecting pick-ups and deliveries, consti

tute a virtual diary of his daily activities during this time

period.

5. Following the interdiction of his aircraft on Hay 4,

1963, and the seizure of the cash and records, Hilian-Rodriguez

requested to speak with the agent in charge. The defendant was

repeatedly told that he was not under arrest, but he persisted in

his desire to meet with federal authorities. His wish was

granted and thus began an interview between Hilian-Rodriguez and

federal agents which lasted from the early morning into the

evening hours. Hilian-Rodriguez' expressed intention at this

time was to convince the authorities to employ him as a

confidential informant. In exchange for his active assistance,

Hilian-Rodriguez wanted immunity from prosecution and permission

to complete the delivery of the $5.4 million just seized from his

aircraft. In order to persuade the authorities to employ him as

an informant, Millian-Rodriguez gave the agents a detailed

recounting of his prior activities as a money launderer,

identified hi* criminal clientele and his methods of laundering

their narcotias-derivad proceeds.
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nature of the crimes for which Milian-Rodriguez stood convicted,

especially fraud and obstruction of justice. Such conduct

indicated contempt for lawful process, including the obligation

to provide truthful testimony.

12. The fear that Milian-Rodriguez would perjure himself to

further his own self intersst had already been demonstrated at

his own trial. As noted above, Milian-Rodriguez took the stand

in his own defense and committed extensive perjury. His falsely

exculpatory testimony was rejected by the jury, by the trial

judge and appears now to be repudiated even by Milien-Rodriguez

himself. Moreover, Milian-Rodriguez presented the fanciful

testimony of his own father, which was likewise dismissed as

untrue.

13. Following the imposition of sentence, Milian-Rodriguez

directly and Indirectly approached this Office with information

on subjects which at the time had been in the newspapers and

Which were Of current interest. Those offers were rejected

inasmuch as they seemed to be merely opportunistic and devoid of

corroborative, factual content. In sum, given Milian-Rodriguez'

entire course of conduct, including his perjury and subordination

of perjury, this Office felt Millan-Rodriguex to be unsuitable as

a witness in a federal criminal case.

14. Moreover, there was reason to doubt the specifics of

certain of the testimony which Milian-Rodriguez proferred. For

example, Millan-ROdrlguez ' claim to have been the chief financial

officer for the Medellin cocaine cartel is inconsistsnt with his

own lengthy statements made to federal agents after the May 4,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FELIX I. RODRIGUEZ

This statement is freely and voluntarily made by me,

Felix I. Rodriguez, to dispel any notions that I was in any way

at any time in my life, involved with drug money laundering

operations either to obtain funds for assisting the Nicaraguan

Freedom Fighters or personal gain.

I have dedicated my life to fight Communism to the

detriment of my family, my personal well being and to this effect

I risked my life and freedom in my native country, Cuba, fought

in Vietnam and am presently involved in anti-guerrilla operations

in Central America, receiving no salary from any governmental

or private sources.

I have testified before Senate and House committees

without assistance from a lawyer and have never invoked the

Fifth Amendment in my testimonies.

In view of the allegations made by one Ramon Milian

Rodriguez, a convicted drug money lauderer presently serving

a 43 year prison term because of his illegal activities, I have

decided to make public the way I came in contact with this

person whom I met only once and whom I have never again seen

or heard from directly or indirectly.

On Monday, June 29, 1987, The Miami Herald published

an item by Knut Royce , Newsday Service, entitled "Contras got

drug cash, Colombian says". In said article, which mentioned

me by name seven times, it was stated that said Milian Rodriguez,

testifying behind closed doors before the Senate Narcotics and

terrorism sub-committee had testified that he passed drug money

to couriers selected by me.

On June 30, 1987, my wife called me in Central America

to tell me that on the previous date she had found at our door

a Senate subpoena with a telephone number I told her to call

said number, which she did, and informed the process server that

91-936 0 14
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I was out of the country but was willing to voluntarily testify

without need of a subpoena.

Because of the importance of this matter. I immediately

contacted Mr. Paul Barbadoro. Deputy Chief Counsel for the Senate

Iran-Contra Committee, with whom I had dealt previously during my

testimony before said committee as he was my only contact with

the Senate up to that time, and offered to keep him informed of

developments on this matter as his investigation had not yet been

completed.

Eventually on July 28, 191 7 , I contacted Ms. Kathleen

Smith, of Senator Kerry's staff, to arrange for my voluntarily

appearing before the sub-committee and requested air fare travel

only from Central America to Washington and back as I would take

care of all other traveling expenses, such as meals, lodging and

ground transportation. When such arrangements had been completed,

and confirmed by Kathleen Smith, on July 31, 1987, I contacted

the office of the Independent Counsel (Mr. Walsh) to alert them

of my impending testimony so they could have an observer present

should they feel it necessary to do so.

On August 5, 1987, complying with a verbal summons from

Senator Kerry's office (without being subpoenaed) I flew from

Central America to Washington on a ticket provided by the sub

committee and held a session several hours long with Mr. Jack

Blum (from Senator Kerry's office) and with Ms. Robin Cleveland

(from Senator McConnell's office). Ms. Cleveland wanted me to

testify at an open hearing but Mr. Blum insisted on a closed

hearing to take place on the next day.

Pursuant to the above request, I appeared before said sub

committee on August 6, 1987, and testified from about 10:50 a.m.

to 2:00 p.m. At this session one Mr. Holms, a Senate investigator

for the Iran-Contra Committee, was sworn in and attested to the

fact that the Miami F.B.I, office had been notified by me on

January 20, 1985, of the one and only meeting I ever held with
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Milian Rodriguez, a meeting which was arranged by Mr. Raul Oiaz,

a friend of mine and a former lieutenant in the Dade County

Sheriff's Office, and which took place on January 18, 1985.

Said meeting was also reported by me to the C.I. A. Washington

office on January 23, 1985.

The story of my meeting with Ramon Milian Rodriguez is as

follows: my friend Raul Diaz, formerly of the Sheriff's office

and now a private investigator, called me to say that he had a

client (Milian Rodriguez) who had told him he had knowledge of

facts which incriminated the Sandinista Government in a proposed

drug money laundering operation to be set up in Panama. That

said individual wanted to pass on this information to some one

in authority to negotiate a deal as he was indicted and out on

bond, but did not want to give it td either the local D.E.A. or

F.B.I, offices and that he thought I should talk to him. To

this I reluctantly agreed and met with Milian Rodriguez in Raul's

office on January 18, 1985 and he repeated what Raul had told me,

adding that his organization had passed approximately 600 million

dollars to General Manuel Antonio Noriega in Panama, boasting that

upon his arrest in the one phone call allowed him, he alerted his

organization and sixty (60) couriers left the United States within

24 hours. He was emphatic that he would compromise the Sandinista

government but not so members of the drug cartel . He added that

he had already defused an order for his assassination because he

controlled over 300 million dollars in real estate assets, belong

ing to the cartel, in the State of Florida, which would be lost

if he was killed and also becuase in time they had been convinced

that he would not turn in any member of the so-called Colombian

drug cartel. In passing, he mentioned that should he be able to

strike a deal with the U.S. government and go scot free, he might

be able to provide funds from drug money laundering operation to

be run from the Sandinista government to the Nicaraguan Freedom

Fighters.
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I limited myself to hearing him out and to pass the

conversation on to the F.B.I, and C.l.A. offices as stated

above. After said date, I never again heard from or had any

contact with said Milian Rodriguez. I must add that Milian

Rodriguez told me that he was indicted for drug money laundering

on a technicality and foresaw a sentence of about five (5) years

in jail and didn't want to serve said time because of his son...

Later, Raul Diaz asked me what I had done with the

information I had received from Milian Rodriguez and I told him

that I had passed it on to the proper agencies. And that was

that.

I must also point out that at the time I met Milian

Rodriguez I had never met Vice-President Bush nor did I mention

his name or give any indication to Milian Rodriguez that I was

working with nor representing his office in any way or form.

During the closed hearing before the Senate sub-committee,

Senator Kerry told me that he believed my testimony and I cannot

understand how he can believe me and at the same time give

credence to the allegations made by Milian Rodriguez, who is

obviously and cleverly lying to obtain either a full pardon or

a reduction of the 43 year sentence he is currently serving.

I have repeatedly asked Senator Kerry to release my

testimony and the F.B.I, transcript in order to clear my name

and for the benefit of my wife and children since my name has

been involved with drugs , but up to this day this has not been

done, although, an article published by The Miami Herald on

August 12, 1987 entitled "Ex-CIA agent denies link to guns-for-

drugs missions" ends by stating that: "Committer Counsel Jack

Blum said the committe was "very sensitive" to Rodriguez" concerns

and hoped to have that portion of the report public within a

month" .

I must mention that on May 28, 1987, while testifying in

the Iran-Contra Affair, Representative James Courter, of New Jersey,
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asked me if I had knowledge of any drug connection with the

Sandinista government and I told him that I recalled a conver

sation with an individual (Milian Rodriguez) who had told me

that he could connect the Ortega government with drugs as he

had a tape of a conversation with an assistant to Ortega who

called him from Guatemala asking him to jump bail and establish

a money laundering operation in Panama.

I have kept away from contacting my friend Raul Diaz

to avoid any suspicion of any attempt on my part to influence

his testimony, but must mention that on Sunday, May 22, 1988,

Mr. Diaz, in a telephone conversation told my wife that he

was very sorry he had put me in contact with Milian Rodriguez.

Also, that Mr. Jack Blum (from Senator Kerry's office) had come

to Miami to interview him and that he had told him the truth

about my interview with Milian Rodriguez, but that Mr. Blum had

told him that he would be subpoenaed to answer four and only

four questions, which he had refused to do as he wanted the whole

truth to come out. He also told my wife that together with his

lawyer, he had visited Milian Rodriguez in jail and Milian Rodriguez

told them he would do anything to avoid spending one more day in

prison. This is the only contact my wife had with Raul Diaz.

As to declarations made by one Richard J. Brenneke, an

alleged ex-CIA agent and by ex-Panamanian Consul Jose Blandon,

I state under oath, that I have never met or had any contact

with these individuals. As to Michael Harari and General Manuel

Antonio Noriega, I know them from seeing their pictures in

magazines and newspapers, but have never met either one.

It is obvious to me , as it should be to Senator Kerry and

members of his sub-committee, that either Ramon Milian Rodriguez,

a convicted felon whose credibility was challenged by U.S.

Attorney Leon Kellner, who prosecuted him, is lying or I am

lying and I urge the sub-committee to find out who is telling the
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MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS OP FRANKLIN J. CAMPER

EXHIBIT MO. 1

TO: DATE: \} \ ftj4 &h~

. a representative of Military Intelligence, lc
calling upon you to aolicit your cooperation In collection of military foreign
Intelligence, of which you Bay be knowledgeable and which Is laportant to the

defense of the United Stae.. The following statement Is provided to you

under provisions of The Privacy Act (Public Law 93-579, 5 USC 552*):

a. Collection of foreign military loxclllgvnce Is authorized under the

National Security Act of 1947 (Section 102(d) (3)) and Executive Order 11905,

18 February 1976. Your cooperation In providing this information is
voluntary. At no tine will your name be released, in conjunction with this
Information, without your permission.

b. The principal purpose for which this information Is intended is to
provide the Department of Defense with Intelligence required for the defense
of the United States of America.

c. Routine use of this Information is to support contingency planning and
military operations. Information is used by Department of the Army,
Department of Defense,

d. Your refusal to provide any or part of the requested Information will
have oo effect on you.

(PLEASE COMPLETE ITEMS BELOW)

NAME: TftArN/VlMrJ U CAf^PfcR
(FI/IST) (Ml) (LAST)

f^
LASSIFIEO BY AUTHORITY OF

Ptrton /Activity
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TÜHISTA INTERNACIONAL, S. A.
(OPERADOR DE TOUR)

CABLE: TURISTA PANAMA
TELEX: 2310

\ TELS: 64-3647- 64-3564 . 64-3572

APARTADO 5925
PANAMA 2, R. DE P.

N? 4950

CRÉDITO O

PASAJES y EXCURSIONES

CONTADO □ No. de CUENTA

DESCRIPCIÓN IMPORTE

Por los servicios brindados así : \ » .

¿or--, sr*-^ /?/¿_¿IAS/~r S^-iCS

-■

__2c2_

AK»itii«í.- t-Pf^rttC C/S-n/u-C \ k-'-t

IW) v/Pv^uoi ou 4 r-< m •.»y

TOTAL
//f^1- 51

R. U. C. 789-296-141659\

.(
:

PREPARAD RECIBIDO POR: .

I
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[EXHIBIT NOS. 3 AMD 4]

REPORT —

12 Sec 64

— FDN (Front For A Democratic Nicaragua)

Commando Unit

— CODE HAKE: PESASUS

Size: At present approximately one dozen U.S. citizen volunteers and

fifty or more FDN trainees .

Activity: Tr-ining for deep-penetration raids into Nicaragua

Location: Secure FDN forward area camp south of Tegucigalpa in

Honduras, on Nicaraguan northern border.

Unit: "Pegasus" commando company.

Time: The unit is in formation now.

Equipment: Small arms. AK-47'8, Uzi SHG's, special equipment includes

night vision scopes, sound suppressors, and sniper rifles.

In April, 1984, I (Franklin J. Ciaper ) met with a

representative of the FDN at a press conftrence and fund raising

dinner in Decatur, Alabama. The rep was. Aiionao Calleias,

ex-Vice President of Nicaragua while under President Somoza.

In a private '■rr,---— ,ation with Callejas and Tom Posey of CCA

(Civilian Military Assistance) while in Posey's hone, I outlined

a special unit for coinando Dperations that, the FDN could create,

giving them a special operations capability.

Csllejas protested that Ideas for this type of unit had been

ccrstderad in the .»s t , ind that special missions had been prj^oaedi

but the U.S. CIA had fr-eiuently turned them down. {Ji-JJjo fil
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Callejas specifically detailed one operation that Involved

damaging the "morning glory" gates of a large lake in Nicaragua

that fed hydroelectric power stations. The loss of electrical power

in the country would be massive, according to Callejas.

Present at the conference and dinner, but not in the private

conversation when I outlined in writing the commando unit, was Paul

Johnson, my designated Executive Officer for the Kercenary Association's

Recondo School.

I discussed. the formation of the unit again with Callejas in

Atlanta, Georgia, at the Atlanta airport where I met Callejas. This

was approximately two weeks later.

At this meeting, only Callejas and myself were present.

Callejas asked if U.S. mercenary troops could be provided (but

did not specifically request them) by myself or through another

contact, and inquired as to what the cost of bringing such troops to

Honduras would be to help form the commando unit.

After general conversation about the unit, I parted with Callejas,

and have had no further contact with him.

* Paul Johnson became involved with Tom^ Posey, after the Decatur

meeting in April, 1984, and assisted CKA in the collection of

donated clothing, money, and equipment. It was this association

that led to Johnson eventually accepting a position as a volunteer

with CMA to travel to Honduras.

Initially, Johnson wasn't informed of any special plans or

arrangements CMA or the PDN had for him. Posey did ask Johnson after
a continued relationship between them if personnel who had graduated
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the Recondo School (Mercenary Association) could be approached for

the purpose of volunteering to the FDN. Johnson then began to screen

potential graduates and discuss this with them, explaining it was

a job assisting the PDN In training, maintenance, and organization,

that It did not pay, and It would not involve combat duty.

Poaey offered Johnson a payment sufficient to clear a passport

penalty imposed against him while serving as a volunteer with the

Christian Militia under now-deceased Major Saad Haddad in Lebanon,

ao Johnson could travel to Honduras. The penalty was approximately

$600 to $800.

Any exact travel plans Posey had for Johnson and the team of

Recondo graduates he was to arrange were not made clear, except

for a general standby status.

On 17 Nov 84, the last scheduled class of the Recondo School

began, with Johnson still acting as XO under myself, but prepared

to leave on Posey's notice.

Johnson had contacted Tom Palmer, a former U.S. Army veteran

of Viet Nam, Ken Milbrandt, a young man with no prior service or

combat experience, and Rusty Rossey, who had acted as Training Officer

for the Recondo under Johnson. Rossey is ex-USMC. All were graduates

of the School, and all qualified, in Johnson's opinion, to volunteer

for duty with the PDN. Palmer, Milbrandt, and Rossey came to the

School packed to go to Honduras, arriving at the end of the first
week of training (23 Nov 84).

Posey droye to the School HQ ("The Bunker," 723A Brooklane Drive,

Hueytown, Al, 35023) on Monday night, 26 Nov 84, to collect the

volunteer*.
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It wat on this day that Johnson told me Posey had "special"

duties tor the Recondo graduates, which was the training and support

or a "commando" unit being formed within the FDN.

The duties could Involve combat, such as participation on lorg

range patrols, deep penetration raids, or sniper missions within the

borders of Nicaragua.

This is precisely the type of training given in the School,

patrolling, raiding, and other small unit actions.

Johnson wanted me to get the message about the commando unit to

a U.S. Counter-intelligence officer with whom he had cooperated

before via his position as the XO at the Recondo School to gather

information about foreign students.

Posey had been sketchy about the unit to Johnson, but the

organisation of it closely matched the outline I had given to Callejas

In April.

While picking up the volunteers, Posey informed me FDN would

accept as many qualified Recondo graduates as I could muster, since

the new unit could use as many as "one hundred U.S. volunteers."

I was to contact the prospective volunteer, get him to fill out

an CKA/PDN application, and have the man make personal contact with

Posey.

Posey drove the volunteers to New Orleans, where after a delay,

flew to Honduras on or about 29 Nov 84.

Upon arrival in Tegucigalpa, the group of CMA volunteers mixed

with the Recondo School graduates were intercepted by a reporter,

William Thomas (Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn.) who obtained

the Information from one of the. men who identified himself only as
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a "Colonel Floco," and said he was from Alabama, that the group was

destined for a new FDN commando group that was formed under the name

"Pegasus."

Col. Floco stated the mission of the Pegasus unit was to make

raids inside Nicaragua against sensitive military targets.

Col. Floco did not explain why he was revealing what would seen

to be classified information. Floco' s statements were reported in

hundreds of newspapers in the United States over the next week, as

William Thomas wrote a series of articles on a malcontent CMA

volunteer from Lawton, Oklahoma, named Richard Thomas, who was

returning home after being in Honduras only a few days.

Here are specific statements made by Posey to Johnson and

myself pertaining to Johnson's duty in Honduras.

1 . So photographs would be allowed by any of the volunteers at

the Pegasus camp, but that in other areas, cameras would be allowed.

2. Pegasus might encompass more than one campsite, as Posey

said Johnson would travel to either one or more nearby camps that

would also not allow photography.

3. Johnson telephoned The Bunker prior to leaving for Honduras

from New Orleans and told me the weapons "his unit" would be using

would be Dai SHG's and AK-47*s.

4. At least one ex-U.S. Starlight scope Posey had been given or

had purchased early in 1984 had been held in reserve for special

purposes, and had only been sent to Honduras "recently." It was

an AH/PVS-2 unit.
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5. The FDN/CIA disagreements over special mission operations

bad been solved by the FDN taking charge of their own needs, and

operating more independently of the U.S. government.

6. The Soviet HIND-D helicopters were a priority target of

the new unit.

7. First missions would commence shortly after New Years, 1985.

PEGASUS UNIT OUTLINE

The Pegasus unit is being formed first as a company-sized

Special Operations Group, with the planned intent to expand to

Battalion site in the future. It is organized into three groups.

INTELLIGENCE GROUP

This is a recon force intended for long range patrols well behind

Sandinista lines, equipped to operate with agents anc1 informers, and

to exist off the land or from agent-set food & medical caches for

extended missions.

SNIPER GROUP

The Sniper Group may travel with a Pegasus-LRP or operate on its

own. The purpose of the Snipers is to pin down outposts, make the

use of some roads or other areas hazardous, and to eliminate Sandinista

leadership pers.onnel-ln "secured" or rear areas.

RAID TEAMS

The Raid Teams are for fast, precise combat raids anywhere inside

Nicaragua against military or economic targets.
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At this tine, Paul Johnson la part of Pegasus, along with

Recondo volunteers Rusty Rossey, Ken Milbrandt, and Too Palmer.

Johnson is willing to act as an Intelligence asset for the

.U.S. Government, but was moved too quickly to Honduras to establish

a secure means of relaying information out of the Pegasus unit.

His mall is handcarried in and out, and is subject to Inspection.

Johnson gave me this contact address for him:

Pablo Johnson

c/o Mario Calero

PO Bx 952, Kenner, La. 70063

It Is reasonable to assume Johnson has been given a position of

authority with Pegasus, and can provide valuable intelligence

data on movements and intentions of Pegasus.

Because of the sensitive nature of the Pegasus unit, and the

security PDN has imposed around it, Johnson's cooperation with

any U.S. intelligence gathering agency is a risk for him, with

possible arrest, torture, or death for what could be construed as

treason against the FDN .

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH JOHNSON

Because I am accepted by Posey and FDN, it is possible for

myself to travel to Honduras, and visit Johnson, either at a neutral

site or within the PUN Pegasus camp itself.
Johnson and the other Recondo School graduates have a high degree

of loyalty to me, and could be depended on for assistance.
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I project- the cost of my trip to Honduras from Birmingham,

Alabama to meet and establish a safe means of communication from

Johnson to be approximately $3,000.00 U.S.

This trip would be well coordinated with assigned IHS. intelligence

officers to realize the maximum benefit from it.

Please contact me if there are any questions.

X Franklin J. Camper

91-936 0 - 15
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± EXHIBIT MO. 5

?S ANTI-TAW MISSILE 'MP AR1QW -73'

The Red Arrow - 73 anti-tank alsalle la designed to neutralize enemy armour at
rangaa from 500 ■ to a maximum of 3,000 m. It can be mounted on armoured
vehicles or operated by infantry due to lta light weight. Thla weapon la rail-
launched, optically aimed and tracked and wire guided for leaaened
vulnerability to Jamming devlcea and other counter measures. Of high quality,
it la made to preclae apeclf Icat lona while still coating leaa than comparable
systems uaed elsewhere.

Max. range
Mln. range
Rate of fire at max. range
Average flying apeed at

sustaining stage
Fuse arming diatance
Penetrative performance:

etatlc penetrating
dynamic penetrating

Caliber
Missile length
Span
Mlaslle weight
Culdaoce

Operational Environment:
temperature
humidity

PERFORMANCE DATA

3000 m
300 m
2 rounda/min

120 m/sec
70 - 200 m

500 mm
150 mm/65*
120 mm
868 mm
393 mm
11.3 kg
hand control, wire co
alght guidance

-*0* - +50#C

>95+3Z(+*0*C)

and link, llne-of-

FACKING DATA

Name of
Package

Dimensions of
package (mm3)

Weight (kg)

Missile
Packing Box

1058x345x398

Carrying Box

586x365x208

52

Launching
Device

Packing Box

710x580x560

39

Control
Device

Packing Box

670x390x256

19

Item contained
in the package

32

one missile one missile
with a

launching
rail

two carrying
boxes

one set of
control
device
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"Red Arrow-73'
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"Red Arrow-73'
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Characteristics

—Longrange,greatpenetrativeperformance,higherhittingprobability,especiallyfirstround
hittingprobability£^-

—Light weight,combatconfiguration,goodportability,highmobility,quickemplacement
andwithdrawilandgoodconcealment.

—"Visual aimingandtricking,joystickcontrolandwirecommandlink" if employedfor
guidancesystem. It it easytoaim,cunimlande*'«lhit thetarget.

—Goodanti-jjniniini;pcrfurrjUftCfdm.-I" wirelink:
—Safetyin handling.indin operation

Performance Data

Max range
Min. rang--
Rateoftireatmax range
AverageHyingspeedatmis
Fill* armingdistance
Penetrativeperformance:

staticpenetrating
dynamicpenetrating

Caliber
Missilelength
Span
Missileweight
Guidance

OperationalEnvironment:
temperature
humidity

70—2Win

500mm
150mm65°
120mm
$68mm
393mm
M .3kg
handcontrol,wirecommandlink,

Ime-ot-sighlguidance

-40°— +S0*C
95±3%(+40°C)

Packing Data

Nameof package Missile
packingbox Carryingbox

Launching Controldevice
packingboxdevice

packingbox
Dimensionsof
package(mm1)

1058x345x398 5H6x 365x 208 710x580x560 670x390x256

Weight(kg) 32 52 39 19

Itemcontained
in thepackage onemissile onemissilewith

alaunchingrail
twocarrying

boxes
onesetof control

device

Application

This anti-tankmissileis designedto

attacktanksandarmouredtargetswithin

a distanceof 500to 3000metersand to

destroyenemy'sfiring strongholdsand

simplefield defenseworks. It can be

usedandoperatedby infantryindividual

soldiersaswellasinstalledon armoured

vehicles.
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MJSSJLE flflTJCHflR
I

Type Hong Jian-73

Partietslaritts

—Grandepuissancedeperforation.<loni»ueportcc,probahilited'attcintcckveeau premier
coup.

—Legerete,pelitcsdimensions,porubiliu-et bonnem*t1»liic.iniseenbatteneeten retrun
rapides,facilitydeI'lbriter.

—Syatemedcguidage:"viseeetpoursuitcparI'ovil,gmdjgcp r U manchedetelecommande,
tranafertdesordresparHis",facilitedepuiniageIt-In it .k g<iidagejunuu'al'atteintede
l'objectif.

—Guidageparfits,excellentecapacited'antipara»itage.
—Sccunteenservicelogistiquceten operation
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Destination

Ce missile sert à atta

quer descharsetdesblindés

à la distancede 500a 3000

m. Il est aussi destine à

détruire les postesde tir ou

k'S t'ortificjtionssimples de

campagne.Il peui êtretrans

porté et employé par un

seul fantassin,ou êtreaussi

mis en oeuvre à partir dc>

véhiculesblindés.

Ir

Caractéristiques principales

Portée:
maximum 3000m

minimum 500m

Cadencede tira portéemaxi. 2 coups/min
Vitessede vol moyennede croisière 120m/s
Distanced'arméde fusée 70à 200m

Pouvoir de perforation
—perforationstatique 500mm
—perforationcinétique 150mm,à 65°

Diamètre 120mm

Longueur 868mm

Envergure 393mm

Poids 11.3 kg

Mode de guidage contrôlemanuel,a fils, guidage
de 3 points

Environnementd'emploi
—températures -40JCà +50°C
—humidités 95±3%(+40JC)

Emballage

Bottes
d'emballage Boitedu missile Boite de portage

Boitesdu dispo
sitif de lancement

Boitedu dispositif
de commande

Dimensions
(mm)

1058x345x398 586x365x208 7l0x 580x560 670x390x256

Poids (kg) 32 52 39 19

Contenus
d'emballage

1 missile(y compris 2 boîtesde
portage

1dispositif
de commancd1 missile le dispositif de

lancement)
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TheHN-5 mnnWweapontyit

htghkill probability.ihort rvodkws

vorkMtfcombatimilitaryoctivitle*.

coreof thesyjtem.Th»mttilleCO

inonopenterrain,on on armoured

detectedvisuallyandlh« safetyof
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s OCUraadby lightweight,smallstzt.

rm and highmobilityand can be usedr,

on*gwners rtqjuiradto carryand tc*e

fk._ at anypositionsuchin n o trench,

ticl*or flat-carat longas thetargetconbe

nercanbeensured.
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TheHN-5 missileweaponsystems characterizedby lightweight,smoliMM,

highkill probability,shortreodmesstint and highmobilityand can be usedn

vortouicombottmilitaryactivities,onlyonegunner« requfredto carryand take

careof thesystem.Themissilecanbefiredat on/ positionsuchas m a trei.ch.

Inonopenterrain,on onarmouredvehicleor flot-caras longas thetargetconbe

detectedvisuallyandthesafetyof gunnerconbeensured.

*
V
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EXHIBIT HO. 6

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

HONORABLE ALICEMARIE M. STOTLER, JUDGE PRESIDING

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

VS.

PLAINTIFF, )

FRANKLIN JOSEPH CAM°ER, )
WILLIAM DEAN HEDGCORTH, )
LEE ANN FAULK

DEFENDANTS. )

COPY
NO. CR 86-'»83CBj-AHS_

J«t I.C.

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1987

'.
' :25 A.M.

VOLUME 3

PAGES 3-1 3-272

l£&m lil

FREDA MENDELSOHN, CSR, f.PR

OFFICIAL REPORTER
"442-B UNITED STATES COURT HOUSE

312 NORTH SPRING STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012
(213) 687-3936

'' -'V-'
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THE BACK.

AND HE WAS TELLING SOMEBODY ABOUT SOMETHING TO

DO WITH SOME KIND OF INTELLIGENCE MATTER. I DON'T KNOW

ANY DETAILS ABOUT IT.

HE WENT BACK IN THE BACK TOR MAYBE 10 OR 15

MINUTES AND THEN HE CAME OUT WITH A MAN FROM THE EMBASSY.

I DON'T KNOW WHO THE MAN WAS.

IT WAS MY IMPRESSION THAT THE MAN HAD SOMETHING TO

DO WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT OR MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, OR

SOMETHING OF THAT NATURE.

Q ALL RIGHT, SIR.

A ^-THE SECOND INSTANCE WAS IN B I RMI NGHAM,_ ALABAMA, WE

WERE -- AS FAR AS 1 WAS CONCERNED, LIKE I SAY, ABUS1NESS

VENTURE*. AND WE WERE MEETING WITH TWO GENTLEMEN WHO WERE

SUPPOSED TO BE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. I

THINK THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO BE INVOLVED IN SOME WAY WITH

THE U.S MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.
-A-

AND THERE WAS SOME CONCERN -- MR. CAMPER WAS AT

THIS MEETING. I WAS AT THE MEETING. A MAN NAMED LARRY

DUNWOODY FROM ATLANTA WAS INVOLVED WITH THIS BUSINESS THERE.

A COMPANY NAMED TRONTECH.

AND MR. CAMPER AND MR. DUNWOODY AND MYSELF MET

WITH THESE TWO GENTLEMEN.

AND THE MEETING WAS ARRANGED_JO BE -- TO TA_KE

PLACE INITIALLY AT THE FBI OFFICE IN BIRMINGHAM PRIMARILY

JT
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PEKOR -- DIRECT 3-26U

TO -- SO THAT WE COULD BE ASSURED THAT THESE GENTLEMEN

WERE IN FACT WHAT THEY WERE SAYING THEY WERE, THAT THEY

DID IN FACT HAVE BONA FIDE INVOLVEMENT WITH THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT .

Q AND DO YOU RECALL Who Txt.SE MEN DID SAY THAT THEY WERE?

A ONE MAN WAS FROM WASHINGTON, D.C., AND I THINK HE HAD

A BUSINESS CARD AND HE BASICALLY SAID HE WAS INVOLVED IN

SOME WAY, IT WAS A BIG LONG NAME. IT WAS A -- I THINK

SOMETHING THAT WAS INVOLVED IN DEFENSE, LOGISTICS SYSTE'-,C,

SOMETHING LIKE THAT. A BIG LONG TITLE. HE WAS LIKE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT. AND I JUST

ASSUMED THAT HE WAS PROBABLY INVOLVED IN MILITARY

INTELLIGENCE BECAUSE IT WAS JUST SORT OF THE NAME HE HAD

BEEN USING.

THE OTHER MAN WAS SUPPCSED TO BE FROM HUNTSVILLE,

ALABAMA. AND I THINK HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE WITH M' LI TAP-

INTELLIGENCE ALSO.

Q DID YOU IN FACT MEET THESE GENTLEMEN AT THE TBI OFFICE?

A YES, SIR. WE DID.

Q AND WAS THERE A SYSTEM WHEREBY THAT THE FBI .MORE OR

LESS CLEARED -- WERE THEY MORE OR LESS THE ENTREE TO VERIFY

, :

THE CREDENTIALS OF THESE GENTLEMEN TO YOURSELF AND

MR. CAMPER?

A MR. DUNWOODY -- LARRY DUNWOODY AND MYSELF WERE BOTH

VERY CONCERNED THAT WE WERT-.1* GOING TO GET INVOLVED WITH
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SOMETHING THAT WAS NOT LEGAL AND WASN'T PROPER. AND WE

WANTED TO BE VERY SURE THAT THESE MEN WERE IN FACT BONA FIDE

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT.

AND IT WAS FELT THAT THAT WAS A GOOD WAY TO

ENSURE THAT WHATEVER AGENCY THEY REALLY WORKED FOR THEY

WERE LEGITIMATELY, AT LEAST THEY WERE NOT JUST PEOPLE

PRETENDING TO BE HAVING THAT KIND OF, YOU KNOW, AFF I L I AT I Or; .

ANO SO THAT WAS THE REASON FOR IT. THAT WAS WHY

WE SAID WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET THERE.

Q WAS THAT VERIFICATION BY THE FBI OFFICE ACCOMPLISHED?

A HE DID INTRODUCE US TO THEM. HE DIDN'T REALLY SAY

THAT THESE MEN WERE SUCH AND SUCH FROM SO AND SO, BUT WE

CAME IN, THE OTHER TWO MEN CAME IN AND HE KNEW THEM, OP. AT

LEAST ONE OF THEM, AS I RECALL, THE FBI AGENT DID. I CAN'T

REMEMBER THE FBI AGENT'S NAME.

WE JUST INTRODUCED EVERYBODY ALL AROUND AND WE

ALL SHOOK HANDS AND HE SAID WELL, SHALL WE GO TALK.

AND WE WENT TO _A MOTEL.J«PQM IN BIRMINGHAM WITH

THE TWO MEN.

MR. WYNN: ALL RIGHT, SIR.

I BELIEVE THAT'S ALL THAT I HAVE, YOUR HONOR.

THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. DOES THE GOVERNMENT HAVE

ANY QUESTIONS OF EITHER OF THE WITNESSES?

IF THE ANSWER IS YES WE WILL HAVE TO CONDUCT A

FURTHER HEARING IN THE MORNING, BUT p WOULD LIKE^TO KNOW
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DEPOSITION OF AMJAD AWAN

FRIDAY, iEPTfcNoEK 30. 1908

United Status Senate.

Subcoan ittae on Terrorise*.

Narcotics, ano In tarnat lona I

Ope rati onsi

Ccitaittee on Foreign kelatlons,

Masnlngion, 0. C.

The deposition of Amjaa A»an commenced at lOJOo a. a. , in

Roc* S-116, The Capitol* Jacx clum* Counsel* preslolng.

Present: Jack Blunt Counsel! ur . James f>. Lucier,

rirorltv Staff Director! Kathleen imitn, T ia King, Jonathan

Lltctman, helen »Leit ana Sean Koran — Cumilitee and

Senators* Staff si Alvlr liotanotskl and Willi aa E. Cochran,

Capitol Security.

Also "resent; John C. Gracok, Esq., Ginsburg, Felouan

ana eress. Chartered, 12S0 Connecticut Avenue, N.U.,

aashlngton, c. C. c0u3o, I 37-'.oo0 ), counsel for fir.

Ax ad.

fr • Blum; Let's qo on tna reccro.

Before we oesln this deposition I aoulo IlKe to say a
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rueber of things for tne recoro.

Flrstt tc everyone In the ricni this hearing It

classified at the Coaaltiea Sensitive level. The reason for

the cl assl 1 1cat I en, anc the mn-ln. ana tne tight security

fere this eornln^ Is our etneern for " r . Avar's life*

The eaterlal* in tnls deposition relate to contacts*

ealnly relate to contacts « i tn General Nonesii ana there mm»

be • alrect threat to nis life In telling us what ne will

te II us.

Therefore* I wculd acmonisr everyone to be extrecoly

careful about iht contents of »nat Is said tMs morning. ne

are holding It very* very closely.

Secondly* * I ih rescect to any cocueents to be furnlsheo

here this aominc.* * * rave agreec with counsel to treat mere

on tfe Oasis of t"e sane tieatuent »e accord tne docuaients

that we received from the rank for which *r. Awan worKeo* tne

BerN of Credit ard Commerce International. kith that* we

agreed not to release those cocurtents* and we woulo certainly

accord any of the cocueents mat have ceen furnlshea here the

saee status.

Third* we nave Jtnea that oefore »e a.ki puol ic any part

cf this or even the use of the material* we woula oe cue* In

cortact with "t . A.an *nc nls attorneys to let tnea Know ana

qlve ther an opportunity tc say what tney will atout that

prcblea* Drlrcio<slly tecduse oi tne issue ol safety ano our
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concern as a consequence of the cooperation kith us that

nothing untoaard happens.

rr. Grabctfi Could I ask ana Question?

I ar Jack lifabcm *r. Avan's attorney

aoulc »ol define tre "Coaatttee Sensitive" laval for ae?

rr. Bli.nl kr.at is aaar.i Is that It is not to ba

clsclosto cutslde the Cocmittee and staff accrsdltad to tne

Cosnlttee. It oill os maintained nere, ana anyone kho sees

It Kill ha«e to sign up. «e are slaply going to holo tnls

very • very t Ight Iv.

There are a variety of penalties, fairly severe, and ae

kill knok kho has rao access to kfiat material.

ft* CrtbcvJ Wcula It require a Succoeia I tt ee vote to be

re leased?

rr. Blum: Yes.

havlro salo thjtt «oulo you identify yourself fully for

the record.

Hr . Crabctfi Yes.

ry met is Jchn Graboa. I ae kith tne lea fira ulnsburo.

foldaan ana Bress In Washington. 0. C.t ana I a* representing

Kr • lain t cday.

rtr . Bice, wculd y cu olease identity yourself tor tne

record ■ rr . Jk<m .

rr. hi'i ««j«d A.m.

fir • Blunt wcula tne Court Reporter please swear tne

"



^ ^'j» - ■-»•-- ^r «■*•»■- -•«■**■ :t •#- r» ;*»« ;9« esse laafly

,*■- ^^ -* ■»■ »•» * _r cm «« • t*> 3r« ir «ui» tn«

•", m,*r . —..

** , V «r: ^** *•*- - »••• *»* .r r «*i s^r:> 1 «»■« «i*c fr.
/ «** '.'*'. >» s< ***<» * *« * ir * jmr~^z

rV # 9' *•> #« »* »»-:» i« »-s* • •&* a i i it cr mas*

*f , V »>■-»» '»■»/.

"» ».^»» <•i ' /». :■«.! i-jv* »aur run nj*>* tar the

•> # IV** * t»itt »~»".

«'•>« ««/« vcu t«r»?

»)f« »««n» '•tn<a|r» •s«is:*n.

»r . Ilu*> Mftt It ycur sal* of olrtnf

ft. I<ml ft'* JO July. 1447.

* f i Nli.nl wr*rt a if you * citizen!

■r t lmn| Urlt*d Mngoo*.

Mr ■ Nli.nl ri I « n ulc you u* I Inlteo Kingacn c 11 1zensn ip t

Nlt *«•»! Ir lit), to tn* otst cf n> recollection.

Nil Nli»n Wf«l ulc iti. !*•«> fa»i st*n f cr tn* U.K.?
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18

19

20

21

22

Z3

■r. toml Ir 1971.

fir. Blum Kculd you briefly suaaarlie for us your

educational background?

Br. Aiian; I held a degree In economics Iroi the Panjao

University In Pakistan.

Br. Btu*l where did you ■cm ahen you left the

in iver s I ty ?

Hr. trnnj I first started >cm . I ih an investaent bank

In Pakistan. suBseauently joined Unltea bankf ahien is a

coaaerclal bank. In Pakistan.

Br. Blu»l Urltea bank In Pakistan t>as then lea by n r .

»b iff I . Is that ccr rect ?

Pr. Aaanl He kis the president. Correct.

Br. Hl»I aculd ycu tell LI a little cit about aho rr .

ABidl Is and >hat rls role naii first at Unltea sank, ana

later at other Institutions?

Br. *aanj Br. icici Is a tanker by profession, hnen 1

act hit he vos preslaent of united San*, a h i ch aas a

privately held Bank In Pakistan, one of the largest banks

there.

Mr. Blums Did there ccme a to.n when you left United

Bark?

Br. twani Yes.

Br. SU'I krer ads tn«t?

Br. Awanj Ir 1")76, I Ihinn. early i.9 76 .

r
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t r>r•

i

*i- Mst

X *»kl

. Bitot Hai that at tr.e t l»« mo i/niteo Bank .»
al Uedl

, imni II no Datn nat lona 11 jao for soee mrs.

• Blurt «mi »a I the ae to of the nationalization?

. tmri Tre first January, 1973.

. PIlpj krere a id you oo aftar >ou loft Unite c rim,

. »»»nl I Jolnec a oank Celled International utiouices

napee Bank ■ a sucsidiartr of tne tank of kontieal.

. vi..-; xrere «ere you casco ultn tnee?

• tiianl "entree It Lonoor. and Ocoal.

. Btiai Hfet ••■ your jed at tnat bank?

. imM I oat tr-e Vice rresiaent for Perfecting.

. Blk*t vrroro Old you gc after >ou left tnai oenk?

• i«an; Tc trie eark it Irean erd Ceeeerce.

. el «.•>1 't. cie It cooe trat in. -ere rtired c, the

f Creriit ere Cceeerce?

. ««er<; I >n. several r>f the peoole »hc >orkee for

conk because cf «» association ultft Unitoc bank ano -i"
Itn Ir fact.

. Clvnl Can ecu oiee us ycur oncers taro Ik J cf a Brief

, cf tre *«pk cf Crecit *«c wCMircei

% clc l*.t r."> c?*e to ce fcurc«d ano .net etc it ao?

. a»e*i srser r«t icral Hail t« ct cr ii.lt Banks in

«". »r . t.'irii «r« »«s tr-e 'itiUtrt •» vnitoa Sank,

jrev; *• r.sir.ln lie: s-ar*»ci»«rs are tre ian« c<
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Hirki to f era this bank. He asked a lot of tils olo

colleagues froa Lnltec Bank to Join nU, whlcn tnay cla.

This ass In 1973, imaeo I at el y after the nationalization.

Mr. Blurs; Where was this urk established!

rlr. Jwwi u<iPtovr; — rtonnrto In Luxeabourg.

■r. Blum Men did hi go aiout building the Dank] Where

clo It btotn operations?

Mr. >mnl !t started .Itn three brancnesl one In Abu

Chablt LuienEourii and one in London.

It Just {rem caslcally. according to tne patterns of

trade which the v were tu-rsulng.

"r. Blum: «ral were tnose oatlerns of trace?

■Mr. Awan; Trace financing, nainly, as related to the

hlcdle Fastern countries and tne oil business.

hr. fclurj -rire were me deposits coning froa at that

tlee?

f*r. Awan; it that staye, nainly froa mi Arab

sharehcloers and tne nidclfc East.

Hr . Blums wren you joined tne oanK* you jolnea thea In

London. Is trat correct?

fr . twin; Trat is correct.

f*r • Blum; wren uic you do tnat?

^t • Aiian; Seventh of Leceaoer. 1^78.

hr. Blum; » r ;, i .as your jcb In London kitn bCul ?

hr • Awan; •*
> initial joe »a s rarnettng ranager at tne
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>r ( IKH mil ceo tri '.ntilrg "anagcr do?

»f , ««e«l '.ilcallif uriu can* iirrlcil.
"i. M.,»i Ii Ihel »elllna n«. iccounti> selling bin*

I r, « « <

»r . lMir| Trii'i correct.

■r . n|c*l **rt*omK the Drench* in effect?

■r • event Net to eucn wanaqmg the orencht but eore

•

r . I' I lit I ••el lit
r , »w en | In.
r. r I »* 1 • t« I jr^c teas the bann In Loncon at that

r« ew^n| 11> ier*» of brercres?

Ii iliM I c lire, of brarcres an c in teres ot

lt».

i. efc«"t Tr-eie iro^u rjii :if «t ou i *.L-oaa crancrrs.

e» «j( J.»i» el tre »oiuee or ceeo>lts.

>. Jli»« ' «'» »e» t~» ti-> etie tc »* I s« •*»•> tr^ficiis

t* t'j's*-*. 'i» vs, I ">i-*M» .: ?e» el . '. i v e sareet?

r, *%4"* ; * *t * ' * *o 'a* J ■;* . ~^t j _e - •~s !<*♦ :riae"»ii

i«v e * * * ' 11 , *■ » ^ i* ;-« , .* . » .„ ; ,~ :;t« «s •*-*!

^« ■*>-v * s, *-■ t ;>.

**♦»'• *"* *^* "* »~t ..>'» »«^ ,c»i-; a'te- --

-» *, *» * 4 . v ■• - i -'- ;;•-, . • • . ~« .a- ,•**

,

« » •
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Imlgrant coevunities in tne U.K. That's antra they opinio

these branches to start with.

fr. Blums »rd the bank ms successful Because ot its

relationship with that immigrant community*

Hr • AwanS That -a* part ot the reason for Its successt

yes.

fir. BlcfS « ro was your superior when you vers working in

Cordon J

Kr . awans n, irceclate superior was a fentl en an calleo

IT. Sheik.

Mr. blurs What was his title or job In London!

"r. Swans He -as at that tlae calleo the Chief Manager

cf the "al n eranch .

"r . Blt.nl "c» long ha 0 he been with the bank?

kr • AwanS Tc the best of ay knowledge* re starteo witn

the* wher the park openec. He was another ex-cniteo Bank

ririf sc he had been with tne group for a numcer of years.

Mr. blumi Sc ne had been working with kr. Ablol for a

considerable perloo of tine before ne caae with nla en tne

carkt when tre bank startec?

Kr. Swans That's correct

or. Blum, fees ne continue to be with the Damn tnen?

rt . Swans Nc.

Pr • Blums i*rai is ha come?

Mr. swans He is it business or nis cwn account.

^pr

fl
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Hr. Blua.1 Ii that • traoirj business in London!

■f. tmnl Tm n correct.

Mr. Blual Staling orlncipally »itn Nlyeria? It tnat

correct?

Hr« Ay an J I 6«llo<a sot yes.

Pr. BIlxJ 0i<1 there com * 1 1a* in London unan you mn

Introduced to various Hanaeanlans -- tr« Praslaant of Panaaa

anc Cereral Torrljos?

Mr. twins Yts.

Mr, bin: Hen did tnat core to pass?

Mr. tuant Basically. i_ecai.se of tra Panaaanian

imcassador ■ *ho ... Known to ay super i or t nr. Shalti.

Pr • Bli-»J Who Old you nee t »ltn?

hhc caae through Lonaon tree Panaaa that you act »itn?

Pr • Awanl General Torrljos. General Noriega, ur • «oyo.

varlous elr.lsters. 1 con't reeoeber exactly «ro<

Pr. Bluil Oc you reaeitber the naae of tre Panaaanian

'acassador ?

Pr. /.want This particular gentleaan?

Pr . Blunt Yes.

Mr. »««n| Gilllereo Veqa.

Pr . Bluaj Gilllemo Vega.

Lie you cet the jod of escorting any or these

Paraear I an s? lit you have a particular function In tat-lna

care of the I r needs?
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hr. M*ni Or. occasion, yes.

hr. Blual Who did you help cut that nay?

Pr. (>jnl Bstn Dr. Royo and General Torrljos.

dr. Blual Is that a usual bank service, to take cara of

ceeole Ilka that}

Pr . »aani Yes.

Hr. Blual Wculd ycu describe tor tha record any that Is

arte .net you are trying to do?

Hr. Aaanj Hell, basically, again, Marketing — 10 be

ab la tc bulla relationships or contacts ulth laportant people

altera you elcht bo having business, opening i crancn. or Just

coed PC.

Pr • Bit™; Gcoc pud tc relations.

Olc the tank have a oranch in Panasa at that tine?

Pr. ta«ni Nc.

Mr. Blurt wren >ai the oranch In Fanaaa opened

Mr. auanl I think It .as epened In 19t>0.

hr • Bluai Hcu did tnat arrangement aorkl

has that done through hr. ihalu?

hr . An in I Yes.

hr. Blunt What steps olo he take to open tha oranch In

Paraaa?

hr. ta.ni I '• not entirely aaare cf what exactly ne

cic. but 1 co kroa that he ulc visit ranan on a couple of

occaslcns anc nac the llcensa to open there.
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ruitiir of things for the recoro.

Flrsta tc everyone In ih* rooat tmi hearing Is

classified at the Coemlttee Sensitive level. The reason for

the cl assl 1 1cat I en. anc the sign-In. ano tne tight security

re re trls rornlni, is ot,r etneern fcr Mr. Awan's life.
The taterlal! in tnls aeposltion relate to contacts,

ealnly relate to contacts aitn General Noriega, ano there cay

be a direct threat to nls life In telling us anal no Kill

te II us.

Therefor*. I wcula acmonisr everyone to be extreeoly

careful about tht contents of .hat Is said this morning. »»

are holding It very, very closely.

Secondly. . I Ih rescect to any cocusents to be turnlshea

here this aarninc.. * e rave agreec .1 m counsel to treat them

on the basis of tKe save trealuent we tccord tne docueients

that we received from the Dank for which rr« Awan worneo. the

fierk of Credit ard Coaaerce International. h I th that, we

aoreed not to release those cocuaents* and we woulo certainly

accord any of the aocuients mat have ceen turnlshea here the

saee status.

Third, wc nave 3greea that Defore «e make cuol ic any part

cf this or even tne use of the material, we wotla be back in

cortact with «r . A. an «nc nls attorneys to let tr.e« know ana

qlve thee an opocrlunity tc say what tney will about that

crcblee. orlrcioolly tecause ot tne issue or safety ana our
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concern as a consequence of the cooperation »lth us that

roth Ins untoward happens.

fr. SrascMl Could I ask one auastlon?

1 »r Jack bribcm tr • Ivan's attorney.

Mould >ot artlne tne "Coaaittee Sensitive" level for »e?

rr. Bftias .in is atar.s Is that It is not to Do

clscloseo cutslde tha Com it lee ano staff accredited to in*

Corelttrt. It will Da maintained mrii ana anyone ■ro sees

It hIII favf to slsn up* »e are simply going to hole this

very » very t Igh t Iv.

There are a variety of penalties^ fairly several and at

kill knot nho has rao access to knot i»ater lata

fr • Cribcul Uculd It require a Succoaal ttea vote to De

re leased 1

f r . Blue! Yes.

t-awlra s«lo that. kOulo yob identity yourself fully for

the record.

Hf . Grace; Yes.

ky name is Jchn GrabOk. I aa alth tne lak fira ulnsourg.

feldaan ano Brass in Washington. 0. C.v ano I an representing

fr • >am t cday.

Mr. BIlkS wculd y cu olease identity yourself for tne

record, ft . two,

f*r • lM£"i Aejad A»an.

hr . Bltni wculo tne Court Reporter please s«ear tne

V
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•I tness.

The Court Rtpoitir i Hr. >»r,i would you p leaee st.no ano

raise your right hand.

Co yeu 'irtb) solesnly i>ear or attlra trat th« tastlaony

yOL arc abcut to oive in tnts proctto el II oe tht truth* the

ahclt trutrt and nothing but trr truth.

Mr. Amant I do.

Mr . Grabcwl Mr. Blue, befcre ac start. 1 ntri act nr.

Klrq. but just who rise n present?

rr. Blual at alll provide ycu altn a list ot those

present tocay.

Mr. Crabca; Chay.

Mr. BlL'i Villi yoL [lease state your full naae tor the

record •

Mr. >uini Aejad Auan.

ft. blim: Anjao A.an.

ahere were ycu born?

Rr. Awans Kashmir. Pakistan.

Mr. Bluai wrat is ycur aale of olrtn?

Mr. Aaan: It's JO July. l"i«7.

Mr. Blunt where are you a citizen]

Ft, Aaan; Urlied Mngcoa.

Mr . BluaS ar.en oic you get Lnited Kinsaca citizenship:

ft. Awan; 7r 1°77» to tne Dest cf my recollection.

Mr. Blurt. -rat cic you leave Fawistan for the U.K.?

-
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"r. tainl Ir 1971.

Hr . eiL»l Mcuid you briefly s^uii.-i for us your

edLcat lens I tjeksrouno;

dr. Aw an J I held a cesree Ir econoaics froa tut Panjao

University Ir Pakistan.

Dr. eluat Mr.trt a id you acrk »nen you left the

un iver si ty ?

nt . imnj I first started .era . I th an Invostaent bank

In Pakistan, sub section tl y jolnca Unlteo banki vhicn Is a

coeaerclal bank. In Pakistan.

Pr. BlL'i Urltoo bar.k In l-aklstan «as tnen lea by Plr.

»b lei. Is that ecr rect ?

Pr . »wani Hi >ii me president. Correct.

■r. ttt» j hculd ycu tell li a little cit about oho Pr .

Abidl Is and >r.at rls role aas < first at Urlteo oank > ana

later at other Irsiluiltm?
Pr. latni "»• tclcl Is a tanker o> profession, knen 1

ee t hie he his oresloent of united Bank* .ricti was a

privately he la bank In Pakistan, one of the largest banks

there.

Pr. Blb*i Old there ecu a to»n »ren you left Unlteo

feark?

Pr. auant Yes.

Pr . 5lu-J krer >li th»t?

fir. ia^i Ir 1076, I thin«. carl) 1<>lb .
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Aaorlca to term this bank. He asked a lot of his olo

colleagues froa Lnltec Bank to Join nU. whlcn tney olo.

This mis In 1073t 1'iiolittly after the nationalization.

Mr. 9lu»I Where was tnls carta established?

hr • Awanl LuxeetDourg — regisierao In Luxembourg.

■r. Mini Hen did he so atout ouildin* the bank? Where

clo It bea |n operations?

fir. Auani !t started .It" three brancnest one in Abu

Chablt Luxeettours. and one in conoon.

It Jest crew, basically, accorolng to tne patterns of

traoe »hlcn the v were pursuing.

mr • Blu*; .rat were tnose oattarns of traoe?

hr. Awan; Trace financing, nainly. as related to the

hicdle Fas tern ccuntries and tne oil business.

hr. Blurs Where »ere tne oeooslts cowing froa) at that

tlee?

fr. Awan: At mat sta^e. xainly froa tne Arab

sharehclaers and tne i"idclt cast.

■r • Blum; wren you joineo the oanK. you jolneo theet In

London. Is that correct?

fr. Awan; "r.n is correct.

Pr • Blur; when ulc you ao tnat?

Pr • Awan; Seventh of Leceaoer. 1<J?8.

hr . Blums What -a & your jcb In London Hitn oCLl?

pr • Awan; " > initial joe »a s rarxettng ranager at tne
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■aln branch*

Pr . BltaS h rat cots t re Par He lira, Pan agar do?

Pr . #Manl Basically marxet can* services.

Pr . 9 i i_» i Is that sailing new accounts* still ng ban*

serv lets 7

Pr . awan Trat's correct.

Pr • BIl*S "«niQirs the branch* in eff«ct7

Pr* Awan; Net so *uch managing the orancn* out sort

sa las.

Pr • •-.'-*; Sales?

Pr • Aw«n ; v t s •

Pr* eium; t-c* lar<,e >as tre Dam In Lonoon at that

tire?

Pr • Aw*n; In teres of brancres?

Pr • BtLff* In teriri of bra re res anc in teres ot

ceuo sits*

Pr • Awan; Trere sroulu nave been «toui *»u-oaa branches.

1 a** net a - a te of the «oluie ot aepo si is •

Pr • Blew* Hcm was tre Qanh able tc yet so many branches

going i - Loncon* In th«t nianl > coapetitive sarktt?

Pr. Awan; Trere is no law against openirg tne branches*

once ycu are rtj isieiaa in the U.K. tcu c<*n ocen as many

branches as >ou .art tc.

The initial thrust of the tark was Iconirg after or

trylrq tc aarvet tnf lirniqr^nl c eweun i ty * tne varluus

*
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Inalgrant coiaun tt Its m tne U.K. That's .ntn they opened

these tranche; to start allh.

ft. Blum. «rd the bitk »s successful because ot its

relationship aitr that ieaigrant cumurHy i

nr. Au an. That »> part ot the reason for Its success,

1*1.

Hr . Bit" j wro Hal your superior when you acre aorKlng in

Lordonl

hr ■ laanl " » leceolate superior was a gentlenan callea

»r. Sheik.

Mr. eli.nl What -as his title or job In London?

"r. A««nj He aas at that tlie eel lea the Chief ranager

cf the "al n branch.

Hr . Bliml "c> long haa he been al th tne c.n«?

ft. lw.nl Tc the test ot ty Knowledge, re started aitn

the* a her the canH openec. ne aas another ea-unitea h.n«

sent sc he had been al th tne group tor a nunoer of years.

rr. bltai Sc ne had been aorkina alth »r, Aolol for a

considerable perloo of time Detore he caae with nla en tne

car", ahen the bank startec?

"I", swani Trat's correct*

fr . Blue; Reel ne continue to De allh tre Dana,, tnen?

rr . (nam m.

ft. Blunl wrat Is he come?

ft. Aaan; He Is ir Business or his tan account*

J^
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Mr. Bikini Is that a tradirg Dusmess in London?

Mr. (mnl Thai it correct.

Hr. B I un I Teallng orlncipally «itn Myeria? is that

correct?

Mr. Akin I 1 telle. e so. yes.

Mr. Bit.*! Did there cone * 1 1ee in London amn you uere

Introduced tc various Panamanians — tr,e Prasloant of Panaia

anc General lorrljos?

Mr. Auans Yes.

fr . BIlid! hch did tnat cote to pass?

Mr. Auanl Basically, oecai.se of tre Panaaanian

iecassidor i kho .as Known to my superior. Mr. SnalK.

Mr. Blumi Wfo did you nee t kith?

khc caee through Lonaon f r cm Panama that you met witn?

Mr. 4k an J General Torrljci. Ceneral Noriesa. ur . noioi

various rlr.l stars. 1 con't reseeDer exactly »ro.

rr. Blumi Oc you reaenber the name of tre Panaaanian

Amcassador ?

Mr. AMani This particular gentleman?

ft. Blumi Yes.

2, Mr. ta.nl Gullleno Vega.

,-, Mr. Blum; 'ililtno Vega.

Die you cet the jot of esccrtlnq any or these

:,„ Parairar I an s? Die you have a particular function In taking

25 1 care of their needs?

^
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Mr. tmni Or occasion! mi.

Mr. Blual Wfo did you holp cut that m»yl

■r. Imni Beth Dr. RoyO and Central Torrljos.

Mr. blunt Is that a usual bank service, to taka cara of

ceeoie Ilka that}

Mr. Auani Tat.

nr. Blunt Wcula ycu dascrlba tor tha racord any that is

anc uhat you ara trying to do?

Mr. Aaanl will, basically, again, aarkatlng — to be

able tc bulla relationships or contacts mI th laportant people

uhere you elcht be having business, opening a crancn. or Just

coed PF.

Mr. bIlk; Ccoc dubIIc relations.

Die the tank have a oranch in Panaaa at that time?

Mr. Ah am Nt.

Mr. Blurt wren >ti the branch In Panaaa opened

Mr. *a<nl I think It **% epened In I960.

kr. Blual Hcm did that arrangement »ork?

has that done through Mr. ihalx?

Mr. Ah an I Yes.

Mr. Blunt What steps dlo he take to open the branch In

Partes?

Mr. Auani I ■■ not entirely aaare of »nat exactly ne

cic. But 1 co kro. that he uic visit, causae on a couple of

occaslcns anc nac ire license to open there.
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r. Bleu! Ho ions »ere ycu In London]

r. Atiant Kith BCCI?

r. (lul - Itn BCLI.

r. Mini ttout tnree ymi.

r. tiiTi ira at trt eno cf tr.o tnrae »iuii oto >ou

hive a reti <tss( gncert ?

r. taini v«s.

r. clui Hca did you aet tui no assignment?

r. >>if>l 1 riaut'lin a transfer out of London*

r. bliii hrot positions .trt you conslooroa tort

r. Awan ; I urderstano Zaebla ana P. nana ano another

h In the O.K.

r. blcoi Ard It ui your cnoice. tnen, to so to

a .

s trat correct?

r . titan; Yes*

r. clc.ii krai .as your ocsttion in P.nits?

r. Auan; In our teremalcQyt -e call It "Country

or."

r. ilc»i arat rcsocnslol H tits did you h«»e as Country

ler In Panama?

r. Awan; *-c3c of tre operations in ccurtry.

r. blur: Tc .hoi did you roourt in mat „osiiicnr

r. Auarl I r.ocriec cirectly to tne central office in
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hr. 6lt»l tir.tn you arrlvec In the bank In Panaaa, no>

vary efflcts did It nmi
Pr. »»irj I ksula say aooit ;. or IS.

IT. Bit.*; tte tnl» >ai al I In P.naaa City?

rr . tains »t that tl-e. yes.

»r • blunt »rat bit in* ocesit base In tn« Dank at the

tlae you left?

rr. avanl I con't cult* imtotr in a exact figure.

9 "r . tin; Cc you nave a rcugh Idea, perhaps!

Pr. tmnl I aculs say at me tlae I left It ««s arouna

J*£ allllon to ItC cilllon.

Hr. Blue, urat >i> tna average account In tr.at tank! uc

you fate ary sense of that?

"r . >><nl It is ><ry ulfflcull tc auantify. Hi. Rlu».

Cecause there »»rt» b iq accounts ana mere .en saall

accounts.

T . 9lu«-» »rc uere tfe custorers cf the oanaT

khc case to this ban*?

ft. iweni Tra traclna coneunlty lr -iuni caslcally.

Clis a few seal I accounts cf i r.d I v icua Is * •.overnaent

employees, ire sc fortn.

Hr« 6K-; >trt there particular reasons any aitn .

rurdrac ede canfs in P.ntei bCCI aas able 10 sail its

services tr*re?

Pr. *w*n; s*aint in canicular, certain ccaauniiles aer *
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approached by us and we »«r« acl t to convince then*

Pr. BltffS MMch were those?

■i Hr • Aman I The Lebanese coicmun i ty* the Jewish coneunity

ano the Inalan ccmaunlty.

Mr. Blum; C id tne banx focus principally on deposit

ens I res* ?

Mr . *w an I Ceoos it s anc trade f i ranee.

Mr • HI cm i Wra t sort of trade finance are you talking

abcut?

Mr • *w an ; Basically* letter s of creal t.

Mr. eimi with resoect to tre oeposit btsinesi* ho- can

yOi have trat h I rd of ouslness without making suostantial

anourt s cf I can s ;

Mr ■ Aw an • k t cio ira ke loans -- not very substantial

loans. tut he usee to d lace our atposits wltn our Treasury

Deca rtiert .

Cr • Blum* Scf for the most tart* the can* operation In

Parairat if I an characterizing It correctly* tcon in deposits

frcm tre deocsitors anc thtn crouant trem to Lcncon* wnere

yOL received a certain irttresi crto it froa tne Treasury

}■ Cecarteent at you ban* In Loncon.

fr • Awan; Trat is correct.

Cr. Slum; &rd that's now >ou naae your income.

Cr • Awani Tc soce extent* yes.

Mr. Bit". » r ,! i »rts the a.arhioi
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1 dr. Amant

2 IT. Blu»i

3 "r. laanl

4 Pr • kl liBI

5 r)r . •ami

6 Pr . Bl up>

7 Pr ■ to an t

8 Mr. Blt-xi

9 rarase r *

10 Pr • <v.ni

n flr. eibd

12 [ark ir Panaea

•3 leve Is?

'4 Pr . to an a

'5 P' . eli.*;

16 Pr . Aw*n ;

17 Pr . 61 b«ti

a Pr. 'Hani

'9 Lord en. to our

2C to 1 la 1 It kith

21 3Dcr oveO .

22 Pr . Bl LPl

23 Faraea?

24 nr . twin s

25 Pr. Cl LIT S

15

Ore par cant.

Ora parctnt on your deposits?

r.«$.

•las tha brancn prcfitablo?

Y.J.

Mas the country oparallcn profitable?

*•■•

urat .it your lending authority as tha Country

I oicn'i na>e a lending authority par sa.

trnat llaltst wh.t ««rt tha loan Malts tor the

before you nao to go throuan various approval

Me nao lo have evcrytning approved.

E very th in,?

yes.

wro would pass en the loans u.i you iraae i

At tnat tire. I was ta refer everything to

Credit Coeaittec or to the gentleaan who was

oir office. out every loan had to oe

Has tnat the case for ycur entire tenure In

Yes.

Did there ccme i tiue .nen the responsibility
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approached by us and ■< »tr« acle to ccnvlnce thea*

Pr. Bit*: HMch Here those?

Hr . Avar)! Tre Lebanese conunityi tne Jewish coaaunity

ano the Indian ccnaunlty.

Hr. BIl.it; Did tne iur« focus principally on deposit

cui I res? 1

Pr . awanl Deposits an c trade finance*

Pr. Mim. «rai sort of trade finance are you talking

about?

Pr. »wan; Basically* letters of creolt.

Pr . Eli,™* with resoect to tre deposit Dislnes.i no. can

yoi have trat K I rd of ouslness vitnout aak ing suDStantial

anourt s c* I can s :

Mr. Awan; '*t cio rrahe loans -- not very substantial

loans. tut «e usee to place otr deposits -Itn our Treasury

i -pa rteert .

Pr . blLm; sc» for tne most (.art* the cann operation In

Paraea* if I aa characterizing It correctly* Icon in deposits

frcm tre deocsitors anc thtn croucnt trea to lencon. wnere

yoL received a certain interest credit fro* tne Treasury

Cecarteent at yoir ban. In Loncon.

Pr • swan. Trat is correct.

Pr. Sluffl trd that's no. you rcaae your Income.

Pr • Awan: Tc soce extent* yes.

Pr • Bin*; trat *>as the .arkioi
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for ovcrseelrg the Panamanian branch was shifted to the

Inlted States?

Pr . Awan; Yes.

rr. 6Ilir2 When >as that?

Pr • fwdni That -a i> around — pr ooat> ly the end of 19 83 or

eerly l<>e*.

Mr, Blum; At the U we thai re soon s I 0 1 I i ty was shitted to

the in I ted States* die your reporting shift to the United

States and the credit authority shift to the Inlteo States/

Mr • Awan; That is correct* Yes.

Mr. 81 urn; tto is the individual in the Lniteo States

ooeraticn -he oversaw your activities in Panena?

Mr. aw?m; Trltlaliy we hac* Panama oecase part of our

so-c a I I e c Caritsean Ke (,( en • The genii eman who was general

iranager f c r that was I coning after Panama.

rr . fcl l*; Who w«s that?

Mr. Awan; His name is * r • S akn I a •

Mr. Blum; Did you make efforts to get the account

Justness and the banking business of the Panaaanlan letense

Forces?

Pr • Awan; Ycsi 1 cfu.

Mr* 6 1 in • Hew P i d you oo dOout coins that?

Mr* *w an t M» c« s I c contact was tilth General Noriega* an a

I trlec to net :isinesi from him.

Mr. eiufi"; Hci, oic you go "eDcut ccmy that?

i i
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»r . Awanl I aade an «tfori to cultivate hi". I •• t ultn

Mi several tlaa socially ana vlslteo Ms officii ano .»ig

M* to oivt soae of the Cefense Forces accounts to us.

nr. Gluiri Did he co that?

Hr . Awanl Ultimately ne o 10 * yes*

fr • Blent Let me .alk thrcugh that at tre outsat*

tihen Old he ccac to you a I th an account?

Mr. le.nl Tc the cest of ey r eco I la ct lo r i soaa tlaa In

lie?.

"r. BIl>I Scaatlae In i<*oi.

►ihat did he cescrlce tne account as?

fir. latni He .as read of intelligence at the tlaa and

told re th.t tnis .as o secret acccurt, • secret service

iccoint.

f r • bluml kiro bits to nave sionature authority on this

accoint?

fr. <><m He .as.

f"r . cl.ai wrut were tne seed. I instructions that vent

» i ii this account?

"r • Awan. Tre Instructions .ere trat unly ha woulo

ooerate the account Dy verDal cr written Instructions to me*

anc nocoay e Ise •

f r • Plual Mere you si *en .r, instructions aoout the

records kith rested tc tnis account?

Mr. Aw.nl T h.s tela li.t tne acccunt snoulo oe kepi in

51-936 - 16
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a highly cent Idtrt la I an" secret wanner.

Mr. Blunt Did ha tilt out ary papart to ooan tha

account?

«r. ewan: He da.

Mr. Blunt Arc he ua»e thee to ycu!

rr, fwjn: Yes.

Mr. eiuns "cw was the initial deposit mace?

Mr. Awant Ir cash.

Mr . Bl lit t I r cash .

fo> iruch was It — 00 >ou recall}

Mr. taani I aon't renenoer the amount • exactly* but It

wa s sues tart lal .

Mr. eiuir! kis It several nunoreo thousand dollars?

Mr . lain; Y«s .

Mr. Blwi?; u=re litre cnecrs In tnat deposit?

Mr. /swan; Net In me first cepositt no.

Mr. Sli."1; Were there checks tnat came later on?

Mr. Awant Yes.

Mr. Blunt Wrat m> the total amount tnat Began to Oullo

to In this accourt?

how larqe o i.c this account Secon.e?

Mr. Awant It was a transaction account. It went up ana

conn. Put. sqalr. tc the uest ot ny kro.Uogei it never. m»

hlshest It ever .er.t was in the K.ion ot J2C .illlion — 1*0

ellllon. mayce $25 rr I I i i on . I 'i» not Quite certain atout
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that.

Kr. Blurs Hiri tost of the funds mat vara put into tnis

accotnt put In Ir the torn of cam?

Fr. auani Yes.
i
I

Rr • Bltml atre any Paraaarlans i.irt of this .ctount, or

■as that heot ..ay froa the rsraiantans?

■r . *van; within tha bank 3

•r. Blunt vti.

nr. toanl I had been specifically asked not to lot any

cf i»y staff knov aoout It.
nr. Blu*t drat «as done with tha aonay In tna account?

ahat Instructions cla you ,ei for spending tna aonay In

trie accotnt!

Mr. twan; p«yeents to individuals on occasion.

Pr • riiTi >(.* wuu Id y cu Hnoti that tnava Individuals were

authorized tc recaiva payment?

fr. Auanl I usee to get a note sisnad ay tartar» I

Noriega, crougnt by tha parson himself who hac to recaiva the

furds. and prior to that. 1 aould jet a phone call tailing me

to expect the oerson to co.e ir to oet those funos.

wr ■ Blunt hrc acre the cecpie who vera cooing to collect

the furds?

*r « £u«nf Pcliticlans. Trls .as curlnq the time of tne

electrons in P0rt>ir«.

Mr. E I l» i 5c» una t happened -tula be you noulu yet a
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telephone call froi General Noriega, ne woulc say to expect a

certelr Inalvloual would oe coning ultn a note, ana to give

Me i certain ancunt ot ironeyi ana then that parson woula

cone, cno yOL woula Inceed turn over tr.e ocney.

Wr. Awinj [Nous at f treat I ve ly 1

fir. EIlihi Was the ifoney oala in casn?

Cr. 'van I Yes*

rtr . Bluri were there ether uses (or this account aoney?

fir. swam Yes? sir — mainly travelling expanses.

Mr. Vkai wral Mros of travelling expenses are you

ta Ik Ins abcut?

fir. Awanj Ncraally. when Ceneral Noriega ana nl s start

used tc taxe official trios overseas, a lot of the expenses

hare tc te c.iu fro trls accotnt.

fir, BlLns Fen wculd that »orh?

fcOLlc they give ycv. the ollls ana rave ycu pay thee?

fir. Awani At the tire I was in Panaaa. they would either

as* ae *o arrange tor the tickets anc pay to the debit ot

this account or taxe cash tor expenses, or the bills would

true directly tc ne.

fir. BIlti; Ire bills would cone cirectly tc the banx ?

fir. Awani Yes.

fir . BIli*; A rd when you left Panaaa. wnere wouio tney

SO !

fir. Awards TMs ccntinuea. when he caae to the Lnitea
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States* 1 used tc tan* cart of his tigimts rata.

Mr. Bluait wrat >oclo happen? Mould you gat a call to

rafce the travtl arrangements IM) »ara necessary?

ft. I»sni Ytl.
Mr. Blw»» Tren -ode >ou cay those bills?

Is tut cor rtct?

ft. laini I douIO pay tnosa bills* ■<>•

ft m Ettas Oeblt It against nls account?

•Y. auanl Ccrract.

ft. Blusti Kara mart craait caros that tare cnargad to

th is x cc cunt ?

Pra auani Yes.

Br. lk«i urose credit cacos «ere thayT

ft. toiani I had Issuej credit cares to General Noriega

anc nl s Taal ly.

fr . BIlhi. Mro In nls taaily xoulo have had the credit

cards?

ft. auani His ulfe ano tnrae aatgnters.

ft. BlkBl and tntsa credit cards .era all paid froa tne

prccaecs In the account?

ft . lam : Ccr rect .

Br. Blur; Hew oas this controlled by uer.eral Noriega?

Clc re 'mulse trie bills trat Here Delng pals?

ft. Awan. All cf ihea.

ft. Blua-j f-c» die he ca tra.t?
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Cr. Awani I uses to 90 to h|a periodical!* with all the

catalls of tupimisi Inclualng crtalt card expenses. Ha

woild cheek thea and okay the*.

Pr. elual And at that point you would pay tne»« right?

Pr. Awanl Either at tnat point or I had paid thee)

colore

. Bliifl Hca Cid you come to meet en r I cue Prattltf

Pr. Auanj I tr. Ink I net h i» socially lor tho tint
tlse.

Pr. Ului hc» did tnat relationship begin to uevelop?

Pr. tmni ! trlec very hard tc get his account, which I

cotton't oet. Trat »a s cne of the Better accounts, known to

ce one of tnt oetter accounts in Panair-a.

Mr, PliPi Wculd ycu describe cnrlcuo rretelt's

tui Iness ?

fir. Awar. He hao two larae shcos ot the airport and one

very large srop in panama City, which >is a sort of nigh

cltsi gift shop — silver, crystal, watcr.es, jewelry, all

that sort cf stuff.

When he cpened a snet in the Colcn Free Zone, ne tnen

gave Me the accomt for that particular business, in Colon,

which has abcut twe years cown tre reac.

Pr. BtiieJ 0 itf he ask you tor a lire of credit?

Br. Auani Ir Color, yes.

Pr • tl Lf ; Die you a ive(fwl v th,at line of crealt?

JP~\
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f»r. tmni I did. Yes.

Mr. Blusi foil much ■•• It] Oo >ot recall?

IT. «mM ! recollect Inji it eat aDOut 1150. OOC.

Bf « ik"i Wren olc yoi. octn an office I fi lfi« rf« Zone?

"r . AwanJ be r.ac a license for sot* t lao ana «• e in

crcer thot tre license aian'i llciti >e openec a very saal I

cfflce. a cne-mar. little place — Ir fact* before I lad

gotten to Parana. It .olIo nate ccen early istl.

3 But our real office. otr D 19 office started there In

llti.
fr. BlLiet Kculd ycj Cvscrioe »hat the Free lone

■2 operations wire atom .no the ulna of cuslnesi that Mi oemc

13 core the re '.

Pr • Awan; Tre Colcn Free lore .as set up cy the

boterneent of Paraea stveral years ago to take advantage of

the tr ar ss 1 1peen t cf guocs coeing in fro* all over the

korlc. Very sleply cut. it's line ore huae corded varehouse.

1 kith several merchants o.er there .no itrport goods from

1 eainly the Car ccSl -- electrorlcs. clcthlng. everything of

ia that scrt — con&ueer ^oods. ericn are tnen transshipped Iron

21 there to CclcinDla. Venezuela. (.entral "iiicai Brazil.

22 Paraguay.

r*r • BIloi; Are tne cajor ctrchasers of tr.ese gooes

2. swtoglers?

25 hr. Akcn; Yes ard nc — oecause ir :>oite of the Latin
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IT. Awanj I usea to 90 to h|e> periodically tilth ill the

cetalls of expenses. Incluclng creolt card expenses. Ho

■olIo check them and okay thou.

■r. Blum; And at that point you would pay tnem. right?

Hr. Awan; Either at tnat point or I had paid then

colore .

Kr . BIl»! Hex did you come to ireel cnrlcuo Pratelt?

■r« Awanj I tnlnk I met hi* socially for the first

tlie.

■r. blums Hew did tnat ralatlonsnip begin to uevelop?

Hr. Akin: ! trite very hard tc got his account, which I

cotlon't oct. Trat >a s cne of the Better accounts, known to

ce one of the oelter accounts in Panama.

hr . PIlw; Wculd ycu describe cnrlcua rretelt's

tusl ne !! ?

Mr . AwanS He naa iwo larae shcos at the airport ana one

very large srop in Panama City, which .as a sort of Mgh

class gift shop -- silver, crystal, .atcr.es. jewelry, all

that sort cf stuff.

when he cpened a shot in the Colcn Free Zona, ne tnen

save me the accoi.nl for that particular business, in Colon,

which was abcut twe years cown tre rcac.

Mr. etLffli Old he ask you tor a lire of credit!

Hr • Awans Ir Cclor. yes.

Iff. blk»l Die you o ive<fljl », th.at line of crealt?
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■r . An an; I did* T«I.

hr. Blunt Hex much »•« It? Oe yoc recall!

IT. *w*ni I recollect tnai it ■«> aoout JliO.GOC.

f r . Blt»t wren olc you open an office I r in* Free font?

fr . tfcCn; n t rac a license tor soee tin ana •• t in

crcer that the license aian'i lapse. •* optnee a very snail

effice. a cnt-aar. little place — Ir tact. Before I nao

sotten to Parana. It .oila nut ccen early IScl.

But our real office, oa o 19 office starteo there in

19c?.

fr. eiLnt xculd ycu dvscrioe »hat tin Free ion*

coerations were «tcut die the Kind of Cuslness that mi Mine

core there i

pr. auan; 're Colcn Free lore «as set up cy tne

bovcrnient of Parara several years ago to take advantage of

the transshipment cf g*ocs coemc in frorr all over tne

horlc. Very singly put. it's line one huoe bonded warehouse*

blth several nerchants over tnere Mho inport goods f roe

•ainly the Far cist — electrorlcs. clctning. everything of

that scrt — conjueer joodsi »rich are tnen transshipped fro*

there to Cclcnola. Venezuela. Central tret icn Brazil.

Paraguay.

fr • film; Are tne najor purchasers of tr.es* guocs

smagler s?

Mr. Ai.cn; Yes ard nc — u.caus* if iO*e of the Latin
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A*tr lean ecurtrlcs It is not legal to Crlng in these aooai<

but In others it li.
ft. BlumJ Wollf triers Is a substantial iicunt ot

smmgllrc, a substantial ni»6«r of siusqlers who buy tnelr

goeds in tre Co I en Free {one -- is that correct?

f*r. Awani Ycu could say that* yes.

Kr . Blum! Mere most or these transactions In cash?

"r. Awani A large numoer cf the transactions in that

(lace are cash transactions.

"r. Blum; wry are they cash transactions?

»r. Awani It's a Question of currency. Nobody in Colon

kOi.li accept any of the Latin American currencies. They

koilc prefer to accept dollar currencies.

No., It they toon • collar t'em there were a let of

stolen checks floating arouno anu inert acre a lot ot forgeo

checks floating cr ound. Noeocy wanted to wait for 3C aays

for a cheek to be cleared, which Is »hy thty preferred it to

te In cash.

rr. Bluml What about letters of credit? woulun't that

oe the norcal way tor whicn gocas like this would pe oaia?

Mr. Awani Well, trey .are all irport letters of crealt.

everythlna rrai >ai imported Irto the Free Zcne. ur

customers were really the importers. That was strictly

Import letters ot crecit.

But the tay the uncus went out of there was not Dy letter
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at crecll- It was easn.

Hr. Blual It .11 certain!) a cash ouiiniss going out?

Pr. lain! R-ignt.

Pr . Blual And 'ran gooo> war* shipped to glacis Ilk*

Sar Inert* > Islam.

Pr. Avani San Anareas. yes.

Pr. Bluet Ard Colcaola anc atnor places?

Pr . Awans Visi ana nlcau.

Mr. Blual «fo kerc the peep I e who control lag mesa

extort businesses* the people .ho «ere taking the goods fro*

Paraaa to the Latin Aaer ican countries!

Mi? the> tasliy businesses?

IT. AwanJ Largely family businesses. The bigger groups

are all fa»l ly control lea groups.

Br. Blu»S Ana froa aitferent countries In the region?

Pr. Av.nl Mtllt fanilles in tne way tnat there Is to 0*

one brcther In Pinaeai on* In San Ancraast on* In nlcau. one

In Perut or a cousin or soaabocy like that. Inay all Knew

each other ard they were all Inttrr* iatea.

Pr . Bluai Did tnere coa* a tla* whan you s*t a van naaec

B* lor I ck 1

Pr. Aw an a yes.

Pr . Bluat Hew aid that coa* to pass?

Pr • Awan; He cast to call on n.e. He wanted to open an

account anc he wanteo <=line oT credit.
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rir. Bluat Hon auch alo he mnt n ■ lint of credit?

«r. Awanl I don't romon, but scaotnlng ridiculous

because ho didn't nant to cffer any security for It.

■r . Blunt wrat ale you tell hi* aoout that?

What haccenec «hen he askea for that aioneyt

IT. ivanl I askea hl« to leave.

ni. Blunt Did he titer any security at all?

»r. A* an I Ne.

■r. Bluat Did there cone a tlae »nen ne caae In later

kith a cash ceposlt?

Mr. taan; I under stano He did. He alo caae to see ae .

Mr. Bluat Wrat happened ulth that account? Are you

aware cf any play-out?

a r • Auant Yes. He ala open an account. he put In a

cash deposit. ao<lnst «hicn he tcoH a loan, a line of credit,

kith a substantial ir.argln. of course.

Sucsequertl <1 he never caae cacx. wnen It aore or less

reached, nhtr the interest aaount reached the cutstand in9s.

the loan was aojtstea.

Mr. Bluat Did you ever see hit again?

Mr. Awanl I never sau hia after that cne eeeting 1 hao

kith hla.

■r . il.ni wry kou Id scaebedy co mat?

khy »oulc sciecocy ualH into a sank «l th a large bunale

cf cash anc then Inmeciate Dorro. acairsl it and disappear.
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giving, up tm Interest to me tank?

Mr. toll)) Ir trie llflt place. I den't kro» .hetrer ha

ci.ee lr kith casr. It could hj»« oecn a ban* transform

but this mi a noraral type of ouslness In Panaaa -- a

ca ih cct la to ral I leo advances as »e call lt<

f»r • SIl»» Fry vould sceocdy oo that?

■hat Mould tr« purpose bt?

It Mould ski to •< that ii you aoulo .ant to use your

•or*y> what you voula ao It to nana a oaposlt ano <l thora>

tha rorri at you n*ao It. rathir tnan corrou It out ana pay

tht Interest an c then let the loan oe e> 1 1no.ul shed by the

capo tit.
"r. lain) I can only conjecture to »n«t his aotives

.are. 9ct It car oe a bus mess-re latao transaction Mhich is

normal oyer Inert.

»r • lUrj Oc yOL rave soac sense cf Mhat sort of

bus Iress It 1 1jh t oe?

n> . sains Iraiwi.cn as mere cculc be a par tna r snl t •

there coul c to various corporations set up I the aan does not

vent tc thou his oanntr trat this Is his u>r eoney that ha

Is DLttlnq uti ar.d tnat no is taking a loan trcsy a Dana. It

coile be a tMrd party trarsactlcn.

Mr. blunt Isn't It also pcsslclt tnat he Is trying to

corcea I the source or me lunos cecat.se iney crlclnateo in

soae sort cf snacy ceai cf one king or another?
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r. »«eni It coulc be Dosslolt.

r. Blum Kl-en ale Be lonl ck Ban* till x deposit?

r. lainl I don't dulte rmioin "r. Bluet but It <ai

I r I y cefore we nan fearo about Mi coeoany or his

aft belro lapounced*

r. tiLx; 4rd tne aircraft innomtrmi you are talking

rrlatec tc a coacany calleo lnalr. Is that correct]

r* Awan; Trat is correct*

r. bit-; »nd trial Is a cargo airline* cf wnlch tne

eft Mas laocurdtc In Mai for sauggl ing» Is that

ct?

r . ***n| Y«s.

r. tltri Kfen olo you utt Cesar Rodriguez?

r. laani ! would tnlnN late l«b2 or ele-19o3* soitcnm .

trat.

r* 5Il«I wro Introcucec you to him?

r . laani P re te 11 .

r. Blunt hc» did he intrcduee hli?

r. AwsnJ As „ friend and a business .siccl.lt.
r« fcluei! urat cusiness did Rocricuez want you to oectme

»ed I r wilt- h iei]

hat were his requests for banning services?

r. twani Tre first business tie wcOieo us to be Involvec

s a I ircu-tire business* he was inpuriirc several cars

the U.S.

faf' ,*jr-dfl
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f r . tltrr: Did you finance tnoie cars tor Ma?

"r. «M«ni we clc. Tata

»r. etuai What otrar projects old ht ask you to becon

involved lr.?

Mr. Auanj Tfe only otner project re directly asma us to

to Invclveo In uii a rjorotitcu ic Drojecti soatMhor* in tne

in ter I cr of f anaea ■

nr • fcU'i wculd y cu describe me ryor co lictr I c project

In a I Ittte ceta ill
ft. Aii.n; I didn't know iri.cn aoout it, Pr. oln, out it

ia s a cr eject aotrovec By the Fanasanian Coiimmni ano an

Eastern European country nas ore of the eajor olcders for

that project.

Pr . dIi.it; Cc you recall If it «as Polanc cr Hungary!

Pr. 'wan; It .is either Pclana cr Romanian. J " «. not

cuite sure which one It «as.

Cesar kocrtaiez said he hoc *n exclusive cenvract with

these peoole. Trey caae and met me several tines* ano he

said he us In a ocsltion to steer this contract to* arcs

the* ■

Pr • Bluat Hen much noney clc jou advance hla to help get

this off the aroma?

rr. Hunt Fer tnls» it »*s ever il clilicn.
Pr . eluml ««r« th*re ctner advances you had ».oi?

Cr. ixnl '11.
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Br. Blual Mis inin a oroject Involving a club In Panaaa

Cltyl

Br. Sueni Net tmi one. nc>

ke had ncthlrg outstanding against tnal.

fr. Blunt Mfat >ai the club project?

Can you ciscrloa tnat?

Br. lueni The club projact >as a. ha >arted to open a

sort ot cankers' cluo In Panaca. a privates exclusive club.

In a place wrtre there had bean a restaurant before ana tncy

hao closed dean. but It was a vary prominent location.

Br. Blumi urera nas that location]

Br. inani Ir coantoan Banana, the Bank cf Boston

bullalno.

Br. Bl ue>I Mas tnat at the top floor of tha oullolng?

mi that tne penthouse clue?

Br • luani Trat is correct.

Br. Hlual He built the c I Lb . Did tne cluo ever open?

ft • Axani To ay knoalcdge. no.

rr . Blu»l Did you know at the tiae he case In to oeal

tlth ycu that he Mas Involveo in gun running?

Br. tuani No sir.

Br. BlunU Old you have any Idea tnat ne <•-% Involveo in

the narcotics business?

Br • Swan l Nc • sir.

Br. Blu«J Ir addition to tne projects m eentloneo. did
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>oi finance any cf his pettomri coalng Into tin country?

Mr. tutnl Or occasion I eay have. Bui I con' t Quit*

rfifittr. That .as part of his Dullness.

nr • tic"; He ms an laoresarlot Is that correct?

nr. Juan! Trat is correct. Tat.

nr. BIli»: Aro ht noulo or ins berforaars In froa othtr

cointr las to Pai<
»r« taam Yes.

dr. Pier; Fcr vitiou events*

Cr. laaiti Yes.

rr . Hi"; wren he olane crashed* were ycu then left with

an ottstanclra ;m of eoney at the oanm tnat ne oaeo the

bark]

i"r . An an I \ c. sir.

► Is plant hac trasnee several years Before tnat. 1 was

rot aware cf tnat situation until auch later.

"r. blk*i Or. I'a talKlnq new atoct >ner re duo in a

plane crash, .is the cank left ■I in > in trie hole?

Mr. Awani I aas net aware he aied In a plane crasn.

*r. fcI tr i I see.

fr. awanl ■"> .noiri tana Ins is ne .as Killed.

I*r • SIliks "| kit nllled. Cua,.

khat uen ihe cl re ur stance s of tnat? io you knot*

en |tM m atOLt It?

nr. *wan; 3c >nu Mean his dtatn?
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Pt . Ilrfi T«f.

rr. aaarii I ■** net la Paean at tft* tl««. I Just raao

••cat It l« i«« caper*.

rr. Hurt »*s tn« ban. left «itn an •wtstanalna aaeunt?

»r. a* sett «n.

■r« tlb»< Ural .it me .stunt tn« Dans ass Ittt altnl

rr» Miini II •>> ever Ij illlicn.
Pr. tit" J Tr lull >ocntbii' acctunt?

rr. ion: Three scint five Billion ooilars.

rr . -' .-; "art >ol ret 1i»« Hararil

rr. loan I Tci, sir.

rr • filial wrtrc c id vcu itet Ma?

rr . »wi-; Ir 'Kjij.
rr. :' -• ; »rat .as r. I » role In Panaesl

•that ml r.e coing there?

rr. swans 1 rren rle js a frler.c cf General tor iega.

rr. BluriS C io you urcersi.no that ne .as the nCbSaO

en lef In t he rea ion?

rr. *w«n; Trat »as what ..s ctmaorly saio.

rr • Blue's wren ale ne come lo Pan.aa?

Pr • *wan! I have ro icea.

rr • ri .- ; H« .as there when you arrived* as part uf the

scene?

» rr • Awans Tc ay nro.lecse* rt uior.'t live tnere. He

tetd to visit. 1 rac ne t r I ir at a fecial gather int. at some
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State).

Hr. 8Il»; Was It generally unoerstood that ne mi

Involved In tni iris trace?

fr. toans Ne. sir.
fr . Blums Die you cent to fine out no was Involveo in

the arts t race?

f*r . iMan; N't. sir.

fr . Blk*3 ■*id tnere cc-oie a liae .ren you oacaaie a.art or

Cereral Noriega's ceslre to sail Contacora lsl.no!

ft. A« in: T wouldn't say it nai General Noriega, sir. 1

■as aoprcached o> tri president cf the country.

fir. Blums »ro made the approach to you acout Contador.?

Mr. »«oi-i *». re I va lie.
rr. rii-; wren ids ti.t approver, laoei

l*r . Aw«n; I; .obk nave car 1 >oik say in llrSot late

l«t6.

fr . r>1lit l hrere were you at tne time?

fr. Awan; Tr Washington.

fr . Bit*. Mrat ole ne tell you re waniec cone?

fr. Aw-an. we called me up at sv house ano tola rr.e he nac

Cetn given my nane by General Norieaa ana whether 1 could

coie are vl'it ►>!■ in \e ■ York, ."it" J alu. he talc the

Eovernirr.t was Irterestea in selling Ccnacorat whether I n.>a

any Inyestcrs or custoners .no wculo oe interested In cuyinq

it .
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Pr . Blual C id you ha»e in,or( In Kind --
Pr. *Man| Net sir.

Pr . Blur; -- .- l you coulc approach?

Pr • /»in: -. i. . sir. Sot directly.

Pr • M L« : Old you ecu 10 take this offer to joitonc!

Pr. tn.nl Yts. -i!i".tti, I oio.

Pr • Hi»i «ro die you take it te?

Pr. tvanl I spcko to smnl cf ■) colleagues and. at

ant staee. I spohe to * Saudi Arabian sentleaan calico Ur •

Gnalth Pharacn. .no eivttsseo an Interest to Buy It.

Pr . aiuvl C id Cr. Pnaraon Hake a Jo en Ccntaoora

Is lare?

Pr • swan! Trey nc Id necctiatlons ana na aaae «n otter.

Pr . Blum; hni .as the aacunt of nls offer?

Pr. AMani Tc sy Kro»leose< it >.s $5. 5 tlllion.
"r . <:Ili". '"To ultimately ,ot tne island. If you «no«?

Pr . tain) I understand »r . (cm, »ho oans tne Harriott

Ko te I In P anar»a •

Mr. duni Did he pay lore than \ft . m.iior?

Pr . **anl Net to sy direct Knonlecge. So.

Pr. EIliuS Oio you liter tine out that it -as because hr

Pharaor .as rot the n I $h bicoer that he lo*t tre purchase?

Pr. Ikeni Actually no.

To i» knc.l.'cct, Cr. "haracn ouilec out risself.

Pr . 81 u-: -r» ».i this net an attractive prooosition
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Dr. Pnifion'i nriptc:l»» i

h» was tha caal not a 9000 ana on Its faca froa h n

actlvaT

r. *nan; Or. Pharaon hao a special, a ipacific loaa of

to oo with tha island. I undarstana no Is a mjoi

inciter cf Club fio. re ..nteo to turn It Into a Club

aiort .

ut I th Ink Club "to did net ultlaatoly aant to have a

t thara because tr.av r.aa :oaeming ne.rov. In ne»ico» or

da* or seaeclace.

inearstand ha .Imcn., ul tlaata l> .

r. Bikini Was tha hotal In good condition?

r. la.ni Net In my 90oc condition! no.

r. bIl»; Sc It taould hava required substantial

taent Ir orcar to lapro»e It?

r. avsni Yas< it ucuid h«»a.

r. Bikini k*t Br. »oNI a soco friend of tna Caneral's?

r. Imnl I don't «ro. nCcul that.

r. dual Hoi you a»ar aat hla sceiail>?

r. lain; Jtst once.

r. blLci urere a as that?

r. Imnl Ir Panaea.

r. bluni »t tna banaral's rouse?

r. total* I Nc. at anolhar function ~ 1 thin* tha

rase asSiSsacor ' s. or soecthlng.
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Hr. Btuai Old BCC1 ever mcMt In.olved In the am

trad*}

Hr. Juan) ici sir.
rr. Bltai H*t tn*t a Batter ot policy?

rr. »u«n; Viii sir.

fir. Blent Did you ever got approached by ceocle «no

kartcd ycu tc f I ranee aris dials?

rr. Auanl ! did.

fir. talLini xrer <is that I

fir . awanl Offhand. I .oulc say in 198i — but I can't be

sure about the data. *l so several tlaes In lorden, khan I

in In Lcftcor.

fir, bl lb: wrat sort of im seals aere jol asaeo to

f I ranee?

fir. (want Hell. It mi all sorts of iris coal a that ae

tare asked tc serve — aircraft spares, tank spares, night

vlsicn sights*

fir. BIlki ard ncne of these deals tnat you aero

accroached a I tr> .ere ever cons Lata tec. Is that correct?

fir. Aaanl No they weren't.

fir. Crate-; The an?aer Is trat's correct.

rr. Bl ml Yes.

rr. Mini Trat's correct.

.rr. ill. i". Ccrlng the pericd you acre branch aanager in

Parana, be has sibstonil.l testimony trat cash aas pouring
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Into the eourtryi that U.S. currency >is pouring Into the

country lrc« a variety of sources.

»ho was receiving mat currency? ki-ai banks Mas it going

into?

r>r. toanl Trere >tn ever lio c<n«s In Panaaa. To soae

enttfti every bark nas receiving these because* to ay

kncwlecge. ncne cf t ne banns was going to set lost. So there

eust have teen business In eacr ano every Lark.

Pr . Blu*. ncuIc ycu describe for is approaches aaae to

»oir bank ■I th respect tc butting cash in ana handling cash.

Let ee rephrase that*

Clo there coee a t live t»hen you Mere apprcached by people

nhc korkeO fcr 3 r I rk s Corporation. In Panaaa?

Hr. Awani Yes -- rot ii directly, but scae of ay staff

kas.

rr. Hit; krai clc they say >nen they approacneo your

staff?

Rr . avanl Trey said they nac large amounts of cash to be

c*posltec anc nhetner .e'd be interested In handling tnat

cash.

f*r • Bite, Mculd ycu describe .nat the Brinks operation

In Panama nas.

far. Aw«n; I c&n't Kno. much atout It. Mr. B lua. All i

know is It uas ar ariorao car. a cash tr an iocr ta 1 1on

coepany.
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hr. Blual What did tna pecple of brinks want in exchange

tor ititflrn that cash deposit business to tfe band?

f»r. Awani I have ro direct xnoulecge of iMI they

warted. cut tharc was d certain coaalsslon that they wanteo

for crlrclr" tn a t caih In. i con't know tna enact leounts.

hr • di"; ?ic BtCl take i ■.i ot that aoney fro* those

peco lei

hr • Aw an » \c« sir* nc«

hr. blunt "it tney .ere offering these ceposlts to

earners »hc wou I c cay tne» a coaelssion?

hr . Awani I understand that* Yes*

fir* 6 1 l*^» wfat haccened with cash unen your bank got

tore cash then it needtd for Its vault!

■hat did you oc - 1 th that casni

hr* Swan* Gtr excess cash was always given to the banco

kaclcnalc ce Danaxc*

»r. bluml Sid Hit, charge a fee for handing that casn?

IT. Awan; Yes.

hr. Blum; What was the let that tr.ey charged?

hr. Awanx I don't dulie renemuer* but we were charged

twice a year on the amount of cash we had given thee), plus

ctrer servlcis trey hac provlctd.

hr. Elu»* was tnls in the nel ghcorrtooo cf 1 percent?

fir* Awanl Nc. It was scirewhat lower than that.

hr • Blum. C id ycu have a proDieir wl th the National ban**
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cf Panaaa In the delivery of cash to meat Old they mori

>oi on tht ccuntl

■r . tairl Vita

Mr. Blue: Was tnat a regular proposition?

hr. (mni "ere or ltn> m.
«r . fclcTj C.n you describe that «ould nappan? You toulc

to In kith a loac of ecnev anc then .hit?

Kr. Aw«n; vet I * It •• •int In »itr. a allllon ooll.rs,

then It >n counted ll .as not counteo Imaeolately. and ne'e

S»t a credit advice after a oay or soaetnlng. And »e .ere

al.ays tele- or eostly >i .ere tola that It .as JluO snort in

a SI * 11 11en shipment.

»r . fclLi-; Sc th«rt .as al.ays soae Kino of shortage.

small £'ou nt s?

rr. tuiri Snail irouniii al.ays. yes.

hr. bli.il Are you are certain that this .as not your

tar*?

hr. I«ani ;Jc. Cur security Mas pretty tight. >e useo

to check end court«r-e he c« It.
Certainly *e dio not ftal that the grooln aas at our

inc.

»r. 6Ili*S Din there cc»e a tiee .ren you .ere In Panama

•hen the "anairanian Bankers association oecaee concerned o»ei

the aiicurt of cash that aas ecilng Intc tn« country?

hr . la.nl flit sir.
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22

23

. Blunt Vts.

• ttml I Mas net In Par.aea at the ill*. I Jut reao

It In tnt capers.

. BltmJ Was the ban« left uitn an outstanding amount?

• Awan I Yes.

• Blumt What >ai the «e.cunt the ban*, hit laft with?

• lain; It .« ever JJ ■I II i on •

• N lip; Cr Leiat kocri9ue2' account?

. Awan; Tfree pclnt five ill I Ion ao liars.

■ 61 cm • wave >ol vet nine Harari?

. turn i Ytsi sir.

• Blum; Wrere c id vcu ntet hl«?

. ivii; Ir Panaoa.

. BlLir; wrat was nit role In Panaira?

at was he coing there?

. *wan; I knew rl# js a frler.c cf General Noriega.

• bluml D io vol uriierst.na that he was the MOSSaO

In t he req ion?

• Awans Trst was what was ccmaorly saio.

• Blum. When ale he come to Panama?

• awans I have ro icea.

• BIloS - 1 .as there when you arrived, as part uf the

• iwtn: Tc ay xro-lecte. ^e uiar.'t live tnere. He

o visit. 1 raa net rim at a fecial gather inv. at some
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staoe.

hr. BIlr; Was It centrally incerstooo that ne mi

Involved In the aris tiaoei

l*r • (nan! Ne. sir.

Pr. Blum; 0 ic you cent to fine out ne Mas involved in

the arts t race?

hr . Awan ; \c* sir.

Kr • H L"i "id tnere come a tiaa -ren you oacaae aware or

Cereral Noriega's ceslre to sail Contacora Island?

hr. «wcn; I wouldn't say it was Canaral Ncriesa. sir. 1

•HI aoprcached 0> the president cf tna country.

fir . Blums wro made the approach to you about Contador.?

Mr. In.rl "i. Celvalle.

rr . fit-: wren >n th.t aceiOdcr, iaoe<

hr . ew an ; I; woulc nave oteri 1 wotlc say in lSBbv late

10fc6.

hr. M l» 1 wrere were you at tne time?

rr. laani Tr Washington.

hr. Bleat «rai ole ne tell you re wani.ee cone?

hr • Awan; "e called me up at nv house arc tol o ir.e ne nac

cacn given my nane by General Norieaa anc whether i could

ceia ard vlrit »i« in \*. Yorkt .hicf 1 alu. re sale lha

covernrert wis Irterestea n selling Ccriacorai whether 1 n.. a

any investcrs or custoners wno wcula oe interested in cuytr.g

it.
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15 rr
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18 Hotel

19 rr

20 rr

21 rr

22 Pharao

23 rr

24 To

25 rr

3*

• Blum: Did you have anyone In * I no --

. (mni Net sir.

• Bluiri -- nho you coulc approach?

. (niitl Nc. sir. Sot directly.

. Ml*: Sid you ccme to t«kt this otfer to soeeone?

• tw.n! Yes. Ultimately 1 0|C.

• Hue** -ro die you take it to?

• Avian; I spche to several cf my colleagues and* at

Itti I spoke to a Saudi Arabian jentleean called Dr.

Pharacn. nho enpressea «n Interest to buy It.

. BIl">> Cid Dr. Pnareon nake a Lid en Ccntaoora

•?

• Awan. Trey ne la necotiatlons ana ne ffaae .n offer.

• B I Ltn • wrat .aj the aircunt of his offer?

. fnani Tc ny Krohleoget it aas J5.3 till ion.

. el Li" • «ro ultimately >oi the island, if you >no<?

• Awanl I understand rr . AOHit »ho ours the Harriott

In Panama.

. el urnt Did he pay more than rr . fh.raon?

• iwani Net to ay direct xnowlecge. No.

. El li»; Oid you litter f mo out that it >as because rr .

r tas rot the nigh bicoer thit he loit the purchase?

• *h«n 3 A Ltua I I y no •

To ty khcwtaccei Cr. pharacn pultec out rieself.

I um ; «ry was this net an attractive proposition

"
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frca Dr. Pnaraon's perspective?

hhy ms the ceal not a oooc ont en Its face froa his

perspective?

Pr« *»«n; Do Pharaon hao a specialt a (pacific laaa of

that to oo with tha island. I understand na Is a aajor

sharahclcar cf Club Peo. re ».ntea to turn It Into a Cluo

Pec resort.

But 1 think Club 'ta did net ultimately aant to have a

resort there because they r.aa ioeethlng nearoy< In nexico. or

Crenada< or someplace.

I Lncerstand he altncrext ultimately.

Hr« Elemj Was the hotel in good condition?

Pr • Awani Net In very 900c condltiont no.

Pr . 6lt»; Sc it would have required substantial

Investeent Ir orcer to leprove It?

Pr ■ »K„n; Yes» it wcuid n.«i,

Pr. dim J bis Pr. Aoki a soco friend of tne General's?

Pr. «»ani I don't *no» abcut that.

Pr . Bleal Hm you oyer aet hia socially?

Pr. Awani Jest once.

Pr. bleat Mrere was that?

Pr . Awan ; Ir Panava.

Pr . blent At the eeneral's rouse?

Pr . Awanj Nc. at another function — I think tha

Japanese Atbestacor 's» or something.
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Mr. eiLn; Did BCCl ever beceae Involved In thai arai

trade?

"r. <aari Nc, sir.

ft. Blum; Was that a aatter of policy)

«r • tmnl Vest sir.

fr . Bltnl Did you ever get approached b> people »ho

warted ycu tc flrance aras deals!

rr . Awan 1 I did.

IT. Bluai wrer. nil th.t?

fr. Awant Offhandt 1 »oulc say in 1982 ~ but I can't be

sure about tfe date. also several tiaes In London, khan I

tai In Lcncor.

"r . fclLns wrat sort of aras oeals were yoi asoeo to

f I ranee?

■r. iv.nl well. It aai all sorts of aras coals that vi

«ere asked tc serve — aircraft spares, tank spares, night

vl s I en s lort s.

fr . Blumi Ard none of these deals that you vara

approached with here ever consueivatec. Is that correct?

Pr • Awanl Nc« they' weren't.

fr . Grabcu: The answer is trat's correct.

rr. Uli-il Yes.

fr. AvanS Trat's correct.

. f*r • tH urn« Ctring the pericd you were branch aanager In

Parana, t»e hid substantial testleony trat cash was pouring
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•mo the eourtry* that U.S. currency ««s pouring Into the

country fr on a variety of sources*

■ho HI I receiving that currency? unat oarm ■>•» it going

Into?

"r. *nan. Trere >tre ever 140 c-n«s In Par.au. To sone

extent* ever> cark Mas receiving these because* to ay

hncwlecge* ncne ct tne banns ..s going to set lost* So there

eust have ceen outness in eacr anc every Lark.

"r. Blum: Wculo ycu describe for is approacnes *aae to

toir bank >lth respect to putting cash in anc handling cash.

Let it reenrisc that*

Clc there cove a time »hen you were approached by people

khc korket! fcr Brlr.ks Corporation* in Panaaa?

Br. tatnl Yes — ioi i.e directly* but scie of ■y staff

■as*

rr . elms wrat clc they say *>nen they approacneo your

staf t?

Kr* awani Trey said they naa large amounts of cash to be

c»posltec anc wnetner .e'o be interested In handling tnat

cash.

"r . Bluri aculd ycu describe >hat tne B r I nK s operation

In Panama »a « •

Pr* Av*n] t con't Kno« much auout It* nr* 8lu*.. All 1

know Is It His ar amoreo car* a cash ir an *ocr ta tl on

coop any*
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Hr. Blual What did the pecplo of trlnks <"i In exchange

for steerlna that cash deposit business to tre bank?

Cr. Awani I have ro direct «nowlecge of >rn the*

warted. cut thert Mas a certain coaalsslon that they wanteo

for trlrclm tn a t cash In. i con't Know the exact leounti.

Mr. cli«; ?ic 81C1 laK: ary of that money froa those

ceco le ?

P"r . <» Set sir. Nc.Set sir. Nc.

«r. Elun; !it t-fy .ere offering these oeposlts to

Barkers »h c wou I c pay the* a comlssion?

it, l»«ni I understanu that. Yes.

Mr. Elt-J wtat haccened with cash m»n your bank got

vere cash than It needed for Its vault]

ahat did you cc - i it- trial casni

*r. Swan; Gir excess cash was always given to the banco

kaclcnale ce °ana!ra.

I"r . blLii Sid they charge a fee for nanollng that casn?

■r. Swan I Yes.

•r. EIli; -rat was the fee that tr.ey chargeo?

hr. avani I don't dkite rtitmiri but we war* chargeo

twice a year on the amount of cash we haa siven them, plus

ctrer services trey hac provlced.

■r« Slew J was tnls in the nelghcorhooo cf 1 percent?

fir. Swans Nc. It was sceewhat lower than tnat.

"r • 8lu*« 0 ic ycu hove a proDlee wl th the National can*
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cf Panama In tht deliorr of cash 10 tn*aT 014 they inor i

>oi an the ecunti

Pr. An an I Yes.

Bf . il.fi Was tnal a regular proposition!

r>r. krani 'ere or less. MS.

r*r. tl.-i Can you describe that -culd nappon? Tou »oulc

cc Ir »ii^ a loac of fenev anc then »hat ?

Mr. »««nj ad I, if •• aant In »itr a at II ion ooll.rsi

then It >i> counitot It -as not co.ntec mate I «'.a 11 1 ana »e'c

9»t a credit aavicc after a oay cr soaetnlna. and »e .ere

al.au tolc or eostly >i •.ere tola tn«t It »as JluO snort ir

a 11 ■ 11 11 en wlixm,

"r. elu>: Sc th«re >a> always scac «lr.a of shortage.

s«al I «»cur.t s?

»r . tear*! Seail aroints, .l.aiti res.

nr. tit-: are you are certain tnal Wis •«! net yo«.r

tar*?

PC. tomi .Jc. Cur security »i pretty ticjit. »e usee

to creek and courttr-crcck it.
tertalrly »e die ":t *iel mat tre sretlia >ai at frur

cnc.

Pr. eIloi ; i« there cc»c • tiee «ren ,ei. .ere ir raeaw

then tre 'anarariaa sarfecri issocialiar Mcaet cracaraal aver

the ateurt at en* teat ••> eeeira I'tc in* etc* try?

Pr. trnri 'Hi sir.
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Hr. Blunt What lea to that concern?

dr. taanl Me utrt tolo It an pressure frost tn« U.S.

lotrnnrt.
»r . Blkni «rai »o re tne discussions aaong tno Panamanian

Barkers Association orcup?

rr. twain It in cecloed to voluntarily Malt the aaouni

ct cash that ir.-, aoulc place • I tri tne Banco Nacionala.

Hr. eiuel What Rinds cf Malts .(ft sugsestedl

rr. tainl It »as a voluntary Halt. fcvery Dank dec loeo

voluntarily to set up a specific aaount.

rr. blent! Did any of the tanks protest the voluntary

Melts Ir. it- it discussion?

Pr • Awan . I understanc they old. But 1 was not present

at the aee tl rg nyself.

rr. felLa; Hro oo you unoerstand protested the vcluntary

Melts?

nr. AwanS I understanc the canks t.nicn hao a lot of

retail business, like Citibank! bank ot Boston, Barclay's.

Union bark o f S wither I ana. the Colovblan banks* oanco union

of Venezuela. I understand trwse are the canks ehlcn

cb Jected.

Mr. BIlt; c id tney abide, ultiaately abide by tne

nolurtary aqreeveru. or to you nave any «ay of knowing}

rr • Avan; I Have ro w«y ot Knowing, out what I do Know

Is that their lielts acre fairly hiah. as coeparcd to ours.

V
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hf • 8Il«; Old you becoae amri In talking to other

people that some banks -ere t I >I ng currency fro* Panaaa to

ether coup tr les? '

rr. Auani Ttii atr« 1 nao reara about It.
rr. Bliai triri «as this currency aoving to J

Hr« lain) Skltrerland.

rr . Bluai Set the •onivi rather than turnin; the aoney

ever to the katlcnal Bank of Pimaii the aoney vas being

Hewn to Switzerland f cr further ai s tr Ibut ion ?

Cr. <nan| Trls is what the neraal under stanol no »«s.

fr . tu»i 0c you rave any Idea hOk titer that Money uas

ceing eovec cut cf Panama?

»r. luani *■c.

Cr . EIl»j Ct you knou uhich banks Mere coing tnat?

rr. Iwant It aas coemonly perceived tnat the Sales banks

ke re del rq trls.

Cr. eti.r«; Welch er.es?

Mr. laani UBS ano Salsa dank Corporation.

rr. Bluai Sklss Bank Corporation.

khen did you leave as neaa of the Panamanian operation?

rr. lK.nl Ir a la- 1964.

rr. Bli»l Hal tnere a reason «n> you left Panaaa?

rr • Awan I Ntnoer one* I had completed ay usual tenure or

service in ore ccuntry. «hicn Is aporoalaa te |y three years.

Nwrber t.o, there were certain transactions uhich took
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place In the bank for fchlen I sot tne otaae.

Hr. Blum; Which transaction! Mart these?

»r. awanl Specifically, a U.S. Treasury Bill

transaction, or Treasury cneck transaction, sorry.

Hf. Blum. »culd ycu describe that transaction for us?

nr. »»an» We received large quantities of U.S. Treasury

checks froa < c o rporat e customer . or a corporation Mhlcrt had

caen set u i ty lauyers kno»n to is In Panama.

It turnac out that these creeks Kara forged, ultimately.

>t were left holclnq the can f cr aoout S3.7 « I II ion.

nr. Blum] Let «e so d.ck '.hrougn hoo this corporation

■as set up .

Is It routine tor Panamanian attorneys to coae Into a

Bark and opcr an account 'cr a corporation?

rt . anani r*s. sir.

"r. Bluir. ?c they ever identify -no tney are acting on

Ceralf of?

Mr. Ivini Nc. They don't have any — they are not

recu ir ed t o ty I aw.

Mr. Blurs Set they .III set up a corpcration ano you may

cr way not rtcoqrlze t re name. They come into the Dank.

They make a ceooslt of some sort after tney cotn t ne

account.

Is that rouorly tht nay it wcula nctk?

Mr. Awani Cculd ycu just receat trat. please?
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Mr. Blueu Mill, they ton In. They open an account ana

they'll ilk* a deposit to tnat account. But you don't have

any Idea, once they've dene thatt aho the principals Dehlno

the account ere.

Mr. lain) He,

be never hnch ahc the oeneflclal oanars of the

corperat Ion ere. ne base cur account opening on trie

reputation of the attorneys.

■r. tK»i Ycu. imn, aoulcn't have very great difficulty

ceclalro wnether the ecney was coaing fro* a reputable source

or a crlelnal soiree or -pettier there eight be a severe

trebles kith the account.

Is that correct?

ft • Awani Met as I saidt based our decision to open trie

account cr tre Integrity and reputation of the attorneys

themselves. »e asce a a I sea Icilat ion there, then,

ob vl cusl y.

fir. Blual £rd these Treasury cnecs tnat ca»e In aere

yoL later learnec froa where? Hno aere the principals bohmu

theet?

Mr. lain) There aas a sang ocerating tut cf the Far East

•— Hong Kona * Slrgaoorrt Talaar..

•a filed crlelnal cases. ;oee of them acre arrestee - >•

recovered sore p.rt of the *aney.

"r. !li»i arere aere you transferred 10 ur.en you left
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22

23

M

25

Faaaaal

Br. An an J Washington. 0. C.

f r . Eliri Wfeie 0 id iou »cm In <nM«9lor.l

what was the operation In >ishin^un:

IT. Ivan; Ut nave a f epr esentat Ive office oiti rue,

l*r. Blual Ard tne function of that repr csenta ll«a office

is what?

Hr. tatnl "iirly an office to aalntaln liaison with tne

International orjanliitUm in kasnington^ C. C.

Br. Bit.*: Ir that role ne re Ir nasningtoni ol o you

continue ycur contact »l:n Central scni.ai
IT . (Kin s Y*s» sir.

Rr • Bli.tr. Mcn often would ne contact jol?

Rr • Aw«ns nrce every couple of eontns.

hr. Blu»S "cm Cia tne contact occur?

I*r • awa-i; Cr the lele^cnt.

Pr • etui*. Ycu would be called by ueneral Kortwoa?

"r» Awan l Noraally ay bis secretary.

Br. Blua. His secretary .eule place a call?

rr. Awan; Yes.

Dr. Bluxi Had General Noriega asxed tnat you not do

transferred cut cf Panaaa?

Mr. Ivan; I urcerstano ne lac raoe a recuest to tne

president cf »•* car.k .

■r. Blia; Arc unat cic tne tresicent uf yuur tank tell
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rr. Auanl He told nil not I had tc aoiei cut 1 kould oe

available to h|n> wrenever ne rttom it.
Bluett ira thai request .oulo nave gone to nr. Abldli

►ho Has the (resident at tna tint?

r . iwani Ycst sir.

r. t)lL*i No., uricn you get tnese cal 1st «hat did you

cot What >«ra the calls asking you to do?

r. l«oi; Usually It «as. again, arrangeaent of travel

orcgraesi »p len 1 aoulc do< inc. attar tnatv to coo* over to

Parana to ce ao I e to show nla the accounts.

r. Elt.ni; 3t<! you travel to Panama aith seme frequency

at the time >ou .err here in wasntnaton?

r . ta^n t T»».

r. eiu«; wren cio >ol leave aasningten?

r. tain! Jm.!'.. 1>67.

r* Blum! ird in 19o7» ahere oia you go 7

r. Jk-anl Tc Hlaei.

r. Bluett lit at -as your job In I* I an I ?

r. tvani As head of the aarketiny oepartaant for the

rati on.

dr. EIlb; «culo ycu describe ahat tne region

encoapasseot ana t terrttory?

">r« lH<ni rf.t region is calleo the Lailr America ana

Orlbbear Roclon Ctflcet based In .11am i • It had tne
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trad

6Il«; Old BCC1 aver ciccti lmti<n In tn« eras

r. taanl Nc, sir.

r. Bleat Mas tnat a aatttr et toiler*

r . taani »€S» sir*

r. alias Did you oar gat approacnad b> neon una

karted ycu tc Mrance aras deals!

r. lain! ! did.

r. Blue. nr»« aas that?

r. Asians Offhand. I >oulc say in 1982 — but I can't be

lure about tre data* -iso several tiaes In lordon. khen I

kas In Lcnccr.

" • iltri urat sort of aras oeals uera >ei asft.ee to

f I ranee?

ft. •aim well, it us all sorts of aras caal s tnat >c

kere asked tc serve — aircraft spares, tank sparest night

• I si en s lorts.

r»r« Blue, ire none of these deals tnat you «ere

approached with .ere aver consLBtatec. is that correct!

"r. tn<nl Nc. they xrer.'i,

"r • Crabcu; The an«»er Is trat's correct.

»r. Ilim Yes.

Cr . swans Trat's correct.

.Mr. elk*'; Ciring ire paricd you acre branch aanager In

Perxsa. >e h.c! usstanilil testlsony trat cash was pouring
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Into tht courtry, that U.S. currency -as pouring Into tho

country fro* a variety of sources.

■ho >ai receiving that currency? khat oarKs ■■> it going

Into?

I>r. Ivinl Ifere acre over liO Daniis In Pir.iu. To sone

extent, every card aas receiving these because, to ay

knculacge. ncne cf the canns >al going to set lost. So there

eust have ceen cuiness In t.tr ano every Lark.

"r. Blual hculo ycu describe (or is approaches wot to

yotr bank .Ith respect to butting cash in ano handling cash.

let *e rephrase that.

Clc there cone a time .hen you were apprcached by people

nhc korketf 'if a r I r.k s Corporation. In Panaaa?

Br. iwanl til -- not ee directly, but icii of ay start

kat.

"r. BIlit; »tat clc they say .Hen they approaches your

star f?

fr ■ Aaian. Trey said tney nao large amounts of cash to be

caposltec .nc ahetner ae'o be interested In handling that

cash.

I*r • Blurt aculd ycu describe ahat the Brinks operation

In Panama aas.

Pr • Awtfn; I don't Hnoa much about It. Mr. B lu». All i

know Is It ail ar armored car. a casr ir an ipcr ta tl on

coop any.
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trad

Bluai Old BCC1 ever Dtcoii Involved In the ir»

"r . Imnl N(, tlr.
Blual Was that a eatttr of policy!

"r . »w an i v, j, sir.
Mini; Did you ever gat approactiad t>> people aho

ktrtto ycu tc flrapce arai deals!

"r . (van I I aid.

•r . BIlbi wrer. mi ih.t!

•r . tii.ni Olfhendt I aoulc say In 198i — but I c*n*t Da

sure about tl-e data. also several tlaes In lordon, khan I

■it In Lcncer.

•r. fclkPi wrat sort of aria otals vera >oi asueo to

f I ranee?

"r. »a.ni wtllt It >as all sorts of eras caal s that m

kerf asked tc serve — aircraft sparest tank sparest night

vl si en I Iqrt s.

"r. Blim: Are none of tnese deals tnat you aere

accroached with >tr< ever cons i»»atec. Is that correct!

rr. in.nl Nc they' aeren't.

fr . Grate*; The an«aer is trat's correct.

"r . bl li" i Yts.

fr. »w«nj Trat's correct.

.Pr. 8lu«i| Cains the period you aere urancn aanager In

Parma, be had substantial testleony trat cash was pouring
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lata tae courtly, t*»t U.S. currency »ns nearlna lata tae

ceaatry fr ca a variety of wvrni.
•he m. s rKinlr; mat curnKft krat MHi mi it ejelaa

I

lottl

■r. aiinS Trere >crt c*«r 1*0 canes la Paaaaa. Ta sane

eitert. e»er» Lark ..; rrc.l.lne tnese aecavser, ta ay

hacalecee. mnt cf tr.« tj«>i .as eolne ta sat last. Se taere

east have ceia :isirts> in e.cr anc eeery lark.

Fr. alue: fccuic rn deictic* far is approaches uci ta

>eir bank .1 ta respect tc i.ult ma cask la *nc nana line casn.

Let »e rcjnr.se ir.t.
Clc there core a t i»e »nen you acre apprcacheo Oy people

■he loftef 'ct irlras Corporation, la ranaea!

Br. *»an. Yes — rat ee directly, but scae cf m, staff

•a i.
fr. 61 .- . krai clc they Sir .ner tney approacnec your

staff?

P.r • Mini Trey sa id tr.e» nac large anourts of casn to oe

c-posltec .nc »1etner .e'c Be interested In hardline mat

cash.

"r . Blie-I Wculd ycu describe .net t re Brinks operation
I

In Panama Mi.
"r. A*.*: I ctn't knc. such atout It* Br. 8 lua. All i

know Is It M.s ar arsorea car. a casr tr an >ocr la tl on

coepany.
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Hr. Blual What did the pecpn of tt|p»i want tn exchange

for steer In that casn deposit business to tfe bank?

Cf. Aw an J I have ro diract nnclecge cf <NI may

urtUi but there us ., certulr conlsslon that they wanteo

for cr Ircl f tnat cash In. i con't Know trie enact aaounts.

hr . cli»; ? id "LCI take ary of that aoney froa those

ceco lei

fir . Awan I Net sir. si.

fir. Elmi !it they .tit otftring these oeposlts to

barkers whe >oulc pay the* a cotislssion?

"r. Awani I understand that. Yes.

fir. eit-i » r it naceened «itn cash when your Dank got

lore cash than it needed for Its v.ulti

■hat did you oc a I in tnat cash/

ftr. Ivans CUr excess cash was always given to the banco

kacicnalc ce "an area.

hr. blul Sid they charge a fee for handing tnat casn?

fir. tutnl Yes.

fir, Blcnj What was the fee that tr.ey chargea?

hr . Awani I don't aulte reiiemuer. but we were chargea

twice a year on the avount of cash we naa given them, plus

ether servicts trey hac ;rov|ced.

fir • c I i--*-i was tnls in the nelghcorhooo cf 1 percent?

Mr* Awani Nc. It was sceewhat lower than thai.

Mr • Bluff, rid ycu have a Lrcblen -I th the National eon-*
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cf Panaaa In the delivery of cash 10 thee)? Old they short

»oi on the ccuntl

Cf. Awart Yes.

fir. Bluel Wat tnal a regular proposition?

fr . iwanj "ere or less, yts.

r>r. falial Cin you describe ahat aould happen? You >oulc |

go in 1.1th a toac of rcney anc then that?

hr. )»;ni Veil, It -e vent In with a alllion ooll.rs,

•hen It >as courted It Has not countec Imeeolitel y » and ne'e

get a credit advice after a aay or soaetnlng. And He aere

alaays tolc- or eostly «• >sre tclo that It >as S1U0 snort in

a II mil 11en sh I Lireni.

fr. bill" J Sc there -as alaays some Kind of shortage.

sma I I airou nt s?

rt . Awan: Snail aroints. elaays. yes.

hr. fclii; Arc you are certain tnat this ««s not your

tar*?

I»r. Ananj :4c. Cur security a.s pretty tight, te usee

to ehecK and courttr-check it.
Certainly we did not ftei that the oroulea Has at our

inc.

»r . Bill*; Did there come * Wee wren you »ere ir Panama

then the "anairanian barkers Association aecaaie concerned ovei

the aTcurt of cash that .as ceeina Intc the country?

f*r • Aw«n ; V es i sir.
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*r. filunJ What l*a to that concern*

flr . Awanl Hi .fit tola It *as pressure irci tn« U.S.

(overnaent.

■r. 8Il«J Ul-at »ere tr.e discussions aaong tna Panamanian

carters association group?

Pr. Auani It all cecloed to voluntarily Halt tha aaount

cf cash that the* »oulc place >lth tna Banco hacsonale.

Kr. eii.il Wrat Kindt cf I salts mil suggested?

Pr. twanl It »a« a >oluntar> Halt. Every oank daclaao

•nluntarll , to tit up a specific anoint.

Pr • bUi>; 0 id any of tha tanks pretest tn< voluntary

Halts In that discussion?

Pr • Inanj I understand they did. But I nas not prasant

at trie neetlrg myself.

fr • blteu Hro do you understand protested tna vcluntary

Halts]

Hr. Av.nl I understanc the canks .nicn haa a lot of

retail business, like Cltlcank. bank ot Boston, barclay's.

Lnion bank of_ Su-itier lana< the Colombian banks, unco Onion

of Venezuela. I understana these are the canks uhlcn

objected.

Mr. BIliv; D id tney abide, ultimately abide by tne

volurtary agreement, or uo you r\i>t% any «ay of knowing?

Mr, Awan. I have no w«y of Knowinc. out »nat I do kno*

is that their Halts acre fairly hsoh. as coepared to ours.

- *N
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Mr* Bib*} Old you beeoae amre In talking to other

peep le that sane banns >iri 1 I >I ng currency f r ca Panaaa to

ether coup tr las? '

Mr. tw.n; Yesi sir. 1 nao Maro about It.

Pr. Blta! Wrere Mas this currency eioving to 1

Hr« tvini Skltrerlana.

Mr. Blum; Set the monevt rather than turning the aoney

ever to the katlcnal Bank of Panaaa. tna aoney was oelng

flcur to Skltzerlanc f cr further ai sir lout ion?

Pr. ««i"i Trls Is unat the noraal underitanol no. ■«■•

Pr. Btial Oc you rave any Idea no. often that aoney mi

ceing aovec cut cf Panama?

Pr. Iwani Nc.

Pr. Bluai Do you Hnou uhich banks uere coing tnat?

Pr. Auani !t »as coamonly oercelved tnat the Suiss banks

kt re del rg t M s .

Pr . 6 1 Las Which or.es?

Pr . tuans UBS and S.lss dank Corporation.

Pr. Blumi S.klas Bank Corpcration.

khen did you leave as neao of the Panaaanlan operation?

Pr. Iwinj !r alo-llBA.

Pr • BlLai Mas tnere a reason vhy you left Panaaa?

Pr • awanl Ncaoer one. I had coapleted ay usual tenure of

service In ore country, ahicn Is aporoalaa te (y three years.

Nurber t»o« there .ire certain transactions khich took
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plscc In the bank (or >Mcn 1 tot tne claeie.

t>r. BIl»: Hhlcn transactions wore tnosal

■r. »«anl Sped f lea 11y* a U.S. Iriaiur* Bill

transaction, or Treasury cneck transaction, sorry.

cr . Blum, wculd y cu describe that transaction for us?

Kr. *Mani He rtca i»ed large quantities at U.S. Treasury

checks froa i corooratt custoaor. or a corporation which had

ceen set up ty lawyers Nro.n to us In Panaaa.

It turnec out that these creeks tore forfec. ultlaately.

we were left holclnq the can f cr aoout S3.7 alllion.

Mr. BIlp; Let ■»« so Back through how this corporation

aa s set up •

Is It roitni lor Panaaanlan attorneys to coae Into a

bark and oper ah account f cr a corporation?

rr . Awan I Yts* sir.

"r. Bluiri Cc they ever identify -no tney are acting on

Cera If of?

nr. AwanJ Nc. They don't have any — they are not

recu ir ed to Cy I aw.

Mr. Blur. 5c. they will set up a corpcratton .no you ma y

cr stay not rtconrlze tre name. They coei into the Dank.

They e>eke a ceposlt of sone sort after tney com t ne

account.

Is that rouorly the way it wculd acrnl

Mr • Awanl Ccula ycu jest repeat tret, please?

'
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Hf • Bluai Hill. tm» coat In. They ouen an account ana

they'll take a deposit to that account. But you don't hav*

any Idea, once they've dene that, »no the principals behlno

the account ere.

hr • Aman ; Nc.

be never knot the the oenetlclal oimn of tne

corporation are. »e base cur account opening on the

rcputatlcn of the attorneys.

"T. elceit "cm then, woulcn't have very great difficulty

ceclolro unether tne ecney was coaing fro* a reoutaole source

or a crlelnal soiree or .nether there eight ce a severe

prcblaa kith the account.

Is that correct?

"r « AwanJ Mei as I said, bases our decision to open tne

accotnt cr the Integrity and reputation of the attorneys

themselves. We isce a v i sea led at ion there, then,

ob vl cusl y.

Hr. Bluai end these Treasury eneens tnat caaa In were

you later learnec free where? alio were the principals nnuc

them?

Mr. Awan: There Mas a aany ooeratlng tut cf the Far East

— Hong Kona, Slraaoore, Taiwan.

mo filed crlelnal cases. soae of them were arrested. »e

recovered soee p.rt of tne money.

"r. Blum. Hrere were you transterrea to wr.en you left
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nr . AaanJ .isnlmiom 0. C.

■f. BlurJ Wrere did you acre In «<inlroiorT

ahtt was the operation In eashlngtcn?

nr. ivsni Ma na<* a representative office o.er nara.

fr . ili»; Ard tna function cf that rapr aSanta 1 1«a office

li what?

Mr* >a>ni "cirly an office to Maintain liaison aim tne

International o r ganl it tl on, in kisnlrqtoni 0. C.

nr . blu«S Ir. that role ne re In aashlngtoni alo >ot

continue y cu r contact al th General Noriega]

Cr. Imni y«ii sir.

Mr • Blucl "ea often aoula ne contact you?

rr , lu«m nrce every couple of norms.

hr • BluTi "cm Old tne contact occur?

"r ■ ■>iii Or the ielet»onc.

fr • Blum: Ycu would be called by ueneral norlega?

I»r» Awani Ncraally oy his secretary.

fir. BluaJl His secretary aculo place a call?

fr. Ah an; Yes.

Mr. BIl.pI Had General Noriega asaed tnat you not Be

transferrec cut cf Panama?

Mr. Awan; I urcerstana ne nad raae a recuest to tne

president cf ry tana.

fir. Bluet Are anal clc tne tresicent uf yuur Dana tell
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Ml?

rr. Asian; "« told hia not I had tc aove, cut 1 kould oa

available to hin Nhentver ne ntioiu >e,

Rr. Bltivl Ard mat request aoula have gone to Rr. Abldl,

kho >as the president at tne tine?

rr. oani YtSf sir.
rr. alL*> Next khen you get tnese calls, -hat old you

co? Nhat »ere tre calls asking you to do?

Rr. lien; Usually It »as, again, arrangeeent of travel

prcqrats. kdlcn 1 >oulc no. inc. after that, to coae over to

Panama to ce at I e to sho. nla the accounts .

Rr. Bikini 3i< you travel to Panaaa >lth seme frequency

at tre tine >ou .ere here in kasnlnqton?

ft, ivint Yis,

Rr. eiu»i wren cia you leave kasnlngton?

Rr . lain! 4i.qi.si, 1-.67.

rr. Blum. Ard In 19b7, .here aia you go?

Rr. *wanj Tc Rlaa I.

Rr. Glial writ .as your job In Rlaal?

rr. Auant As head of the aarketing aeparteent for the

rati en.

Rr. eltnS Wculd y cu describe »hat tne region

encoepas seo, ana t territory?

Rr. Ak.nJ Tre region is calleo the Lailr. Aaer lea ana

Orlcbear (melon Ctfloe, based In .Hani. It had tne
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Ida In I »tr» tl»a office (or the mre« agencies In Hurioe. tne

three branches lr jaaaica. ont Ir Nassau* una In BarDaoott

tuc bra"Cits In faraaat a representative office in Vanazuaiat

a subsidiary In Colonbiai a branch in Paraguay* a subsidiary

In Urucuay, a sutsiciary in br.zlli ano a subsidiary In

»r sent Ina.

Pr. blLirt let mc start .1 in tne Fiorloa agency

cper at Ion

Hhat dees «n agency operation Co?

it, (want Vsry briefly putt an agency Is author izeo to

ceal In all eff-snore business.

Pr* r|i~; wrat Is "olt-j«ori business/"

Pr. a»ani Ir utner eords* »« cannot do business uitn a

reslcert ot tie Initec States* he can't open a checking

account or ary strt of account* However*. *e can finance

them. We car -live loars to raslctnts cr citizens* and also

harcle* their laocrt or export cuslness*

In addition, ue are alloaeo to open accounts for all

knewn rest certs •

rtr. B I eraS Wculd It be fair to cnaracterize those

accoints as "flltht capital" accounts?

hr. Swanl yis. sir, the foreign residents accounts.

yes.

Pr . Blum* The furelon residents,

Pr* tw=n. Tre foreign nationals* yes*

r
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l"r . bl u» : wro »a« tne person in charge of the H laal

cpcr at lor?

Hr . 4n«n; Cir regional general ccanager is naiid fir. S.

r. Shell .

rr. Blmi Is re fUly «no«l ed.eao le acout tna nature of

the coerat lor?

r*r . Awani Me sneu la ft.
IT. bleat "e should C«.

•otic it r.e correct to characterize nl« as there aore as

a favor than as the actual acting toe ranager* as a favor

that Mas belrg arantec te nla ey Pr • Aoldl?

rr. Avians I Con't think I'm very coaptstenl to coaaent on

that. But let r»e just say that re Is an older gentleaan

•he's teen with the car.k for a lent tlcet -he's oeen »ith rir .

Abidl for 2 long tire* but he's hancs-on* he's active In

thatevcr Is happening mere.

Mr. cIl>; Ycu not have resigned froa tne bank ■ is that

correct?

ft . Avian s Yes, sir.

"ra GrabCM* Woulo ycu explain trial*

*r • Awans I have latter, whatever leave Is cue to Hi
vhlch Is three Tenths. So* ay resignation should becoae

effective frcn .-.tott * id-D*ce» ce r .

So. techrlcally* I « en leave at the eorent and ■

technically* fy reservation has rot oeen acctplea yet*
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Hr . b(u»l I want no* to turn to asking you * llttlo olt

ab cut the co rr„ t i en of the band i tst If .

This Is t oark which overall operates In* what * 72

comtr I • s?

Mr • Awor ; Ves • sir*

hr . feI lw •
" r : must cf Its business is deposit taking* is

that ccr re ct ?

ft « Awans Trat code oe * yes.

f r • Him; Is thot a fair characterization?

Mr. Awanl Trat is fair* yes.

Mr. fcI fc.ni• &t-d fro* the way you have described It* the

lerdlnc authcrl t > cf country T«nac*r s is extraoralnarlly

11*1 tec.

■r • Awan i Yes •

"r . 8 1 si» ; Wculo It Le fair to say that a branch Manager

cr ccuptrv *anio»r Is actively encoura»ea to pet his loney

with the Lcncon Treasury operatlcr?

Tr. Awan; T think there are two facets to this

cues tl en.

The cark Is casl ca II y a deposl t or i anted bann ano a traoe

f trance re lateo tank,

ke are allowed to * certain extent to tuna our own

letters cf credit »nc trade f trancing oecause the profit

rargins in trat are becd. Whatever excess cash is left over?

we are actively ctouroaed to place - 1 in our own treasury.
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Mr t BIlfI If one looks at the bank's oalance sheet, one

sees that sore tran half of tne eoney that the bank has Is

eut cut In tre Lcncon Interbank karket.

kr. twant Tre Loroor Interbank market.

kr. BIli-: Tfat aarket is a relatively leu return market

in the world of tanking. Is it not?

kr • *w«n; Yes.

kr , elum; wrat co you pay your aeposltors In the way ot

Interest)

kr • Avan. w«rnet rates.

kr. Blum, karket rates?

"r • Awan; Yes.

kr • SIlid; Wrat would the spread ncrsally ce between the

Lordon Irtertank "jtkh ana tne earket rates ycu pay

ce post tors?

kr • fiwon; It tecer.es.

I woulcn't say there Is a rard and fast rule apout tne

■argins there.

kr . BlLmt Mould you describe mee as nlgnly protitaole?

kr. lK.nl Nc.

fir. Bit*. 5ct we have a D.nii that Is laklr.g In a large

ancunt of cecoslt aoney. Duttira It in tne Lcnoon Interbank

karket. arc that is not a generally profitable proposition.

where co tn w banks orotlts ccme f r cm ?

fr • Avar; Tre balance sheet sno.s tne anoim of trade

91-936 0 - 17
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tlranclng corii tecause that Is basically a strengtn at the

bark.

Soi I neild assuaa i not Having any More >>ncwieaqe about

It. I aoul C assuit tnat the profitability li basically f roa

the letter of credit business >no the coaxisslon Dullness.

ar • Bluml Net* we nave been told* and 1 woula »sh you

whether you ir* aware cf I t. trat a nuebtr of Banks s I ap I y

refuse tc co rusmess »l th acci cr accent Its letters of

cr ed it .

rt . Ivjni Yes.

Mr. Bit") WFy Is that? 0c you nave any loea?

Cr. Avani I would out It oorni to professional Jealousy.

Mr. Bluei: krat are aote of the banks that are very

reja tl ve or tCi I !

"r. Awana I wouldn't ue acle to tell you cf thane, but we

co know that there are certain banns we co not have lines

with are we can r.ever set lines fro*.

f r . eiimj would "el Ion bark be one of thee?

fir. (vans \\ coulc ce. yes. i nao hearc soae were —

ft. Bleat Citibank?

*r . /van: Nc.

rr. Blurs Nc.

Chase?

nr. awana Crase

with It.

.e h*»t an on ana off relationship
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Br. Blue). The ban* has an operation In tha tayaan

Islands* Is that csrract?

"r. mini Yes, sir.

IT. blLmi urai is tha nature cf tnat operation?

IT. tuanl I really con't nnov the nature. But. as far

is I know. Civrir Is tne read office of on* of the aajor

sues idiarl es. of tre Mrk.

Br. Blunt Wasn't Cayran Islanas part of «nat you naa

sales authority for. rarnetlna. authority for!

IT. aw ant Nc. sir.

IT • blLrl Has It a retail operation or tat it simply as

a coldlnc coepany?

Br. (ii.ni It is. to ay xnculeage. a hololr.9 company ana

a cook inc certer •

ft. i\\.-: fcculd ycu describe toi the record uhat a

"BcoKlno c enter " I s?

Br. I>tni Basically, the lame transactions of the oanh

are carked Ir o laces like this for ta« reasons.

r>r. Blb*< 5c. If soneon* ras a ceposlt. It eight o«

carkeo In the Cayaan Islancs ntc.u» tnere is no Incoaie tax

at all In the Ca.iran I&lancs?

Br . »»an : I uoulon't say it Is necessarily a aeposlt

situation. It is - transact iora I situation, oecause otfsnore

tuslress Is rot taaco in Panaira.

hr. BlkTi 1c it Riant be a trade transaction —
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fr . Mini F.actly.

Mr. Mb* I -- or letter of creaii.

Hf. iwd»; Ard the orocttoi of »ran acuta con* through

Mr. blL't Cc*c ihrouoh tnt (.ayean IsUnci operation —

rr . *n«n; »is.

"r • rUm; -- crtnclcaily for lax reasons.

Mr. luanj Ccrrect.

Mr. blLrr; ire if.e Sinn's other eajor sucsldiary Is him
In Lu«t'tOLrc. Is that correct!

fir. Aaani Tf'l't corrects yes.

Mr. BIl'1 Are you aaare ol the fact tnat tn* Luieabourg

tark authorities have sugoesteu that BCC1 fire another hone?

Cr. Aaani I hod heard risers to iris effect, yes.

Mr. cIlp! He you khow why trai occurred?

Mr. Aaani As clscossec aintngst colleagues* it mas sale

that the I Ml , »hicn is the Luxencotrg roneiary Institute, na c

told the band that they >ert net big enouon to be ab la to

eonltor the activities of the canh «cr ICaloe. ana they eoulo

prefer If the bar*, acre to move to a Iccation ahere they

cotlc te monitor en by a central can* •

fr . BIv.it; Sc. the ban« supervisor authority ahich

supervises tfe banh. ire prlncioal recilatcry authority nere»

ahlch aoul c ce L l» eir tour g. Is sa y I no this carni is operating

In so eery placet arcurd tne »cric thai -e simply aoulo have
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eltf Iculty ard dcn't have the capacity to Keep an •>• an what

tht bank It coins ana no* it is operating?

■r. tuan; Correct.

Cr. Bluai *r. Uani m ha c testimony in hearings that

BCCI n»s given acneys by at least one or u9 seuggler, Leigh

Hitch's or carlza 1 1en , through one of his people, "r. Kallsh,

ana the bank aortv »«s referreo to BCCI by General Noriega's

entourage.

Kave ycu reac that testlaory?

"r. luiii »«ii 1 have.

"r. Bltal Re you rave any recollection of that

transact Ion?

"r. Awanj Set In the least.

No, sir.

f r . tlLiri Is It oosslole that that ir.nsaitlon

cccurrec J

Pr« Awon; It Is possiole.

Mr « BIlidI Did you have accounts from crug saugglers at

the BCCI brarch in Panama?

Hr. aeran I Tc the oest of ny knouieoge, not a single

one.

hr • Blui", Were you approached by cruq seugglers to

latnear their .xorey?

"r« Avan! Net oirtctly.

Pr . El t» ; I rd ir ec ll y?
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Mr. An in I I rd I recti*. y«l.

nr . Blums Hew did tnose Indirect approacnes coat about?

*r. *wan» Various customers u»eo to Infcra ut of. say. a

coed account or a iarqi account cr a big sua of money coming

In. Nt koulc »»clc those, unless «e krt> exactly .hit tna

cuslress Has and .no was bringing the account in.

■r. Blum; "to acre ioi« ot thesa cuitoatri ■«< would

tall ycu abOLt item!

Cr. tmni I was never directly approach, ft . dun. It
«as always my staff »hg .ti approached.

1 have never seen directly approacred.

»r. Blums Sc your staff wcula ce approached and tney

wotlc hncu cf &r> opportunity. Mould they uass tra;

Information to ycu?

"r. Awan. Trey »oil J.

rr. Blur J Ard you would net avail yourself of tnat

crcortun Ity?

ft . Awan; Urless the customer was known to us and It was

a Ircltlrate business.

fir. etumi It was. hewevcr. clear to you that this

tuslnass was go I rg on all around ycu In Panasai

Nr. ivani 7 wouldn't say that It -as clear that It was

colno around all arounc. but trere was a certain awareness

that see of the 'iros were unclean funds, as wa call them.

I*r. 6 1Lm ; Ir your felt as tne irarhetlrg manager, were
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net aware of tne activities of ttia subsidiary of tha bank In

Coloebla?

rr. tvifil Cculd >i just reofr.se that atntion.

dr. elue. !r your rata as aarketlrg aanager In nlaal.

ten ycu aaare of the operations of the suosldlary In

Co loabla?

"•r. i»«ni Vest sir— to a llailtec entert,

"r . Sku Wire thtra approaches aaot to tha Colombian

operation Cy peocle In the narcotics bisiness to launder

eoray?

Mr • Awan; Tc ay k r.on I edge * no*

Mr. Bl ai Net at al I?

rr. Awanl l^ocs neqatively)

rt . bluml 4era there apprcaches made to the people In

tha Coloeblar operation not necessarily to launder drug eoney

put to tsxe ceposlts f roa teooit who aire engaged in the

narcotics trade?

fr. Awani Acain. to ■> Knew leaoe. no. tut. Mr. blua.

tha Colorblar operation, the nay It Is set up is tnat »e . In

hlaml, had nc direct acnmtstr.tive re soonsl P-l 11 ty . It was

a subsidiary. Hi acre a.ate ot their cveral I balance sheet

and so forth and their creail part, cut the oay-to-aay

runnlnc »a s rot knewn to us.

rr. tibial Ir your efforts to *ar«et tna business of tne

bark Ir Coloabla. cla >ou ever encounter people »ho »«re In
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th* narcotics trad* looking (or a plac* to out their aonay or

Invest trio Ir aoney ?

ft. taajll Yes.

we «tri always aware of tnesa paool* and >• aaoe a

clitlnct etfert to a»cid tn*«.

Br • BIlvS nid tney ever i«kt an approach to you?

hr • Awanj Net to »e « sir* never.

rr. HIl»; Wire any raterreo to yoi oy soaiont alsa tnat

yoi hac rjc a corversatlon witr ana said not 90 away.

rr. «y.n; Never tc in again.

rr . e I lx S vever tc you?

rr. Awan I Net to *e. no.

Mr. Bltml -ro would they rave approacnec or talkeo to?

rr • Awan 1 Trey .olIc nave approacr.eo our rapr as enta 1 1ve

In °cgota.

rr • bikini "fo was tne most ilitely person In the Bogota

coeratlon that wculd have oeen approacrao?

Cf, Awanl try one ot the officers there.

rr . HlLini Ary one of the cfflcers at the sank.

Clc the tank take noney or take deposit aoney fro* people

•he war* basically very wealthy Inclvlcuals —

rr. tain I ves.

r>r. Blual -- large accounts?

rr. Awans Yes.

rr • Bit*. Were these deposits all dollar ceposlts?
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Mr. Awan: Mainly collar deposits.

Mr. Blunt Mainly collar deposits?

Mr. Awani Yes. There >eri otner currencies, too. Out

ea in ly del lars.

Mr. Grabcw. Are y cu talking aoout Coloaola now?

Mr. BlurM I 't Ijuira acoit Colombia. Out also

ser-rally» Ir your region.

Mr • Awanl Generally.

Mr. Blunt Sci the business of the banrt Is taking collar

ceposlts fro* people In the region, tor the wost part.

would It be fair to descrlce the people who were

Interested Ir collar deposits as ones .ho xrt wanting the

eoney pot in tneir o.n currency, trying to perhaps avoia

either the currency restrictions or the tan laws of tnelr o- r

com tr |es?

Mr. Awan; I .tulo say. sir. tnat the aajorlty or these

furds were net ktct for these reasons* but they were Kept as

a hedge sgalrst inflation anc political instability.

Mr. Blurr. wcula it oe fair to characterize it as flight

capital. In a croau sense?

Mr. Awan. viSi it would.

Mr. Bluir; were these accoLnts altays locked In the

countries where they were n.aae or «oulc they oe couKed In

ether c I ac t* *:

Mr. Awan ; Trey -oulc. ue. ocoktu -ntre the ceposit was
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placed.

Mr. 8lu». So If soaeone caae In ins cpcneo an account

In Colcabla* that -as al«ays ocokeo in Coloxtia* or Mould It.
perhaps* at the ceposltor's request oa booked else. here?

rr. »«an; Tfe account Mould not really ce opanaa in

Co loco !■•

khet uculd haoien is soieocdy aoula go ana ■<«! ana

Inclvtcual «fo Mas known to have -cney and ptrsuada h I ■ to

ootn an account ulth tre bann.

Son the acccunt aculo normally oe opanad either In

Plamit or In Loncon* or In wherever* Sot it was not bookeo

In Cclcvbla* as such* It -oulo oe booked whether the money

nas in P lor I cat cr In London* or wnerever* That's where tr.e

iltlitete bcoklna ocas*

fr • blue; Sc* Hhai aoila nacptn would be you mouIc oo a

sales presentation to soaeune in Colcmoia ana ne's talnlnq

abcut ctacmc collar deposits ana the conversation then is

aell* we can open an account tcr you in London* New York —

■r • Aman ; Exactly*

Mr • bluir* "lent, Mherever*

rr • »wan i 1 lant .

Mr* Blum* 4rc Me' II maintain ana take care of that

account for you* and trat really dees rot appear as a

Colovblsn account* ever thcugn the nationality of the owner

is Ccl cmtl an .
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Rr. Axani It aopiwi as a Caloaolan account because In

our coeputcr c I a ss 1f I c «t I on. tna country ot origin Is

Co load la.

Cr. fclLin! !r ether .ords. tna banii's records alll inoa

that the dat>csitor Is of Cclontlan nationality?

Mr* A«ans Teal is correct. I it isunoers tooo your

cuestlon. cecause It is taken as- a deposit of Mail or Lonoon

cr amrmfi but It is classified as a Col cat Ian deoosit.

Hr . BIlips As a Colombian ceooslt. but In riaan or

loroon, cr urereter.

Mr. taint Ccrrect.

rr . films 5c. what ae're locking dt here is a system for

cecole In tr*ese countries to put tneir Money in major canKinq

carters In dcllar oencffl na tec ceposlts.

Cr. lain! Oient. "lont.

f>r. e I lit ; Wculd It i« fair to say tnai ioit ot this

business Is currently lo otsltry Individuals!

>r • Awant Teat Is ccrrect.

Cr • Bluol Ard Is a considerable portion ot the rest of

the tank's business oo ve rnaer t o I ?

rr . Awan; £ large oro^o-rtior is. yes.

I*r. Blum, wrai yo ve rnnent s atre closely tied to tne

tar«? Wtere vers you tost successful in setting cjovttnacnt

tuslress Ir lax. I r Aaetica?

*r. latni Ir Latir :>tnc< anu thi '.a r I t Lean, aa oeal
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kith 16 central tanks. So I oculd say ■• .n reasonable

successful Ir IB countries.

Mr. Bliirj "id you have a particularly aooc ra latlonshlo

kith the "olivian uovern«»nt?

it. i«an; Nc. In (acta at naa no relatlonsnlp »ltn tna

Eollvlan Government until very recently*

Pr t BIl"2 Is that a recent cevelopaent?

»r . awarl Very recent, incno,

Br. Bli«: HCa did tr.at reiatlcnsnip develop/

Mr. (want We naa teen calling on the central bank. Tnii
particular r e i j t i on sn 1l ce.elopec Decause of a laao ae got

(roc the worlc E,nk inc. against a Nor id Bank guarantee. »«

• ace a lean to tree. In returtt tney nave ncv nadc

placements uitn ls cf their reserves.

rr. eIliks I'd like to turn to son travel recoros anlcn

aere furnished tc us pursuant to the Cci»alttee suOpoena.

ke nave elver you a set of tnose accusants ana I'd going

to oass this out tc the Court reporter.

Mr. Graocuj Tnese »ere furnisnea cy tne bank?

Mr. Bltmi Trese Mere furnisheo ty tne Dank as

travel-r el at tc.

ke understate — first of all. have you naa a chance to

take a Icok it treie accuxents)

Mr . Awan • Yes.

Mr • Bit*; Are tnese a comtlete set of ycur travel
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records?

Br . >>ani Nci sir. they are net.

I«r. eiLii T.fey are not?

rr. «w.n; Nc.

Br. blunt wrat is not Induces In these travel records?

Br. >mnl ! understano you had reculred records fro* tne

first of Jamaryt 1964, I was net In this ccuntry at that

Hie. I was in Fanaaa. ana these records are not available

kl th at.

These should be starting Iroe around July or August.

l<»e*. ehlcn I set is cur recti ana they go on to nay or June.

19C7.

In other aori.ii the records fro* ay period In ttiaal are

rot here.

Or. Bluirj K c ae have soae acditional records to ask

tor?

fir • Awan s tight.

fir. e I un>I I'd I Ike you to look at these records and go

through then with ae so .« can parnaps recall khat thesa

ir Ips koul c te atcut .

The first is a trip to Ne« York, august 3. l'.Si.

fir. auan; Yes. sir.

fr • eitmj Oc you nave any recollection of wrut that »»s

In eel lect lor ■I th?

rr. (van Cff-hance I can't say. But Ir all probability
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it vat to Beet aitn General Noriega.

dr. Elko; It sheas that ycu stayac at th* Holasley

Palace Motel. Triett If a Dill fcr the Niltllt) Palace.

Is that ehare General Noriega noraaily stayaa In Now

torNl

Pr . iw.ni Tret's antra na noraaily stayeo. That's ahere

!•»• bier stayinc for >any years.

Pr. BlLifl Ycu don't recall soecifically areiher General

Noriega >ai en trat trio?
I

fr. iwtni !nel f I ca 11 y. I aoula net be able to recall.

Ko.

Pr . tin; Ckay.

So., ycu have for August li a Dill " this Is August 1j.

19t* -- a travel recorc for a irlo to ranaea.

Pr . Awan | Vts • sir*

Pr. 6li.*i Qc you recall trat trio at all!

Pr. Avani It .as cne of several trips 1 cade to f.nai.t

Pr. DIlpi I'd Ilka you to turn in particular to an

airline ticket trat is part of trat reference. Vou alii see

that It says there Is an excess oaggage charge.

tahat was trie excess cavcaot mat ycu a«rc carryir.gr

Pr ■ AaanS \c. that's not an excess ^a^gagc charge.

Pr. eU>i It says "Ctnar. fc«tlair."

It's not? Is that just a ticket crarg.?

Pr. Swan. Tret's crcBaMy an opgrddlng i r cm an. economy
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class to a first class tleKet.

Mr. Blurt t sta.

has there <. tank pcilo about flying first class or

toir 1st?

Mr. lu.ni It's a fleviMe sclicy.

rr . eii.PI F lealbl t.

unat narcenec en t na I Irlp to Penaeal Do you have any

reco llactl onl

Rr. AwanS I can't recall any specific trip, Mr. Blum.

fr. BlirS Tcu asswae that on this trip you aoulc nave

seen Central Noriegai

pr • awsn I Yes.

rr. Sk«i Ir ;'isi.

No*, tnls is a D<r loot in ift'i >ntn ne've had ttstlion

that there vis iroticus activity ocina on vis-a-vis. first 01

all* PanaPcnian politics and* second of alt* tne dru9

cartel .

Die any cf 1 1-I s cam up in the trips to Par.aea in 1»6*?

Clc yOL near aboit tne alleaations made • i in respect to

General Noriega at that tine?

Mr. »»ian s \c. sir,

Mr. Blums Were vol aware cf tr.e ratj tnat too* place on

the cocaine facility?

rr. *»an; Yes. I rtac about th<it.

rr • BIlmS Ycu reac aooul tnat. nrere* rere or inert!
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■r. »«jni Ir fact. 1 mi in Loncon at tre tlae. 1 nao

ebcut It In London.

fr. BIlxi 0|d you ever ta I* te oenerai Noriega about

It?

Hr. imm Net sir.

fr • Elum; It never caee up?

fr ■ Awan I \c.

fr> eit«» Ir anotrer trie tc rinan, yoi travel lea on

t/13. ano fen trere's one on the slxtr of Sectoeber to

Paraea .

ft , Aw an ; Test sir.

fr. elit; Ci you rave any recollection of trhat that ««s

ebcut?

rr • ivani Tr% s«m* thins* nr. Blue. 1 noraally usea to

co dewr to (vest » I th General Ncrie^a* cecawse I have no

specific wem to be cor.e over there, ncrnally in response to

his recuest to ccire cci»n.

fr. fcli.tr; Then vt have a trio tor a visit to panana on

the rirth throuar the 13th of October. So ycu are no> novmc

oohn there rtLring this period monthly. That's pretty

freotert.

ft • <»in; Ytst sir.

fr. Bitot I •» looxlna at the oeoit lor the bank name a

"October IS." arc it says "exptnol lure lncurreG on visit to

Paraea," ninth trrcugr. 12tn of OctcOer.

Hull:

.1
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Dr. *N*nt Yes, I rave mat.

Hr. llir! That »oclo oa ar. Cetobar trip.

■r • »«anl Ccrrect.

«r. EIlt; Tre nm ana Is another tlciiat to Panaaa, ana

this is catec JOtn ot Ictocer, I issuae tor a trip that Is in

Pr . »» on . - ignt.

I"r . Eli»i Se there is a firther trip in Nov enter.

he've got yoi no* once a acnth, practically, going do»n

thtra ™

fr • Aitfin i Ccr rt ct •

Pr . fcl l« : -- to visit.

anc each cf these tlaes you -oulo nava wet Mith Ganaral

Kor I ega?

l*r. niiri ! crtsuaf so. Yes.

"r. Fieri tr" tne nature cf tna ircetlng, again, «as

shcMins Ma the calancts in tne account?

■r. A* an; Yes, anc the aeel ts m»a*.

Pr. Blew; »ry other kinos ot cl sccssl ons?

Yot knew, there's a lot nacpeniny nare. Ycu have a new

president coilnq and gclng In Hanaaa. You have, I Quess, an

alectlonl the election was complete, bet tna problea ot

President cailetn was very such on tne tatle. There »ere

vary trlrc j rapoeniny rere.

ho ccnveisaticn .acui any ct those events!
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Pr. Amin I No sir.

Ar . BIlbJ Has tnat oecause It's urulse for bankers to

cl icusi po 11 1 Ic 1 1

Pr. Avar)! Well* I never van tec to hoar anytnlng and I

el on 't ash .

rr. eii.tr; Trt-r there n a trip to Neu YorK on the fourth

mi fifth cf 5tCt»OHt b!*.
Co ycu recall anything aooht tnat?

Mr. Auani *»alnf 1 aust aealt tnat I cannot recall any

specific trie. rut the rrajority of ay trips to Men YorK

nere* aaaln. to sett vitr nl«. They cculd t>%vt oeen* soee of

then* for ctrrr cusinessi - I in other custoasrs. But I uoulo

say the sajorlt? -culd *ave ceen to sect with hit*

Pr. bIli"; Tc neel > 11 n General Norleg*.

No*., w re t hoiIc Gereral Norleqa do doing In Nen YorK?

vhat Mas I* I s noreal reason?

•r. avian; usually in transit to and froe cutout.

nr. Blunt '<-» ha'c De In transit frost Net. YorK to

turoce. Ycu'd fly up anu you'c seat him In net. YorK.

»hat vouk he co I r Net. YorK anen you set hla there?

"r. (Hani Net much. ne'a at out tor cirner. That's

about It. Stayec at the nctol. aainly.

Pr. cl i«; Ajam* >e've sot a visit to Ne» YorK* io-iv,

Jaruary, IS*;. try remlltciu" at ail of brat >as somg on

then?
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■r . Awani Tl-.e taiti "r. Biui,

rr. Blum Tre saae.

hont the tarn niri tras Baying tor your traoi up to nil
Cereral Norltqa. 1 take It the sarin ccnsloerec that an

overhead exoens* because r>e «ai such a gooo customer?

fr • ♦»i " ! Yin v I r •

dr. Blui«S i visit to f-anaea ana Hitih again* Feoruary

a 15, mi.
9 Pf« lain! Yes.

io ft . Blumj try reccllection at all?
,i Coes anytrtinc „i all stand out In these trios?

12 (Pause ]

it r?r. ill lb J TMj nil a trio froa the elyhth to 12th of

ttcruryi lot*.

I*r • Awan ; P ient •

i6 Pr. SIlit: Tren r»arcn ^*tn« again.

17 You're reetlrg uitr Mi pr.cllcallj ence a aionth.

fr. Iviii Yes.

l"r • Blums hcm mouIo y.u cr-aracter ize your relationship

20 vlth General Noriega? As rr lordly?

2i Hr. Awani Yes.

2 1 l*r . Blur) Close friencs?

Hr • Ansn ; fi lend y.

nr • Blur, wculc ycu cun&icer nln to be a close oerson«l

friend, as close as ne acts kith ar.ycne?
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Ho* eoulc yoi ciiricttilji ycur relationship?

f»r. taanj First of ill. It -as a canker -cus toae r

re latl en«h la . Beta apart froa thai. 1 tnlnk It -n a

frlerdly r e I <t i o rsh Is .

■r . bU"i Mculd re call ycu anenever na cat to toan?

C I c yot c> cect h la to?

fr • Awanx I certainly woulo eaoecl Ma to*

■r. »a«n| fn mcuIC ycu characterize Ms cena«lor ana

Ms personality? tcu've hearo tne testlaaony and reao the

testlncny of "any of t re ■itniisii «»u have cescrloeo <•

rather flaaocyant lifestyle.

t-o» co ycu cmacttf l;e Ms lifestyle?

Mr. Aman I F laetoyant — to the otent trat ne liked to

eat Mil and dr I rk veil, and tret's aoout It.
pY« Bti.nl He've h«d testieony acout plar.eloads of

orcstltutes taint fio.r to Panama, ratrer alia parties at one

tine or anotrer at one place or anctner.

re> oocs that square mtn your experience al th ntm't

■r. Ausn; Acsolutely not. I never saa acytnlng to even

reeotely states! that sltuatlor. no.

Mr. Blent Is it pcssl&la mat he thougnt It

Inaopreprl at • to Invite Ms oar.ktr to that scrt of party —

Pr • attani Cculd nave teen.

Mr • Bliix: -- «nc that tnis .a a tne nine ct party ne

reserved f cr :i'tr oecL-te?
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rr. tuani It's pcssloie.

rr. Blueii Trere Is • trip here. I mull It was not

rorlesa-cornecte c» In ret ruary-rarch ot iSci.

D a* l-lon«)on-Vi «rm-rir I s7 Or Is that Noriega-connected?

rr. auani Nt, Tnat'i not Noriega-connected.

rr. Blimi wrat .« that nip (or, do you roeallt

rr. »«ini Yes. Tnat aas tnt annual ».rketlnq conference

cf the bank In V iennai and t think I had soae Business In

CI aw t tetore thai.

rr. BIlioi Ui'x nt another visit to Panaaa again In

*orl I cf 1S»;.

Rr. Auam Yisi sir.

Hr . tU»; Dc you rave any recollection ct that trio?

rr. auani as I sa id Before? rr. bluett It's quite

impossible fcr me to recollect the Individual trios.

rr. PI ni "J«n Tort, on May J? Is tnere anything there?

INo respense }

rr. Blurt Let rae ask another cuestlon.

ke have rad testlmcny that General Noriega flea to

eashlngton or a ruitir ot occaslcns to meet alth different

pecple here.

Here ycu .'-are ot any of trose tries?

rr . ik.nl 7re of them. yes.

rr • Bluni One of them.

khlch cn< .as ih<jt

-
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cr. auanl That mi the 1 1*• ht cite to aaoress me

lnlir-taH lean Cdmn College.

H

•as e

*

reco I

ran t

h

(lie.
story

F

so«e t

«

that

r

ar t Ic

•

h

»

h

r

»

r

n

. Blue I »rd that >oulo have been .hen — In 1906?

. (want I can't ci sure abbut tne data. I <ssuii It

ther 1S85 a l<*te.

. tin; kill, | at »a try to refresh your

ectlon. H.s It cefora or aftar in a "Men York Unas"

a stories <bout Norlaoa's involvement In drug running.

. (Hani Ir lied m« ca, na lanced at Andreas air

that Has tre day the "Ne. fork Times'1 carried the aajor

that very day.

• DIl»I That >oclo nave oeen June 1* or 1J> XS86.

ing like tret.

. tnanl 1 tfen't recollect tne data. butt as I said.

as tre data the "Nan York Tines" article apoeared.

. BIl«j aire ,cl surorlsec by the "Mi York lines"

«?

. tvani I certainly Has.

. Blum: C Ic you discuss It >i in m«.

. AH an. Til, 1 cl3.

. B I u* i H ha t ale ne say!

• ewani Ht .is Loset acout it.
• Blum. I uther so. oit did m say anytni ng store?

• 'wan: N'c.

. Blunt «i cluh't s.< trls is ccmplete ilesi

9H36 o - - 18
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kr . *wan| Yes. that, of ccursi, ht ulu.

fr • Bit*. Trati of courtti no ulc.
■r ■ tuant Yes. of course.

fr. el cm I »it you aidn't say nlh .nat acout mli
allecatlc" or what aicit tnat allegation?

kr. AwanS Nc. Cbvlcusly ] don't ask n i* tnose

cucstlons. r>c.

fr. Crgboi That'i your job.

[General laushter]

fr. BIlt; luaif, carhapi It was net diplomatic for nls
CarHer tc oe asking those questions.

fr. Awanj Pc you ilra If 1 tans a break fcr a

cl care tt e?

fr. EIl»! Nc.

In fact, let's take a ten alnute creak at this point.

fr. Avans Tr?r>k ycu.

It brief racest was tanen.l

f r . clems We're rtaoy to lesute.

1 till riiinc the witness mat ne contint.es to be under

cath.

There Is a ccestion which 1 do not ask earlier, wnlch I

kill ask now, «hicn is hew was trie bank's relationship with

Cereral hoileaa tncto!

khen did that cCcoi.ni that we else us sec earlier close?

fr. fwini T ftf not aware if the eiact dates of the
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termination cf tl-e account.

rr. Blue; Mould It ha»e bean this >«acT

nr. toani Til.
rr • 1 1u" ; Nrtfti aporoul aa te ly?

Mr. Mian; is Jar es I rtccllicti 1 had a coaaun test ton

frc» him joctti-ne In cm *.,ri, oart o» tnls >ear to eloia tne j

account*

rr . BIl»J *n li cefora or aftar tha Hearings tnai »e

re Id In Fair iar y i

rr. awans It -as around ire same llaei I thin*.

rr ■ Blum, fircuna tne sate tine.

kai It scon after me nearingsl

Br. AuanJ It coulc nave o ee n soon alter or .ust before.

But l*« not. ag.iin, 100 peiceni sure at ih«*l.

fir. EIl*. >rn »s me nature of mat coaaunl cation ?

IT. inn; I recti vea a telephone call.

Pr • fcl te>I u to f roe?

rr . (wail Not nls oauonter.

rr. Bluvi Wl-at were tne i ns tr uctl ens?

rr. la.n; The Instructions .tic t ra t the account should

be c los»c.

rr . Blumj litre there instructions as to .here tne money

shculd be sert?

rr . *H«n; \c. 1 -is not told trat.

I told her trat »e reouirec rotlticatlon i r. writing from

mM
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Ml.
Br. Bluml Htin m> tnat r.otl f I call on to ce sent? Ola

ioi till her Khar* to sand It?

Br. An an) Tc Lonacn.

Br. 61 urnI Old you subsequently laarn mat trig

ratification had ccme?

Br. Awanl I learned tnat they had recelvec a latter ■

yai.

Br. Blum) Trat they had received a latter.

rr. Axani Yes.

Br. BIlbi Ard tnat the account Mas closeo?

Br. Avanl I *as not tolo clrectlyi out I assuaiaa that

the account was clcsed.

Br. BlimJ Cld you have contact »lth General Norle<ja

after that accourt was closes?

rr. Axanl Yes. Net direct contact, but. again. I have

teen recelvlrg messages frcm nim.

Br. Blum wi-at mi the nature of the contact after the

account us closed?

khat Messages eld »ou get?

Mr . Axani Several messages, some just asking hot 1 «as.

hok everythlrg was. »n«n I aas going tc coae conn to Panama.

Cn several occasions. 1 »as asneo to come oo>n to Panama.

Br. Blim; He .anted ycu tc cone down to Panama?

ft. Aw.rj ves.
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Kr . IImi Evan though tna account >ai closed?

dr. mini Right.

■r. Bltni Oc you M«t any Ice* »h>?

•r« axani Ir. relation to the account. I pretuae.

Br. fcluat E«en though by than tna account presuaaoly .as

cl csed!

fr. mam Presumably .as closes. Yes.

Fir. Crabcui I think tnere aay be ctner conversations

afterirars. I .Ml let hia describe those.

ft. Blui Cuey.

»ci.lc you go on ana (III us in on those conversations.

ft. auani Vat.

There .ere also itingns I got tnat there is a hearing

co mg cr, It Stages I got tnat sucooenas na »e been served on

the bank and oresuaably en ryself. and I hope everytnlng is

all right, ard ycu vor't divulge aucn about this account.

These 1 sot. at least five of these nessages.

"r. Bluai Ir ether .ordsi General Noriega »as anare tnat

the Cocaittee nac votes to serve subpoenas on the Dank —

Pr. auam Yeti sir.

Kr« Blual -- ano .as aaara tnat the Ccaelttee naa voted

to subpoena >ou .

"r • iwiri I understood, yes.

*T. Btuat ard he sent nessages to you about keeping tne

account confidential?

&v-
■

fife ■"'«
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Rr. Awani Trat is correct.

Mr. Blunt Has tnere a tnraat mcllclt in those

•essaoes?

rr . awan; Tc ay ■ino> yes. But » obviously. It wasn't

ch ra sec that wa y •

Rr . Blum: It wasn't out ycu In that nay.

Die you talk tc nla •gain after mat account doting*

attar February at l")te:

Rr. *wan; ! tnln* I spoxe to nla en one occasion* yes.

ft • E I lit ; Or one occasion.

when wc-jld trat have been.

Rr. CrabcwS I don't thlnh his testlaony was that it Mas

February.

f r . SIlr*! February. Parch, nh.nevcr »

when was trie one occasion »htn you talKec to nla?

Rr. lain! tcain. I con't recollect, b kt It au st have

been about maybe tre miccle of tre year.

Rr. Gltni Tre aidcle of the year. So we're In June,

soiewhere ar cund tnere . perhapW

■f. laani R lent.

ft. eluni » teleur.or.e conversation?

Rr. Swan; A telephone con ve rsat i or .

Rr . Grabcwl ! don't tnlnn nls testiaony uas February or

Rarch. It was trat It vat early In the year and he wasn't

sure If It was before cr after the hearings ware held.
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i"r . Blu»» "Ignt. Tnc ntarlngs ntci In February.

Hr. Cratcm His testimony speaks tor itself, out 1 think

re xas not clear »r*intr It »s oetore or after that • just to

clar If |.

hr. filer; ., are rtasonaoiy clear aoout the

in cartel rt y.

I kObla like tu return to mat telepnone conversation.

khet d Id he say? •hat hapLeneo In that last

corver satl en 7

"r. (want He olor't say eicn. (I far as I recollect, ne

just asked ne no. I mi. no* the favily ■•»• Is everything

okay, ane 1 etkec hia hoe everything xas, ana he sala 1 Just

rented to talk tc >ou ano see ro« you »ere. and that's about

It.

»r . Blent «, no you've seen a irmmcois unfolding ot

rather dracatlc events In Panaea. m«'i In a kino ot state ot

siege. Trere are t,o governments In rarama. The Uni tea

States Is actively after hi*.

■at any cf tfls alscussea?

"r . Ivaitl Nc. sir. Just a very cursory conversation

abcut thine* belra all riant, tnoer control, scwetning like

that.

•r, elv.-; urich Is »hat ne saiai

it . luan i ' ignt .

fr. tl.>; I 'a like to ag cack tc inese travel recoras.
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There Is a record rare of i trip tc nlaal around tna 31st

af April or Pay. tre 3 Is i of Pay* 1<S85| ana a trip to loi

An$a las.

Do ycu recall .hit trai us about? ula that have

enythlno tc cc with »ereral Noriega?

Los Arceles -- June *»tn anc itn. Mami -- 31st Pay ano

first cf Jwnt.

Do ycu s*e tre records I as referring to?

Trie Invoice is dated */1l/ci.

Pr • Aman I fkay.

Yes* The hei Angeles irip was tc vest tilth uanaral

nor I eqs .

Br. Slu-i «rai >a s r* flolro, Ir Los Anoeies?

Cr. >u.n| H» .as en nis nay to Tainan.

»r. BltTt Er route to Taiaar?

»r . Awar s « iaht .

"r. bIuki Hrat die you ao nitn nil In Lcs Angeles?

»r. ta.nl I »et hup nun anc r.anoed over tickets tor

rlcself anc Ms celeuatlcn.

Pr • BIut; ccr tne trip on to Taiu.n?

FT. Awan: Fcr tne trip on. arcs. re h.o ccme on nis o.n

aircraft and he .as tartr.a a civvricial Mignt from tnere

en.

■f. 6 1 urn; Hid vou oc cut .1 in nimi Die ycu visit any

lour 1st si te s?
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Kr. iwani I recollect tnat ■• Kent out shopping to on*

of trio *«l Is mil the noteli ana tint »as *oout It. Me nay

rave acne cut tor cinnert out 1 con't culte roaeabor tnat.

fr . SIutI Tro not in tnat stack cf travel vouchers is

in Irvclce (ma Transvlew Travel fur I:, JOu Transvlew belnq

In Chi cacc •

what I s that acout 7

¥ r • 'Hon: Nc Th» Transviea »as rare Ir eashlngton.

*r. n ■■»; Okay. Tne Invclce says Lnicago.

Transvieo is Ir «asnint.tcn?

»r • aw«n; Yts* it's in «ash jngtcn*

This Is — •c're allowed to rave »nat >e call "hone

leave" orct every two years oy tre bane* The cank pays me

fair fcr ■*y faally anc *yself to oo to our place of oriqin.

>ntev«r y cu lay cjll it. This certains to tnat because mi i

is fcr my »lfe arti »/ chlluren.

Cr. Eltri Ckay.

•nctrer visit to New York >as on tee 2<no cf July.

Is that korleoa again?

"r. Ivini Ir all probability, sir.

Kr • fillet Ard then en tne 2stn. aewn lo Panama. i_n tne

29th of July. 1965. Tr« Invoice Is c/;.

hr . Ivam 'rls a*) »e 11 have Leen a noreal Business

visit to Ncfc vtf m tne J^nc july one. I'm net Quite Sure.

6ecat.se there -eie scot* -roriiai --

m
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nr. eicmi Ncn-Nortega visits! as at 11 I

Pr. Avani Ncn-Noriegat that's rlgrt. The Panaaa ana Is

definitely Ncri e»a-r el at ea.

Pr . FlLiti; ire Parana ana is Nor ie»a-r • I *t ad ?

Pr. i«<ni Ytst sir*

Hr . eicnS Tren Septecrcer. again u Panaaa. or August ana

then Septeibtr?

rr. twins s Ignt .

Hr. ek<i Ard then lha anc cf SepteaDer. cacfc up to sex

York. Is that Ncriega as »e 1 1 1

l*r. »»«n; Prooacly. yes.

F"r. Blum. Ard men noveaotr. to N laal . Is that stratum

tusl ress?

Pr • 'M.f)t f »a rr I i»as Just normal oisiness.

Pr. Blta; Arother one In November to h I aa ■. MS mat

rorma I fccs in tss ?

Pr. twanl Ncrial tuslness.

Pr . elkffli Ard a visit to Chicoo. 11/12. what uas

that? Was trat Itorlega?

Pr. Awan I Nc.

That was tank Business. Tris >as the opening or our

representative office in Chicago.

Pr. (U'l Ard then teceaDer. 1<»o5. Ne> Yorkt again.

Car you identify tnat one «s "uriega?

**r. Awanl Net sir. I enrol iaentify It. As I s«ia.
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It's either f>or I so* or noraal Dullness. Iv coulo nave been

either of thru.

rr . Blual Trat codo na»e Been either.

se«. tnere Is another los ingcles cne. This Is January.

\9tb. Is that Ncrlesa;

rr . awani •■i . sir. Tnls >n a Business trip.

rr • blL»i 'Hi was a stra ignt-f cr»ard business trip?

rr • u.n; Let «e ,ust check. Cine of the i-o was a

s t ra Igrt -f cr >ar c bcsiress iriD. I don't »no». 1 oon't

reeeeber which ore It tai.

Yes. this one .is.
"r. flu*; Trac »a» a straight-forward business trip]

■r . tMdPi *rai «ai business.

rr. i I uf : DtccKoer Lit tnere is a fifth ard sixth

Ceceeber -- cksyi that Is the uie trip.

rr. f»ir; Let •• see. I can't set that hotel.

Yes. this was a business trip also.

Hr • Eltri That Is also a cuslness trip?

rr . Aiian i Y*es.

rr . Blue). Wfat was the nature of it? Do you recall?

has that Just soliciting customers!

rr • aw&ni I was turklng on a oeal witr. ftortnrop

Coro cr at lor.

Tr • Blur! ire tnen we are racn into "archt 19o6 ■

Harare. That .Di'.ri lo ci a laraia-nlitto trip?
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"r. tainj Trat is tna first to the sl«tr of April.

■r. BIlihJ There art a nutmt of December, lvet trips as

kill .

There Is 3 December •-! voucher far tn« IStn ano 21st ot

Ceceeber •

ft m snip ; ° ignt .

f*r • Blums Ycu ueni co-n tc Panaea.

iTi (vans - Ignt.

I*r • BltffiS N en i there -ere a number of people coring ana

going at t n- t|-»e. This ■>■■a oerloo -here 1 thlnn Dy then

the fxtlcs icrs hao begun* nao they notl

ft. Aiian; Trat Is correct.

Pc. Blum. Trere .in real troubles in Panama ano real

cl tf icul tl es.

■r . Ivan] Trjt particular trip aai a business trip,

thcugh. the Ceceeber one.

fr. tlumJ Trat >as a tusiress trie in December?

»r. laani Yes.

rr. Bluml O.ecemoer. 1*86. again ycu haa a Nan York

tr ip .

Clo he c erne ic to Sen York then?

hr. Ikirl \c.

Hr. Blums Ir -snuory. another Sea ior« trip, was that

tor r>er I eoa?

»r. (wans ■
■

>

• tar as I recollect, .tier tne loj Angeles
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trio, tie did not cos* Dick to tnt t.s.

Pr. Bluai. hi gio rot cob* back to tn* U.S.

Pr. 4wans Sc those trips cf lint art preoably all normal

tuslness t r I ct.

Hr« HK-; Trert Is cn« trio here mat takes you to

Paraea City, f I o r I ca •

IT. an an a •if. lift or.f Is tr.tt sir?

■r. Bltea 'rl. is »«r, slrano*. It's dated Ftciunry 11.

1987.

A* ! •isie.3ii« iht ilcxtii
Pr. Awani Cre of the* sno.ie it jolng to Paaplona In

So. In, »Mch Is a I so Incorrtct.

Mr. »u»; It's <n Eastern airilras tlcxet, on tn* oacn.

Pr. titan; krat's in* t.ue ;

Pr . blur! It's Fecruary 11. a travel voucner.

Hr. a*, an I Yes. ih*t Is incorrect. It's Panama City.

fa raea •

Pr . BIub: P.n.ra lily, ranaca.

It 's Eastern.

Pr . taan s C cr rect .

Pf . Blum. Ard tnen Parcn ct is?/. Tn i s is uo to m«

tork» anc )C. ne .e s.iu tnat ne cljn". cone CacH to K.
Tort- .

Pr. twartl Lat mt see.

Pr . b I cm | 3 jc rrior ;-oa 11 i rccr «-«oan cm«-«a sn ingt on •

1IM
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fir. AiianJ Trat -as a Dullness trip.

Hr, Blum I A business trip.

New Vo rk In Parent l<87 — trial's also < outintss trio.

Is It?

I"r. (wan: Let ire .ust sea If 1 car prcsiae nere. Yes. «

normal dls in iss ir Id .

Mr. Blu". ^c. or.ct >e act Into 14c7i ni Is not visiting

the united States ooaln.

rr. Awan; I dcn'i tnlnK sc. ho>

Yes. these are all say trips. I oidn't stay overniont.

So definite!* these are not relatea to him.

ff • blum; Did vou acccmpar.v him on the trip to

fcashlnctcnt .hen he caire up to New tern ana you cane down to

kashlnjtcn with r I it ?

Is t ha t cor rect?

I>r. Ivan; vtS.

"r • Blum; Tris is Just as the Mirscn article was

aocear Ine in tne "New YorK Times."

f*r. Awan; Tl-at is correct. Yes.

Pr. BlLm; KMt was nis purocse in ccming cown to

wash Inct en ?

fr . Aw«n; Tc aecress the in ter -»a«r lean Cefense

Co 11eqe.

fr • PIl*. lij yuu fly ccwr with n in on nis private

pl ane?
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Rr« «»anj Tfai's correct.

IT. 6Il»j mere cio you lane?

f"r. ivtnl Jrcif.s air "isc.

hr. 91 cm j wro vas altn nli on trat trip)

hr. i«.n| Several colonels froa tro Panaeanian Aray.

hr . flir; w<s tnli a usual travelling entourage? Ola nc

travel Mith « laroe yr oup 11k« trts?

Fr. bin! It »as eore or loss tne usual official

tn tour act.

fr. Blunt War* there any ceccle froa me alpluaatic

service «h c »ere travail ms a I in him at tne tiae?

Hr. Kan; Net to ay Nnoalcoca. 1 don't knot anyone In

tner e.

Hr. eiui*l rid vou stay altn nn airing this par ioc coan

mere?

fr. axani \c.

1 used tc I I .« in .ashmgiun. so I c*n« cacK to ay oan

house.

rr . 8lu*S 'c, you .tin at that liaai in l'jet, you wm

living Ir Mashincton. ana you sieoly aent note?

»r . In.ni Trat's right..

hr. eiu*> - io ne aaat uiir any ,overn»ent officials on

that trie, ac you kno.l

hr. »»an; I .as cr.ly .Itn nir coring .ne cereaony at tne

[f terse Collcoe *nj at tne air est.

Wm

W
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T . Bluai Mro greeted hie at me .lr caict at »ndre»s?

*r. Amnt I dcn't kno> «ho it -as, out It »as noraal

protocol •

"r . Blias Dc you xnow II n« att »itn any govarnaenl

officials?

dr. *nan< Net directly. r-o , sir.
fr • El Lfi ?id you want to a sk ion questions* Dr.

Luclarl

Cr • Lucltr; Yes. jack.

1 koulc .us t like to try tc clarify soaa ot the

c"roro Insy h ere .

r>r• Crate; Excuse ••• out you arc the Flnorlty Cnlef

Coinif I?

fr. flu: Trls is tne Minority Chief of Staff.

Cr. lr shews Chief of Staff. Itiani< you.

Dr. Luclerl Vcm >v under st ana i ng Is that tna Bank's

account was closed In FeDruary of iubti • Is that wnat uas

test if i«o toi

rr . tw.ni I'm not aware ot the cate, sir.

Cr. Luclerl I'm sorry?

fr. Awan. I ai not aware of tne -iat.

Dr. Luclerl ut at .hot timei uer, did >cu testify tna

jol talked tc h ii en tne teletnone arc ne askeo for

corf iden tl al 11> ir *r,e affair* of me account?

fir. *wan; Tr? ur.a cr stana i rq n^s irat mere -oulc ue
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account to ct clcstd. on his Dthalf.

Cr. Lucltrt I stt.
ft, inini I had lulc ntr that ■• need urltttn

rotlflcatlcn to this «"«ci.

Cr. Luclcr: ki-n .as im cite ot that?

Pr • iw *r ; Tr-at was early in tnt year, aayca arounn

jam try. Fttru.ix 'arch, scrolling nai tr.al.

Dr. Lucltrt Cc you recall tre tlat »hm General Norlasa

«»* inclcttd by the c.S. attorney?

fr. >«tnl »«ti si f.

Cr . Lucltrt -r»r .as that:

■•. ;..-. 1 assuao It mi lata l«e7.

Cr. Lucltrt 5c. trt rtouest to clcso the account tolls, s

shortly cc en t-.f Ino ic font?

t»r. njtnl It .as attar that. tai«

Ir. cucltrt v«i in trt ccn«ers<at ion .itn his daughter,

cr Swtjstcutfl t ly . ues tr.er* ever any ccrncciicn aade tel.een

the Inatctaart art trt attire to close tnt account!

r>r. tmf I No sir. Thtrt «as nc cirtct cueunl call on tc

ta. Ut trt tiiLtitior .at. trat .as ■» otrsenal assuao Hon,

trtat Ma uartt It cieteo tor •hettetr reason.

Or. Lucltrt "n enttrer aatttr. mesa aart or loss

eertrly tries that *r. 'I.» micissto .Ith you. tee I no

Certral Virltt*. iio ycu carry .itr you on trasc trips to

clscuss .Ith hi* erv t«r>. (.acers. records of the account.
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receipts* things of thet nature?

Mr. Anon* Net »lr«

I criy carried tne notal oil I s • alrllna cllls, VISA cara

charges* tut no .tateeents of accountSt as such.

0r> luclirl r id you carry to nil anything ol ului?

Pr ■ Aman I \ c ■ sir.

Cr. Lucleri Trank ycu.

Ps* Alcortl T Nvi just ore Quick Question*

If »cu r"idn'i carry any oark cocuaents alth you on any of

these trips .no ,c„ aere •titlrg >itn nla to discuss his

oeclts and his accounts ana ahat his balances aere. old you

Kioilir the fiacres? I nean* he* did you knea »h«t to tell

hie?

Pr. l»n| I oidn't* In recti discuss nls calances. I

I'd tc Just discuss tre debit*, r-e « an tec receipts of —

■hen I tele Ma that this tonth •• ceDited SiCiOuO to your

account* he .anted to xnou «nai that S50.0CO consisted of.

So. it was basically tne alrllre bills< notel bills* VISA

cpra debits. I eeani VISA care stateaents you could construe

as bank cocueents* That was tne extent of it* There aere nc

stateaents of account* no*

Cr . Clual So you toulu carry a I in you the actual Dill*

th«t hac beer Incurred

Pr . Aaan : *es. sir.

Hr • Blurs Nca It if f> uf" uerstana in* that tnere are sc*e

».
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cocueents cf tnat .arlety m your possession.

fir. *nam Yes.

rr. filuni Cc you have tries with you here this morning?

rr. Itanl Vita

ft. Eluirj "ay at rave tnesi oieasc.

I*r • Crabcwi I Just »ant tc clarify one thing eefore ■<

provide the cocueents. tne stipulation tnat »e talxeo dbouli

that Me hill be creviced a written aeacr ia I i zatl on of me

stlbulatlon in .rich It is uncerstooc that they el II be «tti

confidential as if they were orovlcec in closeo session, that

»e would be s I . e r notice It that charges, anc. to the extent

the bark inters Into ary other kinos of aqreertents »itn you,

they would be aocliea to tne ccccmtnts as ■>•11•

rr. eiu»; Yet.

ft. Crabcai Ckfy.

Lo you want the co*v of tr.e originals?

fir. Uml Let's take a loch at the originals.

IA brief recess -as tanen.j

r.r. slum; I would like to gc cacK on the record at this

do Int.

In looHlrg trrcush tne documents t ra t you nave provlaeo

the Coeeilttee. Uere are a nuir.cer cf Aserlcan express

receipts, wculd ycu take a Iclk at ihcse «nc tell us -nose

receipts they are* and wr-o siqrec then? Tnese are the Darn*

stubs anc the three-aart luncan cxur.rss toras.

-
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•.hose signature is on those?

Hr« lain; Thai* are ame, actually. The card Is ilnii
Gut tha signature is net aine.

Trie first one Is -- cNay. Sc«, this particular tr Ip t

everything aes crarqed to ay crealt card. So It in fact, got

Into L.». cefore t rt > cl3. cnecked tnea all In • ana mo to

si »e ■y credit cara as trie caro allien it was gclng to oa

cnarcec to.

It's ccsslole that tnls >ai cne of the people .no nac.

tehen he checheo cut. he just sianea tnc card, but it h.i

ceblteo to -> cretit cara.

There Is one tnere ahlch nas no signature.

Soee o> tnei» aie siqnec oy ae.

This s.yl "called in h y pnene." Tr.li .as a lin.ousme.

Th Is Is : Isntd C > ee .

This Is acullera. »hicn is one of the colonels, ana it

says "slcnattre en file."

anetrer cne is stgneo cy at.

fr • fclLm; I 'd be very nervous with an Aaarican express

card that nat that irucn signature aulhcrlty.

Pr • aaanS '4c I I « they felmcursed ire on procuction of

these race io ts.

fr. Elt»l A nuncer of tne other Dills acre alrected to

soreone at tre v i> Tor« office.

fr . at*an; ves» sir.

mil

m
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cocuaants cf tnat variety in your possession.

Pr. atiani Yes.

rt . bluwj Cc you rave thee aim you nor* this morning?

■r . Ivanl V ts.

Pr. 61 lit 1 "ay ae have tneat oleaie.

I*r • Crabcui I Just «ant tc clarify one thing oefore ae

provide the cocueents* tne stipulation tnat *e talneo about*

that we nlll be creviced a written aeacr ia 112a ll on ot tne

stipulation in aMch It is uncerstooc that they hI 11 be >ni

confidential a* if they aere cioili.es in closeo seislon, that

ae would be elver notice If that cnar.ges. anci to the extent

the bark enters Into ary other kings of aareesents aith you.

they would be ao*lieo to tne cccL*tnts as na 11 .

rr. eiu»a Yes.

I*r. Orabcu; Ckry.

lo vou want the co;v ot tne originals?

P.r . elm. Let's take a lock at the originals.

IA brief recess «a s taken.j

Mr. Blum; I aould like to gc cack on the record at this

DO Int.

In loonlrg through tne docLmenis trat you nave provided

the Cositlttee. there are a nuircer cf Aterlcar express

receipts, wculd ycu take a Icca at these anc tell us -nose

receipt; they arc. and »ro ^tgreo thea! Tnese are the ban*

stubs anc the three-aart American tx(.r,fss forms.
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■rtos* sljnitin II er tnoacl

•)»• tain) Tf«M •'• ■in*, actual l>

Cut the signature is net ■inc.

The first on« is -- c*«r. scat mis ojm

everythlro ass crimefl to sir craclt cam. ie

Into L.*. c*for* t rt > eld. cneckad inaa al

ol •« «•» credit card as trt care .ficr it • •» ti'*« i

cnirttc to.

It's rcsslolc th.t tnls >*s cna of tne u» . .

hfiifl hi checheo cut* ft just s lonco tn« ca 10 • c*

ceblteo to ~> crccit carcu

There Is one trere ahlch r«s no klui^twre.

Soce or tne » lie sior-cc op rt«

"il! !•)! "c<l lit in ft (.none*" Trls Ml a

Th Is Is s Itf ned t » ce •

This Is »cj Herat »hier. is on* of tna co i*

s*»s "slen.ttr* en file."

•nctrer en* is stored c> >4.

Pr. Hi'; I'd DC very nir.ou « i n ..

card that nac that rucn slanatura acil't'i j

Pr. 'nans 'ac I I « trey relaeursao a* „«

tries* race io ts.

ft. tle»S i nuneer of tne oU*» ■.,

soeecn* ct tfe ^«m Yorn office.

t . tea* I ' ' » * I f •
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Pr. 9Il»; A HourlS f«nerll»n.

fchc Is tMtl
Pr. Auani That's rlsM< ir>d in* is our protocol otticer

at the *■«« YcrH office. Wt set a corocrate clscount at tnc

fslmlei Palace* if I were to call in myself. I Mould not

eet It. This >i! an arrangeeert mth our Nen fork office*

khlch Is hpv every tin 1 .anted a reservation, 1 used to

ca 11 her up.

They usee to then clrectly bill tne oankt nhicn is how Me

used tc set the ccrporate clscount.

Pr • bio'*; Sc. that .as siroiy an ac comaooat ion ana that

person was Ir charge of -hat? I'm not familiar -i tn tne

function of < protocol officer cf a cark.

Pr. *wan; well, she is in cnarae cf looking after

customers' quests, payeents. viPs, reservations.

Pr • 6Iut.; has that a usual thing for the cank to co?

Pr • Awan ; Ch. y es •

f*r • Blum; Frecuently important customers would visit \e ■

Tork —

Pr . Cwani Yes t sir.

Pr • B I lit j -- ana If e Dan* wculd proviue wnat kinds of

services? Hotels? uieousmesi

Pr. Awanl Hotels, limousines, reservations, theater

tickets, schools, hospitals.

Pr • BIltJ lr ctr.er .ore's, a full range of personal
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services for those custoaersl

Rr. lainl Im ti correct.

i"r, Bio*. I '■ «ci™ to sncn you a clipping Iron tnt

•Crlcasr Trlcun<* oatec iepte»cer 5. 1SS6 — I voulo like to

ra»« It later «ark*d is an nnioit -- regarding aoncy

l« tncerlnc zrrtsu at the oank In ihicaoo.

*re >c l faalilar aitn mat?
w

8Mfc

mi
Pr. iyjrj I hac "tarj atoil trls case, m,

Pr. elk"! "c you mti either tif tn* gentleatn vho »ere

involved I r it?

'r, ix cr t iii sir.
Pr . eli.*) 'Mi is net the only Ilia tnat cCCI >ai

Involve-! Ir tnat sort if I rye s li gal I on . Tnert ara t»o otner

clipclros that ! »ould like to ess to you i ar.o. a„ain, -t

• III have th«p rirtic .s eahioitt.

The Mrit ce is free the Inclan nevsoaoer called I

cc 11eve. "SI it*-.*

Pr. awan; It's a >el l-hno»n newspaper there.

T. :Ilt; »■i e you faailiar aim trat?

Pr. auani Vcit sir. This kai circulatea in tn* bank.

Pr • Slus-I Are a seccno ont troir- a Kenyan n«aSL.aper In

Nairobi. It says "Barn llnkea «itn cru9 syncicaie."

■hat were these aCcul?

"r . crate*: Snail »e start aim tre first on*}

Pr. Bier; .ry fen't " start >lth tre first one • .Men

m.
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l*r. Blunt Mro greeted hla at in« air cast? at Andreas!

Xr. Awani I den't kno «ho it was . out It was normal

protocol •

Mr. Bluel Pc you kick If no aet witn any {ovirnnnt

cf f 1c •a • s?

Mr. Aw an; Net directly. rot sir.

r»r • El li*: ?ld you ami to ask smi questions. Or.

Lucltrl

Cr. Luclcrt Yes. jack.

I toulo ju» t like 10 try tc clarify soaa ot the

c*»ropo logy p ere .

Pr • Crate*; Excuse ma. Dut you arc the rlnorlly Chief

Coins' I?

rr. eitm: TMs is tne Minority Chiat of Staff.

I"r . C-rsbcw: Chief of Staff. Than* you.

Cr • Lucler. *;cw. ev under s tana I ng is that tne oank's

account »ai closed In FeorLary of iSeb. Is that wnat was

testified to?

rr . Ivan: I'm not snare ot the catt, sir.

Cr. Lucleri I'm sorry?

r>r• Awan. I ae not aH.ri of tne j*te.

Dr. Lucler. BLt at .li.t time. tr.er. did ycu testify tn* I

yOL talked tc nil on t r.e teleemone arc ne .shea for

corf iden tl a I i ty ir tne affairs of me account?

ftr • /wan; Tr? ur.a er st^no I rq wus trat mere woulc ue
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confidentiality at all tis>es< fro* the tine the account vat

cpened. fron Day Cne.

Cr. Lucler; Ttii ano that's tnt ncraal (olley of tno

cark?

Pr . i«.p; Well. It is for -- it It. putt In in Is

carticilar case, it .<: s stressed o, Ms again ana again? tnat

this hes tc Co kect totally corf iden t i . I .

Cr . Luclcrt At nha tiat >ai mis conversation! tnl s

telephone corve r ta 1 1or ?

Pr . titan! »coa tne closlrq ot tne account?

Or. Luclrri Aoout tna con 11c«nt la 11 ty .

Pr • Awani Bight at the Use tne account «as openeat fro«

Incept Ion.

tr . Lucl erl f ln«.

but 1 Lh-cerstoca ycu tc say that ycu n«a a final

cerversftlcn Hitr nla en tne telephone.

Pr. An an I Yes. sir.

tr. lucler! At »h*t time cio that occur!

Pr . Auani I recollect It »as «rouro June or July ot tnis

year .

Cr. Lucler! Cf iScf.

Anc yoi ItncM aco ro * I *a te I y the time the account *.ai

clcsed!

Pr. (uent At that oarticuiar stage — nca tnl s aas »

corversatlcn .1 tr nls -auonter 1 earlier on. t.no asnea ror tne

<•
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account to M clcsed. on his Oehalt.

Cr. Lucltri I so*.

I»r. laini I i.a ttlc ner that mi ntod tirltttn

rotlflcatlcn to this llliei,

Cr. Lucltri »rn .as iho cate ot that?

hr. <«.r; Tl-at was early in tn* year. oajrDO arouno

January. Fctru.f n 'arch, somnmj Ilk* that.

Or. Lucltri Cc yoc recall tre time whin tenet.l Noriega

.as inclcted by the i.S. Attorney?

fr . Ia.nl Ytti sir.
Cr • Lucltri >ren .as that?

P r . Au«ni I assucc It was l.te 1907.

Or. Lucltri 5c. the rtauest to clcse the account follows

shortly uo en the inoictrent?

f r ■ awani It .as after that. Yes.

cr. Lucltri New. in tre conversation • I th his daughter,

cr suosccuen t ly « was there ever any cornecticn nadt oetween

the Inolctiert arrt the desire to close tne account?

Cr. luan; Nc. sir. There was no clrect ccaaunl ca tl on to

se. Bit th* assumption .as. irai .as ey oersonal assumption,

that h* wants it closea for whatever reason.

Or. Lucltri Cn another natter, incse aore or lass

eorthly trios that *r. Blum oitccsseo with you. seeing

Cereral Norleqa. oio ycu carry »itn you on these trips to

clscuss with hiT any :.nn caters, records of the account.
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ricilttii things of that nature?

Dr. aaanl '. c . sir.

I only carried tna natal oil I s • airline c I 11 s . VIS* card

charges, but no stateaents of accounts. a> such.

Cr. Lucltrl rid you carry to nil anything of value?

rr • »uen ; \c. sir.

Cr. Lucltri TranK ycu.

M. *lcerti I «iu just ore aulck gustion.

If ycu Didn't carry any oarn eocuaants altn you on any or

these tries <no you »ere veetlrg aitn nia to discuss his

oeblts and his accounts ana ah»t his balances »ere. ola you

inorl2f the figures? I neani hcu did you Knca ahat to tell

Me?

rr. tutni I oidn't. In tatti oIsclss his balances. I

I'd tc Just discuss tne deoiti. he aanteu receipts ot —

ahen I tele rim that tnls tontr. >e cebited J5C.000 to your

account* he tanteo to Know ahat that SJO.OuO consisted of.

So. It was basically tne alrllre bills, no te I Bills* VIS*

cord debits. 1 aean. VIS* care stateaents you could construe

as bank eocuaants. That aas tne extent of It. There acre no

stateaents of icminii no.

Cr • Blual So you aoulu carry aim you the actual Dills

that had beer incurrec.

rr. ia.nl vis. sir.

Mr • El ia ; %ca It is "•> understanding that tnere are un
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account to 61 clcsed. on hn behalf.

Cr. Lucltri I tie.

r»r. infiii I had tile her mat mi need written

rotlflcatlcn to this effect.

Cr. lucleri what -as the cate of that?

r>r. Awirl Trat ms early in tne year, mayoe arouna

January. Fetruar>t "arch, soreihing iitte that.

Or. Lucleri Cc you recall tre tl»e -hen General Noriega

has inclcted by the i.5. Attorney?

fr • euan l Vest sir.
Cr • Lucltr; ..hen -as that:

fr . *w«n; ! assuicc It was late 14o7.

Or. Lucleri 5c. the reauest to clcse tne account follows

shortly uo en the Indictrent?

fr. Awanj It .is after that. tei.

Lr • Lucltri New* in tre ccnversation ■i th his daugnter.

cr subsecuen t ly i was there ewer any connection Bad* between

the Inolctiert and the desire to close tne account?

r*r . Awan. Nc« sir. There was no clrect ccetaunl call on to

■e. Bit the assumption was. trat was ey personal assuaptlon.

that he wants It cioseo for whatever reason.

Or* Lucleri Cn another flatter, inese aorc or less

•orthly trios that "r. Slua oiscusseo with you. seeing

General Norlcsa* did ycu carry witn you on these trips to

clscuss with h i t any Cwnw waters, records of the account*
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Ufa l«an| Net sir*

I only carried ue hotel oillsi airline ellls. VIS* cara

ch«rge$, but no itateaentl of accounts, as such.

Dr. Lucleri Cld you carry to nil anything of value?

rr . »wen I \c. sir.

Cr. Lucltri Trank ycu.

Ps* Mtprti T have just ore quick Question.

If you rMdn't carr> any oern cocuaents with you on any or

these trips «no >cu were weetlrg alth nloi to discuss his

oeblts and his accounts ana ■net his balances >ir>, old you

eeeorlie the flourts? I neon, hew did you knew what to tell

Met

r>r. i><n| I oian'tt Ir. fact, olscuss Ms Balances. I

used tc Just discuss tne debits, r-e wanteu receipts of —

then I tele Ma that this i.ontr at cebited I5C0U0 to your

account, he .anted to Know what that SSO.OuO consisted of.

So« It was basically tne alrllre bills, notel Dills* VISA

cord debits. I eean. VIS* care stateaents you could construe

as bank cocusents. That was the extent of it. There were nc

stateaents of account, no.

Cr. elual So you >oulu carry a I in you the actual bills

that had beer incurred

rr . «wan s »n . sir.

*r • Blur! New It is Ty up uitrstano in» that tner* are see

f
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cocuaents cf tnat variety in your possession,

r. Awant Yes.

r. Hum; Cc you tiavt that ulth you hart this morning?

•want Yti.
r. CIlitI "ay at have tnttt please.

r. Crab cut I Just .art tc clarify ont thing Dtfort ue

provide the cocuients. trie stimulation tnat »e taliieo afoot.

that we ulll 6* creviced a xutin memcr ia 11 jail on of tnt

stipulation in .run It is uncersteoc that they ulll be aept

confidential as if they aare ciovlcec in closeo session! that
I

>e wculd be jlver notice If that charges, inc. to the eitent

the bar> enters Into ary other Hinos of aoieeatnts altn yoo.

they wculd be aoplieo to tne ccci»«nts as ■•II.

r>r. eilt; Yes.

rr. Crabcai £k*y.

oo vou went the co*v of tne originals?

Mr. tli«i Let's tiki a locK at the originals.

(A brief recess -a i taKen.j

r.r. Bluet; I aould like to gc cacK on the record at this

po Int.

In looxlrg trroush tne documents trat you nave proviaeo

the Coeeilttee* there are a nuircer cf tierlcar txpress

receipts, wculd ycu tc*e a Iccx at these one tell us .nose

receipts they arc. and aro sigrae lhe»l Tnese are the cam.

stobs anc the tf-ree-oart American txLr.fSS forms.
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hhost slsnattre Is on those?

Pr. inn; Tfese are ■mat actually. The card is «lne.

Cut the signature is net «int.

The first one is -- ckay. New. this particular trip*

everything ves crarqed to ay crealt card* So It in fact* got

into L.«. tf tort trey cla. cnecked tnen all In, ana naa to

olve «> credit cara as the caro which it was gclng to oe

enargec to.

It's pcsslDle that tnls was cne of the people .no nac.

when he checNed cut. he just stoned the card, cut it was

eebttea to »> creoit cara.

There Is one there which n*s no signature.

Soee or tnei* are siqnet oy n»e.

This s.ys "eallcti in by pnene*" This >is a idiousine*

This Is s Itfncd by ce •

This Is (qullera. >hicr, is one of the colonels, ana it

says "si trial ere en file."

#nctrer cne is signed cy iti
Pr* Blum. I'd be very nervous mtn an American express

card that hac that rruch sUnatirt authcrity*

FT. Auani vjell. tney lelmcursed me on procuction of

these race to is.

Pr. filu»J A noncer of tne other bills were directed to

soeeone et tr.e ^tw Torn office*

fr . Awan ; Yes* *ir*
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Pr. Blum, * Hourls Pesserllan.

khc If tfat?

Hr. »«ar>. That's rlchl. a rd ini Is our Drotoeol ottic«r

at the »>eu vcrk office. *e get a corporate clseount at tne

relmsley Palace. If I were to call in nllMi I aoulo not

get It- This has an arrangeaert with our Nen Tork office*

khlcr> Is »rv every tut 1 •antes a reservation* 1 usea to

ca 11 her up .

They usee to tnen clrectly bill tne oank* nhicn is nc at

usee tc set the ccrpurate clsctunt.

Pr. blu'S 5c. that .as s I to I y an accomaooat ion ano that

person was lr c»<rgt of »hat? I'm not faailiar -I th tne

function of : prctocol officer of a tark.

Pr. «w«n; Will. sr« is in cntiot if luoking after

customers' quests* paynents* viPs* reservations.

pr. EIut.; Wis that a usual thing for ihe cank to co?

Pr . (van; Cr» yes.

fir. el urnJ Frecuently important customers »oul a visit Ne»

Tork —

rr. iwani Test sir.

Pr . Blums -- ano If e uank wculd proviue .flat kinds of

services! Hotels? uieousmesi

Pr. Avar, Hotels* I imousi res. reservations* theater

tlcktts. ?chcols> hospitals.

Pr. BluTi lr ether ..ores, a full ranoe of personal
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services for these cusioiers?

*r. t««ni Trat is correct.

*r« Blum! I'm eclna to snow you a clipping lro« the

"Chicago Trlcune" oatec iep'.emCer it 1S86 — I woulo I IK • to

rave It later jtarktc" as en exhioit -- regarding money

latncerlnc arrtsis ai the oanw in Chicago.

Are yet familiar witn mat*

Pr • Iwarl I hAC htaro acutt tnls case* yes*

"r. Blums 3c you r-nc- either of the gentlemen who were

Invo lve(! I r it?

"r . l»cfi Iti sir.
ft . tin: TMl is not the only tlae tnat eCCI aai

Involve-! I r. that sort if investigation. Tnere are two otner

clipclros that ! »ou id liwe to pass to you • anc* ayain. *e

hill have thc^ rarfcec «s exhibits.

The first c"e is free me In clan new so doer caliec* I

ce 11eve. "SI IW . •

ft • *vin; It's a weil-knok>n newspaper there.

I*r • Blums Are you familiar witn that?

Pr. Awanl Yes, sir. This was circulated in tne ban*.

ft . Blurt Arc a seccna one from a Kenyan newspaper in

Nairobi. It says "Bam llnKeo witn crug syncicate."

what were these accut?

"r. Crab cw t Snail we start »ltn tre first one?

ft ■ Blur; .ry ?cn't wr stcrt « I th tre first one* whlcn
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•as tha Chiciqo incident.

nhat did you hear abcut that fro* tht bank?

■r« >«an; We heart that triart was a local naff aeaber

of the bank — I tnlnK hi »a s a clerk at the bank — »no r.c

been arrestee on charges or accepting laroe aaounts of casn

anc taking Cashier's Checks out tor these.

■r • Huns Was tnere an Internal Investigation at the

bark? Was trere ary statement of policy about that?

Pr • (kin: "is, sir.

Pr • clLtns -rat happened?

Pr. awan; I'm rot a»are or »hat happeneo.

Pr « Bluml kcre yoi passeo a memo cr was there ary

further cl sctss I en?

Pr. i» <,n; well, certainly nemos «ere passed tnrou>*n out

offices in the U.S. But wnat rappenea acout that particular

inve st loat tor. I aon't know.

I"r . Blue*, fl rd tnese otner too* was there any aiscussion

of the se In the tank ?

Pr. AwanX The Kenya one. yes.

The Inula one — this was tasseo arouna all over the Don*

as scaethlnq which was taken as aore oclitical than anytnln?

els*.
fr, BIlh>; Tre Indian one .as political tecause of the

Pakistan! case cl tr-e cark?

Pr. 4uon; Trat's corrtcv.
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ftr. BIlks Ard the Indians were unhappy.

rr» Awani R Ight.

"r • 81 u«; But t re bank ooes operata In Incla*

Pr • txani we rave one brancrw In boabay*

Pr. bl lt ; Trat s>u»t o« a reasonably tansa relationship.

Pr. Awa* I Tre staff tr.ere Is all Indian* tut it Is

corsif ifc to be £ f-aftl&tani Lark.

This Is rot tne only article mat NeiltzH nas

cue I Isrec.

Mr* Blums Trey na»e run a scries of articles?

f r • Avani a series cf articles connectec kith tna

Pakistani nuclear prcgras dna said tnal cCul Is funding that

■nc varlcus tNf(i of tnat sort

er* Luctcr; fc
"

acuta at* jack.

Pr • 61 l* • v t s .

Cr. Lucier; Cid I urdersunc yet to s*y trat the

steckhel C* rs were all in z I an ?

Pr • An an ; Nc* sir. Tne staff in tne oovbay brancn is

all lnc I an •

Cr. Luclcri Cn* tre staff. I oeg your para on.

Hr • h I cm ; ncm* the bnlc it about *eny0, nas tnere any

cIsclssIop of that one Inside the car.*';

Pr . Awan. a a I I « infcrn.al t i KC*.S&i ens. There *IS no

circular o«t!*o. Nothing \ i * v tr%t«

Pr • Blum. I* the „r jncito l LrcDltir there that there were

I
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currmcy violations «nc the xnyim .ere going after trie oanh

tor. In tffectt helping people set aroi.no tne currency

• I clat lers 1

Cr . iwani Fros nhat I nave nearo -- and tnle stay not ce

correct ~ ' rco .h.t I ha»e ne.ro, tnere «.s one customer arc

hac contraverea the foreign ixininyi lavs of Kenya ana a id

rot serd h.ck sose of me export orcctioit ire f or • i ,n

exchange rarrea from ire coffee tiporttt An inquiry was

Inltletec *nc a sanacer nit arrested and Jallec tor inree or

four days, ard suBsecuently released* ana charges against m-

Darfc were crcopec By tr.e ooverrmrnt,

Cr • bluff! 5c» this carr.e ta roihmi. In tact!

Mr. sw.pj uc. The rim ire gentleaan is still tnere.

the rest of the staff is still trere, «nc the cnarges na>t

Deer uitnera.n, to Ire best of try nnct*leooe.

I"r. fit"! »ry eid 3CC1 aucitors, cne of ire groups of

aucitors. cult atoro« i ia te ( v a year age. ao >ou ttnow?

r>r. (nam I aa not a»are »hy they rn.li.

nr. etiflil Hat there any aiscussior inslce the Dane? tic

vol near runcrs .tout it?

nr. titans MFat »e heard .as tnal .e dia net require t.o

eejor aucitors. Tr the past* trnst anc nhinrey ana Price

►sterrcuse ««re tcth oir audltirs.

rr . fclci". -to tr.e ore tnat left ..li
Pr • «*»*! a«s Err.st at. a .rirntr.
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The story >e heard at our level .as that Ernst and

khinrey kai not representee In several of the countries uhere

ae optratac ano Frice .ate mouse xli So may decided to

ratlcallze the situation ano .ust keep Price kalernouse.

Pr. 8U1M ard Peat only cne auaitcrt ahicn »a s Price

katerhcuse ,

Pr . AkaiS Ctrrect.

Pr. tin; >rd that r.a* oeen a satisfactory

re Is tl ensh id .

Pr • Auan s y eg •

Pr. tli.*: Ncm ae rave alsc nearc reports that there acre

clrfiCLltles inside the can* aitn capitalization, that there

here a series of leans iiaae oy shareholders against various

ceposlts *c provide th • Dank ■itr vhe calar.ee sheet

cap I ta II tat I en.

have ycu heard or ihose reports?

Pr . «u«ns m. sir. I a* 101 .aari uf that situation.

Pr. elual Net aaare ct there at all.

khet aooet tte loentity of the shareholders of tne bank?

•he arc those? «ho are tha shtr ehol oers ?

Pr. tain) Trere Is a puclisneu list of sharehol oars. I

nave net seer the latest list.

Put it Is avillacU.

Hr. Hi-l Tc your reccl lection. . ro are tne principals

en tre hank?
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Kr. Avans Presently* the largest single snareno Ider Is a

Saidl.

"r. pIl»; tl.ro 1st

rr. Awani I don't lino, ahctrti me holding Is In ma

faally rani cr tre naee cr tneir organ izat ion * wnlcn Is tha

National Ccreerrial Bank ot jnei Arabia* >hlcn is tin

largest tar> •

Br t Plow; «to Is tha racily?

l*r . laanl Tre faeily naae Is tne ein nahfooz taaliy.

rr . 8 1tii* s «<(. are tr.e otner snarana Idtr s?

fr . Awan; Tre other srar erio Idar s «ho coaa laaed lately to

elrd* a»cnc.st the oajor shar end air s * are the ruling faallies

of JCu Dhaclf Dur.au :*tar* certain nu.altis* not the ruling

ra«llvi cut rich «.«il;iii Saucls. otner Saucls.

rr. Blmi Ii (Mil car-am ana of those Sauois?

rr. Swans Renal Ach*m Is not a id.or shareholder. 1

incerstard he is a shareholder* Cut not itajor.

rr . BIlwS Ard Ghaitn maraon -as a shareholder Out is no

lorger?

rr. Awan; He himself nas lu 11eo outi out his orotner

at 11 I Is a srar ero ia«r .

rr. B!u"8 '-ry other snarerolders cf significance?

rr • Awar; Trose are tr.e proelnent names.

rr • blom; IV like to oo cacti over the relationship that

yot. hac *ltn General Noriega. It oDvlcusly went on for a
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period fro» 197") . l9i>0i ana IScl. >nen you first ■«t hi* In

London In lq if or I960, to alacst last Juno.

This Is a period I r. »hicn >ou tallied to rile fairly

frcauertlyt >ou » I s I te u -It. you mri a suest at his ho««.

it . Awan; Yes*

ft • H cm « Ard during this pirioat ail kinds of things

nere happerec. There >er( political changes in Panaea or

tnoreous s iqr If I carce • rtpcatec stories of 9 m running,

crtoit all kings of things.

anc you say th«t Ir the course of that entire

relationship! » o u nave ret mscussto gun running xitr nle?

fr . iwini *•
'

c» sir.

rr. Mux I Yiu ha*« rot alscussea narcotics dealing »im

Me?

Cr . Iw.ni Nc* sir.

F r . bit*] vcu htfvt rot aiscus&eu aoney laundering with

Mi?

rr . <«ani m c • sir.

rr . Plum; Ycu have not alscussea me political situation

In Panaea as It relates to these Issues?

Pr , Aman! Net In any aetail.

"r. Blu*. let In an > aetail.

rr. I. :p i A oassir.a rem&r* nirt or thtre. Out net in «n>

ce ta 1 1 .

rr • 61ui*; 'let in cetail.
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*nc. I ri the course ot your stint, your • enegeaent of i
branch of a bank in Panaaa froe 19el to ll«»i you never mte

Involved In in launceririq of any U.S. money for drugs, is

that ccr it ct ?

Cf i Awop; A c s u I u t <* y not.

fr . BIli-j iid sub secucn t I >* on yotr rottrn to tno Unlteo

Sttttla you've never boon involved in the launcorlng ot drug

eorey.

Is t ha t cor r ect ?

Pr • aaani Tfat is correct.

Tr ■ Sit*! ard you'vt not r.eara cf this going en Inside

yotr Dank?

r*r • Auanl Tr-at is correct, sir. no try tc avole as »icr

as wo can an > cortact - 1 i n tne»e inaiviauals.

fr. Slum j Arc. to >ou hnce l«uge. tno testimony ot tnt

cecote *ro s.lc trey were referred tc ,our d*hk ana

estattlsrec «n accctnt r a I at i onsni u -cJa lb correct, out

that was net a matter that came to your attertion — tnls-is

"r . Kail in and "r. Ritcn, mat »e are talking aoout?

■r. Awanl T dc not recollect having seen any of tnese

cent leien.

tr. Blu-i Bit it's possible trat they aculd have

csiatlisrec an icccunt tnruuyn an «ttorney in Panafca who

talkec Ir?

fr. «w.n; --.i.
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Br . BU>i Hex »ucn cash business boulo tn* branch In

Panaaa dot that «ai the nount of cash you «oulo nolo In tne

vaul tt

Br • luan 2 ^cr ry ?

Br. Blurt -m tare tne vault's csn amounts tor tna

tarn Ir Fa rasa?

Br. Ah«p j ! trtr- our cup in-vault liait was l£«3

• I II Ion.

Br. eiuirt It aiis 12.5 -Ililci.
rr. tmni vts.

Br. Blu^i «c» often 3 id ycu go ovar tna ii.s Billion?

knot ucuM ire gross returns ot the Dank ot tne National

rar* ot Panaia Uj« like In tni course ot me year ?

Br. Avars tr thou sayli >ayt>e 121 aillion. It1} " 11 I i u- •

>Doi J?C alllicr — oosslcly less, for both uranencs.

Br. elum; Arc* e-csi cf that cash ycu wculc say has camin

frc» trace Ir the Color, Free Zone?

Br. Awan2 The vast cajorliy nasi yes.

Br. Blur. Let *e so b.cn to the Colon Fret «.one .

The cecole operatirc I r. the Colon tree Zone, dia tr.at

include any Cubarsi

*>as there a Cuuan coeoony coeratin; in the Colon Free

Zone?

Br. Ay an ; Tc ry krc»l«du;ot there -as ro CkCdi company if

the Co Ion Fr ee I me.
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■f • Blums Wert yOL a«ar« of Cuban operations In Panaaa.

trading oseratlon In Mn«i«!

Pr • tvanl I had heard of « iraoing coapanyt a

tucan-owreo trading cosoany Jn Panama u I ty •

rr . 6lu»i Hc» did you hear about that]

Pr. /wen; It «as coamon Knowledge In the tanking

coemun it y.

rr . pil»; »rat met tney colng? .nat »ere the Cubans

CO ins?

Pr. swans Basical ly running tne effbar*o. Tney usee to

Import 'rcrt the Lnitae States into Panama sn a transship it.
Pr. Blum; Transship It tc Cioa?

rr . «wan ! "is,

Rr. Blums -rat nines of things -ere moving througn that

coeoany?

Pr • Awan] I don't «noi» the cu stress of tnat company. I

ha c never r.a c a^i oeal ings wiin them.

1 don't «no> »ho ran tnat company, so I aa. not a*ar e of

it.
f r • BIl"i! Old you have occasion tnrougn your customers

to hear abcut ahat Wine of business it *as 1

Mr. Atiant I had c-stoners «fo dealt «itn Lusa( out that

has net related to the Cuban company.

Pr . tit-; Net related to mi Cucar cocpany that a.i

running the tToargo?
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Pr. AwanJ Nc.

fir. Blu*i Urc your Customers running tre IID^KO?

r»r. Imitl ! ccuicr'i say.

I co kno» that they aere taking orcers troi Cuoa ana

shioplrc tnlras frtr tnen.

■r • bit*: *tre they U.S. tocds?

»r . i«irj Tfay >rn u.S. goods< Far Eastern ooocsi they

■are Etrcoear gocrts.

fr • Blue* A variety of seeds;

l*r • Awant Yes.

l*r. Hl»; "cw «as tre cash toieo around Panama? You

eertioreo that tr>er» Has Bilnnsi an anoreo car company.

Ml that the only arioieo car coepany?

■r . Awans Tc ny kroalvdget that aas tne only tne.

hr . fclLir. ; Arc oihtr-lse Eacms telt perfectly safe movmc

cash frrr» their crar.chts?

rob olo ycu so that? houIc you uescrloe tnat* please?

"r. Auanl Cre of our tank cars .aula take tne casn ana

thcrc'o te two officers *ra « teller .no uoulo take to the

barcc Naclcnale.

hr. 91 lt: Ard trat >ai corsiderto to oe perfectly safe.

Mr. An an I That's .- =t nosi cf tre banns clo.

Pr m BlLir.J Trer* aculc he rccocy- running arouno.

1 »cilc ccserv* m.t It somes ccn s I carat I y safer tnin

Ne. York* h*"tre trly ■ n.jCnan -oulu load several million

91-936 0-88-19
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dollars In the truck ot a car anc orivt to the Fad.

Mr. »k in ; f;ni»j »l an aeajlrgiy safa country. Thara

tai not ruch cilia In the struts, sir.

tr. lucler; "it I ask a ccuple of Questions.

hr • f-Umj 1c cheac. ol*ast.

Cr • Lucler. Tnen are a ctucle of Questions here, just

to understanc t*e ca i I y operations.

I thlnn yc-u testifiec earlier tnat your aa In Interest >a s |

In deposits, correct?

Cr. laari Vest sir.

"r. Lucitr. Was tnere'a xinirrtut* oeposit or a atlnlaua

account ealarce re Qui red o( «o.r custoiersi

kr • aw an I Set really, no.

Dr. Lucltr. Ard later on, ycu -ere Marketing ui rector

for the Carlcoear «nc uatlr. America.

hr • Aw an I wrer. I .as uasto in Hi?ai, yes.

tr . Luclerl wner. >ou Mere baseo in rl«ni.

khat his tne narnetlra streteoy? ntiajt customer case were

you seeking? .ere you just, seeking anybody to wain in off

the street a rd deocsit ISO. or were you seeking a soecial

;r cue of c II tnt e le?

■r. Avar.. Certainly a special aroup or clientele.

Cr. Luclerl «nat acre tne criteria for that oroupr

kr. Aw«n ; ue usee to loon fcr soreDody »rto hao a

clsocsacle oiou"t cf It^.IuO ard accoe.
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These b*re wrat In our teralnoiosy " called high net

korth Inclvlcuals. ■>•would actively seek mess people out

I ana offer iMi tre sikIcis of the oanx.

Cr • Luclfri .rat >oulc yoi offer me*? i cu a ere paying

urktt ratal In interest. «hat coulo you effer inea tnat

they ccultf net git at. liii CltloanK or elsevhere?

ft. tuari Ir a -ore. service. Service*

ke offered tree • tetttr service tran «n, cf tne major

< tarns clo.

Cr. Lucleri I see. Cc you ■••*) In ter*s cf financial

service or ere trese acditional services, such as you

prcvlded General Ncrleja?

■r. *v.nj tcaitlcnal services, personal lied services. t-

ear rac er> officer rie coulc oik to< ne coulc relate to, ne

colIc call up to take care ot all nis prooiees. if ne ■anteo

to bey a hcuse. if he kintal nis kics in schcoi. or son.etninu

like tret. *e ctferec a 'ace-to-face contact kith our

mi earketlng cftlcers. vhich the oiggar oanks don't normally

ig CO .

20 Or. Lucleri So. the k ma cf o.nnlro office tnat you

provided was not tne sort i«here peooie I inea us. in front ot

22 tellers tut vas a nucn mere oirect. pe rson« I I zed thing?

a rr . la.Pi Trat is correct.

2z 1 kotl c ilso like to say at this stage trat cost ot these

j.. turds vh ic r cane in to us .eic transterrac froa other U.S.

-J
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bet he *ay net build it uo. He aay just 91** us SlOO ana

then tcrstt about it.
ke don't discourage such accounts because a* fool that 1

In the ultimate analysis* these accounts do build up to big

accounts •

Pr. blud 5c the bark Is cerfectly allling to take in

sole ot these very stall accounts in the hupe that that » I 1 I

later to uc>

hoa> Is it ever the practice of tne oank to open an

account cf tre agency here siacly to be able tc transfer

funds culckl> anc have a vehicle, so that If scaeona has an

account* let's «ay* in another oart of tna cinm It can then

ta transferred tc the rlaiei account* as opposes to the uonaor

account?

Pr • aw r.r\ 1 IV not Quite sure that I understand your

cues 1 1on .

"r* Blurs Let's say tnat I've opereo «n account and It's

London-based* anc noa 1 aent to oe atle to oraa- that aoney in

Flainl.

Co I neec an account in n I «mI to do It i

Mr. Awan; Trern are certain custoaers ano do need that

servlcet and it they neea it on a frequent Basis* >ti< thry

co open accounts In ether locations*

Ctrtaratse* It's a staple aire transfer t 10 be paid on

Identl f I catl en or .hat we call a bank craft* a Cashiar's

1
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Cheek.

But there are a nueber of customers aho nave frequent use

for their tark funas in London or farls or Nea York,

khirtvir i arc they oven accounts In tnose pieces.

Mr. Hlp; C Id you have any cealmgs with tarlos

•h It green?

"r • Awin; Sc business deallnasv ng*

FT, PUi»i iry social uealings?

hr • Aaanl T knoa hie*

Pr. eiuatl >'t» did you com to seat nlaT

hr. Svant I net »i» In one cf tne gatherings Ml th

Nor I ega.

ft • fclunj wculd this nave been at his nouse or his

eft I eel Where?

He. ivats Never at his office, never at his house,

either. St ctner people's houses.

hr • BIlp; Cther oeoct^'s rouses.

Ur. Lucleri You did say earlier trat a sreat oeal of

yotr Business >n allh tne Colon fret lontl

"r • Swam Yes. sir.

Ft. Luclcrs Xei it alth a particular coepany or uttn tne

Free Zone authority itself?

aoutc >il just ric.no on aoat icl ueant cy that?

I*r • Ananl Tre Free Zone actrority itself ooes not oo any

Cuslres'. Tr3t's an io» in i s tr at ive cooy anlch loons alter
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the services and In facilities |n tne Free lor*.

Our dialings vara »ltn tne aarchants i>no >in cased In

the Free Zona.

Cr. Luclars jnc sc you >m essentially issuing lattars

cf craolt and otr.ar instruaents cf trial Hindi

Pr . laini Trai It correct.

Lr. Luclert What is tna nature of tna traaa mat you

tart it!l cftan caching In tna Fraa 2ona'<

rr . avanl It is tne entire soectruei of consuaiar gooes.

1 itin jryni-s fr on video cassettes, audio cassettes.

electrorlcS' hl-fl» clctnl.iot cerfune.

Dr. Lucliri To your xno.lecse. all General Noriega a

partner* a participant, in any of then commercial

coar at lors i

Pr • *u«ns 7c ay * r.o» I edge « rot sir.

It. Lucltrs Tnank you.

Pr. b I ere t Ijalni so tne rtccrc is clean you nave never

flranced weacons transactions?

Pr. auan; s'ct sir.

Pr. eiuaii Ycu've never lai-ncereo crug acney?

Pr • awan I vt.

Pr . Bl*.r*; I cresune you've never cealt in or trafficfcec

In crucs tr.roicl irs?

Pr. tMei; \ c » sir.

Pr • H i.~ ; ! jwst -jrt<- tc ire sure m«t »e asrteo you
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these for the record.

1 ar talnlne dioti *r. A«an personally*

I believe 1 rave no further juestiens at t r I » ilea. Ma

kill ccntlnut the sucocena ana »e ear recall you at a later

po In t In t Ire,

he will clve counsel t re arltten staieaert tnat no has

recucs tec.

Thank yoi very *>gcn«

fcetore at clcsv the recordi I'a 11Ke to eark tnose

I Ird leat In s) i as EahitMt A, co II ec t i ve ly • anc these as

fiMtlt 6.

The travel reccros --

Cr. Graecwl ¥cu ocn't want ihe criqin&|s* rignt?

■r • BIlp; Ntt net tre orlbirals.

The travel r«coros are Exhibit A, ana me hotel* tne

cocies of ihe hotel recriots reqarcirs General Noriesa are

exrlftl t e.

"r. Grabcai Cff the r«corc.

[Discussion cff tne re core.]

r*r • 6lL<et Tre ntMsoaotr articles «ill oe cxnitit (,•

litre re ic cn» ct l£;s*> o*n»« tre u><in, uf the deposition

cf Aajati A »a r t.as cone luc*c. 1
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Dear Mr. Awan,

As per our telephone conversation, I am enclosing
the bills incurred by Mr. Noriega during his visit
here in Los Angeles from Jan. 26-29,1987.

With Compliments

Thanks and regards.

Bank or Credit and Commerce International, s.a.
~y SOCIETYANONYME•LOSANGELESAGENCY

Mi. SO' "EST 6THSTREET.LOSANGELES.CALIFORNIA90014USA
■»' PHONE (213)817-1200TELEX:21SHi SCO UR CABLES:SANCRECOM
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Bank of Credit and Commerce International, s.a

'
LMANOtlUAOOCT
.OIWUT...II.UT.IO.ANOJLU.CAW.U **. M. t7 ,».,*.

■LKAMT LMOUSINC WVIC1 * mitim M2.U

FOUR HUMORED T»0 ( M/l W OMIT" **»■"-■•■»**•».. will
u *"♦** S. ' '•■•':> <-■

CARMCRt CHECK

i:u!Oi.oi?ii: 3000 ii- .^--"T'

oaun row dvo-« wt n-hum

Uamnlm Mnka far Mr. M.A. Nortaga. L. Furcall. E. CAMIIIa. F. Pom..
M. r •
- 1 atraMMd RaMa M par Mr. Aawi't bwtnietlana (BCCI. Washington)

xKHASW/nCEIVDtWMe »DOHESS_

"unCMASW/WCOVCTSIGNATURE.

n-uam*
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. 9895
Bank of Credit and Commerce International, s.a.

J—Wf 2f 87 »«•««»»

UGUT IIM—I .....Wl. ........... j»2.ij.«^.

CASMER'S CHECK

bum or amir
ANO00—101 HfTtWUHOKAi,•*

DBUJUFORMOVO-4m. M-M4U*

mo mm smrau accouht

to u lumoixiD mm uiBincm o.c.

JCHMOVOCCIVflt ivm _

njRCHASER/RECBVERSJGNMUWE_
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y INVOICE
No. 2412

1

J

'/I/*?-

MA-?
/v*^!>

ACompMtTmMSarMco

TRANSVIEW TRAVELS, INC.
10O3K STREET. NW

SUITE J10
WASHINGTON.DC 30001

TEL (202)737-4410

L

OfCWlfTIQW

Mt- £ . CASTILLO

F <iSc9-fc

<61m, Pm*. ixisW
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>•«« ITBKT NW. WASHINGTON.0 C WOOt OMI April 2, 1M7

"ou A">i«d A»m 'O Mi. Hourkj Messerllan
BCCI Washington BCCI New York

SUBJtcT Noriega family expanses

I refer to your memorandum of Msrch 25, 1987 end enclosed herewith
a cheque for $2,965.07 favouring the Helmsley Palace Hotel.

Regards,

End;
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Narcotics and International Coaaunlcatloni

JACK A. BLUM, Esq.

Special Counsel
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tIBCUtilil
2

3 I AZIZ REhHAN

« residing at 3404 9th Hiinui North. Taxis City, Toast

5 in called as a altness by counsel for trie SuDcoaa 11 tec,

s and having been duly snorn by tha Notary Public* was

7 exaalned and testlflee as rollout;

• by riR . BLUm

9 0. Mould you please stata your full nm for tha

to racordl

ii 4. First naaa Is Aziz, A-z-i-z* last nacta Rahaan,

12 R-e-h-a-a-n.

is Q. what Is your prasant aodross]

i< a. khat?

is o. Your present address,

K) A. Present address I

17

is 0 . That* s

a A. Yes,

a 0. khere do you presently uorkT

M A. 1'a uorklng al th

r 0, What do you oo for . _.

A.

24 0, khere »ere you born?

25 A. I uas born In India in 1942.
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of "laol In 198 2.

o, hon ale you cob* to sot that Job}

A. Because basically thoy aero froa Pakistan.

aost of the poop lot and mo caao to knoe each other and I

appl lad for that. aorklng at Southeast Bank as a

security giardi ana I pot tho job* 1 Join thos than.

They told ae right noa «e have a Job for you driving,

but Hhen m get the license ■• expands ho proaote you

to clerical position. But right no* nothing oolng

except, you knoa » I join thea.

0. So you Jolneo thea at that tlae. Old you have

a Green Card at the tlae?

A. I old .hat J

0. Old you have a Creen Carol

a. Yeah, at that tlae.

Q. You had a Creen Card?

A. Right.

0. And you aent to aork for t.toat and your job

•as as a driver. Is that cor recti

A. Y-in. There aas no title. I us a arl.tr, I

was a clerk, everything.

0. kould ydu describe ahat you eld in that JobT

A. Beginning to tho endl

0. Beginning to the end. Just give ae a sense

for tho different kinds of tnings you old In tho bank?
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of transactions that you >«• Involved In. You >oulo

receive acney for the Dank. ho» would trial aonsy com

Into your pmsitslon)

A. The bank official give It to no. Thoy tell ao

this Is your job. You go ana ceposlt It Into the other

bank •

0. So the bank's officials, this is BCCI's

officials* Mould give you a bag of aonsy?

A. "lent.

0. Ana they wou Id say take tnat money and deposit

It In another oar.k In Maai?

A. Right.

0. Anc yoi eoulo then taks that aoney and aake

the Deposit?

A. Right.

0. Hon auch aoney would you deposit at any one

tlse?

A. Seaatlaes JAGCOuo to J7u0,000 I deposited,

cash.

0. This wis cash aoney. currency?

A. Rlghtt cash. I coulo not pull tnat bag. out I

had to. I did It.
0. Because tha bag as very heavy?

A. Seven hundred thousand Is a heavy bag.

0. This began In 19s? as soon as you began to

r^
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nor* there!

A. No. It Began in 1983.

0. was there an occasion then It mi obvious that

this kind of thing was beginning?

A. Yaaht aost of trie 1 1■• It coaas. Soeetlaes 1

deposit, sometimes othar paople.

0. «hat I man la at what tine — Can you

Identify a time khan tnay oogan to take In tnls largo

amount of aonoy?

A. Especially froa Jamaica that money caaa in

November 1963.

0. Hon die you Knox tnat the aoney »as coalng

froa Jairalca?

A. Because I was making documents of that? ana it

has stamped "Cash Receipt" froa BCCI Jamaica, and 1

deposit It to the Pan Aaier lean Bank or other bank.

0. hhat Has happening was shipments of aoney were

coalng Into BCCI "iaal?

A. Right. .

0. And they mere coalng In froa Jamaica?

A. Froa Jamaica, aost of that.

0. how mere they getting to the ban*, froa Jaaaica?

A. The coeaon carrier was Malls Far sot Ilka

Brinks and othar eoapany.

a. This would be shippec in physically In the
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■rappad ana Bandtd?

A. Just Ilka a postal bag.

0. A postal bag?

A. Right.

0. Ana you mouIo than ba alractad to taka thasa

postal bags ana aeposlt than vitn athar oanks In Hlaall

A. Right.

0. khara cla you sol Hnlch othar banks In nlaat

took ~

A. Pan Aaarlcan Bank ana Sun bank.

0. Die BCCI hava accounts at thosa oanks?

A. Sura.

0. Mara ycu at all concarnaa about dragging sail

bags flllac kith cash around Mas I?

A. That's uhy I opan ay aouth, you knout soaabooy

■III shoot ati It's Illegal. Ihay say shut up. You

oon't know anything about tha banking. Do uhat 1 am

saying. Than I found out this Is lllagal aonay.

a. So you coaplalnsa)

A. Yas.

a. khtn thay said drag thasa bags of 1700.000,

1200,000, you said soaabody Is going to kill ■•»

A. Right.

Q. And you coaplalnad to tha aanagaaantl

A. Right.
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ii

0. Ana ahat aia tney tall you?

A. Thty said yeu don*t »ne» anything, hooaoy Is

going to kill you. You ao your Job* Tou aeposlt It and

coae bach. Kooocy Is going to kill yoL.

0. So you »dde these oeposlis. Mara youf In

fact? ever trrattaneo or vas tnara ever a problaa as you

aaoe these dacoslts?

A. At that tlaa I mo no problaa aacapt ay

officials, you knew, at eCCI fliaalt bacausa 1 aas atraid

to b* robbed or soaetlae k II lea. Tho largo aaountt In

Plaal especially, loitsooy coaa to knoa aho is carrying

every tlaa 1*00. COO or lit 000, LOO or soaetnlngt they

• I grit kl II at.

0. You vera vary concerned about your o»n safaty?

A. Right.

0. hot often oio tries* bags aith money arrlvtt

ano ho* of tan die you go to other banks to aaxa tha

deposits? Has It once a aeaat onea every tag aeekst

every coupla days, hou frtouantly?

A. Soietlees taice a »eeh , soaotlaas avary sacond

day or third day. In three months 1 daposit about

I3t000t000.

0. Three (III Ion dollars in currency?

A. Rljht. In currancyt nard cash.

0. has this all money snipped In fro* Jamaica?

n*""
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n

Is a transaction of thi Dank, that >ai aocua«niea< and

docuaants con to a< and I coaa to *no.. If It ooasn't

com to iii ] dlcn't Knou .mi's going on.

0. khet you are saying Is a*ny of tnasa receipts

of cash »tre not docuasntao Inside tht bank!

A. Soaatlaes not.

Sosetlaos not?

Right.

khtre hould this casn b« taktn?

BCCI Meal.

BCCI n laal In tha vault?

Right.

0 1c thcra evtr coaa a tlae utien BCCI officials

ese deposits to their hoaas?

Soaat lees.

■hy Mould they do that?

Because they want to fly It to soae olfferant

a

*

o

A

0

*

0

took t

*

0

•

places

0

A

khtre kould they itnt to fly It to?

They fly It to basically Panaaa ano Grana

They are tuo basic base.

Ane hOH uoulo thay acva that currency? Mhat

kind of aooallty voulc they use?

Cayaan

a

a. By the orlvaia clan. They arrange that, and I

don't knew hoa they aanag* Into Panaaa or into Crano
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Cayaan. Bat lea I ly unat I neard they had. you knout

Custeai. nobody chickio up.

Q. So tnoy noula charttr an aircraft ana ui< that

for the aoney that mi eoamg Into tno brancn in Hiaal?

*. >lent.

0. Is that correct?

a . a I jht .

0. Hon ofttn woula that go on?

A. khen the cash coin in heavy In amount j ana

tnty don't Mint to deposit In here, they do tnat.

Ctnervlae. tray cotila oeposlt. If It Is bank to bank

coalngt they deposit It. If it Is not bank to Dan*.

they want to fly It because that Is Illegal.

0. Let ae saa If 1 understand this. If It >ai

coalng In froa a branch overseas. It nould be a bank to

bank transfer not required to (lie a federal report* and

they felt safa to deposit It at Sunshine or aherever 1

A. Right.

0. If It caaa In froa other people, they aoula

sake arrangements, then, to fly the aoney out to Grand

Cayaan and to Pares*, is tnat correct?

A. Right.

r
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g. Ola the nlaii office keep records of accounts

of other branches of BCC1?

A. Sure. Tney do ovary brancn.

0. So. you bitting In Miaai had access to tne

records of each of the branches of BCC1 In Latin

Aaerleai Is that correct?

A. Not each of the Branches, out aost of the

branches •

0. nolIo that Include records of the accounts ot

larae depositors}

A. Sure.

Q. And uhat fora Mere tnose records kept In? *«s

It alcrof I In?

A. Hlcrofila ana computerized files.

0. Computerized files as ae I I ?

A. Blsht.

S. Mere those aicroflla records snipped In troa

the other barks?

A. No.

Q. rot noilc you receive those aicroflla records?

A. They send a record as a computer record that

this ameh balance is BCCI Jaaa lea as against BCC1 rllaal.

0. You kolIo receive coaputcr tapes froa

oitferent tranches}

A. Yes.
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0. You woulo have these cgaputer tapes in (Ileal J

A. Right.

0. So that anyone wno wantea to consult aoout th«

status of an account of a branch could do that In nlaai?

A. Rlsht.

a. Dlo there com a tiat at BCC1 when ycu becaae

to believe that they had Invantaa a branch In tha

Bahaaas — that thty said there ats a orancht out mere

was no branch?

a. There was no branch In Nassau* Bafiaeas, in

November. They itarteo taKing tha money, oaposlteo It

In the Nassau branch, but thtre was no existing branch

In Nassau at that tiae.

0. hok ale that nor* with people coaing In, say I

■ant to aake a deposit, ana they mouIo say veil, aake

the eeposlt in Nassau, but there Mas really no banK?

A. They would Just take the aoney froa here and

Issue a receipt (or Nassau, Bahaaas,that you oepositeo

the aoney, not In Hl.au but in Nassau.

0. Now, Mr. Rehaan, I'a going to as* you to take

a look at a nuaber of oocuaents In that file. These are

docueents which you gave to ae this morning, is that

correct?

A. Right.

0. I'd like to begin with a certificate of

91-936 0-88-20

'■̂ alaaatsssssiallli '
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Identification.)

BY PR. BLUR! (Sesuciing)

0. There ara several otrer aocueents l'o Ilk* to

Kava you turn your itttntlcn to. These art vouchers,

oetlt vouchers, and credit vouchtrt. Trier* ar* a sarlas

of the*.

a. res, llri I see the*.

0. kould you begin a I th tn* debit expenditure ot

November 15, 198-2. It's debit expend ture account .

A. Right.

0. would you Identify that aocuaent for us,

pi ease .

A. There's 1300 uhlch I expanded as par my

official order and fir. Patrick Lyncn's order to Jr.
Blachman, uho Is the treasurer's secretary of Barbados

to entertaining.

0. This *as an enter ta I naent expense?

A. Just tc please hi*.

0. when h* came, no«, uas this one of aany kinds

of enter ta ln*ent that you old for visiting dignitaries!

A. Right.

MR. BLINj I'd Ilk*, to hav* this aarkao as

Exhibit B ano aace part of the record.

(Th* document referred to

■as larked Exhibit B, for

r^
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i lUenil I I cat I on. )

2 BY MR. BLUn; IHojuiting)

3 0. HOk frcoucntly would you Be involved In

e entertaining visiting olgnltarlesT

s A. nest of the tlee title* a week soaetiaes.

e 0. That* would coa* froa all ovar tti* region?

7 A. Tat.

• Q. Pecple froa the CarlDbaan. valued custoaers.

I eovernaent officials, com?

w * . R I ght .

n o. This would nave boon one of aany sucn

12 anterta I nrent voicners that you flieo?

U A. Right.

i» 0. I'd like to turn, then, to a dealt voucher

is dated January 17, 1984, ane ask you to Identify that.

is A. January 17, '84. that a Nassau brancn debit

i? voucher. Aaount Is 111.190 deposited In Hiaal, taken on

u behalf of Nassau brancn .hicn never existed.

» 0. This was a deoosit froa a nonexistent Nassau

a branchl

21 II A. Right.

a 0. And as an Interbank oepoilt. wouldn't that

a reculrt feceral resort Ins?

24 A. I con't know whether It's recorded — required

25 I oy federal reporting or not. but I see when the branch
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never exists and taking a aepoilt for ihit. that's

II legal.

MR. BLLMt I'd lika to hava Unit aarkaa as

Exhibit C.

(The docuaant ratarrad to

■as larkeo Exhibit Ci tor

Idtntlf I call on. I

BY rlR. BLUnJ l«esuaing)

o. «on I'd like to turn to a eradlt voucher

dated January I4i 1984. Hould you Identify that.

A. This Is 10S4.017.

0. 14S*t*17. And uhat aoula this have cam!

a. The voucner says recelveo cash froa BCCI of

Jaea lea.

0. This vcuid have oeen one of those bags of

eor.ey. one of their shioaents you earlier oescrloeo

■hlcn you then deposited?

A. Sure.

Q. This Has shipped In froa BCC Jaaalca to their

branch In PI aal ?

a. In Nlaal.

0. If you turn the page tnere's another vouchor.

I can't oulte aake out the date.

a. January 18.

0. what Is that aaount?
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A. 14C0.CC0 even.

0. You cat* Into possession of mis Dicauit you

nor* norKIrs In cocuatntat Ion in tne Dann?

A. Right.

0. This aas a rtcalpt ot 1*00.060 In currency?

A. Right.

0. You molIc na»e than naa to deposit tills at

ancthsr bank In Maai tor BCC?

«. Rljht.

0. Anc nok there's a third pag* attacnea to thai,

asaln. a cradlt ioich«r, BCC Jaaatca?

A. T(si sir.

Q. Mhat Is th* Mount of that?

A. S163.042.

0. Again aaikeo received cash, ana this would

■can It cat* In In the forai of currency?

A. Rlcht.

a. Ana on the sane page another one. a little bit

■ore difficult to read, but that one Is S137.000?

A. That's what 1 read. J137.0CO. received cash.

o. It's a currency?

A. Right.

0. It's oarkeo currency. There's a block there

that says currency and a nuaber. Mhat does that aaant

A. It aeans cash received.
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0. Soi ae'ra talking about receipts of eurroncy

froai BCC Jaaalca?

A. Evtry oocuaent has a casn received staap on

the voucner. It aeans It »as received, cash.

MR. B Lilts Let's tar. this as txnlDlt 0.

ITne docuaent referred to

■as aarkaa Exhibit Oi for

Ident If Icatlon.)

BY HR. BLUM (Remains)

0. This Is tha aoney you »ere oiscusslng oatora

that was balng recalvaa In tha bank In tha fori of

currency that you »ere latar depositing in other banks

in H|e»l» Is that correct?

A. Right.

0. No*, there's a transfar oellvery sheet that is

ont of these documents that Is In tha tile. Uculd you

Identify that, olease.

a. This Is a delivery receipt froa brinks, ana it

case froa BCCI Jaaalca and casnad about -- I con't see

tha total exeunt — aaybe t>00,000 or more.

0. This Is received froa flank of Credit and

Coeaeree, Kingston, Jaaaica?

A. Right.

0. Delivered to Bank of Coaaarce ana Credit,

25 Br Icke 11 * venue?
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A. Right.

2 0. At the top of this tnort art t»o naaas.

3 A. Thcsa are the guaros.

0. these ara the guards trial aio the transfer?

s A. That delivered It.
- 0. This would have oaan received oy BCCI fllaalT

' A. Qfrlclals.

a 0. Officials in M1aaii and than this would have

a baen ona of the caposlts tnat >ou aaaa?

to A. I old.

0. Clc It trouble you that It cans in an araorao

: car and then you had to deliver it In the back of tha

: bank car?

. A. Right.

'5 0. It did trouble you?

A. Right.

MR. BLl"» I'd like to hava this aarksd as

Eihlblt E.

ITna docuaent rafarrad to

■as aarkad Eahibit E. tor

ioentlf I cat I on. )

BY M. BLUHi IRasualng)

0. so., did tnere coaa a ilae. Mr. Rahaane .hen

» II you bacaac so trcudec by these ihioaents of casn that

s I *•• nant to tha Intarnal Ravanua Service?
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A. Yes.

0. khen mi that?

A. khen I col lea thea and notifies meat they

sand »e lattar on 3-30-8<n

0. You uero sufficiently troubled by tha fact

that you were hauling these bags of aionay around rtiaal

that ycu celled tha IRS ana said. Hay, I think something

Is going or.

A. Klcht.

0. Die you call anyoooy elsa?

». I called Federal Reserve* They salo no. 1

■III Inaulre about It. Ana I called Ftil. Thay said

It's not eiy case and ycu better talk to IRs. honey

lending Is their business. So. I called tnea at tne

IRS. and they contactac aa on 3-30-64.

0. kas that cortact In the form of a latter?

A. (lent.

0. You Identified tnat as a letter you received

froai tha IRS?

A. Yes.

NR . BLlfti I'd like to have that eirkid as

Exhibit F.

(The docuacnt referred to

■as earked Exhibit F, for

Identl t I call on. )
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BY NR. BLUM! (Rosualngl

0. At the saaa tlae triat latter mi raealvao dla

you also aahe an application for auard for providing

Information to IRS?

t. They salo you ara allgibla for the a.aro, so I

fill out the fore for the reward.

HR. BLLHa We'd Ilka ta have that eaae also

part of the record.

IThe document referred to

■as Barked Exhibit St for

Identl f I catl on.)

BY HR. BLim; (Resualng)

0. Die you speno tlae with the IRS people

describing what »as going on at the Dank?

ti At the tlae when I s igneo the reward fora,

they recorded ay stateaent as you're recorolng

everything* and I gave every docuaent possible to prove.

0. What kinds of oocuaents old you turn over to

the Internal Revenue Service at that tlae?

A. All the tlae when the Nassau branch, all the

deposits ahen the Nassau branch never existed, plus BCCI

Kingston. Jaaalea transaction to BCCI nlaal. all tne

docuaents. cash received Into Itlaai as cash currency.

0. Old you at any point do a special coaputer

run and give thea to the internal Revenue Service!
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A. Noi I don't run that coioutir runt out 1 give

the coaputer printout to tn« Inttrnal Revenue Service.

0. here these printouts — vere they transactions?

A. All the transactions.

0. All the transactions on a m 11» oasis?

A. Right.

0. So > IRS haa a suostanttal nueber of printouts

covering dally transactions for ..hat perioa?

A

0

you ge

A

a

A

0

A

a

pr Into

A

0

Fro* '62 to '8i 1 Believe*

Has this a substantial aaount of paper that

a thee?

(ISM.

hould you ssy It xas a foot thick?

Abcut this much.

Six Inches' hortn of coaputer printouts?

faybe four Inchest six Inches.

Four to six Inches' north of coaputer

ts?

Right.

No«. this aornlng you caae Hitt) a nuaber of

coaputer printouts copies of which are In that file, ana

I'd llhe you to take a look at the ones In the file ana

Identify thee If you Mill for the record. Here those

BCCI printouts that you took at the tlee?

A. Yes. This was all BCCI printouts.
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Q. These in s I ■I I a r to tha ones that you turmo

over to the Internal Rovonuo Service?

A. Meht.

0. Mhat wirt these printouts? unat k Inos of

things did they cover?

». They art soaa deposits, printout of Nassau.

khleh uas printed out In nlaal.

0. This was the nonexistence branch?

A. Night.

Q. I'd Ilka to call your attention to a printout

datad July 2C< 1984 of Nassau. BCCI Nassau, stateaent of

outstanding tara deposits*

a. July *e«?

0. Yes. Nom this Is one of the printouts that

you took froe the Dank?

A. Not I oldn't take. 1 sot it froa one of ay

frlands becei.se In July I aai not uorking alth thea.

0. You left the bankt but a friend of ycurs In

the bank gave you this printout?

A. Right.

0. Mhat Is this printout? This Is a stattaant of

accounts?

A. Cf Nassau brancn of depositee aonoy.

0. There Is a naaa here, earbarena* S.A. unat Is

Barbarena. S.A.I
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(Tnt docuaent referred to

■as larked Eahlblt H< for

Identification. I

BY «R . BLUHI (Resuming)

0. I'd Ilka to call to your atttntlon anotnar

account. This Is Is Nay, 1984. Mould you Identify

that. Is that also a coaouter printout you rtcilvm?
». Of BCCI Nassau.

ITha docuaent referred to

nas aarked ExhiBit It for

Idantlf I cation.)

0. This was again froa your frlano insiaa tna

bank?

A. Sure.

0. when Mas your eaployaent aitn the Bank

teralnatedl

A. 13th of February, l«m.
0. So, this Is after you here terminated?

A. Right.
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Sakhtat xho has iy aanagor at that tlao, and h* said you

SO to the ether office or you oon't «orh. And I salo

this Is It. And ha said not this is part of our Job.

Ha do this saai thing, you knou. And this Is not

Illegal an c you've got to oo> and 1 said no. And then

thay fired ae right an ay.

Q. Cle thay ■aha It difficult for you to gat

another Job?

A. After one year froa that tlae to one year 1

uas unemployed, ana that I have a record for

uneaployaent •

0. Old yot later file for bankruptcy because you

■era unable to get a Job?

A. Right, I filed bankruptcy because of tnls. 1

coulon't find a Job because I applied anyuheret they

never give the good reference.

0. You continued to have contact after you lost

your job there Mlth people ttho aire uorklng Inside tne

bank? You had good friends Inslda the ban«, li that

correct?

A. Yes.

0. Old the practices that you have describee to

us continue after you left the Bank? Cld people Inside

tell you that that continued to happen]

A. There are still gooa friends Into the bank.

y
HI1; i
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They still help ■• out because tney kncat ho» such 1

suffered for the*. They xantea to kill in out thty

couldn't do that. Tney thctattnao »e i»o or three

tl»e$. but I don't have to prove It.
Q. kthe thre.tenea you?

a. Soaetlaes a telephone call. You're oaallng

■Ith $20 billion, you knoui .hat you call organization.

You' 11 be nokht r a.

I said uhat I'a oolny. I '■ dclng according to

tha Ian. I'a not doing that against anyoooy.

0. acre there oaopla oho threatened you?

». They never give their naae.

a. Here trey speaking in English or Pakistani?

A. They speak In English, but I knoa that tney

ten ft* Is tanl.

0. So. you houIo do called and threatened? What

dlo they tell you. not to talk about this?

A. Right, keep your mouth snut. Don't do tnls.

he are 120 bllllcn organization, ae can do so aany

things, you don't knom this and that.

0. You vent to the Internal Revenue Service and

you turned these documents over in 1984?

A. Right.

0. They Intervleeteo you at ion length. Is that

correct?
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A. Right. The last ttae thay tola a* «nen 1

eo.ee oo«n Houitcn, the 1 1 la aaa givan to (aearal task

force, uhlert Ineluoes custoa agents, federal IRS agents,

ana Federal Raiarva Dink agents.

I Interviewed tilth the four of the* uhleh I

gava you ena af then.

0. Has this Operation Greenoack that began ta

talk to you? Mas It calleo Uperatlon SraanbackT

A. Rlcht. Thay taUeo te ae t.c ilets only.

0. khan you hoard of the BCCI arrests, you nere

not surprised?

A. I knew thara were going to oe arrastad bacausa

thay Mara doing Illegal, ahan thara ara foreign

exchange restriction on tha other country, men's no

May you can bring • foreign exchange out of that

country. Ana If you're bringing out. that's illegal.

So. that's ahy I reported to thaa.

0. Mhat other countries eas this going on Mitnt

ao yeu have any Idcat

A. Thay have network all over In front of Unlteo

States. Jaaalca. Barbaoos. Panaaa. Coloaola. Thay

brought a bark Irto Coioabla that's called Bank ano

Mercantile ef Coioabla. They started in Vanazuala.

Thay filed application for license. Thay alght have

gotten It no*. At that tlae, to ay ononleoge, thay got
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It. In Argentina. Brazil, every ban* is cooing out of

that country, but thoy art going to open a branch.

0. In other »orci, the cuilnm of the bank In

thtsa different countries included bringing Inltod

States currency froa those countries Into tho united

Statist

*. Right.

0. Die there ever coae a tlae «nen you naa to

entertain people Mho aero oank eiaalners or people « ho

•ere Investigating the bank?

A. hot at that tlae. I drove only one cank

officer. f*r. Gorala Leals. uho uas the comptroller of

Florida, state banking comptroller. I believe, ne

issued about four licenses to nla in different branches

In "lael and Florida. Taapa branch. Boca Raton brancn.

Meal branch.

0. Clo you ever coae to believe that there aero

payments Involved In getting these licenses?

A. I flraly believe In that, but 1 cannot prove

It because that's the aay they uork.

Q. aflat do you aoan that's the aay thay work?

Give ae an I llustration.

A. Like I tolo you. that «r. Saxhla visited to

the BCCI f roe Jasalca. That uas about four or five

ellllon dollars. That uas a big deal tor that country
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hr . SaKranl nas aanaglng BCC1 Jaaalca. H* cm Da CM .

He took ever f r ot Junnarkart and Junnarkar resigned at

that tl»e iihan I reported to the IRS.

0. Mara there any other people froa Jaaalca oho

■era brought In to tne fliaal operation]

A. Yes. Cne very active aeeber Is Hr . Patrick

lynch. He's froa Jaaalca* very friendly elth Mr.

Sakhlai ano fa Is olrector of Caribbean nou in BCCi.

O. He's the BCCI executive In London charged »ltn

the responsibility for tne Car iboean?

a. Right. At that tlas he mi in hlaat under Hr.

Sahhla. Nohi he Is proaoted over Mr. Sakhla.

0. Do you have any idea uhy that alght have

occurred?

A. Because of the lb Billion nothing happened

unlet) caee froa Jaaalca. He got gooa record.

0. fcere there businessmen In hlaei eho noulo coae

In and use the bank as eel I?

A. At that tlae the very faaous Ban. hr. Dukayt

usad ta coae and throe a lot of parties.

0. Mho's hr. OukayT

A. A Coloabla coffee e-.anate eho filed bankruptcy

and got Indicted In 1985 or 'St.

0. "'at Is Carlos Oukay?

A. Yes.
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Nassau •

0. which don't exist!

A. Right. Set they don't have to deposit —

retort It to the federal government.

0. here there any other proalnent Individuals alio

case Into the bank at that tine who you Knew aoout or

recosn Ized?

A. No. I saw Jeb Bush two or three tlaes over

there ■I th Kr. Sakhla. I tan Maurice Praey.

0. The aayor of HlaalT

A. niaalt aayor ot nlin. J saw nr . too Cranaa

at the tint of Inauguration, not after that.

0. This Is all part of the oank 's trying to

cultivate public officials and proalnent Individuals]

A. Right.

0. what kind of autoaobiles old the bank have?

A. They have Lincoln Town Car and Cadillac

Seville.

0. This would be used to aeet people at trie

airport?

A. Right.

0. Anc bring thea In fro* wherever they were

coelnq froa?

A. Right. Take thea to the different clubs Ilka

Srove Isle or (rare Bay hotel in Hiaai.
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0. He aentlonad ■ couple of official* who visited

the bank. Did any officials have account*, thut? Do

you Know If any of. those foreign governaent officials

hac accounts »l It the bank?

A. So far I don't knout but aayba outsld* of the.

country they night hav* accounts In brand tayaan or

soaauhsra just tc protect thea. out of rtlaal.

0. Mar* there any direct contacts with Panaaa or

Panaaanlans at the tla* you were working In niaai?

A. Panaaa aas In Latin Aaerican region. Thay

have different regions, and that Mas dealt by the other

officers which Is on tne 15th floor, and I aas working

en the 14th floor. So. 1 olon't knoa auch about. But I

know the Panaaa branch Manager Aajad Anan. he usea to

visit quite cften In Plaal.

0. He would visit Hiaal frequently?

A. Yes.

0. khat was the difference of tne operations on

the different floor*? You salo you were on the 19th

floor?

A. 6CCI Hiaal and they hav* what you call Latin

American reelon. That Is called BCCI Latin Aaerlcan.

So, there are separata two regions.

0. Did they accept oeposlts at the other office,

the ether Latin Aaerlcan region office?
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*. I balltv* sot out 1 oon't nave tne proof ot

that. I don't Knoii.

0. hai there anybody Ilk* you uno Has dragging

Dags of aonoy around?

A. Pa to*.

0. But you oon't knoal

». I oon't knoM.

0« Old the iiployeii of tne t.o off leas not

foclal I ?e?

• • They are socialized! but there's 15th floor!

l°th floort throe floors different! ana mo don't knox

■hat's oolng on ovar tr.ere.

0. You dlon't sea tnat on a regular basis?

ft. Right.

r« . BLLrU «hy don't m ta»a a brlaf racass.

IReca ss)

bp. BLlfli Back on tna record.

BY fR. BLUM; IRasuaing)

0. I'd Ilka to reolnd tna ultnass tnat »e

contlnua under oath.

I'd Ilka to ask you about a nuabar of

Individuals Mho aara naaad In the inolctaant and tall aa

ahatever you can about thosa Individuals as I aant ion

their rues.
»»jao auan, aho Mas ne ? what do you knoa

.
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•bout Ma?

A. he ws tnt Panaaa aanagert ana men ne aas

saltched fro* Parama to »a*nlnc.tont D.C. uult* a anil*

iio was In Washington^ _.C. office. Than t.o aonths

before I talk, he quit froa BCtI and ht ran trca BCCI.

0. This aas a acnth before in* inolctaant?

A. That's whai I neara. I'm not sure aDout It.

0. xhat atout Syed Aftac hussaln? bo you knoa

ahc that Is?

A . ho.

0. Aktar Bl I 9 r a a I ?

A. Bt Israel aas trie Coloabl* aanager for BCtI •

ano then ha aoveo on froa ColotDla- to oogota branch to

14th floor, Latin American region, ana he aas assigned

there.

0. hazlr Chinoy?

A. No < I con' I knoa.

0. Ian Hoaard?

A. No.

0. Aslf Baaka?

A. He's highly official electeoi out I navar aei

Me.

0. Saad Shafl?

A. He Is ths parson aho used to take Nassau

branch roney Into fi I an i , and he used tc sign on th*
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0. Docs M n»»t a father •■ployed by tna Dank?

A. His father i< vice president or president of

Astorlcan rtalon. Nr. Shafl.

0. This Is the son?

a. Son of hit.

a. Nhat old ha oo explicitly again? he Mould

bring cash Into the bentt?

A. Not no. He used to accept the aoney and sign

as Bahamas. »• rtctl.ee In the Bahaaas branch, on the

oocuatnts of Bahaaas. He aas tha officer for their

noneilstent Bahaaas office.

0. local Ashraf?

A . ho i s I r.

0. Oo you knou Mr. Akoart Mr. J. A. »nCar?

A. S. A. Akbar? Yes. he's ohai you call — his

brother-in-law's chairaan of tne Dan*. Mr. hagunl Is

the chairaan of the Dank. dr. Akoar's sister Is aarrled

■I th «r. Naathl .

o. They're brotners-ln- leaf

A. They are related to eech other.

0. he usee to be eaployed by the Dankt Is tnat

correct?

A. he Is the aain Ban, taxing care of Crand

Cayman, vhlch Is heed office of 6CCI.

r**
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Q. hr . Ahter Is tne »an »no took car* of the

Cayman off Ice of BCCI?

A. Hey. t give the photograph to you.

0. Die there com a tlae when he resigned to sat

up his own business* Caocoa -- nr. Akoarl

A. Cr SI I gr ami .

Q. S. A. akbar.

A. I oon't «now.

0. But he was until h* left running tne Cayaan

of Ileal

A* I con ' t think so* H* Is going to leave.

0. Yov. aer.tlonec there mi a lot of travel oack

anc forth by Mr. Axan.

A. Every high official. If you loon at thatr

passport* they're involved In a lot of traveling. I

don't even see Bank of Aaerlca officials travel this

auch. Why I don't know. It looks suspicious to ■*•

Everybody. The aore hign officials you go, the aoro

fraquant trip.

They can talk to Loncon or anyahere on tne

telephone Insteaa of traveling, cut they do go

physical ly all the tla*.

Cj. Die you ever aeet a aan by tna naae of Aaeer

La ah IT

A. he.
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o. Havt you heard ot an oil coapany callao

Attock, Attock Oil Coaoanyt Pakistani oil coapany

ralatac to the bank?

A. No. sir. It aayoe cm< after alien I left.

o. I'c like to so back to clarity something lor

the record.

khen you neniloned proalnent political people

-he caae to the bankt »hat you're laying Is that the

■onager of the bank .as attempting to entertain the* and

cultivate thea?

a. Right.

0. There's no evidence that they Drought aoney

Into the bank to be launaered or in any way or doing

an yt hi no I 'proper?

A. Right.

Q. Is that correct?

A. Right.

0. You aentloneo that r)r. Sakhla «ne» all about

this, all abcut this activity because he started It?

A. I"« pretty sure as I 'a talking to you, I •■

sura he knew about everything*

0. He Is not naaed In the Inoiclneni. Coos that

surprise you?

A. It surprisec «e too ouch.

0. Because he Is the guy nho really becaae this

91-936 0 - - 21
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Q. They hid an account in BCC1 Mail?

A. That's what tha cocuaant jno.s. I don't too

that.

c. in trin anii othar people you can tnlnk ol

■ho old business with the oank Mho »e should ot malt of?

*• I coulcn't fcllo- in.
0. were thire othar ptople that m shculd be

aware of »ro did business «lth the oank?

a. Basically they dealt wltn basic — nigner

people for were eoneyt they go for tnca.

0 . The very r Ich?

A. The very rich, tne very influential. If

you're not rich. If you're Influential* no matter.

They'll oake you rich.

0. I'd like you to look In the file of computer

printouts for a cocuaant headed i.i. Del lar« 25

February. 1984. Would you take a look at that. It's
headed Kingston. Jamaica. Would you Icantify that

cocuaant for the recorct please.

a. This Is oCCI Kingston. Jaaalca. printout dated

25 February. 1984.

0. I'c like to have tnat aarked as txhlolt J.
(The document referred to

■as aarked Exhibit J. for

loent 11 1ca tl on. I
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BY fIR. BLUM I'tsuaing)

0. Mould you lock at in.t and Icok .t the

rotortncti tc cash and dtscrlbt for us anat this sno»s.

1, Thara Is cash — It says t53i*9bi. It Mas a

racalpt froa BCCU Kingston, Jamaica, to BCCIi Mitel.

Thart*s another J127.315 on b February tnrougn Federal

Reserve Bank.

o. In othsr xoros< soaa aonay Mould 90 through

tht Faatral Rasarvt Bank?

a. Right.

0. But soat aonay Mould go In tna fora of just

cathl

A. Right.

0. and tht cash aas Inoicattd on tht transaction

tit total

a. Right.

0. I notlct that tntrt Is a casn handling cnarga

for 30 January I Istad for nanollng tht casn that's on

tit first pace. Do you knou »nai mat tntry Mould be

abautl

a. That Is — I batitvt that .hat tna bank

Oerotc for tha services froa ECCI Jaealca.

0. For nandllng tna cash?

». tight* froa thtra to hcrt.

0. has It your understanding that unen large
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•Mounts of cash dirt brought Into tho Dank that thara

•otto be nc Interest pala on u.i deposit for son* parted

of tlae as a nay of paying for the service?

a. khat I heard apout tha officials that eere

•orklnc. they take tha aoney and tnay katp It kith

then. They do the business « I th thee. They aake aionay

eno after khon they get the green light from other

people or they get It aeposlteo In Nassau branch or they

transfer by flying It to Crand Cayaan or Panaaa. after a

ah 11e they said hey. your aoney Is there, and you can

start orau Inc Interest on that.

For quite a uhlle they don't pay anything.

0. kas there also a technique for advancing the*

loans or staking it loon like the aoney uas borrokeo in

the United StatesT

«. Yes. If you see In the different printouts.

you see the block. The letter says block. That aaans

that your deposit' aoney Is a block. But In the other

printout you see that the pank has lent the saae

Individual aoney on khat they are paying Interest, and

the buslnessaan clalaed to the IRS that I palo this ouch

Interest, but what ha had earned In Nassau branch no bo ay

knows about It. They are clalalng Interest here, and

they net paying that they earn over there.

0. Taxes en the Interest earned In the other
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location?

». Right. And the Dank sno.s tr.at 1 nava givan

»ol claan craft. .That Is not cltan overdraft. You naa

tht rnirfy. Trou Caa ilC percent secure.

n

•:

'3

'4

•?

16

I"
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0. You acrtianac that one of the officers Mho Mas

In New York Itf t for Lonaon. to you racal I Mho that

right have been? Mas thor* any officer In no York Mho

Mas »ov«d to Lonoon during the count of your KnOMing

abcut the bark?

*. He Mas In Ne» York and aiovoa to London.

0. Cr did I aisunoor stand you? Has tnsra soaoona

Mho Mas In Ncm York »hen tno Indictment caaa but than

traveled laaedlately to Miami and Lonoon — tne Ne« York

officer aho caae doMn to Niaal?

a. klght.

0. Mho Mas that!

» • Hr • Sakh la.

0. He's tr.e guy Mho really aoes knoM unit's going

on ?

a. Right. Everything.

0. Cla you tell the IRS aoout fir. Sakhla?

a. Of course. 1 shoued the saae copyi ana 1

shoved the saae oocuaent anile he Is saying In Nassauv

anc there's no brancht and the other brancn Is taking

eonay against the Nassau branch.

0. Is there anything else that you mouIo Mant to

tell us about the BCCI operation that 1 nave not raised

ulth you or any points that you Mould like to aakel

A. Sure. They are very Influential > anc that's
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thi nay they aork. Hheravar trey got they cam the high

officials, the government officials, -rether frlenoly or

br Ibt then or >htti«er i that's the aaln practice. Plus

after that, ahat I heard nou after Indictaenti they are

going to hire Br. Henry Kissinger as his lawyer to

represent* and they are going to sue the United States

governaentt that they indicted wrongfully anc olo

daaages to their business and other things.

I don't know how they're going to oo It.

0. But yoi've heard that they're going to be very

agcresslve In prctectlng theaselves?

A. Yes. They talk about they aade other people

In Maul and other coaaunitles. especially.

0. Yoi were very unhappy tilth your experience

kith that bank?

A. And I 'a still unnappy. 1 con't know why they

get the green card. Everybody caae here without

anything. They hire the people. The In I tea States give

the green card. They can hire Aaarlcan educated parson*

professionals. You'll never see any key position any

Aaerlcan on that. I don't know why.

Q. Al I Pakistanis?

A. All Pakistani. They don't knot, nothing about

banking and they are branch Manager, eaecutlva Baking

J100.000 and over 1100.000 a year.
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0. Do you think tint's Because tftey'ri

trustworthy In this activity of loving large aaounts of

cash?

A. I fir sly believe so Because there is no older

nay. You pay -hit my capability Is. If I'* IZOiOOO

north and you're paying 160, OCC or JBO.OOO, eventually I

a* doing something wrong for you or you're going to use

■• soneuhere else.

0. Jnc no, aany people aete working In the niaai

office Hhen last you talked to people about it?

A. Right noai they have about 30 people In 8CC1

■laal.

0. That's tne office you were In?

A. Right.

0. The other ore on tne upper floor has even aore

pecoleT

A. The other ore has about to persons! too.

o. Is there anything else you nam to tell us for

the record?

A. I kant to see them behind the bar ano license

cancelled. I would be very pleaseo. At least If not

all that, you lock Into there they have 0**n since 10

years. Great Britain never Issue banking license to

the*. Why? Because tney are not a oanker. They're

only serving a bank permit. They just can't do that.
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■no they arc doing It. «h» united States issue a

license for then uhen they are doing tnls nine ot

business?

r.f . BLLMS I have no further questions.

ITnereupont at 11S3C a.m., the taking of the

Instent Deposition ceased.)

J
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Application for Reward for
Original Information

Enxrn12/31/83
ssncsEf—

Thisapplicationisvoluntaryaid theinformationrequestedenablesustodetermintandpayreward).Weusetheinformation
torecordaclaimant'srewardM taxableincome,andtoidentifyanytaxoutstandingfac.'udingthatonaratumfiledjointlywith
aapouia)againtlwhichtherewardwouldlint beapplied. Weneedlociaisecuritynumlicrson(hiiapplicationinordertoproceu
it. Notprovidingtheinformaltonrequestedmayresultm(hesuspensionof theprocessingof thii application.Ourauthorityfor
askingtortheinformationonthisformisderivedfrom26USC6001.6109,6011,7623,7802,and5 USC301.

aofdei Socialsecuritynumber

/9Z/2- a/f- ££££M±£_

Address,includingZU>code
/tftrftw-

Socialaecuritynumber

I amapplyingfora reward,inaccordancew,ththelawandregulation*,lor ordinalinformationfurnished,whichledto the
electionof a violationof theinternalrevenuelaw*of theUnitedState*andwhichaftoledto thecollectionof taxes,penalties.
■s.andforfeitures.I wasnotanemployeeof theDepartmentof theTreasuryatthetimeI cameintopossessionof themfor-
■tionnorn thetimeI divulgedit.

-neof IRSemployeetowhomviolationwasreported

uA*
Dateviolationreported
(month,day.yaarl

P^Ml^J f-IV- %N
wwoftaxpayerwhocommittedtheviolation

. Ovw^xtfVCc, L^ Q (\^Q £>Trt€&^
Jdroe*.includingZIPcoda

n^^v. \^n, £J±-
Underpenaltiesof perjury,1declarethatI haveexaminedthisapplicationandmyaccompanyingstatements,if any,andto

tebastof myknowledgeandbelieftheyaretrue,correct,andcomplete.I understandtheamountof anyrewardwill represent
'hattheDistrictDirectorconsiders/Ssoropnatein thisparticularcase.Directorconsider*jrStpropnaiain thi

The
ZZ

followingis to becompletedby theInternalRevenueService

Allowanceof Reward
Sumrecovered Amountol reward

In considerationof theoriginalinformationthatwasfurnishedby theclaimantnamedabove,whichconcernsa violationof
theinternalrevenuelawsandwhichledto thecollectionof taxes,penalties,fines,andforfeituresin thesumshownabove,I
approvepaymentof a rewardin theamountstated.

SignatureofDistrictDirector

PaperworkReductionActNone

ThePaperworkReductionActof 1980leyswemutttallyouwhywearecollectingthisinformation,howwewilluseit.andwhether
youhavetogiveit tous. WeaskfortheinformationtocarryouttheInternalRevenuelaw*of theUnitedStates.Wtneedit toen
lurethattaxpayersarecomplyingwiththeselawsandtoallowusto figureandcollecttherightamountof (ax. Youarerequiredto
giveusthisinformation.

Form211IHe*II an

&
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DEPOSITION OP WERNER LOTZ OCTAVIO

Friday* April a. 19BS

U.S. Striata

Coaalttee en Foreign Halations

Subcoaalttaa on Twrorlsii

Narcotics and lntarnatlonal

Oparatl am

Washington. O.C.

Tha Subcoaalttaa aat at 10(20 a. a. In Kooa SH-216. Hart

Senata Offlca Building. Jack Blua presiding.

Presentl Senator Kerry.

Also Present; Jack Blua. Subcommittee Staff.

Mr. Bluai I tnlnk In view of the tlae pressures >• are

under ~ Senator Kerry Is on his way, but 1 think Me should

start.

If you would please stand. Mr. Lotz. and would you raise

your right hand. Oo you swear to toll the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you Coo?

Mr. Lot 2i I do.
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TESTIMONY OF WERNER LOT* OCTAVIO

ACCOMPANIED BY!

NEAL RANDOLPH LENlSt ESQ.. COUNSEL

Mr. Blual would you stato (or tho roeord your full

naaa?

Mr. Lotit Mornor Lotz Octavlo.

Mr. Blual And noa old aro you?

dr. Lotzl 37.

Mr. Blual Nom» arc you prasontly Incarcaratad In tha

fadaral prison syiteaT

Mr. Lotzl I aa.

Mr. Blual Mhat Is tha santanca you ara sarvlng?

Mr. Lotzi I 'a sarvlng a four yaar santanca.

Mr. Bluat And uhat is that fort

Mr. Lotzi Conspiracy to violate tha Traval Act ana

conspiracy for drugs.

Mr. Blual And whan dla you btgln sarvlng this santanca?

Mr. Lotzl I was Incarcaratad tha 5th of Oacaabar. 1985.

Mr. Bluat I would Ilka to go back to your background In

tha aircraft businass and your caraar as a pilot. Mhara did

you laarn how to fly?

Mr. Lotzi I laarnsd hou to fly In Costa Rica and got ay

training In tha united Statas.

Mr. Blual And uhat tiara your first joos a* a pilot?

Mr. Lotzl My first job as a pilot startad In — about 1%
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years age with Ta»l Aerlo. Mhlch the owner of the eoapany uas

Pat Hatch. And 1 I Ian »itn Robert Vatco.

And froa tnan 1 aoved lo anothar eoapany Mhlch Mas called

Coapanla Juyjuy Aaerlcanar and I (in Mr. Oan Fouley. And

froa there I got ay own eoapany later, Mhlch Mas calico

Sacia.

hr. Blual Sacsa?

Mr. Lotzi Sacsat S-a-c-t-a.

Mr. Blual Nom lot aa go to the parlod ahan you (Iom for

Bob Vesco. hom old you gat the Job ulth Robart VascoT

Mr. Lotzi Walli Initially Mr. Vesco Mas — alien ha caaa

to Costa Rica, he had his own pilots. Mr. Mally Catcher and

fir. Fred Foster. At that tlee, Mr. Vesco Mas having several

probleas and they stale aost of his aircraft. They took the

707. and he had a Lear jet* a Saber liner. Eventually all the

alrcrafts Mere taken froa hla.

So he aas flying with Mr. Pat Hatch froa Taxi Aerlo. And

since I Mas the aost qualified pilot doun there with Pat, 1

becaae his copl lot. And that's the way I started flying for

hla.

Mr. Blual What did you do as the pilot? hom aany trips

did you aake and over what period of tlae?

Mr. Lotzs That Mould oe very hard to recall exactly. In

hour tlnest Me refer as hours, f I own hours, aaybe 500 hours

flying tlae. Me flew several tlaes into Fort Lauderdale.
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Horristown. Now Jersey. We (leu Into Nassau. We went

basically all over the place, not Kith hle( of course, but

■Ith his faally.

Nr. Bluai With his faal lyl

nr. Lotzi Yes. sir.

Mr. Blual Old there ever coao a tlaa ..hen you flow hla

to Noraan's Kay In the Bahaaas?

Mr. Lotzi No. sir.

Mr. Bluat Old you ever My hla to tha Middle East?

Mr. Lotzt Tha Kiddle East? Ha. no. Not tha crew at

that tlaa that was (lying to tha Middle East on tha 707 was

Ike Elsenhower, which was tha captalnl and the copilot, his

naaa was Werner, but It's not Warnar Lotz.

Mr. Bluai New. aid there coae a tlaa whan you becaaa the

pilot for senior Costa Rican govarnaant officials?

nr. Lotz! Vest I was tha personal pilot of President

Caraso.

nr. Blual And was that tha first tlaa you had bacoaa a

pilot for a governaent official In Costa Rica?

nr. Lotzi Mall. I wouldn't say that. I flew as a

copilot for Daniel Dauber for a long tiae.

Hr. Bluai For the record. Oanial Oduber was President of

Costa Rica?

Mr. Lotzt Daniel Oduber was an ex-President of Costa

Rica.
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Mr. Bluat And how did you fly for Dial Ha* that ao part

of the government or was that while ho uti In offlco or out

of offlcoT

«r. Lotzl Not at that tlaa I'a sura you're auaro tho

Costa Klein govornaont ail not vary wall funded. So the

prasldont dots not havo an airplane. So Pat Hatch gave his

aircraft to Mr. Odubsr to My. As a aattar of fact. If I

recall correctly. Vosco's aircraft, .men ais — I don't

reaoabor right now tho Idontl f icatlon of tha aircraft. It

■as a Navajo nh I ch was purchased by fir. Voscot uas flown down

thoro.

And than Daniel Oduber usad that airplane for his

personal use or we used to fly hla up and down In that

airplane.

Mr. Blum; So Oduber used Vosco's plana to get around

Costa Rica?

Mr. Lotzi That's right.

dr. Bluat And what year would this have been* or years?

Mr. Lot?; I aa terrible for tine fraalng. But It was

during the presidency of Daniel Oduber. That was —

Mr. Bluai '76-'77?

Mr. Lot*; Yest approximately '76-"77» right.

Mr. Blum; And then you becaae the personal pilot for

President Caraso, and what was that period? Mould that have

been roughly '80, 1960?
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nr. Lotzi OKayf let ■• recall hurt. 1 nit urrlm In

1979 and I Has already flying for ni», so it has got to bo

oar I lor.

Mr. Bluat '78?

Mr. Lotzi '78, '77.

Mr. Bluat '78 to what. '81-'8^7

dr. Lotzi Throe yaars.

nr. Bluai Did you bocoao in that capacity the head of

tho Costa Rlcan air ara?

Mr. Lotzi Could you say that again?

Mr. Bluat Oid you becoae the head of tho Costa Rlcan air

arn or whatever It Has called!

Mr. Lotzi Uell< If such a thing exists, yes. I Mas In

charge.

Mr. Blual And then you said you Mont into a private air

taxi businass that vat your own business, is that correct?

nr. Lotzt No. Hell, let's see. As best as I can recall

here, first it Has Pat Hatch, with Pat Hatch I Has flying

ulth nr. Vasco. okay. At that tlaa 1 knew President Odubor.

After that. 1 worked for Juyjuy. That's J-u-y-J-u-y.

Hr. Blual And then, go ahead.

nr. Lotzi And then I started nith Sacsa.

nr. Blual And Sacsa Is your coapany?

nr. Lotzi Yes.

nr. Blual New, what did your coapany oo?

91-936 0-88-22
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Mr. Bluai Do you know who ho is?

Hr. Lotzt Not really* not really, not Cesar Rodriguez.

• lot of the pooplo we know mo know by face and mo kno> by

othar naaeit okay. But tho naao Cesar Rodrlguaz I can't

racol lact.

Mr. Bluai Mara you aware of arrangaaants that ware aada

to ship weapons troa Panaaa to tho Salvadoran guerrillas?

Mr. Lotzi Yes, sin I was.

Mr. Bluai You Mara?

Mr. Lotzi Yts.

Mr. Bluat And Mhat do you know about those

arrantaaantsl

Mr. Lotzi Well, tne arrangaaants becaaa an arrangaaant

at the end, because Initially the weapons were flown froa

Cuba Into Panaaa and Into Costa Rica.

Mr. Bluai And uhara Mare they flown to in Costa Rica?

Mr. Lotzi To Llano Grande In Guanacaste province.

Mr. Bluai An airport in Guanacaste province?

Mr. Lotzi Right.

Mr. Bluai And then where were they taken?

Mr. Lotzi Froa Llano Grande they would be trucked to the

frontier In different areas where we had the caaps off — and

now we're talking right now of the first part of the

revolution, okay.

Mr. Bluai You're talking now not about the revolution in
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own a charter service and 1 own on*. And ha took initially

Pat Hatch's custoaers and than I took his custoaers away onco

• «aln.

Kr. Bluai So you were active competitors?

Mr. Lotzt Hollt In the last years, yes, we were.

Pljloue Cuarra during tha tlaa of the first revolution,

tho Sandlnlsta revolution, was tha awn that mi raal ly active

and Involved In carrying atiponi and sending his aircraft

Into Havana, ekay.

And he would send his five or six Aztecs, as best 1 can

recall, to Paneaa and froa there vt would load up tha

weapons, put thaa In tha Aztecs, and fly thee Into —

seaetlaest depending on the conditional we would fly Into £1

Coco, uhlch the y wore earahoused In Base Ocho. Or they ueuld

be taken to Llano Cranoe, depending on the need*

Pintles, C-4 plastics, and at that tlaa tha aortars, 130

allllaeterst and all type of aortars, oazookas, and heavy

weapons were Mean directly to Llano Grande. Froa there they

uere tracked to the frontier. And ue woulo do soaa night

flights er evening flights Into certain strips In Managua.

Mr. Bluej New, this was In the period of tlaa when tha

Soaaza government was in power and the Sanolnlsta rebellion

was under way?

«r. Latzt That's right.

Mr. Bluat New, when that was completed, when the Soaoza
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govarnaent fall* did weapons sMpaanti Inta Casta Rica

continue?

Hr • Letzt Let ■« see. No. May I proceed!

Hr. Bluat Yalt plaasa.

Hr. Letzt For a tlae. yes. I can tall you exactly,

because all of thosa weapons vara sterad ifhere I was. which

■at Basa Ocho.

Hr. Blual Mara there weapons latt over*

Hr. Lotzl * lot of thea.

Hr. Blual In ttoragat aftar that war andadT

Hr. Letzt * lot.

Hr. Blual A lot?

Hr. Lotzl A lot.

Hr. Blual What happened to those weapons?

Hr. Lotzl They were soldi they Mere stolen. Then uas

the beginning of the prlvete dealers, end then a whole buncn

of people that ware related Kith the governaent that had

access to the guns, that had access to tha govarnaent people,

xould take batches of weapons.

Hr. Blual Mho were those weapons sold to?

Hr. Lotzl To Individuals in the zone. Okay, there Mas

at that tlae a fear of a govarnaent strike, to overthrow the

governaent. So certain groups were trying to buy aras. At

that tlae there was more or less e black market In weapons

that happened. Everybody Mas buying weapons froa tha
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government ptoplt.

«r. Hunt H* havt had tastlaony that the foraer security

■Inlstar of Costa tlcat Johnny Echavarrlat Has ona of tha

paoala who deal t In thata aiipom. Is that tastlaony

accurate?

Nr. Lou; To ay bast knowledge, yosi it Is. It would ba

hla and Enrique honta Allegro.

Nr. Ilual And did thay sail any ot thasa weapons to tho

Salvadorans, as »• have had previous tastlaony?

Senator Kerry [presiding]; Old you know for a fact that

Johnny Echevarrla did that? Old you transact tilth hla?

Mr. Lotzi If I over did any direct transact lonst not

sir. Old 1 ever saa aonay paid to hla, not sir.
Senator Kerry; So how do you knoa that?

Mr. Lotzi Once agalnt I Has very nail connected with the

government. I was working with all these people, and It Is

Just the talk aaong tho Vice President, tho President, and

tha alnlsters.

I used to fly all those people around.

Senator Kerry! Ana describe soet of the talk so that we

can understand tha precision with which you say that ha was

doing that?

hr. Lotzl Hell, the talks are concerned about If weapons

should be kept or brought out fro* Panaaa and be housed in

Costa Mica, or should It be stoppea, because at that tiaa
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there war* toaa paepla at the Aaarlcan eabassy that vara vary

aueh concerned tilth tha aaount of ueapons I • f t ovar .

Tha conc.rn arota bacausa tha ueapons »ere «ostly all

coaaunlst atapons. Ha'ra talking about Chinese* Had China

aortarst and all ueapons that derived troa Havana. Cuba. So

that was basically tha talks* that they should ba bringing

thaa or thay should stop or fly It dlrsetly froa Panaaa Into

El Salvador.

Mr. Blual Hon, did thara coaa a tlaa Khan you becaee

auare of Panamanian pilots who vara flying thasa ueapons out

of Costa Rica to Salvador?

Mr. Lotzi Out of Costa Rica? No, slr« 1 couldn't say

thati no.

fir. Bluai You personally do not Know about that?

Mr. Lotzl I knau of Panamanian aircraft landing In our

basa and landing In Llano Crande.

nr. Blum landing In Llano Grande. Do you knou uno tna

pilot of that aircraft was?

Mr. Lotzl No. Thara uars several* savaral airplanes.

Mr. Bluai Old you avar meet a pilot naaed Thoofllo

katson?

Mr. Lotzi I navar met hia personally. I knou of

Thoofllo.

Mr. Blueu What do you knou about hla?

Mr. Lotzi Tha only thing 1 knou of Thoofllo Is uhat I
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see personally any drugs Moan Into the ranch.

Senator Korryl Hon do you knoa they atrt Moan In?

Mr. Lotzi Because of tha pilots that flea tha drugs In.

Senator Kerr*: which pilots?

Mr. Lotzi There aara soao Colombian pilots and sosia

Panaaanlan pilots. Thara aara tao air forca Panamanian

pilots, anyaay dressed In Panaaanlan Military unlforas.

fir . Blum; And thay (lea tne drugs Into thasa strips

along tho border. Do you knoa. ahat are those strips

called? What are the naaes of those strips?

Mr. Lotzi Let ae see if I reaeaber.

Los Chi les de upa la.

Mr. Bluat Los Chi lest ahich is right up on the border?

Mr. Lotzi Yes. it's close to the oorder.

Mr. Blual Do you reaeaber the naaes of any otners?

Mr. Lotzi Tnen there aas one close to Los Chiles called

~ that aas. there aas an aircraft accident there involving s

Titan that had an accident there. It aas called — I don't

recall at this aoaant. I a I I I recall further on.

Mr. Blual We have an aeroaap ahich aa alii bring In so

that you can look at It.
Senator Kerry; Excuse ae. Mr. Lotzi if I can for a

alnute. where did the aeapons originate fromr These aeapons

coaet you say. froa Panaaa. Where did they com froa to

Panaris, do you knoa?
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Mr. Lotzi They om froa tho red aarket — ucusi ■•>

froa til* black narkati not fro* the red aarket. Froa the

black aarket. They caaa in through Panaaa.

Soaa atn Aasr ican-aade weapons. Host of thaa vara

AK.-47'st which Mat tha big weapon that ■» used by tho

contraravo lu t Ion .

Sanator Kerry! Old tha AK-*7's coa* froa East Europaan

bloc countries?

Hr. Lotzt I wouldn't Know.

Senator Kerry! You don't know?

Mr. Lotzl I don't know.

Senator Kerryl Old you know Hike Herarrel

«r. Lotzi No« sir.
Senator Kerry! The naae doesn't aean anything to you?

Mr. Lotzt No.

Mr. Blum; No», we vera talking about drugi coalng Into

these strips.

dr. Letzi Right.

Hr. Blual And Mho would pick those drugs up and fly thaa

outt or was It s lap I y a stop for refueling and then going

on?

Mr. Letzi It was a stop for refuel basically. The

alrcratts would land, there would be fuel waiting tor thea<

ano then they would depart froa there. They would com In

with weapons and with drugs.
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Thar* Mas * change* you knout tha al loving of th*

alrerafti ta land to drop tha weapons and to procoad with tin

drugs. Or to battar eapiam, tha landing ie*», to put It

this way, were paid tilth weapons.

Mr. Blual So tha way thasa guys got to pay lor tha us*

of tho strip and tna rafuallng Mas to drop off weapon* for

the poopl* who control lad tha strips. Is that a fair nay of

putting It?

Mr. Lotzl That would ee fairs yas. That Mould ba

cerract •

Mr. Blual And where did tha drugs go troa thara? Where

did thasa pilots thon fly to?

Mr. Lotzt As 1 Know, thara aara two altarnata routes.

Qna aas th* Bananas rout* and on* was th* Mexican rout*.

Mr. Blual In older aordsi soaa of tha drugs went up to

th* Bahaaas and soaa of th* drugs want up to Mexico?

Nr . Lot*: Right.

Mr. Blual Presuaably for latar transshtpaent to tho

United States, Is that corract?

Mr. Lotzt I uouldn't Know. I would laaglna.

Mr. Blual Now, did you ever aaat Floyd Carlton?

fir. Lotzl Not sir.

Mr. Blual You never Bet hia?

Mr. Lotzt No.

Mr. Blual Old you hear about hla?
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government threat to this Kind of trafflckingt

Hr. Lotzi None.

Br. Bluas And you had the guerrillas protecting the

strlpT

fir. Lotzi Right.

nr. Bluai The planes coaing In. getting refueled, and

flying on?

hr. Lotzi That's right.

And then you had people a I th a lot of influence? the

ounars for exaaple. If you go a little bit back, you go back

to John Hull. Nobody would dare Interfere with John Hull.

Mr. Blunt Why uould nobody Interfere » I th John Hull?

fir. Lotzt That's a good question. 1 asked. 1 provided

■yself that Information, hou John Hull uas Involveo with

drugs, where the drugs were kept, where the weapons were

kept.

And the only answer I got was he was too high on the

totea pole to be dealt wltn.

Mr. Blum; New. what Information did you have about John

Hull's Involveaent with drugs?

Mr. Lotzi Hell. It's a long story.

fir. Bluai Please. Me want to hear that long story In

all Its detail.

Mr. Lotzi I have a very good friend of alne of many.

■any years, his naae Is Father Clavlus Salano. Father
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Clavlus Salane Is tho head of John foul XXIII School In Costa

Rico. It's a school thot nolps very poor pooplo not to

bocoao coaaunlsts. Thoy toach pooplo that coaaunlsa for a

country Is no good and It's battor to try to survive In tho

halfuay daaocracy than a coaaunlst country*

So ue have about — ha has about aayba 60.000 pooplo

■hlch ara vary? vory closo to Ma. as a aattar of fact* tha

Aaerlcan aabassy doun there, uhan thors Is any possibility of

strikes* ho Morks ulth tho pooplo* So ho knoai tho ■nolo

country and ha Is ono troaonoous source of Inforaatlon of

anything that occurs. Father Salano Is the first aan that

■ould hovo It.
•then I uas arrastoo and Initially DEA ooaonstratad that

thay had Interast In aa cooperating alth thea In the drugs

trafficking through Costa klca. I said that I ooulo under the

condition if tnoy could do soeethlng for ■• for ay Rule 3».

Thot mi< ■•'re talking noe '86.

and they said that thay uould be Milling. So I askad

Father Salens If ha Mould aeet ulth all his people and give

aa a good trace en everything concerning drugs and John Hull

at that tlee. .hlch I knee that all operating alth drugs.

And so attar three norths, mo get all tha Inforaatlea and

telephone nuebors. people no had deelt ulth. assuaed naaes

John Hull aent ultn In the Mtl side of the country, certain

radio stations, that he had. the type of business he carrieo.
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Senator Kuril Collect inturancal

Nr. Lotzl No Insurance Involved bar*, air.

Sanator Kerrvi What was tha raasan It uas bulldozed Into

tha river* aaa It a drug planaT

Mr. Lotzt There Is twa theories, ana 1 •• concerned

bacausa thara uas soae aonay that had ta to for tha contra*

that navar got thara. Soaebody stole cocaine, to do vary

clur, so It Has aada as an accldant happened, that tha

aircraft did go Into tho river, and uhatever >■■ In tha

aircraft sank or dissolved In tho ««ttr.

Nr. Blual So this Mould have provldad an explanation for

tho fact that tha cocaina was navar found?

Mr. Lotzl Absolutely. Thoro Mas no nay. Tha rlvar Is a

vary big rlvar. nuabar ona. It's a lot of currant. No one

Is going to dive In there to get anything out of the

aircraft.

And the aircraft Mas — the .hole windshield Mas gone, in

what uas supposed to heve oeen a crash landing and tha pilot

surviving* It Just doesn't aeko sense, no uay yeu look at

it.

Senator Kerry* What did John Hull get for having tho

airstrip open to guns and drugs? uas ha paid, or what

happened?

Nr. Lotzt Jchn Mull had all the advantages in tha vorlo

he wanted, because he coula get aerie y. ho uoald bo paid
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■one*, and ht uould be the aan to sail tha weapons, to ratal I

weapons at a fee, because ha got tnea Into hit itrip. And ha

Is a powerful aan and ha Mould daelda which group of tha

contrarovo lutlon Mould bo ablo to got tha weapons.

I'a sure you ara a. are. unfortunately In tha

contrarovo lutlon there Is too or throo dlftoront groups which

aorkid totally separate ways, navar asking headway, nono ot

thtii bocauso everybody was pulling through Its o«n

channels.

Senator Korryt John Hull would sell weapons to one group

or another group?

fir. Lotzl Depending who aas the aan with the aost

dol lars.

Senator Kerry: what about for the drugs! Old Hull sell

the drugs?

Mr. Lotzt I think basically the operation of tha drugs

Mas an Intermediate stop, a fuel stop, and aove to elsewhere.

because tha drugs In that case In Costa klca or Central

Aaerico uoulo have no purpose.

Senator Kerryi I understand that they didn't aean

anything there* But did Hull get paid for that, for allowing

the drugs to go through? Old he get a cut on the drug deal

at the other end?

dr. Lotzt That Is correct.

Senator Korryt Which is correct?
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Ar. Lotzl Not sir*

Dr. Blual Isn't It a fact that a larga nuabar of

Colombians have baan coning Into Costa Rica, looking at It as

a placa where (bay can aaka invastaonts and bsgln to develop

thalr drug business?

Br. Lotzi That Is trua.

Mr. Bluat And have they begun to aaka political

connections in Costa Rica to aaka sura that thalr situation

ulll be protected?

ftr. Lotzi Wellt I don't know. I know that because in ay

field. In ay field what I dot the tlylngt okay* there had

been a lot of people coalng In searching for strips*

ranches* But if they had political influence or not, I don't

know.

This governaent is not ay government* I eean, this Is a

totally different governaent than I worked for.

fir. Blum; New, at the tiae you worked for the

governaent, did you see people coalng in and looking for

strips and looking for ranches and beginning to aaka

investaents?

Mr. Lotzl Everything nappened after the Coraso

governaent. Things started getting a different scope after

Coraso left power.

Mr. Bluat After who?

fir. Lotz; After Coraso, Julio Coraso. It was then that
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things changed. Tne Lib* reel on Party caaa in.

Mr. Bluai Mho caaa In?

Mr. Lot*; Tha Llbaracion.

nr. Bluai And aho was tha President tnanl Monje?

Mr. Lou: Vast Rooerto nonja.

Sanator until Let aa suspsnd for ona alnuta hara.

(Pausa.l

Mr. Bluai I Mould Ilka to go back to tha period of tlaa

— you stopped flying for any ona official In Costa Rica at

tha and of tho Coraso adaln i strat ion. Is that corractt

Mr. Lotzi That's right.

Mr. Bluai And It Is In tha next aaalnlstrationt ahlch Is

tho nonje adaln I strat lofti that tho narcotics activity In

Costa (tlca bagan to incroasa signl t Icantiy , Is that correct?

hr. Lotzi That Is corroct.

[Pausa.l

Mr. Bluat Nomi did those Coloabians coae to Costa Rica

during tha Monje adaln titration and begin to buy substantial

assets Inside the country, those Coloabians being Coloabians

connected alth tha drug trade?

Mr. Lotzt Let aa try to ansiter this the best May 1 can.

Ma knea that there aero people buying property uitn tho

intent to use it for drugj, because we had been long enough

aorklng around the area, so no knoa ahat people aant.

Dnce aga In, If they had govornaant support. If that's
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•hat you're referring to, I wouldn't know. You itli u« vara

talking about a governaent uhlch at that tin Mas Roberto

Monje and eyself, I haa supportad antlraly tha othar

governaent, and I fought against rtonja and I supportad tha

other.

Mr. Blual Do you aaan for anothar political party?

Mr. Lotzi Exactly* And we lost, thoy won. So 1 was not

vary wall loved aaong tha Llberaclon Party.

dr. Bluat What kinds of propartlas uara thasa Coloablans

looking for, ranches with airstrips?

fir. Lotzi It's basically ranches In tha northern part of

tha country. Soae would look In the southern part of tha

country, es close as possible to Panaaa, and soae would look

for ranches far north. They would be looking for 5,000 acres

to 10,000 acres with e big airstrip.

Mr. Blua; with a Dig airstrip?

fir. Lotzi Yes.

Mr. Bluat And there aren't aany such ranches available,

1 would assuae, Is that correct?

Mr. Lotzi No, there' are not.

Mr. Bluai Not enough?

Mr. Lotzi That Is why It was pretty obvious that people

were looking for ranches with airstrips.

Mr. Blual In other words, the demand was high, but the

nuaber available was relatively saali, so it bacaae obvious
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was built at Santa Elena?

Hr. Lotzl In Santa Elena, I'va had satellite plctura* of

Itt yes.

Mr. Blual Hay. you e»er baan there?

fir. Letzi Landed there, no*

Mr. Blual Havi you ever flown over It?

Hr. Lotzl No. Hi hava drlvan around it.
fir. Blual You'va drlvan around it?

fir. Lotzl Not to Itf but In tho vicinity, yes. That

araa was tha ar aa that was originally daslgnatad for a atrip

on tha first ravotutlon, where tha paopla usad to carry out

tha practlcas.

fir. Blual So this goes back. It was not just a strip

that was built for the purpose of resupply In tha period that

tha Sacord group was running rasupply tor contrasT This was

a strip that had bean there before, if I understand you

correctly. Is that accurate?

fir. Lotzi Vest that's accurate. This was whan that

happened Initially, In the first revolution, when tha group

of Secord's caaa over to Costa Rica to give advlca over soas

agricultural situations, and tna truth, because I was vary

auch Involved at that tlaai was wa were looking for an araa

to train people and In case at that tiaa design an airstrip.

fir. Blual I want to understand this. Old you say that

Sacord had a group that saw that strip In the tiaa of the

91-936 0-88-23
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would be protected?

Mr. Letzt One* again, if I have to ba accural*, what the

purpota of tfia group original ly mi In Costa Rlcat at laast

known to trio public, mi to bo abla to help In tho sotting up

of tho arsa for tho bonoflt of tha region.

Mr. Blual In other words, tne public stated purpose for

being Interested In this strip was to help with the region,

tne development of northern Costa Rica?

Dr. Lotzi R Ight.

Mr. Bluat What was the real purpose of the strip?

Mr. Lotzi The reel purpose was Ilka other real purposes

we had. that Costa Rica was not supposed to be Involved In

helping the Sandlnista revolution In any way. and we were

directly supporting the Sandlnista revolution, talking froa

the President on down.

Senator Kerry! Let ae Interrupt here tor just one

ainute. t have to step out here for a few alnutes. but I

will ba back, and It the testlaony conduces. I want to ask

tha attorney and the aarshalls not to return Mr. Lotz yet.

beceuse I'a going to be In coaaunlcat ion with tho U.S.

Attorney's office in California. And before we do. I just

want to have a conversation, okay, and I will be back.

(Pause.!

Mr. Bluai Again. I want to go back to this. You're

saying that tha purpose for which that strip was originally
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Mr. Bluat And aoit of thai* arc based principally at

Pavas?

Br. Lotzt mill PlJIoue la baaad In Pavas and tha ethar

•is baaad In Pavas and I'a basad In Coco.

dr. Bluat NoHf Isn't it also corroct to say that If you

run a crop dusting strvlc* In Costa Rica you can hava

gasoline In aany dlffaront locations* that thara ara no

controls on "here you locata your gasollna supplies?

Mr. Lotzt That's trua. As a aattar of fact, all tha

crop flusters' fields hava fuel.

Mr. Blual Hava fuel?

Hr. Lotzi It Mould not bo oconoalcal to fly a saall

aircraft to fuel It down at a aaln airport. It would aake no

sense.

Mr. Bluat So ona of tno ways In which fual for these

drug flights can ba spotted around Is by using tha fuol that

tho crop dusters are able to get. to put at dlffaront

locations* Isn't that correct?

Hr. Lotzt Yes* sir. Tha crop dustar usas tha saaa type

of fual that tha ragular airplanas do. That's 110 fuel

octane.

Mr. Bluat 110 octane fuel?

Hr. Lotzt 110 to 130.

Mr. Bluat And Isn't It a tact that the Costa Mean

government has atteapted to control the fuel, and by
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controlling tho tuol koop thoto flight! Iron occurring?

Hr. Lotzi You can't do mat. sir. That's Impossible.

Mr. Blunt Nhy Is It laposslbleT

hr. Lotzi Bocauss crop dusters don't fly at a pouer

sotting and they don't drop tho saao aaount of eelght on each

f I a la. So you novo dlfforoncss of hundreds of gallons In

• hat an aircraft could uso.

Lot's say. lot's put It this way. If I uantodt I could

■ike It on papers that I used 300 gallons and I used lio

gal Ions.

Mr. Bluai So ahat you're saying Is the crop dusting

business Is the perfect cover for soaeone oho Hants to

purchase fuel to uso It to refuel drug flights!

fir. Lotzi It Mould bo. especially soae crop dusters have

paved strips, you knou. 3.000 foot strips, uhlch are very

good.

Hr. Blue; Nom. vjere you aeare of any corruption probleas

within lee enforceaent as relating to drugs?

Hr. Lotzi Yes. sir. I was.

fir. Blual Yes? Could you tell us about that?

fir. Lotzt Yts. sure.

Mr. Blual Mould you pleese.

«r. Lotzi The colonel In charge of narcotics ooun there.

Colonel Barrentes. had aade severel approaches to different

people, different pilots, or had approached different pilots
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several tlaes concerning drugs.

The Incoa* of Colonel Barrantas Is a saal I Inooaa

governaent-ulsa • and tho aaount of aonay ho spends • It Is

dlffarant. And ulth the type of people he walks around — he

Is also a very good friend of the people of public security

and he Is — whatever he does Is unquestioned*

You know that Colonel Barrentes has been fired froa his

position. Then If you're talking about the other people*

they're el I on a very lou scale* because —

hr. Blunt What you're saying, just to be clear about

Colonel Barrantas. you're saying that he talked ulth a nuaber

of people who uere In the taxi business about the

possibilities of nor king with then on narcotics

transactions! Is that Mhat you're saying?

fir. Lotz; Fishing, fishing.

Mr. Blunt Did he fish ulth you?

Mr. Lotzt Not ulth aa. He doesn't like ae.

fir. Blunt He doesn't like youf

nr. Lotzt No.

Mr. Blunt But you heard about this froa other people uho

he fished ulth?

Mr. Lotzt Froa people he tried fishing ulth. yes.

Mr. Blunt And you're assunlng that, based on his

lifestyle ana his Inconei one of these f Ishlng exped itlons he

caught a f lent
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Mr. Lotil I aitoii ■ Dla on*.

fir. Blual You uere going to talk shout othor

corruption.

Mr. Lotzt Tho othor corruption. It Mould so at very low

■avals. Like If we're talking about tho colonol that was

working tilth Ch I lo and prodding thaa tha security at tha

strips that they were using.

It's vory — I would say that th* forco Is so saal I ana

It Is such a hot envlronaent — and by "hot" I aoant I'm

referring to heat.

Mr. Blum By "hot." you aoan hara ara drug flights —

Mr. Lotzi No. hot In toaporatura.

Hr. Bluat Hot temperature, yos.

hr. Lotzi Tho pooplo don't hava automobiles, thoy don't

have jeeps. If thoy havo a jeep, thoy don't hava fual. And

so actually. It Is ono aan that controls tho whole, oltho the

colonol or you Knew th* sergeant ana tha sergeant would tall

the rest of th* guys» Just relax today, go hoe*, thoro's

nothing to do. that's It.
So It Is government corruption, yos. but In a vary I oh

scale.

fir. Blua; It's at a very ion level, but It guarantees

that nothing happens and everything Is taken car* of?

Mr. Lotzi Absolutely.

rlr. Blua; I would like to recess for about five
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■I nata* •

IRecess. )

Senator Kerrj: Ma alii resuae nom Mr. Lotz. I want you

to know that for the aoaant mo are going to coaplete the

taking of today's deposition, but this deposition will be

ongoing ana It Mill be necessary for us to continue this at

soae point In the future. And I Mould like you to aake

yourself available to us at the appropriate tlae that Mr.

Blue contacts you.

nr. Lot*; Any tlae.

Senator Kerry: Thank you. 1 know you're a federal

prisoner! ana obviously mo will contact you appropriately.

But this Isn't totally at your calling. I understand.

Thank you very aucn for your testlaony. You've been very

helpful.

This deposition is concluded for this period of tlae.

[Whereupon* at li!J5 a.a.t the Subcoaaittee us
adjourned. 1
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DEPOSITION OF TOM ZBPEDA

KeDneiday, April 6, 1988

U.S. Striata

Coaalttee on Foreiqn Halations

Subcoaalttee on Terrorise,

Narcotics, anfl International

Operations

Washington, O.C.

The Subcoaal ttaa staff aat at 5»10 p.m. In Rood SO-415,

Dlrksen Sanata Office Building.

Subcoaalttee Staff Heabers Present; Gerald Connolly.

Barbara Lark In, Barry Sklar, and Dick ncCall.

Ckltness worn.)

[The prepared statement of Senator Kerry follousiJ

2«

25

- ^
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STATEMENT FOR TOM ZEPEOA'S TESTIMONY BY

SENATOR JOHN KERRY, SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

we welcome you here touay, Mr. Zepeda. It is

particularly appropriate tnat we have this opportunity to

discuss with you your experiences as a professional drug

enforcement officer? -no soent twelve years of his career in

the field in Latin America.

I say appropriate because of the eplsoae placed in motion

yesterday wh icn resulted in Ramon Matta Ballesteros being

delivered to tne United States. I know that you have nad a

particular Interest in the activities of "atta Ballesteros

for some tine.

As a natter of fact, wnen my staff received the phone

call yesterday from Honduras notifying us that Matta had been

arrested and was on his way to the United States* the first
question was whether or not you had testified yet. So it is

obvious that tne Hondurans just old not want any more adverse

publicity, steaming from Matta's case. To a certain degree*

you deserve some credit in this turn of events for which we

are all appreciative.

91-936 0 - 88 - 24
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TfcSTIHOMY OF TOMS ZEPEOA

Mr. Connolly! Mould you state your full naae tor tho

record*

Mr. Zepeda: Thus Zepeda.

Mr. Connolly: Mhara art you presently working, nr.

Zepeda?

Mr. (tpeoai In LaPaz, Bolivia.

Mr. Connolly! What Is tna nature of your present joD?

dr. Zepeoai I uork for the Bureau of International

Narcotics Hatters. I'a a narcotics field adviser.

Mr. Connolly; Prior to that tlae you aorked for the

DEA?

Mr. Zepeaai That's correct.

Mr. Connollys Hot. long did you uork for the DEA and Its

predecessor agencies!

Mr. Zepeoai 22 years.

Mr. Connolly; And you're retired froa the DEA nou?

Mr. Zepeda; Yes, sir.

Mr. Connolly; What overseas assignaents have you been

given by the DEA?

Mr. Zepedat PCS assignments. Mexico. Bolivia* Honduras*

and Cuateaala.

Mr. Connolly: Hon long did you run the OEA office In

Honduras?

Mr. Zepedal Approximately two and a half years.
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Hr. Connolly: And that was located in)

Hr. Zepeca; Tegucigalpa*

Mr. Connolly; And when did you retire from DEAT

Kf. Zepeca; 1965.

Hr. Connolly: with respect to the Honduran office* you

yourself opened the Honduran office in Tegucigalpa* is that

correct?

Mr. Zepedai That's correct.

Mr. Connolly: In what year?

Mr. Zepedai February of 1981.

Mr. Connolly: At the tiae you went there* Has there drug

trafficking going through Honduras?

fir* Zepeda: Yes.

dr. Connolly: Hon serious was the problca?

Mr. Zepeda: I don't know for sure how serious It was.

The intoraation available indicated that traffickers were

using Honduras as a transit point.

Mr. Connolly: Has marijuana being transferred froa

Coiuabian mother ships to smaller boats off the Honduran

coast at that t I ae?

fir. Zepedai The information Indicated this was

happening.

Mr. Connolly: To a great degree* or hard to measure?

Mr. Zepeda: It was a considerable degree.

fir. Connolly: Has there also cocaine traffic as well?
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Mr. Zepedat Soae cocaine traffic, but the bulk itaa

aar I Juana.

fir. Connolly; With respect to tha cocaine, ■>% the

cocalna being aovad through rtaota airstrips In tha northarn

part of tha country?

Mr. Zepedat I '■ sorry. Mould you rapaat tha question?

Hr. Connolly; Certainly. N I th raspact to cocalna, was

tha cocalna being aovad through raaota airstrips In tha

northarn part of tha country?

Mr. Zapadat Information available Indicated that thara

■tie soae aircraft landing In tha northarn part of Honduras,

a region called Olancho. But aost of tha flights vara

directly froa Coluabla nonstop Into tha Yucatan Peninsula in

Mexico for refueling.

Mr. Connollys was tha drug trafficking In Honduras being

protected at that tlae by corrupt allltary officers?

Mr. Zepedat Inforaatlon Indicated that there uas soae

degree of corruption there.

Mr. Connollys Did you receive Inforaatlon that Torres

Arias uas Involved In the drug trade?

Mr. Zepedat Yes.

Mr. Connolly J Old you report the corruption of the

Honduras allltary to your superiors in Washington?

Mr. Zepedat Yes.

Mr. Connolly* When?
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Mr. Zepedat Periodically, as the Information was

received, by tne Intarnal aethod of reporting) Mhlch li a

written rapert.

Mr. Connolly! When Mould the first such report have been

filed by you. xhat year?

Mr. Zepedat There Mere reports prior to ae by the agents

that covered Honcuras at the tlae out of Costa Rica, but by

aa laaadlately after I opened up tne office I started

generating Intelligence reports.

Mr. Connolly! With respect to this corruption]

Mr. Zepedat Corruption and other activities.

Mr. Connolly; Why did the fact that the allltary Mas

corrupt haaper your ability to operate Inside Honduras? I

suppose ua shoula ask first* aid It?

Mr. Zepedat It did. And the answer to the second part

of your question Is that It Mas difficult to conduct an

Investigation inc expect the honduran authorities to assist

in arrests Mhen It Mas thaa that Me Here trying to

Investigate.

Mr. Connollys Was It because you relied on the allltary*

Mhlch ran the Honduran police, that also haapered your

ability to aaka arrests?

Mr. Zepecat That's correct. The police was allltary.

Mr. Connolly! They Mere actual aeabers of the allltary?

Mr. Zepedat Tne allltary. yes. The country at that tlae
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i Has run by a all Itary junta unoar General Pollcarpo

2 Paz-tarcla.

3 Mr. Connollys With respect to tho Honduran navy, uhat

Mould the Honduran navy do whan you raquottod thoy would go

5 on patrol or Intorcopt ona of thoio aarljuana aothar ships?

6 Mr. Zepeoa; Thoy would stall for time. Identifying a

nuabar of probloas — lack of fuel, tho boat Mould ba unabla

8 to oparate. And frequently. I would have to go Into

9 headquarters and request authorization to buy fuel for the

patrol boats so mo could go out on an operation.

It usually m«s after the fact when mo got out In the

patrol area.

Mr. Connolly: In general, you Mould characterize their

response as ona of reluctance to carry out the mission?

is Mr. Zepedat They never said no. but there were always

ie reasons why mo couldn't do It right at that aoaent.

Mr. Connollys To what did you attribute this reluctance

to go out on those missions?

Mr. Zepedat Host of It Mould be to the fact that the

govornaent provided protection for soae of these operations.

fir. ConnollyJ So It was corruption again In the Honduran

navy?

23 fir. Zepedat That's correct.

24 fir. Connolly! after Torres Arias was replaced by Gustavo

25 Alvarez, did the drug trafficking continue In Honduras?
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«r. Zepeoal res.

2 Mr. Connolly* Old the corruption of sonlor members of

3 the armed torcos continue as Mel I?

Mr. Zepedat Inforaatlon continued to Do received

Indicating thatt yes.

Mr* Sklar: Let me Indicate a question on the

corruption. Can you establish a reason why corruption

began? Is there something that you attribute the corruption

to In the al litary?

fir. Zepedat It was an accepted facti a way of I Ife.

Mr. SKIar: So you didn't see any cl rcuastancesi any

events happening In Honduras In this period, where you think

corruption nay have Increased or where you attribute any new

wave of corruption?

Mr . Zepedat No.

Mr. Sklar: You Just think It was part of the systea?

dr. Zepedat The noraal course of business.

Mr. Connolly} Mho was doing the corrupting of the senior

eeabers of the arnod forces at that tlae?

Mr. Zepedat Me don't have any definite Inforaatlon as to

what Individuals, just general Inforaatlon.

Mr. Connolly: Columbians, though?

Mr. Zepedat Traffickers, whether they be Columbians,

Mexicans.

Mr. Connolly! Some Honduran traffickers as well?
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Mr. Zepedat It could be, yes.

Mr. Connolly* When was your off lea In Tegucigalpa

closed?

Mr. Zepedai On or about June or July of "83.

Mr. Connolly* 1983. why was trie office closed?

6 Mr. Zepada* I can only tssuet that it was closed bacausa

OEA felt that their resources could be batter usad soaeplaco

else.

Mr. Connolly* Did you concur In that judgaent?

Mr. Zepedat I was not asked. But had I been asked, I

would have recoaaendod that the office not be closed,

dr. Connolly* Why?

Mr. Zepeda* I felt that there was enough activity being

generated to warrant the office being there.

Mr. Connollys What kind of activity?

Mr. Zepeoat Sauggling activity.

Mr. Connolly* What about case loads, though?

i8 Mr. Zepedat Vary little case loads, we were not asking

is cases per sa *t OEA would Identify? but we were generating a

2o lot of sauggling Intelligence.

■ Mr. Connolly* And your view was that the generation of

22 that sauggling Intelligence outweighed the question of how

23 aany cases In fact were being put together and prosecuted?

?a Mr. Zepedat I fait that way, yes.

2i) Mr. Connolly* Where were you transferred to after that
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office Mas closeo?

Hr. Zepeoai To the DEA office in Guateaala City.

Hr. Cennollyl Did you continue to cover Honduras in that

nan post?

Br. Zepeoai Tale

Mr. Connollys Hod was that arranged?

Mr. Zepeeas The Guatemala office has always baan there.

and the area of responsibility of Guatemala has always been

Salvador. Bellzet and Guatemala, with the closing of the

Honduras off Ice • we took over the responsibility for that

area.

Mr. Connollys Hon auch tlae did you end up spending

dealing with Honduras when you were transferred to

Guatemala?

Mr. Zepedas About 70 percent of ay tlae.

Mr. Connollys And the rest of the tlae was. spent on

Guateaala?

Mr. Zepeoai Guateaala and Belize.

fir. Connollys Here the probleas you were exposed to In

Guateaala aore or less severe than those you had found were

going on In Honduras at that tiae?

Mr. Zepedas I think they were less severe In Guateaala.

hot that auch transitting at the tiae. with the transfer of

the office to Guateaala. 1 think that the activity picked up

in Honduras.
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Hr. Connolly; I was Juit going to ask i ho* did It affect

your ability to do your joo without an off lea ran In

i Tegucigalpa In that tlaa parted?

Hr. Zepeda: Other than the Inconvenience of traveling

DecK and forth, it really olan't effect ay Job

slgnlf Icantl y.

Hr. Connolly: With respect to your work as a cocaine

desk officer i would you describe the Job you hed when you

■ere posted back to the United States after completing your

tour In Cuattaa la?

Mr. Zepedat Yes. I »as assigned to tne cocaine desk in

OEA headquarters.

13 fir. Connollys Here in Washington. D.C.?

Hr. Zepeaa; In Washington, O.C., yes.

is Ana one of ay responsibilities was to reed and evaluate

6 reports ana cable traffic which uas provided to ae and then

1? coordinate any laportant aspects of those aocuaents with

is respect to offices or regions.

Hr. Connolly: What is a cocaine desk officer in tne OEA

20 system!

Hr. Zepeaa: What Is It In what respect?

dr. Connolly; This Is a person who is supposed to filter
information and coordinate Information about the flow of

cocaine coalng froa the region as a whole?

Hr. Zepeaa: Froa Latin Aaerlcat yes.
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Mr. Connolly! Horo you reading all of the cable traffic
coaling from the region at that tine?

Mr. Zepeda! I Mas reading all of the traffic that was

provided to ae.

fir. Connolly! What do you mean by that?

Mr. Zepeda! It could nave been that soae traffic didn't

com to me. It us held In soae other place or for other

people to evaluate. Whatever was provided to ae , I read.

Mr. Connolly; Who did the providing?

Mr. ZepedaS Just through the channels.

Mr. Connolly; Was It your Impression, based on that work

at that tlae, that the cocaine trafficking situation was

getting oorse all over the healsphera or better?

Mr. Zepeda! It was picking up.

Mr. Connolly! Gettlnq worse?

Mr. Zepeda! Yes.

Mr. Connolly! To what would you attribute that

deterioration? Why was it getting worse?

Mr. Zepedat The activity out of Columbia Just picked up

a lot aore than it had In previous years. What contributed

to that rise, I co not have an answer for that.

Mr. Connolly! When you were at the cocaine desk, »ere

you aware of problems in Panama with respect to cocaine

trafficking at that tlae?

Mr. Zepeda! I was aware that* as we had a I nays been
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snare, that Panaea was being used as a aoney- launder ing placa

and also a a sat I rg placa for transactions*

Br. Connolly! And this Has bslng rsflsctad In tha cabla

traffic?

Mr. Zepedai It Just contlnuad to bo rofloctad.

Mr. Connolly! Did the DEA cable traffic at that tiae

reflect a growing suspicion that Colon.!, then General

Noriega, Mas Involved hlaself in drug trafficking or

aoney-launder Ing 1

re, Zapodal I don't have any knowledge of that. 1

didn't see any traffic specifically naalng Noriega, but Just

Panaea In general.

Mr. Connelly i Was there any doubt In your alnd that the

United States government Has aiaare of the role he Has playing

In support of the Loluabian cartel?

Mr. Zepeoai I'm sorry, vould you repeat that?

Hr. Connolly! Has there any doubt In your alnd that tha

United States governaent Has aware of his personal role In

assisting the Coluabian cartel?

Hr. Zepedai It you go on the assuaptlon that Panaaa ».»

being used for these activities, you also have to assuae that

he Hould knot about It.
Mr. Connolly! Old you ever have personal esperience eith

or knoeledge of Colonel or General Noriega participating In

anything related to drugs?
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Mr. Zepeoa! Not directly, other than soae trips that ho

2 eado to Coluebte.

3 Mr. Connolly! Could you describe that?

« Mr. Zepedal During soae TOY asslgnaents when 1 was In

5 Coluabla In Made 11 In —

Mr. Connolly! In what year?

Mr. Zepedai Prior to 197B» but I don't recall exactly

8 the year.

9 I observed Colonel Noriega at that time and General Onar

10 Torrljos arrive In a Panamanian alrcrafti aet by people In

the airport Kho we believed to be traffickers.

t2 Mr. Connolly! And you reported this to Washington?

13 Mr. Zepeaai That's correct.

Mr. Connolly! Has there any reaction troa your superiors

15 In Washington to that report?

i6 Mr. Zepoda! Not directly to iii no.

Mr. McCalli Hare they picked up at the raap?

Mr. Zepedat Yes. The Mercedes went right up the raap.

picked the* up there, and drove off.

Mr. McCalli Hare there license plates on the cars?

Mr. Zapedat There was no license plates on the cars.

There was no Military escort or anything of that typo which

would Indicate an official visit between governments.

Mr. Connolly! The fact that there were no platos on the

car would also be an unusual --
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Dr. Zepedal Not not for nodal I In.

Mr. Connolly! Not for nodollln. But It Mould bo unusual

for a government car not to have plates?

Dr. Zepedal Yes. it uould.

5 Mr. Connolly; Subsequently, did you have reports of

6 return visits of Colonsl Noriega to Coluabla?

Mr. Zepedal Yes. ~e had Informant Inforaatlon that ho

s had aade one or tuo other trips, but I don't recall exactly

9 Khan or hou can y trips he aade.

Nr. Connolly! And you put soao credence In those

reports, based on the Intoraant?

fir. Zepedal Yes, because the Inforaatlon froa the

Intoraant — Inforaatlon ha had provided us In the past was

reliable.

fir. Connolly! This aas also prior to 197SI

fir. Zepedal Yes.

fir. Connolly! and you also reported tne saae to

Washington!

19 Mr. Zepedal Yes. This visit Mas during the period of

20 the saae six aonth tiae period.

21 nr. Connelly t Okay. And you also reported that to

22 Washington?

23 nr. Zepecai Yes.

24 Mr. Connolly! And again, no reaction froa Washington?

25 Nr. Zepedal Not directly to ao.
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Mr. Connolly! Has that unusual?

Hr. Zepedal No.

Hr. Connolly: Tho final lino of questioning! Kith

raspoct to possible rueolai. You'vt Been In Ian

enforcement* Hr . Zopodai for all of your aoult I If*. You've

watched the prob lea a I th respect to drug trafficking get

steadl ly worse.

Mhat In your Judgaent atnt wrong? Why has the problea

gotten uorse?

Mr* Zepedas That's a difficult question to answer. I

don't Knowt since 1 have not been In a position to have had

the opportunity to make a lot of policy decisions. But I

would venture to say that* analyzing Information* aaklng

■Istakes In analyzing Information, not good planning. They

haven't used their resources properly.

There's a nuaber of things that you could probably say

was the reascn for It.

Mr. Connollyl Just digressing, but In this tlae period

what have you observed In teras of the strengths or relative

weaknesses of cartel operations here In the United States?

Mr. Zepedat In coaparison to years past* they're a lot

stronger. They're better organized. They have unlimited

resources* whereas law enforcement usually does not have

those resources.

Of course* tne boundaries* the legal guidelines that tho
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governaont has ts vork »ltn, are not present ulth the

cartel* Sa they have ion fraadoa of aoveeent.

Mr. Connolly; In tha Unltad States, Mr. Zepede. uhot

networks hava tha Columbian cocaina trafflckars baon aola to

taka advantage ot In their marketing and distribution

efforts?

dr. Zepedal Wei It at one tlae they aero teklng advantage

of the Cuban distribution.

Mr. Connolly! Could you describe that In soae detail?

Mr. Zepedet Hell, the Coluablans for soae tlae nou have

always been the forerunners In the production of the

hydrochloride. And at one tlae< the used the Cubans

extensively In the distribution because the Cubans had their

nets already established, faally ties, knoxn eech other troa

Cuba, and people had errlved here and so on.

I think In recent years the Cubens have elso been kind ot

put off to one side and the Coluablans theaselves have

controlled a large aajorlty of the distribution nou.

Mr. Connolly; Here In the United States?

Mr. Zepedai Yes.

Mr. Connollys When you refer to Cubans, you're referring

to Cuban-Aaer leans living in tne United States?

Mr. Zepedat Cuban-Aaer leans ■ yes.

Mr. Connollys And you say the Coluablans nou have their

oun netaork and don't need the Cuban-Aaer I can coaaunlty?
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Mr. Zepedal I don't think they art being used at such at

thay wara In the past* I think tha Columbians have

established tha I r own natMork of systaas.

dr. NcCalls But they nad access to a netMork to really

gain a solid foothold?

fir* Zepeoat They did. And I think they still use soae

of the Cuban dl str Ibut Ions, soae of the older Cubans which

have proven to be profitable end trustworthy > but not as much

as they old in the past.

Mr. Connolly; When you refer to Cuban-Aaer lean ties,

you're referring to certain criminal eleaents within that

12 coaeunlty?

o Mr. Zepedal Of course.

Mr. Connollys When you say that the ability of the

is traffickers to operate In the United States and Indeed

16 throughout the hemisphere has grown auch stronger In your

17 lifetime of work In law enforcement, how would you assess the

ability of the law enforcement community to respond? has It

also grown a little stronger or has it In tact weakened In

the face of the growing Influence of the traffickers?

Mr. Zepeoat It's not any weaker. I think that aajor

efforts are eel ng made to address the issue, the concern.

It's tradition that law enforcement has always been a step

behind the criminal element, and It hasn't changed In terms

of the narcotics trafficking right now.
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Mr. Connolly J Looking back on things In the last docada

or tHOt ara thara things In tha Ian antarcaaant or

Intardlctlon you think ho could have dono differently or

should have dono differently}

Mr. Zopsdal In tha Interdiction, especially working

ovorsaast I think that you nood pooplo ovarsaas that ars

better prepared and better trained. Soae of these operations

I think require, especially the field operations, 1 think

require trained people.

And I believe that tha allltary can give soae of that

training to eount good overseas field operations.

Mr. Connolly; when you talk about training and

preparation, could you be a little aore specific} Where do

you see soae Inaoaquac ies?

Mr. /epical Language for one. Frequently you see people

overseas that do not speak the language* people that ara not

faalliar with the envl ronnent , working In the Jungles. This

Is where I believe that the allltary Mould be very valuable

In trai ning poop le,

Mr. HcCallt In search and destroy operations for labs,

for example?

Br. Sklart Do you advocate a role for the allltary In

this to replace UEA, say In the jungle}

Mr. Zepeoat No. I would say that the allltary would be

valuable In training, providing training te OtA, and also to
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the host country law enforcement agencies Kith uhoa «e aork.

Us. Lark In; What about providing •Hilary equipment to

ion ol tha host countries?

Mr. Zepadat I think that's applicable In some

countries. In seme of tha countries It's not. That would

have to be addressed on a country by country basis*

Mr. Connolly! You've addressed tha Issue of preparation

ana training for our personnel. What about the programs

overall, the strategies *e are employing In tha countries.

for example, you've served In? Do you think that they are

adequate?

Are there changes you think that should be fade?

Mr. Zepeca; I think there's always rooa for changes.

And I think earlier I said better planning, better programs,

better goals. Identifying definite goals.

Mr. Connolly: Uhat about the Issue of corruption?

Should ue have placed aort emphasis on that In the past?

Mr. Zapadal I think that's a prlaary issue that should

be considered.

Mr. Connolly! Hon should ue better consider corruption,

considering tha pervasive nature of It and tha ability of tha

traffickers to spend virtually untold resources?

Mr. Zepeoal Being able to have the United States

governaent, for example, put pressure on host country

governments to punish corrupt officials when they are
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identified. The general rule If that a corrupt official Is

Identified* fi* Is raaovod froa that particular position ana

transferred soaoplaca else* and that's about tha illicit of

ths action takan by tha host country.

I think If tha United states could put a little bit aore

pressure on prosecuting soae of these people, that Mould bo a

deterrent.

Me cannot coapate Mlth the trafficker collar for dollar.

But as tha officials start being prosecuted start being

punished* that aay be a deterrent.

Hr. HcCalll To fellou up on that. In our discussion

yesterday* Tea* you Bade tne point that In every country

you've been In there are a lot of honest people.

dr. Zepecat inert are.

dr. ncCallt Mhose Jobs -- they'd be much aore effective

If there aeren't corrupt officials. That Mould glva thea

added Incentive, the honest ones.

Hr. Zepeoas That's true.

Hr. Retail! Doesn't tha problea of corruption Just

becoae a little bit aore difficult to address* houever* Mhen

It Is coaolned aith Intlaloatlon and assassination}

fir. Zepeoas It is.

Hr. Connollyl Given tne Increasing allllngness of* for

exaapla* tne Hedellln Cartel* to pick a prlaa exaaple* to

eaploy assassination In order to force officials to daslst
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troa a policy such as extradition that they don't llket hou

hard do you think It's going to bo to dlslodg* those folks

onco thoy'vo beceae ontronchodT

Mr. Zopodai It's going to bo very difficult. And your

question Is being, I think, dlroctod dlroctly at Coluabla

right now. Ha'ra talking about Coluabla, and the situation

has gotton so ouch out of nand now. It Is going to bo twice,

aayba throa tlaes as difficult to correct.

My coaaent was In general. In talking about other Latin

American countries that perhaps do not have the seriousness

of the violence that Coluabla is having right now. But if It

continues to go unchecked, sooner or later those other

countries are going to be in the saae situation that Coluabla

1st and It's going to be that difficult to correct, too.

fir. Connolly! Is it your view that corruption Is

soaethlng that sort of runs throughout the healsphere, or are

there soae countries that seea to have handled It better than

others!

Mr. Zepedat I think that's correct. There are soae

countries that handle It a little bit better. Maybe there Is

soae corruption, but It's aayba aora sophisticated, less

obvious, whereas other countries, it's blatant.

Mr. Connolly; Could you give us a few exaaples of

those?

fir. Zepeaai Of the ones that are out in the open?
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Mr. tonne II y J Yes.

Hr. Zepsdaf I Mould lay Columbia would be one, flealco,

Bolivia. Honouras.

dr. Connolly t Mhat about a country that strikes you as a

country that ganorally has tried to sake son of forts to

prevent corruption at high levels, or lo» levels for that

aattsr , |n our he* i sphere ?

Mr. Zepeoa; Brazil* Argentina.

Mr. Connollys are countries where you foal they've

really workeo hard at the ant l-cor ruptlon?

Mr. Zepodat Thoy ara trying to ksap It under control.

Mr. Connolly; What Impact does the situation In Coluabla

have on other countries In the hemisphere?

Mr. Zepedas Hell, the major lapact Is the violence.

Br. Connolly: It's spreading?

Mr. Zepedas Everybody Is aware of the narcotics

involvement of Columbia, but the aajor Impact, mhat people

take notice oft Is the- Increasing violence.

Mr. Connollys You are now assigned with the Narcotics

Hatters Bureau of the State traffic in Bolivia?

Mr. Zepedas Yes.

Hr. Connollys Two years ago the United States, at the

behest of the Bolivian government, launched Operation blast

Furnace, which involved eleaents of the United States

allltary directly Intervening for the purpose of drug
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Interdiction In Bolivia.

Hon valid do you think that experience Mas* and do you

think it's som thing that ought to bo or can ba replicated In

other drug problca countries In the heal sphere?

Mr. Zepedat Yeii 1 think so. Tho Intervention of the

Blackhawks In Blast Furnace Mere as transportation to move

DEA and host country lau enforceaent offlcars froa point A to

point Bt and In that respect I think It's applicable.

In Its place now. He have six Hueys which are doing

basically the saae thing, but with Bolivian pilots.

Mr. Connolly: no you think there are other countries

where we should use our military In a similar fashion?

Mr. Zepedal Again* it Mould have to be addressed —

Mr. Connolly) What about Mexico, tor exaaplai the

largest single source of marijuana and heroin coming Into the

United States?

fir. Zepeda. Tnat's aore of a political question and

difficult for ae to answer that, without knowing and having

access to all the Information available Involving Mexico.

Mr. Sklart when you're talking about U.S. military

intervention, you're aaking a distinction between actual use

of U.S. troops versus U.S. equipaent? In other wordsi you're

saying you could see benefit froa the U.S. helicopters being

piloted 0)i Bolivian pilots and use in transporting --

Mr. Zepecai Yes, and also using military personnel for
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training*

Mr. Sklarl sight, rather than, say In Oparatlon Blast

Furnace, uhan U.S. troops actually war* part of tha

oparatlon?

Mr. Zapadai They were part of tha oparatlon In tha sense

of transportation only. They were not actively Involved In

the raids, other than Just moving the troops and the security

of the equipment.

Br. HcCalli I have a couple of questions, khat do you

think the impact of Hatta Ballesteros being arrested and

transferred to the United States will have on the use of

12| Honduras as a cocaine transsh Ipaent country?

it fir. Zepedat Hell, nuaber one. I 'a very happy to hear

that he got arrested and Is being brought to the United

States.

Mr. HcCali; Let ae just say, you kind of followed Raaon

Hatta Ballesteros. Can you go through the history of this

particular guy?

Mr. Zepeoat I first becaae aware about Raaon Hatta

20 Ballesteros In 1V75 and while on soae of ■> TOY assignments

2i In Columbia we were actively Investigating his activities and

22 the activities of soae of the soldiers, the Columbians. And

23 so I feel like I know him very well.

And a nuaber of tlaes we felt we had him and he got away

froa us. So that's why I '■ very glad that he was caught.
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Also I'* vary glad because It's baen allagad that ha uat

Involvad In the Kidnap pi ng-aurder ot Enrique Caaarena.

Mr. detail. And Has It the summer ot '78 or '80 that

there were three cocaine labs?

fir. Zepeoal There was an ongoing Investigation that I

think was about six months or eight months i and around August

or July of 1460 It uas culminated with seizure* the location

and seizure of about three hydrochloric labs on the outskirts

of Bogota, and seizure of large aaounts of hydrochloric

cocaine and cocaine base* the largest which had been made at

that tiaa.

And those labs and the others that were seized and the

whole operation was identified as belonging to Matta

Ballesteros and his Coiuabian associates*

Mr. flcCall; And then what did you find when Ballesteros

escaped fro* Columbia and made his way back, to Honduras? Old

he have an irfluence on establishing transsh ipaent points?

fir* Zepeda. We I I * Ballesteros* being a Honduran. has

always had connections in Honduras. One ot his direct

contacts In Honduras — or at least the information we had at

the tiae Indicated that he was closely related to Torres

Arias and was receiving protection froa Torres Arias.

And the reason he left Honduras was because of a homicide

that it was alleged he was Involved In committing* not him

himself, but he was part ot tha conspiracy to get soae people
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killed, btciust there mi ■ warrant liiuid for his arrest and

that's tha reason why ha laft.

Mr. McCain But Khan he returned, ha Ml net convicted

of that?

dr. Zepeaal At far at I understand. I think ha mi found

not guilty.

Mr. McCain But did you seme there Mas an Increase of

si activity upon his return as far as tha cocaine, using

9 Honduras as a t ranssh Ipaent point?

10 fir. Zepecai Not I can't say. Maybe thara Has • but 1

don't knou It it Mas attrlDuteo to hla directly.

12 Mr. Metal I; He had the contects even Hhen he Mas out of

t3 the country to make that happen?

Mr. Zepeoai That's right. And even though there Mas a

is warrant tor his arrest, mo had Information that occasionally

16 he caae In and out of Honduras.

Mr. Connolly! Soaethlnq In your judgment he could not

have done without high level protection?

Mr. Zepeda: Or not necessarily high level. It could

have been at lower levels, coming Into an airport and paying

soaebody to coae In undetected and then leaving the saae

May.

Mr. Connolly} Although If you are correct about tha

relationship mi th Torres Arias, that would have been fairly

high level?
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Nr. /tptcii It's possible* because Torres Arias also got

In troubls and ha got arrastad and got exiled. So during the

tlae that Juan Raaon Hatta Ballsstaros was a fugitive out of

Coluablat toot he Has In Spain and he mi frequently

traveling In and out of Honduras, and Torres Arias was not

there, either.

Mr. HcCalll What is the iapact of this episode, his

being arrested and transferred?

Mr. Zepedai I think that it aay Bake the traffickers sit

up and take notice and maybe think a little bit. And

secondly* aayba It el I I have a definite Impact In using

Honduras as a t ranssh Ipaent point, unless the traffickers

have already established other people. But the arrest of

Hatta Ballesteros aay be significant, but it's not going to

stop It.

Mr. Connolly! Mhy do you think at this tlae Hatta

Ballesteros was In fact arrested and sent out of the

country?

fir. Zepeda: I don't have any idea.

Mr. McCalli Well, I received a phone call yesterday

Honderlng whether or not you had testified yet, Toa. So

aaybe your appearance in Washington expedited that procedure

soeauhat.

Mr. Zepeoat It uould be nice to think that, wouldn't

it3
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Mr. Sklarl tou'vt been out of the Honduras picture (or a

vhile. but do you still know the actors? especially Hlthln

the allltaryl Do you try to keep track of theaf

Mr. iepeca; Not directly, but I know soaa of thea, yas.

lira Sklarl In tires of corruption and narcotlcsi could

you naae people within the allltary that ara aora active In

It than others?

Mr. Zopedoi I wouldn't know right now avcn if they are

in any official capacity. I don't know if they'ra still In

offlca or they're retired.

Ms. Larkint Can you tali us paopla that — and wa talkad

about this vary briefly — nam of people while you ware in

Honduras that you had specific Information on as to

corrupt ion)

Mr. Zepedal No. Tha Inforaation and soaa of tha actions

that were observed then did not naae a specific parson. But

soaa of tha drugs that were seized and than they would

disappear In transit frost tha point of seizure to. sayt a

security vault, would laad anyone to believe that It was

Doing done by those agents Involved at that tlae. that kind

of Inforaation* Independent Information froe> Inforaants that

soaa official aay or aay not be receiving aoneys for

protection.

But soaa of that Inforaation was difficult to conflrst.

It was Just raw Inforaation.
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Ms. Larklm Art there any othar specific examples, Ilka

drugs balng Biasing uhlla thay wara balng shipped, or an

example of things not balng followed up in an expeditious

■annart

Mr. Zepedat I don't raaaabar tha yaar i but It was during

tha tlae par lod between '81 and '83, thara was a larga

talzura of cocalna made In Puarto Cortaz, which Is ona of the

ports In northern Honduras* and It was one of tha largest

seizures aade at that tlaai about 1,000 soae odd Kilos of

cocaine*

About half of It disappeared en route troa Puerto Cortez

to Tegucigalpa, where it was going to be deposited In the

central bank for safekeeping. And half of that was stolen en

route.

After the drugs were In the bank, periodically we had

information that drugs were being taken out of tha fault and

substituted by non-narcotic substances. And the people in

control of all of this action ware tha police and the navy.

So that Is the type of corruption that I'm referring to,

Ms, Larklm Do you have any Information about people,

for example, et airports or navy at ports sort of looking the

other way when drugs were coming Into the country or going

out of the country?

dr. Zepeda; Not specific information, no,

Mr, Connollys Just going back to something you talked
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about, you personally one* witnessed than Colonel Noriega and

tha lata Ganaral Oaar Torrljoi arriving at tha Node 1 1 In

Airport and tal ng aat by an unaarKad Mercedes?

Mr. Zepedai Tito.

nr. Connolly; Two Mercedes* excuse me. Soaa tlaa

between 1973. but balora 19 78. correct?

Mr. Ztpadat That's correct*

si nr. Connolly! Could there ba any other reason for thosa

9 too Panamanians to be In Model tin? what other reasons

io besides a possible drug connection sooting could these tao

leaders be Ir necellln. Columbia?

12 nr. Zepedat That's difficult for aa to answer • because

13 there is a number of reasons why they could have been there*

But using ay experience, the way they arrived, tha way thay

were met — I said two Mercedes because one was the people

that uere meeting them and the other Mercedes was bodyguards

with machine guns.

is Mr. Connoliyi In military uniforms?

19 Mr. Zepedai No. In civilian clothes.

20 Mr. Connoliyi Civilians.

21 Mr. Zepedai Which doesn't mean too much, because in

22 Latin America a lot of the security forces run around In

23 civil Ian clothes .

24 But normally In conjunction with civilian security you

25 always see uniformed security, and there was no uniformed
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security. Til* vehicles and tht people that caae out ol tha

vehicles lad ui to ballavo that thay uara trafflckars.

Mr. Connolly: Hat tho alrplana landing coalng froa

Fanaia dlractly or froa Bogota?

Mr. Zepedal It was coalng froa Panama.

Br. Connolly! Would you not axpact Military leaders or

political laadars of anothar country In tho raglon to go to

Bogota If thay uara on official business to aaat with thalr

Coluablan counterparts?

Mr. Zepedai I would laaglna that that would ba tha case

If thay were coalng In on an official visit.

Br. Connelly! Ara there aajor military Installations In

Medeilln that eight occasion a visit froa Panaaanlan officers

of this level?

Mr. Zepedai It's possible. There Is a Military division

there headquartered In Medal I In. But agalnt there was no

presence of Military officers or unlforaed Military at the

airport receiving thee.

Mr. Connolly} I have no further questions. Is there

anything else that you'd like to expand upon or things you

think that we haven't covered, that you think we should?

Mr. Zepedai I can't think of anything.

Mr. Connolly! Let's Just take a Minute break until Mr.

McCall can return. In case he has soae other questions.

[Pause.]
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Kr. McCalli I hi«t no further questions.

Mr. Connolly] The Coaalttee vary euch appreciates your

ilng.

[Whereupon, at 5»55 p.a.t th. mtciilta Hal adjourned. 1

o
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